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CAMELLIA—MRS. COPE.

ExYM.—Camelli, an Itnlian Jesuit, or accordins: to others, G. Camellus, a Mora-

vian Jesuit, a traveller in Asia, and author ol" a history of plants of the island

of Lucon.

TernstroemiacecE § Camellieae.—Monodelphia-Folyandiia.

CHARAC. GENER.— Cr////r/.v biacteolati-5-9-pliylli/o//o//.v '2 3-serIatlm imbri-

catis, interioribus sensim m-.ijoribus deciduis. Coru/icc pctaluT^-l hyponryna imbri-

ca»a,'interiora majora. Stumina plurima hypogina pluriseriata so^pe imis petalis

adhcerehtia basi t^Uis minus Jnterse cnh^rewiin, fihimmtis subnlatis, aniheris in-

cunibentibns biloculaiibus oblongis, connectiro crassiuscnlo, /oculis lon<jitudinali-

ter dehiscentibus. Ovarium libeium S-o-loculare. Ovyh in loculis 4-
5,^

angulo

centrali allernatirn inserta penduU. .SVj//w.s li-o-fidus ; sti^mntihus cii[niA\ii\\s.^

Cavsula 3-r)-locularis indehiscens loculicide 3-r)-v;ilvis, vnlvis medio septift-ris, crxi

centrali persisiente fiiciebus seminifero. Semmn in loculis aboitu solitaria ranus

g^mina inversa, testa nucamentacea, unibilico apicali inipresso. Embryonis exaU

bununosi cotyledonts crassie cwrnosae niffquales rndicvla brevissima supera.
^

Frutices aempervirentes jUicb aiistratia pla<ram oritntnlen incoUntes oh fatissi-

mi/mJlorumdeiorem ma'rnisadofiis/arnmscjdii.s werito Cfldrntcr, foliis nlternis

vetidaiis co'iaceis nitidis 2nte;rnrimis, g.^minis mairnis perulis distirhe imbrrcatu

/ec^/s, floribus axillaribuf et termmnlihvs spfCionssimis albis roseis v. pwpureis.

CHARACT. SPEC. — E typo communi C.jVz/^onica, varietas in horto Sher-

tvoodiano en at a.

The term florist llower,m rften ased amongst hortlcultunil people,

needs oxi)laimtion to readers generally: It is applied to hyl)rids, or

Varieties of any llower obtained bv crosslnir, in contradistinction to

species. The tiorist ilowcr is a mule, incapable, as all other hybrids

are, of reprodurinc; itself by Feed, or at least of continuing the same

for any length of time. The line and niiinberless varieties of Dah-

lia, of Camellia, of Fuchsia, Carnation, Verbena, &c., are the most

familiar examples.

It is, ina rrreat measure, to th-se abortions that we are indehfed

fw the choicest beauties of our onrdens and -reenhcju.-es. The Dah-

lia, from a tawdrv, illnhaped llower, bas become beautiful m form

and color. The sin-le red Camellia is one of the parents of the

splendid varieties witli ^^hieh we are familiar. Compare the first

Fuchsias which were known tons, the coeeinea and olol^osn, with

the size and colorin- of Fair Rosamond and Don Giovanni, and

what an advance has been made !
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There are some riistMious and hypercritical people who condemn

these varieties as departures from nature—as an interference of art

;

to these we have a most opportune reply. In the appendix, written

by a scholar of Trinity, Cambridge, to the " Account of the British

colonization of Ncav Zealand, the writer says, '* There may be those

who would look with apprehension on any intermixture of foreign-

ers with the native race, from its supposed tendency to obliterate a

peculiar and interesting variety of the human species • •

This feeling is natural and amiable, but it partakes of the gentle

prejudice of Perdita, in expressing her distaste for the "piedness" or

variegated character of carnations and other flowers, which she ac-

knowledges to be the fairest of the season, but refuses to admit into

her garden. Polixencs, to whom her conversation is addressed, in-

quires-r-

Wherefoi-e, gentle maiden,
Do vou nejrlect them ?

Perdita. For 1 have heard it said,

There is an art, which, in their piedness, shares

With great creating nature.

Polixenes. 8av there be.

Yet nature is made better bv no mean.
But nature makes that mean; so, o'er that art

"Which vou sav adds to nature, is an art

That nature makes. You see, sweet maid, we many
A gentler scion to the wildest stock.

And make conceive a bark of baser kind

Bv bud of noble race ; this is an art

Which does mend nature, chancre it rather; but

The art itself is nature. Winter's Tale, Act IV. Sctne 3.

• • * God has so fjishioned man as to empower man toftishion

nature ; and so to fashion natui-e as to draw from her hidden ele-

ments forms of far greater beauty and utility than in her present

state of imperfection are offered to us hy nature herself. It would

be difficult to select a fruit, a grain or a vegetable which has not

been raised to its present value by artificial means ; and wherever

we turn we are reminded of the wonders which are effected in the

floral kingdom by modem horticulture." Who would prefer the

common crab to the pippin or bellefleur ; the insignificant fruit of

HORTICULTURAL JOURNAL.

the amygdalus to the delicious peach ? or any of the farinaceous

gmsses to the Hour of wheat ? Yet these have all departed from

their original species, and have arrived at their present state of use-

fulness and pleasjmtness by human care. The perfection to which

the hybridization of flowers may arrive can hardly be guessed at

;

the varieties of some plants are already beyond calculation; but

there are many which are abandoned or neglected, as they are sur-

passed or improved upon, so that the numbers will always be kept

within certain l)ounds; besides, the widening of the gardenhig world

increases the field, as the increasingextentof country brought under

the influence of civilization affoixls room lor the increase of the hu-

man race. What is produced in Kurope is admired, is the fashion,

" struts its hour," and is parsed over to us; by the time it is intro-

duced to the remotest points of our country it is old in our neighbor-

hood, and is ready to be pushed aside for the next novelty. This is

not true however, of all varieties: the double white Camellia which

was introduced into England trom China, where liyljridization seems

to have originated, nearly a century ago, is still the most favor-

ite of its genus; so with others which have become standard favor-

ites

The flower of which we give a representation in this present num-

ber, is one of those hyb^rids of the Camellia which have gained for

Philadelphia a great reputation in the horticultural world. It was

obtained from seed by Mr. John Sherwood, who has been the suc-

cessful raiser of many fine seedlings, and by him dedicated to the

late Mrs. Cope. It is certsiinly a ik>\ver which will take its place in

the very first rank, among the productions rf.both the old and the

new world. Our ])icture, which was faithfully and skilfully drawn

from nature by Mrs. Russell Smith, is of a rather immature flower,

the full-blown one appearing to much greater advantage as regards

form, the iuibrication of the petals being more perfect ; the color is

un.surpassed in delicacy, and resembles in tone and markings the

varieties Duchess of Orleans, (of which it is difficult to obtain a good

flower, on account of its iuability to expand,) and Low's Alexina,

which is inferior to our flower in delicacy. We can predict for it a

continued favor. The stock is in tlie possession of Messrs. Buist, of

Rosedale, and Ritchie, of Kensington. if .r.H.
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HISTORY AND MANAGEMENT OF THE CAMELLIA.

The CiunoIIia, accoi\UncT to Loudon, was named bv the Father of

Botany, Linnanijs, iu honor of George Joseph Kamel or Caniellus, a

Jesuit. There is a beautiful iifness iu the name for such a beautiful

plant. Tlie Jesuit is cou!<idered bv the bodv of men Avhose cause

he upholds, their ornament and their pride— the Camellia ia

considered by the admirers of lioweis as one of their choicest objects

of admiration. It is a native of Japan and China, though mor^
common m the former than iu the latter. There it grows to a very

lofty tree, and is planted everywhere in tlieir gardens for ornament
—and in their groves and walks for shade and sljelter. It must be

a beautiful sight to see an avenue of Camellias us lari:e as silver ma-
pies, with their deep glossy foliage and flowers of every hue, from
the purest white to the ji( best crimscn. Still tliough we may envy
the Japanese the magnificence of their specimens, we may well be
proud of the innumerable fine and splendid varieties which our su-.

perior skill in horticulture has produced. In China it is also extent

sively cultivated, and most of the varieties originally in cultivation

were imported from there. The date of its introduction to Eno-land

is recorded as 1739, and I presume that for a long time afterwards

the number of varieties was very limited* Ja one of the most po-

pular histories of gardening, publislied in 1800, I find, in a history

and description of the plant, the mere notice that " There are varie-

ties of it in cultivation with single red and purple floAvers, with
double red and purple flowers, with single white flowers, and double

white flowers;" from which comparatively brief notice I conclude

that there were very few varieties, and tliese little known or cared

for at that thne. Most of those introduced from China at that time
were received betw^n that period and 1820, after which many fine

seedlings were let out by the English nurserymen. About this pe-

riod, Chandler, of Vauxhall, near London, began to establish himself
as the greatest grower and raiser of new kinds of the age; he pub-
lished figures of his new kinds as they appeared; one of the first

was tximio; and so great lia-s been the change, so rai)id the improve-
ment, that it is very rarely indeed that we can find a plant in any
pollection. I have met lately with one single plant in an extensive

I

Philadelphia collection, but it was like gazing for an instant on the

Daguerrotype of a long lost friend. About 1 824 the imhrkata was

introduced by the Dutch nurserymen from China, and it is more

than probable that the singular, and to this day unequalled beauty

of this variety gave to Camellia growing the increased impulse which

commenced a few^ vears ai'ter. Since 1840 new varieties have

sprung up lilvc mushrooms, bolli iu rapidity and the multitudinous

nature of their various forms. Low in England, Van Iloutte in Bel-

gium, and many of the Pai'is nurserymen, seem to have j^laced

Chandler completely in the shade, and have for some yeai's been the

ruling spirits of Camellia development.

In our own country the spirit of improvement has been still more

surprising; our seedlings have obtained a reputation even in the old

world almost as great as their old Chhiese prototy])cs; and by means
principally of this plant the names of our nurserymen are as famil-

iar as household words. This is the case with Poll, Ilogg and Dun-
lap of New^ York ; Smith, Duist, Ilitchie and Dick, of Philadelphia,

and Feast of Baltimore—all of whom have an European reputation

amongst Camellia raisers of the highest eminence. We cannot, per-

haps, boast of giving to the over six luuKh-ed varieties which make
up the total of European collections, the greater portion of its num-
ber; ]jut we can point to some of our varieties as being among the

brightest stars in their Ikjral liriuament ; their very ''Rdnc dcs CameU
lias,'"—the Duchess of Orleans—with ail the regal dignity attaphed

to its name, is in danger of being superceded by a plain "citizen." A
specimen bloom ofascedHng, by Air, John Sherwood, and named
Mrs. Cope, was exhibited at the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society's

rooms, in the (nuly part of Aia mmm» an^ gave full promise of

bqaring the chanu'ter I liave just sketched out for it.

Having thi|s given a brief outline of the history of the Camelha,

I proceed to tre^t similariy of its cultivalion.

Soil.—Tbere are many opinions as to the best soil for Camellias;

some, especially the French gardeners, go in strongly for loam

—

others, chiefly German, will be perfectly well satisfied with a brown

hazelly loam ; others, again, mostly British, require a " mixture of

peat, loam and sand." The prol>al)ility is, that in the hands of a

good ganlener, iu a house, and in good conditions, any of the

mentioned soils is as irood as another. Climate has much to do
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with the choice of a plant. A dry and hot climate is very hard on

plants grown in peat, or undeconiposed leaf mould. The constant

fiupply^of water necessary to replace that loss by evaporation, joined

to the drv heat, to which the soil is alternately exposed, causes

the vegetable matter in it to decompose very rapidly, during which

an acid is produced which sours the soil, and pro1>ably acts very

injuriously. Thus it follows, that a soil which is adapted to a

Camellia in one country, or circumstances, is not by any means fit

for all. But the principle of the thing being understood, the reader

will vary his soils to suit his locality, or the conditions under which

lie is called upon to grow his plants. I have found my Camellias

to thrive best in a soil having for its basis a bixjwn hazelly loam, in

tliis I put about a fourth part of turfy peat, or if this is not at hand,

about the same quantity of well decomposed sandy leaf mould, at

least three years old. Whatever proportions of any soil be adopted,

nothing rich or rank should be amongst them, as rich manures of

every kind have Ijeen found high!}' injurious.

PoTTixG.—A subject which usually receives much minute attention

from writers, but which is not of so much importance as the soil and

after management. While tlie plant makes fine luxuriant shoots it

requires no potting, unless the pots should become crowded by roots.

When there is a tenden-^v of the crrowth to become weaker than

it has formerly been, and the pot is at the same time well filled with

roots, it is advantageous to i-e-pot them. The best time in my
estimation for this oi^eration is, when the flowering is nearly over,

and the new growth al)0ut to commence. I have alwavs found them

do well shifting by at this period. Many have a settled habit of

"going over " their plants regularly the "first week in February;"

more frequently because the time has arrived, than because the

plants really require it. When the reason or principles of an opera-

tion are understood, its position in gardening becomes a branch of

science ; then times and seasons follow from the wants and require-

ments of the plant, rather than the day or month of the year.

—

The importance of draining all plants well is so generally understood,

that it is scarcely necessary to observe that the Camellia is no

exception. A portion of charcoal, with the pcjtshenls urcd for

' »

\

draining, is very useful ; the roots love to adhere to it, probably on

account of the moisture charcoal absorbs. I'he material for

drainage is frequently thrown in too carekssly ; Hat pieces falling

on the hole, and rendering the passage out of the water impossible.

A large hollow^ piece should be chosen to cover the hole ; then a

few large ones placed around it ; a quantity of pieces broken much

smaller then being placed over, the whole covered lightly with

moss to prevent the soil from getting amongst the sherds ; this

forms a good drainage. In placing the plants in the new pot, no

person will bury the stem deeper in the soil than it was before.—

We now come to the general management.

The House.—The best aspect for this, is like the best soil for

them, a much debated subject. In a late volume of the " Companiow

to the Flower Garden,'^ I observe that one writer insists on the ad-

vantages his plants derived from being placed in a shady situation

on a northern aspect in summer, while another desciibes tlie luxiJ-

riant and healthy specimens he got by placing them in the full sun,

under a south wall ! In America this latter mode would never do.

In a \vell constructed house a northern aspect is perhaps as good a»

any ; it admits a large amount of light, while it prevents the plants

from having their leaves scorched by a sudden burst of sun in win-

ter or early spring. Arrangements should be made for keeping the

house above SG"-' or 40*^ in the severest weather; a common well

made flue will be effectual where the house is small, but wherever

the size of the house will warrant it, hot water pipes are much bet"

tfer, as the best constructed flue will allow injurious gases to escape

at times, more especially where anthracite is used as fueL

Fall and Wlnter Management.— I prefer to have my plants all

housed before the thermometer falls often below 40®. A Camellia

properly hardened will bear a much greater degree of cold than this

;

but as Cobbet would say, *'the above is my plan," and it does well.

After they are housed I give them all the air possible, so long as I

can keep the temperature from fidling below what I have fixed; I

thin out the flower buds according to the strength of the plants, ne-

ver, however, leaving more than one at the point of a shoot. I give

them no more w^ater at this time than will keep the soil barely moist

and the buds just swelling ; caution is required in this, as, if the soil
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become quite drv the biuls will drnp. As the buds swell the water

must be increased, and when the iU.wors are expanding they will

require a prettv lice supply. As they cea«.- Howcrin- and com-

mence to grow, I keep the atmof=pbere moister by throwing water

about on tiie paths and .tagos, and by giving the plants an occasion-

al syringing in the mornings preceding a Ihie warm day; whenever

warm enough I s:ive air.)>y the top sashes only, deeming the open-

ing of doors and' .Mde sa-hes as admitting cnricTifs of air highly in-

juriouf. to the vonn- wood. If, as they sIkav, some grow stronger

than others oii the same tree, thereby spoiling a-ny desired propor-

tion I pinch them bark halfway—I invariably fmd that pmchmg

back a growing shoot weakens it, while the other uni.mehed off

shoots are strengthened thereby. As soon as the weather out of

doors ceases to be changeable, I make prejiarations for
^^

SuMMKR AND Fall MANAGEMENT.— Here again " doctors d>fler, --

many preferring to keep them boused all summer, giving them a«

abundance of air, and keeping them shaded ;
others advocating their

being "turned out of house," if not home, " about the lirst of May,

under some shadv tree or some such situation. The lirst contend

that by housing their plants, they protect them from the heavy

summer rains which often injure them, especially if thedramage get

defective The other partv contending that when the plants are out

of doors, insects do not attack them so freely, and when they do at

all they are more easily cleaned and kept clean. As the lull beneht

of the air is no doubt of the highest importance to the perfection of

Camellia .rowing, 1 prefer to have the plants out in summer under

an awnin- made for them, with aU the sides open ;
this, while ^af-

fords them all the air possible, prevents the heavy rains from m.iur-

in^ them, while they aiv easily cleaned when infested by insects

Insects —The most iniurious are the .Wr nn<l rr,l spider— hmo.

water 'syringed over the ,.lants will easily kill the f.niner; the latter

more troublesome po^ ref|uires constant watching; the best thmg, I

belieye for destrovin-tliein is ...ipM.K-many excellent cultivators

around Philadelnhia use it, while others efpially gon.l object to it, on

the ground that 'it stops up the ixires whi(h alK.nnd on the un.ler sur-

face of the leaf ; but 1 have never Ibund it injurious, and presume

tiiat the thin membrane-like coat, whi<-h a.lheres to the plant after

the washin", cracks and peels off when it dri.'ssonn alter.
me w<isuiuc,v. A i'iiii.Ani;:.riiiA (..UiDLNEii.

IIORTICULTUllAL JOURNAL. 9

For the Florist, and Horticultural Journal.

ELYASTON CASTLE,

The seat of the Earl of Ilari'ington, near Derby, is the most cele-

brated place in Europe for its profusion of evergi-een trees and

fehrubs of every class—if there exists a hardy evergreen, it is enough,

it is soon (lei)ositcd within the domain of this noted modem planter.

When I visited it in 1831, to see my youthful friend, Mr. Barron,

\vho had then entered as gardener, I noted the place only for its

long level avenues of lindens and chestnuts that had apparently

stood the blasts of the past century. A noted landscape planter was

ihvited by the grandfather of the late Earl to improve the grounds,

but considered them so tame and level that nothing could be done.

There were then half a dozen cedars of T^banon planted, wdiich

Were the only evergreen trees of character on the place. The late

Mr. Loudon, in his garden statistics about 1829-'30, did not even

notice it. The house is of the plainest character, with all the ap-

Jiendages of the establishment in conjunction with it ; and strange

to say, the parish church in juxtaposition—a plain sheet of water

and ancient flower garden, with hcilges of yew and laurel, formed

the picturesque of this now noted spot, in the above year. How

changed the scene—the cool, collected and ingenious talent of the

gardener, backed by the Eiirl's wealth and will, with a determina-

tion to produce what he had so long desired, has resulted in so short

a period with what no other has yet achieved, even with nature in

aU its grandeur at tlieir command. The whole has been produced

60 quietly and privately that comparatively few have yet realised a

solitary view, unless taken from the top of the church, as was done

by our lamented friend Mi'. Downing, or on a few special (x^casions

granted by his lordship. Tlw sequel feebly shows what twenty

years have done—the whole feature of the place is decidedly Eveu-

OREEN ; so that the grand avenue of lindens gires way to rows of

Deodar cedars, Douglas fir, and Austrian pine, till you approach

within half a mile of the mansion, when^ there is an enclosure by

a ha-ha or mnk fence, within which you enter by massive gflded

iron gates ; on the right the column is covered with the silver ivy,

«wid ou the Icil tlic lodge is embuddcd in manlier of the green.—

It
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So striking a contnxst could not be overlooked. You are now with-

in the paddock, in a serpentine approach planted on right and left

with variegated holly, backed with ceni\)er |)ine, whose sond3re shade

formed a striking contrast with the pale variegations of the holly.

The next turning opened on beds of licather, beautifully in bloom,

interspersed with boxwood and sheltered by towering specimens

of Douglas fir and cedars of Lebanon, whose tops are grafted with

Deodars, the dark green of the iurnier contrasting with the soft

green of the latter—you could nut resist the impressiun of the trees

bein<'- covered with sea green silken mantletis. Another turning

places the winter garden on the left, and brings you up in fiont of

the mansion, from which you have a full view of the Winter Gar-

den and Mount of Pleasure, that has no equal in Victoria's domin-

ions, or perhaps any other country—a covered walk of several hun-

dred yards. You cross its portals, and figure to your mind's eye

an old bushy yew tree that had been growing for centuries before its

removal to its present site eighteen years ago, forming now a beau-

tiful artistically dipt arbour, fourteen feet square and eighteen high,

perfect every inch, not a branch nor twig out of place, surmounted

bv two peacocks formed on the top of each other, and over them

cast two rings, all formed with the shears, and perhaps cost as much

as any of the architectural cliiTrchcs of Philadelphia. The Irish

yew stands in regimental phalanx about eight feet high, grafted

with the Taxus aurea formed into crowns, and shining in the sun as

if bumished with gold, the Swedish and Iri.sh juniper forming boun-

dries of various tints of green and worked up into masses, creating

by contrast of colcM' and disposition of dwarfer variegations of fo-

liage, habit and form. Tlie prevailing character of the forms wem

to produce a jiartorre with colors so contrasted as to strike the eye,

producing an impression surpassing any floral arrangement which

was readily accomplished with every imaginable shade. For ex-

ample—take a half-circle or crescent, and plant the disc with dark

upright sombre yew or juniper, and the concave with variegated

plants such as Vinca, th\Tne or J^'antolina, and } ou have at once a

winter bouquet.

To enter into a detail would however far outstrip my time and

the patience of your readers: we give the outline, and leave them-

to form the pictuixi. The gilding of the statuary, the elaborate work

of the baskets surrounding some cherished novelty, the feathered

declivity of the embankments, the terraces and slopes, the plains and

the mounts—all exhibit an artistic skill fascinating in the extreme.

What is this surrounded with such beautiful wickerwork ? " Libo-

cedrus chilensis, a great acquisition."—It looks like a beautiful sil-

ver Thuja. *' yes
;
you may call it Thuja chiliensis .'' There is

another exquisite plant, " That is Biota aurea ;" Ah ! very like a

Thuja, too ? *' Yes, Thuja aurea." There, you see, I have got

fixed in a lybranth of names and art. What peculiar shaped pine

is that ? " A Douglas Fir." Ah, you have been using the knife on

it ? " Y^'es ; and on many others freely. I exploded the idea that

evergreens will not bear pruning; do it at the proper time, and ju-

diciously, they are with few exceptions, perfectly under control." I

thought Douti'las fir an exception, and was only handsome from seed?

" Of all the magnificent specimens on the place there are only about

half a dozen seedlings !" Make a note of that.

From the east front of the house the east avenue extends ten

miles in a straight uninterrupted view, which is not used as an en-

trance but merely as a prospect ; a walk of about thirty feet wide

extends half a mile, or as far as the ha-ha ; within this space the

majestic horse chestnut luis been replaced by Araucaria imbricata,

Cryptomeriajaponica, Taxcxlnim semper\nrens, Deodars, Cedars of

Lebanon, and Picea pinsii|)0, disposed with a gracefiilly waved out-

line. As you enter this amazing vista you have on your right and

lefc specimens of Picea nobilis, each ten feet high, and about t^

largest in England, and grown from cuttings planted when three

inches h!^, of the most symmetrical form and without a fiuilt, sui^

passing in beauty the far-famed Araucaria excelriw Onward are

beautiful trees of Araucaria imbricata, thirty feet high, planted on

mounds, and clothed to the lx>ttom with their distinct and unique

foliage and habit. These ti-ees have been sixteen years planted, so

that Uieir average growth has been neariy two feet. Next came

the Crvptomeria', with its graceful airy form and pendulous branch-

lets contrasting with the stift' habit and upright mean of the arau-

caria. How grand ! how expansive—what will it attain ?—Shall I

see it again in twenty years ? To the left of tlii. prc.^pect and en-
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tirely unobserved, is the tame sheet of water of 1831, now a magi-

cal lake interspersed Avith islands, peninsulas, promontorvs and

steeps of the most verdant grass—artificial rockwork, pallisades and

geological formations, all having been brought many miles to

adorn tliis secluded spot, to which you are gently drawn by the mu-
sical whisperings of a secluded waterfall. In your search you cast

your eye on the vista of Spondon, the church with its towering spire

three miles across the lake, forms the termination of this j)icturesque

view ; at your feet is a beautiful boat with its golden oars, in which

we paddled from island to island, viewing and comparing the growth

of trees, the formation of artificial rocks, and the design of the plan-

ter, where the towering Doughis and Norway firs were flanked

by our hemlock spruce, which makes an agreeable tree for rocky

and water scenes, its delicate foliage and drooping branches kissing

the ripplo of the silver lake, adding new charms to the scene, in be-

holding one of our most common trees luxuriating in those fairy

isles with native splendour. Those trees were not planted on low

mud islands, but on high artificial hills, nearly every foot of which

had cost a shilling to the spirited owner, whose great delight was to

employ the poor to raise the ol)jects of his fancy. His sole pleasure

was planning, planting and replanting—cost w%as rarely estimated,

the question was, can it be done ? On the margins and inlets of this

romantic sheet of water great effect was produced by the shades of

foliage, the Austrian, Cor^ican and Norway phies gave dark ishades,

the Silver, Bhotan and Sabin give light shades ; the Khutrow, cem-
•brian and insipiis giving tlie green shades, with an occasional vew
whose history went back into other centuries, gave a tone of ancient

and modern grandeur that must be seen to be fully realized.

On the south of the lake and very near the mansion, is formed a
grotto and fountain, where all the gems of dwarf trees, lava and
rocks are collected and rather systematically arranged, which appears

to have been the prevailing taste of his lordship. How wonderful

are the pnxluctions of the vegetable kingdom ! and they can only be

compared in collections thus brought together. We have been ad-

miring the rapid growth of many of the firs and pines, frequently

exceedingly five feet in one season. ^Hiat are we now to say of

those miniature, less than Tom Thumb aftuirs, of those clanbrasil.

I

. ^

pigmy and Hudson firs, some of which were twenty years old, and

had not attained the height of as many inclies. The view from this

point across the lake was on the artificial ruins of an old castle com-

posed of rocks, pieces of buihliiigs, tufa and limestone formations,

covered with ivy and Avild flowers, all erected within fourteen years,

and appeared as having stood for ages on a spot that was a low mea-

dow at my last visit. All the walks in the vicinity of this lake and

indeed for miles, were asphalted, composed of four parts gravel and

one part quick-lime and gas tar suincieiit to make the whole the

consistency of mortar, which was heated on plates built for the pur-

pose and laid dow^ii whilst hot, a])()ut two inches thick, and become

as hard as marble. So much was 1 absorbed with what I could

barely realise to be real, that 10 h of the night found me under the

soft silver beams of the moon, with nature's cravings, still enjoying

those magical scenes where I saw l)ut yesterday', comparatively, the

muddy pool skirting the field of the mower. I retired to rest, but

found none fur my excited imagination ; the early dawn {2h o'cPk)

foun<l me solitary and alone amidst the golden-crowned yews of the

winter garden—not altogether alone, I find, for there conies that si-

lent watchman of the night, who has trod the path for seventeen

years, amongst those, to him no doubt, monotonous scenes.

The thorough secret of the successful growth of all 1 have seen,

consists in a complete system of under-draining ; the ground being

so level the main drain had to be extended 1 h miles in a direct line.

All the leading trees were planted on mounds of earth—no tree was

too large to remove and none too small to plant ; every power and

facility was on the spot ; all fibrous roots were sacredly protected ;

during removal copious waterings were given ; stays of strong No. 8

wire were fixed from the ground to various parts of the tree, to pre-

vent it.s being displaced after planting; evergreens were successfully

moved at all times, but preference given just before their growth.

Even a yew that hjul stood 300 years, was successfully brought

from a distance, and the second year after removal made a luxuriant

growth ; another striking fact was, to ])lant the best that could be

got ; from three inches to three feet high, were the general height of

all those now uni<iue spechneus of rare evergreens. Seedlings,

cuttings, layers or grafts, all were alike acceptable ; if they were

not of the proper form, the knife wasi freely applied ; where the
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TOots had been confined in pots before planting they were washed

from the old soil, the roots carefully extended, fresh soil placed

amongst them, fi'eely watered a few times, and success was the result.

The most critical judges cannot now decide whether they were

seedlings or not. I wdll now close with one word more : The

whole art and energy has not been fully and entirely directed during

the time to the one grand achivement of a Pine tree evergreen

—

pleasure ground and winter garden. There is a fruit and vegetable

garden with graperies, jieacli houses, forcing houses, pine pits, hot

and cold walls, and all their accompaniments kept in corresponding

order, flourishing and fruitful ; but these are every day affairs.

—

The aehievments in the grounds and the planting, their growth and

keeping in the short space of twenty yeai'S, has no precedent iu

modern lancLscapc ganlening. R. buist

HORTICUT.TURAL SOCIETIP:S.

Messrs. Editors:—Under this title I have read many articles in

the "Florist," and other Horticultural papers ^ every one giving his

own views and opinions, but none it appears to me seem to have

taken the subject into earnest consideration.

Horticultural magazines publish articles about Horticultural So-

cieties, horticulture, iloriculture, strawberries, rural taste and its

mission, landscape gardening, cultivation of Indian corn, &c., and

of everything, even of Scoundrel the 1st, or Napoleon HI, as you

please, the kinsman of that great man, who, in LS12, in a fit of

genius, forgot his army ou the banks of the Muskawa, prol)ably to

make hygiene experiments on the salubrity and healthfnlness of

fileephig in the snow, on pillows of ice, eating horse-flesh, when it

could Ix? got—but ofcener refreshing himself with that compound of

azote and oxygen, which natural philosophers call air—air at a

temperature of 28^ below zem, Fah. (don't you think, Messrs. Ed-

itors, this a very substantial food ? one docs not want ice cream

after such a meal,)—or taking cool baths in the Beresina. See

what it is to be a man of genius ! He wanted only wings to be a

real genius of the air ; although he could fly without them ; as this

greatest man of the age perform the greatest flight on record.—

He flew (4000 ages contemplated him,) from the pyramid of Cheops

across the Mediterranean to the Paddiest nation in the world.

I crave indulgence, Messrs. Editors, for making this' digression on

such small things as great men, but if Dr. Lindley indulges himself

in talking politics in his Gardeners' Chronicle, we may perhaps also

do so in this free country, when discussing horticulture, which makes

laurels to grow to crown the head of human butchers, generally

called Heroes.

I was saying that horticultural magazines WTite on gardening,

botany, &c.; some few of the public read these writings with as much

attention as we generally read the advertisements of sales of second

hand clothhig or furniture. Horticultural societies are daily estab-

lished, one-tenth of the members attend the meetings and sham-

exhlbitions of these societies, where the prettiest and most interesting

productions are certainly not those of the vegetable kingdom.

While I am in the vein, will you permit me to take for my sub-

ject your own Horticultural Society, as being the oldest and most

important in the Union ? You do not say yes. Well, let us see,

let us be men, let us acknowledge our own inflrmities. I said at the

commencement of this, that horticulture and horticultural societies

are not considered earnestly either by amateurs or by gardeners,

with the exception of a few of each party ; this indiflerence to those

institutions so useful to both, arises from many very diiierent causes.

The indifference of amateurs comes principally from the disap^

pointment they often ex2)crience in their gardeners ; the indiflerence

of some of the last comes simply from their own indiflerence—but

some, and these are the minority in number, but the majority in

talents, are intliflerent, or lather, to be just, are dissatisfied, per-

haps disgusted, to'see that their employers are never satisfied at

whatever they do—want to have their own way about everthing,

and yet make the gardeners responsible when things do not turn

out well ; or if satisfied, do not express their satisfaction for fear

their gardeners should think too much of themselves, and might

ask a little advance in wages, which in this case Would be very

natural, having the sentiment of their own w^orth ; they are dissatis-

fied and become indiflei-ent when they see that good plants, dilficult

to cultivate and well grown get no nure encomiums or better awards
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of premiums than niGte traBh ; iiiid sometime wor>"^e tlian that, no

mention, no notice taken at all of their plants. In the year that is

just past, we have seen something of that sort, l)ut it is of no use

to particularise. They become dissatisfied, demoralized, when they

see that, besides oetting no premiums or mean ones, they get no

credit, no publicity being given to the awards of prizes, exept in a

few of the political papers; the two or three horticultural magazines

they subscrilx? to, and which ouglit to pu])h*sh all the proceedings of

horticultural societies, never mention a word of such, or if they do,

it is in such a partial way, that it is still worse. Editors and pro-

prietors of tliese magazines seem not to compreliend that their

interests are connected with the success and prosperity of horticultural

societies, the ])i'osperity of gardeners, imrserymen,—of all, in fine,

who are engaged in horticultural pursuits, all are liidved together.

This is entirelv lost siuht of; vou are the lirst, in \'our last twa

numbers, who seem to have understood the importance of giving a

large publicity to every branch of horticulture. In my opinion,-

your "monthly tour of uispcction,** which I would call "horticultural

retiew," will do more towards tlie difl'usion of taste for horticulture

than all the exhibitions ahjiie. But if magazines (and we will haver

a respectiible number of them,) and horticultural societies, would

loin toirether and lav aside their little lealousies and many other

thiufifs not worth mentioninir, in a few years we Avould l)etrin to see

some of those wonders of the old world that 1 am anxious to see in

the new one ; that is to say the wonders of gardeners' skill. I am
also desirous of seeing one day, a large Central TTorticultural Society,

or Horticultural Congress, comjiosed of all the local societies, that

in twenty-four hours could meet in one given place, New York for

instance ; but this is perhaps too much for the present, and l)cforo

establishin*'- a new scK'ictv we must trv to reform the defects of old

ones. Let us begin. Will you allow me to speak of your society?

You do not answer ; so 1 take youi- silence for consent; but first, a'

few words in the shajX' of exordium. Resides mv being fond of

flowers, a,s my name implies, I am \ny fond of talking. I say so

here to prevent some of my IVicnd-, tlic gardeners, telling me tliat

I have too much tonirue for a lover oi* ilowers; real love whatever

be its ol)ject, speaks more with tln^ cys and h(»art than with the

tongue. 1 believe ika too—but ll^' ol^JL-ct of my lo?c', of luj talk,

I mean, could not understand the eloquence of my eyes or heart, so

I must express myself more significantly.

Now my exordium is over, and I still scratch my ear to know

how to come to the point. It is a delicate matter, interfering with

other people's private affairs; but I think this is not a private affair,

it is an ali'ah' of the Horticultural public, so I have the right to rum-

mage it, and as I must begin with something, I will ask you, first:

Who were the members of your committee of arrangement at your

last September exhiljition—they were not gardeners assuredly ? but,

if they were, I congratulate them upon the line distribution of the

articles exhibited. When 1 entered the Floral room, of course

nobody was there but the managers, as I thought ;
there was no

crowd to prevent my looking at the objects ckisely, nor to distract

my attention But this was all hi vain. Everything was so much

mixed, pell-mell, that I coukl not find the i»!ants that were for com-

petition, except a lot of antediluvian specimens—I suppose the

*^ hop-poles" of the " working gardener"—which stood by the door

of the Hull—which plants, I suppose, had been once bushy ;
they

must have been contempomries of Wm. Penn's elm-

How manv times I sighed for the Ericas of Chiswick, three or

four feet across, when looking at these venerable, but not very ad-

mirable productions of the 17th century, if not older; for I must

tell you, that when I sailed from Dutchified Albany, I had the con-

victiou, whatever Uie ^' working gaiTlener" had said, that I should

see some fine plants, if not of Ericas, ut least some sj[>ecimens simi-

lar; but, alas!

Now I w^t all jmff indulgence, for I am going to abuse all

liberty of being indiscreet. T am going to ask you, who are the

members of your executive comtnittee?—are there any scientific

men amongst them ?—are they young mou or old ones ?— it does

not matter, if they have young ideas. You will not speak* I sqe^

—

you are oflentled at my in.|niric>; if m), I am very sorry; but you^

will permit me to tell Von, it is a por>r wav of reforming abuses, if

vou will not point them out. 1 am launched now and 1 will give

vou mv opinion.

I tliink a s(K>iety like yours, in a city like Philadelphia, ought

to have, as much as pof^sible, scientific men for officeis, cr, if m.t
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scientific, very zealous for the advanceuicut of science, (for you raust

not be too much dazzled with scientific men, they are often great

humbugs,) especially the more active men, Secretaries, Chairmen
of Committees, kc. Such a society ought not to be overruled by
the Gerontocracy.* We are in an age of progrci^s, and you must
not retrograde or be stationary, but advance, march with the age

;

for are you not Americans in Pennsylvania ? Will you allow the

old country ideas of Europa to rule you? 1 do not believe it. You
ought not to retrograde, but it is what 1 think you have been doing

since a few years. I saw Philadelphia for the first time some 12 or

13 years ago, an.l I think there were mure good plants to be seen

then in public or private collections than at present. Your society

may possibly have saved money shice then, but it has not advanced

the science of Gardening or Botany; it has neifher diffused the

taste for exotic plants or native plants, Philarvensis and others

will have a good deal to say before ther convince people that the

Hemlockf Spruce and White Pine are as handsome trees as any coni-

feras from Australia or other places. It will be a long time before

people will believe that Andromeda Mejicana and A. arborea, Ascle-

pias tuberosa, Cypripedium spectabih, Cornus Jhrida, Acer mont^na and

A. stricia, Epigaa repens, Lycopodium dendroidcutny Osmunda specta-

hlis, Adiantum pedatum, §t., are as hand.^^^me a.*^ any exotics of the

same genera. Show a tree for elegance that will Mirpass a hand-

some hemlock, a nobler deciduous tree than IJriodendron tylipifera,

a handsomer perennial than Asclepias tuherosa or Aquilefria canaden*

sis, or shrub than Azalea calendidacra, a prettier fern than Botry^

chium fumarlodes, or Adianfvm pedntum, and, to close the list of these

nartive gems, (for Philarvensis and otiiers sui generis, but " wild

tilings" for most other people,) a prettier miniature of a plant than

Physera chrysophthalmri ; but I forget that I am going too far, I am
travelling out of my subject, sa I will cornc at once to the perora-

tion of my epistle, which my readers have been longing for.

I hope before long to hear of some notable changes in your society,

and to see in the Florist, that
,
ganlcner to , exhibited

Phenocoma prolifera, Aphilexis humilisy Pultenaa ericoides, Enroth-

riumoT Telopea speciosissimo, §-<-., three or four feet high, and about

• r think you call tliis in English '*'(>M Fogyisra.'*

I

as many across, and Mrs. , or Miss exhibited a beautiful

collection of natives, among which we noticed Polygola paucifolia,

Crotolaria saggitatis, ^x. antiioi'HILVS.

[Our correspondent is very severe upon the Society : we know

it is not entirely perfect, but take it for all in all, we get along pretty

well. The committee into whose hands the arrangement of the an-

nual exhibition was coinuiittcd, labored under several difficulties

—

the most prominent of which was the promiscuous arrangement of

the contributions of plants—these have been mixed together with-

out rejrard to anv system, with the single exception of size. The

plants for competition were not sufficiently set out, and unless to those

familiar with the arrangements, no plants could be found. On one

side of the room were placed the best Achimenes, and second best

w^ere on the other side of the room, mixed up with a general col-

lection of plants. Nothing was distinctly visible except the large

designs and the specimens of Manettia glabra. Until this confused

want of arrangement is abandoned, the objecticns will remain.

—

Nevertheless, we doubt if our friend has ever seen in this country

more good plants at any one time than were gathered at our last

fall exhibition, and we thhik we can promise him that, if he comes

again, next September, he will see something that will very nearly

satisfy him.

—

Ed!]

THE PANSY.

There is not, perhaps, a greater favorite in the whole category of

Flora's extensive field than the Pansy. Whether it be known by

the local appellations of Johnny-Jump-Ups, Heartsease, or Cull-me-

Sweet, it is still the same universally admired pet, particularly with

the fiiir sex. It matters not if the peculiar construction which may

be put upon the sweet words maie use of in designating it has any

influence over the mind, there are charms enough belonging to its

external appearance that are sufficient to wed the {ulmiration of all

flower lovers. An emblem of modest beauty and graceful loveli-

ness : we are reminded of the fairest daughters of Eve, and well do

the ladies acknowledge the compliment which natine has paid to
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them, for it would be a dilTicult matter to find one wlio would not

contract the riit)y lip at the sight of a fragrant " Pensee."

Notwithstanding the many attractions which it inherits, we sel-

dom see its beautifid proportions and l)right and varied colors in

perfection, or even the cuUivation rightly understood; still this is

simple and inexpensive, and can be accomplished with little troidjle.

The Pansv, although so generally admired, is only a naturahzed

republican. The species of Viola, tri(H)lor and lutea, have each

contributed to make up the amalgamation ot the difierent classes of

colors which it exhibits. Viola tricolor, in its native state, is found

m cultivated lields and hedge rows, and V. lutea genersUy on the

sides of elevated hills. Often have I lieen enrhained to the ^pot

by the sight of this lovely gift uf Flora, while botanizing in alpine

districts, and oftener has its aurean splendor and modest effulgence

captivated the senses of many a botanist, and made him forget the

world and its dizzy throng. The singular natural beauty of the

Pansv, has long since brought it under the changing operations of

the hybridizing florist, and the all important (with him) standards

of form, color, and size, have been established in outlir.e and tex-

ture, till perfection has mounted the last pinnacle ; but this standard

of excellence is not seen in the long horse-jaw formed flowers and

muddy colors that we generally meet with. It consists of a well

formed, smooth and circular outline ; the petals thick, Arm, flat,

and each overlapping the other, so as not to show the divisions.-—

Whatever the colors thev should bo clear, bright, and well deflned.

If belted, the margin ought to be even and not run into the ground

color of the centre, which centre should be of a uniform shade.

—

The size of the flower is but of secondary consideration, but, to be

up to the standard, ought not to be less than two inches in diameter,

(I have occasionally had them three inches) iuid supported upon a

. footstalk, elevated above the foliage. The eyes should be either a

well defined blotch upon the base of each of the three lower petals,

or finely feathered. The blotch is generally acknowledged as best,

but when prettily pencilled it does not disqualify as an exhibition

flower.

It appears somewhat strange that there are so many ladies who

seem so enthusiastically fond of flowers, and yet so few attempts are

made by thorn to cultivate and improve these mirrors of themselves.

Surely there must be a screw loose somewhere. Is ^that they con-

sider the matter as beneath the dignity of ** Woman's Pvights," or

does it proceed from ignorance how to proceed ? Let us hope,

though possessing knowledge generally, that the latter is the cause

in this case ; and shame be to him or her who do know and will not

assist in this muc-h to l)e desired education. Would that we could

induce our " Fairies" to shun the parched atmosphere of dry stoves,

and their accompaniments, consumption and imbecility, by becoming

florists and observers of nature's vegetable laws; when, instead of

the sicklv hue of the fiilling leaf, we should see their lovely cheeks

blush as a " simitner's rose," and their movements show truly " the

elastic tread of woman." The cultivation and improvement of the

Pansy offers a wide scope, and is particularly adapted to the fair

sex, and if the following directions are followed, gratification will

be the result.

In order to improve the flowers of the next generation, the surest

way is to hvbridize between two of the best qualities, and both

flowers should be of the same class or maikings ; fi)r instance, one

mav be large but not well fi)rnied or dull in color, and the other

possess good form with bright and distinct markings, but small in

size ; take the pollen oft' the anthers, (the little ring surrounding the

point in the centre of the flower,) of the small one with a camel's

hair pencil, and dust it over the stigma, or little point of the other

flower, which will cause the pollen to adhere and secure the cross

;

afterwards mark the flowers oixjrated ou by tying a j)iece of thread

round the stalk, and remove at the same time all others but those

impregnated on the same plant ; cover over fi)r two or three days

with a small net, sufficiently open to admit sun and air, but close

enou<Th to keep out Ijces or flies. The same results may be more

imperfectly gained by simply choosing seed from the best flowers,

but the extra trouble becomes a pleasing operation and will amply

repay by the greater certainty ensured.

As a winter and early spring display is desirable, the seed should

be sown about the beginning of August, in a moderately rich ground,

and shaded situation, protected from violent storms of rain, and to-

wards the middle of September the young plants should be removed

into a frame, freely exposed to the sun, and placed about four inches

r
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apart in a good loam, encircled with rotted stable manure. Leave

off the sashes till towards the middle of November, and when frosty

nights occur put them on, giving plenty of air through the day.

—

As severe weather comes on, line round the outside with eight or

ten inches of mould, littery dung, or a thatching of clean straw.

—

In fine days continue to give plenty of air, but avoid cutting winds,

and cover at nights with straw mats, or other material, to keep out

the frost. When the soil becomes dry, give a good soaking of water,

choosing a fair morning for the operation, but through the winter it

is better to be too dry than over moist, and if any warm showers

should occur take advantage of them by drawing down the sashes.

If the above is attended to, there will be a good blow of flowers

through the winter, and in March and April the plants will l^e

covered. It is advised to plant four inches apart, which will be

enough till the fii^t flowers show, when all of bad quahty may be

removed, and leave the better ones sufficiently apart for future

growth.

The above is intended for winter and early spring blooming, and

entails a little extra exertion ; but the Pansy is very hardy, and will

utand the winters with no more protection than a covering of cedar

or other like branches, to keep off alternate thaw and freezing,

caused bv the bridit sun immediatelv followinrr frost. In this case

the bed should be well enriched with a dressing of gootl rotted ma-

nure, and planted as recommended above, and if a shaded spot is cho-

sen the plant* will continue to bloom most of the summer, and on to

the winter following.

When a good variety k obtained, it is desinil)le to retain it, which

may be done by pUntinp: out in a well enriched, damp and shady

place before the heat of summer comes on, and the tops or flowering

shootfi cut off at the same time; here let it remain till fall, when it

can be taken up, and will admit of being divided into single shoots,

each having roots at the base, which in their turn make equally

large plants ; slips also, or side shoots taken off early in the spring or

in the fjill, and planted in a shaded place, will strike root. In the

heat of summer cuttings generally damp oft', whatever care is taken

of them.

By the above practice I have succeeded well with this little gem,

and have several seedlings equal in quality to the European show
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flowers, and feel convinced that with care and perseverance we can

in a few years rival their standard ; only plant a portion of stock in

a damp and somewhat shady yet open situation, and the Pansy is as

much at home and as easily grown as it is in Britain.

Wm. Ciiorlton, New Brighton, S. L
« ^ » i»

In making a bow to the public at our entrance upon the new vol-

time, it is with confidence of being about to use our utmost exertions

to deserve the approval of all under whose notice we may come. Our

advantages are great. We are here in the mid^^t of horticulturists

of every shade, havitigas references the fine collections of our ama-

teurs and nurserymen ; the proccedinos and library (the best in the

country) of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, and the assist-

ance of many friends, both scientific and practical. We bring to our

work enthusiastic admiration for everything pertaining to horticul-

ture, an excellent knowledge of the best plants in cultivation, a fair

amount of botanical and other knowledge requisite for carrying on

a horticultural journd, and a determination to make otif magazine

one of the first, if not the very first, in the country.

The too much neglected science of botany, especially that relat-

ing to our own Flora, we will do our titmost to diffuse a love for ;—

.we intend, as far as we can, to note the flowering of the plants in-

digenous to this neiohborhood as they appear. In this we are pro-

mised the assistance of a scientific gentleman—one of the hesiplan-

tagnostes of this city.

Our first plate is entirely a PIiilad(^phm production— obtained

from seed herts named in honor of the wife d^ our greatest amateuf

horticulturist, painted by Mrs. Smith, and lithographed and colored

by Duval— we challenge the United States to produce its superioff

We would have commenced the volume with one of the plates or-

dered from Europe, but they did not arrive in time. We shall pre-

sent to our readers, as fiir as we are able, an interesting variety of

subjects ; and we hope to figure among other plants all the best

American varieties of the diflerent florist's flowers.

The new introductions to this and other cities will be noted and

described ; and as we think that more plants are imported here than
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to any other ^ice, we shall have the grciiter orporttinitics. During

the past ^•ear manv rare and tine plants were introduced. The

Amhcrstia no'>ili.% brought out l.y F. Lcnni<r, Esq., is the only one

in the countrv, and probably will be alone for several years. The

introductionsof our other amateurs and nurferymen have been

choice and extensive. We hope during the present year to record

still more extensive importations ; four or five now places have been

commenced in this neighborhood, all of which will add their quota

to the general display. The future of American horticulture, bril-

liant as it is, is nowhere more so than here.

The pomolo-ical department of our journal will be attended to by

several able contributors, so that it will receive its ftre share of our

time and space. As the inuuber printed is limited, i^er.-ons wishing

the complete volume will do well to subscribe early. Our terms are

low, much more so in proportion than those of any other publication

of the kind. All subscriptions must be in advance.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS FOR JANUARY.

FRCIT.

The commencement of a new volume .seems a suitable occasion

for makin- a few observations explanatory of (Uir intention with re-

.nrl to the natufs anJ intended application of these monthly re-

marks undei- the above hea.r. In the first place they will be, as far

as possible, ;)rac//«,?. We have no desire to take up fpnrc with

mere theoretical speculations of doubtiul practical application. At

the same time we will endeavor to direct utteutioii to the lunda-

m'^ntal principles upon which the various pmctical opmtions are

founded, for it is onlv through a recognisance trf these laws that we

are enabled to truce" either failure or success to tbcir proper cause,

see the rationale of our operations, and proceed with <'ertainty in

their execution. The fruit grower has many incidents to contend

a.rainst, .such as unsuitable soil, uugenial diuiatc; insects and ver-

min of various kinds are cou.-lantly conntoractiug his best of ellorts

—the latter formidable enemies requiring clo-e observation m stml}-

in<r their nature and habits in order to adopt means for their exter-

mrnatlon. A large field for observation and experiment is before

him Much information has yet to be learned with regard to the

individual peculiarities of various kinds of fruit trees—the soil and

situation mo.st suitable for them—their exemption from diseases—

their constitutional hardiness in witlhstanding extreme and sudden

chant'es of temperature,—how they are influenced by early and late,

winter and summer pruning ; all this, and much more retpiiring

observation, and well authenticated experiment, before an ultimate

decision can be arrive:! at, avoiJing as far as possiljle the frequent

occurrence of mistaking a consequence for a cause. We hope to

see much valuable information of this kind in the " Florist," from

experienced cultivators. These we do not pretend to instruct. Our

aim will be to assist beginners, and that numerous class of amateurs

who laudably prefer to spend their leisure in attending to the vari-

ous practical operations of horticulture ; and as the interest taken

in these matters will generally be in proportion to the amount of

success, we hope to be able to suggest an occasional idea which will

assist in the enjoyment of one of the most agreeable and pleasant

pursuits. For

"These are arts pursued without a crime,

That leave no ttain ui>on the wing of lime."

Site for Fruit Trees.—The situation in which a tree is placed

influences in a great degree its welfare and productiveness. \\ hat

are called early situations are not commendable, since it is not de-

sirable to have them early into flower, thereby increasmg the liabil-

ity of losing the crop by late frosts. A somewhat exposed situa ion

on a northern slope is prelerable to a southern or sheltered spot.-

Earlv grewth should be avoided if possible, as an early development

of blossom is almost sure of being caught by spring frosts while

the tree is unpretected with foliage. Apricot trees more especially,

should 1^ planted where the sun will not reach them before mid-

day. They are easily excited in spring, hence we often hnd them

producing regular, good creps in city yards where they are shaded

by buildingsrwhile m more exposed and warm places they .«. oltea

P *1

PLUMS.-Mnch .liscouragement has been experienced in the cul-

ture of this fruit, on account of its destruction by the Curenho, or

Plum Weevil, and many remedies have Ix^en suggested an.l tried,

the most of them l«ing only partially successful Our rcson for

alluding to this at the present time is to make the remark that we
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know a raiser of this fruit .vl.o annually secures good crops, and is

seldom troubled with a visit from this insect enemy. The only

preciutionary measure he adopts is a frequent stirring of the sur-

face soil round his ti-ees during winter, forking it over occasionally

that the frost mav kill the larvae, slightly sprinkling the ground

with salt aft«r each operation. The remedy is easily applied and

worthv of trial. ,

GnlvE^ OUT OF DOORS.-Towanls the end ot this month and he-

dnnin- of next, is the favorite time, with many, for pruning the.r

grape vines, although November is decidedly pi-eferable for reasons

St tted in a former number. Every one has his own way of doing

this : some prefer the close spurring system, others the renewal

mode mor« a combination of both, and a large majority cut away

in the no-svstem style. The long cane or renewal system we con-

sider best for native grapes, if not for foreign sorts also. The spur-

ring method is the most simple, but not the most scientifac. To

car^ it out fuUv and profitably, the plants must be maintained in

a hi'gh st^vte of 'cultivation, and even then will be short lived. A

somewhat rigorous summer stopping is

<»"«r*l^rT7'Ynunt
tends to impair and weaken the vifexl energies of the plan .

Young

canes should be trained in annually to take the place of older ones

whi.h are to be cut out. These young nxk produce better fruit

and keep the plant in an active, healthy, root-making condition,

and bv judicious management during growth, the crop can receive

all tl/e benefit desirable from close stopping, without checking the

extcn..ion and increase of roots. The young, vigorous impruned

shoots will maintain a proper balance between root and foliage.

Inonlerto arrange the business of the " Florist" properly, the

las Nos. ap,,eared in rapid succession. The ..ade,. wd therefore

timber 'Ihat the last calendar was intended for the pr^sen

month. But as it is probable that the new arrangements of the

Florist mav prevent its usual punctual appearance on the first of the

month and that to the many new subscribers to the new series, the

rlndar will not be available, I make a few f""^-
-^J

for January, intending them to be applicable to a portion of the

month of February also.

Flower Garden.—At every opportunity work connected with

this department should be forwarded. If the lawn be thin from

constant mowings, a thin dressing of rich compost may be sown

over it. Sont, whenever it can be obtained, is excellent for this

purpose. Guano, mixed in proportion about one-sixth with sandy

loam, is also very effectual. Whatever alterations and improve-

ment! are to be made, should be at once decided on, and arrange-

ments made for starting everything at the very fii-st opportunity.

Our seasons follow each other in such rapid succession that without

much care and forethought, we are apt to find them gone without

the accomplishment of our intentions. Get manure in readiness

wherever the Ijcds or shrubberies are poor. I dislike the old prac-

tice of putting it on while frosty. There is little time saved by it.

It prevents the ground thawing or drying fit for operations, as soon

as it otherwise would. It is well to be in advance, but it is better,

sometimes, as the Frenchman said, " to wait awhile that we may

get done the sooner." It is a good plan to make a rough sketch of

the Ijeds in a Flower garden, and where flowers are grown m

ma.s.ses, mark on paper what ilower is to fill any given bed. The

harmonv of color can then be better seen at a glance, and any-

thing incongruous can be remedied in time. If there is not enough

of anything on hand, there will be time, in most cases, to propo-

gateafewmore. This will tend much to expedite work at the

proper seaw)n.

In the last number I gave a list of hardy plants. I need only

observe here that most of them can be had in the tnide in Phila-

delphia, as the remark has been made to me that our nurserymen

do not keep these things. All pruning should be done as speeddy

as pos,sible ; the earlier it is done the stranger the plants will shoot,

and the contrarv when it is deferred till the bursting of the buds.

Grkes- House.—Towards the end of the month, before the plants,

generally, are about to make a o.„k1 gn.wth, they should be lo. ked

over, and those badlv drained, and those which require repottmg,

attended to. One of the main things to be attended to in all kinds

of plants is good drainage. Whatever proportions of soil 1 e used

for each res,^ctive kind of plant, they should each be thoroughly

decomposed and mixed together. In potting, the pUuit shoul.l never
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be placed deeper in the soil than it ^vas before, and if the roots be

very llbrous, the soil must be pressed pretty firm.

Aii^KYixis, and indeed bulbs of this class generally, are not so

much groAvn in our country as they deserve to be. Where they

are, and have been kept dry through the ^vinter, many of them will

show signs of growing soon. When that is the case, they should

be repotted. Sandy fresh loam is the best for them; if manure

be used, it should be thoroughly decayed, and where cow-dung can

be obtained, it should have the preference. Many repot their

J .PAN LiLLiES now, but it is a great error. They are very nearly

hardy, and hate artificial treatment above all things Ihey should

be kept all the >vinter dry in a cool place, and when they show

si.ms of jrixiwing through the old soil, shaken out and potted ni

aifirm sand^y loam fall the light and air possible ^hoiddj^e given

to them, except exposure to the full rays of the sun When dlowed

to come along thus naturally, without any early pottmg. or forcmg.

they succeed admirably.

Hot Housk-As the days increase in length the temperature

may be allowed to rise a little, and the plants receive more yater

TLtounigement to gn>w. Many things will -f«- repotting;

as in this department some one or other will require that operation

all the year round ;
frequent repottings are

-^^^^^f'^^'^^Z
plants^the fresh air and g.oses which are s.^.mt ed to th -o*^'^-

ng no doubt as much good as the new so.l itself A ^ast

J^
"^^

snecimens -et too larce, they should le gradually dried off, cut down

Id r'StJd as described in former calen.lars. Where th.soperation

h^sbl gone though once, it would be better -----;.
raise youn.- plants and throw the old ones away,

^^"''^/"f
''"

;:;:rilly iL best r^sed every year from cuttings ;

.^^^

-tockji^s

not been got ready it is time to begin, they strike root
J"-/-^^^

OrchidecE Avill require rather more frequent syringmgs, otherwise

there need be little change as yet.
, . * j ^„^»

V«.ETAB,.K GAaPK. -Cucural.rs in England are ^'^^

2f^^^^^^_
of a gardener's thoughts; here they are growmg >f^^^P"^J^^
nevertheless there are many who will be thinkmg of ^^^ing ^hem

...on. Where thei. is fresh stable dung at -;7^»^' '^

^^J^^g
ready by the end of the month, by frequent turning and mixinj,.

whereby the rank heat will be moderated and the most violent fer-

mentation avoided. When the heat in the frame has subsided to

about 75°, if plants cannot be procured the seed may be sown ; ne-

ver allow the heat to rise above 90° without giving air, and for the

first few weeks guard against injury from steam by leaving a slight

amount of air continually on. There is little art in raising early

cucumbers, the main thing is to keep the temperature from 75*^ to

85°, with all the air possible, without allowing the temperature to

fall below that ; the least check will throw the crop back a week or

more.

Mushrooms are yearly coming into greater request ; the excellent

directions given in the last number by Mr. Hammil, are well worthy

the perusal of all interested in the subject, and will render further

directions unnecessary here. The principal attention will be re-

quired for Spring Salads, nothing being more desirable in early

spring ; a little heat will do wonders in forwarding them ; the great-

est damper arises from the possibility of their getting too much—
from 45 to 55^ will bring forward Radishes, and Lettuct, Horn Car-

rots, &c., in first rate style.

Ice Houses.—I have already in a former calendar, given the prin-

ciples on which the proper keeping of ice depends; a correspondent

differs in some respects from me, and as the season has afforded few

an opportunity as yet of filling their houses, it will not be out of

place to give his ideas, merely premising that I keep my ice well on

the principles I had laid down. He says, " I differ from you on the

importance of packing ice in large pieces. AA^hen the ice is broken

small, the wat<?r from the melting ice runs between the spaces, and

freezing there, forms the whole mass into one solid lump ;
but when

it is packed in large pieces, the spaces never close up, and the air

permeates continually between them." Much may be said on both

sides of this question ; having given my friends reason for differing,

I leave it there.
'^' ^'

--

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.

The stated meeting was held on Tuesday evening, 18th instant.

Although at this season we do not generally see plants exhibited,
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yet Mr. Thomas Meehan exhibited a good collection in flower, con-

sisting of Begonia incarnata, two sps. Tillandsia, Ixora incarnata,

Daphne indica, Cyclamen persicum, Goldfussia asophylla. Plumbago

rosea, Siphocampylos bicolor, Pentas caniea, Primula sinensis fim-

briata, a Cineraria, &c. Also, two plants shown for the first time,

Beloperone Amherstii, and Raphiolepis indica, in fine bloom. Mr.

Buist showed an Astrapea Wallichii about one foot high, in bloom.

Thomas Meehan and T. Megrahn showed each a design and basket,

and B. Gulliss a hand bouquet. Apples were exhibited by Samuel

Ott and T. Megrahn, and Pears by J. B. Baxter and J. B. Guion.—

The premiums wei-e as follows

:

Plants in Pots—For the best collection, to Thomas Meehan
;

spe-

cial to the same, for Raphiolepis indica.

For the best design to T. Megrahn ; 2d to T. Meehan ;
best bas-

ket to T. Meehan ; 2d to T. Megrahn ; best hand bouquet to B.

Gulliss.
, „ ,, ,

Apples—-For the best to Saml. Ott ; 2d to T. Megrahn.

Pear*—Best to Isaac B. Baxter ; 2d to J. B. Guion.

Veeetibhs—Best to T. Megrahn.

Preserved Fruits and Vegetables were exhibited by Dr. Frombar-

car, which were very fine ; we fcvsted Peaches nine years old, Cher-

riesnine years old, and Tomatoes two and three years old, which i-e-

tained their appearance and tlavor excellently. Seeds of a new Pea

were presented from Mr. A. H. Hurst. <.f Conn., and a box of Cali-

fornia seeds from Mr. C. A. Shelton, of Sacramento.

After the adjournment of the stated meeting the anntial meeting

took plax^e, and the usual election was held for officers, which result-

ed in the re-election of all the present officers ; there were two can-

didates for Recording Secretary voted for.

• I*

NEW PLANTS,

Flowered at Springbrook for the first time—No 2.

J.TROPH. PANDUKAEPOLiA-An euphorbiacoous plant, .iihj^

ers in clusters, each al>out the size and shape of Kuphorbua jacqm^-

ceflora. The leaves, as expressed by its specific name are fiddle

shaped," and in them.selves beautiful. It >vas imported last summer
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from Messrs. Lee of the Hammersmith nurseries, by Mr. Cope. Its

only fault seemed to be a tendency to grow " long legged." It

will take some art to get a good sj^ecimen of it ; the flowers are of

a deep crimson color, and they come out continually as the plant

grows ; I consider it well worth growing ; it does well with me ra-

ther " under-potted," in a soil composed of turfy peat with a little

loam, and in a stove at a temperature of 75^, exposed to the full

sun.

BouvARDiA LEiANTH\—-A great addition to this pretty family of

plants. The individual flowers arc similar to the old B. triphylla,

but the habit and inflorescence are very peculiar ; the leaves are

large, roundish, and very rough, and the flowers come out in large

panicles at the end of the young shoots. After the first set of flow-

ers are faded fresh ones come out from the next buds beneath ; my
plant has been thus in a successive state of flowering for two months,

without the appearance of ceasing yet. It was obtained from the

original imported by Messrs. Hogg, of New York, last spring ; it did

not stop growing till some of the shoots were three feet long ; but I

believe another specimen has flowered in one of our Philadelphia

collections in a much dwarfer state. It thrives well with me in a

soil composed of burnt loam and sharp sand, in a shady part of a

light greenhouse ; it has been flowering in a dry stove with the /a.

tropha,

SiPHOCAMPYLUs MICROSTOMA—A Lobeliaccous plant ofmuch beauty.

The flowers are twice the size of the old S. bicolor, and of a rich

purplish crimson; they do not come out in the axils of each leaf sin-

gly, as in the old species, but are collected into heads. The plant

is not such a strong grower ; ours was imported last season by Mr.

Cope, from Messrs. Loddiges, of London, and does well in a compost

of burnt loam, sharp sand, and a little peat. It is growing and

blooming freely hi a light stave at a temperature of 70^

Angroxum Bif-OHUM—An orchideous plant, imported by Mr. Cope

last season, from Messrs. Loddiges. It flowered lately in our orchid-

eous house. It is by no means a showy kind, each flower being

about half an inch across, of a pure waxy white, and having a tail

about two inches in length ; the flowers are in short spikes but a few

inches in length. The lover of beauty will be pleased with it, not-

withstanding the small growth of the plant and its want of showiness.
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'"taANCisCE. Ex.M,A.-This plant was imported last year by Mr.

C<L from Messrs. Low, of the Clapton Nurseries, London.-

5;^;gh I have succeeded in flowering it, I have not been able to

grow it to my satisfaction.
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Vol. II.] Piiiladelphia, February, 18;33. [No. 2.

ACHIMENES LONGIFLORA VAR. ALBA.

Gesneriaceai-Gesneria?—Didvnamia-Angiosperraia.

GEN. CHAR.

—

Cahjcis tubus ovario adnatns, limhus o-partitus, lobis lanceo-

latis. Corolla ttibuloso-intundibulilormis basi hincsa'pe gibba, limbo piano 5-fido,

lobis subaequalibus subrotundis. Stamina 4, didynama, antheris non cohaerentibus.

Rudimentum stain, quinti coiolloe basi infernt* imposilum. JS'^ectarium giandulo-

sum annulare teiiue. Sti//i/s in stifrma vix incrassatum obliquiim aut subbilobum

abeuns. Capsula s»'mibilociihris bivalvis, placentis parietalibus subsessilibus.

—

Herbae Americans erectcB villoma. Folia opposita aut ternato-vcrticillata petiolata

(Jentata, V^dicAVi unijhri axil/ares. Corolla coccinecF. aut purpurecB. DC.

CHAR. SPEC—A. foliis 3-4 natim verticillatis, ovatis, oblongisve, grosse ser-

ratis, caulcque villosis; p»'diceUis unitloris calyce brcvioribus; calycis laciniis lan-

ct'olatis erectis, corollae tubo 4<-plQ. brevioribusj corollae limbo aniplo patente.

—

Benth.

A. longiflora. DC.
Var. alba. Coroilis albis, fauce annulo carmineo, e quo vittoe 5 in limbum radi-

ant picta.

A. longiflora alba..„ „ llaag.

A. Jaureguia. VVarsc.

The beautiful flower which we figure this month, is a natural

variety of the npecies longiflora, a single specimen of which, among

thousands of lilac and purple ones, waa discovered in 1847, by the

celebrated collector, Warscewicz, near an extinct volcano in the

neighborhood of Guatemala.

He transported this specimen to the gardens of Mr. Klee, Prus-

sian consul there, and sent a drawing to Mr. iTv. Ilaage, of Belgium,

made by a lady named Jaureguia, whose name he wished it to bear,

and in 1840 he sent all the stock to the same person.

Painting can hardly reproduce the beautiful effect of these flowers;

although not in itself a Ijrilliant color, the pure white, relieved by a

star of carmine, makes tlu* Achimenes one of the most distinct

varieties.

This plant is now generally to l>e found in large collectic«is iu

this country ; and we have no doubt, that with its congeners, longi-

flora major, longiflora latifolia, gloxiniceflora, will soon be in the

possession of every one who has a stove or a warm greeRhouse.

—

The specimens shown here last fall will have, we hope, tht.^ eircct oi
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exciting couipotition in otlieis ; and we think this variety indispen-

sable to a good exhibition of this attractive genus. h. c. h.

CULTIVATION.

To a lover of Horticulture, it is highly interesting to watch its

pro-ress The number of new tlowers yearly adiled to our collec-

tion's is surprising. It would surprise old Geranle or Parkinson, ot

the old world, or the more recent Bartram or Marshall ot our own.

The stock of novelties seenjs inexhaustible, as it indeed wdl prove

to be. The introduction of new plants is a source of the highest

pleasure It is second to no other Horticultural i^ursuit in interest,

except perhaps hybridization. The latter originates entirely new

forms The laws of reproduction are so arranged by the skdlul

operator as in reality to form a new kind. The act beconres, m

fact a species of creative agency, through the instrumentality of

man hi-hlv llattcring to his mental powers. It elevates hmi to a

high' positimi amongst oii;anic nature, alike gratifying to las mtcl-

lect and his pride. He in some degree decides on what forms ot

bein- .shall or .hall not exist. The intmducer of new plants does

not become the agent in the ci-eation of new forms, but by causmg

them to exist where they never did before, they produce pleasm-

able feelin-s, little inferior to those originating from successful

hybridization. Besides, the most beautiful tlower will weary by an

unending sameness, and the love of variety natural to the hunuui

mind and the ahnost universal desire to possess that which w pre-

cious from its rarity, is together the main-spring of that pleasure

the sb'ht of a new flower gives to the florist, or the delight he ex-

periences in being the intreducer or possessor of it.

The Achimenes has been one of those families of plants that

have progressed in numbers, variety and beauty very recently and

rapidiv, an.l has nffi.rdea a greater fund of enjoyment both to the

intro.lucer and hvbridizer than mo.st others. Fifteen years ago its

very name was unknown ; although one species had been in culti-

vation long before. That Adam of the tribe too, was n.. disgrace

to its posterity. The rich, luxurious Pansy, of the present day,

xnav bLh when its descent is traced from the thin lanky-jawed

Viola tricolor of the English corn-field ; and the genteelly scent

and reyally marked Carnation look with scorn and ooutempt on its

old proj^enitor, ns it is Ibuiul in the old walls of Eocliester Castle,

in the Enj^Hsh county of Kent. The beautiful CyrlUa pulchdla,

now AcJdmcnes coccinca, was worthy to he at the head of such a

noble race. In richneas and eleirance it ha^ not indeed been sur-

passed by any that have followed it. The name, Cyrilla, was

changed on account of its being discovered that it had been previ-

ously appmpriated by I.innanis to a Carolinian plant, the beautiful

small evern-reen tree, hardv in Philadelphia, Cyrilla Caroliniana.—
The finst introduction w\as probal^ly A. pedunculata, about 1839 or

'40. It did not become much known however till the next year

;

the A, longiflora, and the A. grandijiora appeared in that following,

when evervthini!; in the shape of an Achimcnes was eagerly sought

after. The number of kinds in cultivation now probably exceeds

one hundred, and one would almost imagine that their native forests,

in Brazil, Mexico and New Grenada, had been by this time com-

pletely ransacked ; but " the cry is still they come," and assisted

by hybridization, there is no prospect of a dearth of novelty in the

tribe for manv \ears hence.

A good soil for the Achimcnes, is a compast of turfy loam, leaf-

mould, and sand in about equal parts. A close, compact soil, will

not grow them well. Where turfy peat can be obtained it is prefer-

al)le to loam ; ])roken charcoal, in lumps about the size of marbles,

has a very beneficial effect when mixed with the soil, both in keep-

ing the soil loose and open, and in affording a constant supply of

moistiu-e, without a superabundance. Drainage is very important,

as, thourrh it is almost impossible to give theip too much moisture,

dampness, or stagnant water is very injurious or even fatal to them.

Having got the soil in readiness, the " bulbs" may be started at any

time when a moist heat of TO'' can be commanded; most garden-

ers start them about March or April. It is often nn object of com-

petition to have the finest plant from a single bulb. In that case

on© of the finest selected can he placed in the centre of a three

inch pot, but for effect the best plan is to put in three hulbs of aliont

equal size in a four inch pot,at ecjual distances from the rontre. They

should be placed about half an inch beneath the soil, and ke])t just

moist, imtil the shoots appear above, when water may he gradually in-

ci-eased. Thev are real lovers of the syring(% which may be given

?
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every evening till thev "begin to flower, when it may ]je discontinued,

and the plants kept every way rather dryer. While growing they

love a liiiht, airv, vet warm situation, but are better shaded from the

full ravs of the sun. As thev go out of bloom, water should be

withheld in proportion; whon entirely so, altogether. Then place

the pots in a dry i)lace, rather warm if convenient, and keep them

dry until the starting period arrives. They propagate readily by

the bulbs—one phmt ])roducing, after a season's growth, a dozen or

more. Where it is desired to propagate any given kind extensively,

and the flowering is consequently not so much an object ; the plant

can be kept in a close, moist, and shady house. This will cause

most of the species to throw out small bul])s in the axils of the

leaves in great quantity instead of flowers. Some kinds, as A. pr-

dunculata, will not bloom at all this way, producing only the small

bulbs. The bulbs of this variety, by the w\ay, have a mucilagin-

ous substance adhering to them, which, when a quanthy is held

together in the hand, causes them to roll over, as if they were of

the nature of a sensitive plant. Many writers, (doubtless following

one another,) have indeed described them as having the "sensi-

tive" property. Hybridization is easily accomplished in this genus.

Lon^florn is a good maternal parent. Indeed, any that seed freely

are to be chosen. The spotted or party-colored kinds are best to

obtam the pollen from. Two self-colored kinds rarely make o, good

cross, as the progeny are a shade between the two colors, and, as I

have repeatedly found, less beautiful. The seed, when ripe, should

be saved till spring, when it may be sown in very fine sandy peat,

in well drained pots^or pans, and placed in a moist heat of 70"" or

80^. They mu5?t be covered ver}' slightly with soil, and not at all

if thev can be T)laced in a situation where they can be shaded from

the suns rays, so as not to dry up while they can be kept moist

without saturation.

Mr. Robertson, ganlcner to IT. Ingersoll, Esq., exhibited the fin-

est Achimenes last fall ever seen at our society, but, according to

Mr. Buist's late account of the Cliiswiek exhibition, we have these

to beat vet. ^^ piulai^klviua gardener.

< m»» »

Received a supplement to R. Buist's Catalogue of stove, green-

house and hardy plants.

HEATH CULTURE.

I am glad to sec the attention of your correspondents directed to

the culture of this beautiful exotic. Of a certainty there is no class

of flowering plants more worthy of cultivation, combining, as they

do, flowers of dazzling Ijrillianey and unsurpassed diversity of foli-

age to a degree unknown in any other tribe of plants. It is there-

fore a matter of astoni.^lnuent that they are not the most prominent

feature in all greenhouses. To say that they cannot be grown here

is an apology which, I am certain, experience w^ill prove untenable.

The true reasim undoubtedly is, that they have never been fairly

tried. We are too much inclined to run into extremes. The Ca-

mellia is a good illustration of this fact. Truly it is a noble plant,

either with or without flowers ; still I think it is often cidtivated to

the exclusion of other plants equally beautiful and decidedly more

interesting. It is a valuable wmter flower, but in a collection of

heaths we have flowers every month in tlie year. In a nosegay or

small bouquet, a few sprigs of heather, (there is a volume of pasto-

ral poetry in the name,) imparts a charm to which the Camellia can

lay no claim. And I have oljservcd that when procurable they are

preferred for tliis purpose before any other flower.

We are told that the difficulty lies in unsuitable climate and want

of proper soil ; or rather, tliere are a series of undefinable obstacles

In the way, summed up in the sentence, " They can't be grown

here." I have no doul)t that when •the Peach was first introduced,

some one, " more learned than the rest," predicted its failure
;
but

peaches are plentiful and so will heaths be. " But we have no good

peat to grow them in." True. Nevertheless, there is plenty of

soil in America in which the heath will luxuriate better than it ever

will do in peat. It is part of the Horticultural faith in England that

Azaleas, Kalmias, Rhododendrons, Heaths, &c., require a peaty soil.

Indeed it is heresy to say otherwise. I wish some of these " Ame-

rican Nurserymen" yoti alluded too in a late number, could accom-

pany us into' the wo(')ds and see the Kalmias growing on strong clay.

The fiict is, none of these plants incline to root deep. Their small

fibrous roots ramify on the suriace in the debris of decayed leaves

and vegetable matter, and before we commence the extended culti-
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vation of the Iloath, let vis liavc a 8nital)le pot, that is, Avide and

shallow, 12 inches iu diameter and 6 deep; larger and smaller sizes

of course, but in proportion to the above ; and, with loamy soil in-

stead of peat, America will soon be as famed for large Cape Heaths,

as she is already in the production of big water liUes.

This savours much, you will say, of exaggeration, but I believe

it to be truth. Heaths grow nmch more luxuriant here than they

do in England. The protracted mild weather of Autunni, and the

brio-ht winters, keep them constantly on the move. They do not

like much heat, or rather, they dislike lu-idity. With suitable hu-

midity in the air they seem to stand well enough during summer.

Some few years ago a dozen or m of young heaths of various sorts

came under my care, and not having any peat to put them in, I

potted them in loam. Being well aware that much more depended

on the physical than the chemical properties of the soil, I selected

the turfy and least decomposed portions and mixed it largely with

charcoal, the better to secui-e porosity. I question if ever heaths

made a finer growth than these. They tripled their size m twelve

months. They were not removed out of the green-house at any

season. During summer they occupied the front shelves, no air

being admitted at this part of the house, and were ftt least once a

day watered overhead through a syringe, the house ke[)t shaded,

damp, and comparatively cool, fi-erpiently 10 degrees below the ex-

ternal tem|X}rature.

In an article on the culture of Heaths, which 1 sent to the " Ilor-

ticulturist," in 1849, among other remarks on soil is the following:

" A good substitute for peat will be found in turves from old pas-

tures, cut thin, collected iu dry weather, an.! i)iled in a heap two

or three months before using, m that the vegetation on it may be

sli"-htly decomposed. Both in its chemical and mechanical proper-

ties, such a soil is nearly all that can be wished. In i)reparing it,

however, it is better to chop it up rather fine, securing a ])roi>er

mechanical texture by the admixture of coarse sand, broken char-

coal ; or even a few rubbly pebbles or ln'oken ])()tsherds I have used

to advantage in keeping the soil open, to allow iVce admission for

atmospheric gases—an essential point to be kept in view in the
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cultivation of plants, more particularly those in pots, for they are

then entirely dependent on the cultivator for those conditions they

receive in their natural haljitats. Such a soil as here recommended,

kept sufficiently open by any of the above mentioned ingredients,

is easily penetrated by air, thereby increasing its temperature, and

facilitating the decomposition of organic matter ; during which pro-

cess various healthful gases are supplied to plants. In a soil thu»

conditioned, experience has convinced me that all kinds of green

house plants can be grown to great perfection, if properly managed

in other respects."

Further experience has tended to corroborate these views. I sel-

dom make any distinction in soils unless for experiment. Heaths,

Geraniums, Azaleas, Achimencs, Epacris, all potted out of the same

pile. Rotted turves, charcoal and sand suits every purpose.

In a small house, constructed as described by your correspondent

at page 32G, last volume, the Heath could be easily managed. In-

stead of plunging the pots in ashes, I would prefer the bottom of

the pit made water tight, and a few inches of water kept in it dur-

ing summer. This could be cheaply constructed : a pavmg of bricks

laid in cement would answer every purpose. Many other plants

besides Heaths would here find a congenial summer residence. Of
course the pots would be elevated above the water. In this way
I am confident the Heath could be grown to great perfection. Even

in a mixed green-hou.'^e, I have at the pi-escnt time some plants in

pure loamy soil in the most robust health. The above remarks,

therefore, arc not theoretical, but the result of observation in prac-

tice. ^'^J- SAUNDERS.

Baltiinow, Jan., 1853.

-
Messrs. Editors :—I have just perused the last two numbers of

the " Florist,'' which have made such an impression on my mind

that I shall not be able to sleep until I have conmiunicated to you

my reflections, and congratulated you nprn the new discovery of

" Experiment.'* Ah ! we have at least the hoi)e, " perhaps,'' to see

another Chiswick. It is really comforting. A Chiswick, in a north

or north-cast aspect, between four brick walls, four feet six inches
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hioh 111 the back, &c. How pretty that will look! al.ove all when

one will be poking his nose through those miniature holes, or 8

inches above ground. But don't you think chilly r>oreas will also

try to poke his whistle in those holers especially from November to

April ? Oh ! but Experiment will not ojien them during that time.

Then they will be of no use. There is another thing that puzzles

me exceedinivlv; it is, liow^ those Chiswick Heaths, 4 feet high by

4 or 5 across, will stand in that spaco, 30 inches high or thereabouts ?

1 hope I shall live to see these plants, 4 feet high, in a conservatory

two and a half ;—it will be really miraculous.

Your lover of Heaths is a man with whom we can talk reason.

I do not know if he has corns, but he gets along pretty smartly-

only, before beginning his heath gos,si[), he ouglit to have headed

it with the quotation on pnge 328 : ''Qnot homines tot scntcnlia.''—
Heathologists are like romol(\giNts al)out the qualities of Peai-s

—

every one claiming the pre-eminence for the new sorts which he

has just fruited for the first time. However, 1 feel obliged to say,

that we Heath-growers do not agree as well as Pomologists. Every

one of us has his own saying about the way of growing them, and

will not admit that they may be wrong. The fact is, that we do

not grow any at all, which igthe reason of every one being right.

One says it is too hot in this country ; another, it is too cold ;
ano-

ther says there is no good pcd in this country, no proper place to

grow them m—they want shade—no, they want the full exposure

to the sun. Kept in doors all the time is &e only w^ay ; Aey do

best north, in xVlbany for instance; Albany gardeners say Montreal

is the place ; in Montreal, Quebec is the right spot—perhaps Baf-

fins' Bay or Behrings' Straits would be Ijetter. I think the i)olar

night w^ould be good shading for them, they would not be apt to

grow spindling or get mildewed, and would be more likely to grow

to a size to fit the enclosui-es of brick walls. Perhaps an ice-house

or an Artesian well would be good for them I We do not know.

^'America is not too hot for Ilcaths.'' I indorse this sentence, and we

will see, if we live long enough ; so take care Chiswick, or we will

beat you—with the tongue if in no other way: we shall beat you

without peat, that sine qua mm of almost all European cultivators and

writers. To gnnv plants without it, seems to Im- a horticultural

heresy. 1 thought so too; but 1 heaid lately a gardener say that
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Ibut I heard lately a gardener say, that he could show some New
Holland plants, such as, Polygala, Calotharanus, Acacia, &c., grow

in a soil in which he would defy Sir Humphry Davy, Gay Lussac,

or Leibig himself to find peat, any more than in his night-cap :

—

Do you believe it ? I do. Antiiophilus.

I <» ^ »»

FRUIT TREES.

Mr. E litor :—Tf yoii w^ill permit me to lay a plain approval of a

few select fruits, before your readers, jKirhaps some of them may

be benefited thereby. The writer has to his great loss, planted

many sorts of Peai-s, which he has now to graft over again after

they come into bearing. The very complimentary manner which

nurserymen and book-makers have in setting ofl' their descriptions,

makes green-horns pay double, or plant twice. I am sensible that

Pears that are very fine to some, are only so-so to others—all de-

pends upon the qualifications of the judges. Ten years ago, the

Bloodgood Pear miglit 1)0 highly esteemed by some, and the Summer

Bonchretien admired by others ; whilst the Bartlett was looked

Upon as unsurpassable i Now a-days the two first are not worth

culture, and the last is classed amongst the best. Unfortunately

for us our fine native kinds have been set aside of neglected, because

they are natives, and Napoleon, Flemish Beauty, Beurre Capiau-

mont and some other iureign sorts sought for, that after trial prove

worthless. Fruit growers are much indebted to your fellow-citizeti,

Dr. Brinckle, who has brought into just repute many of our esteemed

native fruits. I write this almost under the shade of a native Lodge

Pear, whose towering head is at least thirty feet high, and its fruit

is sold in Philadelphia market at 50 cents a half peck, and I heard

a neighbor farmer say, that it brought that price twenty yeam ago.

That tree is worth an acre of wheat, and docs not cost cme-tenth of

the labor. I have said m )re tlian I intended, but now for my list.

Some ot!i3r of your many readers may correct it and do better,

which I will be happy to see. The following 17 sorts are named

as they ripen, and will be in eating i'nmi July to February—they

can be hwl of any good nurscrMuen :^

6

i
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Summer Butter, medium size, pear sliape,

Tyson, under medium size,

Rostiezer, do do do

Stienmetz's Catliariiie, beautiiul long fruity nearly medium size,

Ott, very similar to the Seckle,

Bartlett, large long fruit, yellow when ripe, sells in Philadelphia

market at six cents each,

Witshington, medium size, long shj»pe,

Seckel, under medium size,

Louise Bonne de Jersey, long large fruit, color of the Seckel,

Fondante d' Automne, large round fruit,

Van Mons Leon Le Clerc, large long fruit.

Lodge, brownish yellow, medium size,

Kingsessing, half round or nearly round, above medium size,

Duchesse d' Angouleme, very large, frequently weighs eighteen

ounces, very good for either kitchen or table—October,

Vicar of Winkfield, November, large long fruit, great bearer.

Beurre d' Aremberg, very large, yellow when ripe in December

and Januarv,

Jaminette, round, greenish yellow^ when ripe in January and

February, medium size.

Another very important item to purchasers, is to procure good

roots with tbdr trees, the size of the trees in my estimation is of

minor importance compared with the durancy of the article. The

Pear tlourishes best on a rich loam, with a dry bottom. Spent

ashes, bone dust and charcoal in equal proportions, giving each tree

half a peck of the mixture, will grefrtly promote their growth.

—

The soil eight feet in diameter and eighteen inches deep, should be

well prepared, by digging, or thorough subsoil plowing, giving a

very liberal supply of decayed barft-yard or street manure ; these

articles can be ased at onee, though we deem it advisable to work

the ground one year previous to planting, and have it in perfect

order—the trees will repay the labor in five years; obtain them if

possible on the Angers Quince stock, and they will produce fruit the

second year after planting. After the tree is securely planted, cover

the soil with litter of any kind. Tan has been much mentioned for

this purpose, and on light sandy soil is very advantageous, but on
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hsavy soils has been injurious, not only to trees but to strawberry

beds.

Now, sir, if these rough notes are of any use to you or your

readers, you will hear from me again, on some other fruits.

Chester, January, 1853. g. t.

--

PRIZES IN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

In the different horticultural and floncultural societies in Eng-

land, we continually notice premiums in cups and in money oflered

by private individuals, for the best collections or for single varieties

of their several favorites. Nurserymen offer pix^miums for new
seedlings of showil;nvers; and we all know what prices are asked

and obtained for some of these acquisitions.

Different sodietlcs are formed there for the encouracrcment and

exhibition of different llowers, as Hollyhock, Pansy, Chrysanthe-

mum and Dahlia societies.

We should like to see private prizes offered here, (under the di-

rection of the dlflbrent sjL'ieties.) for any olyect which may tend

to improve either the growth or variety of our plants, or to in-

crease the knowledge of and love for botanical science.

We re-publish an offor from our last number, made by a respon-

sible party, giving to any one who will exliibit six good plants of

Ericas, of certain sorts named, or like sorts, eighteen inches or two

feet high and bushy in proportion, Tm dollars^ and for Boronia ser-

rulala and Hovm Celsii, two feet high (erroneously printed 3 feet)

and as much through, Fifteen dollars—S25 for the eight plants

—

open to all the country : at any Horticultural exhibition in the

United Stutes. We hope to see the first prize, that for Heathi^

taken in this citv ; but we think that for the latter there will be no

competition for some time yet.

We would be glad to receive more such offers : and we think tb.at

if the system were started, the 2)remiums offered by our societies

would be much increased.

Now we propose to do a little of this on our own account : pr«h

mising that what premiums we offer, shall be through the Pennsyl-

vania iljrticultural Society and for plants .shown at their rooms.
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We will give

In April. For the best three varieties of Auriculas iii pots $2 00
" $1 00

$\ 00

$\ 00

$1 00

$2 00

$1 00

$1 00

$1 00

«

(C

((

i€

((

t«

t3 00

$2 00

" " 2nd best

In May. For the best Pinks, 6 plants in pots

Stockgilly

Wallflower

Tn June. •* " " specimen Fuchsia

" " 2nd **
**

In July. Best 6 varieties Hollyhocks

« 3 " Delphiniums

In Nov. Chrysanthemun), best specimen, large variety,

grown on a single stem
' 2nd best

All these to])e submitted to the regular committee of the Penn-

sylvania Horticultural Society and the i)rizes awarded by them.

In addition to these, as we have very much at heart the increase

of interest in our native plants, we offer Five dollars for the best

collection of Native orchids, grown in pots, shown in bloom at any

meeting of the sv>ciety, in this 3'ear or the next, the writer intending

if possible to win the prize for himself.

We hope that our example, though we are obliged to offer such

premiums as we can afford, will stimulate some of the gentlemen of

ample means, who are as anxious as we for the prosperity of horti-

culture in this country, to offer more liberal ones through the socie-

ties of their neighborhood. In this way the efforts of those institu-

tions would be much aided ; and greater encouragement given for

the growth of fmc specimens. Ed.

* <i»»

»

For the Florist iind Hortirnltnral Journal.

Not the least interesting feature of your improving Jonmal, (at least to

me, and I presume to many others also,) is that which refers to, or notices

new and rare plants. The time of ^'hiding our lights under bushels" is now

past. No keeping plants ten or twelve years as Loddiges used to do, withonl

letting the public know where they were or what they were. Loveri of

plants are now almost daily inquiring, "What is there new?" or "Where is

it to be had.'*

The Florist does its duty nobly and promptly, in answering and sometimes

anticipating the above interrogatories. Still it cannot be expected that the

editor, or his numerous correspondents around the Quaker city, can be ac-

quainted with all that is new in other large cities, as New York, Boston, &c.

I have been induced to make these remarks, from having noticed in your

Journal recently one or two good lists of plants. I would like to make an

addition to two of these, viz : of Pelargoniums and Chrysanthemums, of

several varieties, which have come under my observation about New York

during the past summer and fall, and which I would recommend as first rate.

Pompone or Daisy Chrysanthemums. Eugenie, dark orange red, Amande^

purplish crimson, Ninon, white, tipped with rosy purple, excellent habit,

Argentine, silvery white, good flower and a profuse bloomer, Sacramento^

golden yellow, Henriette Lebois, shaded rose, Jongleur, orange yellow, very

double and compact.

Fall varieties. Gcrhe d'Or, large compact yellow, Pi a« 7X, crimson,

bronzy gold edged, Lady TaJfourd, good white, Peruvienne, fine golden

yellow,

I have called the above "Pompone or Daisy," still I think that there

should be a distinction made between them: for instance all those of which

Matricariodes is th'e type, and there are now three or four of them, as Lola

Montez, Tom Thumb, &c., Daisies, and the others Pompones.

Pelargoniums. I will omit the colors, but these are new and first rate

show varieties: Duke of Cornwall, Field Marshal, Gip»y Bride, Sala-

mander, Crusader, Magnificrnt, Ajax, and Ocellatum.

As this is the time for setting the Fuchsias to work, and as there will be

premiums oflfered for them at the forthcoming exhibition, I give you a list

of the best 6 as far as I am able to judge : Madam Sontag, Pearl of England,

Elizabeth, Clapton Hero, Sir John Falstaff and Yoltigeur. The first three

are light varieties, and the latter dark.

New York, January 18th, 1853. W.

We are much obliged to our correspondent, and hope he will continue his

notices, not only of florist's flowers, but of any new introductions which he

may meet in the collections in New York and its neighborhood. Many fine

plants are imported by the nurserymen there, but we do not know whether

amateurs import plants, as is done here to so great an extent by them.

As to the six Fuchsias, we think that with Fair Rosamond, Diadem of

Flora and Expansion, light, and Attraction, Sir John Falstaff and Yolti-

geur, dark varieties, we could beat his sLx. Attraction is the best colored

dark variety we have ever seen, and has the fullest corolla.—Ed.

We have received the schedule of premiums offered by the New York

Horticultural Society for 1853.
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GARDEN MEMORANDA.

In a visit which I lately paid to the greenhouse of Mr. Erastus Corning, Jr.,

I saw some specimens of plants, wliich delighted me, and which even you

Philadelphians, accustomed to see Phalanopsis amalnliH, Kcpenthes Baffle-

siana, Victoria regia^ &c, must admire. One of which was the very old

Arbutus andrachne, loaded with more than two hundred racemes, or rather

panicles, of its beautiful, and withal deliciously fragrant flowers. Like Sir

William Hooker, who described lloya bella '* as an Amethyst set in frosted

silver," I would call this plant a wreath of pearls studded with diamonds:

which would not be an exaggeration. The only fault this plant has is, that

it had the misfortune to have been introduced into European gardens more

than a century ago, and into America perhaps twenty or thirty years
;
yet

it is very rarely to be met with, or because it has no credentials from Messrs.

Low or Henderson, Van lloutte or such persons. If it had been lately

brou<^ht from China by Mr. Fortune, like that Two colored humbug of a

colorless rose, then it would be fine ; we would ask one another, *' have you

seen that new Chinese plant'" "Yes, isn't itsupeib; One of the best

plants I have seen for many years." It is not only a fine winter flower

shrub, but is nearly hardy, and as easy of cultivation as a lilac. I send

you a panicle of its flowers, so that you may judge for yourself what this

plant must be ; it is seven feet high, with a head about four feet across like

a Chiswick Heath, and in fact somewhat similar in its flowers to an Erica. In

the same house I saw an Opuntia Brasiliensis, nine feet high, and strong in

proportion—it is truly a noble plant. Op. leucotricha, Dec, upwards of

five feet hit^^h, and four feet across ; this as you are aware, is clothed with

lone*" hairy spines, something like Cereus senilis. But enough of Cacti,

some will say ; then what will you say of another old plant, Polygala cor-

data, having a stem thirty inches high and thirteen inches in circumference

even with the ground, bearing a compact head thirteen feet in circumference !

do you know many like it? And all this has been done without the least

peat; or of that other equally old native of Van Diemen's land, Calotham-

nus villosus, four feet every way, and covered with buds. There were also

there, Virburnum nitidum, (shining leafed Laurustinus) six or seven feet

high, with a head something like fifteen feet in circumference, and well

proportioned. But a description of all the good plants here would take up

too much room. I must mention that in the same establishment under the

management of Mr. M. Walsh, are several fine Epacridie, which had stood

all the summer fully exposed to the sun, and were not kilM. There is also

a splendid lot of Camellias, which were raised in Philadelphia, but which

have improved wonderfully since brought from there.

From Mr. Coming's I went to the place of Mr. Joel Rathbone, which is

far handsomer than Mr. C's as a landscape, but which is n')t so rich in ex-

otics. I noticed there with pleasure, an Erica Bruziliana, a Chiswick Heath

in miniature, about two feet every way, covered with flowers ; an Acacia

pulchella, with a head of rare elegance ; Polygala dalmasiana, the best

variety in cultivation, having flowers of the size of P. grandiflora. and the

brilliancy of P. cordata ; an Erica rubida, one of the most elegant of the

whole genus ; some fine Epacridac, and a lot of Pelargoniums trained in the

English fashion, which I hope will make fine specimens next summer: they

are in good hands for that. ^Ir* Wm. Gray is gardener to Mr. Rathbone,

"who with Mr. Corning, I understand are going to overtop you, or at least

to equal you; we shall see however. I wish that one of them at least,

could eclipse Mr. Cope's Orchideoe house, but that I fear would be a tough

and long job. L. M. Albany, N. Y* _

At Mr. Bundas' houses are generally to be seen in bloom some rare

plants. We saw there last week a fine spike of Dendrohium nohile ; two

fine specimens of the very free blooming Goodyera discolor; the white

flowered Brassavola caudala and a Gongora^ and one of the best heads of

Aeschynanthus pulcher we have ever seen.

At Mr. Lennig's there was in bloom a beautiful Camellia, the variety

Duca Viscontiy a good shaped flower, shaded with pink, and striped with a

deeper shade. This collection contains some of the choicest varieties of this

genus ever sent out.

A% Mr. Knorr's, in West Philadelphia, we saw Franciscea latlfoliaj a

handsome, free blooming species; the yellow Rue Ilia McJJonaldii, Urioste^

man intermi'dium, Epacris candidissima and hyacinthijiora ; the new double

Primula tinensis, and a fine bloom of Azaleas,

FRANCTSCE.t ExiMiA, (noticed in last number.) After all attempts to

make this plant bush out and look handsome had failed, I let it go up as

it liked. It has lately produced its flowers. They are the largest of the

family, each being near an inch and a half in diameter,of a pale blue color

;

the leaves are three inches long, with the edges much undulated. My ex-

perience leads me to believe, the best treatment for it is a soil composed of

cqtra! parts loam, peat and sand, in a warm stove, with an abundance of

light and air. It is a very strong grower.

Plumbago Zeylanica. The seeds of this plant were presented to Mr.

Cope by Mr. Ezra Bowen, who obtained them from the Calcutta Botanic

Garden. It was introduced into England above a hundred years ago, but

has been long lost to collections there. I introduce it into this list, as it is

probably the first plant that has been introduced into the United States.

—

The flon«rers are rather smaller than those of P. capensis, but of a pure

white ; the leaves are nearly round ; it is easily grown in a light stove, but

soon "damps oflf" in a cool damp ataosphere. T. Meehan, gr. to

C. Cf>pe, Esq.^ Springbrook.

i
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BEDDING PLANTS.

^We Were asked by a subscriber to give in the Florist a list of

good herbaceous plants, hardy and annual, for bedding, the list

which was given in the calendar, in a former number being objected

to, on account of the use of botanical names. It happens however,

that some of our most useful plants have no English names, or are

better known by their botanical apj}ellation. Petunias, Nierem-

bergias. Campanulas, (who calls them Bell flowers?) Coreopsis, or

"Tick seed," Spiraea, Verbena, for instance. We shall have prepared

such a list of names as we can gather, which we hope will prove

satisfactory to all our readers.

The Green Fly in Greenhouses, we are informed by the London Gar-

dener % Companion^ may be eflfectually destroyed as follows: Provide a

strong solution of nitre in water, in which soak some sheets of strong brown

paper, and afterwards dry it slowly, and cut into lengths of convenient

size, the largest eighteen inches by twelve inches ; then get some strong

tobacco and strew it thinly over the paper, and with a coarse pepper box,

dredge in a good coat of common Cayenne pepper ; wrap the whole up

loosely like a '' cigarette," paste the end over, and when dry, suspend two or

three by a wire in different parts of the greenhouse, and it will soon settle

the accounts of all intruders with very little trouble or e:xpcnse.

To Prevent Milbew.—Mildew is one of the greater pests of green-

houses and all sorts of plant structures. The following remedy has been

tried in the houses of the London Horticultural Society, and it is thought

will prove efficacious :
'' Sulphur and unslacked lime put into a tub of

water, in which they are quickly and intimately mixed, and the trees and
plants syringed with the clear liquid after these substances have settled atP

the bottom."

The monthly meeting of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society^
held on the evening of the 15th inst., was one of the best exhibi-
tions we recollect. There were five collectionH shown, besideS'

several specimen plants and new introductions. The cut flowers
were very beautiful ; the fruits fair, (in cpiantity,) and good^vegeta-
bles were staged. Mr. Buint, besides the six specimens shown for

competition, exhibited seventy-three varieties of Camelli^i blooms.
We \\o\)Q that such displays will continue through the year.
The Secretary's report and tlAo lists of plants bliown, will be

found on other pages.
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GARDENIA FORTUNI.

Among the different species now in cultivation of this highly

fragrant and fivorite genus, none perhaps possesses more especial

claims on our notice than this fine plant. Its beautiful double

flowers, measuring from three to four inches across, of the purest

white, embosomed in its fine glossy foliage, are exceedingly attrac-

tive, each blossom foi*ming, as it Were, a 1x)UqUet in itself. This

species IS onfe of rapid growth ; and under good management, large

bushy specimens may be obtained in a comparatively short time.

Unlike the other double-iiowering kinds, it blooms once only in each

season ; but as it continues for some time in flower, a few succes-

sion-j^lants will suffice to prolong the blooming period through a

considerable portion of the summer.

The propagation of this plant is most easily effected by cuttings

of half-ripened shoots of the young wood taken off with a heel,

cut smoothly over, and inserted in silver sand in a well drained pot,

and afterwards pltinged ift a gentle bottom-heat, and covered with

a bcll-gliiss ; ^wo^ or six weeks will generally suffice for their be-

coming well rooted, when they may l)C potted ofl' singly into 4-inch

pots, and again placed in heat. Supposing the cuttings to have

been taken in Juno or July, the young plants, when well established,

may receive a second moderate shift, and 1x5 continued in growing

Ii3it, a'^bafore; cars sli'iuld, however, be takennot to keep them

growing t(K) late in the seascjn, as that prevents the ripening of

the wood befoi-e the dnrk days of Novemljer comes ort. When the

plants cease growing, they should be removed to a cooler situation

for the winter. A teniperaturo of 45^ to 50"^ will suffice during

their period of rest, at which time water should be sparingly but

judiciously given them when required.

Presuming plants have by this means been provided, or a young

healthy stock ubtiiiucd from the nursery alxjut the beginning of

March, the best should \yQ selected and plunged tn a gentle bottom-

heat, in a temperature of from 60^ to 6*)^, to start them into growth;

Avhen this commences they should, if in good health, receive a

lil)eral shift—say from a ^-ineh to a 0-iuch pot, care being taken

to remove any impure soil, and to gently disentangle the matted

roots, without destroying th«' ball more than is necessary. After
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re-potting, the plants should be plunged as before, and encouraged

into vi<Torous growth. With the increase of solar heat at this sea-

son, a free use of the syringe should be resorted to on all favorable

occasions, using water of the temperature of the house or pit in

which the plants are placed; during bright sunshine a slight shaduig

should be provided, any indications of flower-buds removed, and

the points of the stronger shoots topped, to preserve a dwarf bushy

habit. When requisite, a second shift should be given into 13-inch

pots; and afterwards the Siime treatment continued as before.—

With due attention to air, water, stopping, and tying out the

branches, fine compact plants will be obtained. A little observation

will show the cultivator how far stopping will be beneficially con-

sistent with the due production of flower-buds, when this is

secui*ed, the plants may be gradually hardened and wintered as

before.

If the plants are required hi bloom at an early period of the

following summer, say May, they should be placed in heat by the

early part of February, or later, as may be required ; when the

blooms begin to expand, the plants may be removed to a warm

part of the greenhouse or conservatory. After the flowers are

exhausted, the 'shoots may Vjc pruned back to a well-placed joint,

and the plants removed to a close situation in heat, until the buds

have broken freely. At this time they will require repotting. If

the pots are well filled with healthy roots, a larger shift may be

given. The required size must, however, now be determined by

the convenience or inclination of the cultivator; but I may state,

that G. Fortuni is a free-rooting plants and the flowers are usually

larger and more abundantly produced when allowed plenty of pot-

room; if want of space does not allow of large pots being used,

the ball of soil should be considerably reduced, and the plants re-

potted in the same sized pots; in this way they may be kept in

vigorous health for some years; and when eventually overgrown or

unhealthy, they may be replaced with some of their young and

vigorous progeny.

I find this Gardenia to luxuriate in a compost of equal parts of

fibrous hazelly loam and peat soil, broken up in a rough state, ad-

I
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ding a samdcncy of sharp sand to preserve porosity in the soil.—

Witli the above a liberal supply of charcoal, broken to half-inch

size, is mixed : this acts as a fertiliser, and assists in keeping the

soiMn an open, healthy condition. Any more stimulating matter

I prefer applying in a fuiuid state during the season of growth, when

a watering twice a week with clear manure-water is highly benefi-

cial. Should that tiresome pest the mealy bug make its appearance,

no time should be lost in its extirpation. This is most successfully

accomplished by taking the plants outside the house, and, after

laying the pots on one side, well syringing the foliage with water

at 150'' ; by repeating tliis after an interval of a few days, the insects

will be destroyed witliout injury to the foliage, or impairing the

health of the plants, which should be carefully shaded for a few

days after each operation. Alpha, in Card. Chron,

•» *

WEATllXO OUT OF THE VATIIETIES OF FRUITS.

Mb. Editor :—I have always (Usl)clicved the ingeniously supported

theory of Mr. Knight, on the natural degeneracy of varieties not

renewed by seeds, fmui liaving seen trees of the Golden Pippin

apple, which was one of the varieties instanced, thriving remarka-

bly well and bearing good cr«ps of fruit. They were growing in a

very stony soil, and in a warm situation ; and 1 hicline to the belief

that in such situations it would still do as well as any other knid.

I should be gla.l to learn from some of your readers whether they

know of any place in America, where it is doing well, as I inc'.ire

to the opinion that our country is well fitted for its growth, and

that a thriving trade might 1« carried on with the Londoners with

it, who prefer it to any Newtmm Pippins, UJy apples, Rhode I.

Greenings and Spitzen'ier-s, which we now .send them. I do not

much believe in this innate degeneracy, for in addition to my

reasons above, I saw last fall near Philadelphia, a large tree of the

old Enslish autuum Bergamot, a variety Ulerally as old as "Julius

Cajsar," in perfect health, and bearing in abundance, "i ours,

rhiladclphia.
•'""^'*-
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CALENDAH OF OPERATIONS,

FRUIT.

Planting Trees.—This subject has Ijccn alUulod to in previoui^

calendars, where the relative merits of full and spring planting

were discussed. Those who prefer planting in spring will bo

making preparations, and it is well to have every thing in readiness

before oi-dering them from the nursery, that no delay ma}- occur in

getting them set out when they come to hand. The shorter time

that elapses between removal and planting the better. Should they

unavoidably be so long out of the ground that the roots and smaller

branches appear shrivelled, they may still be brought round bj

careful manajionient. The common remedv for all unhealthy indi-

cations in a newly planted tree is copious waterings at the roots. It

is, however, quite an erroneous one, and if persevered in, will iu

most cases prove fatal. The branches should be kept moist, and

the roots compaiatively dry. We have seen trees that were quito

shrivelled jwid driel up, completely ix>covered by laying them on

the ground, cDveritig the roots with soil, and envelopuig the branches

in wet straw. T!i;?re is plenty of water in the soil at this season

for vegetation, without any artificial applications. It will be of

more advantage to niise a small mound of earth over the roots, to

throw off heavy spring rains, to Ik; afterwanls levelled down, and its

place supplied with a nuilching of some description, to retain moist-

ure in dry weather.

PRUNiNTf.—It has been recommended to "shorten in" the young

branches of peach trees in early spring. We cannot altogether en-

dorse the practice, as it creates a tendency to over luxuriant growths

and unfruitful sluK>ts, but where summer pruning was neglected it

will be necessary to a certain extent. Experience proTCS that on

established fruit bearing trees, judicious summer pruning answers

every purpose for which pruning is intended. All stone fruit trees

are impatient of much cutting with the knife, inducing as it does

canker, giunmy excretions, &c. Cutting away the inunaturc points

of shoots may be necessary in a less pn)pitious climate, but there is

no occasion for snch treatment here. When large branches require

to be thinned out. it can be done most advantaireouslv when the
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tree is in full leaf. Orange and lemon trees are usually kept more

for ornament than use, and in many cases they are little adapted

for either. Healthy orange trees are the exception, and scraggy,

denuded subjects, the rule. This is more to be wondered at, as

they are naturally of a free, hardy growth. The principal points

in their growth is to drain the tubs well, give them fiesh, loamy

soil, mixed with about one-sixth charcoal—let them have a plenti-

ful supply of water while making young shoots, with occasional

syringings over the foliage. If placed out of doors dming summer,

cover the surface of the soil with moss or some such material, water

regularly, but with discrimination. Towards the fall let the water-

ings be less frequent to hasten the solidification of the young wood,

aud from the 1st of November to the end of February give no wa-

ter at all, unless they are under the influence of much artificial

heat, which they ought not to be ; if managed as above they will

winter well in a close hous;^ or cellar without heat, 10 or 12 de-

grees of frost will do them no injury.

Grapes in doors.—In cold houses all will be at rest, vines tied

down horizontally until they break into growth. There is no fruit

bearing plant of equal importance, so easily managed as the grape.

Failures may be traced in the majority of cases, to extra care,

rather than neglect. Those who have no accommodation but a

greenhouse may still regale themselves with this delicious fi uit, by

growing a few in pots, Now is A* Utti to wt about it. This system of

growing grapes is practised to a largo extent, and very fair crops secured.—

single bud3 arc selectiMl from stout, well ripened wood, potted singly in small

pots, and placed in a warm temperature ; tliey are slilfted progrcvs>ively, and

receive every encouragement to make a strong growth. Shoots twenty feet

long by the end of August are attained in this way. We have seen grapes,

not a single bunch, but in quantities, from plants fifteen months old. These

have to be grown in a high temperature; in a greenhouse they will require

two years' growth before fruiting. Cuttings put down at this time may bo

placed in a G inch pot when well rooted, to remain for one year; give them

plenty of water during summer, and do not pinch or prune any of the shoots

-the growth will mature early in the fall. In November prune them down

to eyes and place them under the stage in the greenhouse ;
on the first indi-

cation of growth, which will be early in the following February, shift into

larger pots, in decayed turfy soil, always paying particular attention to
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drainage. These pots being filled with roots they may be placed into others

12 or 14 inches across, where they remain to fruit. Keep them in the house

until the growth is completed, afterwards a few weeks' exposure will be bene-

ficial; prune in November to lengths of G or 8 feet—they will produce from

6 to 10 bunches, according to strength, during the following summer.

Nectarines, Peaches, and Cherries may also be grown in this manner; they

require very little care when once established, and will ripen fruit five or se-

ven weeks before it can be had out of doors.

Strawberries in pots, if brought into the greenhouse during last month,

will be coming into flower. Let them have plenty of frei^h air during favor-

able weather while the sun is warm, and keep cool at night; a night temper-

ature ranging from 45 to 55 degrees will be sufficient—if lower, all the bet-

ter, although they will not ripen fruit as early. A top shelf near the glass

is indispensable; supply water freely ; liquid manure may be used with bene-

fit after the fruit is well formed, but not before. g. b.

The severest weather being past, spring work advances, and it is one of

the most essential points in good gardening to be continually looking ahead.

The object should be to get work done in advuncc of the season. With the

best eflforts to that end, we shall find that we are only '* just in time " after

all.

Flower Garden,—As soon as the weather will permit, all alterations,

new walks, turf-laying and so on, should be driven to completion. Walks
are very seldom well made in this country ; the underdruins which we rely

on so much in Europe, are very little use here. The large amount of dust

washed away suddenly by our heavy thunder showers, chokes the drains eas^

ly ; and in other cases the amount of water is suddenly so great that but ft

tithe of it can make its exit from the surface throuirh the cratinsr. Ilavinir

experienced their insufficiency, I have in my practice turned my attention

rather to the providing of surface courses. Where a gravel walk has a great

fall, I have been able to keep the gravel from washing away by "pebbling"

the outsides three, four or five inches in breadth, according to the length of

the walk, before an opportunity occurred to throw off the water ; small peb-

bles being used and the walk being about half-an-inch higher in the middle

than at the outsides, the walk looses none of its neat appearance, while the

object is effectually gained. If the walk is to be made on a piece of ground

naturally wet, under-drains must of course be employed. Had I not seen so

many scandalous specimens of draining lately, I should not think any direc-

tions necessary here. Drains are laid in so that they can't act, or soon be-

come inoperative, when the report arises that " so-and-so expended vast sums
on draining, and it has done no good." The bottom of the trench prepared

for the drain—tiles, bricks, or stones—should be dug to onr reyular grade.
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If one part of the drain be on a lower grade than the rest below it, dirt will

lodge there and choke it ; water will rise to its own level, and all escape, ex-

cept what is in the low grade, but the earthy matter wont—it will all stay

there. The eye can never be depended on in a grade ;
grading pegs should

always be employed; after the drain is laid shavings, or something like it,

should be placed thickly over it to prevent the soil from working its way in.

By the time that rots the soil will have become compact. A drain like that

will do good and be lasting. Those who have to make new beds of Rosea

cannot be too early in getting that job finished, as the sooner they are in the

better. The same may be said of all deciduous trees or shrubs. It is a mis-

take which often proves fatal, to leave these things to "the last moment."—

The beautiful hardy plant Weigela rosea is not half so common as it ought

to be ; I see some of our florists announce a white variety. Where box edg-

ings have become large and unsightly, the end of the month will be a good

time to take them up Cor replanting.

The warm days will bring Hyacinths, Tulips, and so-on, planted out in

the open ground, to the surface ; the severe nights following these will often

destroy the flower buds, unless a few inches of old tan, leaves, or ashe» are

spread over them. Herbaceous plants, if not divided or planted where want-

ed in the fall, should be done at the earliest convenience; they rarely do good

when planted late in spring. Where the ground is dry and in good work-

ing order, most kinds of hardy annuals would be better sown about the end

of the month ; the earlier they are sown the finer they flower.

Finish pruning and tying up all ornamental vines, and get all things neat

and in order.

Green-House.—Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Calceolarias, and the like, in-

tended for blooming, should receive their final shift this month, if the pots be

well filled with roots. The former, if intended for specimens, will be much

aided by " tying out." A wire, with loops in it a few inches apart, fastened

around under the rim, is the best thing for the purpose, the shoots tied down

to it with twine ; when they are growing well they are much benefited by

manure water once a week or so. If the plants do not grow symmetrical,

pinch back the strongest shoots to encourage the weaker ones. Fuchsias

should never have their leader stopped, but be kept growing m a cool,,moist

temperature, with abundant light and air, repotted as often as the pots are

well filled with roots into sizes a little larger ; they are fond of a sandy loam

with rotten manure in small quantity, well drained with charcoal; when pro-

perly drained they take a large amount of moisture. The red spider is a

great enemy ; watch closely fur its appearance and apply the remedies point-

ed out in former numbers.
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This and the next nioutli will be the Cineraria season. There is much to

be done in improving this race. Watch for the best Howers for seed; those

which have two colors at least, broad petals, and regularity of outline—an<d

save especially for seed the first flofvcn^ ih-dt open. Dahlias about the end

of the month may be started; the best plan for an amateur who does not

wish to raise a great (juantity from one root, is to fasten on the labels se-

curely, then lay in the roots in any warm place where the temperature" is

above GO deg., side by side, covering them lightly with sandy soil and keep-

ing them a little moist ; they will soon send up a quantity of eyes or shoots,

when the roots may be taken up and divided so as to have a portion of root

with each shoot ; when, potted in small pots and placed in a close warm place,

they will soon make good strong plants.

So much has been said in this journal Ofi Heaths and Australian plants

generally, that although this is their most interesting period, I will do no

more than refer to them.

Hot-House.—As the season becomes warm, more air is necessary ; when-

ever giving air does not cause the temperature to fall below 65 it ought to bo

freely admitted. Every evening before closing up for the night the syringe

should be used freely j the object gained is the prevention of great evapora^

tion for a time, the roots in the mean time continuing to absorb moisturo

from the soil the plant is better able to withstand the great drain upon it

caused by giving air and bright sunshine. I always also make a practice of

sprinkling water on the paths and stages before giving air, and find greats

advantage result therefrom.

Vegetable Garden.—Having decided on what crops are to be in each

portion of ground, and what others are to come into ff^ation after them, pro-

ceed with getting the soil manured and dug at every opportunity. Pea®

should be attended to first ; the warmest aspect will of course produce them

earliest— it is a first rate system to sow Peas where Celery is intended to

follow, which, being well manured, will produce an excellent crop of Onions

the following season. The Prince Albert i§ so far tbe earliest and best, next

the Early May, or extra early. Where new Asparagus beds are to be raadc

now is the time ; the ground should be rather moist than dry, and be trenched

two feet deep, mixing in with it a good quantity of stable dung, and, if the

ground be inclining to sand, add some salt ; the beds should be marked out

four feet wide, and the alloys about two feet. If pegs are driven down at

the corners of the beds permanently, they will as!*ii*t operations in future

years. Having marked the positions of the beds and procured a stock of

two year old plants, place them on the soil nine inches apart in rows one foot

asunder, making three rows in vnch bed ; then cover the whole with soil from

the alleys and rich compost a cuuple of inches.
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To have Turnips good in spring they must be sown very early ;
they are

hardy, and must be put in as soon as the ground can be caught right. 5 Sal-

sify too must be in as soon as possible—it prefers a strong rich loam. Those

who have no Spinach sown in the fall should do that right away; no amount

of stable manure but will be a benefit to it, though guano, in even smallish

doses, will kill it; guano produces excellent Cabbage, mixed with the ground

while it is being dug for that crop. Cabbage, by the way, may be put in as

soon as the ground is ready; and Potatoes are better in before the beginning

of next month, if the ground is not too wet ; many plant Cabbage between

the Potato rows. The Early ^lanuel or Manly, I find one of the best early

Potatoes. Onions arc better put in early, but the ground ought to be dry

when planted, and trodden or beaten firm when the sets are planted; the

ground ought not to have rank manure^wood-ashcsand pureundunged loam

will alone produce an excellent crop. Parsley delights in a rich gravelly

loam, and should be sown very early. Parsnips, another crop which should

receive early attention, also delights in a deep gravelly soil, but detests rank

manure. Lettuces and Radishes continue to sow at intervals. Herbs of all

kinds are best attended to at this season—a good collection is a good thing.

T.J.

For the Florist and Horticultural Journal.

Mr. Editor t—The elegant description of the emerald groves of Elvaston

castle, from the graphic pen of your correspondent, has awakened in me the

ambition to follow him, and make myself a name by becoming a contributor

to the Florist.

I hope that the notice of those artificial groves of perpetual green, will

create a more general taste among our more wealthy landed^proprietors, for

embellishing their pleasure grounds and beautifying their cottage residences,

with groves and groups of winter evergreens ; for what is a landscape, a

park, or the grounds of a cottage without evergreens to cheer us throughout

the dreary days of winter, and to screen us from the cutting force of

Boreas. I say that without evergreens all|j appears for five months of the

year, a desolate and solitary waste ; but scatter a few groups around the

cottage, and mark how changed the scene ! behold /"these living ornaments

of winter; while the rest of nature is asleep, fearlessly facing the storm,

an<l cheering us with their mantles of green.

Do I hear some sav that evergreens will not flourish here under our

scorching sun, as they do in the humid atmosphere of Great Britnin ? But

nature around you condemns the expression. Who that has travelled through

our country in winter has not admired the native groves of Kmcs, Firs,

Spruces, Junipers, Cedars, Arborvitie, &c.; and our evergreoti iUiabs^

8
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Rhoaodendrons, Kalmias, Androracdas, kc ; are these nursed by humid

atmospheres? far from it; see the grovea of Cedars and Junipers on the

arid wilds of New Jersey; the Pine-clothed mountains of Pennsylvania and

New York; and the variegated banks of our navigable rivers. They are

found on all soils and in all atmospheres throughout our country. Am I

asked why so many failures happen with the evergreens transplanted here,

while they are so successful in Great Britain ? I answer the fault is your

own, and not in the plants; you employ improper persons to do the work,

who have neither the re([uisite knowledge to prepare the soil nor to apply

the treatment which the plants require: whereas in Great Britain they

employ gardeners, whose education and industrious researeh have given

them such knowledge—and herein lies the secret of their success ;
perhaps

you have employed a man who calls himself a gardener, (and onr community

and especially cities, swarm with such ti.tiiPENEKS, as Egypt did with locusts

in the days of Pharaoh.)

There are many choice evergreens whieli flourish in Great Britain which

would not do here in exposed situations, the fullorwing for example. Arbu-

tus, Aucuhajaponica, the Bay tree, Portugal laurel, Laurestinus, Sweet

Bay, Phillyreas, Broom, Furze Heather, kc, and evert our native Rhodo-

dendrons, Kalmias, kc. will not grow in the open sunlight here, as they do

in Great Britain.

But I could enumerate over sixty different species of evergreens which

will flourish with us, and a group of a score or a hundred of each kind,

would be enough to embellish the most extensive domain I have yet seen m

our country; much fewer would adorn the grounds of the cottage. I do not

advocate having only evergreens in a place ; I can see beauty in Decidu-

ous trees and shrubs, I can admire stately elms, oaks, and sycamores, the

symmetrical forms of maples, ashes, lindens, &c., the spireJike shapes of

poplars, tulip trees, &c., the spreading horse-chestnut and the drooping

willow, or the beautiful flowers and delightful fragrance of magnohas, and

other flowering shrubbery : but on all occasions they should be accompanied

by evergreens": for they a^e like butterflies, forsaking us when we most need

cheer.

There is no risk in transplanting erergreens when done by ft competent

hand : and I say this from practical experience. I have removed arbor-

vitaes 35 or 40 feet high and as much in circumference, in September, from

the edge of the Hudson river, and planted them on an altitude three hun-

dred above the level where they naturally grew, and not one ever lost a leaf

or their verdure : and I have removed pines of the same dimensions, m
spring, from the mountains of Northampton county, Pennsylvania, and

transported them four miles, and planted them on flat land in Warren

county, N. J. with the same success.

Let ladies and gentlemen employ proper persons to superintend, and let

nurserymen be careful in preserving the roots when digging them up and

not a single failure will happen out of ten thousand evergreens trans-

planted.

Several eloquent articles have been written about "Parks" in America,

but how dry the sermon, how barren the appearance, if these are not ac-

companied with groves of perpetual green.

February IG, 1853. Walter Elder.

FLORICULTURE.

Under this head the Gardener's Chronicle has articles which we

think contain valuable suggestions and information for our readers.

We copy the following :

Leading Flowers of 1852.—On looking back to the past year, one

cannot fail to discover much that is intimately connected with the welfare of

floriculture for the year which this day commences. Wc shall therefore

give a short resume of such matters pertaining to the pursuit as may tend

to point out what progress has been made, in order that our skill may be

directed to the more easy attainment of that for which all should strive-

viz: improvement. Let us begin with Camellia. Under this head. Countess

of EUesmere and Martinii arc both valuable acquisitions to their respective

classes ; the former is white with delicate rose stripes, full, symmetrical,

and of average size ; the latter is perhaps the nearest approach to scarlet

of any Camellia hitherto raised, and it is not wanting in other good proper-

ties. Gloire de Paris must likewise claim attention, as must also Mathotiana,

the latter being remarkable for its large size : let us hope that this year

some society may be induced to hold a Camellia show; so beautiful a flower

deserves one. An annual display would at least cause the trade to stage

the novelties of the season, a point itself of much interest. Among Auri-

culas (always slow "to move on,") Sir J. Moore (Lightbody,) is a first rate

acquisition, and will doubtless be sought for by all growers who value excel-

lence. Among the latest introductions the Lancashire Hero takes a foremost

place. We wish, also, to see the Polyanthus in better keeping, a spring

flower which few excel in cheerfulness of character and brilhancy of color;

the latest novelty of any merit is Kingfisher (Addis;) this is a variety

doubly welcome, as it is di.^inct from any in cultivation, and it possesses a

high quality when compared with such a coarse flowering sort as George the

4th. It is small, certainly, nevertheless is worth a dozen of the variety

just mentioned. Both the Auricula and Polyanthus mny be Faid to have

their head quarters in Lancashire, and it is from thero we mu.t look for

improved varieties ; let us therefore not be disappoinlfd.
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The following are the names of a few of the best varieties of Polyanthus,

vi.-llexand:r (Pearson,) B.ng Europe i^^^^^^;^
f^!''^^^^

(Maud,) Defianee (Fleteher,) ExUe (Cro.shaw ) Ea. ot L-oln
(
«

Geor. the Fourth (Buek,) King (Nicholson,) Kmg Insher (Adchs
)
Lord J.W (C e!!,) Princess Royal (Colliers,) and Royal Sovereign (O.bbons.)

^h b2 nt^^ sorts of Cinerarias were Purity (Dobson )
a wbto sel -

Julia (Lochner,) white, very faintly tipped with light purple; ^o-lu d^^l^^^

G Henderson, white, narrowly margined with bhush purple
,

Stai of

P^ctL (ivei) an improvement on llamme.mith ^^uty on ac^^^^^^^^^^^^^

its increased size and denser colors; Lord Stamford (L. G. llendtrson )

wh te Tpped, purplish lUae ; Pkturata (E. G. Henderson,) white tipped,

otrpu: fe; 'cLieror of Europe (Hodge;) Beauty 0^^-^-
^^^^^^^^^

(Kosher) King of the Blues (Keynes;) Loveliness (E. G. Henderson,)

Sofs uL ani white ;
Marguerite d'Anjou (ditto,) crimson

;
Pnnee Arthur

(ditto,) shaded crimson ; also Charles Dickens and Kate Kearney.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS,

FLOWERED FOR THE FIRST TIME THIS SEASON, AT SPRINGBROOK.

No. III.

BBLOPEKONE AMHEKST.E-An acanthaceous P^-t -hich, like all the tribr,

wlfhout probably an exception, is well worthy of cultiva ion. The flo.ers

rndwTdually, resemble much the old B. oMon,ata-in color they are a few

had^^s ^^^^^^^^^ Its habit of growth and manner of flowering are very dif.

f en fL that species; instead of the erect habit, this . in its flowenng

shoots spreading, while the flowers, which are produced several together m

J axils of thetaves, are erect, and appear above the leaves It appears to

be a free bloomer. Our plant was imported last year from Messrs. Lee, by

Mr. Cope, and is thriving well in a comport of half peat and loam and la

the moist part of a dry stove, where the temperature is kept about .0 deg

CA^'TUA BICOLOR.-This plant has a high reputation in the English papers.

There it is recommended for bedding out. For these two years past it ha.

been in the^Philadelphia collections, but has been found difficult to manage,

and has, I believe, never flowered before. It is customary to treat it as a

stove plant, and herein I believe the error, as the order of plants it belongs

Xa^Polemonaeeo'^h unknown in tropical countries. It is allied to the

Phlox and the Ipomopsis more nearly resembling the latter in the shape and

color of the flower, but it is nearly an inch across, and has a tube of the same

length, the tube yellow and the limb crimson. My plant grew remarkably

well last season in a shady part of a greenhouse, in burnt loam, and a little
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sand. Towards winter it was kept rather drier than is customary with such

plants, and it has lately bloomed, though not freely. I should be glad to

learn whether others had been more successful, and if so, their mode of

treatment. There are several names in existence, some saying they belong

to distinct varieties ; others that they are synonymous. Our plant was

obtained from Mr. Buist.

IXORA INCARNATA.—This plant I have grown and flowered successfully this

(season. From Mr. Low, Mr. Cope imported it one year ago. The flowers

ore in heads as large as those of I. coccinea, but are of a ;deep pink or

flesh color ; the leaves are larger, and the growth of the plant altogether

stronger. My plant is two years old, growing in a mixture of peat, loam,

and chopped moss, and kept in a strong stove heat At the present time it

is about two feet high, and has ten of its beautiful heads expanded at once.

It is a fine subject for a ** specimen plant."

RiiODOSTEMMA GARDENIOIDES.—A Cinchonaccous plant, imported last

summer from Messrs. Lee, of London, by Mr. Cope. Though it is a free

bloomer, each flower delicately beautiful, and highly odoriferous, I fear it

will never become popular. The flowers seem to last but a few hours, and

though there is scarcely a day without a flower open, the quantity of its

dark shining green foliage seems very over-proportionate to the quantity of

flowers ever open at any one time ; each flower is about the size and shape

of a Fentas carnea, but with a longer tube, erect, and of a rosy white. It

does remarkably well in sandy peat, under-potted, and in a strong heat, in

a moist stove*

Jasminumnudiflorum.—This .Jessamine has the peculiarity of producing

its flowers before the leaves, and are rather larger than J. revolutum ; but

are not of so bright a yellow. Its advantages are in blooming much

earlier, and at a season when yellow flowers are scarce in our conservatories;

J. revolutum seldom being in bloom before March, whilst this species will

probably bloom the whole winter. It is now in seYeral collections—our

plant was obtained last spring from Mr. Buist. It is one of those plants

that will grow however badly treated.

iEscHYNANTHUS WLCHER,—I have Seen most of the kinds of this truly

beautiful tribe that have flowered in Philadelphia, and consider this by far

the best. The flowers are of a bright scarlet, full two inches long, and come

out principally in clusters of six or eight at the end of the branches. Our

plant was obtained last spring from Messrs. Hogg of New York, though I

afterwards learned it had been previously imported into Philadelphia by

Mr. Buist. It is considered a shy bloomer ; but with me it blooms and

grows beautifully under the following treatment : Last June it was potted

in equal parts of burnt loam, peat, and cut moss, and grown till Septem-
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ber in a shaded groonliousc ; tl.cn it ^^•as repotted into a larger pot w.th

the same soil, and placed in a >varm stove, exposed to the full rays of the

sun, and it is now flowering as freely as any one could desire.
'

TuoM.is JIeehan.

. < ^#» *

PENNSYLViUNIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The stated meeting was held, as usual, on Tuesday evening, in the Chi-

Tiese Saloon. The President in the chair. To the numerous v>s>tors m at-

tendance on the occasion, the exhibition assuredly afforded some gratification.

Many choice specimens of greenhouse plants were shown in the collectioa

from four of our hest conservatories. Among them a fine plant of th*

Acacia puhescensinM\ flower, from Gen. Patterson's house, stood prominent

A very well grown specimen of Chorozcma varum m rich bloom, was seen

in Mr Keen's display from West Philadelphia. Frederick Lennig's gardener

exhibited a fine table of Camellias and another of choice plants; among

the Camellias was a plant of the famed Duc'a Visconti, displaying a beau-

tiful flower, and shown for the first time. On the table furnished by R. Buist a

foreman, were many choice plants, two of which were not seen before at our

meetings, the Epaa-is eanrln!!suma and F. miniita. In Mr. Cope's col-

lection°of select plants, were a handsome Abutilon Striatum, and a new

species, Bcgoma Mha-coccinta. Cut flowers of Camellias w-^jrc brought

from Mr. Buisfs, Mr. Sherwood's, Mr. Lennig's and otheis. Designs and

baskets of cut flowers were presented from C. Cope, R. Cornelius and R.

Kilvington. . a •*!,-

Thomas Hancock exhibited fine Easter Beurre Pears. Mrs. Smith 8

gardener, five dishes of Pears. N. W. Roe, two kinds of Apples, and

Robert Cornelius' gardener, three varieties of Apples.

On the vegetable tables were to be seen from Mr. Cope s forcing houses-

Cucumbers, French Beans, Tomatoes and Mushroons From Mr. Fisher s

-fine Cucumbers, Mushroons, Lettuce, &c From Robert Cornelius many

good culinary articles. Thomas F. Croft presented a fine display of

Rhubarb.

Premiums awarded were as follows

:

CameUiaB.—Yot the best six plants to John Tollock, gardener to F.

Lennig; for the best six cut flowers to Thomas Fairley, foreman to K.

Buist; for the second best to Isaac Warr, gardener to [John Sherwood.-

Frirnula simensis—for the best six plants to Benjamin (Julliss. Plants in

PoU—ior the best twelve to John Tullock, F. Lennig's gardener
;
for the

Becond best to \Vm. Gracey, gardener to W. W. Keen, West Philadelphia;

for the third best to Thomas Fairley, R. Buist's foreman. Plant in a pot

—for the best, the Acacia pubescens, to Isaac Collins, gardener to Gen.

Patterson. Plants shown for the first time, a special premium of %2 to R.

Buist's foreman, for E. miniaia and E. candidmlma. Another of §1 to Thos.

Meehan, gardener to C. Cope; for Begonia alha-cocclnca. Bouquet design,

for the best to Thos. iMccliun ; for the second best to Thos. Megrahn, gar-

dener to R. Cornelius. Banket of Cut floivers-fov the best to William

Hamill, gardener to Mr. Fisher; for the second best to Robert Kilvington;

and for a beautiful display of Hyacinths, a special premium of $2 to

Peter Raabe. The Committee specially notice a fine specimen of the Camel-

lia, variety Duc'a Yiscont, from F. Lennig's, an Italian variety, and

shown for the first time. Also a plant of the Cypnpc^iui^ acaule, a native,

shown by H. C. Hanson.

p^^^g.^For the best ten specimens—Easter Beurre, to Thomas Hancock;

for the second best, Glout Morceau, to F. Guoin, gardener to Mrs, J. 1.

Smith.
. XT "tir -D

Apples.—Tor the best ten specimens—Newtown Pippin, to K. W. Roe;

for the second best, the same kind, to Robert Cornelius' gardener.

Vegetables.—Yor the best display of an amateur gardener—to William

Hamill, gardener to Mr. Fisher ; for the second best, to Thomas Megrahn,

gardener to Robert Cornelius ; and a special premium to Thomas F. Croft

for a very handsome display of Rhubarb, containing five named varieties.

An interesting ad interim report from the Fruit Committee was submitted,

of the objects shewn before them since the last stated meeting

Ordered • That the thanks of the Society be tendered to M. P. Wilder,

of Massachusetts, for the gift of a copy of Dr. Harris' Report on Insects

injurious to Vegetables, last edition, and the proceedings and Reports of

the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture.

Objects Shown—By John Pollock, gardener to F. Lennig, Camellias—

Duchess d'Orleans, imbricata, Henri Fayre, Miss Perc.val, mmiata.-

mNTS-Acacia longifulia; A. pubescens, A. conspicua. Gesnera zebrma,

Begonia manicata. Euphorbia splendens. Azalea speciosissima, A. mdica al-

ba, Chorozema varium, Centradenia rosea. Camellia oehroleuea, Landrethu.

By Wm. Grassie, gr. to Wm. W. Keen-Acacia pubescens
;

Ardisia ele-

cans Azalea indica alba, Azalea coronata. Begonia manicata, Calla iLthio-

pica,'Gesnera oblongata. Daphne rubra, Leschenaultia formosa, Spircea pru-

nifoHa, Weigela rosea, Aeschynanthus Boschianus. ^

. , t,
.

By Thomas Fairlev, foreman to R. Buist.-Begonia manicata, Epacris

carmtoniensis, Corre; multiflora rubra, C. speciosa, Ixora coccinea, Rogiera

amoena, Cyclamen coum, C. persicum. Daphne hybnda. Primula sinensis, fl.

pi., Amaryllis Johnsoniensis splendens, Centradenia rosea.

By Thomas Meehan, gr. to C. Cope.-Hyacinth Penelope, H. P"nee A -

bert, Ixora incarnata, Centradenia fioribunda, Aeschynanthus pulcher Old-

enla^dia Deppei, Goldfussia asophylla, Mahernia odoi^ Cineraria seed^mg*

Henfreya scandens; Verbena Orb of Day, (Hovey's,) Bilbergia pyramidalis.
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Collootions of siK rrimula sinensis, by B. Gullis. I.aac Collins, gr. tc

Gon. Patterson, T. Megrahn.Igr. to R. Cornelius, and others.

T>„iL^DViPUU Botanical AsgociATioN.-At the close of the conrse of

I IIILADV.T.PIUA ^
^ Konnedv aHu.leil to in a formcrnumber,

1----"
^r;^:: 1"^ Ju^tn ^e £s of the class, organized them-

"T :: !soc ty for t1 elutua study of the science during the floral sea-

'

Off cer were'e e te . a cons.ituti'on adopted, and regular meefngs

• 11 fTrJ". a^ held on Monday evenings, at the convement room
provded ;-'

-J
'^ ; ,^ ^^^^^, telow Arch. The society is composed of

over^o. 44Isorth |^W''
^ ^ herbarium of indigenous plants and

amateurs, .ho, ^V
^^^^'''^^^Xr themselves the best facilities for acquir-

other means, propose to pro^ kil lo-

ing a knowledge of this attractive science.

There is a great deal in tlte following remarks of a private cor-

respondent in the matter "f *^?^l"^jt'""'
•. „ ,.„;r, ^f reform more than

^rihere is nothing .vhich requires the P/^^-S^j^^'^^.tm „t and indepen^

these-not in a captious manner, * * * but.itnjua^

dence. , i •„!, „ *,,*„ for nlants is fostered so much as

There is no other means by Tvhich a t^.^^e for pwms
^ ^

hy exhibitions of ^vell gro^vn speomens m ^^^"-"^V"^, Zry few caa

ro^om vith plants more or less ->-
I

'show tl unt' ing
'
kdl and patience

appreciate-but --J^^PXtr^rS b M^^^^^ -""^^ ^'^ ^'^-

of tlie gardener, ^ml ^^1 ^ ^t ^^^^.e
^ ^.^^^^ object. .

for his services.
i^^^fj^nlturil DuWic, that because a man pre-

Do try and i>"P;«'»
"P°"i,tot

"
it" d o a^pTil: .i.hout any regard ta

r :£;y;n^J'skUUnUrcXe; and fhatsuch are not thepurposes-

for which prizes are awarded.

.• .f flio Xational A^-rlcultiiral Society hM just taken

The anniTal meeting of the -National .v^ncu j

Unl A krce proportion of the States were represented. Ihe lion. .Mar

w P.i^LL. an addr.ss, of

ff^-^-:-:;:^::!^^^
Prof. Booth's paper

^^^Z;::^::^^:^::^^ sis icions Ihich i»

of the G"7"'.''!"
„^ii ^''J.Zions of some of our mo.lern philosopher,

casts over the

^'f"^"""J
^^^^ -"'

^,^^ rbiladelphia Agricul-

rTsS '^
; when om^U; d to'p 'nt,' some good, and must prove

iThlsomJ'admJuontoempyricism.'- >Vith which we ag- enure y

Theformatio; of an Agricultural Department by the government was re

commended.

7
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AND HORTICULTUEAL JOUEML.

Yol. IL] Philadelphia, March, 1853. [No. 3.

GERMAN DAISIES.

Bellis perennis L. Nar. Ord. Composure.

It is (lilficult to any one who does not know what hybridization has

done and can do, to believe that these charming flowers which we

figure this month, originate from the well known English daisy which

is sold in our markets in the early spring. Having all the beauty

of form which is to be found in the Dahlia, with more beautiful,

though as yet not so varied colors, they present an attraction to every

lover of llowers.

The writer had the pleasure a few days since of seeing in bloom

six or seven varieties equal in shape and color to those in the plate.

They are new to this country, for like all herbaceous plants, they

are very difficult to import, and it is not always that the seeds of

the best varieties can be obtained from foreign nurserymen. We
can promise, however, that several good collections of them will be

shown this year at the flower show at the Chinese Museum.

These varieties have been obtained in Germany, and as they are

of easy culture and perfectly hardy, they will be a valuable addi-

tion to the flower border, or would make charming edging to the

beds.

For the Florist and Horticuttoral Joarnal.

BRAZILIAN VEGETATION.

The circumstftnces which some years ago induced us to visit Brazil, and

other countries south and east of it, originated more from a desire to vien]

the natural products of these countries in their native wilds, than from any

pecuniary consideration likely to be derived therefrom. And having noted

down during our rambles such facts in relation to natural historj as appeari

ed to possess interest, we now cull from these notes the substance of such

observations as were made on the vegetable productions and their localities;

9
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confining ourselves for the present to wliht wag observed in the vicinity of

Riode Janeiro, and within sixty miles inland of it, in an easterly direction.

And, Mr. Editor, it is not at all unlikely that much that inny be said on the

above head will prove of little interest to many of the readers of the FUM-isf.

Be this as it may, wc are inclined to believe, that to the practical horticul-

turist, or such as have the cultivation of plants from this and similar tropi-

cal regions to attend to, some hints may perhaps be thrown out by the way,

vhich in the daily operations of the judicious cultivator, it is possible muy

prove of some advantage to him.

One of the first features of this rich and beautiful country wWcli presents

itself to the eye of a lover of nature on entering the spacious hay of Rio, is

the conical hills on each side, and beautiful islands clothed with luxuriant

vegetation down to the water's edge. Passing these, and advancing towards

the city, the scene becomes grander and more extended, the objects being

more distant and of greater rangnitude. On the left, its base laved by the

Burf, is the symmetrical Swjar-haf rock, 1250 feet high ;
and some few miles

distant in the back ground of this, the Corcovado, with its bald top, rises to

an elevation of 2230 feet, whose irregularly sloping sides are covered with

the richest of Flora's productions—of which wc may speak hereafter. To

the eastward, and at a distance of — miles, are seen the Organ mountains

;

the points of some of whose peaks rise to the height of TOUO feet. These

mountains, which can easily be reached in two days from Rio, will more am-

ply repay the botanist for his trouble of visiting thorn than any other region

of the same extent with which we are acquainted. On our first excursion to

them, we took passage on board of a felucca-rigged freight boat; and being

favored with a steady and VAihar stiff breeze^ we found ourselves glided along

by far too swiftly to be able to distinguish the indivithial rarities that adoru

the numerous islands which stud the surface of the upper part of the bay.

After about two hours' sail we found ourselves entering the mouth of the Rio

Anhumirum, the water of which was muddy and sluggish, flowing as it does

for a considerable distance through a marshy district. The banks on each

side were low; along these grew Anona palustris, and a shrubby species of

Hibiscus, bearing yellow flowers. Acrostichum danceafoliuni, Langsd. and

Fisch., with its golden colored frond six to eight feet high, occupied large

tracts, almost to the entire exclusion of Other plants, although occasionally a

few Cyperacese and the spikes of a species of Typha shewed themselves ; in

mud creeks a Pancratium, with Urge white flowers, grew in masses, while

Jfrom the boat we picked up floating along tufts of Salvinia natans and biloba,

vith Pontederia crassipes, Limnocharis llumboldtii and AzoUa majellanica.

We landed from the boat at a village called Estrella ; from this the distance

to the base of the mountains is about eight miles by the public road, which

H

passes over a gently un<lulated, sparsely wooded country. Here by the way

side we saw fur the first time some beautiful species of Loranthus, parasitical

on trees, some bearing scarlet, and others yellow flowers. Many of these

Loranthus, and particularly the scarlet flowering kinds, attain to a great

size, their heads frequently 4 and 5 feet in diameter, and are equally as

graceful in their growth and pretty in their blossoms as many of our finest

Fuchsias ; the most of the yellow-flowered ones partake more of the [habit

and possess as little beauty as our native Mistletoe. But we must not lin-

ger on the road, for there are many gems found in the valleys and tops of

the mountains to be talked over.

Just imagine yourself, kind readers—you who are lovers of nature and

landscape scenery—standing upon one of the peaks of the Organ mountains,

at an elevation of six or seven thousand feet, overlooking the spacious Bay

of Rio and its numerous islands, with clusters of ships of almost every na-

tion lying at anchor, the largest of them appearing not bigger than the ca-

noe of an Indian, while more near on the flat lands surrounding the water,

plantations of Cocoanut trees. Plantains, Bananas, Sugar, Cofi'ee and Man-

dioca (Jatropha manihot), with Rice fiebls of a lively green, somewhat re-

lieving the eye after passing from the gloomy, deeply-wooded declivities of

the mountain sides, and the rugged granite rocks shewing their crests here

and there high above the trees.

On entering the margin of these evergreen virgin forests (mato virgin) we

felt quite at a loss to know what plant to collect first, so numerous were the

species of the various tribes of Begoniacese, Rubiacew, Solaneae, Apocyna-

ceae, Urticacejc, &c., &c., which met the eye. Among the genera. Begonia

was most conspicuous, containing many species which it would be very de-

sirable to have in our greenhouses ; seldom two plants of the same species

are found growing side by side—unlike in this particular, in a general sense,

the vegetation of northern countries, where species are usually more local

and social. These remarks apply exclusively to the distribution of species

in this portion of Brazil, for in some districts in the interior plants are f(.und

more in groups or masses. Another very striking peculiarity of the trees

and shrubs in this region consists in the thinness of their bark, in propor-

tion to the size of their trunks, and that the outer rind is not thrown off, as

is the case with most trees indigenous to northern countries and Few Hoi-

land.

From the circumstance that these Brazilian forests are always dripping

with moisture, and the great abundance of decomposed vegetable matter,

ferns are very numerous and lovely ; the tree kinds belonging to the genera

AUophila and Cyathea, with trunks 30 or 40 feet high, and tops of grace-

I
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ful spreading fronds, together with several species of pinnated-leaved Palms,

rellcct a sort of gajness over the gloom thrown around you by the dense
foliage overhead, the chattering of monkeys and the screeching of parrots.

To ascend one of these forest trees is no easy task ; we were often induced

to make the experiment in order to procure some pretty Orchid, Tillandsia,

Fern or creeper, which clustered its blossoms aloft on the boughs; but tha

trunks being very high, smooth and wet, with few branches making off tiU

near the top, which we confess we seldom were able to reach. Withrespecti

to what those large forest trees are, very little is yet known by botanists, but

from some of their flowers which we picked up on the ground, we made out
more than one? species of Bombax ; others belonged to the genera Cassia,

Bignonia, Lecythis, Melastoma, Inga, and Ca?salpinia. It is aUo very dif^

ficult to fall with the axe individual trees from which to procure specimens,

their heads being so interlocked with each other, and bound together with

roots and stems of climbing plants, belonging principally to the genera
Echites, Cissus and Bignonia ; the roots and stems of these twine round their

trunks and hang down from their tops, resembling somewhat the rigging of

a ship.

We have said that some pretty Orchids were to be found on these trees,

but we would have it here understood, that in dense shady forests the Epi-
phytal kinds are by no means numerous, and only solitary specimens of ter-

restrial individuals of this family are here met with. The favorite localities

for this beautiful tribe is on exposed rocks and the margins of openings in

the forests, but more particularly along the banks of rivers and streams,
where the Epiphytal kinds may be seen in clusters like crow nests, attached
to the limbs of trees, where the plants have a free circulation of air and a
liberal supply of light, and even sunshine—the stems, with their singular
and insect-looking flowers waving to and fro in the air by the winds. We
feel satisfied that the majority of individuals who cultivate Orchids are guilty
cf a palpable error in their indiscriminate manner of treatment. A densely
shaded glass house, or corner of one, the atmosphere surcharged with mois-
ture, and a high temperature kept up, is too often the receptacle for such
plants

;
and we may be permitted here to hint how mother Nature (and she

is never at fault) manages such things in Braail. In the first place, all those
species with thick coriaceous leaves, (and to this class belongs some of the
finest of the family) she places on trunks and limbs of trees, or on rocks
where light and air is freely admitted and water cannot lodge about the
roots. We have often seen patches of these kinds on the wet ground in the
forests, where they had been blown down by the winds, yet we never aair
any that had been long in this position but what appeared sickly and in a
decaying condition, from only having been removed a few feet from their

original or primitive position. But what we deem in cultivation as essen-

tial to the well-being of this class is, that after the plants are placed in

proper receivers, they be suspended from thc^roof of the house, or placed in

a position where they will be surrounded by a moderately humid pure at-

mosphere, and very slightly shaded.

As somewhat pertinent to what has just been stated above, we would men-

tion that by far the greatest number of Epiphytal Orchid plants—and at the

same time the most beautiful that we ever met with in any one spot—exist-

ed in a swamp about two acres in extent, and thinly wooded with low trees

of a species of Anona; on these grew innumerable patches of a lovely spe-

cies of Laelia, bearing large violet-colored flowers ; also, an Oncidium, with

deep yellow flowers. Through the quagmire, somewhat over the knees in

mud and water we waded, in order to enjoy and examine these beauties

;

and we found that from the eff'ects of a powerful sun acting on the shallow

water, a rapid evaporation was going on, which had had the efl"ect of attract-

ing the roots of the Orchids to leave the bark of the trees and spread out in

all directions.

In the second place, those Orchids Tiaving membranaceous and ribbed leaves

as a general rule inhabit thickets of bushes and forests, where they are

shaded, and either grow on the ground or in clefts of trees where vegetable

matter accumulates ; these require more moisture than the first class, and

are better constituted to succeed under the treatment that is usually meted

out to the entire tribe by cultivators. We are inclined to believe that the

number of species belonging to this section are greater than the first, though

in general not so beautiful or interesting.

Inhabiting trees and rocks, requiring similar treatment with that of Epi-

phytal Orchids, is the genus Tillandsia, of which a great number of species

is to be found in Brazil, nearly all of them producing greenish-yellow flow-

ers ; but the great beauty of individual species is to be found in their colored

bracts, many being crimson, others yellow, and some blue ; and we are ra-

ther astonished that some of the finer kinds have not already been intro-

duced into our collections, as they are readily procured, stand transporta-

tion well, and are easily cultivated.

To gain the summit of one of the higher peaks of the Organ mountains,

the traveller must sulyect himself to a considerable amount of physical ex-

ertion. Where the forest trees are the largest and standing close together^

the travel is comparatively easy to what it is on nearing the top, where open-

ings in the forest occur ; such places are often strewed with prostrate de-

caying trunks and branches of trees, overgrown with masses of a small spe-

cies of bamboo, ferns, and prickly vines, through which you have to grope

and cut your way. In these openings, and in rents of rocks which tower
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above tlie trees,.many choice plants are to be found of the following genera:
Gesnera, Vellozia, llippeastrinn, Sinningia, Besleria, Columnea, Gaulthe-
ria, Clusea, Rhipsalis, Cactus, Prepusa, E.callonia, Luxemburgia, Tillandsia,
Franciscea hydrangca^formis, with imuierous Orchids, and a composite plant
tvith llowcrs like a Stiflua.

The country for thirty miles beyond the Organ Mountains, through which
the main road to the Minas Geraes passes, is of a rolling or hilly character
and densely wooded. Off and on this road, which keeps close to the banks
of the Rio Parahiba, we botanized for a few days ; a view from an eminence
of the tops of the forest trees here was truly beautiful, so many of them be-
ing in bloom. The Ciesalpinia brasiliensis (Brazil wood,) was very common
and conspicuous, its top covered with yellow flowers, dotting the forest in
every direction you might turn

; these, with the hoary-headed, broad-leaved
Cecropia peltata and digitata, contrasted well with Jacaranda mimosoefolia,
and numerous Melastomene bearing violet-colored flowers ; for in Brazil ma-
ny species of this family form trees twenty to eighty feet in height, and
when in bloom are marked objects of attraction. By the sides of the roads
where the primitive growth had been partially cleared away, an entirely dis-
tinct flora had sprung up in its place, consisting principally of Solanaceous
plants and compositie of luxuriant growth and great beauty of flower, inter-
mingled with Begonias, Lobelias, Prepusas, and rambling Apocyneous and
Malpighiaceous plants, such as Banisteria and Stigmaphyllon, with solitary
specimens of a Bougainvillea, and an Alstra?raeria, like A. acutifolia ; and
on moist ground some fine scarlet and blue Lobelias, one of the latter with
astern ten /eet high, crowned with very ornamental flowers. Along the
margins of sandy creeks grew several species of Cleome and quite a variety
of Lantanas, over the tops of which rambled the stems of Aristolochia bra-
siliensis

;
and close along and on each side of the road a row of Furcroya

gigantea had been thickly planted in order to prevent the mules returning
from the mines with their loads getting lost in the bushes. AVe passed for
miles between sucli rows of this most majestic of all herbaceous plants, a
number being in full bloom at the time; some of the flower stems at the base
measured eight inches in diameter, and stood from thirty to forty feet high.

There grew on low lands that had been inundated by the river, two spe-
cies of Cuphea, both very desirable for cultivation, one having deep purple
and the other pale blue flowers; while a yellow flowered Jussioca in large
masses occupied stagnant pools of water. We had now got far enough in-
land to find the stately Araucaria brasiliensis, not in groups or groves, but
in solitary specimens on the banks sloping to the river; their symmetrical
habit and lance leaves closely set on the branches, contrasted strongly with
the broad, smooth, shining foliage of the umbrageous trees on the back
ground. One of these Araucaria trees we ascended in order to procure

ffis*

Bome of its cones, which like many other go9d things tlat had presented

themselves on this excursion—were very difficult to be gotat, but by swing-

ing ourselves like monkies from one branch to another, .ve succeeded in

procuring all that was wanted ; the largest cone being abut the size of a

61b Pine apple, and the height of the largest tree we saw did not exceed

70 feet.

On the top of the hills in this district is found Euterpeedulis, the Cab-

bage palm of Brazil, and we can from experience say thai it is a good sub-

stitute for the cabbage itself; the young, unexpanded blanched leaves

which form the centre of the plant is the pit t taken for ue, and the cut is

made so deep into the core of the tree, that it never aftewards recovers.

A large native Fig tree, whose broad, spreading top when measured, was

found to be 140 feet in diameter, luxuriated in the midst tf a small village

through which we passed, the lower branches were about 3 feet from the

ground and extended out their whole length horizontally; but unlike the

Banyan-tree of the East Indies, no roots were thrown dwnwards to the

earth ; to these lower branches clung four species of Tillaidsia.

Two tribes of herbaceous plants which give character t« Brazilian vege-

tation, are Arace?c and Scitamineae ; the first is represened by the genus

Pothos, mostly all of the species of which have creeping -ootstocks, these

ascend trees; and ramble over moist rocks ; with Colocasi and Caladium,

both inhabiting wet places. Scitaminse is represented nost largely by

species of the genera Alpinia, Hedyehiura, Globba, Cannr and Heliconia

:

the three first are usually found inhabiting rich alluvial s»ots by the banks

of streams ; the species of Canna are commonly found on the outskirts of

cultivated grounds, while Heliconia—which to our idea is the most orna-

mental of the whole tribe, is an inhabitant of mountain fcrests.

The tribe of Grasses as might be expected, is but spusely represented

in a country so densely wooded, but a few of those pnsent were of the

most majestic kinds ; in some localities situated in the boiom of the moun-

tains where the soil was deep and rich, patches of bamboo were seen, whose

smooth, round, shining canes rose to the height of GO to lOO feet, and from

3 to 4 inches in diameter at base.

With regard to ferns we shall not at present say much nevertheless, that

they were found to be numerous, though,perhaps less so lian in the vicinity

of Rio, in comparison with the number of flowering pLiits, and shall only

note in succession the genera which we supposed to be uo^t largely repre-

sented in species ; first—Polypodium, Asplenium, Pterin Acrostichum, As-

pidium, Adiantum, Ilymcnophyllum, Lycopodium, Gliichenia, Lygodium

and Anemia ; with solitary specimens of such interestinggencra as Marattia,

Danaca, Cyathea and Alsophila. In one locality- we met v.ith that rare and

beautiful fern Salpichlacna volnbilis, I. J^m., (Blechnim vclubile, Kaulf.,)

climbing on trees to the height of 40 feet.
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The soil of the greater portki^f the rcgfon, tlie vegetation of wTiich we
have given the reider a faint idcfa, consists principally of a tenaceous red

clay ; but fromth* mild heat and great quantity of rain that falls, vegetation

is very rank, and;leconiposition of the parts thrown oif is constantly going

on, so that a vastaccumulation of vegetable earth prevails all through the

forests, affording food for plants of all kinds.

At some futurdtime we may say something of the natural and cultivated

vegetation in the vicinity of llio. Peregrin us.

•« ^ »»

FLOWER GARDENS.

Geometrical fliwcr gardens when properly located and tastefully ar-

ranged are alwn^ inviting. Objection has frequently been urged against

this species of g-rden as being of too artificial a character for introducing

into natural scenrry, but I apprehend that all such objections may arise

from the misapplication of the principle. Artificial rockeries, lakes, and

all other miniatuie representations of natural scenery require much taste

both in their immediate formation, and the suitability of the locality in

which they arc plced. So with the geometrical flower garden. In pleas-

ure grounds of ai undulating nature, traversed by serpentine and abruptly

curved walks, irregular masses of shrubbery and broad patches of flowers

will seem more appropriately decorative, than any formal arrangemeirt of

straight lined or circular shaped beds. Nothing can be more out of char-

acter than laying down one of these gardens on an extensive lawn, or open

pleasure grounds Equally objectionable is that system of dotting lawns

indiscriminately fith flower beds and trees, as unmeaning m out of place.

Many fine pleastte grounds are rendered tame ond uninteresting from the

ineffective sameness thus produced.

These designs rre very effective in retired situations, hemmed in by trees

and shrubs, more (specially when surrounded with an elevated terrace walk,

that it may be conprehended in one view. Perhaps their most appropriate

position is within,or rather, placed so as to grow an extension to, the ar-

chitectural boundary of the house. Here they can be viewed from the

windows of the d^ielling, and may be decorated with vases, sundials, and
Other appropriate irchitcctural devices. The flower beds are either inter-

sected by gravelled walks, or cut out of the grass. Q'he accompanying
woodcut is intendel to illustrate the general character of those surrounded

with grass. With regard to the planting of these spots, there is much
room for artistic slill and taste. The modern system is to fill each bed
with a distinct colcred flower, contrasting the colors so as to produce a
striking effect whei viewed as a whole. Notwithstanding that this ar-

rangement of contrasting colors is very frequently attempted, I have met

O
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with few instances where it has been successfully earned out. A tTiorougk

knowledge of the composition of colors, is an indispensable pre-re<iuiaite.

The plants usually employed for producing masse* of Honors aie tender,

consequently they are useful for a few months only. It is dcbirable there-

fore to plant a few beds permanently with dwarf evergreens. The Ever-

green Berberries are well adapted, beautiful in foliage, llo>ser, and fiuit.

The Euonymus also forms a fine mass, can be pruned into any shape. Kal-

mias, and Rhododendrons, will also be available. Deciduous Aialeas

Bhould be introduced. The varieties of Yucca, planted singly in the cen-

tre of the beds would have a fine effect, so exotic in appearance. Ancuba
japoniea will produce a beautiful variegated bed ; in this way the flower

garden may be rendered cheerful even in winter.

As already observed, much depends upon the selection of suitable plants

for a dazzling display of flowers during summer. There is nothing supe-

rior to the numerous varieties of Verbena, they continue in splendor mder
thebiightest sun. Petunias also flourish well in dry weather. TKe soil

should be well deepened in the first place, and moderately enriched. This

will save much labor in watering; an expedient often resulting from ineffi-

cient preparation. The beds should not be elevated in the centre, as is

often done, a level surface is preferable, and retains moisture longer. In-

stead of filling each bed exclusively with one variety, a better tfi'ect is pio-

duced from a mixture ; for instance, Verbenas form an unequalled display

of flowers, but are deficient in height and ^foliage. Heliotropes make ro-

bust growths, attain the size of small shrubs, but are wanting in brilliant

colors ; the two planted together, the latter in the centre, form a desirable

combination. So also with Petunias and Salvias, Cnraniums, Penstemons,

Portulacca, Nierembergia, kc. Examples might be multiplied, but it is not

necessary. Many modifications and alterations will oceur in practice, al-

ways keeping in view the completion of a pre-conccived dea»igD, both in ar-

rangement and choice of plants.

Baltimore, February, 1853. William Salnders.

BoTA.NicAL Variation IN A Nectarine Flower.—Mu. Editor:—I send

for your inspection, a flower of a Pitmaston nectarine, having two perfect

pistils. It is another instance of the uncertainty of botanical characters

when the plants from which they are derived are under cultivation. At
Bome future time I shall have some similar observations to record on the

strawberry—tending to show, that the <listinctions so much relied on by

our friends in the great West, with regard to Staminates, Pistillates, and

Hermaphrodites, are perfectly arbitrary—that a staminatc can be changed

to a pistillate, &c. entirely by cultivation. Thomas Meehan.
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For the Florist and Horticultural Journal.

ON THE CULTURE OF THE ERICA.

There are upwards of seven hundred species and varieties of the

Erica, and if any tribe of plants requires the special care of the gar-

dener, if any more beautiful than another, it is the Erica. The Eri-

cas (except a few species) are found on the Table Mountain, at the

Cape of Good Hope, 3G00 feet above the sea, in latitude 34^ 2S*'

south, which is a hot and airy situation, and proves that the Erica

can without injury, boar intense sun on the foliage, but not the de-

structive effects of the sun's rays beating on the pot. To propagate

the Erica by seed, I prepare a cold frame, in size according to the

quantity of seed ; the soil 1 use is turfy sandy loam from an old pas-

ture, I fill the frame to about a foot from the glass, and press firm

and evenly down to sow the seed on, which should be in rows, with

each sort labelled; cover lightly with fine soil, then syringe the bed
over, to settle tlie soil, and keep the sash in until thov vegetate ; if

sown in March they will be fit to pot in the end of suinnier or l-c-

ginning of autuin;i singly into thumb pots. After ptjttiug, plucu

tfiem in a close frame for a few days and gradually hardrn thmi of!';

at the approach of frost shift them into the greenhouse or heathry,

near the glass, in a situation where they are exposed to the gonial

iaflueu<» of the sun and capable of free ventilation at all tiin.-s. To
propagate by cuttings is nearly as sure as raising from seed, and
they UDstly make stronger plants. In preparing for the cutting,

I take a stpiare box 4 or 5 inches deep, I put sufficient drainage in

the bottom and fill up with sand and loam well mixed, and cov r

with about h inch of white sand, and press gentl}- down so as to al-

low for the top of the cutthig to be i an inch below the ed«.e of the

box; then lay a square of glass over the box, which may be turned
once or twice a day, and is much quicker than wiping out bollglaFs-

es. Cuttings may l>e put in at all seasons of the year, the most pre-

ferable months are January, February an 1 Mnnb. Having all ready
for the cuttings, I select shoots which, on cuttiuL' at a ri^lit angle

under a joint or set of leaves, will not bo bmisc-l, but ciit clean

through, which is a good critorion to judge from; dress the loaves

i
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off for two or three joints with a very sharp knife; the cuttings should

he put ill rows and have each sort hibcUcd; a gentle watering is ne-

cessary to settle the sand. I place them in a cool part of the green-

house, as they should not he excited at first, as they are apt to damp

off or grow up weak; when they are calloused they may he moved

to a partly spent hotbed with a gentle bottom heat; when too much

heat is applied the cutting is elongated, to the injury of its rooting;

they should be potted off as they root in half turfy loam, half peat

and sand rubbed through the hands, but retain all the vegetable

matter in the soil; treat them Uie same as the seedliogs after they

are potted.

In the spring following their seedling or cutting states, when they

are too large for thumb pots, I shift into 3-inch pots well drained^

and keep the ball about half an inch below the edge of the pot, so

as it will hold water to wet all the soil in the pot at once ;
I then

plunge in a cold frame in a partly shaded situation, and keep the

sash on during storms, as they should not be exposed to the weather

when so young, and plants in pots suffer more then when planted

out; when the nights get frosty I give them the same treatment, as

they had the winter before in the seedling and cutting states. In

the season following, when the frosty nights are over, I prepare a

bed 18 inches deep, with good turfy loam from an old pasture, well

chopped up; if not of a sandy nature I make it so. I then select one

or two duplicates of each species; I do not expose too many of the

rare and tender sorts to the heavy rain.s I plant in rows 2 ft. apartj

these by the following autumn will have grown fine bushy plants

when I have them carefully taken up with balls according to the

fiize of the plants, and put in pots larger than the balls, to allow them

to <^row, as thev should not have their growth retarded at this pe-

riod, and I take great care not to cramp the roots, as nothing mjures

plants more tlian to force them into small pots. I then place them

in a cold frame shaded for a week or more, and syringe them over

head occasionally, and gradually expose them to the rays of the

sun. Ericas which I grow in pots, when the roots become matted

round the side of the pot, I repot into 2-3 of turfy loam 1-3 of white

gand, charcoal, and pieces of broken freestone, or any rough mate-

rial to keep the soil from becoming sodden ; and the roughness of

the compost should be according to the age and size of the plant. I

make a practice to have the pot well drained with charcoal, crocks,

&c., if not, the soil becomes soured, and premature death is the re-

sult.

With the above treatment I have growr^ Ericas complete ; bushes

in three and four years from 1 to 2 feet diameter, from 9 to 18 in-

ches high; and sorts such as Persoluta, Transparens, Politrichifolia,

&c. Much larger Ericas should be repotted some time before they

are exposed to the influence of the weather, and if not plunged in

the ground they should be put within a larger pot, and the interven-

ing space filled with moss, w^hich retains moisture and prevents the

injurious effects of a hot sun beating on the roots ; when the plants

ere in a growing state they should be frequently stopped, and peg-

ged down on the edge of the pot, which gives them a bushy appear-

ance, as nothing looks so unsightly as sticks and props, (which Glen-

ny calls the minor frigate of w^ar style.) There has been much ca-

villing as to the soil Ericas should be grown in ; the soil I succeed

best with is turfy sandy loam, which has been flayed from an old

pasture to the depth of two inches and piled in a heap until it is well

decayed; I find that Ericas grown in peat receive more injury from

the hot sun than when grown in loam ; the cause may be from not

having turfy fibrous peat, as the peat that is generally used is got

from swamps or wet, shady woods, and is in a Sodden state to be-

gin with. To have Ericas root freely, the soil must be a free soil

and not p. binding one, and the color is no object ; Ericas should ne-

ver be watered when the hot sun is beating on them, (especially if

in a growing state) or they are apt to droop and die. In summer

they may want water once or twice a day, in winter sometimes once

a week; when the ball gets matted hard, I take a sharp stick and per-

forate the ball from the top, which allows the water to sink all thro%

as sometimes when they are repotted the water sinks through the

new soil by the side of tlie pot, and the ball is quite dry. I never

give a little water ^ or water sparingly—1 always give sufficient to wet

the whole of the soil in the pot at once, and never water but when

they are becoming dry. I believe there is more injury done to the

plants by injudicious watering than all other evils connected.

The best structure for Ericas is a low span-roof house about 13

4
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feet wide inside, the sections being north and sonth; height 6 to 8
feet, length GO to 100 ^cot, so made that the glass could be taken off

in summer; or in sliort, a span-roof hotbed, or frame, heated with
hot water pipes; smoke flues should never be put in a house for grow-
ing Ericas; one-half of the house should have borders prepared for

planting them out of the pots for three or four years, where they
could have time to grow to specimens; and the other half for plung-
ing the plants in pots. If they are kept in a greenliouse tliey should
be arranged on the front shelf where they can have plenty of light

and air when weather permits; the thermometer may range from 40
to 45 degs. Fahr. or not below 35 in winter, and 45 to 55 or CO,
with sun heat in the early spring months; if the house is kept too

close and hot, they are npt to mildew; if there ho any appearance of
mildew, syringe with sulphur water, which will stop it. Syringings

may be given on clear sunny mornings in winter and in the evenings
in spring and summer, which keep them clear of scale and fdth,

and contribute gmatly to the health and vigor of the plant.

Wm. Grey, Kenwood, Alhony.

--

For the Florist and Horticultural Journal,

ORIGIN OF THE CHOROZEMA,
WITH RECOLLECTIONS OF GARDEN SCENERY.

Among the many beriiitlful a(hlitions wliich Now Holland has affonled to

our greenhouses, few perhaps are more interesting than the Chorozema,
'whether we consider the beauty of its blooBB mt its entertaining history.

—

He derivation of its name from choron, a cfance, and zewa, a drink, alludes

to the occasion of its diseovory, which was made bv a party in search of fresh

water, and which thej foun<i at the same time. Among my earliest recol-

lections I recall an eUgant specimen of C. varium nanum, which stood 3J ft.

high and as many across, never failing in the vernal months to cover evcrj
inch of its surface with racemes of its fine showy blossoms. This reference

leads me to the beautiful place where this specimen grows; and I hope that

a brief detail of its other beauties will not be uninteresting. Lismore Castle

gardens, owned by the Duke of Devonshire, which are under the superin-

tendence of one of his best gardeners, Mr. Keane, who has managed them
for the last 25 years with the greatest credit. Here he cultivates upwards

of 150 varieties of that noble family, the Erica, which are exclusively grow*
in peat with a small mixture of turfy loam; he also uses liberally peat char-
coal and white sand. I have never since seen any c<^llectian superior in lux-

uriance of growth or of bloom. The peat is obtained from that part of the

mountain where the heath grows, and the sods are piled in a heap for twelve

months before using.

A few of the varieties which I most admired were Hartnellii, which pro-

duces a profusion of red flowers, and possesses the property of blooming twice

a year; Archeriana, which I never saw at any time lack its dozens of beau-

tiful scarlet clusters ; Propendens, a highly esteemed favorite, bearing in

spring its fragrant purple bells in great profusion—one called hybrida, with

tubular glistening red blossoms, deserves especial notice ; Westphalingia,

bright crimson,—most of the ventricosas; Bothwelliana, the best specimen I

have ever seen, its flowers resembling ven. grandiflora; Cavendishii and de-

pressa, splendens, ampullacea superba; Masouii, perspicua nana ; triumph-

ans, Shani^nii, and almost endless variety of fine sorts. In a visit which I

lately paid to the nursery of Mr. ^lenand, I was much gratified by the healthy

appearance of his fine young specimens of this family, which are the founda-

tion, I don't doubt, of something astonishing—even so much as Chiswick

specimens.

Both the kitchen and flower gardens at Lismore are remarkable for their

tasteful and peculiar construction, with winding walks and lofty trees ; and

well worthy of notice is the ** dark walk," so called from the fact that the

brightest rays of the sun cannot penetrate the densely leaved arcade of Yew
trees, the growth of centuries.

Along the south walls in the pleasure grounds are planted all the fine va-

rieties of tea and china roses, besides a large collection of beautiful climbers,

such as Clianthus puniceus and Glycine sinensis; some fine Magnolias, the

finest Coral tree I ever saw, two extraordinary Yuccas, var, gloriosa, which

recently threw up spikes of flowers 17 feet from the ground. An Acacia

affinis stands 30 feet high, an Araucaria imbricata not less than 12 ft. high.

I once had the plea^re of showing a gentleman from New Y^ork around this

establishment, and many times did he sigh for some such places in America,

and so do I—but as the inclemency of our winters wont permit such rarities

to live out of doors, let our gentlemen of suflicient means imitate my employ-

er, in the erection of glass, and then we can have the pleasure of their beau-

tiful appearance. Let our ladies also warmly advocate the cause, as it is

only a natural circumstance that the gentlemen should listen to their solici-

tations, and thereby evince that zeal which no tasteful mind should lack.

Maurice Walsh,
gr. to E. Corning, Jr. Esq.y Alhany^
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Mr. Editor:—Your correspondent "Anthophilus" seems to liave found*

"mare's nest" in the fact that plants can be grown without peat. Indeed,

he actually believes it. It would be a greater wander to me to see plants,

of the kind he mentions, grow well in it, if the peat he alludes to is the marsh

mud that I see some gardeners collecting, drying, and storing past under

that name. One thing I wonder much at is, that I never see any of them

using it by itself in their plant culture ;—perhaps they would grow too well.

Traddles thinks they would not grow at all in it; but he is no authority. I

would hesitate in making the remark, did I not see encouragement Zoaming

through some late articles in your pages. That I have known heaths on the

tables at Chiswick with very little peat about their roots, not more than a

**night-cap" full to the bushel. This was merely tried as an experiment,

not from a scarcity of good peat—real fibry stufif, fit for foot balls—that had

to be cut with a chopping-knife before it could be used.

I had hoped that the mysticism of compost making was at an end ; but in

a late *'New York Agricultor" I observed a specimen which, a century ago,

'would have immortalized the author. It is a border for growing grape vines,

composed as follows—I omit the quantities of each, which are considerable :

Bones, sculls of sheep and o:xen, pulverised charcoal, oyster shells, leather

scrapings, coal ashes, blacksmiths' cinders, leached ashes, iron filings, well-

decomposed manure, street scrapings, garden soil, yellow loam and sod. The

writer premises that he is " very particular with his border," and "waters

with soapsuds every Monday— one pailful to a root— and on Friday with

guano." If this is not horticultural charlatanry it is a very near approach to

it. Such exposures go farther in retarding than advancing the subject they

pretend to simplify. Many who would gladly undertake the culture of grapes

would give it up in despair, if they seriously believed such a conglomeration

of substances was indispensable for their growth. Your calendar writer may

snuflf out bifl farthing candle in the face of this bright light. lie is content

with well drained " garden soil,** trenched two feet [deep, and mixed with

charcoal and bones. The latter substance is very generally recommended

as a manure for grasses. Wonder if the idea was taken from Plutarch? He

informs us that ** the Massalians walled in their vineyards with the bones of

their enemies that they had slain, and they produced a prodigious crop the

next season." Truly, "there is nothing new under the sun." This was some

2000 years ago.

You remark that the London Horticultural Society have been trying sul-

phur and lime to prevent mildew, and think it will do it. They need not

think anything about it, its efficacy has been fully established long ago. As

like as not they picked up the remedy from Allen's treatise on the vine, pub-

lished some years ago in Boston ; but, of course, they must find it out for

themselves. The discovery has also lately been made in France.

"A curious coincidence, to use a phrase,

By which such things are settled now-a-days."

There it gets the name of hydrosulphate of lime. Brandy and water, with

a squeeze of lemon in it, in these gentlemen's hands would become the acidu-

lated hydrate of alcohol.

This sulphur and lime mixture is also valuable as a means of eradicating

red spider; applied as a whitewash on the underside of the stage during sum-

mer, and every part of the greenhouse where the color is not objectionable,

red spider will not make their appearance. If they are troublesome in win-

ter, paint a little of the mixture on the flues or hot water pipes, if that me-

thod of heating be adopted. In this way a slight application will be suffi-

cient—otherwlie it may injure the plants if a strong heat be applied.

Anti-humbug.

Mr. Editor :—In reading the commencement of the article on Heathsby

Mr. Saunders, I said to myself, at last here is one with whom I can agree

—

"Heaths can be grown without peat," and "in a mixed collection of plants;"

but when I came to the conclusion of the article, I saw that I was mistaken:

that in fact the i^roastos of "Anthophilus" about artesian wells and ice houses

are more near to "Experiment" than to me. Is it possible that such a prac-

tician as Mr. S. should advocate such means to grow such plants as Heaths?

I could conceive such associations for Cypripedia, for Calopogon pulchellus,

Arethusse, &c., but for Heaths, natives of the most southern parts of Africa,

and for the most part growing on dry, dreary hills, at an elevation of many

hundred, perhaps thousand feet above the sea level ! I know you will say

that the atmospheric circumstances are different. I know they are, as from

a dry hill to almost a cistern. Do we lose our Heaths in summer in the dri-

est seasons and weather ? No ! it almost invariably happens after a shower^

and the heaver and longer the rains, the greater the chance of losing them.

Perhaps you answer—we can cover them to keep off the»e rains; then I will

ask you, if those who have adopted the system of keeping them in doors all

the time have had better success, and have never lost any? If so, where are

they? The best collection I have seen in America was in Boston, at the

Hon. Mr. Wilder's; they stood in the middle of the garden, exposed to all at-

mospheric changes, and yet were in the best condition I should ever wish

plants to be. There were not only Heaths, but Epacridae, Lysinema pul-

chellum, and L. pungens, plants still easier to lose than Ericas—and all more

thrifty than I ever saw them. I have now in bloom Dracophyllum Hugelii,

11
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Mr. Editor:—Your correspondent "Anthophilus" seems to have found
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"mare's nest" in the fact that plants can be groAvn without peat. Indeed,

he actually believes it. It would be a greater wonder to me to see plants,

of the kind he mentions, grow well in it, if the peat he alludes to is the marsh

mud that I see some gardeners collecting, drying, and storing past under

that name. One thing I wonder much at is, that I never see any of them

using it by itself in their plant culture;—perhaps they would grow too well.

Traddles thinks they would not grow at all in it; but he is no authority.
^

I

would hesitate in making the remark, did I not see encouragement Zoa^ning

through some late articles in your pages. That I have known heaths on the

tables°at Chiswick with very little peat about their roots, not more than a

••night-cap" full to the bushel. This was merely tried as an experiment,

notlfrom a scarcity of goad peat—real fibry stuff, fit for footballs—that had

to be cut with a chopping-knife before it could be used.

I had hoped that the mysticism of compost making was at an end
;
but in

a late ''New York Agricultor" I observed a specimen \\\\\c\ a century ago,

would have immortalized the author. It is a border for growing grape vines,

composed as follows—I omit the quantities of each, which are considerable :

Bones, sculls of sheep and oxen, pulverised charcoal, oyster shells, leather

scrapings, coal ashes, blacksmiths' cinders, leached ashes, iron filings, well-

decomposed manure, street scrapings, garden soil, yellow loam and sod. The

writer premises that he is '' very particular with his border," and "waters

with soapsuds every Monday— one pailful to a root— and on Friday with

guano." If this is not horticultural charlatanry it is a very near approach to

it. Such exposures go farther in retarding than advancing the subject they

pretend to simplify. Many who would gladly undertake the culture of grapes

would give it up in despair, if they seriously believed such a conglomeration

of substances was indispensable for their growth. Your calendar writer may

snuff out bia farthing candle in the face of this bright light. He is content

with well drained "garden soil," trenched two feet [deep, and mixed with

charcoal and bones. The latter substance is very generally recommended

as a manure for grasses. AVonder if the idea was taken from Plutarch? lie

informs us that " the Massalians walled in their vineyards with the bones of

their enemies that they had slain, and they produced a prodigious crop the

next season." Truly, "there is nothing new under the sun." This wassome

2000 years ago.

You remark that the London Horticultural Society have been trying sul-

phur and lime to prevent mildew, and think it will do it. They need not

think anything about it, its efficacy has been fully established long ago. As

like as not they picked up the remedy from Allen's treatise on the vine, pub-

lished some years ago in Boston ; but. of course, thpy must find it out for

themselves. The di%covery has also lately been made in France.

**A curious coincidence, to use a phrase,

By which such things are settled now-a-days."

There it gets the name of hydrosulphate of lime. Brandy and water, with

SI s(pieeze of lemon in it, in these gentlemen's hands would become the acidu-

lated hydrate of alcohol.

This sulphur and lime mixture is also valuable as a means of eradicating

red spider, applied as a whitewash on the underside of the stage during sum-

mer, and every part of the greenhouse where the color is not objectionable,

red spider will not make their appearance. If they are troublesome in win-

ter, paint a little of tlie mixture on the flues or hot water pipes, if that me-

thod of heating be adopted. In this way a slight application will be suffi-

cient—othierwise it may injure the plants if a strong heat be applied.

Anti-humbug.

Mn. EniTOR :—In reading the commencement of the article on Heaths by

^Ir. Saunders, I said to myself, at last here is one with whom I can agree

—

"lleathvM can be grown without peat," and "in a mixed collection of plants;"

but when 1 came to the conclusion of the article, I saw that I was mistaken:

that in fact the sarcasms of "Anthophilus" about artesian wells and ice houses

are more near to *-Experinient" than to me. bit possible that such a prac-

tician as Mr. S. should advocate such means to grow such plants as Heaths?

I could conceive such associations f«jr Cypripedia, for Oalopogon pulchellus,

Arethusa?, &c., but for Heaths, natives of tlie must aouthein parts of Africa,

and for the most part growing on dry, dreary hills, at an elevation of many

hundred, perhaps thousand feet above the sea level ! I know you will say

that the atmospheric circumstances are different. I know they are, as from

a dry hill to almost a cistern. Do we lose our Heaths in summer in the dri-

est seasons and weather? No! it almost invariably happens after a shower—

and the heaver and longer the rains, the greater the chance of losing them.

Perhaps you answer—we can cover them to keep off the.^e rains ; then I will

ask you, if those w ho have adopted the system of keeping them in doors all

the time have had better success, and have never lost any? If so, where are

they? The best collection I have seen in America was in Boston, at the

Hon. Mr. Wilder's; they stood in the middle of the garden, exposed to all at-

mospheric changes, and yet were in the best condition I should ever wish

plants to be. There were not only Heaths, but Epacriclae, Lysinema pul-

chellum, and L. pungens, plants still easier to lose than Ericas—and all more

thrifty than I ever saw them. I have now in bloom Dracophyllum Hugelii,
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another Epacridca, which stood all last summer fully exposed to the sun, in

a Ai-incli pot, imd not pJiiiKjcd, but standing above ground. However I don't

recommend the plan, I only quote tlie example.

It is really astoni»hiii<: to see how contradit-tory are our opinions about

these unfortunate plants; they are natives of one of the driest and warmest

parts of the globe, and we want to make them lire in the most frigid atmos-

phere. Al» ! Mr. Editor, we are not homoeopathic (hjctora in our treatment

of plants— it is surprising how Heliophoby is prevalent ami>iig gardeners

—

shade, shade for everythinrr : shade for Orchidetc, sliade for Heaths, and of

course, shade for ourselves; but I think we keep ourselves too much in the

shade—the reason why our ideas become so etiolated^ so diverse, so weak. Ah!

my friends, instead of complaining that the sun is made too hot, let us rather

regret that our minds are too narrow for the portion of vanity which occu-

pies our brains ; nothing is wrong but our presumption. What, we style our-

selves physiologists, phytologists, naturalists, &c., and we want to explain

all the phenomena of nature ? yet we cannot make use of the very small al-

lowance of common sense with which the Supreme Being has endowed us.

L. M., Albany, Mar. 1.

Mr. Editor:—I'm in for it, to a certainty—simp)y for giving my opinion

on a few bricks in a '* north-east aspect," to grow my little pets, the Ericas,

in. I am very sorry that our frieinl '"Anthophilus" has such tall ideas — he

certainly must be a tall man if he cannot stoop to look into those miniature

holes six or eight inches from the ground; but he must consider that we

working gardeners of Philadelphia are glad to beifd our Imcks to poke our

nose through the holes he talks of, to gaze upon our liillo notions, — and in

time we hope to get larger notions.

"Anthophilus" seems to want to make large Chiswiek ftp^imens ftt once

;

1 do not. My four brick walls in a north-east aspect, I can cons'ince him, is

the right place to grow them in. The space I allottcil rs small, hut what use

is there of a large place with no Heaths in it; but I know that the Chiswick

specimens will come out of such a place, and Philadt Iphia is to be the Chis-

wick of America. You shall see. EsPEBXMEXT.

We think that the views of our dilTerent correspondents on this subjocfc

have been pretty well stated by this time ; and wo want to see the re-ult of

their practices. There are many persons of oxpo) icnf^e here who still doubt

whether they can be grown at all, and the only w ;iy to satisfy all parties is to

show plants of the fine kinds—not Med/ft^'r'inm, n-.r 117//// -
•• ojf?, nor Jlu-

bidoy but such as are more JiHicult, as Xtillii, vcntricosa sujicrfxi^ ampulla-
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cea, Ilolliu.^oidi, kc. It matters very little whether they are grown in the

shade or in the sun, so that wo have them. The opinion of the writer is de-

cidedly with tiiose whodu not think peat essential to growth of certain kinds

of plants.

—

Ed.

To the Editor of the Philadelphia Florist.

Dear Sir :—You have heard of the Augusta Rose that is about Syracuse,

N. Y., and has been talked ahout'and written upon for the past two years,

with a more mysterious air upon it than any other Rose of any other name,

always closing with its being the finest yellow ever-blooming Rose in exist-

ence. We think in all candor that the mystery should be unveiled, and the

fair proportions of the Hose laid before you, presuming as you are not one

of tlie trade you will "rive it an insertion.

The seetl of the Rose was obtained from some of the roses that luxuriate

in the gardens of Washington City some years ago. The result has been the

said Augusta Rose, which appears to be in character between Noisette Sol-

fatare and Cloth of Gold, an improvemement on the former, but (what we

have seen) inferior in color and nobleness of flower and petal to the latter.

It does, however, possess the character of blooming freely, even on very

voung plants. In hard'iiesswe would assume it to rank with Solfitare, or

Noisette Lamarque, and more fragrant than either of those two roses, and

perhaps ecjual to them in growth.

Yours, a lofer of Rosf.s.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS,

FLOWERET FOR TIIK FIRST TIME THIS SI- A.SON, AT SPRINCDROOK.

No. IV.

Epacri? miniatus—Perhaps the best of the dark flowered kinds. Its

flowers hive the rich bicolor of the E. (jrandlthmi, but with twice their thick-

ness, with the finer habit of E. mpremu It may be an hybrid between the

two. My plant is but small, being but a rooted cutting when received from

Messrs. llovey last spring. Its flowering so younj: indicates a free bloom-

ing property, which tlie plant recently introduced and exhibited at the last

meeting of the Penn. Ilort. Society by Mr. Buist confirms.

TROP.*:uLr.M AzruKUM.—We received a '^m.ill bulb of this last springfrora

Mr. Buist. It was kept in a o-inch pot of sandv lo.mi, dry, on a shelf in the

greenhouse till October, when it showed signs of growth. This small pot
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was then plunged to the rim in an 8-inch put, und the phmt trained to a flat

trellis. It has been a sheet of bine for tlie last two months. The fuliage ia

small likeT. tn't'olorum : the flowers are large, its petals more spreading. 1%

is essential in a collection of Tropcvolums.

ERiOfiTEMON BrxiFOLirs.—Who that has seen an European collection of

Cape or Australian plants, dtx^s not know this, t/ien; oM ami heautifnl plant?

I should think that it must have been formerly introduced into owr collec-

tions. Our plant was introtluced last fall by Mr. Cope, from Messrs. Lee, of

London. Though the waxv white flowers are not so pretty individually as

some of the newer kinds, yet taken collectively and together with its box-

like foliage, it is unsurpassed. My plant is in a mixture of peat and loam,

was kept in a shady part of the greenliouse during the summer and fall, an<l

grows like a willow—so luxuriant indeed as to prevent its flowering with that

freedom I know it to be capable of.

IIypocyrta strigillosa.—A Gesneraceons pinnt, hetweea a Cdumnea

and a Ncmatanthm, It is more woody than either of them, and does not

seem to grow higher than a fuot or so, forming a bushy shrub. The leaves

are about an inch in length, and so covered with fine hairs as to give them a

peculiar grey appearance; they are thickly set on the branches, and bear a

scarlet sessile flower in their axils. Our plant was received last spring from

Messrs. Hovey, and being small, produced a few flowers in the fall. This

plant kept but slightly flowering in a warm greenhouse, is now showing flow-

er abundantly, while another kept growing strongly in a high stove heat is

but just showing its flower buds. It seems to be a plant which by manage-

ment may be had always in bloom ; and, as a small growing, neat flowering

plant, will, I have no doubt, get an "extensive circulation."

IxoRA mc'arnrtfa.—Since writing the notice of this plant I have flowered

the /. roiea of the Philadelphia collections, and find them identical. Can

any one inform us whether there is a distinct 7. ro»ca?

Tuos. Meehan.

Templetmiia glaum,—k Leguminous plant, in bloom at Mr. Knorr's, W.

Philadelphia, from New Holland, with obovate glaucous leaves, and red flow-

ers of the papilionaceous §hape peculiar to the order. It was imported last

spring from Mr. Van lloutte, of Ghent. It is free flowering, and a decided

acquisition to the greenhouse. Sandy loam and peat seem to ?uit it well.

Epacrii Atlveana, one of the best varieties of this favorite genus, with a

long white flower, shaded with pink at the base of the tube.

Several new Azaleas were in bloom, among them were Exquisita, Prince

Albert, Striata, Formosa, and others. They were received last fall from

Messrs. Low, of Clapton, and Van lloutte.
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CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

FRUIT.

Grape?!, out-doors.—Opinions are varied with regard to the evil efiiects

of bleeding that follows pruning vines when the sap is in active motion.

The late Mr. Downing, (considered good authority in such matters) has

somewhere remarked that "all the bleeding that occurs from cutting last

year's wood will not hurt them in the least." And Mr. Hovey (authority

equally trustworthy) says, "that no danger need be apprehended from a

bleeding." We know that many cultivators would rather leave them un-

pruned than risk this bleeding process, although we have not seen any

direct evidence that it is injurious ; while on the other hand, we have rea-

son to believe that it is not. It is a pity for the principle of the thing, that

it is not. The fact is, that the grape-vine is a plant of too accommodating

a turn, were it less so, we would sooner agree to a definite system of man-

agement.

The soil about their roots may receive a slight top dressing in the fol-

lowing manner, first, sprinkle a little guano on the surface, then lay on

two or three inches of a mixture of fresh loamy soil and charcoal dust,

forking the whole slightly over without injuring the roots. Enriching the

surface offers an inducement for the roots to seek upwards, were they will

be influenced by the atmosphere, and subjected to those chemico-electrical

agencies so beneficial to vegetation. Should they be deep in unsuitable

soil, a fresh supply may be obtained by bending down the branches, so that

a part may be covered with soil. Fresh roots will emit freely from these

covered parts, and by mulching in summer, and annual top dressings as

above, they will be completely renovated, and in every respect "as good

as new."

Grapes, ix-doors.—In cold graperies the vines will soon be starting to

growth. Keep the house open and avoid excitement. A few mild days

will cause some of the bmls to burst, which are liable to injury from cold

day winds, and sharp night frosts, that frequently occur at this season;

vegetation should therefore be retarded as far as practicable. The horizon-

tal position that the vines should now be in, will retard them somewhat,

particularly if they are tied close to the parapet wall, where they will be

shaded from sun. The house may be shut up close on frosty nights but not

otherwise. The border may also be kept covered, to prevent absorption of

heat by the soil, and growth of the roots. These precautionary measures

are reciuisite, as this is the principal difficulty we have ever experienced ia

houses destitute of artificial heat. Should the thermometer outside in-

dicate a few degrees of frost when the vines have commenced growth, if
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yon hnYc no oihcv YesoYt, fill the house tvith smoke, AVe have frequently

applied this rcniedy ^vith success inulcr the above circumstances, and can

confidently recommend it to those similarly situated.

Planting.—Keal lovers of fijardeninn; never consider anvthinfr a trouble

that has in it the remotest likelihood of success. Therefore if you have a

few choice trees or shrubs that you intend transplanting by and by, suc-

cess Avill be more certain if the soil where they are to be placed is turned

over occasionally during bright sunshine, and covered up at night with a

sprinkling of rough lit tor of any description, to prevent radiation. Kot
ordy will the soil be rendered more friable by this means, but considerable

heat will be absorbed, and thus some of the advantages of autumn jdanting

secured.

Raspberries.—If not already done, no time should be lost in pruning

out the old bearing wood from these, leaving four or five canes for this

year's crop. Wood ashes, bone dust, and lime rubbish are good for top

dressing, forking it in between the rows. In forming a new plantation

trench the ground deeply, manuring heavily in the bottom of the trenches.

On thin soils with a hard bottom, these fruits seldom come to much, uidess

they are heavily mulched—a practice that cannot be too often insisted on

in all cases where it can be applied. They ripen at a season generally

warm and drv, and if tlie roots have not some resource beyond the niero

surface, the fruit will shrivel and ripen prematurely. Plant in rows four

feet apart every way. Tying to upright stakes is the common method of

securing them. Those who have a fancy for neatness c(»ml)ined with utility

may form a wire fence and train them on it like grape vines. The finest

we ever saw were produced in this way. Not that we place much weight

on any method of mere training for the securance of any crop, provided

other circumstances are favorable, but in the case of raspberries when bun-

dled close together one half is crushed and suffocated. It may also be re-

marked in passing that this fruit is worthy of being cultivated more largely

than it is. It has many commendable properties when well cared for.

Horticulturists are ever running to extremes. At present pears and straw-

berries are monopolising all the talk from Cincinnati to Boston. S. B.

"verges" or grass

MARCH—APRIL.

Flower Garden.—In the annual trimming of the

edges of walks, they ought not to be cut so as to appear like a wall on each

side—the smaller it can be made the better the walk will appear. Where
they have become deep from the washing away of the gravel, now is the

time to apply fresh. The old gravel should be stirred with the point of a

pick before the application of the new. Lawns should have all litter that

may have blown on them during winter at once cleared off, if with a birch

broom it will be much preferable to the rake—and receive a good rolling

with a heavy roller. In my opinion there is nothing more refreshing, or at

any time more agreeable than a ''soft velvety carpeted lawn," and if the

directions I have formerly given be attended to, and the newly sown lawn

be kept rolled after summer showers, mown every two weeks, and the cut

grass swept off, not raked, we can have in America the much envied "green

carpets" of old England's flower gardens. Hardy evergreens add much to

the beauty of the pleasure ground. The beginning or middle of April is

as good a time as any to transplant them. Some of the newer kinds of

Com //Vr/r form very han<lsome objects when planted by themselves singly in

conspicuous positions. The Deodar i-edar^^^'iih its bluish gray color, and

pendulous branches, is especially beautiful. The (Jri/ptomeria Japonica

can scarcely be excelled in its way. The Araucaria, imbrieata does not

seem to be hardy in Philadelphia or it would be a unique subject for a sin-

gle specimen. Abies jyifisajiOy Dour/lassii, and SmttJiiana^ and Finns Ham-
iltonii exceJsa, and I believe pondcrosa, are entirely so—all of them dis-

tinct and beautiful. The Hemlock, Abies eanadensis, is also a very elegant

and graceful tree when planted singly, and in some situations the Norway

Spruce, Abies exeelsa^ is beautifully adapted. It is no use to plant any of

them in wet grounds, nor do they do well in such as are hot and dry—they

prefer a loose friable loam, where the rain can easily penetrate, soak through

to the under strata, and pass right off. Such a soil is always moist, and

cool, and yet never wet ; and in such a soil all the eoniferm will luxuriate.

The EncfUsh Ifolh/ when grafted on the American (/. opara) is perfectly

hardy, and one of the very best of evergreens. In the fall calendars I gave

lists of plants adapted to bedding out, so that they might be propagated

and got on hand by the spring—as many have not seen the back numbers,

and others may have to procure from the florists the plants they require,

I insert a list of things of various colors best adapted to planting in

masses. Annuals are generally the worst of all things—something to stay

in bloom the whole season being preferable. Med^ crim^on^ or deep rose^

Scarlet Geranium, \'erbena llobrnson's Defiance, Tiuollia formosa, Cuphea

platycentra, Alonsoa linearis, (Taillardia picta. Zinnia. J'urjde and d^rk

violet^ Petunia, Duko of Bedford, Lord John Russell, or even the common

small purple; Globe amaranthus, Marvel of Pern, Senecio elegans. Blue,

Heliotrope, Blue Queen Verbena, Salvia parens. Plumbago Larpenta% Nier-

embergia gracilis or filicauUs. White, X'lnca, alba, white Petunia, Queen

Verbena, white nmaranthus, sweet alyssum. Yelloto or Orange^ Lantana

Mexicana, L. crocea. Lychnis coronaria, perhaps the new orange nmaran-

thus, and Jasminum revulutum. Whenever the weather permits seize eveiy

opportunity of getting the grouml <lu;^ in readiness f n- the j)lants next

month. Wherever there are A".r edgings they should be neatly trimmed

once a year, at this period, (/•(rnation.i and Pinks xhixt may have been

slightly protected during the winter should be planted out at the earliest
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possiWe opportunity. The same .vith C!n,;sa„the„nun. f\ A^^^J '^

Jo dunn^' the ,vi„.or-these Bhoul.l be put out m very r,ch so>l so that the

pois uu. „
i„v„ri.,nt wood for next year's cuttings.

"^G^' n:-L!-0: :;:.:: Iwoeto. ana l. de.iral„e things in fio^.

u i ,, rr«/.<.™..-pot a dozen or so .inglv in 8 .n. pots and get them

and manure vrater once a «tek. 1
._^^^ ^ ^^^^

-s %•.::;,. doTett: i;;:;"io::ind .... i. graving, u
::!, thl

'

lo not require pott.ng -rten-gro^Wng to a --y a^e s,.

r hhv .uul Qowerm- al.un.Uintlv m very small pots ba^e sceas oi

a" - 3 . -f-.. f..' .f.™ - •>•»"*
"ri'""^ "

;"• ""
"T

r :;t; -inr'^usttle «, uifu. s;„p,yor water and the free use

of t'he ! ringe. The aspects and circun.stance. under which they are gro«n,

v»ill of course vary the treatment in some degree.

loTHO.-E - Vt this season <.f .ho y,.:.r insects should get a closer look-

in

"
in this departn.ent than at most others, as, if a fe. have escape

2 : Ir's crusade'a,.unst them, thoy .ill soon .. as ba as-- -
^^

"

ed now will save vour plants m -re than a thousand u. the fall. FM,^
fill, and iJ« //..-- Pl-'^ — '^-' "'" fi-;^t -nterflow..,.,,,

j;Xthed.stov..^dbe3t.dnowi,.

ceiving gradually an increase of moisture, they "will reward you handsomely.

The *^tall Cacti,'' as the Londoners call them, such as Cereus speciossissi-

mU8, Phyllocactus Jcukinsotrii, Ackermanii, spcciosus, and so on, ought to

be kept moist and warm at this season ; they ought to flower abundantly in

May. PhyUocactnscn'natus is said to be a great acquisition. The (7/ero-

dendron is un essential now-a-days in old country collections of stove plants,

judging by the reports in the papers ; about here, though some kind or other

is ''everywhere," they are not grown so well as their beauty deserves. They

require good pot room, a rich, loamy soil, a strong moist heat and manure

water while growing, and an abundance of light when about to bloom, (yie-

rodcndron paniculatam, spccioahsimum, and Kceynpferiij are three of the

best. Orcludeous plants, though some are in bloom continually, will be

mostly flowering now, especially of the genera Oncidium, Gongora and Den-

drobium. The house may still be kept for them at about 65 or 70 degs., but

they should receive a slight syringing at least two or three times a day.

—

They have succeeded in raising these from seed in England, according to the

Revue Horticolr. Can't we come up to this?

Vegetable G.\RnEN.—Many put in a crop of dwarf or busb Beans about

the end of the month— 1 find no advantage in sowing them before May.

—

All crops of which a succession is required, as Peas, Beans, Radishes, Let-

tuce, &c., should be sown as often as the preceding crop is fairly above the

ground. Having attended to the crops mentione<I in the last calendar, the

Beet will come ne.xt, preferring a deep, sandy loam, well dunged the year

previously; the Turnip Beet is best ftjr this crop; the long Radish Beet will

be best for winter use, and shouhl be sown a month later. The Carrot will

thrive in soil similar to the Beet; lime is an excellent manure for it—I use

the long orange. Celery may be sown about the end of the month, in a bed

of very light rich soil, and Tomatoes, Egg Plants, an<l Peppers sown in pots

or boxes, and forwarded. It is as bad to be too early with these as too late,

as they become stunted. T. J.

For the Florist and Horticultural Journal.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The stated meeting of this society occurred on Tuesday evening, March

15, 1858, in the Chinese Saloon. The President in the chair. The usual

exhibition of the large and imposing AzaUas, Rhododendrons and finely

grown specimens of greenhouse plants presented at the March meetings,

was withheld on this occasion owing to the sudden change in the weather,

from mild to severely cold, yet those who attended were amply repaid by

the display of many interesting plants, and very beautiful cut flowcrg

shown in the tasteful designs. Baskets of cut flowers and Bouquets.

12
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Mr. J. F. Knorr's gardener exhibited a dozen of choice bloorninf]j plants,

six pots filled with Hyacinths, and the followinn; new kinds Tcniplctoyyia

ijlanca, Ahntihn striatum Van Ilouttii, Azalea alba striata^ A. Exquisita,

and Cinerarias—Carminata, Vicar of Wakefield, formosji. Mrs. Sydney
Herbert, Marianne and Aniie llobsart. Mr. C. Cope's f^ardener brought a

dozen of select greenhouse plants, a collection of Cinerarias, and two specie*

shown for the first time

—

Rhodostemma gardenoides and llijpocyrta strijiU

losa, Peter Raabe exhibited a large pyramid of Hyacinths—a rich show.

On the fruit table were seen, a small bafsket of t*trawberries from Mr.
Cope's houses—Easter Beurre pears from Thos Hancock— St. Germain
and Nouvelle d'Esperin pears and Reinette franche apples from Mrs. J.B.

Smith—ami Newtown Pippin and Catharine apples from R. Cornelius.

The following are the premiums awarded:

By the Committee on Plants and Flowers. Azalea, for the best grown
specimen tt» Thos. Meghran, gardener to R. Cornelius. Plants iu potn, for

the best VI specimens to John Bell, gardener to J. F. Knorr; for the second

best to Thomas Median, gardener to C. Cope. New plants shown for the

first time, a premium of two dollars to Thos. Meehan fur Rhodostemma
gardenoides. The silver medal to John Sherwood for an American seedlinf*"

Camellia, double white, a very superior variety. The Committee called the

attention especially of the society to the following new plants presented
for the first time, which they consider an acquisition, Templetonia glauca,

Azalea alba striata, A. exquisita, Abutilon striatum Van Houttii ; and Cin-

erarias—Carminata, Mcar of Wakefield, formosa, Mrs. Svdnev Herbert
Marianne and Amie Rubsart from the houses of J. F. Knorr. Bouquet
design, for the best to Thos. Meehan; for the second best to Thos. Me'^hran.
Basket of cut Jlowcrsr for the best to Thos. Meehan ; for the second best

to A. Hall, gardener to D. Rodney King. And special premiums to Thos.
Meghran for a basket of flowers, and to Peter Raabe for a fine pyramid of
Hyacinths.

By the Fruit Committee. Pears, for the best ten named specimens,

Easter Beurre to Thos. Hancock. Apples, for the best ten specimens, the
Newtown Pippin to Thos. Meghran ; for the second best, the Reinette
franche to F. Guoin. And a special premium to Thos. Meehan, for a basket
of Hovey's seedling Strawberries.

By the Committee on A'egetables. For the best and most interesting

display by a private gardener to Thos. Meghran ; for the second best to

Thos. Meehan.

An Interim Report.

The P>uit Committee re.>^pectfully report: That since this last stated
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meeting of the Society, they have received and examined specimens of the

followinjr varieties of Fruits.

From Mr. Charles Kesslcr.

—

The Reading—This valuable Winter pear

has been noticed in several of our ad interim reports. The present speci-

mens, which were eaten on the 11th inst., have strengthened the favorable

opinion previously expressed by us of its merits.

Tlie Keim, which we have previously described, appears to be a lute

keeping Winter apple, assuming a more beautiful waxen appearance with

the advance of the season.

Evening Party.—This is the third time this delicious little apple has

been submitted to our examination during the present season. Each suc-

cessive trial has served to confirm our estimate of its value.

The Orange.—A medium sized native apple, from the garden of Mr.

Nicholas Lot, of Reading. The original tree which stood on the adjoining

premises is now dead. The fruit is roundish, slightly oblate, faintly ribbed^

of a warm yellow color, approaching orange; stem short, thick; cavity open,

shallow, obtuse, irregular ; basin shallow, wide, plaited. Flesh yellowish,

with a slight orange tint ; flavor sprightly
;
quality "good."

The Ohlinger.—A native apple of Pennsylvania. It originated with

Ohlinger in Alsace Township, Berks County. It fruited in 1S62, for the

first time. Fruit below medium size ; roundish ; waxen yellow, with a pale

brownish cheek containing many white spots with usually a russet speck m
each ; stem j of an inch long, slender ; cavity deep, wide, russetted in rayj,

;

basin wide, shallow, furrowed ; seed brown, short, broad, roundish ovate

;

flesh yellowish white, fine texture; sprightly flavor; quality ''good."

The Dampling.—A large roundish, oval yellow apple : stem short; cav-

ity contracted, shallow ; basin narrow, rather deep. This is entirely dis-

tinct from the Dumpling of Ct>xe, and is a good deal cultivated in some

parts of Pennsylvania for culinary purposes.

The Ahaee.— .\. seedling apple of Alsace township : size medium; form

conical ; skin whitish yellow, with a pale blush on the exposed side ; stem

short, slender; cavity narrow, accuminate ; basin deep, open; fle>h whitish,

fine texture, juicy : pleasant flavor ;
quality "good." Though eaten on the

12th of March, it is said to be in eating order in September.

The Fallen walder or Fornwalder.—The F.-illawater of Downing.—

A

large, yellowish green apple, with a brown blush, uniformly fair, and of

*'good" quality. It is abundant in our markets, and, at this season of the

year the largest apple to be found there.

From Mr. W. Boas, of Reading.— The Kroui^er.—This apple has been

described in a previous report, an<l is represented as being wonderfully pro-

ductive.

From Mr. Casper Hiller.— The Ffens.^X native apple of Conestoga,
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Lancaster county, Pa. Size medium ; form variable, sometimes roundish,

often conical ; rJd in stripes of different hues ; stem short, ratiicr stout

;

cavity narrow, moderately deep, slightly russcted ;
basin deep, narrow ;

flesh greenish white, tender ; flavor agreeably aromatic ;
quality *' very

good."

To the Pennsf/Ivania Horticultural Society :

In accordance with a ^ggestion of the society in one of its regulations,

that "notices of peculiarity in culture, management, &c., of the objects ex-

hibited are often desirable," I make a few remarks on the sexual cbaracters

of the plants of llovey's Seedling Strawberries I have exhibited this even-

ing.

This variety is usually classed as a pistillate, and considered worthless

when not planted in the neighborhood of a starainate kind. I find by repeat-

ed observations made while forcing them that they become staminate by be-

ing forced slowly in a moderate temperature, receiving at the same time aii

abundance of light and a regular supply of moisture—conditions well known

as essential to a healthy luxuriousness of the Strawberry. On the other

hand, I find that whatever tends to check that luxuriance has a tendency to

produce the pistillate form. In the specimens before you, one very weak

from over-watering and deficient drainage, is a pistillate ; another, a weak

plant, and forced rapidly, has the anthers very nearly abortive ; while the

other plant, which has been in the forcing house since the middle of January,

and in circumstances every way favorable to their healthy development, are

as perfect as possible.

Last season a number of plants started in a temperature of 65, and ripen-

ed in one of 75 to 80 degs., produced all pistillates ; twelve runners from

these plants were selected, potted in small pots for forcing ; seven of the

strongest of them produced staminate flowers, the other five pistillates, like

their parent plants. Another set of one hundred pots last season, forced

very rapidly, produced plants all pistillates ; a similar set forced early this

season, produced all but the weakest plants perfect.

It has been doubted whether Alice Maud, in many collections, is correct-

ly so ; and it has been suggested that the growers should observe whether

their plants are pistillates or staminates, in order to decide.

I have submitted the above observations to you hoping they may have a

practical bearing on that question by showing the distinction between pistil-

lates and staminates to be worthless—cultivation producing either one or tho

other. Thomas Meehax.

Members Elected—Jos. Harrison, John Collins, Jacob Moore, and Francis

Metcalf. Adjourned.
Thos. p. James, Rec. See,
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STATE AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL CONVENTION.
Harrisburo, March 9, 1853.

The Convention was called to order by General Simon Cameron, of

Dauphin county, who moved that Christian Myers, Esq., of Clarion county,

take the chair. John Montgomery, of Northumberland, and Dr. A. L.

Kennedy, of Philadelphia, were chosen Secretaries.

On motion of G. Blight Browne, of Montgomery, a committee of seven

was appointed to nominate permanent officers of the Convention.

The Committee consisted of Messrs. G. Blight Browne, of Montgomery ;

Wm. Heister, of Berks; B. 0. Way, of Allegheny; H. N. McAllister, of

Centre ; J. B. Johnson, of Erie; A. 0. Heister, of Dauphin; J. W. Alex^

ander, of Washington.

Dr. A. L. Elwyn moved that the counties of the State be called, and the

delegates present their credentials in order. Thirty-six counties were

found to be represented.

The Committee on nominations submitted the names of the following

officers

:

President.—John Strohm, of Lancaster.

Vice Presidents.—Everard Ohlis, Juniata ; John Murdoch, Allegheny

;

Samuel Mills, Erie ; Charles B. Trego, Philadelphia.

Secretaries.—A. 0. Heister, of Dauphin ; John M. Sullivan, of Butler ;

Alfred L. Kennedy, of Philadelphia.

Judge Strohm, on taking his seat as presiding officer, thanked the Con-

vention for the honor conferred, and called the earnest attention of the

members to the importance of the proposition before them.

Voted, on motion of G. Blight Browne, of Montgomery, that a Commit-

tee of seven be appointed to propose business for tho action of the Con-

vention. The Chair appointed Messrs. G. B. Browne, of Montgomery

;

A. L, Elwyn, of Philadelphia; F. M. W^atts, of Cumberland; Simon Cam-

eron, of Dauphin; Benjamin Herr, of Lancaster; A. S. Roberts, of Phil-

adelphia ; and — McAllister, of Centre.

EVENING SESSION.

Convention re-assembled at 7 P. M.

Judge Strohm, of Lancaster, in the chair.

The report of the committee appointed to prepare business was pre-

scnted. It is an able document, entering at length into the great ques-

tion involved, and recommending a Farm School and Model Farm, of about

200 acres, with accommodation for one hundred pupils.

The report closed with the usual resolution, which, after amendment, was

adopted, as follows

:

Resolved, That Frederick Watts, of Cumberland ;
Simon Cameron, of
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Dauphin ; Christian Myers, of Clarion ; II. Jones Brooke, of Delaware ;

and the President of the Convention be a Committee, whose duty it shall

be to draft a bill in accordance with the principles of this report, and sub-

mit the same for the action of the Legislature.

The resolution and report were discussed by Frederick Watts, Cumber-

land ; John C. Cresson, Philadelphia; Benj. llerr, Lancaster; David Mum-

ma, Jr., Dauphin; Wm. M. Meredith, Philadelphia; G. Blight Browne,

Montc^omerv, and Jas. Cameron, Northumberland.

Adjourned sine die.

The New York Horticultural Society held its monthly meeting on the 7th

of March. We see by a report in a New York paper that Messrs. T.

Hogg k Son exhibited some flowers, and Mr. Isaac Buchanan some plants,

among which were specimens of his new Verbenas, Painted lady, P. B,

Mead, and Eliza ; and Mr. Cranston seedling Cinerarias and Pansies.

The Albany and Renssalaer Horticultural Society held their annual meet-

ing on the IGth of February. The display of fruits and flowers was very

fine ; most of the apples and pears were from the nursery of Messrs. Ellwan-

ger k Barry, of Rochester. The show of Camellias and greenhouse plants

was also very good,

Maryland Horticultural Society.—At a meeting of the Society, held in

Baltimore on the Tth of March, the following ofticers were elected for the

present year:

President—Dr. Thomas Edmondson.

Vice Presidents—Thomas Winans, Henry Snyder, A. C. Pracht, Samuel

Sands.

Treasurer—Edward Kurtz.

Corresponding Secretary—William Saunders.

Recording Secretary—R. F. Pentland.

Assistant Secretary—John Tuomay.
Secretary to Committees— II. B. Jones.

Committee on Plants and Flowers—Thomas Winans, C. U. Stobie, John

Tuomay.
Committee on Fruit—Henry Snyder, John Feast, Wm. Saunders.

Committee on Vegetables—S. Feast, Sr., N. Popplein, R. F. Pentland.

We had the pleasure of seeing in bloom at Mr. Knorr's in West Phila-

delphia, JEschynanthus alhidus, a species newly introduced by him. It

has the habit of pulcher, with the same ovate leaves. The calyx is deeply

cleft as in speciosus and the corolla is small, waxy white, spotted with

brown on the inside, shaped like a Gloxinia, resembling except in the fring-

ed edge of the corolla, the flower of Drymonia punctata, It is free-flow-

ering and a decided acquisition.
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Mr. Editor:—In a late number of the " Country Gentleman," published

at Albany, I see a report made by a certain gentleman, delegated by tho

Albany and Renssalaer Horticultural Society to visit the annual exhibitions

of the Pennsylvania and New York Societies. After a rapid touching upon

expectations and disappointments upon his arrival at Philadelphia, a short

notice of two varieties of pear», and a query concerning Duchesse d'Augou-

leme and dry weather, he " descends to the floral room." Here he is struck

with the appearance of several specimens of Manettia glabra, which certain-

ly deserved the attention they received; and then he finishes the paragraph

by a short attack on props for Achimenes and yard long specimens, winding

up with the wrongly named Cacti.

Now as to those Achimenes, we ventiire to say that no better specimens,

no, or none so good, were ever shown before in this country ; and if any one

from Albany or any other place, can show better without sticks, or with less

sticks, I should like to hear of it. The *'yard longs," and ''hop-poles," we

hope have had their day—at least in this city. As to the Cacti, the writer

of the report under notice knows that in the names of no tribe of plants is

there more confusion than in this.

Then our "committee of one" goes off to New York, where he is indignant

at the judges for awarding a premium to some specimens of Verbenas, " which

were hideous, supported by a forest of sticks, which, in point of clumsiness,

far surpassed those at Philadelphia." Having had a *' quantum sufiicit**

of Achimenes and Verbena, he commends the timber attached to a Lycopo-

dium umbrosum.

Next come notices of single specimens—Ohlenlandia Dcppci, which has

been shown here a half-dozen times in the last year; Schubertia graveolens,

which he did not see in Philadelphia, althougli it was there ;—a handsome

fern—there was a collection of twenty species in the Philadelphia exhibition;

and several others. But he savs nothing' of such novelties as Balsamina la-

tifolia alba, Amherstia nobilis, lirownea grandiceps, and B. coccinea: Torso-

nia sangutnea: Nepenthes Riiffiesiana; Pharbitis limbata; Sfenocarpus Cun-

ninghamii; Medinilla magnifica, and many others.

We are not at a loss to discover why he concludes his criticism with the

remarks that *• in quality, not in quantity, the New York exhibition far sur-

passed that of Philadelphia." I hope that next fall our Society will depute

Bome persons to visit the New York Society, that we may see how badly we

are beaten. Yours trulv, JdiN.

Mr. Editor:—I see that you have also had Cantua blcolor in bloom. It

is now two years that I have had it in bloom, on Fmall plants three or four

inches high ; it is a greenhouse plant which grows freely, the only trouble be-
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in;: to keep off the red spider. It does very well ift the open air, fully ex-

posed to the siuu in almost any kind of soil. I exhibited one plant last week

which had about thirty-five or forty flowers on it. It was rather pretty, but

docs not repay one for the trouble it gives in the summer time to keep it free

from the above-mentioned pest; its chickweed-like foliage, like Iloitzia coc-

cinea, is very apt to turn yellow, and burn altogether; from what I know of

it I consider it worthless.

uEschynanthuspulcher is in flower with me since last March or April—

I

Lave only two plants, and since they commenced blooming 1 do not think

they have been without flowers, one or the other, for three weeks altogether.

It grows freely, and as Mr. Median says, is beautiful , but I think that when

ve have good size plants of Aesch. miniatus it will surpass it. Aeschynan-

thus speciosus is also very handsome, and grows more in the way of ^Es.

grandiflorus. Messrs. Parsons k Co., had a large quantity of exceedingly

fine young plants of this last, last summer, all covered with flowers.

Anthophilus.

» «*

We were invited a few weeks ago by Mr. Peter Mackenzie, of west Spruce

street, to see a seedling Camellia of his, then in bloom. It is a white, of

good imbrication, great regularity, and shape of petal in this being equal to

Fordii, delicately shaded with pink, and with a few stripes of a deeper color.

It has been pronounced by competent judges to be one of the finest flowers

tver raised. We were unable to have it figured—but another year we shall

give our subscribers a representation of it.

The Horticulturist for March, is as usual neat in appearance, and interest-

ing and useful in its information. Mr. Barry is proving himself the worthy

successor of the late editor.

The Germantown Telegraph has a wide circulation and a well deserved re-

putation as a family newspaper, and is a goo.l authority in farming matters.

Major Freas, its editor, is a successful farmer.

The Workinrj Farmery published monthly in New York, Prof. J.J. Mapes,

editor. The fifth volume of this periodical has just commenced; it is devoted

to the improvement of farms and farmers. The reputation of its editor is a

BuflRcient guarantee for its usefulness.

We receive the Soil of the Snuth, published at Columbus, Ga.—An excel-

lent authority for the section in which it is published, and to the productions

of which it is devoted.

Letters received from Oliver Taylor, R. Parncll, A. J. Fuller, Wis., R.

G. Courtenay, Louisville; Jas. Stephenson.

Messrs. Mcllvain k Orr of John st. N. Y., will receive any subscriptions

due us there. E. J. Tryon, 98 Chambers st. will also act as agent. Those

of our bubacribers who have not yet paid, we respectfully request to do so.
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PHARBITIS LIMBATA.

ETYM. <^,l?,'?-,, Colour, in allusion to the brilliant colour?, of the flower.

Convolvulacp.-e—CantolvulecT. Chois. Pentaiidria-Monogynia.

CHAKAC1\ GENER.—"CWyx 5 sepalus. Corolla campanulata ant campan-

ulato.infundibnliformis Stylus 1; stigma capitato-granulatutn. Ovarium 3 rari-

U8 4-loculdre, loculia ^-spermis."

" Herba? volubiles elongate speciosip, perplnrinn?p ornamenti gratia in hortis

cultaB, pk'ra'(iup americanrp, retrorM-m pilosa*." Cuois.

Phnrbitis, Choisy. Conv. or. p. 56 et in DC. prod. IX. p. 34-1.

Convolruli et Ipomece sp. Auct.

Convolvuloifles^ Moench.
Omtthospermu^ Kafin.

CHAR ACT. SPECIF.—" P. annua, caule retrorsum piloso, foliis cordatis in-

teoris angulatis, trilobis-qu^» pilosis-que lobis basi dilatatis acuminatis, pedunculis

soTitariis unifloris petiolis duplo brevioribus, sepalis basi hispidis apice pilosis linear-

ibus acutis lontjissimis.'* Lindl.

Pharbitifi hmhatn, Lindl. in Jour, of the Hort. Soc. V. p. 33. A. Henfrey, m
Garden. Mag. of Hot. p. *il7 cum. icon.

••Nothino- iR more common in gardens than the ci-devant ConvoU

Villus purpureus, now become the principal tyix) of the new genus

PIiarLUis, This plant, of tropical ori«.qn, hut whose annual duration

adapts it tojhe out-of-door cultivation in our temperate regions,

forms the commonest ornament of trellises. Why not expect the

same usage for the Ph. limhata? an annual sj^ecies like the first,

and which will take precedence of it, as well in size as in the colors

of its tiowcrs. It is now two years (Oct. 1849) since the new Phar-

bitis was comnmnicatLd to the Horticultural Society of Cliiswick, ly

its intro;lucers Messrs. Pu>Hinson of Tooting, to whom their collec-

tor, Mr. J. Ilenslijill, had sent the seeds from Java. It obtained,

and deservedly, an honorable mention, and was described as a new-

species by the learned Dr. Lindley, who distinguishes it from the

Pimrbitis Nil on account of the greater length oi' its sepalf*, of the

more marked hispidity of these organs, and of the comparative

13
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shortness of 5h po<l.,ncle.s. Fur want of ol-Jccts of .-onipa.i.nrr, ^ve

accept this .listinction as founded, in n,enti.>ning for the ac.iu.tt=a oi

our conscience the doubts expressed in tl>is matt<>r l.y Dr. A. Hen-

frey, one of the skilf.d editors of the " Hardeners' Magazvne ot Bo-

tany'."—Dr. Planchon, in the " Flore (hs Serres."

This heautiful elind.er llowered last summer in the garden of Mr.

J F Knorr of West Philadelphia, who ohtained it from Messrs.

Low, of Clapt""- It i'* "-^''y *'''*' «""^'''i"f-'' ""^^ »*''"''-^ '''l";'^
'"

size to P Learii ; I have measured them 3i ins. across the hmb. It

will need in this climate to be started in the greenhouse, and the

quicker it is grown the better, as it sometimes commences to tlower

in the axils of its first leaves, when all hopes of its growmg may be

given up.

—

Ed.

IIESTORV AND CULTIVATION.

Few orders of plants have attained to sucli a popularity a% that

of which the plant figured is a repi-escntative—Conro/ri//flCPtf. Its

cottage name of " Morning Glorj" is significant of its extensive es-

timation amongst all classes, for the people will not have a "jaw-

breaking" name for a flower whicli ther love. Its poptilar appre-

ciation i^ also a te.t of its beauty, for mere rarity has few adnnrers

amongst the rrrassc.^. Ten' few speries are in cultivation compared

with tlie great numher that have been described hj botanists, la

their wild statu they are .^-altered over the greater part of the world.

In the tropics they are vcn' abundant, becoming scarcer in temper-

ate latitude-^*, till in cold regions they disappear altogether. In the

former thev are principally comprised under Ii)omwa, receding from

the tropics' the>^ merge into Convolvulus, till reaching the boundar-

ies of their geographical zcme they dwindle, as it were, to that sec-

tion represented bv Calystegia, of which the C. sepium of English

hedges and tin? pest of British gardeners in cultivated ground, is a

familiar exami>ie. Tliat section <.f most imiK)rtance to cultivators

is comprised bv Ipoimea ; they are all twining shrubs, the perennial

species l>eiiTg either tuberous or fibrous, and all dying down after

they have f/toduced their flowers and perfected their seeds. Where

the^lowen* are not allowed to perfect their seed, some species will
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retain portions of their stems for several seasons. The genus Fhar-

bitis is so named by M. Choisy, a French Botanist, from a Greek

word in allusion to the great l)eauty of the flowers—is very nearly

allied to Ipomoea, difteriug a little in the formation of its seed ves-

sel, but none in the habits or appearance of the plants comprising it.

There ai^ several other genera separated from Iponiaa by similar

diilerenccs, as the Quamoclit represented by the I. quamoclit, or

«*cypress vine;" Mina, i-epresented by L lobata ; Batatas, of which

the I. batatas or sweet potato is the type; the 1. Learii is perhaps the

best known of any of the kinds referred to Pharbitis. The habits

and appearance of I limbata are weaker ami altogether diflTercnt

from that sj)ecies, but the flower is in every respect handsomer and

superior to that very beautiful kind.

This species, like most of the ipomoeas, delights in a light, open

soil, of a texture so as to be capable of receiving an abundance of

water without ever being soddened—than which there is nothing

more fatal. The soil I use is about three parts turfy loam to one of

well-rotted dung, in well-drained pote; ii* the soil i« well arranged

by the use of large turfy portions, broken pots, and similar things,

the P. Learii tluives well on the " one shift system,"—that is, it may

be planted at once in the pot it k intended to bloom in. In the

case of the present specit s, which appears of more delicate growth,

it would be safest to repot it as often as the pot becomes lightly

filled with roots, into sizes but a little larger. The larger the pot^it

can be flowered in by this covrse, the more luxuriant will be its

growth and the finer the flowers. There cannot be flner objects for

training on trellises in greenhouses or stoves; their flowers always

look be"t when looking from a flat surface. Planted out in a con-

Bervatory border, thev will give more satisfaction, though dying

down in the winter, than the generality of peremnial branched

chmbers, which, after one or two years' growth, become naked at

every part except that near the glass. Their growth in such situa-

tions is very rapid, several feet being but a tew days' work. They

love a light and warm situaticm, and are very easily propagated

from cuttings in a slight lx)ttom heat.

Some object to the tribe on account of the resemblance such
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choice plants have to tlio common idea of a "morning glory;" but

otliers will deem the size, beauty and diversity of foliage, tbe beau-

tifully marked and superior Howers, and the perpetual sca.son in

which they may be continued in llowcr, as preponderating advant-

ages. A PHILADELPHIA GARDENER.

THE CINERARIA.

Flowering from Christmas to June, and forming liandsome speci-

mens for decorative purposes at a comparatively small expense, both

as regards attention and accommodation ; and also tarnishing a pro-

fusion of finely-shaped many-colored flowers for boutiuets, which

the Cineraria does, it well deserves to be, as it is, one of the most

popular flowers of the day. It is of easy culture, and in most cases

is well managed; but, nevertheless, in some instances where ample

means exist, and also, doubtless, a desire to produce respectable spe-

cimens, it exhibits effects of the worst possible treatment. The fol-

lowing hints may enable such growers to pitxluce creditable ex-

amples of this extremely useful plant. The ordinary method of

propagating the Cineraria is by root suckers, which are produced

abundantly by plants after blooming, when placed in a shady situ-

ation and properly attended to with water. The old plants should

be broken up as early in August as suckers can be had strong

enough; the latter should be potted singly in 4-inch |X)ts,and placed

in a shady part of a cold frame till well established, which will be

in less than a fortnight. The plants should then U' placed near the

glass, and receive abundance of air, with a ticw to insure "stocky"

growth. During autumn, and until severe weather occurs, a cold

frame will form the most suitable situation for promoting rapid

growth; but some attention will be necessary—not to w^et the foliage

any inore than can be helped, and also to avoid cold currents of

air, which turn the leaves foxy and greatly injure the plants. At

the samg time, however, admit sufficient air to prevent weakly

growth. Water should be applied early in the day when necessary-,

giving a g(Mxl soaking, an<l air admitted on the sheltered side of the

frame to dry the atmosphere and foliage. During autumn and win-
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ter the Cineraria is somewhat liable to mildew, especially some va-

rieties; keep, therefore, a sharp look-out for this enemy, and apply

sulphur the moment it appears to the parts affected. Mildew is

greatly encouraged by a confined over-moist atmosphere, which is

also very congenial to aphides, which will be sure to make their ap-

pearance under such circumstances. As soon as they are perceived

apply tobacco smoke; but if the plants are kept in good health nei-

ther evil will be very troublesome. As soon as frost is likely to oc-

cur the glass should be protected every night with straw screens, or

some efficient covering; for, remember, the Cineraria will not stand

much frost, and neglect in covering may do irreparable damage.

—

With respect to potting, the plants should be allowed plenty of root

room until near their period of flowering, and they ought never to

be pot-bound during tlie growing season. Liberal shifts may be

given to healthy thriving plants, but weak varieties should not be

over-potted. Specimens may have lO-inch pots at the second shift,

which will be sufliciently large for the winter, and in March they

may be moved into 12 or 15-inch pots, according to the sized speci-

mens desired. The plants shoidd be removed to the front of the

greenhouse, or to some light airy situation where they will be secure

from frost and damp.

As before stated, keep them free from injects and mildew, and

remove any decaying leaves as they apjx^ar. When the flower-

stems begin to elongate they should be pegged or tied out, so as to

keep the specimens open for the admission of light and air, and ma-

nure water will be highly beneficial at this stage. When the plants

are in flower they should occupy an airy place, where they will re-

ceive abundance of light without being exposed to the full force of

the forenoon's sun; but this applies only to plants flowering after the

sun Ijccomes ix)werful in spring. Those blossoming in winter like

full exposure to the little sunshine and light which can then be af-

forded them. Where specimens are wished to tlower in winter, cut-

tings should lx> selected about April, planted in light sandy soil,

placed in a temi^erature of about 5;")-'', and grown as freely as possi-

ble during the summer and autumn, and allowed to become pot-

bound towards Novemlx?r, when if placed in atemperaturc of about
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50^ they will be foiiiKl to flower freely, and will be exceedingly use-

ful for furni^^bing cut flowers. Seeds sown in April ])r()dnre nseful

plants for winter flowering, us they grow more vigorously during

the summer. When the bennty of the ^pecimenn is over, remove

the flower-stems, unless sc-ed is wanted, and then only a few spikes

need be left. Place the plants in a shady situati(m, and keep tliem

clear of insects and properly supplied with water until a supply of

suckers is obtained, when tlie old j.lants may be thrown away.—

Good fresh turfy loam, in the proportion of two parts to one of two

years old cow-dung, well intermixed with a quantity of clean sharp

sand, according to the nature of the loam, to ensure efficient drain-

age, forms an excellent compost for the Cineraria. For small plants,

leaf soil or sand v peat may be substituted for the cowdung. S.

In Gard. Chron,

For the Florist and Horticultural Journal.

Dear Sir:

Once a^ain do I obey the pleading of an anxious pen to adv^^cate

the cause' of those guardian angels of mankind, flowers-l thmk 1

hear some secUirian exclaim, guar.lian angels in flowers-irreligious,

-yes, 1 reiterate, my good friend, they are our guardian angels

and our -uiding stars too. What a waste would this wide world be

were it not for them,-a flt tribute to the l,ride, and an acconipany-

ment to the coff^.n,-grasix^d by the infant, and smiled upon by the

centenarian-flt companions to the gorgeous ball-room and ahke

welcome in the hun.l)lest cottage-adorners of the hero's l^row and

an acknowledged sign of peace,-used to decorate the hair of the

squaw, and no less becoming the most polislied htdy-admired by

all, young and old. grave and gay-c.nblems of woman\. loyc, and

sharers in her true modesty^-exumples of purity, and teavhers of

design thev combine that compound excellence which may be

Bought for in vain elsewhere. Loudly does their wonderful struct-

ure their varied colours and texture, their net-work <,f c.ganization

proclaim to thesceptic,-"examine and h.ok through our Ibrm aiid

make, and then decide whether or no we came into existence with-

out the aid of a designer,-are all i)arts thus brought into this beauti-

ful completeness and adapted to the ends to which we are so per-
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fectly fitted merely by chemical airmity without any purpose being

in view; has all this been accomplished by mere chance,—nay are

\ve not silent monitors in the great creation of an All Wise De-

signer from the poles to the tiopics, in the burning desert and the

humid tropical swamp, and do we not teach tliee to " look through

nature up to nature's God ?'^ Here wilt thou find sermons and

books, lor although some of us "are born to blush unseen and

waste our perfume in the desert air/' there are plenty left im-

mediately under thine own eye to satisfy thee that '' not a plant, a

leaf, a blossom but contains a folio volume in which thou "mayest

lead and read again, and still iind something new, something to

please and something to instruct." Would that the better quali-

ties of the human mintl would become more frerpiently liberated

from avarice and sectarian bickering and study God through his

beautiful creation, to know him through his works, and to love him

through these grand opportunities, surely Ave should be on the eve

of the " millenium," and we should be obeying more nearly the

end for which our intellect has been given. It has been my privi-

lege during life to be ac(piainted whh many energetic botanists and

florists, and I am proud to my that I never yet knew one who was

a true enthusiast in the pursuit to believe that there was no Creator,

on the contrary, the mind has been led to see and clearly demon-

strate the beauties of design, and through it to a firm belief in and

worship of a God without giving way to the rancourous spirit of in-

tolerent bigotry.

I hope, Mr. Editor, that row aluable periodical will ^ on in its

good work of advancing the cause of the flowers and floriculture

generally, and that by your example, your readers may be prompt-

ed to pay more attention to these advisers, by which their true hap-

piness will Ijc more enhanced, not only by the pleasure accruing to

themselves, but likewise in that which will be conveyed to all the

membei^ of their families. Where fs to be found a finer picture of

happiness, and what fitter subject for a painter, than where the head of

a family has gathered around him his smiling wife and daughters,

examining and admiring a well kept and flowery parterre.

Here is a pleasure that ciuinot be experienced in the acquirement

of dollai-s and cents. A lasting gratification that is not to be found
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in the ball room or in the 1 mils of the sensnalist. Here is to be

found " Home ^vhere the heart is," and " pleasure ^vithout pain."

—

Neither is it alone tliat the "wedded" liusband experiences a solace

in these useful helps, lor how often has the presenting of a bouquet

of sweet tlowers been a relief to " the love-siek swtun," when his

throbbing heart has supplied the utterance of his tongue at the time

it ought to have been free, many can bear witness ; and many a la-

dy-love has been gained shuply by these beautiful mediums, which,

vice-versa of the " spiritual," have caused many a thu*mping heart

to cease rapping by restoring confidence and assurance that the af-

fection bestowed has been reciprocated. Young ])achelors get theit

a knowledge offlowers, lenrn to appreciate their beauties and study

their organization, for it mav lead to some advantage, and prevent

you fix)m a[)pearing awkward at the very time w hen your utmost

grace and attraction is fully required. Young ladies, be sure to

make yourselves acquainted with llowers, with their cultivation and

their structure—they are true pictures of yourselves—they shew

forth lucidly to the world, woman's dis))Osition, her "rights," ^r af-

fection, her character. The true lover of tlowers invariably becomes

a loving wife and a fond mother; she is enabled, through them, to

guide the ideas of her rising nfl^pring "how to shoot." Fit teachers

of a Creator's dignitv, thev train the mind to contemplation, and

prevent the worse pmi^ensities of the human mind, which is *' prone

to evil," from developing those untoward c(^nsc(|uences that too often

lead to bitter disai»puintment and regret. The study of flowers

softens down the asperities of and ennobles the mind, ])roduces af-

fectionate and kind feelings, and brings peace and good will to all

around. wm. ( horlton, n. y.

AN ENUMERATION OF THE VINES OF N. AMElllCA.

nv JOHN LK ( O.NTK F. L S.*

In attem])ting to give some account of the vines of our country, a

very considerable' difliculty ari>«?s, even at the outset, from the great

similaritv of the diflerent siiecics. A fainilv nscmblanee almost

amounting to identity runs through the whole of them. Hence,

•See Proceedings Acad. Nut, Sci. Plula. Feb. l^:,3.
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characters which are taken as distinctive, may appear too slight to

warrant us in separating as distinct species what at first sight might

appear to be mere varieties. But setting aside the shape and ap-

pearance of the leaves, the nature of the fruit and the method of its

growth, in most cases, furnish a good criterion for distinguishing

closely allied species from each other, which might in vain be sought

for elsewhere.

Some years ago, when there existed a manio for the cultivation of

the vine, there was nuieli written about our native grapes, which

only tender! to involve in obscurity a rather plain and easily devel-

oped subject. Men unacquainted with botany, gardeners and others,

remarkable only for their ignorance, folly and bad faith, gave names

to various kinds of grapes, and freqiiently made a dozen species out

of one. These na?nes, barbarous and unmeaning as they are, w^ere

never bestowed on the same variety by any two writers ; they saw

diflerences where none existed, and endeavored to accoimt for them

by supposing impossihiliti(\<. Thus, a variety of V. labrusca, which

has been called the Isabella and Catawba grape, and received seve-

ral other as ridiculous ajipcdlations, has been considered as a hybrid

between a European and onu of our native species. This variety

has always been said to have hmn first found in South Carohna, a

country where the V. vinifera had at that time seldom or never betrtl

cultivate<l, ami where it by no means flourishes, and where likewise

the hibmsca is not foimd. Although among some iamilies of plants

hybrids occur naturally or may be found artificially, yet it is diffi-

cult to understand how this ever can Ijc the case in the gentis Vitis.

In forming a hybrid it is neccssaiy to emasculate the flower which

we wish to produci* tVuit, and to impregnate its pistil with the pollen

of some other species: this is imposMble in the present instance, on

account of the minutuuus^ ui the flower and the parts of fructifica-

tion. If the hybrid be supi)0SLMlto be formed naturally, how could

the anthjrdust of a cidtivati- 1 phmt be carried in a sullicient quan-

tity from a garden to produce any ellect in the thick woods of the

Southern States I

Botanists have hitherto been able to detect but few >p<H'ies of Vi-

tis in the United States. Miehaux, Hlliot and otheis, i.M-kon hut four

14
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or five in the whole extent of our country, riafmesque, by believ-

ing in the various follies of the day, and led a^^ide ])y writings which

fell into his hands aud by the false statements which he collected

from different (quarters, made forty-one species of this genus, the

most of which he had never seen. Although able to investigate

and describe as well as any naturalist of his day, he was led astray

by an insatiable desire of making new .species, artd appropriating to

himself every thing that he saw or even heard of in natural science,

he gave names to many things which never existed, and furnihlicd

accounts of them as if he had had them in his possession. Altho'

his lucubrations are little worthy of notice, I have endeavored to

identify as many of these numerous species as possible, and to re-

duce them to some degree of certainty ; guided as w ell by what I

remember to have seen in his possession, as by the short, and, in

many instances, very imperfect descriptions found in his American

Manual of Grape Vines ; some I have not been able to determine,

but scarcely think them different from others already well known.

The number of species now recognized in systematic works is not

more tliaii five or six. I have increaiscd this number considerably;

with what propriety is for others to judge.

In my wanderings through our country, I have, 1 think, seen two

more species, but have no memoranda of their characteristics which

allow me to sav more than that one was observed in the middle re-

gions of Georgia, which bore grajKJS of a tolerably large size, in

clusters of such density that the berries were pressed into a cubic

form. The other was a .small grape, of which the inhabitants of

the uj)per part of North Carolina made A considerable (quantity of

pale red wine. This may be the V. conlifolia of Michaux, which

species I have not been able to determine. The description of the

last species, V. palmata, is taken in a great measure from recollec-

tion, and not from a late examination.

By the wonl rncomus c»r raceme, T wish to be aluays understood

to mean the bunches of mature fr\iit, the tnie ami legitimate mean-

hig of the Latin word.

1. ViTis LAimrsCA. Foliis lato cordatls, sublobato-angulatis, ant

quim^ue-lobatis, acuminatis, irregulariter eroso-dentatis, supra gla-
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bris, subtus irregulariter reticulatis, dense tomentosis aut velutinis,

pube incanaaut rufescente, liaccismagnis rotundis avt ovalibus.

Ilab,—In the Northern aud Middle States. V. sylvestris, occi-

dentalis, et vulpina, Bartram, in New York Medical Repository,

Hexa;le II. vol. 1. V. latifolia, canina, luteola, rugosii, ferruginea,

labruscoidcs, blanda, prolilera and oljovata, Eafinescpie's American

Manual of Grape Vines. Vulg. Fox grapes, Isabella and Catawba

grape.

Stem large and tall. Leaves widely cordate, f^ublobately-angled

or distinctly three or five lobe 1; acuminate, irregularlv eroso-dentate,

above smooth, beneath iri-egularly reticulate, beneath densely to-

mentose or velvety; the pubescence of various length, hoary or ru-

fescent. Berries large, -7 of an inch in diameter, ixamd or oval.

The commonest form of this species has thick leaves, with a ra-

ther long pubescence beneath; the racemes arc small, raixily with

more than iive or six ];erries on each; these are i-ound, often oblate,

black or red colored, acid and austere, freijuently occasioning sore-

ness of the lips and fauces of those who eat them. Another variety

much cultivated under the names of Isabella, Cataw))a, and twenty

Other unmeaning names, has the leaves thinner, the pulx'scence un-

derneath much shorter and more velvety, the racemes large, long

and dense, the berries more or less oval, red or black, very sweet

and agreeable to the taste, with a peculiar flavour, by some called

musky. Tliis is much cultivated in some parts of the Union, and

wine of a fine rpiality is made from it. I'ut like all the grapes of

Americii the fruit is so watery tliat it is thought necessary to add

sugar to the must, not considering that the must before fermenta-

tion can be made of anv strength with regard to the .^ugar contained

in it, by boiling, as is done in some parts of the country with apple

and pear juice.

The l)est of all the varieties of this s|)ecies is the white fruited,

which does not differ in its leaf from that iirst described; the racemes

are, however, lart'e, lonir and dense, the berries white or green with

a sli<dit co])])erv timie on the side exposed to the sun. It is, per-

haps, the l)est grape indigenous to America which has been found in

the Northern States. It is verv sweet, and has but little of the pe-
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culiar flavor Avliich almost all the otlici's have, and is entirely free

from all acriditv.

2. V. TEKUiFOLiA. Foliis tcnuihus, lato-cordatis simplicibus, iri-

lobis, aut quinqiielobis acumihatis iiregiilnriter dentatis, glabris in-

terdum subtus arachnoideo-villosis, nervis nifo-pubes^ccntilus. Ra-
cemis parvis, baccis magnis, rotundis, viridibiis panic glaucesccnti-

bus, ingratis acidis.

Hab.—In New Jersey formerly very common in the vicinity of

Trenton, but now not to be found.

Stem tolerably large and tall; leaves thin, widely cordate, simplo

or three or fivel-olx'd; acuminate, irregularly dentate, smooth, some-

times arachnoideo-villous beneath; the nerves and veins alwavsfur-

nished with a rufous pubescence. Racemes small, Wrries large,

•8 of an inch in diameter, green, a little glaucous, disagreeably acid.

3. V. J=:sTivALis. Foliis lato-cordatis sublobato-aniiulatis, tri vel

quinquelobis, acuminatis irregulariter serratis ant dentatis, dentibus

mncronatis, supra glabris aut paulo arachnoides, sul^tusarachnoideo-

villosis plus minus fuscis, interdum subglabris, junioribus, denaus
villosis. Raccmis parvis, baccis parvulisnigris acidis.

Hab.—In Carolina and Georgia. Y. .Tstivalis, Michaux and Ra-
finesque. V. lubrusca, Walter and Elliott. Yulg. Fox grape.

Stem large and lofty; leaves widely cordate, sublobately angled,

sometimes distinctly and deeply three and five lobed; acuminate ir-

regularly dentate or serrate, with tlie teeth mucronate, above smooth
or a little archnoidal, especially in the younger state, beneath more
or less fuscous, arachnoideo-villous, sometimes, subglabrous, the

youngest one more densely villous. Racemes mther small; ber-

ries rather small, -A of an inch in diameter, black, gener-ally yery
acid.

These throe species hare a general resemblance to each other,

but, as appears from the descriptions, are suiTiciently distinct.

4. V. BRACTEATA. Foliis cordatis, acuminatis, quinquelobis, slnu-

bislatis profundis, irregulariter dentatis dentibus acutis nmticis, su-

pra glabris, subtus nervis rufo-pubescentibus. Florum fasciculis brac-

teatjs. Racemis longis comjiositis laxis, baccis parvis nigris.
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Hah.—^In Carolina and Georgia in swamps. V. bracteata, Raf.

V. aestivalis, Elliot. Vulg. Duck shot or Swamp grape.

Stem very large, climbing to the tops of the loftiest trees; leaves

broad-cordate, acuminate, five-lobed, sinuses wide and deep, the

lobes irregularly dentate; the teeth without any mucronate point,

above smooth, beneath with the nerves rufo-pubescent. Fascicles of

the flowers with a short leaf or bract at the base of each ; racemes

long, loose, and compound; berries very small, * 15 of an inch in di-

ameter, very acid.

5. V. VULPINA. Foliis glabris, cordatis acuminatis, simplicibus,

trilobis, aut interdum profunde quinquelobis, dentatis, dentibus sub-

abrupte-acuminatis, subtus plus minus sparse villosiusculis aut etiam

glabris. Racemis dcusis baccis parvis.

Hah.—In the Northern and Middle States. V. vulplna Willd,

V. aestivalis, Emerson's rep. on the Trees, &c., of Mass. V. cordifolia

of many authors, but not of Michaux. V. callosa, hj-emalis, cordifo-

lia, Raf Vulg. Winter grape.

Stem moderately large, ver^' branching, the younger shoots for

the most part purplish. Leaves always sniooth above, and general-

ly so on both sides; beneath sometimes, particularly in the younger

ones, a little villous; cordate acuminate dentate, the teeth abruptly

acuminate, always more or less tri-lobate, sometimes profoundly so,

and often five-lobed. Racemes tolerably- large, very dense, so as

even to change the form of the berries; berries -35 of an inch in di-

ameter, black, acid.

The name of curtlifolia is occasionally given improperly to another

species, the V. rotundifolia Mx. Willdenow's description is not ve-

ry full, but sufficiently so to remove all doubt of his meaning this

species; there is no other so well deserving the name of Vulpina,

as the grapes have a strong smell nuich resend)ling that of a fox.

The older leaves arc without any villosity beneath except on the

nerves, which with the veins are very prominent. They frequently

become glaucous beneath,

{Condusion next month.)
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For the Florist and Horticultural Journal.

ROSEDALE NuRSEniES, APRIL 8, 1853.

Dear Sir—T liave thounlit tliat a ihw liiiits to a our readers on the

subject of the culture ofjiears might be op})ortuiR'at tliis season, when
many of them no doubt liave planted from one to hundreds. Nur-

serymen (including your lunu1)le servant) say that it has been a sea-

son of unprecedented demand for Jn-arf Pears. The French nur-

serymen also feel itsefiects, nnd n;joice that their ^riounds have been

all cleared of good, bad and indiill'ient for America, where every-

thing foreign takes admirably.

Dwarf Pears.—This tei'm has lead to the imj)ressionthat all trees

are dwarfs that are grafted on the quince stock ; we do not incline

to this term from the Hxct that we cultivated dwarf Pears before we
knew of the ellects of the jiear on the (fuinee, and also from the fact

that we now have very fine standard trees with stems G and 7 feet

clear that are on the Quince stock. You will tlierefore allow me to

say in a few words Avithout regard to the preconceived ideas of others

what effects the quince stock has on the constitution of the pear,

and what congeniality there ia between their constitutions. The
Pear, Apple, Quince, Hawthorn and Mountain A.^h, all l>elongto the

same class and order, and will grow if grafted on each other; they

do not all however assimilate well with each other, for we find tliat

there are some apples that will not grow on the p(»ar, and vice-versa;

there are also pears, and not a few, that will not grow on the

quince ; others that grow w^ell, but their fruits are inferior ; whilst

again many are greatly improved on the quince. To enter into a
detail of these fiicts is not at present our intention though we may
have a word on the subject on some future occasion. We now my
that the Pear, to be successful on the (piince stock, mu><i be very
highly cultivated with enriching manures of almost any description

incorporated with the surface soil, and frr(|uently stirred during the

growing season, repeathig the enriching material and thorough cul-

ture every season. They can be planted liom 10 to 15 [vi^i apart,

and will with such treatment give a very al>undant crop, even a
bushel from a tree only a fl-w years planted. This is not, however,

the only attention they recjuire—they must hav(» a svmmn pruning
and a winter pruning, which you shall have in another chapter.
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Again, the Quince stock is a Yery general term ; there is a vast

difference in the kindo^ quince, and it is now very strangb that all

the pears on the (^lince, whether worked thereon the past year or

ten years, are on what has recently been called to the peculiar bene-

fit of some, the Angiers Quince. Certain it is, that tliere is a va-

riety aptly adapted to the vigor of the pear more generally known

to the experienced eye by its growth as that variety, and we think

it is the variety only that demands particular notice. The growth

is clean and luxmiaiit, bark smooth and free, making shoots 6 feet

high in a season, readily propagated from cuttings, and even budded

the first season; these very desirable peculiarities have enhanced the

value two per cent, within the past two years of this variety in

France, and they are now very chary' of parting with it, as those

nurserymen who have onlered their supply from aljroad the past

season will perhaps ere this be aware of the Usual supply being

eagerly absorl)ed by the local demand.

Every cutting therefore, of that variety, should be carefully plant-

ed on which vou may jirow eifher dtcarfs or standards, with this re-

suit that the sorts of pear worked thereon will come into bearing in

two or three years, and continue productive for many years, say

half a centurv, and be more free from blight than if on the pear

stock, which roots tleep, descends into the cold ground perpendicular-

ly, predisposes the irm to blight during summer, and if not blight,

produces a redundancy of wood almost beyond practical manage-

ment and not at all adapted tor gardens. Another point in favor

of the quince stock I might refer to, k the wrtainty of its growth

after beinu; removed and conveyed to a distance, the many fibres

close to the bole of the tree rending its growth almost certain, at

least 49 out of 50. The pi-ar on its own stock makes few fibres,

and is more precarious in removal and carriage ; this is again par-

tially under control by freciuent removals in the nursery when the

trees are young, which checks -nheir growth of wood, produces

early fruiting pi-operties, so that we hope to live to see dwarf fruit-

ing pears on the pear stock as eagerly sou'^ht for as those now on

the Angiers quince—you will please make a note of this assertion.

We are'^now deluged with names of new i)ears regaidless of their
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qualities, that will take many years to extirpate; We cannot avoid
growing them and selling them, the public require it and will have
their own choice. A]thoup:li they say, select ybr me, their own taste
must be suited, you take them to trees of the ott pear in the vicin-

ity of Belle Dumas or Souvenir de printems, you advise the former, but
they prefer the latter; they have so fine, thrifty grotvih, in quality
you may as well compare persimmons to seckel i)ears, or a sous to a
sovereign. One word more in budding the pear on the quince, the
closer to the ground it is inserted the better, that on its being
transplanted the stem of the pear may be partially under the sur-
face; if this is not the case and a ])ortion of the stock above ground,
it is ad visible to plant the whole of the quince beneath the surface,

or to draw up soil to it—keep the soil rich, dig or plough deep, and
you may dispense with rmj pear preparation. It is only 5 or at most
10 years ago since all die oifal of the slaughter house was requisite
to grow grapes—f^c idea f but tiow cautious and cool heads'have sub-
dued that mania, amongst them is your correspondent Chorlton,
who proves what can be done by what he lias done; so it is with all
ideal prepamtions, natiue hands f)ut bountifully the material in
loam, sand and decomposed vegetable matter which is under the
control of every reader of your journal.

Yours Truly, R. Buist.

Mr. Editor—So many things have been offered for sale that have
proved worthless, that it makes one doubt everything new ; but the
"Lover of Roses" in your last number may coine to the coiiclusiou
that the Augusta Rose is a fine acquisition to the Noisette falnily ; it

is a iree bloomer of a good color, and withal as sweet as any Tea
rose. Its foliage is remarkably line, and it no doubt will stand the
severity of our winters. I had seen the bloom in 1851, and have
now a plant in my possession blooming, and it proves fullv equal to
what has been said about it. Bfing of American or'u/iu, I wish its

mtroduction on that accomit: and such a beginning muv lead us to as
many choice varieties in this family as there are in 'the Camellia.
Of this latter we can l>e proud in Baltimore, and can compare with
all Europe and America. Persevere and encourage the raising of
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all kinds of seedlings, then we shall have plenty without importing

so mucli trash, or copying from foreign journals to fill our own pages.

John Feast, Baltimore.

As to the Augusta rose, we saw it at Mr. Fulton's nursery last

week, but the bloom was rather far gone ; it seemed much like Le

Pactole, but larger. The general opinion seems to be that it is not

suflicientlv distinct from Chromatella for a new name ; whether it

be more hardy remains to be proven.

There is no doubt that as good seedlings can be raised here as

anywhere—there certainly have Ijeen as good Camellias; neverthe-

less, au interchange of plants as well as of ideas is very useful in

most cases.

—

Ed.

WINDOW AND YARD GARDENING.

As sf)r)n as the warm breezes of spring begin to refresh the earth

anl incite in us anticipations of genial summer, every occupier of

a rod of ground, (it is hoped) turns attention to having things "fixed

ui)." Flower-beds and shrubbi'rv borders undergo their annual re-

freshment; if not done in the fall (which is the most proper season)

they should now be turned over with a fork, a much bettci* im-

plement for this purpose than the spade, which cuts and injures

roots. Leave the surface as rough as possible, and on no account

rake it over, the first heavy shower that falls will beat it level

enough. It is one of the principal points in good culture to keep

the ground oixm and well stirred on tlie surface, tliat both air and

water may find ready a-^^oss to the roots of plants. A smoothly

raked surface may look very ])retty, and please the eye at the time,

hut it is not indicative of good cultivation. Herbaceous pi /in ts, as

Chrysanthemutns, Plilox, .N:c., that have got lai-ge will flower better by

being divided and reset. There is great want of flowering plants and

shrubbery in yards, such i)lants as Spirea prunifolia, Weigela Rosea,

Forsythia viridissima. Spiraea Reevesii, &c., should be in v\Qvy bor-

der, as suitable companions to the early flowering Narcis.vus and

Hyacinths.

15
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qualities, that will take many years to extirpate; We cannot avoid
growing them and selling them, the public require it and will have
their own choice. Although they say, select /or me, their own taste
must be suited, you take them to trees of the ott pear in the vicin-

ity of Belle Dumas or Souvenir de printems, you advise the former, but
they prefer the latter; they have so fme, thrifty growth, in quaUty
you may as well compare persimmons to seckel pears, or a sous to a
sovereign. One word more in budding the pear on the quince, the
closer to the ground it is inserted the better, that on iis liing
transplanted the stem of the pear may be partially under the sur-
face; if this is not the case and a portion of the stock above ground,
it is advisible to plant the whole of the quince beneath the surface,
or to draw up soil to it—keep the soil rich, dig or plough deep, and
you may dispense with my pear preparation. It is on\y% or at most
10 years ago since all the offiil of the slaughter house was requisite
to grow grapes—/Ac idea ! but how cautious and cool headshave sub-
dued that mania, amongst them is your correspondent Chorlton,
who proves what can be dune by what he has done; m it is with all
ideal preparations, nature hands mi bountifully the material in
loam, sand and decomposed vegetable matter which is under the
control of every reader of your journal.

Yours Truly, R. Buist.

Mr. Editor—So many thhigs have been oil'ered for sale Uiat have
proved worthless, thai it makes one doubt eveiythitig new ; hut the
"Lover of Roses" in your last number may come to the conclusion
that the Augusta Rose is a fine ac(iuisition to the Noisette family ; it
IB a free bloomer of a good color, and withal af^ sweet as any Tea
rose. Its foliage is remarkably fme, and it no doubt will stand the
severity of our winters. I had seen the bloom m 1831, and have
now a plant in my possession blooming, and it proves fullv equal to
what has been said about it. Bflng of American origin, I wish its
introduction on that Jiccount; and such a beginning mn v lead us to as
many choice varieties in this family as tliere are in "the Camellia.
Of this latter we can 1x3 proud in Baltimore, and can compare with
all Europe and America. Persevere and encourage the raising of
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all kinds of seedlings, then we shall have plenty without importing

so mucli trash, or copying from foreign journals to fill our own pages.

John Feast, Baltimore,

As to the Augusta rose, we saw it at Mr. Fulton's nursery last

week, but the bloom was rather far gone ; it seemed much like Le

Pactole, but larger. The general opinion seems to be that it is not

sufficiently distinct from Chromatella for a new name ; whether it

be more hardy remains to be proven.

There is no doubt that as good seedlings can be raised here as

anywhere—there certainly have Ijeen as good Camellias ; neverthe-

less, an interchange of plants as well as of ideas is very useful in

most cases.

—

Ed,

WINDOW AND YARD GARDENING.

As soon as the warm breezes of spring l>egin to refresh the earth

and incite in us anticipations of genial summer, every occupier of

a rod of ground, (it is hoped) turns attention to having thuigs "fixed

up.'* Flower-beds and shrubbery borders undergo their annual re-

freshment; if not done in the fall (which is the most proper sea.«on)

they should now be turned over with a fork, a tfiuch better im-

plement for this purpose than the spade, which cuts and injures

roots. Leave the surface as rough as possible, and on no account

rake it over; the first heavy shower that tails will beat it level

enough. It is one of the principal points in good culture to keep

the ground open and well stirred on the surface, that l)oth air and

water mrty find ready a^^ to the roots of plants. A smoothly

raked surface may look very pretty, and please the eye at the time,

but it is not indicative of good cultivation. Herbaceous piAnts, as

Chrysanthemums, Phlox, &c., that have got large will flower better by

being divided and reset. There is great want of flowering plants and

shrubbery in yards, su(;h plants as Spirea prunifolia, Weigela Rosea,

Forsythia viridissima, Spiruia Reevesii, &c., should )xi in every bor-

der, as suitable companions to the early flowering NarcisMis and

Hyacinths.
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Fuchsias—^tliat have been wintered in the eellar should now be

looked to; place them in a liizht situation and give tliem a good

watering to moisten all the soil thoroughly; when they begin to

grow prune out all decayed l3ranches and repot them in frefh Foil,

mixing it with a portion of charcoal ; this j^ubfetance keeps the s^oil

from baking hard m the pota; and in conjunction with good drainage

maintains a healthv medium for roots.

Annuals. The cultivation of these have of late Icen somewhat

superseded by plants of a more permanent nature, as Verbenas,

Salvias, Petunitus and such like. There are many persons that have

no a'commotlations for keeping thou over winter, such must have

recourse to annuals for a summer display of tlower^, and a very

pretty display they make; they may be sown at once where they

are wanted, or, a surer method is to select a shelteix*d spot of ground,

dig it thoroughly and mvf the seed hi itilight drills ; if you have a

spare sash of glass to lay over them and prevent heavy rains from

beating the soil, they will come up sooner; where there is no such

convenience i^ sprinkling of loo^ litfer of any description will

answer the same purpose, trking care to remove it on the first ap-

pearance of vegetation, thin them out wheit) too thick, and

transplant them to the bordera at a favorjible raining opportunity.

Creraniinns comiug into Hower will require attention; stake them

out and give them enough water, do not keep them saturated^ neither

must ther droop for want of if, a medhnn between the two ex-

tremes must be maintained, otherwi.'-e the flowers will suffer.

Dahlias wHl now be starting into growth, they may be planted

out, althnngh it is rather early; a few inches of manure over the

t*>j>s "\\ ill preser^^e them from slight frosts^

Camellias and Azaleas that are growing should not be subjected

to cold currents of air until their growth is matured ; about the

end of June is soon enough to place them out of doors ; ignore

that system of setting every thing out of doors on the first appear-

ance of fine weather. Plants, although comparatively hardy, will

receive a severe check by being suddenly removed into the open air

while growing; even an oak tree would sutler from such treatment.

As the growths approach maturity they will set flower buds more

certainly by being placed out in the open air; attention to this par-
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ticular would in m;u\y iustancos bo proiliictive of gratifying im-

provements, both in the quantity and quality of flowers.

Chinese Primroses.—It is sometimes a matter, of difficulty to get

seed from these; select tlie ])est plants, thin out the flower stems,

stake secnrelv tho?:e that are left, and set them out in the sun, at-

tend carefully in sup[)lying th in witli water, under these conditions

they will be likely to mature plenty of seed. D. D.

-«^

GARDEN MEMOllANDA.

,Mr. Editor.—a few Anj% ago, having an hour oi' two to spare in West

Philadolphiii, I called nt tw<» of tlit* principal ^rdeningestnblisliments there,

tliose of Mr. J. F. Knorr, ai.<l of Mr. W. \\. Keen. Being rather in your

own !iei.Lrhl)f>rho(Ml, 1 was surprised ro find so many thiTi^s worthy of note

with which the readers of tlio '4'lujitt'* nro unae<inainted. You will, I hope,

pardon me for the uttcmpt to drug out the light from tin<kr your bushel.

The former gcntlemaii't wtnblUhment wanjtliing bat au extensive one;

the ground occupied by. it h pvrhum nndof an acre; it has a small green-

liouse, huthuuse, propngnting hou.-.e, un.l rose hou^e. In these there are pro-

bably congregated a greater ^tock of valuable novelties tlian in any similar

upace in the Union. The huthouse contains many choice Orchideifi, among

which I noticed the rare Dendrobium Dalhousiunum and Cambridgeanura.

There were probably ten or a dozen species of (Eschynauthus, JE. albidub be-

ing in flower; its white friug'-d corolla gives it a very distinct character,

but it will be generally thoiiglit inferior in gaiety to many other kinds. The

%'ery rare and valuable Mediniila magnifiea had two of its large clusters of

flowers far advanced toward* ©x^ntton; Nematanthus I^loirellianus was also

in bloom, the flower has a puridish tinge, though m oUitr respects resembl-

ing N. longipes.

In the greenhouse Rignonia picta, » Tory well-grown specimen, was in

flower; the corolla is large, white, thickly set with purple lines; it will make

a favorite climber for a warm greenhouse. Jasminum graeile, an old but

not much known species, with profuse white flowers and small privet-like

leaves, was abundantly set with tlower, kc. Here also was a very fine Cam-

panulaVidalii, looking more like a .«^lirubby Cotyledon or Crassula than a

member of the bell flower fraternity. A very ch(»ice assortment of the new-

est Cinerarias were in bloom, and afl^orded an illustration of the great pro-

gress in beauty this pet plant is making; they wer^ all mostly two-colored,

with petals broad, and the whole flower forming a perfectly circular outline.

I took Adela Villiers, Mrs. Sydney Herbert, and Vicar of Wakefield as three
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of the most superior and distinct. I must remark that I think these English

varieties though in breadth of petal, regularity of outline and distinct mark-

ing of the colors superior to any of our seedlings, are yet far behind us in

size, and I have no doubt a little attention from our florists in selecting seed

from flowers having good breeding qualities, would be rewarded by some-

thing superior.

In one part of this house were some Ericas; they were of the more diflicult

kinds of growtli, as Ampullacea, Aristata, and Yentricosa ; they were re-

markably healthy in appearance. The gardener, Mr. iJell, intends to lend

his share of experience in deciding the unsatisfactory question whether

Heaths can or cannot be successfully grown in America. Under the stage,

in the shade, was a box of the Southern Sarracenia Drummondii, blooming

as happily as if in its native bogs ; and in the same curious company I saw

our own Goodyera pubescens. In another small house there was a fine stock

of that new candidate for popular favor the English Daisy.

When it is recollected how very lately this gentleman has turned his nt-

tention to floriculture, it may excite surprise at the richness of his collection.

1 will end by expressing the hope that the pleasure and gratification the pur-

suit has already aflbrded him may increase till it warrants his establishment

to be in extension what it already is in richness.

W. "W. Keen's is another establishment which has grown up within the last

few years. Commencing with a few window plants, then the small garden,

till a small greenhouse was born, Mr. Keen was his own gardener. This

pnv'tical love of Horticulture is the surest foun<lation for a lasting source of

|deasure in its pursuit. Mr. Keen's establishment has overgrown his indi-

vidual care, and for some time past has been under the management of Mr.

Wra. Grassie, and I am sure with an increase of pleasure to the proprietor

as well as of profit to our profession. The order and neatness which per-

vades all parts—the health and beauty of the plants, and their variety and
rarity, contrast singularly with things as seen by the writer two years ago,

ivhen at the kind invitation of Mr. Keen he paid his first visit there. They
were creditable then ; now they will rank with any establishment near the

city. A Bletia Tankervilla?, with fine spikes of flowers, was a pretty object;

a Begonia coccinea, above two feet high and nearly as thick, was covered

vith bloom, and was the prettiest looking Begonia I had ever seen; a Choro-

zeroa cordata was past its best, also above two feet high and >\id(— it ap-

pears to have borne flower spikes this season by the hundred. An Erica
Bowieana, two feet high and about twenty inches thick, covered with its

waxy flowers, was ** an object." A specimen of the new Azalea '-exquisita,"

above a foot high and as wide, covered with its pinky-white feathery flow-

ers, was a gem. The much neglected Mimulus would rise in anybody's es-
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teem who could sec it under Mr. Grassie's hands, embodied as *' Jupiter."

—

In a small house devoted to Orclii*l« and stove plants, a specimen of the lloya

imperialis was very nearly in bloom. This was of the downy variety. At

the south end or aspect of the garden a Vinery has been constructed of per-

haps 50 feet—amongst other unmistakeable signs of improvements. Mr. K.

is an enthusiastic lover of bees, ami is perhaps the most successful keeper in

Philadelphia; his boxes are of the most perfect construction, being, I believe,

patented by him. This de});irtiaent is by no means the least interesting fea-

ture of this pretty establishment.

A. M. Eastwh-k's, of Bautram.

One hundred and fifty years ago this memorable spot was occupied by a

Swede; the oidy memorial of whose existence at the present time, is an old

Windsor or Bell Bear near one of the outbuildings. It was the ambition of

his successor Bartram to make his garden the repository of everything that

could be obtained—un.ler his son William, and the hitter's son-in-law,

Colonel Carr, the collection continued to increase till the collection of hardy

trees became unequalled by any in the union. In 1850 the estate fell into

the hands of A. M. Eastwick ; it must be liighly interesting to every citi-

zen who prides himself on the lustre the name of Bartram has shed on the

scientific character of his country to learn with what care the present pro-

prietor endeavours to preserve every memento that has refere'ice to his iU

lustrious predecessor. The alterations whieh have been made in the old

garden in the shape of walks, retreats, groves and flower gardens, have been

efl*ected without the removal or injury of a single tree. The ideas of the im-

prover were made to suit the trees and the ground, for the preservation of

everything possible. Thus the famed ohl cypress still stands though its

natural grandeur has been eclipsed by the beauties of art—on taking the

height and circumference of this tree I found it to be 20 feet for the latter,

and^lCT the former. The large Magnolia acuminata, 7 feet in circumfer-

ence 80 feet high, Pinus Mitis 5 feet 8 inches, IHj feet high—Silver Fir, 6

feet, 95 feet high—English buttonwood 4 feet, i>0 feet—Yellow Buckeye, 7

feet'l inch, 1-20 feet high-Quercus heterophylla G feet, 70 feet high—Q.

alba l:J feet and 5 feet high—British oak, pedunculata, 7 feet and 3 feet high

—Q. macrocarpa,6feet 9 inches, &1 feet high-Q. lyrata, feet 2 inches 60

feet high—Salisburia, 3 feet 8 inches, CI feet high—Hemlock spruce, 8 feet

4 inches, ;»4 feet high—Abies excelsa, 7 feet '2 inches, 120 feet high—\ a-

negated box, 2 feet 8 inches, l\i\ feet high-a chinquapin, 2 feet H inches,

25 feet high— Pecan nut, 5 feet 7 inches, !»1 feet high,^thesc were amongst

scores of others e(iually as interesting—much has been done to improve the

appearance of tiie new part surrounding the mansion, by planting walks,

terraces and drives, with good efi'ect, an«l the praiseworthy efl'orts of Mr.

E. in draining the marshes in the neighborhood have so far been attended by

success as to considerable increase the salubrity and value of surroundmg

property.
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CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

FRUIT.

Grape?.—Among the various systems of training and pruning grapes it

seems there are scarcely two authorities alike. This is much to he regretted,

and arises chiefly from the fact that the grape will produce more or less un-

der any system of management, consequently those who make a first essay, if

they can procure even a miserable crop, are so overjoyed with their success

that they extol it to the skies, and chronicle their great success as proceed-

ing from some trifling circumstance or other, which is henceforth considered
indispensable. " These grape vines will never do any good, because they are
planted inside the house," was a remark made in our hearing by one who
wished to be considered an authority in these matters, having planted a few
acres of vineyard. *'You leave your young wood too long for the first year,"

says another, who reads in the books that vines should not be allowed to fruit

until the third year after planting, overlooking the fact that a well managed
plant will be in better condition for fruiting in its second year than a neglect-

ed one in its fourth. "We have heard remarks similar to the above made in

cases reminding one of the commissioned oiricer of six months' standin"* in-

structing the private veteran of many battles how to handle his musket. We
propose to offer a few remarks upon the various systems of pruning alluded

to in a former number ; and before proceeding to details a few preliminary

remarks will be necessary.

When a seed germinates, its first effort is to lengthen downwards into the

soil and upwards into the air ; the starch contained in the seed affords suffi-

cient nourishment for this process. The plant being now formed will hence-
forth derive its food from the air and soil, the young roots immediately be-
gin io absorb nutriment from the earth, which passes into the stem and leaves,

where it undergoes decomposition, is then returned downwards to the roots,

extending their formation. The carbonic acid and other matters that enter

the system of the plant through the roots, are of no value until decomposed
by the leaves. This relative action continues during the growth of the plant,

the increase in size, the quantity of its secretions and extension of roots are
the result either of immediate or previous elaborating functions of foliage.

Such is the generally recognised process of vegetable growth. Leaves are

the principal agents ; any system of pruning, therefore, that involves their

removal must exercise a corresponding check of root growth ; and if these
principles are kept in view, w£ shall be better able to discuss the merits of
pruning in all its modifications.

The spur system of pruning is advocated and practised by many at the

present time. This may arise from its simplicity, certainly not from any
physiological superiority it possesses. According to this method, a single
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shoot is encouraged until it reaches the desired length, the bearing shoots

proceeding at intervals in its length, these shoots being annually pruned down

to one eye or bud from which the shoot bearing the future crop proceeds.

—

During growth the points of these shoots are pinched out at one or two

leaves beyond the fruit, and all future efforts at growth are watchfully re-

moved. This is done in order to concentrate the sap and fill up the lower

eyes, with a view also of benefitting the present crops ; for the same reason

the leading shoot is likewise prevented from extending. The whole system

involves a continual suppression of growth, and as a natural consequence the

roots are also checked, they cease to extend, become more woody at the ex-

tremities and lose their power of absorption. A young plant strongly esta-

blished in a well prepared border, will continue in health and productiveness

for several years under this treatment, but they are gradually weakened and

fail to burst into growth with that vigor which they did in their early days.

We think this statement will be endorsed by all experienced grape growers

who have practised the system. This subject will be continued next month.

Straw^dkrkies.—In preparing ground for a plantation, deep working and

manuring is the first consideration ; no plant repays extra care more cer-

tainly than the Strawberry, and perhaps there is none less satisfactory under

poor treatment. It has proved that the finest Pine Strawberries of Europe

can be raised in equal perfection in this climate, if properly cultivated.—

Deep rich soil, and mulching in dry weather is all that is required. Notwith-

standing that much has been said about their sexual character, many good

cultivators pay no attention to the matter. The young plants will strike

root readily at this season, and if the soil is stirred frequently and mulched

when dry weather comes on, they will establish themselves well, and produce

a heavy crop the following season.

Pears.—Those grafted on the quince require a deep, rich soil to attain

their greatest perfection. There is no more pleasing occupation for the ama-

teur in fruits than attending to a collection of dwarf Pear trees. Having in

his eye the symmetrical proportions of a pyramidal-formed tree clothed with

foliage from the ground upwards, he will now be bending down strong shoots

and elevating weak ones, to equalize their conditions; and as growth advances

those shoots likely to take a lead and disarrange the equality of growth,

will have their extremities pinched out. At present, appearances indicate

a profusion of blossoms, the flower buds being more than usually prominent,

occasioned, no doubt, by th« protracted, although not severe winter just

passed.
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House Gaiiden.—The turning out of plants into the beds and borders is

the thing now to be attended to. Phmts shouhl not be taken out at once,-

from the shade and moisture of their winter to the sudden extremes of the

open air ; it is better to place them for a few weeks in a frame where they

may be protected if neccessary for a few days, or placed somewhere out of

doors in a sheltered spot; the hardiest kind will of course set out first, the

tenderest following. In planting for masses, the plants should be set in

thickly. All annuals not yet sown should be done at once—the second week

in May will be time enough for for such tender annuals as Thunbergia, Cy-

press Vine, and amaranthus-the seeds of the white cypress vine should be

sown with the crimson for effect—some very pretty effects are often obtained

from this plant trained on fancy trellises—annuals or other seeds that have

been forwarded in a slight hotbed or under protection, should be set out

whenever a shower affords an opportunity. Where it is desirable to have a

mass of flowers in some shady places, the Hydrangea or Hortensia answers

admirally, continuing in beauty the whole season. I have seen a bed of the

English Ivy in such deep shade with a singularly pleasing effect—there are

not many plants that will thrive in such situations, and what will should be

prized—as a vine for shady spots there is nothing superior to the Bignonia

capreolata or GoldenTrumpet vine—clothed with brilliant flowers in summer,

and maintaining its verdure the year round—Gladioluses are deservedly in-

creasing in favour. A number of new varieties have been lately added to

collections; they like a rich loam, rather moist, where Hyacinths or Tulips

were planted in beds in the flower garden in the fall, and are now coming

into bloom—they may be planted with a dibble or trowel in the spaces

between them, so that in a few weeks after the former have dune blooming, the

latter will come in, maintaining the interest through the whole season. The

Tuberose and Tigridia or tiger flower may be done the same way—Moles

and ground Mice make sad havoc amongst these roots—a lump of tow dipped

in gas tar and sunk a few inches in the soil in the neighborhood of the roots,

will make the marauders shy of coming about. Whenever the ground

"cakes," after a rain, the ground should be lightened with a hoe and rake,

it mixes the air with the surface soil, and as that is a non-conductor, it

prevents the soil from losing so much moisture by evaporation, or of be-

coming 80 hot and hard as it otherwise would.

The lawns should be mown as soon as ever it is long enou^'h to bear the

Bcythe, if a continuous " green carpet" be desired; when sufl'ered to grow

long before the first cutting, a face of brown stumps are left which shows

at every successive mowing.
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Greenhouse. To turn all the plants out in ^Hhe first week in May," with-

out reference to any contingency—this should not be; all plants should be

gradually inured to the open air—the ventilators and sashes should be kept

open as muGh as possible, yet by degrees—sudden changes of temperature

engender mildew, and a species of consumption fatal to many plants—the

hardiest things should be placed out first, in a somewhat shaded spot, and if

possible on a bottom of coal ashes to keep out worms—Azaleas and Rho-

dodendrons, Daphnes and Camellias may go out when their growth is finished

—no spot will be too shaded, provided they can get an abundance of air all

around. If plants are well rooted, and have not been repotted, they should

be 80 before setting out, as they will, otherwise, suffer at times for want of

water. It is objectionable to turn out everything, leaving the greenhouse

for the season like a lumber loft—such as will stay in advantageously should

be left, and the idea is becoming prevalent that cape ^nd hard wooded things

are better in than out.

Abutilons, Ilabrothamnuses, and Cestrums, indeed many similar plants,

If taken out of their pots, turned out into the open border, and lifted and

repotted early in the fall will make fine growths and do well—as fast as

Hyacinths in pots are done flowering, turn them out into beds as recom-

mended last month—Calceolarias should be kept in the coolest part of the

house, and have a good supply of water, they frequently die after flowering

^cuttings of desirable kinds should be taken from them now, and if they

show signs of flowering before fall, dont allow it—Cinerarias should receive

the same attention, as they also die out after flowering—as soon as the

Chrysanthemums, planted out as recommended last month have shot forth,

take cuttings for next season's show—they strike very readily in sandy soil,

in a somewhat moist and shady situation—Dahlias need not be put out be-

fore the second or third week in May—they do not like the scorching heat

of summer, and if put out early become stunted and do not flower till later.

Pelargoniums should have all the light possible till they begin to open their

flower buds, when they should be somewhat shaded and kept cool; by this

the flowers are rendered finer, and last longer—Everblooming roses, grown

in pots, should be pruned in a little after their first flowering, kept a little

drier for a week or so, then repotted, and place where desired out of doors

—they delight in a rich loamy soil, and are benefitted by manure water

while growing ; those who have not a collection should begin—there is no

finer class; six of the best for pot culture may be Souvenir de In malmakon^

salmon white; Devonicnsis, pale lemon; llermom, rose; Agrivpina, crim-

son; Lt/onnais, pink; and as a free blooming white, Celn,

16
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Hot House—Justiciiis, Aplielandras, and Acantliaccous plants, which

have been the mainspring of beauty in this dupartmcnt most of the winter

and spring, and have now done flowering, should have the lightest and driest

part of the house, to ripen well their wood, preparatory to being cut back

and repotted for next season's flowering. Tlie Achiinenes and Gloxinia

will be coming on to take their places, their cultivation has been detailed in a

former number of the journal— they like a moist heat circulating amongst

;heir roots, and do well with much rough material in the soil. Pentas car-

nea, or similar soft wooded plants grown for flowering early in the fall, may

be still repotted if the pots become filled with roots—as the weather be-

comes warm shade the house a little to keep the sun from scorching. I like

to see all plants under glass have a slight shade in summer time—water in

the morning, keep the syringe going in the evening, keep the temperature

regular, between 60 and 70°, and all will go well.

Vegetable Garden.—Tomatoes, Egg Plants and Poppers, raised under

glass and gradually inured to the open air, may be put out early in the month.

For the two last prepare a sandier soil than the former. Lima Beans are

also fond of a light soil ; they frequently fail from being put in too early in

May, planting the beans too deep, or the stifi'ness of the soil preventing their

coming through easily—guard against these. Bu&h or string Beans also re-

quire attention ; the Valentine is the earliest, the Six Week nearly as early

but more productive; and the White Royal Dwarf the best for a crop of

beans for winter use. The main crop of Carrots and Beets may go in at this

time. Early in the month a few dozen of the Stowell Corn may be sown for

table use, which should be repeated as often as each sowing appears above

the ground. So also with Peas, Radishes, Lettuces, kc, of which a succes-

sion is desired. Cucumbers, Cantalopes, Melons, and Okra may be sown

about the third week in the month—the former in light rich soil, the three

latter prefer a rich firm loam. Many plant Squash seed in their potato rows;

I prefer them by themselves—they too like a very rich loam. If a few large

Pumpkins are desired, they may be planted in the rows of Lima Beans

—

feeding on different elements, they do not interfere with that crop. Some

of the fall crops must be looked after—Drumhead Cabbage, Purple Brocoli,

White Cape, Eranges white, and some Walcheren Brocoli, may be sown in a

bed of light soil. Also, the main crop of Celery, and some curled Endive in

a similar situation. Wherever Asparagus is used for forcing, a bed of seed

should be sown every year to keep up the supply. Hoeing and weeding of

all crops should be attended to early, for the benefit they receive from loos-

ening of the soil as well as to save much after labor in eradicating weeds.

T.J.

BOOK NOTICES.

The Prixciplks of Botaxv, as exemplified in the Cryptogamia; for the

>nc of Scliools and Colleges, by Harland Coultas. Lindsay k Blackiston,

Philada. 18j3. pp. 94.

The issue from the Philadelphia press of a book on Botany, and an original

book, too, in such a novelty that we are ready to hail with satisfaction the

appearance of any work on tlie subject. The last we remember was a Cate-

chism about the size of a primer by Mr. Samuel Gummere. Whether that

be out of print or not we cannot say, but certainly the time has come for

something better, and so wc presume thought Mr. Coultas, for he has given

us something not only wonderfully superior without, but within, introducing

another world—we would say a world of minute beauty, were beauty capable

of being thus qualified. That Catechism and this Class-book contrast well

the present with the past, and argue hopefully for the demands of the science

in the future.

The study of the vegetable kingdom through the (so called) lower tribes of

plants is the idea which would seem to have suggested the book before us.

These humble beings we have aruuud us at all seasons. Regarding them as

the type of the vegetable creation, the study of the laws of their development

and growth will lead to the comprehension of the more complex forces which

are at work in the grander and more gorgeous botanical productions. Thus,

in his introduction, page x. our author says :
" The study of the simpler

plants ought to take the precedence of those whose organization is more

complex and intricate, as being the simplest expression of the laws of vege-

table life." This proposition which we presume none will deny who are at

all CMHvcrsant with the present condition and tendency of the science of Bo-

tauv, was also reconjnized bv the illustrious Jussieu himself. In his study

of plants under the then grand <livisions of Acotyledons, Monocotyledons and

Dicotyledons, he commences with the AlgfC and closes with the Compositie,

the flowers of which, to him, present the most perfect transformation of the

prototype leaf.

The one-ness of vegetable development is thus stated, p. 40 :
" The little

bread mould which nature constructs from decaying organic matter in a few

short hours, consisting of a few united vegetative cells and a single terminal

reproductive cell, is only a simpler expression of the same law which operates

in the production of the forest tree. The extent of all development in forest

trees and flowering plants is alone difl'erent—the phenomena themselves are

precisely analogous. In forest trees and flowering plants, the vegetative

cells as they develope in countless millions, assume distinct organic parts, as

root, stem and leaves, whilst the reproductive cells are seen in the form of

beautiful and highly organized flowers. In the bread mould all such distinc-
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tions vanish, and the organization of the parts is rcilucca to the utmost de-

gree of simplicity."

In introducing liis readers to the study of Botany through the Cryptoga-

mia, our author°considers first the laws of growth, multiplication and trans-

formation of cells; and in his second part, the sea weeds, lichens, liverworts,

mosses, cluh mosses, ferns and equisetic successively. At the close he ex-

presses his hope of completing the work at some future time by adding the

laws of the development of flowering plants. We hope that he may be en-

couraged by the friends of Flora so to do, and in the same excellent style in

which the present is got up. The illustrations are numerous and well-select-

ed, and of the typography it is sufficient to say that our esteemed friends,

Messrs. T. K. k P. G. Collins are the printers. A. L. K.

The Cold Grapery. By Wm. Chorlton; New York, J. C. Biker, 129

Fulton street.

This little manual, being notes from "direct American practice," fully

sustains the reputation as a practical, common-sense grape grower which Mr.

Chorlton has already established for himself by his articles in the " Horti-

culturist," and other Magazines. It is a plain subject plainly treated, freed

from the quackery of the past fifteen years.

The construction of houses—an important part of all plant growing—oc-

cupies a chapter. The double pitch curvilinear roof is thought the best by

the majority of growers. The ridge and furrow roof house is recommended

by the writer of our calendar, (one of the very best authorities on this sub-

ject in the country,) at page 33-i of the last volume, and we have no doubt

will, in some situation, be the best adapted.

The raised borders treated of at page 33, are a decided improvement on

the old style, and the use of the base (original would be better) soil, is not

only a great saving of expense, but equally as good as hauling it away and

often returning worse.

In West's St. Peter's grape we find what we were desirous to know, name-

ly, what the Bostonians called the Poonah grape. There is a difference of

opinion as to the identity of the Black Prince and Cambridge Botanic Gar-

den grapes. Mr. C. describes what we know by the latter name. We give

the names of the best twelve sorts recommended by him.

Victoria, and Old Black Hamburg, Chusselas Fontainebleau, Malvasia,

Muscat Blanc Ilatif, West's St. Peters, Grizzly and White Frontignan,

Black Prince, Muscat of Alexandria, Dutch Sweetwater, and Zinfindal.

Here are a few sentences worth remembering : "At all times, with s clear

Bun in the morning, ventilate as soon as the house begins to warm a little

;

and close early—the temperature by these means rises and falls gradually.
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Nothing is worse in all plant culture than allowing a house to be closed un-

til it becomes hot, and admitting at once a great quantity of cold air. In

grape growing it leads to the most baneful results."

After a careful reading of this work, we can recommend it to all as a most

useful and reliable one, and its author is entitled to the thanks of all ama-

teurs.

# PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The stated meeting of this society was held on Tuesday evening, in the

Chinese Saloon, Dr. W. D. Brinckle, Vice President, in the chair. The

display was unusually rich, and the Hall crowded with gratified visitors.

The extensive tables of the society were completely covered with the many

beautiful objects of exhibition. The imposing show of blooming plants was

contributed from more than a dozen green-houses, and presented one of the

finest ever seen at a monthly meeting. Robert Buist's foreman brought a

great number of interesting and rare specimens, several of which were new

and shown for the first time. Illwdodendron javnicum, a beautiful species,

with flowers of an orange hue; Gastrolohium Drumviondii, Dendrohium

Blandfordianurrij Zieria trifoUata, Tetranthera Hugelii^ and Ceanothut

rigiduB* Of standard plants, were a splendid specimen of Pimelia specta-

bills, displaying innumerable trusses of flowers, a large and graceful Acacia

pubescetis^ a very fine Cuphea platycentra, a handsome Spircea Reevesii,

and a dozen of the choicest Cinerarias of merit ; also a collection of indi-

genous plants in flower, very interesting. J. F. Knorr's gardener exhibited

choice plants, which were not offered in competition. Of those shown for

the first time, and new, were Alschynanthus albiduB, Azalea Reine de$

Beiges and Delphinium Beaty of Charonne, and fine Cinerarias, Azaleas,

Tem^letonia, glauca, J'c.

Caleb Cope's gardener presented new plants for the first time, shown in

bloom

—

Rhododendron Gibsoniiy Pimelia Verschaffeltii, Lantana lilavina

Mimulus species raised from seed presented to the Society, from California,

by Capt. W. McMichaels ; and Cineraria seedlings ; Azalea SmitMi, a

beautiful plant, with many more of the choicest specimens; Camelliay A. J,

Downing, a seedling raised by N. J. Becar, Esq., of New York. From

Thomas Richardson of New York, were beautiful plants— rrojoopo/i/m tri-

colorum, gracefully trained over wire in a globular form, in full bloom, a

pretty object ; Pimelia spectabilis, and twelve select Cinerarias. W. W.

Keen's gardener of West Philadelphia, brought twelve handsome plants

—

Euphorbia praeclara, Erica, etc. Robert Scott exhibited a large collection

not in competition, in which were some of the choicest Roses. Adam Uber,

a table of very fine Pelargoniums. Benj. Gulliss, a large collection of seed-
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TM Roses Charles Miller, a large

V.ng Verbenas, U. ;
also, t.d.e^^^ J,,^ „f „,.eintl,s, T«r.p«,

tabl of Calceolaria. Peter 1 aab
• ^^^^^ ,,,,,, . dwarf Apple

and Narcissi; also, a fi"\fr>^Y ,,;,,<. Cn.len. a elu.ice collection of

tree in profuse ^oom. Moore
J.

VNa.
^^^.^.^^ ^^^^^^^^ .,,,,„ ,„^

plants. Robert Cornel.us gar - h.vd
^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^_^^^,^^_

Maherniaodorata.
^arfn Cuu.lad,, a^.

^^^.^_^^ ^^.^^^^.^^^ ^,,^,,„,

Hobson, Cinerarias, l^-'^
J^^^J

"^"p.ei.en of niel,tra spe^i^.

Pansies. H- Ing-^-oU s ga J^r P
^^^^ ^^.^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^, , , ,

Robert Kilvington, ^P^<='""^7.°f;'J^", Expedition ;
C7«>/^om« r'"/"'''"''

by Dr. Hermann and Dr. ^^^j .°*

„;,,„,;„ ,Va„V,»« and Nuttalia sp.

ithis species is used as a salad
,
F^

. .^„, ,„,,„ „nd Sarrarcn^'*

H. C. Hanson--sbo.u or^^^^^^^^^ ,e.,very pretty.

Drumrnondii. Capt. .Marsion

Robert Cornelius. ^ Potatoes, Cucumbers,

„,v„.ubu., i"
«',,<=«»*',tJ2;:; r-. F,.- B»., T.™.

Cauliflowers, kc. 1" -^i"^- ''"1'

toes, and other esculents.

Premiums awarded on the occas.on -ore .

.^^_j^^ ^^^ i,,,^, ,„d

R,3es-for the best 12 to Benj^ O 1.SS. C
^^ ^^ ^^^.^^ j,^„,^,_

for the second best s.x. to Ih»«-

r;"-_^;f' p^^j,,,^.

for the best and second best -'^ ° ^j»'
""^^;;. f„, ^te second best to Thos.

Plants inPots-for
thebes 12 o

T-
J ' l^y

^^ ^^. ^^. j.^^„_

Ttt f
P;;--XCr:r.e^^^^^^^^^

.nme. spectabi,is) to Thos.

^tSenous PUnts-for the best displa. to

J-^^^^^Tl^^l
the first time in ^^-"-^^.tfrl.ed of cut flowers, to TUo.as

Meehan. Bouquet Des.gn-f°r "'^
"

^^^^^_^ j,^^^^, f,,„ed of

Meghran, gr. to R. CorneUu^ for bo»t

^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^^ .^ ^^^ ,, .

cut flowers-for the best to ^-

^^/f
';^",-

^„,,,„ . ^nd special premiums of

best formed of indigenous flowers '« ^ •

'J^

=
j^' Thomas Richardson's gar-

12 each for aheautiful '^•^P'^^-'^^'^::^.,,^.... to Chas. Miller, for

Ler. To Adam Uber for a d splay i
.1^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ,,^^,^^ „f

a display of Calceolana, ; -"^ "f
§]

«-
,^^ „f needling .>*.»«..

seedling Pac,»e..««;
and to B Gull, f,^^^^

,,.^^ Capt. Marston,

first time by H. C. Hanson.
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Pears—for the best 10 specimens, St. Germain, to F. Guoin. Apples

—

for the best ten Newtown Pippin, to T. Meghran ; and a special premium of

$2 for a dish of Ilovey's Seedling Strawberries, and another of $1 for two

varieties of Figs to Thos. Meehan. Cucumbers—for the best brace, Cauli-

flowers for the best 3 heads, and Rhubarb for the best 12 stalks to Thomas

Met^hran. Sea Kale—for the best, and for the 2d best Rhubarb, to Thos.

Meehan.

Display—For the best by a private gardener, to T. Meghran ; for the 2d

best to T. Meehan.

The committee notice and call the attention of the Society to a specimen

of Hemp manufactured from the fibre of the Okra plant, which appears to

possess remarkable strength and fineness of texture. It was shown by Ths.

Dunlap. The usual ad interim report was submitted, describing a number

of fine varieties of Apples. T. P. James, Eec. Sec.

MARYLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The first monthly exhibition of the Society, for the present year was held

on the 4th inst., in the hall of the Maryland Institute; on this occasion there

was a fine, although not a large display of plants and flowers. Mr. 0.

Kemp, gardener to Miss Tiffany, sent a showy collection of Cinerarias,

chiefly seedlings, also a collection of Pansies, superior to anything hereto-

fore exhibited before the society, the flowers above average size, of good

shape and substance ; it was quite refreshing to observe the result of skil-

ful culture as applied to this beautiful tribe of plants.

A collection of the same by Mr. C. Campbell, gr. to Dr. Edmondson, were

little inferior to the above and contributed much to the floral display. A
flowering plant of the beautiful Acacia pubescens, and well grown plants of

Centradenia rosea, Gcsnera oblongata. Begonia fuchsiodes, &c., were shown

in this collection; with Radishes, Mushrooms, and Lettuce, several heads of

a new lettuce raised by Dr. Edmondson from seed, received especial notice,

as being of a superior character for the table.

Messrs. S. Feast k Sons, contributed an extensive assortment of plants

;

in their collection several magnificent roses were conspicuous, especially

Cloth of gold, Caroline de Sansal. Geant des Battailles, Victorine de Aus-

terlitz, and Souvenir de la Malmaison; Camellias, Sarah Frost, Hempsteadii,

and the Baltimore seedlings, Kurtz's Defiance, Feast's Perfection, Mary

Troup, and Jenny Feast, well flowered specimens of Geraniums, Azaleas

Verbenas, Petunias and Pelargoniums. A novelty which attracted much
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Lrders, were much admired. This early flowering ha.dy plant

in every door yard. - , .

In I. John Foasfs collection of Ca,nelUa. was a P^-; Ĵ^^^^ , ^

fine seedlin<r Mrs. Lurman, a beautiful u^ottled, .mbneated flowe
,
seedl.ng

CiLrars ^Fortune's yellow rose, Burehelia c.pens.s, Cyt.sus elegans
(
a

hfula'nd much neglected greenhouse P>'-) I'^'-''-' " ^X*^
"

lar.e flowering plant of Cactus Samphiroides were also >n th, collecfon.

Messr PenUand, Greemnount Gardens, exhibited a few of the.r sup b

Jdlnr^rbenas;' these gentlemen have ^--7-''^^;":^;
; J^^

i„,prov:ment ot this now popular flower-several bloom of roses were

noticed as fine, Pius 9th, Gen. Cavaigtiae, Lou.s Napoleon, Aurora di

GuidoNLam' Ami, Lodowiski, and Madame Losan.uet, several bouquets

•were also in this collection.
-

Various contributions were sent by E. Kurt., J. Galloway, E. ^\ h.tt.moro

and others.

The following are the awards of the committees :

SL mas, 6 in pots, S. Feast & Sons ; second John Feast IU>odod n

drons John Feast. Azaleas, first, S. Feast & Sons ;
second, John Feast

Rose first S. Feast; second, Messrs. Pentland. Cmeranas, first John

? t'; s con' S. Fealt & Son; do. amateurs. 0. K-P. |-dener to M,.
rea&M ,

Verbenas, John Feast, second, b.

Tiffany. Geranmms, S. reast 6^ fcons. >tiuLiiaa,
^ t.

'
o c «

F Ts '& Sons; do. amateurs, C. Campbell. Stock gilhes, S. Feast & Son .

Daisies, do. Pansies, first, 0. Kemp; second, ^ Campbell gardener to Dr.

Edmondson. Bouquet, first, John Feast; second, Jas. Galloway th.rd S

.

Feast. Design, Pentland, Bro. Mushrooms, W. S-'^-^S-^-^;^
J;

Winans. Lettuce, E. AVhittimore; do. amateurs, C. Campbell. Radishes,

E. Whittimcre.
^^ Savndep.s, Cor. Secretary.

To COKRESPONDKNTS. Our thanks are due to Mr. II. A. Dreer, for »

package of Seed of German Summer Stock.

Catalogues received from B. M. AVatson, Plymouth, Mass. AY. B. Pnnce

& Co., of Flushing ; and U. Buisfs Hose catalogue.

J. McD. Florida-No. 1 Ulicium floridanum, No. 2 Sarraccuia flava.

Mr M W. Contribution is crowded out by more valuable matter,

besides which it is too near the subject of which we have had sufficient lately.

H. L. & Co. Turner's Florist has come to hand.

\

1
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^SCIIYNANTIIUS PULCHER.

Gesneriaccj^, § Cyrlandreic. — Didynaraia-Aiigiospcrmia.

CrtARACT. GENER.—Calyx wntrlcoso-tubulosus apice r>-lobus 5-fidus v. 5-

pirtitus, lobis a' |ualibus. Corolla tubiilosa incurva, limbo ohliquo subinTqualiter

5.ti(lo subbilabi.Ko. Stamina 4 antberifera didynama strp^- exserta cum rudimenti

quinti; loculis antberarum parallelis. Ovaiiuin annulo cyatbiformi basi cincfnm.

Stylus tiliformis; stigmat.^ integro depresso-concavo. dipsula siliqmeformis elon-

^ata acuminata, valvis doubus stricti;?, placentis bitidis bilamnllatis rnaigine revo-

lutis quasi 4-locuIaris. Semina nu'nerosa rninuta oblic^ua pendula u'rinque setis

lontris paucis aut solitariis appendiculata, luniculo iiullo aut capillis rauUo bre-

vioie.

SuTiuctic-s inflict p^e'tdi-parnsitici scandenfe'i sxpiu^ railicantfs, caulibus tere-

tihm uenicul'itia fr/'thris, f.)liis oppositis prfiofatJs atrnusis inte(rerrimis sapissimt

gMris, p^-diculis terminulibui aut axiUaiibus [-'Z-ranus piurijloris, coroUisra^rw

^rarissimc viridilrus.)

DC. et Fil. Prodr. IX. 260. (Parentheses excepta.)

CHARA.CT. SPECIEI.— "Tv. scandens, foliis ovatis coriaceo-carnosis immerse

venosis obscure dentati-s. corymbis terminalibus hractt-atis, calvceovato cvlindra-

ceoglabrobasiobluso, segm.Mitis brevibuserectis, corolla calyce triplo longiore

glabro. Hook.

JEschynanfhu, pulcher Alp. DC. (1) Prodr. IX. 2(i2. Bot. Mag. t 4264. 1846.

Trichoporuia pulchrum Blu.me Bijdr. 764. Ha^sk. Cat. bogor. 1:)3.

Among the various j^pccies of the genus Aeschynanthns which

are now to be found in our greenliouses, none is more vahiable than

this, either in foliage or in Hower. The deep green of the leaves

and the graceful pendulous ])r:.nchcs are idone an ornament ;
and

when the long shoota are terminated by clusters of sometimes eight

or ten ilowers, the effect produced is ven- pleasing. This .species is

very like its congener, .'E. Lo])bianus, Init hns a lighter colored and

perfectly smooth calyx and a longer corolla. As the propagation of

these plants is very ea'^y, we hope to see flicm introduced to every

collection. The species at present cultivated in this country are,

Aesch. pulcher, LobKanus, Roscbianus, Javanicus, grandiftorus,

ramosus, speciosus, miniatus and albidus. A hybrid ha.s bc>en lately

sent out in England by Messrs. Lucombe Pince, & Co ,
called splen-

17
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didus, but we do not know if it l.us been imported into thi»

country.

The cultivation of these plants is very simple; any loose, light

soil .eems to .«it then ; hut they do best in basket, planted among

chopped moss and iibry peat. Kept in a varn., n>oi>t house while

growing, and kept dry and in a moderate temperature dunng tte

^•iiiterrthey will grow rapidly and flower abundantly. Cuttuigs

root very readily in sand under a bell glass.

RosEUAi.E N1E8ERIES, Darby Koad, JlAV^lOth, 1853.

SUMMER PRUNING OF THE PEAR.

Mu Editor :—I promised in my last to say a word to year many

readers, but vour calendar writer, S. B., has fairly ai.tic>J)ated me.

and has, moreover, said as much in ten lines as book-makers gen-

erallv do in ten foli.js—in fact he has done up the subject well—

read'it again. It is thirty years since I Himiner.j.rnned fruit trees,

but I have liv«l to see that the science was very imperfectly under-

stood then, and tho.se who may sneceed «s will, I hope, be able to

say so of us. Our pruning was done in Angust just on the return

of the sap; an error if ym wish fi-uit ; a fit time if you wish

wood. Before this reacliw your friends U will be time for many of

them to begin to prune-mt by cutting off shoots and thinning out,

but bv pinching off the tip of the young grouth as soon a.s it has

made'siK inches of voung wood. Some may require nibbing off

entirelv where they form a thicket ; but that is rarely required

when the tree has had a judicious winter pruning. Strong shoots

that ofler to outgrow all oth«rs will require frequent topping during

the season ; and' those of weaker growth will do with one topping,

observing to keep the proportions of the tree in the eye that it may

be regukr and uniform from base to tip; much defoliation should

never°be performed; the smaller the portion the more healthful the

tree; deprive it of its foliage and you at tlie siune time deprive it

of a portions of its roots. When the summer pruning is performed
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at the time we indicate, and in the manner described, the next

season will show that many of the trees have formed fruit buds on

this year's wood. We object to summer pruning during the heat of

the season, unless it be an occasional exuberant shoot. The tree

at that period requires all tlie foliage and growth to keep the bole

of the tree cool and the i3ap in active circulation. Some trees,

however judicious our management, are tardy in producing fruit

buis. We have often, and do now every July and August, twist a

piece of wire or cord tight round a limb, which checks the returning

sip and causes it tj be elaborated in the limb instead of the root.

Another method, and a very old one too, is to cut out a ring of the

bark about one-quarter of an inch in width, disturbing the sap on

the surface of the wood as little as possible. From this old practice

it will not surprise us to see a new one arise, that instead of scrap-

ing the outer bark off during early spring, the trees will yet be en-

tirely denuded of their bark about the end of June, when a new

bark will be male in 4S hours, and a new life, and new energies

givea to the tree. We are not thorough arborists until we can take

'

a growing branch of a tree and unite it to its kindred sjiecies at

any period of the vear, and when that time arrives, planting will

not be confined to two short periods of the year. When attending

to summer pruning, attend at the same time to thinning out the

fruit ; one dozen first rate in size and fairness will bring more

money than two dozen of iuferior, or even mediocre size. Such is

the opinion of yo'^s truly,

R. BcisT.

THE CAUSE OF BAD COLORED GRAPES.

There was a curious discussion a few ino.ulis since in th.- London journals

about a grape exhil.ited there as the "Red Hamburg." One p«rty calln.g

it a badly colored "Black," the other stoutly m.inliiining its di.stmctness.

Dr. Lindley, while adhering to the former party, thought it would be inter-

esting to know whether grapes colored biidly in w.rrn cli-imtes-intimating

that the real cause of bad coloring was not yet cle.irly und.i-tooj. Having

paid much attention to the sutiject, and having been loitun.itc m having a

I
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very mr/.rf experience in j^rn]>e ^^rowin.^ in many cironmstances, and in

many conditions, I have at length arrived at the conclusion, th^t hud color-

ing is the resuk of u di.propuriluu hetweeu the quantity ot roots, and th©

fruit to be nourished on any given vine.

Opinions seem to be very opposite on the subject. Some asserting their

belief that the cause lies >vith -leaving on toi> many bunches;" others "a

>vant of air at the time of coloring ;" another section, -the >vant of bnght

sunshine or light" at that period ; and then again in -ihe borders being too

wet," ^'too poor," -too rich," or -the vines being placed too deep. Ihe

quantity of heat or light has nothing to do .sith the subject of grapes^ n-

penim/\sithout color, for Avithont brat or light .nfiicicnt they ^ill not ripen

at alfthou-^h every other circumstance be favorable. The advocates of the

other theoHes ar; all right. Mistaking efiVcts for causes results in the

seeming opposition of opinion. For instance, ^vhen -too many bunches

arelefion, the proper proportion ot roots to bunches is overbalanced-in

other Nvords the supply of nutriment afforded by the roots is insufficient.

Then again if the borders are ill drained, or become in any way so wet that

the youncr fibres are rotted off, the disproportion is again originated, and the

crapes wdl not color. If the vines are planted too deep in the borders, fi-

bres are produced in very small quantity ; and, as the fibres draw much nu-

trinient from the atmosphere, the few that do exist are in no way propor-

tionate to the demands made upon them by the plant and the grapes wdl not

color. A border that is too ricb, thereby the fibres are -burnt up," or too

poor to sustain the proper life of a grape vine, will also have the same ef-

feet. It is very rarely that we see a grape growing in a soil rather dry, and

not well enriched, ripen with a bad color, and where they seem to be, an ex-

amination will find that the want of color is in reality a want of ripenest,

arising from insufficient air, light, or heat. In a cold vinery where some

grapes grew in the house at the back wall, and others planted deep in an out-

Bide border and trained up the rafters, I have had the former beautifully

colored, when the latter were but indifferently so; and in forcing them in

pots, I have found that if a vine get "over-watered" causing some of the

roots to decay, the same results happen. So if the pot is too small for the

strength of the vine, the bunches will color badly, unless assisted by liberal

supplies of manure water.

From such observation and experience I lay it down as a rule, that what-

ever interrupts the proper course of nutriment between the roots and the

fruit, produces '^ied Hamburg's."

TlloMAB MeEUAS.

NOTES ON ROSE CULTURE.

BY A LOVER OF ROSES.

"Good work never springs from bad materials'* is as orthodox on

the present sul)ject as any other. So the first object of attention is

good soil, on a dry bottom ; or in other words good, rich, sandy

soil, free from stagnant moisture in all seasons. Such being the

case, we are indifferent about the exact component parts of the soil,

but it must be rich to produce anything approaching a luxuriant

ffrowth, and full sized flowers. To obtain such I will briefly touch

upon the following subjects—soil, disposition, sorts and pruning.

Soil. I prefer a sandy loam, dug at least 18 inches[deep, and in-

corporated with at least one eighth of manure that is at least 4 to

6 months old. I prefer it from the cow stable, but when I can get

a profusion of decomposed leaves from the woods and mix it in

equal portions with the garden soil 1 never fail to have flowers of

full size and fine color, and am convinced of finer odor. Another

point of vast importance to the success of the grower is never to

plant a rose in soil where a rose has grown before ; invariably re-

place your soil, or grow on it grass or vegetables for 2 years before

renewing your rose plantation. The many failures and disappoint-

ments that often occur arise solely from this neglect. How fre-

quently have I seen some of my neighbors dig up an old worthless

rose bush that had exhausted all the soil in its vicinity, and replant

some other sort of more fashionable reputation that did not take

hold of the soil, and consequently never made a growth. The fail-

ure in nine cases out of ten, was cast upon the plant, or perhaps the

unfortunate vender, whereas had it grown the planter would have

assumed the full credit of its success. I speak now from experi-

ence for which I have ftdly paid.

Locdity, is another important step in rose culture. In city gar-

dens especially, how frcfiucntiy you see some of the finest plants of

the rose purchased in the market, carefully carried home and plant-

ed directly opposite the back parlor window, whether the sun shines

or not the rose is planted to grow? No—to die or dwindle out a

sickly existence. Again in the coimtry how fmiuently are your

nerves irritated bv seeing a fine Souvenir do la Malmaison or a
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Giant of Battles, both indispensable kinds, planted under the shade

of some large maple, oak, or pine tree ; every flower they produce

is smaller than the one that preceded it, till you hear -Well! I am

quite discouraged with my roses, they won't grow." It is not sur-

prising ; the soil exhausted with other roots, and the sun (so es-

sential) rarely smiles upon the plants. Avoid, therefore, all those

crowded, shaded localities, and give them a full, free exposure,

where the sun will have its full influence at least "4 to 6 hours every

day from February to Novend)ei\

^Disposition. Whether it be five feet or five acres, let it be a rose

garden ; the very name itself carries with it au irresistable charm.

Do away with all those incongruous mixtures of plants ;
not a

" wilderness of sweets," a wilderness of confusion ; cast your eye

where you will, all is alike, a confused mixture—nothing striking,

nothing to visit the eye ; nothing for it to rest upon; nothing to

brighten ; nothing to dazzle—all is one monotonous view. I go in

fully for variety, but a decided variety, and a decided place for it,

whether in the garden, on the lawn, or in the rosery ;
by the drive

or in the park; and may I while on this subject ask for the benefit

of your citizens, and the strangers who visit here every season and

leave therein their thousands, why Lemon Hill, the property of the

city, now lying waste, is not converted into a Kose Park ? It could

not be appropriated to a more pure and beautiful purpose ; we say

then, give roses their place and they will in all their splendor shine

from' May till the chilly blasts of winter. There is no situation

which they are not adapted to, or can be made to suit ;
amongst

rocks ; over tree roots ; by old quarries ; on uneven surfaces ;
gang-

ways to barns; espaliers to back buildings and out-houses; in the

vicinity of water; by the lake or rivulet. Oh, strange! I have

just said they must have a <lry subsoil, and now recommend them

for margins of lakes, .^'c. Ilow can their roots be dry in such

locality ? Pray roll together a few logs, tree roots, or large stones;

cover them entirely, or partially with rich earth, and plant thereon.

You w ill have in a few years very romantic masses of roses, ramb-

liuf^ in every form, and waving their crimsons, purples, blushes,

pinks and whites, in seijuiate clumps. This arrangement is much

more pleasing to the eye, and creates a greater variety. Climbers
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or runners; dwarfs and mediums, should have their separate spots,

and independent treatment. It is much better to select a few promi-

nent, than to run into a great variety. We can by this arrangement

procure plants much clieaper from the growers, or raise them by

cuttings or layers, Avhich is simple enough to those who will devote

a lit.le patience or time to the subject, or those who prefer to begin

at once, and with the return of the plant season might, we think,

procure in May sorts in cpiantity at 12 to 20 cents each

[To be continued
.1

* *•» >

MANDEVILLA SUAVEOLENS.

Mucli and deservedly as this splendid climber is prized wherever it is pro-

perly cultivated, it is nevertheless perfectly unknown in many places, a

statement which may seem incredible ta some, but which is strictly true. The

lady owner of an elegant and well kept conservatory recently expressed

surprise at seeing the Mandevilla rambling about the roof of a bowse m
which she was standing, an(J covered with its deliciously fragrant clustcre of

snowy white Convolvuhis-like blossoms; she said, "We tried it in the stote,

but we could not aftor<l it sufficient spjice, and it was not very aatisfactorj f

we therefore did not think that the conservatory would be warm enough for

it." And acorres|x>ndent, evidently an intelligent person, writing so* re-

cently as the 10th inst., from one of the principal town? of the kingdom,

bc<^s for such information respecting it as plainly indicates that it is not cora-

monlv grown in his locality. ILkI it not been his request to be informed

whether this, the best of conservatory climbers, is worth growing, I should

not have selected it as the subject of an article ; and I do so now more for the

purpose of recommending it to notice than to give especial directions for its

culture. As minute instructions may, however, operate as an inducement

to some amateurs to a<ld the plant to their collection (and there are few

plant houses in which a suitable phice for the Mandevilla might be found,)

I have thought it worth while to give them.

It is not very suitable for pot culture, at least I believe it is not ; for ex-

cept the two first plants I hud of it, I have never attempted to grow it in

this manner. I am convinced, however, from the success which 1 obtained

with those, that it may be made to bloom rather freely in a pot ; and the fra-

grance and beauty of the flowers render it worth an effort to obtain them in

that manner. Were I to attempt its culture in p<yts, I would treat it as fol-

lows ; and although the display of blossom which I might get would be poor

compared .with what plants turned (f\xi in the conservatory border, and al-

lowed plenty of space to ramble about, would protluce, it would nevertheless

be ample compensation for the little attention which the plants would re-

quire.

I would procure good strong young plants, say in March, prune them

back closely, leaving but one joint of the last season's growth ; then placa
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them in a house where the nipjht temperature ra|cht average about oO
,
and

when the phmts started into active growth, I wouhl give a moderate shitt,-

and stop the shoots once or twice, to ensure an abundance ot young wood.-

When the pots became filled with roots, I wouhl shift into the flowering

pots, which shouhl be 15 or IS inch ones, according to the strength of the

plants. The vigorous habit of the plant renders a good sized trellis neces-

8ary,which should be applied at once, and the shoots neatly and regularly

tied over it. Water should be given rather sparingly at the root from the

time when the plants are placed in the flowering pots; but the syringe

should be used freely, and the phmts kept in an any, light part of the

house, and if the night heat can be conveniently kept as lo\v as t.oni .)0 to

55°, it will be more suitable than a higlier temperature. When the tndlises

are well covered with wood, wliich probably maybe the case by the muMle

of June, remove the plants to the greenhouse, placing them in the warmest

end of it for a few davs, to avoid injuring the foliage by a sudden removal

from a moist atmosphere to a dry one ; and when they are inured to the

change, expose them freelv to sun and air, giving no more water at tlie

root than will suffice to keep the foliage from flagging. This treatment con-

tinued for three weeks or a month, will eff'ectually check the tendency of the

plants to make wood, and when this is eff'ected, they may be |)laced in the

-warmest corner of the greenhouse, where they will speedily begin to open

their blossoms.

The plants of the Mandevilla which I grew in pots were treated in the

above manner, and I distinctly recollect tliat one of the specimens was very

much admired, and produced a great number of clusters of flowers during

August and September ; the other was a weak plant when received from the

nursery, and produced but a few clusters, owing doubtless to its having

been stopped back later in the season than the strimger specimen, both were

planted in the conservatory the following spring, where they have been so

satisfactory that I have never cared to attempt cultivating it as a pot plant.

Those, however, who possess a conservatory or greenhi.use where climbers

can be grown will find the rafters the best possible situation for its growth,

especially if the roof of the house is kept close, and the roots can be af-

forded a moderate space in a border composed of light sandy loam, which is

the soil I would also recommend for its pot culture.

Whether in pots or turned ont in the conservatory border, the soil should

be kept rather dry after flowering, and till it may be desired to start the

plants into growth in spring, and severe pruning is absolutely necessary to

keep the plant within boun«is ; the young wood should be cutback to the

last joint, except in the case of plants that may not have attained the de-

sired size, and plenty of water should be given to keep the border in a

healthy moist condition during the growing and flowering seasons.

It is readily propagated by means of cuttings of the shortest jointed

wood, taken when rather firm" aad planted in liglit sandy soil, covered with

a glass and placed in a gentle bottom-heat, but the plant seeds very freely,

and thus affords an easy means of increasing it to any extent.

Alpha, (in Gard. Chron.j April 23.)
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AN ENUMERATION OF THE VINES OF N. AMERICA.

DY JOHN LE CONTE. F. L. S.*

(concluded.)

6. V. ARANEOSUS. Folils lato-cordatis, sublobato-angulatis, iiite-

gris, trilobis aut quinquolobis, lobis acuminatis, dentatis, dentibus

submucronatis, supra glabris, subtus arachnoideo-villosis, villositate

plus minus ferruginea. Racemis sulxlensis, baccis majoribus nigris.

Hah.—In the upper parts of Georgia. Yulg. Fox grape.

Stem moderately large and high. Leaves broad, cordate, sublo-

bately angled, entire and three or five lobed, acuminate dentate; the

teeth submucronate, above glabrous, beneath arachnoideo-villous,

more or less ferruginous; in the older leaves this villosity forms into

small tuft« or knots, and in the very oldest almost entirely vanishes,

although in the youngest it is very thick and close. Racemes dense;

berries of a middling size, '5 of 'an inch in diameter, black, often

very sweet and agreoaljle. The leaves are sometimes 8 inches long

and as manv wide.

I'his species is well worth cultivating.

7. V. BicoLOR. Foliis lato-cordatis sublobato-angulatis acuminatis

subintegris ct tri aut quinquelobis irregularitcr dentatis, dentibus

acuminatis aut mucronatis supra glabris subtus pallidioribus, in ju-

nioribus sparse arachnoideo-villosis. Racemis laxis, baccis parvia

nigris.

Hah.—From Pennsylvania to Virginia. V. aestivalis, Darlington,

Florula Cestrica.

Stem moderately large and high. Leaves broad-cordate, sublo-

bately angled, acuminate, subentire, and three or five-lobed, irrc-

guliu-ly dentate; the teeth acuminate or mucronate, above smooth;

beneath paler in the younger leaves, n^parsely arachnoideo-villous,

the villosity entirely vanishing with age. Racemes long, loose and

compound; berries small, black, -3 of an inch in diameter, sweet and

agreeable.

•^fe rrofe#<ling« Acad. Nit. Sci. Philt. F«b. 1853.

is
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8 V PU1I.UIU. Foliis -labris, ovatis corcktis acuniinatiN nt plu-

rimum versus apicem obscure aut proluudc tvild atis ruriusquinque

lobatis sivpe iutegri., ina^qualitcr gros.e ckntati., acumumt... Ka-

cemis longis raniosis laxis.

Hub -In Virginia and Maryland. Vul. Chicken grape.

Stem moderateh- large and tall. Leaves tlun, smooth on both

sides polished, ovate cordate abruptly acun>inate, beyond the mid-

dle more or less tri-lobed, sometin.es five-lobed, often entire, unequal-

ly dentate; teeth large, acuminate; petioles and nerves beneath con-

spicuously pubescent. Racemes long, compound and loose
;
berries

small, -3 of an inch in diameter.

9 V RiPVRi V. Foliis glabris ovatis cordatis acuminatis ante me-

dium plus minus trilobis sa^pe integris dentatis, dentilus lut.s de-

pressis, brevi-mucrouatis. Ilacemis laxis bacc.s parv.s.
_

Hab -In Georgia and Mississippi on the banks of rivers in over-

flowed places. V. riparia Mx. V. dimidiata Rafinesque.

Stem lar.e and tall. Leaves thin, smooth on both sides, polish-

ed ovate, eoitlate, acuminate, more or less tri-lobed beyond the

middle, often entire, sub-crenato-dentate ; teeth bi-oad, flat with a

short point; the vo«n..est leaves .ith a slight arachnoid pubescence

beneath, petiole;, nerves and margin pubescent. The leaves are

sometimes fivo-lobed, the upper lobes with deep spathuhform sinus-

es, the margin but little dentate. Racemes loose; berries small, -3

of an inch in diameter, black and acid.

This species, confounded by most authors with the next (if it has

ever been seen bv them,) is found only in the southernmost States

on the margins of rivers, in places frequently subject to mundation.

whence its name among the inhabitants of the banks of the Missis-

sippi, Vignede iotlures; it very much resembles the next, but is easi-

ly distinguished by its thinner leaves and the arachnoid pubescence

on the under side of them in their younger state.

10 V ODORVTTSSiMx. Foliis glabris ovatis cordatis acuminatis in-

jMuaHter crenato-dentatisdentihu.» mucronatis, ut plunmum versus

apicem obscure trilobis. Racemis laxis, baccis parvis.

Hab -In the Northern States, in dry situations, generally on the

sides of rocky hills. V. odorati.«ima Donn. V. riparia Pursh, Torrey
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and Gray, &c. V. scrotina Bartram, 1. c. seems to be V. cordifolia

of Emerson, &c. V. montana, concolor, columbina, populifolia, odor-

atissimaaiid ainara Ralinesque.

Stem larg(! an.l high. Leaves smooth on both .sides, broad-ovate,

cordate, acuminate, unequally crenato-dentate, teeth mucronate

;

generally obscurely ti-ilobate beyond the middle, nerves beneath

very prominent, margin, nerves beneath and petioles pubescent; a

small pub.^scent tuft on the axilltc of the nerves of the under side of

the leaves. Racemes long and loose, berries small, -2 of an inch in

diameter, black, very acid and austere, ripening hi November.

This species is much cultivated in gardens on account of its fra-

grant flowers, the perfume of which is exactly that of Reseda odor-

ata. It very rarely produces fruit. I have found fertile individuals

only on the rocky hills north of Iloboken, N. J. 1 have been in-

formed that the indians formerly u.'ed the juice of this grape for dy-

ing blue.

11. V. ROTUNT)iFOi.i.\. Foliis glabris nitidis rotundo-corclatis, acu-

minatis nunqii;im lobatis prrossc dentatis, dentibus ncutis suteqnali.

bus, racemis parvis buecis niugnis nigris, rubej=centiLus vel albis.

^a^._Froni Virginia to Florida. V. rotundifulia Mx. V. vul-

pina Walter. T. aceritblia, vnlpina, angulata, and veruccosa Ka^

finesque. VnTgo Bullace grape, from its ref^emblance to the buUace

or wild plum of Europe, corrupted into Full graj c. In Virginia and

N. Carolina it is called Muscadine and Scuppcrnon grape.

Stem moderately luri^e, unlike overv otber sju-cies perfe^-tly

smooth even in the oldest vini'S. Leaves thin, sin(u>th on both siden,

polished, shilling, most so beneath, round, cordate, never lobed, ne-

uminate dentate: teeth large, suberpud, at^ite, axilln' o!' the neivt-s

beneath sometimes furnished with a sninll tutt < f r idcmnco. Hn-

cemes small, simple; ])erries large, 2 of an inch in di.jnieter, round,

black, reddish, or white.

This vine most frequently produces fruit of a delicious thivor nr.d

very sweet. In North CaroHna mucli wine is mnde from \\\r grapes,

but jTcnerally it is spoilt by mixing it with pctcli brandy or n liiskey

to iucixMse its .^tnmirth. Among the ignorant it i> conuno.hy tho't
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that no fermented juice of iVuit can be kept for any length of time,

unless it is adulterated with alcoholic spirit.

In the pine forests of Georgia the V. rotundifolia is found pros-

trate, with stems scarcely 3 ft. lon;^'.

12. V. PALMATA. Foliis ovato-cordatis utrinque glabris, profunda

quinque lobatis palmntis, laciniis sublanceolatis, injequaliter lateque

crenatis vel incisis. Raccmis subdensis subsimplicibus baccis magnis

albis gena cupraea.

Hah.—In North Carolina and on the banks of the Ohio. V. pal-

mata Vahl. V. viirginiana Poirct.

This grape, which is the time Bland's grape of former years, was

once (30 years ago) extensively cultivated in the gardens of
^

this

5ity, but iias since been utterly lost. I cannot now fmd a single

plant of it. It was perfectly hardy, bore profusely, and ripened be-

fore the frosts.

The above description is made from memory assisted hy VahPs

and Poiret's descriptions. I have seen it growing wild in the moun-

tains of North Carolina and have been informed that it was once

. common on the banks of the Ohio river. There is certainly no grape

found in America that can be compared ^vith it; in every respect it

is equal to any variety of the V. vinifera, being very sweet and per-

fectly free from pulp, and without that peculiar flavor which is more

or less common to all other American species.

The V. cordifolia Mx. I have never met with, at least a species

corresponding with his description has never fallen in my way

either in the North or South. It is said to extend from Pennsylva-

nia to Florida. There is another small and sweet grape called the

Orwiosburn^ which I have omitted, although said to be native, I could

never satisfy myself that it was so. It has much the appearance of

foreign varieties.

Of the foregoing s])ecies, those most worthy of cultivation are of

No. 1, the white variety, and the Isabella or Catawba, which would

probably ilourish in the coldest parts of Europe; Nos. 6, 11 and 12,

all of which are sweet and agreeable, and furnish good wine.
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INDIGENOUS PLANTS.

As the floral season has coriimencca we must give, as we promised, the

names of the various plants indigenous to tliis neighborhood. At this time

(April) all are in bloom from the very earliest. Draba verna is generally the

first open, and Hepatica triloba and Epigrca repens,

«« And wherp the spring some happier verdure frees

Laugh into light frank-eyed Anemones."

Many of our readers, no doubt, like ourselves, are making additions to

their herbarium, or it may be commencing one ; to these we would give the

advice, *^ neglect nothing, no matter how common it may be." Do not leave

your collection without Ranunculus acris, because it is "only a Butter-cup,"

or R. abortivup, because the floNvers are not pretty—take Gray's Botany of

the Northern United States, a book which you cannot do without, and pre-

serve every plant you can find: you will learn more by collecting the plants

and trying to get the names yourself, than by any other method. Beginners

however must be careful not to jump at conclusions, or to guess at the names

of plants, or they may find ^themselves very often laughed at; they need

not fear that, however, fromVeal plant-knowers, for these know the difficul-

ties in your way and remember their own mistakes. And here let me urge

the fact, that knowing plants by name at sight does not constitute a botanist,

any more than knowing a great number of people would make an anatomist.

It has been said by plant collectors, that the Flora of the neighborhood of

Philadelphia is one of the richest in this country, and certainly there are

enough beautiful plants in flower from early spring until very late in the

autumn, to satisfy any one who loves these most attractive of nature's pro-

ductions. Among the plants now in bloom in this neighborhood are the fol-

lowing—all of which we have either seen in flower or have had reported

to us :

—

Anemone nemorosa. Wood Anemone. Banunculacese.

Hepatica triloba, blue and white. Liver-wort.

Ranunculus acris. Butter-cup.

sceleratus. Cursed crowfoot.

abortivus.

bulbosus.

Caltha palustris. Marsh marl;:old.

Aquilegia Canadensis. Wild Columbine.

Thalictrum anemonoides. Meadow rue.

««

M

•t

«C

«l

II

II

Podophyllum peltatum. May apple.

San^uinaria Canadensis. Blood root.

Berheridacer^,

Papavcraitue.
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Corydalls aurea. Golden corydnli:?.

Dielvtra cuccularia, Dutclunan's brceclics.

Arum tiipbyllum. Indian turnip.

** ** Ynr atrorubens.

Claytonia Virginica. Spring beauty.

Saxifraga Virginiensis. Early saxifrage.

Chrysosplenium Anicricanum. Aniericnn golden sax.

Hedyotis (Houstonia) cccruloa. Quaker-lady.

Viola rotundifulia. Round-leaved violet—yello\Y.

pubescens. Downy violet—yellow.

striata. Striped violet— wbitish.

cucullata. Ilood-leaved—blue.

ovata var. saggittata. Oval-leaved—blue.

pedata. Bird's-lbot—ligbt blue.

primulne folia. Primrose-leaved—wlute.

Dentaria laciniata. Cut-leaved toothwort—white.

Arabia lyrata. American rock cress.

Draba verna. Early whitlow grass.

Capsella Bursa-pastoris. Shepherd's purse.

Epigaea repens, Trailing arbutus—pink and white.

ErythroniumAmerlcanum. Dog's-tooth violet—^yellow. Liliaccse.

((

It

i(

((

Furnariaccte*

Aracece,

Portulacacete,

Saxifragacese.

Primulaceve,

Violaccve.

a

«

<c

(I

«t

<(

Cruciferse.

(4

(C

u

Ericacex.

Obolaria Virginica. Obolaria—pale blue.

Lamium amplexicaule. Dead nettle—purple.

Pedicularis Canadensis. Lousewort. **

Antennaria plantaginifolia. Everlasting—white.

Leontodon taraxacum. Dandelion—yellow.

Benzoin odoriferum. Spice-bush. "

Sassafras officinale. Sassafras—irreenish yellow.

Luzula campestris. Field rush.

Geranium maculatum. Spotted geranium.

Gentianacese,

Labiatx.
«i

Compoiitvc,

«(

Lauracese,

Juncaceoe.

Gcraniacex,

The Curculio.—To prevent the ravages of this insidious insect, which in

this climate often commences its depredations as early as the last of May or

first of June, by depositing its cr:<s^ in the young fruit, prepare a mixture

made in the proportion of one bushel of wood ashes to a quart of soot, and

one pound of flour of sulphur; a[>ply it in the morning wliile tbe branches

and foliage are wet with dew, and in sufficient quantity to coat the tree.

—

This is a very effectual and cheap remedy.
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Translated from the Comtes Rendus.

INFLUENCE OP AMMONIA ADDED TO AIR UPON THE
DEVELOPMENT OF PLANTS.*

BY M. VILLE.

On adding ammonia to the air we find the activity of vegetation to be

much increased. In the proportion 4,10,000 of the whole air this effect

shows itself at the end of eight or ten days, and from this time its intensity

Steadily augments. The leaves, at first of a pale green, assume a shade

more and more deep, until they become nearly black. Their foot-stalks

grow long and straight, and their surfaces large and glossy. At last, when

the growth has reached its maturity, we find that the product is much larger

than that of the same plants grown in the pure air. This product is at the

same time heavier and contains more than double the amount of nitrogen.

Thus ammonia added to air produces two effects on vegetation—first, it

favors the growth of plants ; and second, it renders them more nitrogenous.

Thus in an experiment made in 1850, the product in pure air was 64.19

grammes, and that in the air containing ammonia was 110.06 gr. The first

contained 1.266 gr. of nitrogen and the second 4.313 gr.

In 1851 the product in pure air was 68.72 gr. and contained 0.494 gr. of

nitrogen. In the ammoniacal air the product was 135.20 gr. and contained

1.501 gr. of nitrogen.

Besides these general effects produced by ammonia, there are others of a

more variable nature dependent on special conditions, but which are not less

interesting. Indeed, by means of this gas we are able, not only to increase

the activity of vegetation, but even to modify its progress, to weaken the

exercise of certain functions, and to increase, without limit, the development

or multiplication of certain organs.

If we expose the plant to the action of the ammonia some months before

the time of flowering, its growth is more rapid, but is not accompanied by

any disturbance of the usual succession of phases in its growth. It often

happens indeed that plants, which when cultivated in pure air fail even to

produce flowers, when grown in ammoniacal air produce matured fruit. But

if we change the conditions of the experiment, if we wait until the plant is

on the point of flowering before submitting it to the action of ammonia, the

results are entirely different, the stem shoots up and sends out branches in

every direction, clothes itself with innumerable leaves, and, if the season is

* In our last volume we extracted a condensed account of M. Ville's ex-

periments ; we have been favored by one of our lady readers with a transla-

tion of the original article.
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not too far advanced, tlio flowering, suspended for a while, is resumed, but

all the flowers are sterile.

If we make the experiment upon a cereal whose hollow stem does not ad-t

mit of the production of new branches, the course of the phenomenon, the

growth of the stem, crownod with its spike, is arrested, and from the neck of

the root there spring up clusters of stalks which soon overtop the parent

Btem. In this case also the plant bears no fruit.

All these phenomena may be satisfactorily referred to the general laws of

physiology. In truth all organized beings are subject to a law of compensa-

tion which maintains harmony between the functions, and controls the de-

velopment of the organs. Whenever any organ receives an undue develop-

ment it is at the expense of some other organ, and if a function exerts too

much activity, it is always at the expense of some other function. If the or-

gans of growth, that is to say the stem, the branches and the leaves are de-

veloped beyond a certain limit, it is at the expense of the organs of repro-

duction; the flowers are sterile and the plant bears no fruit. In the experi-

ments above described, the plant was at the moment of flowering exposed to

the action of ammoniacal vapor

—

its influence determined the formation of a

certain number of leaves. This sudden formation of new leaves destroyed the

equilibrium between the functions of growth and those of reproduction, and

caused the former to predominate over the latter.

The action of ammonia does not operate with the same energy in all the

stages of the growth of plants. The effects are more marked from the time

of germination to that of flowering than from this last period to the ripening

of the frpit. This diiference is easily understood. Up to the time of flow-

ering all the activity of the plant resides in the fuliaceous organs; favorable

influences determine the formation of an increased number of leaves, which,

being the organs of absorption, add their eff'ect to the cause which has given

them birth. After the flowering on the contrary, all the activity of the plant

is turned to the organs of reproduction. Part of the leaves wither and fade,

and those which remain are far from being as large as the first ; the result is

that the surface of absorption is diminished. Furthermore, at this stage the

plant is near the extreme limit of its development. These two considerations

enable us easily to account fur the less marked efi'ects that ammonia produces

during the second period of the life of plants.

The use of ammonia cannot fail to become common in greenhouses. In an

experiment where it was introduced into a greenhouse of Orchideae it was

found to impart an extraordinary activity to their growth. The results ob-

tained under these new conditions are so striking that the practical ques-

tion may be regarded as settled.
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Durin" the great heat of summer, ammonia may occasion accidents. It

would be well therefore, to suspend its use during the months of June, July,

and Auf^ust. Such accidents as have been observed always occurred under

the same conditions, and were of a uniform character. They affect chiefly

plants whose vegetation is far advanced. The leaves turn yellow, wither,

and fall; even though the atmosphere may be saturated with moisture, the

evil extends to a certain number of leaves at the top, and the plant dies.

This effect is the result of a certain failure of equilibrium between jthe

quantity of the elements absorbed by the leaves and the roots. It is

through the roots that mineral substances are supplied to plants. If the

absorption of these substances goes beyond a certain limit, the plants can-

not use all that they receive and they form a saline efflorescence on the sur-

face of the leaves. If after a heavy rain the weather becomes dry, we ob-

serve frequent examples of this sort of efflorescence upon the large leaves

of cucurbitaceic.

AVhen under different circumstances, the activity of the leaves exceeds

that of the roots, tlie absorption of organic elements becomes predominant.

For want of a sufficient supply of mineral matter, these elements cannot be

usefully appropriated. Then a remirkable effect is observed, that which the

roots cannot yield to the plant it obtains within itself; and there is a re-ab-

sorption of the mineral substances of a certain number of leaves. In na-

ture we often see examples of this re-absorption of the older organs to the

advantage of those more recently formed. If we break off a plant of Purs-

lain when it is in flower and put it on a sheet of paper in the shade, the

vegetation continues, the seed forms and ripens. Now in this case the min-

eral substances contained in the seed could not be derived directly from the

soil, but must therefore have been drawn from the tissues of the plant it-

self.

The following conclusions may be drawn from tbe observations above de-

tailed.

First—In the proportion of 4.10,000 ammonia added to the air imparts

to vc*;ctation a remarkable activitv.

Second—A given weight of the product thus obtained contains more ni-

trogen than that of the same plant grown in the pure air.

We may add, that periods may be selected for the use of ammonia in

which its influence causes very different effects.

First—If we commence the use of ammonia two or three months before

the flowering of the plant, vegetation follows its usual course, and no dis-

turbance takes place in the successive phases of its growth.

Second—If we begin to supply the gas at the moment of flowering, the

formation of flowers is arrested or retarded, the plant covers itself with

leaves but produces no fruit.

19
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FLOWER GARDENS.

In a former number you gave an illustration of a flower garden, intended

to be cut out on grass. The present design is to be travt-rsed by gravel

^alks edged with box— a system preferred by many on account of the paths

being accessible at all seasons, if the walks are properly made, which is not

the case when grass forms the path. The arrangement in j)].inting also dif-

fers from the last ; the large beds in the figure are chiefly for tlie herbaceous

plants, with a few choice flowering deciduous shrubs, as Forsythia viridissi-

ma, Weigela rosea, various Spiraeas, Deutzias, Tree Paeonies, &c., inter-

mixed. A few evergreens kept in neat shape, will give variety ;
Swedish,

Irish, and other varieties of Junipers will be suitable. The Hemlock Spruce

forms an evergreen ball under judicious pruning. The herbaceous plants

should be arranged with care, the tallest in the centre, leaving space at in-

tervals for the introduction of Dahlias, Salvias, kc, in summer. The small

beds .surrounding the centre may be filled with dwarf growing plants—the

•whole arrangement, when viewed from the inside, showing a gradual rise to

the extremities.
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The centre may be occupied with a pedestal and dial, surrounded with a

small rockwork overrun with suitable plants. A better effect will be obtain-

ed if excavated in the form of a basin, supplied with water from a jet rising

in the centre. This will depend upon the facilities for a constant supply of

water. Many beautiful a(iuatic plants could be kept in a basin of this de-

scription. The edging of box must be kept closely trimmed ; if allowed to

get large its effect and use are destroyed. Where a small piece of ground ia

set apart exclusively for flower culture, designs similar to the above give it

at once a distinctive character, and is the most economical with regard to the

filling of the ground. ^Vm. Saundeks.

NEW OR RARE PLANTS,

FLOWERED FOR THE FIRST TIME THIS SEASON, AT SPRTNCBROOK.

No. V.

When T commenced these notices, I had no idea that any one would sup-

pose me to intend to notice only those recently introduced from their native

jflaces^of growth; yet I have been asked in another journal by what right I

have included Eltodostemma gardenoides in my remarks. So far as I can

judge by an extensive perusal of the catalogues and advertisements of the

leading nurserymen, and by ocular advantages in the leading establish-

ments, there is not another plant in America besides our own. If n(»t, and

our plant is just imported into America, it is new. If it does exist, it is lit-

tle known, and therefore rare. In either case it comes under the head I have

chosen to remark upon. I aim at usefulness, making no pretensions to ab-

solute knowledge. As we aim in this establishment at possessing all beau-

tiful novelties as soon as they can be obtained, I had an idea that my failures

or successes in their cultivation, or my experience of their value or worth-

lessness might benefit some of the rea»lers of the ** Florist." With this **de-

claration of my intentions" I will proceed to describe.

Caladium BICOLOR. This plant has been in cultivation in the English

gardens nearly eighty years, and in this country it has existed in some c<d-

lections under the name of Arum discolor for a long time. It is not near

so common as it ought to be. It has been here three years, and recently

flowered for the first time with us. The leaves alone give it attraction; they

are ovate, about 9 inches long by 6 wide, and are of a rosy-pink color, with

a border about half an inch of pale green. When a leaf is put under water

it presents a beautiful changeable silvery appearance. The tlowers are spa-

thaceous, like all the Arum family, about 3 inches long by 2 wide
;

it is of a

pure waxy white, with the spadix or central coluuin of mulu lluwers straw
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color. It is highly odoriferous, and will remain in a succession of bloom

three or four weeks ; it is just out of blooni in our Victoria house ; it thrives

well in a turfy loam in a moist and shady part of a stove. While growing it

requires an abundance of water ; when it shows symptoms of rest, moisture

should be in smaller proportions but never entirely withheld, lleceived from

Mr. Buist.

Physurus argentkvs. Anotlier plant the principal attractions of which

reside in its foliage. These are of a pale glaucous green, netted very regu-

larly with silvery veins, resembling in that respect our own Rattlesnake

T\dnUim((jroodi/era pubescens.) The flowers are small, white, with a black

line down the centre of the lip and lateral sepals, and numerously placed in

a conical form on a spike six or eight inches high. It thrives well in our

orchideous house in turfy peat ; it does much better in a small than in a large

pot ; it is a very scarce plant, and generally known in the gardens as Ancecto-

chilua argenteus. Dr. Lindley, who is the leading authority in the matter

of orchideous plants, makes it a Physurus, Imported from Messrs. Low, of

Clapton.

CiiYSis BRACTESCENS. Another Orchidea, as beautiful in its flowers as

the former is in its foliage. Our plant, imported from Low two years ago, is

just now in flower ; they appear in threes, on a stem about six inches long,

arising from near the base of the past season's pseudo-bulb. Each flower is

about two inches wide ; the column and lateral petals are white and thick,

and the large gibbous lip stripetl with a gamboge yellow. It thrives best in

a basket of broken charcoal, moss, and decaying wood ; and when growing,

loves the application of the syringe several times a day. It does not require

a very high temperature, from 50° to 60° doing as well as any.

Lantana lilacina. This is a species, perhaps but a variety, with the

habit of L. crocea. The heads of flowers are about the size of that kind, of

a dull white when they first come out, afterwards changing to a fine bright

lilac. It is of the easiest culture, thriving in well drained pots of rich loam
in a warm greenhouse. It seems inclined to bloom the whole season as it

grows, and in that case will prove desirable as a bedding out plant. Our
plant was obtained last summer from Messrs. Hovey.

Gardoquia HooKEhir. This is not a new plant to our neighborhood; but
far rarer than it ought to be. It is a small bushy greenhouse shrub, always
in flower, but never profusely so ; the leaves are like box, and the flowers

come out in the axils about H inches long, of a deep red color. It thri?es

in sandy loam enriched with a little decayed leaf soil. Like the former, I

imagine it would make a good bedding out plant. Our plant was obtained

from Mr. Peter Mackenzie, of Philadelphia. This plant is said to be the

Cunila coccinea of Nuttal. Its botanical characters seem to diflfer widely

from those of our native Cunila mariana. Its calyx, though hairy at the
mouth, is irregularly cleft, with unequal segments ; the upper lip of the co-
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rolla is horizontal instead of erect, and the stamens are curved "into each

other instead of being spreading. Will any of our botanical friends explain?

Phyllocactus crenatus. The genus cereus of Haworth, has been *split*

by Link, the German authority for all cactus aff'airs. His ^^Phyllocactus'*

comprises the ^^alati' or section 7 of cereus in ^^Pfeiffcrs Enumeratio cac-

tearum,** and for all practical purposes may be distinguished as Cereuses

with flat stems. The present species is the finest of the division ; my plant

is small, but produced this spring one flower ; the tube was nine inches long

before expansion ; the mouth measures five inches across when fully open

;

the outer petals are of a cream color, the inner ones pure white The habit

of the plant resembles P, Ackermantiy but the branches are more notched or

crenated. The flower lasted but about a day perfect, after it was fully ex-

panded. It thrives well in sandy loam mixed with some leaf mould and lime

rubbish, receiving an abundance of water while growing, and but just enough

to keep it from withering in the winter.

Camellia, A. J. Downing. There have been so many good, bad and in-

diff'erent Camellias making their appearance lately that we are incredulous

of the superiority of any new candidate for popular favour. A. J. Down-

ing, which Mr. Cope received early in the spring from its raiser Mr. Becar,

of New York, is of a diff'erent stamp to many of the new ones ; they are

mostly of the imhricata class ; this is more in the way of Sacco. The flowers

are beautifully cupped, resembling in form and color a well grown Ilermosa

rose. The first flower that opened with us was finer than those exhibited at

the April meeting of the society, being borne on the strong central shoot

—

the latter being from two very weak side ones. It is proposed by the raiser

to sell the stock by subscription, and with the proceeds purchase a full sized

portrait of Downing for some horticultural society.

PiMELiA Versciiafeltii. The old P, decussata is well known, and the

P, spectahilis scarcely less so. This much resembles the latter in habit, but

the flowers are of a pure white, each seeming dotted with yellow, in conse-

quence of the position of its two yellow anthers. It was received last fall

from Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, London, and thrives well in a cool green-

house, somewhat shaded, in sandy loam with a little peat.

Tetratheca hirsuta. This plant is one of a very pretty tribe of plants

from New Holland, called by Brown Tremnndacex. This species is often

called a Tremandra in the nurseries, and also Tetratheca Hugelii. The

leaves are small, about the size of box leaves, but soft and papery, the flow-

ers are purple, and come out as the plant grows singly from the axils of the

leaves. It seems to be a free bloomer. We received our plant early in the

spring from Mr. Buist, and it commenced blooming at once and continues as

it grows. It does well in turfy sandy loam, in a cool greenhouse.

Thomas Meehah.
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** I would be glad to see in the *'Florist" some instructions about drying

and pressing plants and flowers, and preparing them for a Herbarium.

*'J. M. S."

If we had space we would like to give all the best methods of do-

ing this. The simplest wa}^ is to provide yourself with two flat

boards, of proper size, and a quantity of bibulous paper ; to our

knowledge there is none manufactured for the purpose in this coun-

try; in England several persons make it. Having obtained a speci-

men, place it carefully between sheets of unsized white paper, ar-

ranging the leaves and flowers so as to show the formation of both

to the greatest advantage; place these sheets between folds of other

soft paper, in sufficient quantity to preserve the plant from crushing

by the boards, and apply pressure by weights placed above—it is

thought by some that pressure should be limited at first, but with

sufficient paper any amount may be given. The quicker the opera-

tion is performed the more perfect will be the specimen, and the

colors will be better preserved. By frequent changing of the paper

and by great pressure, a plant may be dried in twenty-four hours.

A simple press may be made by passing a rope around the boards

and twisting a stick in it, after the manner of a tourniquet. In a

future number we will give fuller directions on this subject.

Thk Gardeners' Chronicle is advocating the growth of the Deodar for

timber. A corresponent of that journal says :
** It is very certain that

Deodar wood from its fineness of grain, strength and durability, is one of

the most valuable of the timbers of the Himalayas.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

MAY—^JUNE.

Flower Garden.—The beds and borders filled with the plants intended

for the season's blooming, will still require attention. As fast as these plants

in masses grow, they should be pegged down to the soil and encouraged to

grow over the whole of the ground. The earth is shaded better by this prac-

tice and the plants grow more in proportion. A few plants of many things

should be retained in pots, so that any vacancies that may accidentally oc-
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cur, by the maturity of annuals or any other cause, may be supplied. Dah-

lias will now be an object of attention ; the best soil for them is a rich loam,

rather moist, and the best situation a cool one. Tulips, Narcissus, and other

bulbs are frequently taken up as soon as they have done flowering; the leaves

should be quite dry first. When taken up dry them gradually in a shady

place, then put them in a cool place till wanted. Auriculas and Double

Primroses are generally killed by our hot summers, especially after heavy

rains ; if o^rowing in a sunny situation some method should be devised to

shade them. The same may be said of the Pansy ; with the greatest care

these plants will often die out ; attention should be paid at this time to in-

sure a young stock, both by seeds and cuttings. In saving seed, select for

that purpose the best flowers—those that arelarge, well-formed and of mark-

ed colors. Carnations and Pinks should be layered or struck early, so that

they may be well rooted before winter ; I usually commence when they are

just going out of flower. There is a growing taste for the Paeony ; they are

beautiful, and may be much diversified by hybridizing and cross breeding.

Being in bloom now, attention can be given to the subject. The Hollyhock

also is making great progress in popular favor; they prefer a rich sandy loam

and a rather dry situation ; they are well adapted to our climate, and ought

to be more general.

Brompton stocks, German Double Wallflowers, and other lieimial8 intend^

ed for next winter or spring flowering, should be sown at once, if not already

done. Evergreens may still be planted; if possible, choose a time before an-

ticipated rain, or give a good watering afterwards. In the neighborhood of

Philadelphia within the last few years, evergreens have suff'ered much from

scale and red spider. When these are noticed the trees should receive an

occasional syringing with soapsuds. If the weather should become dry, some

flower beds, or pluntsjn beds and borders will require watering ; as a gen-

eral rule this should be avoided as mmk M possible ; frequent waterings do

little good—nothing brings on mildew sooner. Rather prevent the necessi-

ty by frequent stirring of the surface soil, or even by shading, where prac-

ticable. It is often a practice to put the grass mown from the lawns around

the roots of some things as a mulching for this purpose. Whenever a wa-

tering must be done, let it be thorough^ a *'once for all" kind. Roses are

commonly recommended to be budded early in June; in my opinion it is too

early in most circumstances; I have found more failures in my own practice

early in the summer than late in the fall. I shall have more to say on this

subject next month. Lawns and walks will of course be kept mown short and

clean, and well rolled after every heavy rain. Tidiness in all things is more

looked for, and indeed more apparent at this season than at any other period

of the year.
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Plants, and Plant Houses. All plants intended to be set out in their

pots and tubs should go out at once ; choose situations for them partially

shaded. Some "go against" this talk about shade. Plants in the sun when

in pots require a large amount of water, which is liable to injure them

—

when in partial shade they are safe, though they may not bloom quite so

freely. Of the two evils, choose the least. Those plants left in the green-

house will require as much air as possible ; if desirable to shade the glass a

little, rye flour and milk boiled together till of the consistency of whitewash,

and placed on the outside of the glass on a hot day, will stay on for the sea-

son; if its permanency is not objectionable, a thin coating of white paint is

as good as anything.

New Holland Plants, Heaths, &c., under glass, will require much atten-

tion as to regularity of air and water; any sudden change in either is apt to

produce mildew. Tie them out as they grow, to make uniform specimens,

and stop back any shoots that may push forth stronger than the rest
;
many

kinds seed freely, which is one of the best modes of propagating them. If

they are to be stood for the season out of doors, provision should be made to

guard them from heavy rains.

In the Hothouse much the same attention will be required. The Achi-

menes and Gloxinia will require a good supply of water, if the soil was as

rough as it should be, and the pots well drained. Some of the Achimenes,

&c., make better specimens if pinched back a time or two. Any plant that

has filled its pot well witli roots, and is still growing vigorously, as Torenia

asiatica, Pentas carnea, Clerodemlrons, ^c, may yet receive another ihifl.

Most of these soft-wooded stove plants do much better with guano water

once a week—about half a pint of guano to 5 gallons of water.

Vegetable Garden.—If attention has been paid to former calendars, lit-

tle remains but to maintain a succession of desired crops. The autumn crops

of Cabbage, Brocoli and Cauliflower will require our attention next. A deep

rich loam, rather moist and cool, will raise fine crops. In planting ont these

I make all the holes with the dibble first, fill them with water, let them stand

a few hours, and then put in the plants. I do not water afterwards. While

they are growing occasional manure water is very advantageous. When the

Celery has grown a few inches high, prick out into beds of rich soil in a moist

shaded situation; it always does best when thus removed before its final trans-

planting. It is a very good plan to sow a few Radish Beet about this time,

as they will keep much longer good than those sown earlier. The hoeing,

thinning and weeding of crops will of course receive constant attention

;

wherever time can be afforded to apply manure water, most crops will be con-

siderably aided thereby. T. J.
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FRUIT.

In continuation of oUr remarks on pruning grapes, the next system to be

considered is " alternate spurring." This method is an improvement upon

close spurring, and may be briefly explained as follows: In close spur prun-

ing it is customary to cut the shoot down to one eye or bud, thus sacrificing

more prominent and better developed buds farther from the stem. To ob-

Irlate this, and at the same time secure the advantngea of close pruning, it is

becoming a practice with some of our most successful grape growers to se-

lect a prominent bud and prune down to it without reference to its distance

from the main stem, at the same time cutting out all the eyes below it ex-

cept the one at the base of the shoots When growth commences, of course

these two buds thus retained will form two shoots, of which the one at the

extremity is to bear fruit, the lower one merely to form a shoot to bear next

year's crop ; if any fruit makes appearance it is promptly removed. The

summer management of these is exceedingly simple ; the fruit-bearing shoot

has its point pinched out two or three leaves beyond the bunch, and all sub-

sequent growth checked in order to strengthen the fruit. The non-bearing

shoot is also checked when it has made ten or twelve leaves ; and when the

fruit is ripe the branch that bore it is cut clean out. Thd shoot left for next

year will undergo the same treatment as its predecessor^ viz. pruned to a

prominent bud, and cut out all the others except the lower one. This sys-

tem insures a larger amount of elaborating foliage than is the case with close

pruning, and is probably the best that can be adopted where a variety of

vines are grown in a limited space ; but it is faulty so far that there is Uttle

or no extension of the main stem, and also the small extent of foliage tends

gradually to impair the longevity of the plant.

On the other hand where permanency is an object, we incline to the opin-

ion that the long cane renewal system is preferable to either of the modes

inentioned. We are aware that it is unfashionable at present, and scouted

by those who, having a fanciful idea of the great gross feeding propensity of

the vine, present it with everything in the shape of manure that can be

thought of, and are evidently more impressed with the size of the leaves than

the size of the bunches. In the face of all this, and having had ow own

•hare in grape management, we will proceed to describe what we consider

the best method of grape pruning*

The first year the vine should be allowed to extend almost at random,

neither pinching off* a lateral or a tendril; this will establish a strong base of

roots. In the winter pruning this growth should be divested of all side

shoots and shortened to eight or ten feet ; the second year this shoot will

produce a few bunches of fruit. The leader from it should again be allow-

20
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ed to extend to tlic extremity of tlie rafter and then stopped; the side fruit-

bearing shoots are to be stopped at the second leaf beyond the bunch, attho

same time a shoot is to be encouraged from near the bottom of the cane, not

subjected to any stopping whatever. In the winter pruning the shoots that

produced fruit are cut clean out, and the two leading shoots cut down to

suitable lengths as before. The third season there will be a crop of fruit

the whole length of the rafter, but produced on separate canes, viz. the lower

portion will fruit on the shoot encouraged from the bottom last year, and the

top on the last year's growth of the older cane. The summer pruning now

will consist in pinching the points out of the fruit-bearing shoots the same

distance as before ; all growth should be checked on the lower portion of the

old cane, except one &hoot to be encouraged from the bottom, and at the

winter pruning the oldest cane is removed altogether, and young one takes

itb jdace. By this means an old cane is cut out yearly, and a young one in-

troduced. This in practice need not be rigorously adhered to, as the canes

can be fruited two or three seasons on spurs.

The advantages to be derived from a system of renewal are, 1st. The

young growths that are produced yearly, keep the roots in constant healthy

action, in consecjuence of the large area of elaborating foliage. 2d. The

canes producing fruit can be managed on the spur method, and the fruit en-

larged by close stopping, without injury to the health of the plant. 3rdly.

It is considered that the fruit is less liable to mildew when produced on

young, vigorous wood ^ and 4thly. The witting out of a cane in winter

after ihe leaves have performed their functions, strengthens rather than

weakens the plant. In close spurring the plant will yearly show less and

less vigour. On the contrary when managed as above, they will increase in

strength, and send forth vigorous growths. This way of managing vines U

not new; indeed, it was at one time the prevailing mode, but since the in-

troduction 'of excessively rich borders, and the conse<iuent production of

luxuriant wood, a few heavy crops are produced, even although the canes

are cut yearly as smooth as a walking-stiek. We confess to having at one

time a hi<^h ©pinion of spur pruning, but more extensive observation and

experience has fully convinced us of its inferiority. In the case of vines

trained under the roof of a greenhouse, or where other plants were in the

body of the house, then we would adopt the alternate spur in preference to

any other, and even then would introduce a young cane every 5th or 6th

year, and cut the old ones out by dejrees. Summer pruning and close

stopping undoubtedly invigorates tlie present crop, but is injurious to the

plant, unless very skilfully managed. The summer management in this re-

spect also depends very much upon the mode of winter pruning to be

followed.
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Peaches. Now is the time to steal a march on the ''borer." Remove a

little of the surface soil from about the roots of tlho trees, and if there is

much gnmminess observable clear it away, and follow up the depredator, and

if possible put an end to his life. Prevention is better than cure. It is,

indeed, doubtful whether the cutting and paring practised by many in order

to find the worm, is not productive of more harm than good. Make a small

mound of wood or coal ashes, lime or coal dust, round the stem, which will

have a tendency to prevent the insects from doing further injury. Blistered

leaves frequently make their appearance, and are generally considered to be

occasioned by green fly. We consider these to proceed from sudden and

extreme changes of the temperature, having observed its appearance when

no fly was visible.

Disbudding. Where trees are growing very luxuriantly the extreme

points of young shoots should now be pinched out, and any young shoot

that makeg its appearance where it is not wanted should be rubbed off.

—

Trees can be managed in this way so as to render winter pruning a trifling

operation. We hope to live to see the time when all pruning will be per-

formed during summer.

Mulching. This is a very important and necessary operation, especially

on young and newly planted trees. A layer of short grass, manure, hay or

straw, laid over the roots, will prevent rapid evaporation, and keep an equa-

ble decree of moisture in the soil, and answer a better purpose than frequent

applications of water.
,

^* -"•

Glazing Sashes without Pt:TTY.—In your " Ptetrospective View of the

Progress of Horticulture for lS;y2," you speak of a writer in the Philadel-

phia Florist, who thinks the mode of glazing without puttying the glass, is

new, and should be called "American." Whether you were the first to adopt

it in this country or not, I cannot say; but this I do know, that it neither

originated with you, nor with the writer in the Philadelphia Florist. The

mode has been practised, to my knowledge, over twenty years in England,

and some of the handsomest hothouses in that country are glazed in that man-

ner. I remember a carpenter making a number of hotbed sashes and glaz-

ing them in this manner, some twenty years ago; but the gardener for whom

they were made, refused to have them, and the carpenter had to take them

back and putty in the glass. The system has never f..und much favor with

builders of hothouses, more from a want of a thorough knowledge of the pro-

per manner of doing it than anything else ; and 1 have never employed a

glazier in this country to whom I have not had to explain this method of set-

ting glass, before they would commence with the woik. The method has
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some advantages over our common glr/ing, as you state in your remarks ;
but

it has disadvantages also; and Nvheu the rebates arc very irregular, as ia of-

ten the case, in sashes made by machinery, and especially on curvilinear

houses, as generally constructed, the work is bad. In fact, the method can^

not be adopted, Tsith any chance of making a good job, unless the rebate be

regular and well made. I have, the past year, glazed over two hundred

sashes in this manner; and when the work is pmperly executed, I consider it

the best method of setting small sized glass. But the system is neither new

nor American; and I am surprised that neither you, nor the Philadelphia

Florist, knew this before. Yours, truly, R. B. Leuciiars (inIIovey's Mag.)

Roxhuri/, Jan. 1853.

We are very happy to liavo such a companion in ignorance as

Mr. Hovey ; we hclieve that the system was mentioned in his ma-

gazine before noticed in this, l)ut we were not aware of it at that

time. But if any person has been induced to try a better mode of

glazing by what we said on the subject, we care not whether it he

American or English, old or new, so that the good cause is advanc-

ed.

—

Ed.

< <•»

»

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTUIIAL SOCIETY^

The stated monthly meeting of this Association occurrred on Tuesday

evening, May 17, in the Chinese Saloon, Philadelphia, Dr. W. D. Brinckle,

V. P., in the chair,

The display on the occasion was one of interest, consisting of many fine

specimens of greenhouse plants and esculents, betokening much skill in cul-

tivation. Of the former a few of the choicest might be noticed. In Mr.

Buist's collection, shown by Thos. Fairley, foreman, were remarkably well-

grown specimens of Azalea Maitlandii, A. varicgatajxora coccinca, Ahtrse-

meria bieohr, Calceolaria, Bletia hyacintliioiJes, and a dozen pots of indigen-

ous plaints. J. F. Knorr's gardener, John Bell, presented a collection not

in competition. A beautiful plant of Deutzin graeiUi<, for the first time

showii ; Xieremhrgia gnteilis, very pretty ; Scutellaria Ventenatii; fragrant

CeMrum aurantiacum, Ja»minum gracih'^ a dozen Geraniums, as many Cin-

erarias, and a number of Calceolarias of much beauty. Thomas Meehan,

gardener to Caleb Cope, brought Phimrus argentem, Ch/sis bracttscem,

both new, and shown for the first time. Statice iJickHonia, rare. Allamanda

nereifolia, good specimen; Fahiana imbrioata and Fuchsia Diadem. Also, a

ileiiign and baskets of cut flowers; in the latter was the lOoth flower of Vic-

toria Regia, from the original plant, and a basket of wild flowers. Isaac
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Collins, gardener to the President, had a large and fine plant of Euphorbia

9j)lendens,

Wm Grassie, gardener to W, W. Keen, West Philadelphia, exhibited a

specimen of Iloga imperialism nev\ and for the first time seen,''a magnificent

plant ; a new Pelargonium called Madame Rosaltii, of peculiar markings ; a

fine specimen of Calceolaria magna lutea, and many other choice species.

—

James Bisset, gardener to Mr. Dundas, exhibited a fine specimen of Azalea

variegata. Gloxinia, and other select plants. Adam Uber brought a'large

collection of Pelargoniums in the finest state of cultivation. A. Parker had

a table of native plants. Thomas Meghran, gardener to R. Cornelius, ex-

hibited a handsome design and a basket of choice flowers.

On the fruit table were several dishes of grapes. From Mr. Cope's houses

were the white Frontignac and Black Hamburg. From J. Fisk Allen, Sa-

lem, Mass., a bunch of his seedling, Black Hamburg and seedling Musque

verdel ; also the Grizzly Frontignac and Verdelho, parents of the seedling.

And among the extensive collection of vegetables, were Cucumbers, forced

Potatoes, Cauliflowers, &c., by Thomas Meghran, gardener to R. Cornelius.

Fine Sea Kale, Cauliflowers, Tomatoes, Asparagus, &c., by Thomas Meehan,

gardener to ^C. Cope. Rhubarb, of mammoth proportions, by Samuel

Cooper—one leaf and petiole weighing three pounds and three-quarters.

—

Fine Rhubarb, two kinds, by Wm. Ilobson. Wra. Jones exhibited a dish of

French Beans, Tomatoes, and Beets. Enormous Asparagus, by J. M.

Tage.

Reports of the Committees for awarding premiums on plants and flowers

;

Pelargoniums—for the best and second best, to Adam Uber; for the best

six specimens, to Thomas Meehan, gardener to C. Cope. Tulips—for the

best twelve to Thomas Fairley, foreman to Robert Buist ; for the second

best, to Thomas Meehan. Plants in pots—for the best collection, to Thos,

Fairley ; for the second best, to Thos. Meehan. Plant in a pot—for the

best, to Isaac Collins, gardener to Gen. Patterson, for Euphorbia splendent.

Indigenous Plants—for the best display, to Thos. Fairley. Plants shown

f&r the first time—to William Grassie, gar<lener to W. W. Keen, W. P.,

a premium of five dollars for Hoga imperialis, in bloom for the first time

in this country, it is believed ; and to Thomas Fairley, a premium of three

dollars, for a fine collection of (Jeraniums, exhibited for the first time.

—

Bouquet designs—for the best, to Thos. Meghran ; for the second best, to

Thos. Meehan ; for the best hantl boufpiet, to Robert Kilvington. Basket of

cut flowers—for the best, to Thos. Meehan ; for the second best, to Thomas

Meghran ; for the best of indigenous llowers, to the same. A special pre-

mium for a fine collection of plants, to James Bisset, gardener to James

Dundas, and for a basket of indigenous flowers, to Thos. Meehan.
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On Fruits— 6rr<7/>r8— for the best three bunches, the White Frontignac,

to Thos. Meehan, gardener to G. Cope. The Committee noticed specimens

of two fine Seedling Grapes, from John Fisk Allen, of Salem, Mass., which

they think worthy of. a more detailed notice in their next ad interim

report.

On Ye^et-Mes—Citrnmhers—for the best brace, to Thos. Meghran.

—

Rhubarb—for the best twelve stalks, and for the second best, to Wm. llob-

gon. Aqmraqns—for the best twenty-four stalks, to James ISI. Tage
;

for

the second best, to Thos. Meehan. Pias—iov the best half peck, to Thos.

Meghran. Potatoes—iox the best half peck, to the same. For the best

display of Vegetables by an amateur, to Thos. Meghran ;
for the second

best, to Thos. Meehan. And a special premium to Samuel Cooper, for a

very' fine display of Rhubarb, brought in too late for competition. The

Committee called the attention of the Society to a dish of French Beans,

Plum Tomatoes and Beets, shown by Wm. Johns.

Ad Interim llEroiiT.

The Fruit Committee respectfully submit, as usual, an ad interim Report

on the epecimens of Fruits submitted to their examination since the last

meeting of the Society

:

. , . j

From Charles Kculcr, of Ihoding, Pa.-The Pf.lffer Apph-uoUcci

and described iu the Report for April, but not tlau sufficiently mature for

testin-r has since been examined, and is regarded as of "yood" quality.

From John Gor,ja>, of Ddaware-The Freeze and Thaf, Applc-groyn

on the farm of his father, in Roxbury Township, Philadelphia County

Pennsvlvanla. Size medium ; conieal ;
profusely striped and mottled with

bright red on a yellow ground, with a number of light dots, and frequently

one or more white splashes near the base ; stem three- fourths of an mch

lone slender, inserted in a wide, deep, acuminate cavty, partially russetted ,

oalvi small, closed, set in a moderately wide, superficial, wrinkled basin ;

flesh of fine texture, but deficient in flavor, and on that account can scarce-

ly be considered of -poorF quality, if the specimens were cut at the proper

time Mr. Gorgas informs us that it may he left on the tree till it repeat-

edly freezes and thaws, without sustaining injury : hence the name.

From Charles Keuhr, of lleadhuj^A /.'. •? .l/V'/<-holow medium size,

which originated on the premises of Mr. 1 lains, of I'ricetown, Berks County,

Pennsylvania. Form roundish oblate ; .kin thin, striped and marbled with

brieht red, and marked with numerous whiti>h dots near the crown; stem

long, rather slender, inserted in an open, deep cavity ;
culvx large, set in a

wide, rather deep, slightly plaited basin; the bright red stnpos remain im.

printed on the fruit after the .Ulh-.t. skin has been reniove.l: the coloring

matter penetrating and pnr.l.'.ly .-.:ii.,i„g the otherwise wh.t.sh flo.h, which

is exceedingly tender and of fme texture ; flavor agreeable ; .lu ality very

good."
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Fi'om Charles Kesskr, of Beading— The Speckled Oleg—from Oley
Township, Berks County, Pa. This Apple is said to be beautiful when in

perfection, and usually one-third larger than the specimens sent to us.

Size two and a half inches by two and tive-eighths ; roundish; striped and
mottled with red on a greenish yellow ground, and thickly covered with
large white dots, most of which contain a russet speck in the centre ; stem
three eighths of an inch long, by one-tenth thick, inserted in a very narrow,
acute cavity, sometimes russetted; calyx small, set in a shallow, furrowed
basin; seed long and of a light yellowish brown color ; llesh rather dry and
mealy, but with a pleasant flavor ; being over-ripe, an accurate judgment
could not be formed of its (juality.

From Charles KcHshn; of Heading—A large greenish yellow Apple,
witli a faint brown cheek; roundish, inclining to conical, and somewhat an-
gular

; stem short, rather stout, and fleshy at its junction with the branch
;

cavity acute, narrow, russetted in the rays ; calyx small ; basin moderately
deep, not wide, furrowed ; tlesh tender, juicy ; as the specimens were over-
ripe, the quality could not be accurately ascertained.

From Charles Kessler, of Reading—Newtown Pippin, from Berka
County; large; roundish oblong

; greenish yellow, with faint broad stripes

of red on the side exposed to the sun. Not true to name, and not e^ual ia
quality to the genuine Newtown Pippin.

From Mr, jSling luff.—]Scii\itiM specimens of pear», from a tree pur-
chased for the Catillac, but which proves to be Uvedales St. Germain. The
latter is distinguished from the former in being pyriform ; while the Catillac
is broadly turbinate. Both are valuable only for culinary purposes, and
one of them (Uvedale's St. Germain) is familiar to us under the name of
Pound Pear.

From Jonathan Baldwin, of Bowningtown.—Ve&rs labelled St. Germain;
which we regard as not true to name. They were not in good condition when
received, and we were consequently unable to test their quality. Mr. Bald-
win, however, who is a distinguished pomologist, has expressed so favorable
an opinion of the variety, that we have drawn up the following description
of it, from the specimens he sent us : large ; obovate pyriform

; greenish
yellow, with a brownish red cheek ; stem an inch long by one-sixth thick, in-
serted without depression

; calyx set in a deep, narrow, sometimes wide ba-
sin

;
seed very large

; flesh yellowish white, juicy ; specimens not in a con-
dition for us to determine the flavor and quality.

From Dr. Bertolet, of Oley Township, Berks County, Pa., through
Charles Kessler, of Reading.—^e Boa» Apple, which was introduced into
Oley, about fifty years ago, by the Rev. Mr. Boas, of Reading, from Exe-
ter Township, where it is known as the Kdter: Medium size; roundish ob-
late; deep crimson in stripes of different hues, with one or more whitish
yellow blotches near the base, sometimes only faintly striped with red on a
greenish yellow ground

; stem very short and thick, inserted in a moderatelj
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deep, not very wide cavity ; calyx set in a plaited basin variable in size and

form, sometimes superficial and wide, sometimes rather deep and narrow

;

core small ; seed very small, plump, acuminate, greyish brown ; flesh yel-

lowish white, crisp ; flavor pleasant
;
quality "i-er^ good." Said to be along

keeper. Six contributing members were elected. On motion adjourned.

T. P. James, liec. Sec.

THE GARDENERS' SOCIETY.

The second Annual exhibition of this Society, was held in the upper and

lower Saloons of the Chinese Museum, commencing on Tuesday, the 10th

inst., and continuing open until Friday evening. The object of the associa-

tion is to form a fund for the relief of sick and infirm gardeners and their

families. The weather during the week was rather wet, thus preventing so

large an attandance as might have been expected. The upper Saloon and

the middle range of tables in the lower Saloon, were occupied by collections

from the houses of the amateurs of the city and its neighborhood. Beauti-

ful specimens of the exotics which are cultivated here, from the tall and

graceful Acacia, to the humble Lycopodium, with its beautiful shades of

green, the rare Palms and" Conifers, the singular and gorgeous Orchids, all

added to the display. From the principal nurseries around were displays of

blooming plants for sale ; at this season the roses make the most interesting

display. The Calceolarias and Cinerarias, from Mr. Richardson, of New

York, were on a side table, and were much admired. Among the new and

beautiful plants exhibited were Saccolahium guttatum, an Orchid in Mr.

Dundas's collection; and two beautiful specimens of Cattleya from that of

Dr. James Rush. Mr. Ferguson, of Laurel Hill, had a fine plant in bloom

of Fortune's double yellow rose, which has been condemned by most of our

gardeners ; but this specimen went some way towards changing their opinion

of it. Taken altogether the display was a very creditable one, and w.e

hope that the funds of this useful institution were benefitted bj it.

Mr. J. F.—We arc sorry to have offended you, but we cannot expect t9

please every one—we must do the best we can ; the fact of all your com-

munication not being published, docs not intimate that it was not worthy.

The editor is certainly young, but as you have made more sound on this

occasion than we have, we really don't see the application of your remark

about empty vessels. We cannot return communications, as we do not

preserve them ; it is not the rule of any paper to return them.

Errata in Garden Memoranda, p. 117. In the notice of Bartram, for

"Quercus alba, 13 feet in circumference and 5 feet high," read 85 ; and for
** British Oak, I. pedunculata, 7 feet in circumference and 3 feet high," read

88.
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FORTUNE'S DOUBLE YELLOW, OR WANG-JANG-VE ROSE.

The commori Tinme of this rose indicates ^vith suflicient clearness

its origin. The following details will make known both its history

and its merit as an ornamental ])lant.

«*The Rose about which you ask of me an account," writes Mr.

Fortune to Messrs. Standi.sh & Noble, *'was discovered by me in the

garden of a rich mandarin at Niiigpo. It entirely covered an old

wall. At the time of my visit the brilliant masses of its yellow

and salmon tiowers produced the most wonderful effect. The Chi-

nese call it If Gng-jo7?g-rf or yellow rtse. lis flowers however, vaiy

Homewhat in color, a circumstance to my taste, very advantageous

to the beauty of the bush. I thought it distinct from all known va-

rieties, and^ certainly from all those of China. It is admirably

adapted fdr covering the walls of a garden, especially if the rich-

ness of the soil permits it to attain its full development and reveal

all its beauties." •.* • * *'Now that the enlightened culture of

Messrs. Standish & Noble has given it all advantages, there is no

doubt but that it will take a distinguished rank among our flowering

roses."

To understand a part of this last sentence, it must be known that,

when this rose first tlowered in England, on account of % bad sys-

tern of cultivation, it showed itself nuich inferior to its reputation,

and judged by these first appearance?, was considered as shy-llower-

ing, and indifferent in shape, in size and in color. Trom this judg-

ment Messrs. Standish & Noble can happily appeal. Thanks to

their ^vstem of cultivation the bush ])roduces in abundance these

beautii'ul ffoworsof which the original colors, says ^ir W. Hooker,

cannot be faithfullv reproduced in painting, and which is compared

to a ground of amber delicately washed with a tint of carnune.

21
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The flowers of this rose not heiiii^ knoAvii Lut hi the ilouhle jptjite^

it is almost impossible to determine botanically if it was derived by

way of seed from a wild species or a cultivated variety, or whether

it is the product of hybridization. The question must therefore

rest, until more ample information is obtained.

J. E. Planchon.

The judgment of American rose culturists has been hitherto

unanimous against any merit in this rose ;
perhaps proceeding from

the same want of proper culture from which it suflered in England.

Messrs. Standish & Nuble" M,y that the want of success of the first

attempts in its cultivation proceeded from the fact that the shoots

^^ere shortened in as for ordinarv standard roses. To diminish the

branches of one vear, is to take awav the bloom; as with this, as

with the Persian Yellow and Banksian roses the flowers are borne

on the wood of the preceding year. The nundjer of the shoots

must onlv be diminished, and the rest not at all shortened. With

this simple precaution, joined to the choice of a rich soil, the plant

becomes verv free-flowerinor."

The Horticultural editor of "The Soil of the South,'* a valuable

paper published at Columbus, Georgia, in the last issue says of this

rose, "This gem of the Celestials has opened its petals and is more

than we ever dreamed of in beauty ; though not tts large as the

La Marck, or quite as double, it is of the most exquisite yellow. The

Cloth of Gold does not compare with it. It is a free grower, having

already made wo^ §owr feet long this pea?nn." After meh praise

it cannot be so utterly worthless as some have represented it to be.

Ed.

NOTES ON POSE CULTURE,

BY A LOVER OF ROSES. (Continued.)

To those who are entirely unacquainted with the trur color, har-

diness, quality, &c., I conceive the Ibllowing will make a fine as-

sortment, laying aside all puffs of sellers, growei's, and catalogue

makers—age or price. I may also be allowed to begin with the

family that I am mobt partial to ; although I grow more than 50
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sorts I ani satisfied that two thirds of them are quite dispensable, re-

ducing theia to a dozen a,Rd a half: admitting these, we have left

the following very desirable sorts of Bourbons:

Acidiilie, nearly wliite,

Desgaches, satin rose.

Dupetit lliouars, bright crimson,

Desfossei?, waxy pink,

George Cuvier, large carmine.

Henry Clay, large, bright rosy red.

Hermosa, pale rose.

Laviue d'Ost, waxy pink, in large clusters.

Levcson Gower, large, pale purplish rose.

Ma lam Angelin i, creamy white.

Madam Newman, large bright rose, very fragTant, does not open

well in the early part of the season; often called monthly cabbage.

Mrs. Bosanquet, creamy blush.

Paul Joseph, bright scarlet, crimson.

Prince de Joinville, purple crimson.

Queen of Bourbons, creamy blush.

Souvenir d'Anselm, or Enfant d'Ajaccio, bright red, fragrant, and

a good climber.

Souvenir de la Malmaison, very large, blush, with a pink center.

Vicomte de Cusey, very large, rosy carmine.

Some, I dare say, will think that their favorites are left out, but

araonf^st so many there are numbers similar; Hermosa, Pierre de

St. Cyr, Herseline and Marianne, ai-e all pink colors. So are the

following bright crimsons, Souchet, Dupetit Thouars, Julie de Fon-

tenelle, Prince de Joinville, Deuil du Due d^Orleans, and splendens.

Madam Desprez, Marquis d'Ossay, Lavina d'Ost, and Madam Aude

are also in close family likeness. Those who wish a few good

climbers with Souvenir d'Anselm, should add Bouquet de Flore, La-

dy Canning, and Triomphe de la Duchere. Many admire Gloire

de Rosemene for a climber, but it is so simple in its blossoms
;

though its profuseness of bloom and l)rilliancy of color in some de-

gree ''compensate for its deficiency of form. If tie Bourbon roses

had only more fragrance (which few of them have) they would be

the general lavorites of all rose lovers, for they combine every
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color, are constantly in bloom and very perfect in form, and whether

grown as dwarfs, standards or Pillar i)lants, they arc lieautiful the

whole growing season.

Tea Roses. These possess all the fine characters of beauty and

frao-rance, but are verv deficient in variety of colors, being nearly

all white to deep rose, no i^ds nor crimsons. Another drawback

upon their general garden culture with us is their tenderness. They

must have a dry sheltered situation, and be well protected in win-

ter with brush, leaves, litter or cedar branches. My best plants are

on a mound where they are entirely shaded from the sun in winter,

and I assure vou they command much admiration, and my friends

esteem them above all others for their delightful perfume. Nothing

that I have yet seen can compare in that with the magnolia rose,

its fragrance is not excelled by any. There is one drawback to the

general culture of this class of roses, they are rather delicate and

are often killed to the ground ; in this vicinity they must have very

rich, light sandy soil, keeping them moist in summer and dry in

winter. Wegrow^ mer 40 sorts, many of them very similar, and a

few not worth notice compared with the following, that are very

splendid.

Adam, flesh color, very large and pendulous, rather tender.

Antherose, very large, preamj w hite, a strong hardy grow er.

Bougere, waxy blush, very large, blooms best in warm weather,

a strong grower and hardy.

Caroline, bright pink, large flower,

Comte de Paris, very like Bougere, but paler, and of the finest

formation.

Devoniensis or Magnolia Rose, creamy white, with a pink cen-

ter, large, and peculiarly fragrant ; I do not think there is a rose of

more asreoable odor; rather tender.

Hippqlyte, white, a strong grower and profuse bloomey.

La Sylphide, creamy buff.

Madanx Bravy, pure white, very large.

Mareschal Bugeaud, salmon color, a strong grower.

Maria, large, bright pink.

Safrano, beautiful orange, desirable for its bud only, for when
fully expanded it is very simple.
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)

Souvenir d'une Amie, an improvement on Princess Maria, a strong,

grower of a rich rose color.

Triomphe de Luxembourg, large, salmon color, desirable for its

free growth and profuse bloom in hot weather.

Vicomte de Cazes, bright yellow, of rather w^eak growth very

distinct.

There are several others of equally fine character and beauty that

are nearly related to some of the above ; for instance, Madam Wil-

lermoz, Nephetos, and Clara Sylvain are three fine whites. LaReine,

Goubault, Moire, and Lyonnais are all fine, and approach Mareschal

Bugeaud or Triumph of Luxembourg. I succeed admirably wit h

the Tea Roses budded on low strong stocks; they are more hardy,

make fine strong growths, and their heavy pendulous flowers are

kept from the ground ; being convinced of this, 1 am endeavoring

to have them all on stocks abcjut 18 inches or two feet high. Those

who grow' them in more favored climates should procure them all

on their own roots or budded very low.

[To be coniinuedJl

^ •»*

LESCIIENAULTIA FORMOSA.

This although by no means a rare plant, is very rarely seen in

good health. To produce it in perfection requires a little more

careful treatment than is given to an Ahutilon or a Salvia. There

is no real difliculty in the management of New Holland plants, pro-

vided a proper course of culture is pursued. Although the weather

is neither brighter nor w\armer here than in many parts of Austra-

lia, still it is found necessary under artificial treatment to shade and

protect them from the direct influence of the natural atmosphere at

certain seasons. It is too much a practice to treat all plants alike.

Have you got all your plants out yoil is a (juestion frequently asked

about this time, and one I cannot understand. In a collection of

greenhouse plants at all worthy of the name, a constant change and

re-arrangement is re{[uisite, some requiring full exposure to the at-

mosphere, others young and tender requiring artificial atmosphere

suited to their conditions. The groz^?/A?g season even in the most

arid and w^irm climates is characterised by frequent rains, and still
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moist atmosphere. The a]iproacli of tlie dry season induces matu-

ration of orowth. The aridity of the air and intense heat of the

sun, soUdifies the tissue to a degree seldom attainable under artifi-

cial cultivation, and vegetation is thus enabled to withstand ex-

tremes both of heat and cold. Hence plants of Acacias, Ilovea,

Eucalypti and others, in their respective countries are subjected to

many degrees of frost without injury.

In greenhouses, circumstances are widely different; although much

mav be done in imitation of this natural treatment ; by a gradual

withdrawal of water during autumn, until a perfect state of rest

was induced, I have subjected many hothouse plants to a few de-

gress of frost without any apparent injury. Under similar treat-

ment orange trees have been subjected to 12 deg. of frost and re-

mained unhurt.

It is obvious that proper treatment during the growing period is

the most important item in the culture of exotic plants. One man

will set his Camellia plants out of doors while they are making a

<^rowth, the youn'j; shoots are dried np ; an effort to a second growth

is made which is not properly matured, and Howcrs are produced

sparingly if at all. Another will keep his plants in a somewhat

ehadv house, well supplied with atmospherical moisture, until the

young shoots show symptoms of ripening. Exjiosure to a drier at-

mosphere at this period will still further check growth, and conse-

quently favor a disposition to form flower buds. I have repeatedly

observed that the most healthy and vigorous camellias and at the

same time producing the greatest quantity of large well-developed

flowers, were never exposed to the full influence of the weather,

still it is not a tender plant. Planted in the open air in this lati-

tude, it proves as hardy as the common Kalmia and Rhododendron,

and has stood unprotected for the last rane years.

There has been too much importance attached to the empirical

composition of soils, under the supposition that each kind of plant

required a peculiar combination of earths to maintain a healthy ex-

istence. I am not aware of the tacts upon which the supposition is

founded. If we take nature for our guide we will find plants grow-

ing with equal luxuriance upon soils of a widely different charac-
.

ter. I apprehend that skilful culture depends much more upon the

physical condition and arrangement of the soil, and its relation to

ftir and water. Some i)lants aflect a dry and exposed locality,

i
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others luxuriate in situations where these conditions are reversed.

An interchange of soils would not be followed by any striking dif-

ference but any attempt to grow the upland plant in the wet,

shady bottom, woukl prove a decided failure.

The principal feature in the culture of the L. Formosa is to se-

cure it a shady, moist situation, in early summer, and protection

from drying winds. A situation such as I reconmiended for Heaths

at p. 39, will suit it admirably. In fact the whole tribe of New
Holland and Cape plants, as Boronias, Epacris, Ericas, Pimelia, Eu-

taxia, &c., re(|uire similar conditions while grow ing. When growth

is completed freer exposure will then be beneficial. These points

of culture are generally recognised by practical cultivators. It is

quite possible to keep plants alive under careless or indifferent treat-

ment, but those who desire to we their plants in vigorous condi-

tions, will not consiler that a few months protection during winter

is all that a plant requires. With some, "A plant's a plant, although

there's no lilb in't."

A fibry, sandy soil, largely mixed with pebbles, charcoal, &c., to

insure porosity, seems a suitable soil for all greenhouse plants, the

present subject included thorough drainage is indispensable. A
well drained turfy soil, protection from cold and arid Avinds, and

picking ofl' all flower buds Avhile growing, watering only when the

plant requires, and judicious pruning to form a handsome plant, will

insure one of the most beautiful of greenhouse plants, both in fo-

liage and brilliancy, and retention of its flowers. During winter

it requires a season of rest, and should then receive a minimum
supply of water, otherwise a sickly yellow foliage will be the conse-

quence, and an irrecoverable diseased condition will inevitably fol-

low. W*M. Saunders.

Baltimore, June 3, 1Sj3.

MANAGEMENT OF THE NECTARINE.

Dear Sir :—If the "Florist" had done notliins: since its com-

mencement besides directing attention to the advantages of summer
pruning, many of its readers would be amply rewarded. I am not
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of opinion that winter pruning will ever, or ought to be, entirely

superseded ; but in our oouutry it will certainly .loso to a very great

extent. Summer pruning, by reducing tlio quantity of foliage,

checks luxuriance, and induce, fruitfulness ;
while winter prunmg,

especially if effected early, lessens the (juantity of wood to be sup-

ported by the roots, and thus induces a luxuriance not to be other-

wise obtained. Without entering into the physiology of this matter

which will be apparent to all acquainted with the functions and of-

fices of leaves, wood, and roots, I will proceed to detail the manner

in which I apply the iirinciplc in the cultivation of the nectarme.

Suppose the plant to l>c one year old from the bud, and required

to be planted against the hack wall or ti-cllis in the nectarine honse^

tehould have it planted immodiatoly after the foil of the leaf, and

Cut down at once to three or four good eyes above the plaCe of

workin<r, or bud. By this I should get three very luxuriant shoots

the followinir year, to form the skeleton of the "fan" on which

form to train it. Fruit for the lirst three year.s of the hie of the

tree is a secondarv object, the chief one being to obtain a vigorous

tendency ; therefore, the shoots obtained from (he first year's wmter

pruningaresufferedtogrowasmuchasthey will, no "finger and

thumb" work is employed, every leaf and stem is carefully preserved

to aid in collecting material for the strength of the main brancbe^.

A very commoa idea is, that "strong shoots are robbers." No

such thing—every leaf and branch ftbove a given point on a tree

strengthens that part which runs below it. After the fall of the

leaf, the last year's growth is cut in to within a few eyes of the

former year's growth, as that season's had been done before it
;
and

the following season's growth will nniuire the application of the

principles of summer pruning. An eye will then have to be kept

to the desired form of the future tree; and after ("electing such

shoots as they burst forth, to be retained, tlie remainder, that are

not required, are tal^en out entirely—"disbudded." This is the on-

ly season in which 1 practise disbudding, or removing shoots <•«-

tirely that are not wanted the next season. Thus, tlie third winter,

provided soil, water, and other eircumstanres have been favorable,

wehavcaluxuriant, healthy tree capable of bearing fair crops of
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fruit for half a century. Wherever more wood is required, the

shoots iu the immediate neii^hbourhood are shortened; the rest,

designed to bear fruit, are left their full length. When the leaf

buds burst the following spring, I carefully note what shoots are re-

quired for fruiting purposes next season ; and when those I do not

require have pushed about six or seven leaves in length, I pinch

them back to about three^ so that my trees are covered the whole

season with shoot-like spurs, each bearing about three leaves Some-

times, if very luxuriant, the pinched off shoots will burst again,

when these secondary ones are pinched back to one, or taken out

entirely, especially if at the top of the tree. These stopp'd off

shoots never increase much in diameter ; their leaves are employed

in strenirtheninir the trunk, or in the formation of leaf buds. It is

curious to ses them', if left till the spring, covered with spurs,

giving the tree at a distance the appearance of a Plum. These are

however, mostly cut f)ff in the winter pruning, which cutting back

of sp irs is the only winter pruning they generally receive. Some-

titnvs a tree from overbearing, or some other cause becomes Weak

;

in that ca^e as little sunrmfer pruning as possible is performed.

From our trees, extending along the back wall of the n'ectarine'hoiise

70 feet, my winter prunings would nit fill a bushel measure.

It will \m obi^erved that mV system docs awav with' two things,

verv g-enerally followcl in nectarine management, namely, winter

pruning, and sumuior or spring disbudding—it is now pretty well un*

derstood that if wood be thfe object and hot fruit, prirA6* in tie

winter ; on that score the advantage of my system will be apparent.

Th3 evils of dlsbuJJing are also being perceived by cultivators,

the trees receiving a very injurious check from the sudden loss of

such a mass of foliage. This has latterly become so apparent, that

all good cultivators take several days for the operation, taking off

but a few each time. This s^stem do'-s a-vav with this disadvan-

tage also. In tact it seems to me to be ms ]>erfect r.s possibk^. Those

who hive sec^n the'specimons of fruit that obtained tliC soci<^ty\s high-

est prize la.st September, will bear witness to the e(|Ut«lity of the

fruit, and I shall be happ;)* at any time to exhibit the licalth and
o*i
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beauty of the trees to any who may pay a visit to Springbrook for

the purpose of seeing trees managed on this system ; trees too that

I liad been advised by experienced horticulturists in times past to

get removed, because they were believed to be worn out and "done

for." The system is, of course, equally applicable to the Peach.

Thomas Meehan.

The Gardeners Chronicle extracts from a new work on the

vegetable cell by Von Mold, the following remarks relating to the

longevity of vegetation, which contain so much information, that

we should consider ourselves as defrauding the readers of the Floiist,

if we did not copy them into its pages.

"The peculiarity of their organization, and the unlimited power of growth

of plants, offer many difficulties to the definition of the duration of phints,

and have given rise to many incorrect theories. Every indivi<lual cell, and

every individual organ, has a determinate end to its life; but the entire

plant has not, since the individual shoots run through their periods of de-

velopment quire iiideperulently, and only share in the weakness of age of

the older organs w hen these are no longer able to convey to the young shoots

the needful amount of tiourishment, in which case the latter do not die from

deficiei.cy of vital energy, but are starved. It therefore, depends wholly

upon the mode of growth of a plant whether this occurs or not. When a

plant possesses a thallus spreading horizontally by the growth of its circura-

ference, it can annually extend itself into a larger circle, after the old parts

in the centre have been long decayed, as is seen in old specimens of crus-

taceous Lichens, in the fairy rings caused by fungi, &c. In lilce manner^

when a higher plant has a creeping stem, and possesses the power of send-

ing out lateral roots near the vegetating points, and in this way conveys

nouri>huient directly to the young terminal shoots, the latter are wholly in-

dependent of the death of the older parts of the stem and of the primary

roots, and there exists no internal cause for death in such a plant. It is

truly a different plant every new year and vegetates in a new place, but there

is no definite boundary between it and its predecessors; such a plant is like

a wave rolling over the surface of a sheet of water ; it is every moment

another and yet always the same. Thousands of inconspicuous plants, of

Mosses, Grasses. Rushes, &c., have vegetated in this manner upon peatbogs

and similar localities perhaps for thousiinds of years. Plants with upright

stems are placed in much more unfavourable circumstances. It has been

declared of these also, and particularly of the Dicotyledonous trees ( Dk

I

c
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Canuolle, 'Physiologic Vegetale,' ii. 0'84), that they have no internal cause

for death, but I believe incorrectly. Examples of very oM trees, such as

De Candollr colU?cted {e. g. Taxus 3000, Adansonia 6U00, Taxodium 6000

years ohl, &c.,) only prove, naturally, that death occurs at a very late period

in many plants placed in favourable circumstances, but not that it does not

necessarily happen. To me ther-e uppcars to exist in all trees, whether they

belong to the Dicotyledons, or, like the J'aluis, to the Monocotyledons, au

internal cause which must produce death iit time—namely, the increasing

difficulty of conveying the i4eoessary quantity of nourishment to the vegata-

tisg point, resulting from the elongation of the trunk from year to year.

Even when the force which carries tlie sap up suffices to raise it to 200 feet

or more (mauyr l*^hu5, as C-eroxylon andicola, Areca oleracea, attain a height

of 1.30—180 feet; sotiie Coniferte, e, g., Piuus Lambertii, Abies Douglasii,

of more than 200 f«et), yet a maximum is reached there, and the terminal

shoot is less perfectly nourished every succeeding year, becomes stunted

more and more, an<i the tree at length dies.

"If we are surprised at the intensity of the vegetative force of individual

plants, in consequence of which it re-appears with new, unweakened energy

iu everj bud, so must we marvel at the force committed to so simple an or-

gan as a cell is, if we reflect what an intiuence it exerts upon the total

economy of nature, as one of the grandest of phenomena. The plant lives

almost solely upon inorganic substances; its cells are chemical laboratories

in which these are combined into organic compounds. The plant prepares

in this way not only the nutriment required for its own development, but also

the food on which the entire animal kingdom depends. But plants not only

nourish animals, they maintain the air in a fit state for their respiration,

since their breathing process removes carbonic acid from the atmosphere and

replaces it by oxygen gas.

** In all these functions the plant is thoroughly dependant upon the outer

vorld ; its footl is brought to it without its own co-operation, by water and

air ; its respiration takes place without activity of its own, through a pene.

tration of its substance by gases with which it is in contact, in consequence

of a physical law ; not even does its internal circulation of juices de-

pend on a mechanical activity of a circulating system ; thus every necessity

for motion is removed. It is true we here and there meet with movements

in this or that organ, but these, occurring isolate«l in the vegetable kingdom,

are also alto;rcther of subordinate kind in the individual plant. They also are

committed to the cells.
*

^'Thousands of experiments," ( says Professor Mold,) '*have shown that

the young shoots of old trees, when used as grafts, slips, &c., furnish as

strong plants as the shoots of young trees ; even in lUe Palms ( Phanix
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dactylifera) experiment has shown that the apex of tlie stem, when its vege-

tion begins to skicken in an old tree, grows again into a stjong tree when

cutoff and planted in tlu- earth. Not one single experiment speaks in fa-

vour of the opinion promulgated hy Knio.ht, that all part3 of a tree have a

common end to their life, and that the different trees which have been raisei]

from one and the s;ni.e tree by grafts, decay about the same tin^e as thtj

parent plant. A whole series of cultivated plants ( I \Nill only mention the

Vine, the Hop, theltali..n F.^plar, and the Weeping Willow) are propagated

by division, without any decreased power of vegetation ever being seen.

Nothing was in greatercontradiction to the laws of vegetable life, than the

frequently expressed opinion, that the Potatoe disease of recent years wastQ

be ascribed to a degeneration of the Potatoe plant, arising from the un-

ceasing propagation by tubers."

« •»

»

THE ROSE - KING OF THE PRAIRIES."

KENSINGTON JUNK 10, 1853.

Dear Sir:—On a visit to Baltimore last week I >vas presented with

a flower of the al);)ve Rose by Mr. Sampel Feast. He says that

this is the third time it has bloomed with him, and is a source of

pleasure to him every time it blooms. As its name imports, it is the

King of the Prairie roses, being superior to any of the pther va-

rieties of its tribe ; having the fragrance pf the Damask, form cup

shaped, colour bright peach, darker in the centre, bud of a long con-

ical shape which at the opening of the flower is beautiful. Mr. F.

says that, as it opens it shows a few small petals of a lighter colour.

The outer petals, twenty-five in number, are of a fine form, slightly

turning back, which gives the rose a globiilar shape until fully ex-

panded.

It is superior to Prairie Queen in every respect except in growth,

as far as I could see, and even in that Mr. F. says it equals it ;
there

were some shoots at the time I saw it, >vhich appeared to war-

rant his assertion ; but every body knows him, consequently we

take his word for it ; but I am satisfied that the flower is sweet, and

is larger and more pleasing to look upon ; all the others are either

destitute of fragrance or are somewhat offensive to the smell. In

fine, for a rose which is required to cover a large space in a short

t

time, and which lacks none of the qualities of a good rose, the

P^ing of the Prairies is the only one I have had the pleasure of seeing.

Truly Yours, James Ritchie.

NEW OR RARE PLANTS,

FLOWERED FOR THE FIRST TIME AT SPKINGBROOK, THIS SEASON.

NO. VI.

RnoDODEXDROX GEB>ONrr. This is a very peculiar looking species.

The foliage and appearance of the plant are such as we might imagine a cross

• between Jl. ferruginea, and R. punctatinn to produce. The flowers are

larger than the finest Azalea indica alba, and so much resemble it, that we

have to look for its small, almost absent calix, before we are sure that it is

not nn Azalea. There i?; a r/reeiiishness in the throat, and a pink tinge on

the outside of the cornlhi wliich the white Azalea lias not

—

its habit is strag-

gling, and the flowers only appear in threes. It is worthy of a place in all

collections from its peculiarity us a Rhododendron— it thrives well with me

in a sandy loam with a little leaf mould, in winter kept just above freezing^

and always in the shade.

EUPATOUIUM Gaxk.sckns. If any recollect the old Ageratum Mexicanura^

they will have an idea of this plant; it is difl^erent from that in its foliage

and the flowers are more numerous and compact. It is a very free bloomer^

and will grow well in any ordinary treatment. I have no doubt it will prove

a valuable addition to our stock of white powering plants for bedding out

—

our plant was obtained from Mr. Buist,

SiPiiocAMPYLOS XiTiDUS. A 7niniature species with deep green shining

leaves, not over an inch in length, and flowers about the same length, and

of a bright yellow and scarlet colour, appearing from the axils of the leaves

of the young growth. It is not a showy plant, but when grown as a Cen-

tradenia^ with numerous shoots and bushy, would be considered pretty. It

is easily grown, but is a "rare old plant" for the red spider—obtained

through Messrs. Hogg of New York.

Dendrobium densiflorum. This fine orchid has lately bloomed in sever-

al collections in Philadelphia. The flowers come out in clusters of about

twelve flowers, each about the size of an ordinary bunch of grapes. Eeach

flower is three quarters of an inch across, of a deep orange yellow—the lip

is nearly circular, and finely fringed. It is easily grown in a moist partially

shaded atmosphere, in pots or baskets of moss, old bark, and broken char-

icoal, and in ^ temperature of 00°—introduced from Low of Clapton.
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Phaius albus. a fine terrestrial orchid imported last year from Messrs.

Loddiges by Mr. Cope. The flowers are white, terminating the young

growth. Its color renders it desirable, but it is much inferior in bpauty to P.

Wallichianus, or P. grandifolius (Bletia Tankervilloe). If the latter were

white, it woukl throw our present species far into the shade. It grows well

with me in mossy fibry peat in the orchid house.

Cattleya fokbksii. Another orchid that has also bloomed in Philadelphia

collections. It is inferior in beauty to most Cattleyas, but yet a handsome

orchid. The sepals and two lateral petals are green ; but the lip larger

than a good sized thimble—is of a yellow color, striped and netted with an

orange brown. It grows well on a block of wood, slightly covered with

coarse moss in the orchid house—imported last year by Mr. Cope from .

Messrs. Loddiges. Thomas Meehan.

NEW PLANTS IN BLOOM AT MR. J. F. KNORR'S, IN WEST PHILADELPHIA.

Delphinium Beauty of Charonne. This truly beautiful hybrid was

shown in bloom at the April meeting of the Pennsylvania Horticultural So-

ciety, by Mr. Knorr's gardener, it is now in bloom for the second time in

liis garden—for size of flower and excellence of color it is unequalled
;

the color being fully equal to that of Salvia patens.

New Roses. Marhree d'Enghien. This annual rose, having the habit of

Harrisonii, was imported from Mr. Van Iloutte in the winter of 1851-2—il

bloomed then and was planted out—this year its bloom has been very

abundant, and fully equal to the figure in "La Flore des Serres." Its color

is salmon marbled with lake. It is semi-double and not of long duration

—

our hot suns are doubtless very prejudicial to its beauty.

Narcisse de Sahandy. A new monthly rose, of a deep crimson colour,

veined and margined with pure white—a very curious rose, and an attract-

ive one.

Gloxinias. An excellent collection of these cliarming plants Is in flow-

er—we notice, Maria Van Iloutte^ and a large pale blue seedling, raised

by Mr. James Bisset—among the new varieties, Fyfiana grandifiora^ the

best formed one yet seen, with a glossy dark purple throat; Franklin, &

white, striped in the throat with light purple

—

Alex. Werner^ a fine pink^

Wendlandiij having leaves variegated with white and small light purple

flowers—several other novelties are coming into bloom which we will notice

in future numbers. A number of the German daisies, imported last fall from

Mr. Van Houtte of Ghent, are in flower—among them are some very fine

quilled and fringed white, and one white variety with petals equal in

shape and imbrication to a fine Camellia. The variegated sorts are equally

attractive.

i

THE FUCHSIA.

When well grown, few plants are more admired than the Fuchsia; or, when

well selected with regard to distinctness, make a better display on our exhi-

bition tables; and yet, if we may judge from what are arinually brought under

our notice, growers seem to have paid and are still paying little attention to

its cultivation. On all sides improvement in other things is manifest, each

season being an advance on the preceding one in this respect, but the poor

feeble and attenuated Fuchsia appears to be an exception. I well remember

at the exhibitions of a society held at Wanstead that for years the Messrs.

Fraser periodically staged collections of Fuchsias, which at that time were

fair examples of growth and skill ; they were short-jointed, well-furnished

with bold foliage, compact pyramidal, and abundantly flowered j these are

the kind of plants one expects to see on a show day. I would ask, has a

single specimen been shown of late combining these requisites? At the Sur-

rey Zoological Gardens, and at the Vauxhall shows there have been at one

time not less than perhaps a dozen collections, numbering at least 100 plants,

and I may safely assert that scarcely one of that number could lay claim to

fine growth ; large |)lant8 are not what is wanted, if (obtained at the expense

of all other necessary points. As a beginning, give us plants say two feet

high and about the same through, free, and unrestrained, well furnished with

branches and laterals at close and regular distances around the centre stem,

and these so short-jointed and clothed with foliage that a comparatively solid

bush is presented; then, and then only, may we expect to find a plant pro-

portionately and adequately flowered. Contrast with the above a Fuchsia,

feeble and elongated, say in an 11-inch pot, with a stake some five feel ifn

length stuck in the centre; it is tied to this stake at intervals of every nine

or twelve inches; at a goodly distance above the pot a stray side branch pro-

trudes, at the end of which some five or six flowers may be seen weighing it

down to the rim of the pot as a resting place. Other branches, of the same

description, may be found further up the stem, on the summit of which is a

drooping tuft of flowers; and this is a picture of a modern grown Fuchsia. I

could wish to see closer attention paid to diff*erences of constitution in Fu-

chsias; this is a point more especially to be considered now, when the trade

is sending out new varieties. The soil, for instance, should not be all of on©

consistence; for what will suit one sort may not answer another. Peat, loam,

leaf-mould, and silver sand should be the ingredients of your mixture, which

should be made suitable to the wants of the particular plant you are potting,

rather than to answer the whole collection ; for varieties, naturally robust

and vigorous, would starve on a diet which would surfeit less robust kinds.

Fuchsias may with propriety be divided into two classes — the one, dark-

wooded and slender in habit, with a disposition to form long joints; the other
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soft-woodiMi, i.e.. green, robust, and short-jointed. Is it not Wrong, therefore,

to pot these differently constituted plants in the same mixture?

Suppose a few spring struck plains, m 2-inch pots, to have been lately re-

ceived from some nurseryman, and that a shift is necessary; before you com-

mence, separate your plants into the two classes above alluded to—probably

the first, or dark-wooded, will consist of the Gem of the Season, Commodore,

Perfection (Banks), Cortona,Nil desperandum, Dr. Lindley (Banks) Grandis,

VerHo, Clapton Hero, Splendissima, Ajax, Miranda (Turner), Scarletinare-

fle.'^a, Dr. Smith, &c., &c.; while the soft-wooded kinds may include Lady

Emily Cavendish,- Amy, Emjiress, llebe. Nonsuch, Napoleon, Joan of Arc,

Jlrlef, Gigantea rellexa. Beauty of Deal, Dr. Grosse, Expansion, Esteem,

Prin'ce Arthur, &c. When so separate<l, give the former nice light compost;

the latter, stronger ingredients; and the slender-habited varieties should not

fcceive so liberal a shift as their more robust associates. A cooler situation

fihould also be given to sorts of naturally slender habit; while to the stronger

kinds^ heat, moisture, and a stiffer conrpost may be aflTorded ;
and thus, by

assimilating the treatment to the wants of the plants, better results will be

attained than we have lately been in the habit of getting. As to the routine

6f after culture,- it is not my wi>h to enter, hut the gr«>wer who considers

well before he acts will not be at a bm to manage that part of the business.

Let us hope, after this notice, to see Fudisias hrouglu forward in better con-

ditiou than we have ever hitherto seeT> them.—J. E. [(ianl. Chron.)

RESULTS OF TILE DRALXLXG.

Messrs. Editors :—As you have published John Jidmson's account of bis

success in under tile draining, you may also in corroboration tell your farm-

ers that a miller here says that the only perfect white wheat he has bought

this year was the crop of this same John Johnson, grown on those tile or

j>ipe draining fields. Owing to the amelioration of the soil by draining, the

wheat ripened a fortnight earlier than that of his neighbors; its rapid

growth completely distanced the insect ; yet the uninitiated farmer would

Bay, after viewing the rolling surface, that it nee<led no drains.

Our farmers generally at this time grow the Mediterranean wheat, which

i^ipens early and e9cai«?s the lly ; bnt it will not make extra or good family

flour. The result is that our n.illers can no longer depend on this once

famed wheat country to supply them with the ih ^pioi to make good flour.

But I am glad to say that hundreds of ..ur best farmers are beginning to try

Mr. Johnson's experiment. Our tile maker, Mr. ^Vhartenby, cannot now

begin to burn his kilns as fast as the pipe and tile are required. lie will

1^'ork anotber macbiue this summer, and increase the number of his kilns.

I
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Your leader of the 1st IMay, in reply to professors of chemistry, was to

the point. It would seem as though the Almighty denied rain to the Pe-

ruvian Islands, to fit them for the store houses of nitrogen, to supply its

waste in the other portions of the globe. It does not take half a chemist to

discover that Guano is more strongly azotised than any other animal excrement,

and that it contains less of the phosphate to its azote (nitrogen) than any

other known manure, not chemically prepared ; hence the assertion that

** Guano is chiefly valuable for the phosphate of lime it contains," may

seem strange, if not outre, coining as it does from a man with a handle to

his name. But it is no argument to invalidate the capacity of the man,

for I presume there is not a professor in our land worthy of the name, who

will not confess at the age of sixty, that he was a babe when he first re-

ceived his diploma. He who is capable and loves to learn, learns fastest af-

ter he bc'ins to teach others ; if it was not so the schoolmaster would soon

become a dogmatical pedagogue, a blind leader to the blind. It is far better

to commit inadvertant blunders, which may be easily corrected even by our-

selves, than to spen<l time hunting up obsolete authorities to confirm us and

our readers that we are right, when a very little study of nature's simple

lessons would convince us that we were wrong.

Methinks the day is at hand when farmers will begin to feel themselves a

privilege<l class, not the the mere blind drudges in nature's great laboratory*

but intelligent co-workers with her, with that faith in her infallibility which

lightens labor and gives success to every experiment. Tell a man how he

misapplies his labor, wastes his manure or suffers it to deteriorate by the loss

of that organic matter which is as volatile as it is indispensable to vegetable

nutrition, and he may assent to the truth of your doctrine; but it will be

evident that its importance has not either penetrated his mind or affected

his will ; but when he sees his neighbor reap the immediate benefit of a bet-

ter system, his prejudice lets go its hold, and he becomes a zealous convert

to a better practice. Last fall a man living at Bufl'alo sent here for a

quantity of pipe and tile to drain a lot of 18 acres of intervale land on

Buffalo creek, four miles from the Lake. When he was putting down these

tile two farmers rode up to the fence; one said to the other, ** What

on earth are they doing with those jueces of earthen?" *" I don't know,"

was the reply. ** I suppose they are for some kind of steam works." The

man who tilled that lot the year before, ridiculed the idea that it required

draining ; he said it was all sandy loam but the low clayey patch next

the plank road, that the water never stood on any part of it the next day

after a rain ; that even the clay patch always got dry enough to plow by

the middle of May. This spring he saw that field plowed early in April,

clay and all; so incredulous was he that the clay was dry enough to plow,

2o
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that he examined the furrows ^vith his hands; seeing is helieving, hut feel-

in;: to him was tlie naked truth. ** Why," said be, his eves starting to their

sockets, '•
I never saw tliis hmd at any sesison in such line order before

;
i

have not yet been able to plow a furrow." 'Tls needless to say that this

man of stubborn unbelief, who could not be converted perliaps by all the

professors in Christendom, was now changed " in the twinkling of an eye,'

to that true faith which is henceforth to animate him, to give his bone and

muscle only to a better practice. Ere long I take it the two farmers will

not need the same miracle to teach them the difference between draining

pipe and steam pipe. ^* "•

Waterloo, X, }'., May 1853.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.
JUNE JULY*

FRUIT,

Grapes Inx-doors.—MUeiv.—'Y\m is an insidious enemy to the grape,

and one that requires constant watching and vigilant action on the part of

the cultivator ; remedies for its eradication are, fortunately, simple, and easi-

ly applied. AVe believe, however, both from published opinions and conver-

sations held with experienced grape growers on the subject, that there is di-

versity of opinion with regard to its cause. Currents of cohl air, damp winds,

too much moisture at the roots, an over-supply of atmospheric humidity, and

the reverse, have all been attributed causes of its appearance. We take our

stand upon the latter, and firmly believe that it proceeds from a deficiency

of moifciure in the air. Reasoning by analogy, we find that the gooseberry

attains greatest perfection in cool, moist climates. In this country, where

there is less moisture, it becomes mildewed. Late sown peas are generally

rendered useless from the same disease, which is prevented by abundant wa-

terings. Grapes that are forced in early spring, and consequently ripe be-

fore the summer aridity occurs, are never mildewed. In the first volume of

the "Florist," an instance is recorded where its increase was prevented by

keeping the grapery well closed to exclude external air, the interior being

kept damp by liberal sprinklings of water. Mildew is so associated with

dampness and decay, that it appears unreasonable to suppose conditions ex-

tremely opposite can produce it. There is, however, a species of mildew

"which is produced by a dry air acting upon a delicate surface of vegetable

tissue," (Lindley) ; and it is thi9 mildew, we think, that affects the grape.—

The native kinds are seldom affected—their thick skins are proof against its

attacks. Currents of cold air are a reputed cause ; currents of hot, dry air we
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consider nearer the truth. A moment's consideration would remind us that

currents of cold air are '* few, and far between," during the moi^th of July.

That aiidity has to do with it might be surmised from the repeated observa-

tion of its appearance being first detected on the lower part of the houaC, if

the front ventilators are (»pened ; and a very frequent recommendation to

keep that portion of the house closed, thus preventing a rapi<l evaporation of

moisture. We have in many instances seen Black Hamburgh grapes fruit-

ing in the open air; but with one exception, they were renderd useless by

mildew. In the exc«'ption alluded to, the fruit was clean and perfectly ripe,

though badly colored. The vines that produced them were trained on a cir-

cular-topp(Ml arbur, the waste water from a pump ran down the centre of the

arbor, which was rarely dry ; consequently there was a continual evaporation

arising about the fruit. The situation was, perhaps, otherwise favorable,

bein^r sliadod from afternoon sun. We are aware that these remarks do not

coincide with the generally acknowledged origin of mildew ; but ourobservar

tions leads us to these conclusions. We will be glad to learn frcuu the expe-

rience of others, if our opinions are erroneous.

Happily, however, there is an antidote. Sulphur is an established pre-

ventive and cure. It may b« applied in various ways—sprinkled thickly

on the ground, or thrown with an engine on the plants will arrest itt pro-

gress. Unslacked lime and sulphur mixed in water, give a sohition which

has been used with success vhen syringed over the plants.

Grapes Out-door^.—Attention to tying up, pruning and thinning will

now bo required. There cantiot be a more mistaken economy than over-

cropping; a heavy crop never ripens well, the plant is weakened from over-

exertion, an.l the wood produced will be weak and not properly matured, and

several years must elapse before the plants recover sufiiciently to bear an

average crop. On weak, low shoots one bunch will be enough to leave ;
all

other! cut off. Higher up on the plant, where the growths are stronger, two

may be left. On all except leading shoots, pinch out the tips six or eight

leaves beyond the fruit, tying all regular and securely. Tlie occasional ap-

plication of soapsuds, or other liquid stimulant, will be favorable, especially

during dry weather.

Strawbeuuies—after the crop is gathered, if intonded to fruit another

year, should be kept clear of runners and weeds and ren-ive occasionaUtir-

rings between the rows, especially after heavy rains. If an opportunity can

be embraced immediately before a shower, of giving them a soaking of m.-

nure water, the trouble will be well repaid. It is a practice witli maf.y to

allow the young plants to establish themselves between the rows, and destroy

the old ones in the fall. Where this is intended, the iq.eti >pncc- should re-

ceive a heavy coating of well decomposed manure, and cover iu deep ami

thoroughly. When space is limited, and not couvcnicni to occupy a separate
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piece of ground with a new plantation, tliis system does very well for a few

years—provided the soil is well enriched, and kept in good condition.

Raspberries.—We have found it a good practice to thin out the young

shoots ahout this time, leaving five or six of the best growths, and clearing

away all the others. Those that are left will gain additional strength, and

their development will be still further encouraged if the bearing wood is cut

out as soon as the fruit is all gathered.

Surface Stirring.—^o careful cultivator will permit weeds to overrun his

fruit garden ; but even although the soil be tolerably clear of weeds, the sur-

face should be stirred from time to time to allow the admission of atmosphe-

ric air and moisture to the roots. We have frequently remarked that the

physical texture of the soil for fruit trees is of much more importance than

its chemical constitution. The soil for a fruit garden may be made too rich

by the application of manures ; and when this is the case the trees will grow

luxuriously, but will not fruit. Nothing in the shape of manure can compensate

for a deficiency in the porosity of the soil; a bulky, undecomposed mass of

organic substances, such as barn-yard manure, applied to an adhesive, clayey

soil, will have a tendency to impart a degree of friability. But in these times

of concentrated essences, porosity must be secured by other means. Drain-

ing is the fundamental auxiliary in conjunction with deep cultivation. Gua-

no, poudrette, and other artificial manures can then be advantageously ap-

plied in small quantities annually, towards the end of the season, burying it

slightly to prevent in some measure the loss of gaseous matters. A soil

managed in this way may be kept in fine condition during summer by a sys-

tem of deep surface stirring, more particularly after heavy rains, which con-

solidate and harden the surface. The more air in the soil the less will it be

effected by drouth.

These general remarks may meet the wishes of your correspondent who

inquires about soil for seedling fruits. S. B.

FLOWER GARDEN.

I promised in my last to resume the subject of budding Roses, as there is

perhaps no one subject of American floriculture less attended to. Any one

acquainted with European gardening must very much miss the »' standards,"

the miniature tree roses which there abound. To account for this we are

told that the English dog rose,JRosa canina,) on which they are worked, is

not adapted to our climate, and that whatever are worked on them soon die

out. t Jhis is undoubtedly true of imported trees, especially when planted in

an exposed -^situation. The stem becomes "bark-bound," and frequently

dies d.)wn below the bud, and suckers so abound that the energy of the stem

is materially weakened, and;/requently the whole dies off. But if a strong

sucker is led up, and the rest taken ofl*, and when it becomes of a proper

I

height and condition, budded with a kind adapted to it, it will succeed per-

fectly, never dying down, or being otherwise than healthy in sunshine or

shade, if only common attention be paid to keeping off the suckers that will

come up. This shows the necessity o( raising our own stocks ; and those

who have specimens of the dog rose, (and few who have roses but can raise

up one) I would recommend to let one or more go to seed for that purpose.

They would be at leaj^t two years from the seed even under favorable cir-

cumstances, before they would be in a condition to work as standards ; but a

stock once obtained, can by sowing a few every year, be readily kept up.

—

There is no other kind fit for general use as a stock for standards, as the

much-of-late vaunted Manettii stock suckers worse than the dog rose when

trained up for a standard. Its recommendation is, that it is easily propa-

gated, and late in thefull other roses take easily on it. In my experience I

find rose buds take best about "peach-budding" time, or (in this district) the

beginning of September. The perpet ual kinds, or Remontants, deserve more

extensive cultivation; their first crop of flowers should be cutoff immediately

they begin to fade, in order to produce a succession. Another thing not to

dOy is, to take up layered Carnations as soon as they are rooted, as frequent-

ly recommended—let them stay till late in the fall. Dahlias in beds often

look very pretty when pegged down, covering entirely the surface of the

ground. When growing in a warm or dry situation they produce finer flow-

ers on this system, as the ground is kept moist and cool.

Green House.

The Pelargonium will, in most collections, be going out of flower. If they

have been grown in the house they should have all the light and air possible^

in order to ripen the wood well before cutting them down. A great deal de-

pends on this, if large, well-grown specimens are desired, as the buds do not

«*break" well on ill-ripened wood. To prolong the flowering period of th^

Fuchsia, keep the house in which they are growing cool and moist ; to da

this, shade well, and syringe two or three times a day. The German Daisies^

which are now coming into such deserved request, are better turned out of th©

frames in which they have been flowered into a frame with a north aspect^

where they can be kept from'the sun, cool and moist. They are,'however,

impatient of close confinement; now is the time to propagate them by off'sets.

Neapolitan and Tree Violets, indispensable winter flowers, should also be treat-

ed in the same way. Tansies, Cinerarias and Calceolarias, as they root,

should be potted>nd placed in similar frames, and the seeds of selected kinds

sown there as fast as they ripen. Chrysanthemums should never be allowed

to get matted in their po\s, but be constantly repotted into very rich soil, as

they grow very dwarf; ^and handsome plants of the old large kinds may be

obtained by layering down luxuriant shoots of plants growing in the open
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borders, just before they show flower buds, into 4-incli pots. In a few weeks

they will be rooted, when they may be taken oif and treated as the others.

To assist in keeping up the summer interest of the greenhouse, a p:ood stoek

of Begonias shouhl be obtained ; few jnsects care to touch them, wliile some

of them are always in flower, and others successively. They are of the easiest

culture, and do better in than out. In American nurseries many kinds can

be obtained, amon;:st tlie handsomest of which are B. Evansiana, nitida, in-

carnata, manicata, IlydrocotyHfolia, sanguinea, coceinea, odorata, parvi-

flora, fuchsoides, and albo-coccinea. B. cinnabarina, considered one of the

handsomest, has been introduced ; but I believe has not been yet let out by

the nurserymen. It would greatly tend to encourage the growth of these

useful summer house-blooming plants, were our horticultural societies to offer

jiremiums for the best grown specimen at each of their monthly meetings.

—

All plants kept in the house will need constant syringings and attention to

keep down the insects.

Hot and Oucuide.e House.

Hothouse plants do not require a higher teuipcrature than greenhouse

pbints at this period ; but they must have a moister atmosphere to do first-

rate in. Indeed, some kinds, as Mediuillas, Ixoras, BrunstVlsias and Plero-

luas, do but ill in a greenhouse atmosphere in summer. The syringe should

tiicrefore be applied very freely, as the air necessary to keep down the tem-

perature dries the atmosphere very much. Orchide.T, are generally kept

mufih too hot in summer, as well as too close. Air should be given from the

top sashes whenever the temperature does not fall below 60°; in warm nighta

also they may be often left open. The glass should be kept shaded, as it

is almost impossible to keep up the necessary moisture otherwise with so

much air; some means should be taken to keep an evaporating surface near

them, as well as to give them frequent sjringings. Kever allow the temper-

ature to go above 80°—a high moist temperature will destroy an orchid

sooner than anything I know, llenanthera coceinea, Dendrobium aggrpga-

turn, most of the Cattleyas, and harddeaved Epidendrums do not flower well

in the shade ; they should be put as near the glass as possible.

Vegetable Garden.

About the end of June the main object of the gardener will be his Celery

crop. There are many ways of planting ; the best, in my estimation, being

the single row system. The earth in the ditches cannot be dug too deep, nor

the manure too abundant ; that from the cow yard is to be preferred. Kuta

bagas, or Swede Turnips should be sown about the same time; and where

Turnips arc desired early, a few may be sown in a cool situation. The great

pest the fly has not yet been subdued by any one of the nostrums yet in-

vented ; a first-rate plan, where the crop is not very extensive, is to water

them early every morning in their earliest infancy, with a very coarse nose

on the watering pot. This is effective in two ways—first, the water coming

heavily on the soil carries the insect with it, burying many in the soil, while

the plants are encouraged to grow rapidly beyond their power. Endive

should be sown in a bed of light rich soil early in the month—it is beginning

to be an indispensable winter salad. Attention will still be required to suc-

cession of crops in Peas, Beans, Corn, Radishes, Lettuces, &c. T. J.

«•

»

PENNSYLVANLV HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The 8tate<l meeting of this Society was held in the Chinese Saloon, on

Tuesday evening, June 21st, 18o3. General Patterson, President, in the

chair. The display for June was a remarkably fine one and much com-

mended by the visitors. A few only of the objects worthy of special atten.

tion will here be noticed* In Mr. Buist's collection were the Medinilla

magnifica, a beautiful specimen of the Melastomacea, bearing a handsome

cluster of pink flowers, and Tecoma jastninoides ros^a, both new and of

recent introduction, and now for the first time shown. In Frederick Len-

nit^'s were Clrrodcndron Bethunianum and Medinilla Seiboldtiiy new and

for the first time exhibited; also Gardenia Stanlryana^ a fine large specimen

with flowers and numerous buds, and a collection of Gloxinias. In John

Bell's, West Philadelphia, were Delphinium Henderson ii, Sipliocampyloi

nitidus, Achimenes Baumannia^ A. grandidissima, Escheriana grandiflora,

Tillandsia species from Cuba, and six Gloxinias, all new and seen for the

first time before the Society. In Mr. Cope's were Siphocainpliylos nitidus

Vind Uranthemutn Beinperjlorens new and of recent introduction; also fine

Fuchsias and a dozen choice plants, with beautiful cut Carnations. Mr.

Dundas' gardener brought a fine array of beautiful Fuchsias and Gloxinta$

of the finest sorts. W. W. Keen's, of W. P., had six select Fuchsias and a

dozen of choice standard plants. H. Pratt McKean's gardener, of Torres-

dale, presented six of the finest Fuchsias shown. Robert Cornelius' gardener

had a very fine grown specimen of Campanula pgramidalis. Thomas F.

Croft sent a collection of cut seedling Verbenas of merit. Thos. Meehan,

gardener to C. Cope, exhibited a basket of cut flowers, displaying in the

centre a fully blown flower of the Victoria regia, the 113th from the same

plant. Designs, baskets and bouquets were shown by Thomas Meghran,

gardener to 11. Cornelius, Thos. Meehan, Mr. Cope's gardener, John Bell,

Robert Kilvington and from the garden of J. L. Goddard, W. Philadelphia,

all in fine taste. The fruit table presented a tempting spectacle, containing

Black Hamburg and White Frontignac Grapes; Peaches—varieties, Eliza,

Pruid Hill, Earlj York and Geo. 4th. Nectarines—Downton, Earlj Newing^
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ton and Pitmaston Varieties ; and the Shanghai Peach, believed to be ex-

hibited for the first time in America, from the conservatories of C. Cope.

Three bunches of the White Sweet Water Grapes, from Eden Hall. A rich

display on nine dishes of Cherries, from Mrs. J. B. Smith, consisting of the

Royal hative, Bigarreau Cocaret, Burr's Seedling, Gobet, Belle Magnifique,

Royal, Montmorency, Griotte and Maydukc. Isaac B. Baxter had the

Gros hative, Guigne noir, Blackhcart and Mayduke Cherries, a di^^h of the

Coii Wilder Raspberry. Gooseberrits 32 to the pound. White and Bed

Currants. J. F. Knorr, four -kinds of Currants of the best sorts, o. M.

Page, a dish of Moyamensing Strawberry. Wm. Ilobson, the Early Rich-

mond and Black Tartarian Cherries. Dr. Brinckle, Raspberries, viz: the

Mrs. Ingersoll, Mrs. Wilder, Gen. Patterson, Longworth, Emily and No.

35 H. Dr. J. K. Mitchell, seedling Raspberries. R. Cornelius* gardener,

Hovey's Seedling Strawberries.

The two large tables of Vegetables were furnished from the gardens of

C. Cope and R. Cornelius ; much credit is due to their gardeners for such

fine esculents presented. James Ridings exhibited a very interesting case

of pestiferous insects collected by him this season, ^hich attracted attention ;

it contained Borers of the Maple tree, the Linden, the Apple and Quince,

the Cherry and Locust, the Ash, the Locust, the Cherry and Abh, the

Peach, the Currant and Gooseberry and the Squash.

Premiums awarded on the occasi<m were

:

By the Committee on Plants and Flowers, viz : Gloxinias—For the best

six to James Bisset, gardener to James Dundas ; for the second best to John

Bell, AV. P. Fuchsias—For the best six to A. Burnett, gardener to H.

Pratt McKean. Plants in Pots—For the best twelve to Thomas Fairley,

foreman to R. Buist ; for the second best to Wm. Grassie, gardener to W.

W. Keen ; for the third best to John Bell. Plant in a Pot-^-Yor the best

grown specimen Gardenia Stanleyana^ to John Pollock, gardener to F.

Lennig. Plants shown for the first time—A premium of $5 to Thomas

Fairley, foreman to R. Buist, for fine plants in bloom of Medinilla viag-

nt/ica and Tecoma jasminoides rosea ; a premium of three dollars to John

Bell for Delphinium Hendersonii^ six very beautiful Gloxisiaa and two

Achimenes ; a premium of two dollars to John Pollock, gardener to F.

Lennig, for Clerodendron Bcthinianum Wk^ Medinilla Sieloldii ; a premium

of one dollar to Thos. Meehan, gardener to C. Cope, for Eranthcmum

Semperflorens and Siphocamphylos nit idus.

Bouquet Designs—For the best to Thos. Meehan ; for the second best to

Thos. Meghran, gardener to R. Cornelius. Basket of cut flowers—For the

best to the same; for the second best to Robert Kilvington ; for the best

of Indigenous flowers to Thos. Meehan ; for the best hand bouquet to John

Bell ; and a special premium of one dollar to Thos. Meehan for a box of

Carnation flowers. The Committee notice as deserving special attention, a
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very fine specimen in John Bell's collection of Delphinium Beauty of Cha-

ronne, a hardy herbaceous plant recommended as a very desirable bloomer

of great duration.

By the Committee on Fruits. For the best Black Hamburg and White

Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, to Thos. Meehan, gardener to C. Cope ; for

the best Cherries, Barr's Seedling, and for the second best Belle magnifique,

to Francis Guoin, gardener to Mrs. J. B. Smith. The attention of the

Committee was especially attracted by a small quantity of the fine Straw-

berry, the Moyamensing seedling, by J. M. Tage; nor can they omit to

notice the superior collection of Peaches-, Apricots and Nectarines, for which

they award a special premium of three dollars to Thos. Meehan ; and fine

varieties of Currants, for which they award a premium of two dollars to J.

F. Knorr. They also notice choice varieties of Seedling Raspberries, from

the gardens of Dr. Brinckle and Dr. Mitchell.

By the Committee on Yegctables. For the best display of Vegetables

by an amateur gardener,' to Thos. Meehan, gardener to C. Cope ; for the

second best, to Tlioa. Meghran, gardener to R. Cornelius.

Ad Lxteuim Re pout.

The Fruitf Comraittee, in presenting their usual a(t interim KejSort, would

remind the Society that, at the stated meeting of last month, specimens of

two new Grapes (one a seedling of the Black Hamburg, the other the Musque

Verdel,) were exhibited by the originator, Mr. J. Fisk Allen, of Salem, Mass.

Wishing to have an opportunity of carefully examining these two varieties,

the committee only noticed them cursorily in their regular report for that

evening, with a promise of submitting a more detailed pomological descrip-

tion of them in their Juno ad interim report. The specimens having been

winter forced, and being ripe in March, were kept too long after their ma-

turity to be in their greatest perfection.

Allen 8 Seedling Black Jlamlurg.—The bunch exTiibited was not very

large, though it is probable there will be an improvement in this respect.

—

Berry large, black, oval ; seed grey ; flesh solid, and posaessing much of the

character of the Black Hamburg; <{uality ''very good."

Musqut Verdrl.—This is a natuial cr<'>s between the Grizzly Frohtfgnan

and the Verdelho, the Wine Grape of Miideira. Bunch large shouldered,

loose; berry rather small, about half an iiwh in diameter, round, pale red
;

seed light cinnamon color; flavor rich, sacchariiie, highly perfumed; quality

** best;" said to be as earlv as the Blai-k Julv. and the Pitmaston.

Mr. Allen deserves the thanks of i)uiiiul.»Lri.sts for haviii;: originated tv.'ty

varieties of Grapes of sach excellence ; and being of native origin, they may

prove, for out-door culture, better auited to the requirements of uur climate

than their transatlantic parents*

2i
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FromE. W. S. Cleveland, c>f Burlingtm. ^W.--Tmeslpec\mcnsoi Strays-

berries without a name. Fruit large, roundi^sh, sometimes ovate; dark red;

seed of the same color, set in superficial depressions; calyx reflected; stamens

persistent; flesh vellowi^h-white, saccharine, high flavored; quality "best;"

the fruit and leaf clearly indicate the variety to be a Ilautbois, probably the

Lafayette. It is to be regretted that this luscious class of Strawberries is so

little cultivated.

From i1/r. .S'fwarf.—Beautiful specimens of Strawberries, llovey's Seed-

ling, of last year's planting; some ne4rly four inches in circumference; quali-

ty **very good."

From Mr. Gerhard Schmltz, of Fhilad\i.—Vme specimens of two of hia

Seedling Strawberries:

1. The Fcnns^flvanh.—lh'is variety was a seedling of the Moyamensing,

and was exhihiteil by Mr. Schmitz last season for the first time. Fruit large,

broadly conical, dai-k crimson; seed crimson, and when shaded, yellow, set in

depressions not very deep, with roundish intervals ; flesh red
;

flavor fine ;

quality "best;" sexual character pistillate; haf large, deep green, serratures

crenate. The committee award a premium of five dullars to this variety, as

the best new American Seedling Strawberry of superior quality, after two

years' trial.

2. Schmitz 8 Xo. 3.—A seedling of the Washington, exhibited now for the

first time. Fruit large, roundish ovate, sometimes inclining to conical; light

crimsoT.; seed crimsoii, often yellow, set in rather d««p indentations, with

intervals somewhat ridged; flesh pale red ; flavor pleasant; quality "very

good;" sexual character pistillate. Leaf large, light green.

From Caleb Cope, i's^.—Specimens of four varieties of Strawberries:

1. McAvoijH Superior.—^hU variety originated with Mr. McAvoy of Cin-

citinati, and was formerly known as his Ko. 12. In May lb51, U received

a premium of one hundred dollars from the Cincinmiti llort. Society. Mr.

Cope's specimens were of great size and beauty, some of them measuring

fiveai.d a half inches in cireuwferenr,' ! Fruit very large ;
roundish ovate,

occasionally slightly necked ; deep brilliant crimson; seed crimson, sometimes

yellow, set in indentations not deep, except in the the largest specimens,

i?hen the intervals are also somewhat ridged ; flesh red ;
flavor exquisitely

fine; quality ''best ;" sexual character pistillate.

2. J/o'^fo^'« xTo. 1.—Large, roundish, deep scarlet; light crimson seed ;

indentations rather deep, intervals not ridged ; flesh whitish, partly stained

with red ; flavor agreeable ;
quality " good," perhaps " very good ;" sexual

character pistillate. An abundant bearer.

3. McAvoy's Extra /i\'(Z.-"Large, roundish ; scarlet ; seed red, sometimes

yellowish ; indentation® tolerably deep, intervals somewhat rounded ;
flesh
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yellowish, slightly stained; sub-acid flavor; quality only "good;" pistillate;

extraordinarily productive.

4. Longivorth's Prolific.—This fine variety originated with Mr. Sehneicke

of Cincinnati, and was formerly known as Schneike's Hermaphrodite. Very

large; roundish ovate; brilliant crimson ; seed of the same color, sometimes

yellowish, set in rather deep indentations with rounded intervals ; flesh red
;

flavor fine, quality " very good." A variety of great excellence ;
perfect in

its sexual organization, and remarkably productive—a rare circumstance

with staminate varieties of large size.

From Robert Biiid.—Fine specimens of two varieties of Strawberries

—

McAvoy's Superior, and McAvoy's No. 1, described above.

From Henry A. Dreer.—A dish of the Moyamensing Strawberry. This

fine variety originated with Mr Gerhard Schmitz of this city, and took the

premium offered by the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society for the best seed-

ling Strawberry exhibited in 1848. Fruit rather large; roiuidlsh conical;

deep crimson; seed crimson, set in rather deep depressions, with rounded in-

tervals, flesh red; flavor very fine; quality "best," pistillate; leaf iaigc, with

crenate serratures.

From Dr. E. W. Carpenter, Lancaster.—lihe Triumph of Cumberland

Cherry, a native of Cumberland county, Pa. Specimens fine. Large, obtuse

heart-shaped, sometimes roundish, compressed at the sides; deep crimson, al-

most purple when fully ripe; suture indistinct; stem rather long, slender, in-

eerted in a broad, open cavity ; apex slightly depressed ; stone roun:!ish-oval,

compressed; flesh rather solid, red, slightly adherent to the stone; flavor tine ;

quality " best;" period of maturity about the middle of June.

The Treasurer submitted his semi-annual statement, which was read and

referred.

Charles Kissler, of Reading, Pa., was elected a corresponding and hono-

rary member, and four gentlemen contributing members.

Adjourned. Thomas P. Jame5, Eec SW.

MARYLAND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The Society held its monthly meeting in Uhe Maryland Tnstftnte, on

Thursday, the li!th inst. On this occasion Calceolarias fc.rmed the principal

display ; there being several collections of well grown plants, but the flowers

of rather primitive cast, showing much room fur improvement in this in-

dispensable early summer flower. In the collection nhown by Mr. Kemp,

gardener to Miss Tifl'any, were a few flowers of good properties. Mr. Frazier,

gardener to John Hopkins, Esq., contributed a collccnion of healthy, well

managed geraniums: The kinds being Capt. Datley, Van Tto:np, Flower of
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the Day, Commander-in-Chief, Princess Alice, Queen of Summer and

Clifton Scarlet. In :Mr. J. Feast's collection were noticed Salvia Patena

alba, Volkameria Japonica, Maiirandia cmrulca, Clematis Sieholdtii, kc—

Dr. Edmondson communicated a few choice Fuchsias, cut flowers of Azalea

Tndica, from plants growing out of doors, sheltered during winter by a

slight covering of boards ; also fine fruit of his seedling Strawberry Mary-

landlca, forwarded in pots. Mr. Feast sent AYinter Bon Chretien Pears in

good preservation. Mr. Kurtz contributed a large Azalea Varicgata which

was much and justly admired, together with cut flowers of Mododendron

Vervainianum and fine Ghent Azalea and Tulips. S. Feast k Son produced

a fine table of Roses, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Geraniums, &c. W. Saunders,

gardener to Thos. Winans, Esq., exhibited greenhouse plants, Le%^henaultia

Formosa, Burchelia Capensis, Ericas llnhida, and Intcnnedia, Tropaeolum

Tricolornm, Azalea Varicgata, Ccntradenia Rosea, Begonia Sanguinea and

several Pelargoniums and Cinerarias. i

Vef^etables were well represented, there being various contributions of

Cabbages, Lettuces, Ra<lishes, Cauliflowers, Leeks, Asparagus, Carrots,

String Beans, Salsify and Rhubarb.

The awards were as follows:

Pelargoniums—gardeners, premium, S. Feast & Sons,

amateurs, W. Saunders, gr. to T. Winans, Esq.,

2nd Mr. Frazier.

-gardeners, S. Feast ^ Sod,

amateur, 1st 0. Kemp,

2nd J. Standemeyer, gr. to Mr. Brown.

Verbenas—gardeners, S. Feast k Son,

2nd J. Feast,

ditto amateurs, C. Campbell, gr. to Dr. Edmondson,

2nd AVm. Saunders.

Petunias—gardeners, S. Feast k Sons.

Fuchsias—gardeners, S. Feast X Sons,

2nd John Feast,

ditto amateursC. Campbell.

Cacti—1st C. Campbell, 2nd Massrs. Pentland.

ptoses—Ist S. Feast & Sons, 2nd Messrs. Pentland.

Greenhouse Plants—gardeners. J. Feast,

ditto ditto amateurs 1st "\Vm. Saunders,

2nd C. Cam])hell.

Bouquets—1st S. Feast k Sons, 2nd \sm. Galloway, ^rd John Feast.

Design for Table—Loudon Feast.

Orchids—S. Feast k Sons. 7\zaleas—Mr. Kurtz.

Potatoes -C. rnnipboll.

ditto

Caloeolarias-
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Lettuce—1st Mr Whittemore, 2nd Mr. Lushby.

Rhubarb—1st C. Campbell, 2nd John Feast.

Asparagus—1st Mr. Ferine, 2nd J.* Standemeyer.

Best display of Vegetables—Dr. R. Lushby, 2nd ^Ir. Whittemore,

Cauliflowers and Beans—J. Standemeyer.

The June exhibition was held on the 9th, when the following awards were

made:

Best 12 Greenhouse Plants—(gardeners premium) John Feast. His

plants were llhodostemma Gardeniodes, Torenia Asiatica, Cohimnea Schie-

diana, Pimelia decussata, Stephanotls florahunda, Allamanda Nerifolia,

Leschenaultiaformosa, Ardisias vispinosa ami elegaris, Vinca alba, Tecoma
Jasminoidcs and Tremandra verticillata. 2nd Samuel Feast k Sons,

whose lot consisted of Ackimenes grandijlora, Gloxinias Victoria reginaj

and Fyfiana, Ixora Coccinnea, Azalea Daniehiana, Plumbago Mosea^

Euphorbia grandijlora, Burchelia Capensis^ Pelargoniums, Madame Kos-

suth and Alboni, Fuchsias Sir J. Falstaff, and Geranium Flower of the

Day,

Best 12 Fuchsias—(amateur's premium) C. Campbell, gardener to Dr,

Edmondson, the kinds being Prince Arthur, Eliza Meilliez, 3Iicrophylla,

Prince of Orange, Flora s Diadem, Speciosa, Sir John Falstaff, VoltigeuVj

Globosa alba, Madame Sontag, Fair Jiosamund and Lord of the Isles.—
2nd, O. Kemp. •

Best twelve Fuchsias—(gardeners) John Feast ; 2nd, S. Feast & Sons.

Calceolarias— best display John Feas^ Cacti—best Pentland k Bro.

Roses—Best 24 cut blooms; 1st S. Feast k Sons, 2nd Wm. Saunders,

8rd Pentland k Bro. Best 12 cut blooms ; 1st Edward Kurtz, 2nd Pent-

land k Bro. Discretionary to Wm. Saunders, gar<lener to Mr. Winans, for

display of Pelargoniums. Best bouquet S. Feast & Sons, 2nd J. Galloway.

Table Design Pentland k Bxo., 2nd J. Feast. Discretionary to IL Bosse,

gardener to Mr. Mankin, for large bouquet.

Strawberries—Best distinct variety, 1 quart each, Dr. Edmondson, with

McAvoys Superior, Iloveys Seedling, and two of his own seedlings, viz :

—

Haarlem Orange and Charles Favorite; 2nd S. Feast k Sons with the

following : Iloveys Seedling, Boston Pine, Black Prince and Keens Seed-

ling. Best 1 quart of any variety. Dr. Edmondson, seedling Marylandiea^

2nd 0. Kemp, Iloveys Seedling, Crd J. Feast, Iloveys Seedling. Best

seedling. Dr. Edmondson, Marylandica.

Cherries—Best V/m. Saunders, Black Tartarian, 2nd Mr. Fuss; discre,

tionary to Mrs. Law for Bf.rrk Heart. The committee on Fruit report that

Dr. Edmondson's seedling Strawberry, Marylandica, is a very superior fruit

both in size and flavor.
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Vegetables—Best Beets, (gardeners' premium) D. K. Lushby, 2nd E,

Whittemore. Early Cabbage, 1st D. K. Lusliby, 2nd E. Whittemore.

—

(Amateurs.) Best Cabbage and Potatoes, C. Campbell. Best display of

Vegetables, E. Whittemore, 2nd D. K. Lusliby.

W. Saunders, Cor. Secretary.

NEW YORK HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The New York Horticultural Society held its Semi- annual exhibition last

^week. The display seems from the reports in the daily papers to have been

fi good one. The Herald regrets that the company was not very numerous.

They had some leaves and a flower of the Victoria regia, from Mr. Cope's

plant.

The following premiums were awarded:

Roses. Class /.—First premium awarded to J. S. Burgess, gardener to

W. E. Burton, Esq., Glen Cove, L. I. Do., Mateo Donadi, Astoria.

Class //.—First premium—George Ilamlin, gardener to W. C. Langley,

Brooklyn. Second premium—J. Burgess.

Class III.—Second premium— J. Burgess.

The prizes for plants have been awarded as follows:

Hothouse Plants—First premium to Thomas Duncan, gardener to E. J,

Woolsey, Astoria. Second premium to L. Menand, Albany.

Greenhouse Plants—First premium to L. Menand, Albany.

Orchids—First premium to L. Menand, Albany.

Carnations—First premium to Wm. Chorlton, gardener to J. C. Green,

Staten Island.

Geraniums—First premium to A. Gordon, gardener to E. lloyt, Astoria,

Pelargoniums—Best six varieties—George Ilamlin, gardener to W, C,

Langley, Brooklyn ; second best do—W. Chorlton, gardener to J. C. Green,

Staten Island, best three fancy varieties—Wm. Chorlton, do., do. ;
best

three specimens of scarlet—Alexander Gordon, gardener to E. Iloyt, Asto-

ria ; second best do.—Wra. Vanderventers, Astoria.

Fuchsias—Best six specimens—John Humphrey, gardener to F. Howe,

Brooklyn ; second best do—Martin Collopy, gardener to J. H. Prentice

,

special premium—Geo. Ilamlin, gardener to W. C. Lanjzley, Brooklyn.

Cacti—Special premium—Luke Mullin, Seventy-eighth street, Bloom-

ingdale.

Ericas—Best three specimens—L. Menand, Albany.

Fruits—The fruits consisted of strawberries, cherries and a few nectarines

and lemon?. The following kinds of strawberries were exhibited : Long-

worth's seedling, Seneck's staminata, Boston pine, Ilovey's socdling, Iowa,

Picton pine, a very large sort, white; Livingston seedling, Prince^ Albert,

white; black pine, a dark deep red, kc.

The prizes for strawberries were awarded as follows

:

First premium—J. llardman, gardener to W. IL Paine and I. Buchanan,

Astoria. Second premium—Isaac G. Winans and Thos. Duncan, gardener

to E. J. Woolsey, Astoria.

The cherries exhibited consisted of the following kinds : Elton, Belle de

Choisy, Black Tartarian, Mayduke, Knight's early black. River's early

amber.

First premium—Joseph Cudlipp, Jr., corner of seventy-sixth street and
Broadway.

Nectarines—Discretionary premium—to G. A. Maxiner, gardener to W.
C. H. Waddell, Esq., New York.

There were likewise some lemons of a very large size exhibited by James
Angus, gardener to W. W. Fox, West Farms.

Vegetables. Potatoes—First premium—James Angus. Second pre-

mium—J. Hardman.
Peas—First premium—James Angus, West Farms. Second premium

—

J. Hardman.
Beets—First premium—Jos. Cudlipp, Jr. Second premium—John prill,-

N. J.

Cabbage—First premium—Jos. Cudlipp, Jr. Second premium—Johiv

Brill, N.J.
Lettuce—First premium—John Brill, N. J. Second premium—Joseph

Cudlipp, Jr. Discretionary premium—Charles Winter, corner of Seventy-

third street and Eleventh avenue.

Jladishes—First premium—James Angus.

Best displaij of Vegetables—First premium—John Fick, Bloomingdale,

Eighth avenue. Second premium—James Angus.

Cucumbers—First premium—A. Gordon, gardener to E. Hoyt, Astoria.

Second premium—Wm. II. Mitchell, gardener to William Watson, West
Farms.

Cauliflowers—First premium—Martin Collophy, gardener to J. II. Pren-

tice. Second premium—A. Gordon, Astoria.

Rhubarb—First premium—A. Gordon. Second premium—John Brill,

N. J.

Bouquets—One of the prettiest sights is the collection of bouquets, placed

on a circular table in a central part of the hall. In front of this table, in

an ornamental stand of painted wicker work, T. Dunlap, of G3-4 Broadway,

exhibits one particularly beautiful. On the large stand behind, mentioned

above, are grouped various handsome bouquets, some in fancy baskets, and

others in porcelain vases. The most unicpie and original article among them

is a pyramidal structure of flowers, exhibited by Mrs. J W. Faulkner,

Stamford, Conn. ; the base and plat on which it stands formed of flowers of

every imaginable hue, and the top, or rather the spire, of the pyramid, for

such was the idea of tlie shape that it conveyed, consisted of a pretty variety

of the common digitalis or foxglove.

Basket of Flowers—First premium—Walter Park, florist, Brooklyn.

—

Second premium—John Cranston, Castle Point, Iloboken.

Hand Bouquets—First premium—Jaioes Hagerty, 878 Broadway. Sec-

ond premium—Walter Park, Brooklyn.

Parlor Bouquets—Second premium—James Angus, West Farms.
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Shade Trees.—Mr. Downing, in one of the last numbers of the " Horti-

culturist," which appeared before his untimely death, made an onslaugh up-

on the Ailanthus. From the earnestness of the article one would have

thought that the writer had passed a week in Philadelphia. Mr. llovey has

lately appealed from the judgment of his deceased cotemporary, which ap-

peal leads us to the belief that Boston is comparatively free from the nui-

sance. If Mr. llovey was obliged, as the writer is, to walk across rhiladel-

phia twice a day, and be continually subject to the detestable smell, which

is a cross between sulphuretted hydrogen and what might be called a green

smell, of their blossoms, he woufd regret that he had ever said a word in

their defence. In some of our streets they occur at intervals of a square, so

that you no sooner get away from the eflluvium of one tree than you arc met

by that of another. If some charitable citizens could only form a committee

of vigilance, and enact lynch law upon every Ailanthus in the city, they

would deserve a monument wre peretuXius.

In Schleiden we lately met the sentence—"It is a common saying among

the people, especially among the Germans, that the wood of the lime con-

tains gold," ISow here is a chance for somebody to iind a *placer' near home,

and to confer upon us a benefit ec^ual to that of destroying the Ailanthus:—

Let a company be formed to cut down, dig up and burn all the European

Lindens which at this season obstruct the side-walks with their festoons of

worms. Whether the amount of gold found would necessitate the erection of

another mint we are not certain, but we wish the experiment tried.

-
The Mobile Horticultural Society held its first exhibition last month.

It seems from the report in the "Alabama I'lanter," to have been very satis-

factory Amon^ tho«e who obtained premiums we noticed the names of se-

veral of our friends there. The Develins, Geo. L. Brown, and others. In

firture we shall endeavor to obtain full reports of the exhibitions there.

We congratnlate our subscribers upon the arrival of several of the plates

procured in Europe. In the coming numbers of this year we will give figures

of several novelties lately introduce<l to British and Continental gardens.—

The execution of these plates, as will be seen, is far superior to anything

that can be obtained here—at least at anything under a very extravagant

price
• and we hope that the additional expense we are at m getting these,

will induce our friends to lend their aid in obtaining an increase in our sub-

scription list.

as- We are under obligations to Mr. II. A. Dreer for a basket of Moya-

mensing Strawberries, which were most ex-iuisite in flavor, and remarkably

well colored.

Erratum.—On p. 143, for ''Comics read Comptes.

Letters received from J. C. Helm, Esq.. L. Knorr, M. D., yours is re-

oeived; the numbers shall be sent by the next Havre or Bremen steamer.

T. M. I suppose that Mr. Lenchars can give his authority for saying

that the glazing without putty has been mentioned in English papers.
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fiEGONIA XANTHINA.

Yellow-flowered Begonia^

Begoniaceae.—Monoecia-Polandria.

CHAR.'VC. GENER.—Flores monoici. Masc. Pt-rigonii tetraphylli folloljs

subrotundis, 4- exferioribus majoribus. Stamina plurima; filamentis brevissimis

liberis v. bisi-connatis, antheris pxtrorsis bilocularibus, locults linearibus discretis,

connectivi continui obtusi margin! adnatis longitudinaliter dehiscentibus. Fem.

Perigonii tubo triptero cum ovario connate, limbi super! 4—0-partiti persistentis

lobis pluriseriatim imbricatis. Ovarium inferum triloculare. Ovula in placentis

e loculorum antrulo central! bllamellatis plurima anatropa. Styli 3 bifid! stig-

matibus crasJ^is rff xuosis v. capitatis. Capsula membranaceo-trialata trilocnlaris

loculicide trivalvrs. Semina plurima minima sfriata. Embryo in axi albuminis

carnosi orthotropus.

HerbtE in ^Ina et Jlmtrica tropica indlfr^na, foliis nheriiia petiolntis integrisv.

pnlmatilohis bnsi saepecordods incrquihtttris inteirnrimis dentntis v. mucronatO'

*fi/;v/^w stipulis Intemlibm me.m'>ranacpis deciduls^ cyims axillaribui peduncutatit

dichotomis floribus ^'/6A9 ruspia v. rvhincundi's.

CHARACT. SPECIF.—B. acaulis, rhizomate brevi crasso subtus radicante,

foliis amplis obliqtie cordato-ovatis breV-i acuminatis sinualis denticulatis subtus

discoloribus (rubris,) petiolis ag^regatis crassis folium subaeqtiantibns rubris sti-

pulafis crinilis, setis patentibu.5 inferioribus reflexis. j»capo petiolis duplo longiore,

floribusnutantibus corymbosis flavis, masculis tetrasepafis, sepali's 6 oblongo-cunea-

tis unico majore rotundato magrs coicava, foemini.s tripfo minoribtis hexasepalis,

sepalis aequalibus ovali-rotunddtis, fructus aHsduabus brevibusunica horizontaliter

elongata striata. Hook.
Begonia xanthinn. Hook, Bot. Mag. f . 4683.

Although maiiv (liferent specie^s of this valuable genus have

been discovered up to this time, we have had only those with white

or r3d flowers. B. cinnal)arina with its orange red flowers was an

approach to what we now figure—the Begonia xanthina. But even

the yellow of this is shaded with the red which prevails in a

greater or less degree in the flowers or leaves, and stalks of all the

genus.

This sp3cies, which flowered in July, 1832, kl the collection of

Mr. Nuttall, at Rainhill, Lincoln.^hire, was received by him in 1850,

from the Bootan Himalayas, having been sent thence by liis ne-

phew, Mr. Booth.

23
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It may be some time before this beautiful plant is imported into

this country ; but we know that our enterprizing nurserymen and

amateurs will obtain it as soon as it fmds its way into the hands of

the trade in Europe.

HISTORY AND CULTIVATION.

Few plants have a greater claim on the American plant grower

than the Begonia. It has been too much the habit to sigh after,

and bew^ail the want of "Chiswick Ileatlis," and other things which

do not do well in America, to the manifest neglect of many beauti-

ful things which do. It is time we had ceased to be the mere copy-

ists of English horticulture. We have so rapidly advanced, that

we should aim at an inde^ eudence that can be achieved ; and, as in

government so in jrardeninc:, take our place as one of tlie horticiil-

tural "nations of the earth." We have been a "colony of Chis-

wick and Edinboro," "Paiis and Ghent" hitherto; we have experi-

enced on everv occasion slights and nedects; whatever we do is

passed over in silence, and whatever we discover remains unno-

ticed or is scorned. These are some of our grcivances. All our

hortictdtural papers have taken up t!ie subject in turn, and pressed

our claims on English journalists; but how have they been met?

A private letter on the success of one individual plant has been pub-

lished in one magazine ; and two hybrid Peonys have been named

in Belgium in honor of Americans. Perhaps once a year a short

extract in the Revue horiicole on Forsythia viridissima from the Hor-

iiculturist ; fH*, a notice in the Gardeners Chronicle of hoAV to preserve

Tomatoes froin Ilovn/s Magazine. We must have done with whining

and com^attiincr about th^b things. Let us itrike out new courses

for ourselveH. We may never hope to excel them in Heaths, Pan-

sies. Calceolarias, or many other things, as a general rule, nor is it

desirable we should. Let them boast of their excellence ; we will

raise another standard.

The BegoisTa is peculiarly adapted to become such a plant as I

have described. Requiring in England a moist and very artificial

atmosphene, it does not make any very great progress in popular es-

timation. Here it thrives with veiy common care ; all doing in a^
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greenhouse 9 months in the year ; and many doing well in the open

air, if in a somewhat shaded situation. They are for the most part

natives of Brazil or Mexico,

To cultiv^'ite them siicoessfully we must divide them into two

classes:—the /wierou.^ rooted, and the 5/in/6/>/y. Each of these will

require seix^rate treatment. The following kinds are amongst the

best in cultivation, either here, or in English gardens, from whence

tUe^' can be easily jinjcured.

TuBKRous Rooted.

1. B. discolor or Evansiana, native of China, with pinkish white

flowers, ma V he had in bloom from Mav to October.

2. cinnabaiiiia, from Bolivia, deep pink or cinnabar, from June

to October.

3. Martiana, from Brazil, deep pinky rose, from July to October.

4. diptera, Cape of Good Hope, whitish, June to August.

5. Barkeri, Mexico, dull white, Feliiuarj' to Uecember.

These require to be kept rather dry and cool in the winter sea-

son. No. 5. may be had in llower all the year, by having several

poto, and keeping them dry at different periods. Early in spring

the tubers may be potted in 6 in. pots, in a soil composed of well-

decayed leaf mould, loam, and sand. They require little water

till the leaves appear, when they will take an abundance. They

maybe forwarded in a little heat, but will do pretty well if allow-

ed to come along with the season. They are easily propagated

from their tubers, by cuttings, or by seeds.

Shrubby or Fhjrous Rootkd.

1. B. nitida, native of Jamaica, with pinkish white flowers, and

large, thick, shining leaves. May be had in bloom all the year, and

made into handsome specimens.

2. B. spathulata, iinother West Indian, with a very erect habit

of growth. The leaves are folded in like spoons, and the small

white flowers appear at the ends of the youn^; growth. It flowers

from August to Decendjer, and is Init an average kind.

3. B. odorata, a Brazilian kind allied to the la,st, but has a fine

folia'^e. resembling' nitida, the flowers came out like the la^t from

Au'TUst to December, arc much larger and sweet scented.
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4. B. hirtella, a Brazilian species, with a rather starved looking

habit of growth, but an abundance of small, pinky white flowers,

appearing from June to December.

5. B. ulmifolia, a South American, with elm like leaves, but of no

great beauty of Aower. Only desirable to form a collection.

6. B. argyrostigma, a Brazilian species, with curiously spotted

leaves, which is its chief attraction. The flowers appear from June

to December, It is a very strong grower—occupies much room.

7. B. hydrocotylifolia, a Brazilian pretty species. It is herba,

ceous, or has its leaves from a rhizoma creeping on the surface. Its

pink flowers, borne on scapes ^bout a foot high, appear from Febrw-

ary to May.

8 B. parvifolia, a native of the Cape of Good Hope. It has

very small leaves, grows about 2 feet high, and is always ;n flower.

A white flowering and desirable kind.

9 B albo-coccinea, a West Indian. Its oblique leaves are al-

most round, are very large and thick, and of a deep red beneath

The flowers appear from February to May ; white on the mside,and

scarlet on the back. The best of the rhizoma producing kmds.

10 B. nomonyma, a Brazilian species, in the way of B. manica-

ta with small white flowers, continuing from July to November.

'll B. castane^folia. The specimens that I have seen growing

are so like B. ulmifolia, that I have either not seen the true species

or they are both the same.

12 B Fischeri, a rather scarce Brazilian species, hut one of the

most desirable, approaching B. incamatt,. In the sprmg months it

is covered with its numerous pink or white flowers.

13 B. incamata, a South American, that should be No. 1 m ail

collections. Its pink flowers may be had nearly all the year.

14. B. coccinea, another first rate Brazilian. A strong grower

covered with spikes of scarlet flowers from April to July.

15 B. manicata, from Brazil. A fine species when well grown,

though the individual flowers are indifierent. The leaves are dis-

tinguished by a production resembling the claws of a mole on their

under surface. Flowers in winter and spring.

16. B. fuchsoides, a well known species from New Grenada, with

fuchsia like foliage, and scarlet flowers, appearing from June to

September, a strong grower and fine kind.

The species of this division are readily propagated from cuttings

of the half ripened wood, put in sand, and plunged in a slight bot-

tom heat. They are liable to damp off" if kept too close. Indeed

if they are in a situation somewhat shaded they will do better

w^ithout the usual accompaniment of a bell glass. They will grow

well in a soil of sandy loam and leaf mould. They should never

be grown in very large pots ; or, in the language of gardeners,

should be always under potted. When growing fast they take a

good supply of moisture ; love a moist atmosphere and frequent ap-

plications of the syringe, and may be placed in the full light. If a

moist atmosphere carmot be maintained, they wmII do better in a

shaded part of the green house. The chief thing to guard against,

is their damping oft'; small, well drained pots are the securities.

When they are not growing they will live and do better with very

little water. They are easily raised from seed, sown on the surface

of the soil in pans, and placed in a warm shaded place, with the

only attention of never being allowed to get dry. Some fine varie-

ties, I believe, have been lately raised by hybridizing in Europe.

It opens a fine field.

I think the remark of the Calendar writer in the last No. worthy

of repetition; that the Horticultural Society would do well toencoui^

age the growtl^ of the Begonia by a premium.

A Philadelphia Gardener.

THE AURICULA.

Dear Sir:

Allow me to draw the attention of your readers to that much

neglected but truly desirable class of flowers the Auricula. There

appears to be a general idea prevailing amongst many persons that

considerable difficuly is experienced in cultivating this lovely gem

in our climate. This notion is certainly en'oneous, and the object

fi

i

i\
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.of the following remark is to show how this nmy be accomplished.

The Auricula, (Primula Auricula,) is one of the very numerous spe-

cies of Primrose, and no mean species either. Linnaeus claims

this genus for Pentanihia mouogynia, and it forms the type of the

natural order Prinudacoi\3. Our prefe^ut subject is indigenous to

the alpine districts of the European continent, Syria, and occasion-

ally is found in the same situations in Britain, though rare. Its

name Auricula has been applied from the supposed resemblance of

the form of the leaves, to the ear of an animal, and hence the vul-

gar cognomen ''Bear's P^ars," a name somcAvhat revolting to the

taste of some of our delicate and sensitive billies, but quite in

character with the <iuaint and uncouth, yet intelligent and enthu-

eiastic class of individuals, with whom it originated. In a wild

state, the colours aro \ellow, purple, and Aariegatcd, and 1 am in-

iclined to think, in opposition to the acknowU'dgement of some hot-

^.nist, that two or three which ur^ considered as distinct species, aro

nothing more tlian varieties of this, if so we may include white

also. Handsome its the difTorent varieties of this ilower appear

naturally, the claim to Ijcauty has been so nnieh enhanced, by the

perseverance ar>d enthusiam of tiie florist's fostering care^ for the

last three liuudred years, that at length, it has assumed a perfect

symmetry of outline and marking, which renders it truly a gem.

Were it only for the peculiarly rich odor of t\\3 flowers, it deserves

a place in every garden, l)ut wIumi we combine this with the ever-

green and neat habit of the plant, and the ex(pusitc beauty of the

flower, it seems strange as the cultivation is so easy, that it is not

more cenerallv seen, even what is grown are mostly varieties of no

pretension to perfection, but simply a step or two removed from the

natural state.

The Auricula is divided l»y florists into four classes, viz, green

edged, gray edged, white odL^cd, and self^, the edged classes being

mostly esteemed as exhil>iti()n tlowers, although the sells are tol-

erated and encouraged. There are also, several double varieties,

but these are not considered equally valuable, yet they are well

worthy of attention.

The following criteria consstitute what is considered to be the

main points of excellence in a prize Auricula. The stem should Ije

strong, erect, ant! high enough to raise the truss of flowers above

the foliage. The' individual foutstalk, sudieiently strong to support

the flower, antl of a prop;)rtional length to the number of pips, so

that they may not crowd each other, and which should not be less

than seven in number, that the truss may be close and compact, and

form somewhat a half globe. The tube containing the anthers, the

eye, and the exteriot circle, ought to be well proportioned, which

will be tlie case if the diameter of the tube be one part, the eye

three, and the whole pip six or seven. If edged the margin should

be about equal with the next inner circle. The edges ought to be

smooth, having no serrature, so as to appear starry, and the limb or

tipper surface, flat and even. The nearer the outline approaches

to a perfect circle the better, although the very best flowers do not

quite come up to this point as yet. Whatever the colours, they

should be clear, Ijbld, and distinct, and divided in a perfect circle,

or the dark markings form a circle next tlie eye, and extend out

towards the outer rim on each lobe, so as to form so many half cir-

cles. In the sjl fs the colours ought to be uniform, bright and

solid, or shaded off towards the outer margin distinctly and clear.

Around the cultivation of nature's grejttest betiuties there is gen-

erally a halo of mystery thrown. When any thing of this kind

becomes recognized tm m general fiivorite, speculative ideas, and

vague theories have each a portion of precedence, and as some of

these peculiarities happen to succeed, they are lauded, made public,

and the tyro catches up the ntost ridiculous notions. Our present

subject has not entirely escaped from this general contagion, for if

we refer to sotoe old and long established growers of the Auricula,

we find that one tlfinks that the rotted ffown roots of the Willow,

is the only in itrix in which it will approa'ch perfection; others again

suppose, that nothing is so suitable as rushes decomposed into

mould, and a portion of the same material cut short in afresh state,

and strewed oter the drainage ; while some will not believe in any

fertilizer, but blood, mixed up with maiden earth, and laid together

for a season. Now all these materials are well enough in their

place for other things beside? the Auricula, but to say that they are

absolutely necessary, and that nothing else wilt produce the same

A
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quality, partakes of a superstitious and retrograde movement, hiiA

belon-s to the old school. The flict is, all that is required, is a

tolerably rich and cool base, for if too poor the plant will be weak

and the flowers correspondingly so, and if too rich the trusses arc

apt to become monstrosities, having irregular shaped flowers, and

too crowded to form a handsome bunch, with confused colours, and

undefined markings. In these remarks, I would not \vish to detract

iVom the honor due to the old floral veterans, to whose zeal we owe

^ debt of gratitude, whose exertions have produced many of the

very best flowers, and without which we should have been minus

of many classes of the greatest beauty. Still we must move ahead

we live\n an age of progress, and If we cannot accomplish greater

individual perfection, we can certainly attain to the same by ixiove

simple means. To grow the Auricula, plant in a tolerably rich soil,

a suitable compost may be formed, by mixing two thirds fresh loam

from a pasture, and one third cow dung, well rotted, and laid m a

heap a few months before being used. Fresh dung injures the colours,

and causes the plant to grow too rank and deficient in substance,

when thin and papery flowei-s are the consequence.

The Auricula may be grown hi pots, or planted out into frames,

or the open ground. If it k desirable to have a show of this

flower in the green-house or parlour window; about the middle of

August, prepare a quantity of six inch pots, place in the bottom of

each about an inch of broken crocks, or what Is better the same

depth of lumps of charcoal, ovet this put a layer of moss or fibry

turf, to prevent the soil from falling down amongst the drainage,

next fill in a portion of the above mentioned compost, and place

into the centre of each pot a good and strong si'ngle crown. Before

planting examine the roots and cut away any decayed portions,

spread Them out carefully, and fill up to the rim with soil, press it a

little ti-ht about the crown, and give the pot a smnrt rap or two

upon tl^ potting bench, which will settle all and leave a httle space

for future waterinir, do not i)lant too deep, l.>ut let the collar of the

plant be somewhat elevaterl, whicti will prevent damping ofl*, after

pottin- -tve a good watering, but do- not repeat this aRerwards

further, than to keep the plant in health, for the Auricula is impa-
tient of too much moisture, and most particularly so while at rest

in the winter. In order to avoid continued saturation, the pots
should be placed in a position where the water can pass away
fredy, and likewise shaded from the sun's rays; if plunged in a bed
of sand or porous ashes, so much the better, and if worms should
get into the pots, give it a soaking when dry with lime water, using
the clear liquid; here they may remain till the approach of severe
weather, when the pots ought to be w^aslled and the plants carefully

looked over (all decayed leaves should be removed clean away,)
when they may be taken into the greenhouse and placed near the
glass, freely exposed to the air and light; water carefully and
rather sparingly at first, afterwards gradually increase it, (but at no
time unduly,) as they advance towards blooming; do not give
much artificial heat, or the flowers will be rendered weak or abor-

tive; a Camellia or Geranium house is quite hot enough, in which a
temperature of 4.3 at night ought to be kept.

Where there is riot the luxury of a greenhouse, the same object

may l^e accomplished by a common garden frame, (In fact a much
better display to my taste) and w^ith much less trouble and expense
considering the great number of plants that may /j^rown. In this

case, during the latter part of August, or early in September, place

Ode or more frames, according to the number of plants, in a situa-

tion freely exposed to the sun, and upon a well drained bottom, dig

up the base so that the water may pass freely through, and fill in

with about eight Inches of the before mentioned compost, divide

the plants into single crowns, the same as recommended for pots,

and plant about six inches apart; if dry weather give a good
watering, and keep oflf the glass till frosty weather sets in, when
the sashes may be put on, and air admitttMl IVeely through the day.

In case of rain the lights may be tilted up at the back, which will

keep the plants dry and prevent any danger from rot. Open early

in the morning, and keep all at rest till towards the middle of Jan-

uary, when the lights may be closed somewhat earlier in ffio eve-

ning, and the Sim's heat allowed more freely; cover with straw

20
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mats or other material, to keep out the frost, and hne round tlie

sides with rough litter or elenn straw for the same purpose. When

the flower trusses commence to push, water may he more freely

given, but not overhead, unless in case of a genial showers, which'

seldom occurs at this time, J^nd after the pips begin to expand, do*

not let even the rain in upon them, as much of the fine powdery

substance, which constitutes a great portion of their beauty, would

be therebv washed off, but apply water more freely between the

rows, admit air sufficient, but avoid beating winds-. By foUowmg

these directions, and having a good stock of plan-ts, the lover of

flowers may be rewarded through the months of March and April,

without tlie aid of a greenhouse, with one of the loveliest sights,

and must enchanting scents in Flora's kingdom. So far we have

six)ken of tl^ little favorite as a nursling and treasured up pet, but

like manv other of CkVs blessings, it is not so very mindful of

man's fostering care. Thcrc are many of our city yards m whiclv

there is a shaded and sheltered spot, m all such there is ample ac-

commodation for this plant ; u^e a fertile and well drained sml,

screened from the burning orb of summer, and the thawing gleams

of winter, and we c.in be recotnpensed by a sight of its beauty, and

refreshed by its delicious odor, without any other protection, al-

though of course if protected and taken care of under glass, we

have greater perfection, and shall be no- losers fur our extra trouble.

After blooming is fairly over, choose a piece of ground sheltered

from the midday sun, if moist but yet drained, so much the bet-

ter, plant out In rows a foot apart, and six inches in the row, place

a little deeper than Ijefore, which will cause them to push out side

roots. If dry give a good watering when planted and an occasion-

al repetition, in case of drought through the summer ;
no further

care is required, unless Red Spider, or Aphides should attack,

when a good syringing with soap-suds, will speedily eridicate

them.
. , . I 1

The following list, containing twelve of the best in each class,

is from the authority of Mr. John Slater, one of the -Lancashire

Heroes,'' and a sure guide, a man whose enthusiam knows no

bounds, and wliose honesty is equal to his perseverance.

GREEN EDGED.

Lltton's Tmperator, Leed's Colonel Taylor, Booth's Freedom,

PoUitt's Highland Laddie, Ashton's Prince of. Wales, Pollitt's

Standard of England, Yates' Morris Green Hero, Oliver's Lovely

Ann, Barlow's King, Howard's Nelson, Moore's Jubilee, Page's

Champion.

GREY EDGED.

Cheetham's Lancashire Hero, Syke's Complete, Kenyon's Ring-

leader, Grimes' Privateer, Fletcher's Ne Plus Ultra, Fletcher's

Mary Ann, Waterhouse's Conqueror of Europe, Rider's Waterloo,

Kent's Queen Victoria, Taylor's Plough Boy, Beeston's Fair Flora,

Ashworth's Newton Hero.

WHITE EDGED.

Taylor's Favorite, Lee's Venus, Ashworth's Regular, Taylor's

Incomparable, Taylor's Glory, Wood's Delight, Catharina, Popple-

well's Con pioror, Kenyon's Lord Chancellor, Hepworth's True

Briton, Chjetham's Countess of Wilton, Pott's Regulator.

SEI.FS.

Netherwood's Othello, Kay's Jupiter, Blegg's Blue Bonnet, Ber-

r3''s Lord Primate, Berry's Lord Lee, Grimes' Flora's Flag, Retl-

mayne's Metropolitan, Schole's Ned Lud, Whittaker's True Blue,

Bradshaw's Tidy, Barker's Nonsuch, Gorton's Stadtholder.

Yours Mo.st Respectfully,

WILLIAM CHORLTON,

^ New BrightoUy Statcn Mand.

June 27, 1853.

GARDENS OF PAEONIA MOUTAN IN CHINA.

BY R. FORTUNE.

These gardens are situated near the village of Fa-who, alout 5

or 6 miles west from Shangae, in the midst of a vast country of

cotton plantations. On the way I met a large number of axJies

each carry two baskets of Moutan-paeonics in full Hower; they went

1-
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to sell them in market. Arrived at the gardens I found there a

number of these plants in ilower and of a remarkaljle beauty. The

purple and lilac species especially attracted the sight : among others

a very pretty kind apparently distinct, with Ihiely cut leaves and

flowers of a velvety purple, like the Tuscany rose of our gardens.

The Chinese call it Mout^n Peony (black) and I believe it to be

the same as that called atro-sanguinea by Dr. l^indley, in the journal

of the Horticultural Society of London. Another species called

•*tse" or purple, had double flowers of a re^l^^kable size ; it is pro-:

bably this variety which they say has a thouf^and petals, and did

not exist but in the garden of the emperor. The third kind is call-

ed "Ian" (blue ;) it is a lilac variety; its flowers are of the color of

Wistaria Sinensis. There are besides other kinds of purple diflc'r-

ently shaded, very distinct from the preceding and equally beau-.

tiful.

The double wdiites are (ilso numerous nnd very remarkable. The

largest among them has been called P. glohosa by Dr. Lindley, but

there are 4 or 5 others which approach very near to this. Some

have a light shade of lilac, which gives tone to their color. The

best is that called "wang" (yellow) hy the Chinese i this variety, of

a straw color, is very beautiful, but notwithstanding inferior to some

others.

The red peonies (Hong) are equally numerous. What is strange,

is, that the kinds common at Canton and in England, are very rare

here. These g^irdens contain about a hall-dozen of new varieties

of red peonies; among others, that called '*Van-yang-hong" by the

Chinese, is the most beautiful plant which 1 have ever seen. Tta

flowers are of a l)right and pure red, entirely diflerent from all the

others jierfectly double; each of them is about ten inches in diame-,

ter. In all 1 counted nearly thirty distinct varieties in these

gardens.

The greater part of these beautiful varieties of Paeonia Moutan

are unknown at Canton. This may seem strange in a country

where flowers are so generally sought for; but the Chine?e are in

everything such conservatives that a slight accjuaintance with their

customs will suflice to explain this apparent anomaly. The gardens of

Canton derive tl^eir supplies of P. Moutan from a district situated

more in the west than Shangliae. From time immemorial the same

gardens have furnished these flowers ; they arrive always by the

/game road, and at the same time of the year. It seems that Shan-

ghae until the end of the last war, has never been in communica-

tion with Canton, at least in what concerns flowers, conseejuently

these beautiful varieties of Peony could not obtain a route tow^ards.

the south and thence to Europe.

The establishments wiiere they cultivate exclusively the Paeonia

Moutan are numerous, but very small. They have the appearance

of our cottage gardens, and are cared for in the same way, that is,

by all the members of the fan|ily : the women take as much part

in it as the men : they are very avaricious and love money ex-

tremely. When they have been consulted, I always had to pay

dearer for the acquisitions of plants which I made. The soil of

these gardens is rich and well-manured ; this latter circumstance

renders it less compact than the soil where they cultivate cotton.

The propagation and management of the Paeonia Moutan seems

to have been perfectl}- understood by the Chinese at Shangliae, much

better than Avith us. Our horticulturists complain without ceasing

of the difficulty of multiplying this beautiful plant, and this makes

the price remain high. Here is the method which the Chinese

pursue, and which our growers may try.

At the commencement of October, they collect in ihe sheds and

out-houses a great quantity of the roots of a certain herbaceous

Peony, roots which must serve for subjects of Paeonia Moutan. The

bundle of tubercles which forms the root of a herbaceous peony is

divided, and each little root, m shape of a finger, becomes a subject

upon which they graft the P. Moutan. Having placed a great

number of these tubercles upon the potting table, they bring the

grafts of the plants which they wish to multiply. Each graft is

but an inch and a half to two inches long ; it is the extremity of a

shoot made during the summer just finished. The under part of it

is cut into a wedge and inserted on the top of the finger shaped tu-

bercle of which we spoke. The graft is covered by a ligature or

by clay and the operation is complete. A great number of grafts
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being thus made, they are carried to the garden and planted in rows

distant about a loot and a hall"; the same space is left between

plants in the same row. In planting, the head of the giaft only re-

mains above the soil; the part where the graft unites with the tubercle

isalways buried. Kaempfer says that the Chinese nudtiply the Moutan

Peony by bud-grafting ; this is an error, this process is never prac-

ticed by them, they do not even understand it. The author has

been led into the error by the srnallness of the bud which they use,

this having but one eve at its end.

Each autumn sees thousands of plants grafted in this way. The

little empty space which may be seen in the rows proves the good-

ness of the method ; in fact a graft rarclj' fails to grow. At the end

of about fifteen days the union of the root and the graft is complete :

Jn the following spring the plants arebeautiiul and vigorous. They
generally flower the lirst spring or at the latest in the second ; it is

then that they ure takeij up and carried to be sold in the market in

piie way I have described. The plant which has Init one stalk and

one flower has more value in the eyes of t)ie cultivator at Shanghae

than a sti'onger one ; it is sold more easily, produces a very large

flower, and presents no difficulty neither for lifting nor for transpor-

tation. Thanks to this circumstance I could always procure strong

plants more advantageously than small ones.

In the ganlens of the mandarins can often be met Peonies of a

considerable size, Naiy* 31i»'i"ghae there is ot» whi^ annually pro-

duces 3 to 400 tjowers. The i)roprietor takes as nmch care of it as

could the most enthusiastic amateur of his tulips. During its flower-

ing, it was protected from the burning rays of the sun by a lent of

canvass ; in front was a seat where the vii^itor enjoyed in full the

sight of these magnificent flowers. Ever\ day, lor ^evend hours,

the old man installed himself there, and while jiipes and bowls of

tea succeeded each other he looked lovingly upon his favorite "Mou-

tan wha." It was certainly a noble plant, well worthy of the ad-

ipiration of the old amateur, to v» horn I wish tlie pleasure of sitting

a long time j^et under his tent, to enjoy so beautiful a sight.

TrcfnslcUed from the Flore dcs Series. ,
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CHINESE PRIMROSE.

Winter flowering plants are not too plentilul, at least such as

will bloom in the cool temperature of a greenhouse; we have many

fine winter flowering exotics, but they either require a hothouse

temperature to bloom freely, or are more difficut to manage during

summer; w^e are Indebted to the Celestials for many of our most

valuable winter flowers, Azaleas, Camellias and among others that

beautiful little gem the Chinese primrose. They are all of hardy

and robust habit, and are thus within the reach of all, so far as

cidtivation is concerned, a recommendation of much importance to

those amateurs who cannot devote much time to their collection.

It has often occurred to me when visiting amateurs' greenhouses,

that they would derive much more pleasure from their labors were

they more select in the choice of their plants, choosing those only

of known hardy and free blooming qualities, instead of aimirtg at

a varied assortment, often expensive, and rarely satisfactory. 1

was more deeply impressed with this fact during a visit to an en-

thusiastic amateur last winter. On entering his greenhouse I was

struck with the gay and cheerful appearance it presented, and it

was only when about leaving that I observed the only plants in

flower were a few Cami}llias, two or three Cinnerarias, and a quan-

tity of Primulas of various colors, but these were so well arranged

and set off^ with a profusion of healthy foliage, and the Primroses

showing such fine rounded trusses, that I am confident not one

person Tn ten would have noticed this simplicity of its production.

Athough this plant is very hardy, I am aware that many ama-

teurs are^'not so successful with it as they would wish. This, I pre-

sume, arises principally from its liability to decay if kept too damp

at root, either from using pots of a large size, or supplying water

too freely. Four and six inch pots will be found of ample size,

not that a plant will not grow in a pot three feet in diameter as

well as it would in one inches. The only difference would be that,

in the former, the plant would probably require water once a month

and the latter daily.
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to keep up a succession of flowers for four or five months, seed

should be put in at intervals of five or six weeks, fiom June to Sep-

tember, soil of a sandy nature should be prepared, and the seeds

very slightly covered. The front shelf in the greenhouse will be a

suitable place for them while growing, they should be encouraged

by transplanting into a shallow box as soon as the first tme leaf

makes its appearance. If thinly j)lanted (not closer than three

inches) they can remain until sufliciently strom^ to be placed at

once into flowering pots. These must 1)0 well drained by placing

a handful of broken material in each pot. If attention is paid to

this, there will be little fear of damp, if ordinary care is given in

watering* Two small stakes should be inserted one each side of

the plant, crossing other at top, no tying will be necessary, this will

prevent them from toppling over and breaking off at the neck

where they are very weak. A few of the latest sowing should be

Bet apart for seedling. A little care and attention should be

given to their selection, choosing those with large, well colored

fringed flowers. Sometimes they incline to be semi-double; these

should have the preference. About the middle of May they should

be set out in the sun, w^atered regularly, and if they receive an oc-

casional application of manurc water the value of the seed will be

enhanced. Under these conditions an abundance of seed will be

secured. It is not worth trouble to preserve old plants; young

ones flowering with much more vigour; an}' particularly fine va-

riety, however, may be turned out of the pot after it has done

blooming, some of the old soil removed and replaced in fresh com-

post. The double varieties are much superior to the single ones.

They are increased by dividing the plant into cuttings. To propa-

gate them requires a cool dry situation, partially shaded, paying

great attention in watering, they must be kept rather dry until

they begin to show symptoms of growth; otherwise they are cer-

tain to decay. It is probably on this account that they are not so

extensively cultivated as they deserve to be. Delta.

ON THE DOUBLE CHINESE PRIMROSE.

To the Editor of the Florist, Sir : As you invite communica-
tions from practical gardeners, I ofler a few remarks on the above ;

«s I think it a much rarer plant than it ought to be—few plants

excel it in simple beauty, and by proper management it may be

had in bloom every month in the yeat-. 13eing double, it can only

be propagated by cuttings, which may be taken off* at any time, and
i-eadily f^truck in sand under a bell glass. In about three weeks

they are sufficiently rooted to pot into single pots. I find them to

thrive best in a compost of rough leaf mould and sandy loam, in

well drained pots. I repot them as often i^s they become well

rooted; and pinch off every flower stalk that appears till the plant

is six months old di least. I then let it flower on, and as each

rtower truss shows symptoms of withering, pluck it out. By this

course it will contmue to flower a whole year. They frequently

die out from exhaustion at this time, and the onlv wav I find to

prevent this, is to divide the plant into off-sets, and so start with

them as with new plants. They always do well with me by thi^

treatment. The double white is the conimoliest and most easy to

be procured ; but I have ol3^^erved in a report of the Pennsylva-

nia Society, that the purple exists also in your neighborhood.

If you think the above worthy of insertion in the Florist, I

.•should be happy to send you some others whon I have leisure.

1'ours, &c., HoRTus,

NOTES O'N IIOSE CtLTURE,

BV A LOVER OF ROSES. (Continued.)

ttvBRTD P^KRPETUAL OR I(emontant Koses.—Tliis division of the

ftose was introduced to us about 15 or 16 years ago and according

to the opinions of good judges it originated between the perpet-

ual Rose Du Roi and the Bourbon Rose ; they have been till very

recently nearly all of a crimson or dark red color. Florists and

Rose-iirowers generallv esteem these the finest of all Roses, to

which I would coincide, provided, they wore con.^tant monthly

27
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bloomers, ^vhich they are not, giving only two or perhaps faintly a

third bloom with a meagre llower in the autumnal months. They

richly deserve special attention for their iine bold Howers, rich fo-

liajxe, and luxuriant shoots when on their own roots ; or if budded

tliey make very admired standard Kose trees. But oh ! what nice-

ty of eye, how critical the judgment to detect the difference of one

half of them. For my own pleasure and gratiiication I would not

give a groschen for tths of them ; but we are so led off our guard-

by "have you got so and so," we blush to own up, and buy neurlj

all, good, bad, and indifferent ; but pray who w ould grow Doctor

Marx, Dr. Margolin, Madam Laflay, and nearly 50 others ; all icd^

rosy red, dark red, light crimson, and such transpositions, meaning

nearlv the same in color and character? So be it. 1 will not de-

tail before your thousands of readers such equivocal teims, but give

offhand and full in my eye, a score that will please the most fasti*

dious.

Auguste Mie, clear waxy rose, cupped petals.

Baronne Ilallez, dark purple crimson, fine form.

Baronne Prevost, rose color, very large.

Caroline de Sansal, large, rosy blush, pink centre, of remarkably

strong growth*

Duchesse de Montpensier, pale satiny rose, very fragrant.

Giant of the Battle, nearly bright scarlet. Is this not the rose of

the group? Everyone of your readers that wi.shesarose bugh that

is perfectly hardy, bright in color and constant in bloom may chose

this subject.

Julie .le Krudner, a new rose, nearly white, very double, and

agreeably fragrant.

La Reine. I hesitate alout this though a most superb flower;

it has a paucity of bloom not altogether to my fancy ; the color too

is undecided being a rosy lilac, but extremely large and luxurtant in

growth

,

Lion des Combats, reddish crimson, shaded with scarlet,- large,

full, and franrant.

Louise Le Clerc, delicate blush, perfect form, very profu?e and

fra'irant.
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Madam Laffay, purplish lilac, inclining to qrimson, very full reg-

ular flower, plant of strong growth.

Madam Rives, quite a new variety, of a pale flesh or silvery

blush color, of great substance, very distinct and perfectly formed.

Marquis Boccella, pale blush, dwarf habit, a constant bloomer,

very distinct.

Pius 9th, crimson purple, very large, full and perfect, a profuse

bloomer of strong growth.

Patenotto, pale rose, very exquisite form, fragrant and profuse,

quite a new variety.

Queen Victoria, (Paul's) blush white, shaded with pink or peach

blossom color, large, very lull, and distinct from any other variety,

quite new, very desirable,

Robin Hood, bright carmine, beautifully globular, and a ram-

pant grower.

William Griffith, satiny rose, distinct color, a large bold petaled

flower, quite new, and will rank amongst the best.

William Jesse, a favorite variety of a rosy crimson color, edged

with lilac, very large, full, and constant,

Yolande d'Arragon, pale rose, producing its flowers in clusters

the whole season, a strong grower. Sydonie, a newer variety is

very like this, and I am doubtful if it is any improvement upon it,

unless to a very critical observer.

I have not seen a clear good white as yet in this group. Florists

and cj.talo;;ues tell us of Blanche Vibert—white it is, but a sickly

looking flower and plant, at the best. Blanche Portemer has nothing

more attractive about it. A good white such as the old Madam

Hardy is much wanted, it would be a treasure. There are over 100

of these Hybrid Perpetual varieties cultivated, one half of them

are nearlv fac similie^ of each other. Thev all require more stimii-

lation in their culture than any other roses ; if a strong luxmiant

growth is not produced a very meagre show will follow ;
dark rich

green foliage and strong ghoots will produce a corresponding bloom

^but yellow foliage and weak growth produces similar sickly

blooms, deficient in color, size, and fragrance. Also, observe that

taking off one half of the buds in May and June, is beneficial to a

II
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continuance of bloom durinp; the season; in dry weather they should

be liberally supplied with rich water or soap suds, or if the ground

has been abundantly manui-ed, water of any description will suit;

observing that one copious supply once a week is better than a small

portion every day.

Noisette Roses are those clustering sorts that bloom from early

in the season till destroyed by frost ; their flowers are generally-

small, though there are now some of them nearly as large as any

others, but the size takes from their profusion. The growth of the

family is of all grades, from 1 foot to 20 feet in a season ;
unfortu-

nately for us, however, the finer kinds are rather tender, being nearT

ly or entirely killed in our severe winters. Those tender kinds of

greatest splendor are Lamarque, Cloth of Gold, Solfatare, La Vic-

torieuse. These are hj^bridised with the Tea Rose, making them

more tender; but for milder climates than Philadelphia the splen-

dor of them equals any description. A friend writes me from

Texas, thet Cloth of Gold reaches the 3d story, and is in bloom 9

months of the year, and its odor equal to the magnolia. In pruning

Noisette Roses, thin out the old wood, and shorten the wood of the

previous season. The young wood should always be allowed tu

have its full growth, as it is most frequently terminated with a clus-

ter of flowers; the sorts without encroaching upon their beauties

might be curtailed to one full dozen, which wo\ild comprise as

follows

:

Aimie Vibert, pure white, very compact, a dwarf grower,

Cloth of Gqld, a v^ry luxuriant grower, requiring dry rich soil;

flowers quite large, frequently 5 inches in diameter, opening a bright

lemon yellow, and fading to a pale straw color; should be protected

by covering in winter.

Desprez or Jaune Desprez, flowers buff color shaded with pink, in

profuse clusters, very fragrant, plant vigorous.

Felienberg, color pink, red, or crimson as the season may be
;
a

constant bloomer—does very well for a piazza or pillar, quite

hardy.

Lafa^-ette, this old fine pink rose nmst not l»e neglected ; there

are few or none to equal it in color and profusion ; a moderate

grower, flowers prettily cupped and quite profuse.

Odorata, pure white, very sweet* an abundant bloomer and per-

fectly hardy ; stood the winter of '51, without any protection ; of

moderate growth.

Ophirie, color orange, orange and pink, pale yellow or bright yeU

low, all according to the weather and season ; blooms abundantly^

especially in the autumnal months, flowers very double, plant hardy

and growing freely ; quite distinct, foliage of a pleasing lively green,

Philippart, dark pink, must be well established before its charac-

ter is fully ascertained; blooms in large clusters ; exceedingly hardy

and of strong growth.

Pourpre de Tyre, not easily to decide whether this variety is a

Bourbon or Noisette ; but florists place it where I now do. The

flowers of medium size, dark red or crimson color ; plant of mode-,

rate growth.

Triomphe de la Duchere, one of the very best Noisette roses,

flowers abundant, large, full, of a rosy pink color and fragrant

;

plant strong, but not rampant.

Vittelina, pure white, fine form, buds shaded with pink, very

double, medium size, growth moderate, very desirable.

Lamarque, flowers very large, white with a sulphur yellow cen-

tre, plant of strong growth, requires a dry sheltered situation with

a rich soil, and to be protected during the severe weather about

Philadelphia.

I have omitted many others neariy equal to the above, such a»

SolfaUre, Du Luxemberg, Phaloe, Boulogne, Augusta, &c. .Of the

latter I may say that I have not yet conversed with a judge or no

judge of roses, in this vicinity, who pronounces it equal or nearly

equal to the published description of it. I paid a V. for my plant,

and consider it fully paid. If I was now to make out a list to send

to my Florist, I would say Cloth of Gold, Ophirie, Augusta, &c.

[To be continued.]
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THE STRAWBERRY CONTROVERSY.

The communication of Mr. Median to the Pennsylvania Horti-

cultural Society, seems to have excited the opposition of all those

persons, and we believe they are the majority, who have settled the

question to their own satisfaction, that the Strawberry is either

pistillate or staminate, and unchangeably so. Mr. Meehan has

j3roduced his plants (of Hovey's Seedling), with staminate flowers.

The Strawberry cultivators pronounce them ( in the teeth of Mr.

M's assertion that they are runners from pistillate plants,) to be

not Hovey's, but another variety. Some others talk of the absur-

dity of plants being fruitful without fertilization, which, whether

absurd or not, Mr. M. does not claim for his plants ; we have seen

nothin^^ vet on that side in the way of argument, it is all asser-

tion ;—The Cinn. Hort. Society, formally pronounced it impossible,

and with them there is no appeal from their "ipse dixit.

In the last number of the Farm. Journal, we have a letter, which

we suppose is from the eminent botanist of that region, which we

copy, as suggesting many reasons why Mr. Meehan may be

right.

fhe statement of Mu. Mkeiiax, in tie April number of the Farm Jour-

nal alle'^in^ that he has observed the sexual characters of the Strawberry

flowers to be variously modified i'y culture, or (Hflferent inetliods of treatment

has elicited some strong Mseverations of opinion, in contradiction to that

alletration of fa(^U One writer unhesitatingly declares the alleged change

to be ''uW'.rlj impomhlcT and I understand that in the Queen City of the

West, they have had a puUtc gathring, to deliberate on the subject, which

resulted in a Pronunciainento adverse to Mr. Mi:i:iian's statement,—his

facts and observations being rejected by a clear majority of the voters pre-

sent ! The matter being thus seUkd, by preambb and resolution after the

manner of political difficulties at a war-meeting, it may seem to be out.of

order, now, to offer any remarks on the controverted topic. Nevertheless,

as this is reputed to be a Free Country, I should like to be indulged with

the privilege of submitting a few suggestions,—if not in arrest of judgement,

at least as a plea in mitigation of the sentence, against my friend Meehan.

It is the remark of a vigorous and sagacious modern writer, that **no scien-

tific question was ever yet settled dogmatically, nor ever will ;" and I think

the same may be especially predicated of questions of fact, in Natural His-

tory. I may here observe, that I was favored with the opportunity of ex-

amining one of Mr. Meehan's specimens,—in which there were certainly

two scapes from the same root—one bearing a cyme of pistillate flowers

(with minute rudiments of abortive stamens,) and the other a cyme of per-

fect, or hermaphrodite flowers : and whether the specimen was the progeny

of a pistillate, a staminate, or a hermaphrodite plaint, I should think the in-

ference plausible, that tlie flowers on at least one of these two cymes, must

nltist have been a modification, or altered product, of the parent plant. It

is this kind of change, in the character of the flowers, which I understand

Mr. Meehan to announce, as having occurred in plants under his manage-

ment. Now, in view of the countless modifications daily observable in the

organs of plants—and especially in the floral organs—I can perceive no

sufficient ground for declaring the changes, reported by Mr. Meehan, to be

'^utterly impoHsihle."'' The modifications here referred to, are a very differ^

ent thine from the alleged transmutation of one kind to another,—which

is vulgarly supposed to take place in certain plants, just as the Alchemist*

formerly pretended was afl'ectcd amotig the metals. They merely alter the

texture, distort the forms, or afl'ect the developemfnts of organs ; but do

neither change nor annihilate those ei^sential eharacteristies, by which the

plant is rendered permanently distinct from every other genus and species.

The floral organs of many plants are remarkably subject to modification,-

under the long-continued influences of soil, climate, and culture, or manage-

ment. Some flowers are rendered douhh', as it is termed, by the expansion'

of stamens into petals ; others become imperfect, and even neutral, by the

abortion or blighting of the stamens, or pistils, or both. The Strawherry'

appears to be very liable to this kind of blight ; and hence the much talked*

of sorts, among cultivators, of putiUate», and staminate8,—i\\0Mg\\ in alf

the pistillate flowers, which I have examined, there were vestiges more or

less obvious, of abortive ^aniens, on the rim of the calyx. It also varies'

much, under culture, in some other features,—especially in the developement

and character or quality of the receptacle, or what is commonly regarded as

fruit : but no otie, I believe, has yet seen a Strawberry plant transmuted

into a Cinquefoil, though so nearly allied in habit. The organs of plants-

may be greatly disguised by the influences above mentioned; but still the

essential distinguishing traits are preserved,-and there seems to be no in-

superable obstacle to prevent a plant, with modified or abortive organs,-

from reverting, under a change of circumstances, to its original condition,

and resuming its pristine form and character. The normal, or what may be

called the constitutional character of the Strawberry-flower, is to he perfect

—I. e. furnished with both stamens and pistils (possibly such may be the

I
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tni€ normal structure of all flowers) ; and although many other plants^ a9

the Strawberry, are found wUh imperfect, and even neutral flower8,^^eTery

Naturalist and careful observer knows, that there is often an obvious^ eflfori

and tendency, in such flowers, to a more complete development : i. e* %o he-

come perfect and regular. We occasionally see diandrous flowers become

didynamous,—and didynamous plants developing regular petandrous flow-

ers ; and it is not at all unusual to find the statninate tassel of the culti-

vated Maize (Zea 3Iays^ L. a monoicous plant,) bearing /erfzYe flowerg, and

exhibiting a very successful attempt at the production of an Uar—or cluster

0/ Uars—of Indian corn. These instances, I trust (for it is needless to'

multiply them,) may sufiice to show that there is nothing irrational, nor in-

trediblo, in Mr. Meehan's observations; and that it is rather strong

phraseology, to declare such phenomena to be ^'utterly impossible.'' The

polemic writers on this Strawberry question, speak of the necessity of stam-

inate plants among the pistillate, to produce, or perfect the fruit. No

doubt, the pistils must be fertilized, in order to produce seeds that will vege-

tate. But what do those ^rentlemen understand, by the 'fruit f" Do they

mean the little single-seedtd akeneS or nutlu, which are sprinkled over the

enlarged pulpy receptacle,—or do they refer to the receptacle itself, which

in popular parlance is intended by the term 'fruits If they have refer-

ence to the real fruit—the nutletsv!\\\Q\i contain the seed,—there is probaly

no question (as already intimated) about the necessity of staminate influence

to produce perfect fruit. But I haVe a suspicion, that by the term 'fruit,''

they mean the delicious receptacle which bears the fruit, and if they mean

to allege that the pistils must be fertilized by the stamens, in order to pro-

duce that enlargement of the receptacle which aff'ords an esculent substitute

for fruit,— then I have only to say, it is a question of fact which I have had

no adequate opportunity to determine ; and concerning which I, for one,

should be happy to receive reliible information. T9 ascertain the point

Satisfactorily, would require very careful experiments and observations.

Whether such have been made, 1 am not informed. I may remark, however,

by way of analogy, that there are instances in which pistils, and even recep-

tacles, are enlarged, where no staminate influence has been exerted. The

conglomorate coalescent pistih of the Osage Orange {Madura,) for example,

attain to their full natural size (although the seeds are necessarily imper-

fect,) where no staminate plant is in the neighborhood ; and, what affords a

closer anology, the including receptacle of the pistillate Fig is fully devel-

oped ; when entirely free from any staminate influence. Whether the re-

ceptacle of the Strawberry ever enlarges, without the pistils being fertilized,

(as already stated,) is more than I can tell; but I feel well assured, that

any competent authority, who may furnish the information, will make an

acceptable contribution tr> phyhi'jlf»;^ical Botany. ^^- D-

West Ch'sta-. 'Jniv' h, 1>..\
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THE STRAWBERRY QUESTION.

Mil. Editou':—Who among horticulturists has not heard of the "Straw-

berry Question"—-has not wondered at the opposite opinions held by eminent

cultivators, and perhap5 like myself has been surprised that the spirit of in-

quiry has not been more generally diff'used concerning a subject of so much

importance. Is it because our instructors cannot come to a unanimous con-

clusion upon it, that we pupils in horticulture have been doubtful about ex-

pressing our opinions upon it, or have we never studied the subject for our-

selves but left thorn in their wisdom to decide it for us ? I was in this posi-

tion waiting for their decision, but as it was not likely to be forthcoming, I

1-esolved to studj? the subject for myself, have dpne so this season, and will

give you my experience in connection with the "Strawberry Question."

The points of diff'erence between a staminate and pistillate strawberry

flower are so marked that a very casual observer cannot fail to notice thera

it once, for in staminate varieties the flowers are lax, the sepals of the

calyx appear alternately with the petals of the corolla, the stamens occupy

the most prominent place in the flower, rising half their length above the

central pistils, are very much swelled at the base, and very large compared

with the other parts of the flower, anthers broadly heart shaped, large, and

producing abuu<lance of pollen. Pistils, loose, long, and having a barren

appearance, which ia soon proved by their withering away, and leaving the

stamens masters of the field. The embryo receptacle when it does exist at

all is very much flattened, and in the most of cases cannot be said to exist

at all, the pistils being inserted in the thickened cup of the calyx. All

flowers that have this appearance in these varieties, very soon wither

away and leave this impression on the mind of the observer, that they were

surely staminate varieties. But as all staminate varieties do not thus wither

awav, butmanv of them produce fruit, it may be asked are the flowers all

the same in appearance. It is here where the peculiarities in this class are

met with, for there are few but what produce some fruit, and as real stami-

nate flowers conid not produce this fruit, it would readily be seen that stam-

inate varieties produce two sorts of flowers ; the one where the organs are

unequally balanced which produce no fruit, the other where the flowers are

perfect and are fruit bearing. The appearance of the flower that will pio-

duce fruit, is markedly diff"erent from the other—by the shortness of the

stamens, the conical shaped receptacle, the pistils stiff and thickly set there-

on. The flower is altogether more compact, and is as perfect in its organs

as any of the Alpine varieties. The following sorts hare p. oved staminate

with me.
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r-gr:

CutLill'3 Black Prince, Boston Pine, Kittley's Goliath, Alice Maud,

British Queen, Ross's Pliccnix, and Victoria.

Among pistillate varieties, the flowers are cup shaped, compact, witli the

sepaU of the calyx scarcely perceptible between the petals of the corolla.

Stamens seldom visible, and when seen at all they are very minute, not

longer than the pistils at the base of receptacle, never showing signs of

having fertihzing powers, as the anthers never expand ; the whole remains

perfectly abortive. Pistils very numerous, uniform, stout, longer than in

perfect flowers, and have not such a feathery appearance as in stamina tef

sorts. Receptacle large, conical, always coming to perfection, and the in-

stances where pistillate flowers do not prmluce berries are very rare, in fact

scarcely ever to be met with ; at least my sorts have proved so ; and it is rea-*

sonable to conclude that this h.isbeen occasioned by the sorts growing to-

gether. The following sorts have proved pistillate with me.

Bourbon Pine, Hudson, Swanson, Burr's Pine, Hovey's Seedling, lowa^

and Moyamensing.

The varieties enumerated, I have growing together (both pistillate an<J

staminate) under what might be called the ordinary mode of cultivation irt

one place ; and in another completely isolated from them, I have ft collce--

tion of the same sorts which have stood some years longer, and are almost

^orn out. But this difference of situation, culture, &c. don't at all seem

to have affected or in the least degree altered the organs of re-production

in any variety ; for to me it seems that the character of pistillate or stami-

nate is as permanent and unchangable as in any other tfedduous plant.

A writer in one of the periodicals of the day, supposes it possible that

the receptacle of the strawberry might enlarge, or even come to perfection

without staminate influence having at all been required. That the experi-

ment of planting a pistillate strawberry in a situation wh'ere staminate in-

fluence could not reach it and that plant produce no berry, is the fact
;
as

was proved by a cultivator in this neighborhood: but it is to be hoped that

the coming season will be taken advantage of by many of your correspon-

dents, for making experiments that will place this question in such a clear

and forcible manner before the public, so that all may be convinced, and

those interested in the culture of this fruit may take advantage of, and turn

to good account the information received. *•

We hope that those of our friends who have made any observatiows, or

have anything to say on this interesting subject will be kind enough to com-

municate them to us.

—

Ed.

AMMONLV ON PLANTS.

The subJGct of the action of Ammonia on plants is exciting

considerable attention in England. We copy below from the Gard-

ener's Chronicle accounts of experiments, the first of which is being

tried at the Ilorticulturt^l Society's Garden.

M. Ville's mode of giving Ammonia to plants, with a view to increase

their bulk and vigour, is being tried in the large stove in which one of his

apparatuses has been phiced. It consists of two clear glass bottles with

long necks, furnished with tight-fitting corks, in each of which is inserted a

small bent glass tube. These two tubes are joined together by means of an

India-rubber connection, or small hose, thus forming a communication be-

tween the two bottles. In the cork of one of the bottles is an escape tube

(also of glass), which is connected (by means of a small India-rubber hose),

with other small glass pipes that are laid all along and across the bed, and

through which the amujonia is intended to pass, in order that it may be the

better diffused among the plants. When the bottles are put to work, one is

charged with chalk, on which is poured sulphuric acid, and the other with

unslacked lime, over which is p(»ured a solution of ammonia. The result of

this experiment will, of course, be publi^he*! in due time. Its conduct has

been entrusted to Mr. Spriggs, the young man in charge of the house, who

is to note down its effects daily, and report the same to the Vice-Secretary.

In another column will be found some further account of furnishing plants

with more ammonia than they can get under ordinary circumstances.

Bj Mr. Deane, Vice President of the Pharmaceutical Society. Ef-

fects analogous to those produced by M. ViUe (see last year's volume, p.

755), with ammoniated air on the leaves of growing plants, have been ob-

served by me, as the results of applying solutions of ammoniacal salts to

the roots. My attention was first effectively turned to the subject about

eight or ten years since, when an extensive grower of Pelargoniums,

Fuchsias, and Roses, applied to me for some remedy for the sickly con-

dition of his stock ; which, if left unchecked, would insure a very severe

loss to him. On examining the plants they were found to be in a star-

ving condition, the roots having filled the pots and exhausted the soil

;

consequently, the leavea\ had lost their healthy green colour, and becomo

very pale, with a strong ting^ of yellow ; the lower leaves were quite yel-

low, spotted, and falling off. The natural remedy was obviously iresh

potting, but as the plants were already in pots best adapted to answer the

purposes of the grower, some other remedy had to be devised. 1
therefore

;i
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made a very weak solution of sulphate and carbonate of ammonia, and there-

with watered the roots of the plants once a day, in tiie evening ;
and to

insure any observed results as to the effect of tlie ammonia, certain rows of

the plants on the stage of the greenhouse were selected for the experiment.

In a few days the effects of the ammonia were most marked and satisfacto-

ry. The leaves began to put on a very remarkaWe appearance, the course

of the veins, or spiral vessels, becoming perfectly green, the colour com-

mencing at the basal portion of the midrib, and thence spreading through

all the reticulations, until the tissues were perfectly restored to their

normal and healthy condition ; and, in fact, the phints tlius treated looked

more vigorous than they had ever done before, being mucli darker colour

and firmer in texture. The coi^trast between these plants and those which

had received no ammonia left no doubt about the efficiency of the ap-

plication. I forget the effects upon the flowering of the Pelargoniums,

but there was certainly no deficiency of flowers on the Fuchsias and Roses ;

they were, moreover, finer and better coloured than usual. On a subsequent

occasion a gentleman's gardener applied to me in a similar dilemma ;
he

had a house full of fancy Pelargoniums preparing for a flower-show, at

>vhich he expected to take the first prize. Just as the trusses of flower bud§

were emerging, and there was every prospect of a good bloom, the lower

leaves of the plants began to turn yellow and spotted, and then to fall off*,

leaving the plants bare, where the foliage was considered an essential point

of beauty. I examined the roots and found them nearly filling the pots, it

was therefore evident there was not sufficient nutriment left in the pots to

meet the extra demand made by the large number of flower-buds; the lat-

ter were, consequently, deriving their nourishment from the leaves—the

natural storehouse of the food of plants during the growing season—and of

course exhausted the lower leaves first. They were treated precisely as in

the former instance, and with the same results ; the lower leaves became

healthy, and the flower-buds progressed favourably to maturity, being of

good form and colour. The success of these experiuients became known

to other gardeners in the neighbourhood, some of whom were equally suc-

cessful, while others did not derive that satisfaction from the use of the am-

rooniacal solution, either from not understanding the principle of its appli-

cation, or from a desire to accomplish more than they were capable of, when

it frequently happened the plants became too vigorous to flower well. There

is no doubt but that M. Ville is correct in stating that the flowering is ar-

rested if the application of ammonia is made at a certain period of the de-

velopment of the flower-buds. Few |)lant3 if grown too vigorously will

flower well, if at all. A certain check in their growth is absolutely necessa-
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ry, and the summer's sun or winter's cold, under ordinary circumstances,

effects this perfectly in this climate—the former by perfecting and conden-

sing the elaborated sap, and the latter by arresting vegetation altogether.

Too much moisture and shade cause those parts intended for flower-buds to

be developed as leaves. In the Aloe tribe when the flower stem is thrown

up, it is at the expense of the outer leaves, the elaborated juices of which it

appropriates, the roots at this time not being in action, because it is towards

the close of a long period of dryness. If when the flower-stem is begin*

ning to rise, the roots are watered, all further development of the stem is ar-

rested, the leaves only being developed. The same thing takes place with

many bulbs whose period of flowering is not the same as that for leafing.

Many Cape bulbs follow this law ; for example, the Iliemanthus, the flower-

ing of which is at the expense of some one or more of the outer coats,

If these plants are watered at the wrong period, or if they have had not

that proper rest which Nature designed they should have under the influence

of a roasting sun, such as their native country affords, no flowers will be

produced, but in their stead a vigorous development of leaves, It wouM

appear, therefore, that the arrest of development of the flowers and fruits

of the plants treated with ammonia, is not so much the result of any specific

property possessed by this substance, as by its bringing about artificially

those conditions which may occur naturally, or be produced by other meana.

Also, that the application of ammonia to plants may be attended by results

varying adcording to the conditions under which it is applied, and the ob»

ject it is desired to obtain. The following is the formula for the solution

alluded to in the previous note by Mr. Deane :—Sulphate of ammonia, 7000

grains; sesquicarbonate ditto, 1000 grains; water, 8U fl. oz. Disolve.

Of this solution one fluid once to a gallon of water will make a solutioa

sufficiently strong for all or<linary Yi\ivi)Oses.—Pharmaceutical Journal

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

Disbudding.—This operation does not appear to be sufficiently recognis-

ed in its proper sense as distinguished from pruning and pinching. In per-

forming these latter operations we remove a portion of the growing shoot,

in the former case the young bud is removed as soon as it can be rubbed off.

These operations are therefore quite distinct, and their distinction is of

much importance. Most fruit cultivators are aware that trees suffer mate-

rially by suddenly depriving them of a large portion of foliage while in ac-

tive growth, and expedients are resorted to in order to render the operation

less injurious. In spring when the buds burst, attention should be directed
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to the quantity of young shoots «lc.*irable eitlier for fruit or uniformity of

growth; these being sccurea all others should iinmcliately be rubbed off.

As growth proceeds luxuriant .^hoots are stopped or their points piuohed off,

removing more or less of the shoot, according to the object to be attained.

If the plant is very luxuriant, nv)re leaves may be removed and if everif

shoot upon a tree is operated on in this manner it amounts to a severe check

on its growth. In the case of young trees, or weakly ones, where a certain

form is desired, the young growing point shouhl be bruised without remov-

ing any of the elaborating foliage, securing density of habit without any

perceptible check of growth. Suppose a shoot that has grown 12 or 14

inches to be pinched back one half of its length, the uppermost bud will

burst again and the others remain comparatively dormant ;
but allowing the

Bftme shoot to have been checked in its longitudinal growth, by pinching or

bruising its extreme point, it i^ill be found that all the lower buds will be

benefitted and several a<lditional shoots produced. We have alluded to this

pubject more particularly at present as ^ve are aware of having occasionally

made use of the term pinchwg when disbuddiny would have been the more

appropriate expression.

Strawberriks.—Preparations should now be in progress for securing

plants for early forcing next spring. Various methods are adopted to get

ptrong plants, such as filling small pots with rich soil and plunging them in

the strawberry patch, introducing a young plant on the pot, and removing

into larger ones when rooted. Others again prepare full sized pois at once

and place them in this manner, securing the young plant in both cases with

a small stone laid on the surface. When close attention is paid in watering,

these plans are good. An equally successful and less troul)lesome method

is to prepare a few square yards of ground in a somewhat sheltered situa-

tion, manuring it well and digging deeply, and filling it thickly with young

plants. They should be partially shaded for a few days, and duly watered,

In the course of three or four weeks they will lift with good balls of earth

Und are potted at once in fruiting pots. Tistilo-staminate or hermaphrodite

varieties are found to produce better when forced early than pistillate sorts.

Root pruning of fruit trees is sometimes commendable, and the present

is the proper season for its more immediate beneficial effects. It is mostly

performed on young vigorous trees that show no disposition to fruit. By

cutting away some of the strongest roots at this time the supply of sap will

be lessened and the wood ripening process accelerated, No fruit need be

expected from badly ripened wood. In nine cases out of ten the non-ap-

pearance of fruit on healthy trees arises from this cause. Mild autumn

weather induces growth to a late period and sudden frosts arrive before the

woo4 is sufficiently matured. This is more particularly noticeable on soils

inclined to be wet, and here again we perceive the necessity of underground

drains, in order to remove surplus water. It is an exceedingly erroneous

idea that drains are worse than useless in localities where long droughts are

of frequent occurrence. The truth is that draining enhances humidity du-

ring hot weather, since it enables the soil to exercise its absorbing properties

to the fullest extent, there being more air in the soil water is retained in its

pores, constituting a reservoir holding a lasting supply when other sources

fail.

Renovating Old Trees.—Most satisfactory results have been obtained

from old and apparently worn out trees by changing the soil about theif

roots, or applying a top dressing of wood ashes, guano, salt and plaster itf

equal quantities, allowing about one bushel of the mixture to each tree. If

nothing better is convenient, a heavy dressing of well made barn manuref

forked in about the roots will have a decided effect. The absorbing points

of the roots extend a considerable distance from the trunk, therefore, the

principal part of the top dressing should embrace a circumference at least

equal to that of the branches. It might be considered unnecessary to met^

tion this very apparent fact, were it not usual to observe manure applied to

the stem instead of the roots.

Grapes under glass will now be approaching maturity. Dryness both

in soil and atmosphere favors this process, still they must not be allowed to

suffer for want of moisture should the weather prove dry. The young

growth may be stopped more rigidly as the ripening process proceeds. This

will concentrate the sap and strengthen the buds for a future crop, if pinch-

ed back too severely these buds may start into growth, which must be

guarded against.

OuT-DOoR grapes will require attention in thinning out literal shoot*

and stopping others especially those on bearing shoots. Thinning out the

berries is seldom practised on these, nor, indeed is it always necessary. Oc-

casionally, however, the berries are so thickly placed that room is not af-

forded them to swell out and ripen properly. By thinning out a few of the

most central and smallest berries, the fruit will ripen earlier and be mucb

improved both in size and flavor.

AUGUST.

Flower Gardtin and Pleasure Ground.

This is the month many prefer to plant their evergreens, and it is per-

haps as good a time as any. Take advantage of a -wet spell" for the ope-

ration. Be particularly careful that as many roots as possible are preserve

e<l. If this can be well attended to, trecB of any size can be moved bu(H
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cessfully. It becomes a question of power—of profit and loss. If any

amount of power can be applied, and expense is no object, the largest trees

will move as easily as small ones. In moving an evergreen 20 feet high, I

commence to open my "trench" 10 feet from the base of the trunk, go down

about two feet, and continue to undermine and lay bare the roots their full

len^Tth, rio-ht up to the collar of the tree. I care nothing for "ball of

earth." If I have a good supply of hands at the job, I only care to keep

them aside a little to prevent injury by the operations of the workmen. If

I have but few men, I roll the long roots, as fast as they are exposed, in

toats to keep them moist. For mechanical means and adaptations to take

out the tree and convey it to its destination, an intelligent workman is never

at a loss. Trees taken up in this manner scarcely miss the change; and

besides after they are transplanted they require no staking, as they are

capable of withstanding the strongest wind through their long roots.

The broom should be well applied to lawns at this season of the year,-

even more seduuously than in spring. Many species of weed become so

dwarfi'd by the summer's drought, that they flower and fruit below the

reach of the scythe, and can only be kept down by the hard sweeping. I

have seen some lawns almost ruined by these weeds, especially by one of

the nettle tribe. {Plica purnila.)—Conclusion in next number.

It is a pity that the rules adopted by Florists are so very rigid, that un-

less a flower equals a certain standard in shape and markings it must be re-

jected. Last week we had submitted tow bj Mr. T. F. Croft, a beautiful

seedling Verbena, a lilac with a broad stripe of white down each petal, quite

distinct and very handsome, but the petals were too narrow, leaving a large

gpace between each one. Tliis must condeme it as a Florist's flewer, but to

all who want a handsome and distinct variety it will be desirable. He calls

k lus No. 8. It is in style of Iphigenie.

The article on Tile draining in the last number should have been credited

to the Ohio Cultivator. We never intentionally copy articles without credit.

We wish that Dr. Warder of the Western Horticultural Review were as

conscientious.

Errata.— In the report of the Mm ylnnd Horticultural Society, The

Winter Bon Chretien jx.-ns tcio ^lnunl-y Mr. Fuss, not Mr. Feast as

printed. The premium fur t^tiawbcrrius was fur 'Hhe htst 4 distinct varie-

ties, 1 quart each.

THE FLORIST
AND IIOETICULTUrtAL JOURNAL.

Vol. II.] Philadelphia, August 18.53. [No. a

The non appearance of this number without a plate is caused

by the fact that we could not get one in time—and our wish

to issue two numbers at once in order that in future we may

come out on the first of each month induced us to disregard

that for the present. The number for September, however will

make up the deficiency, as we will give then a double plate,

the subject being one of the beautiful ppccies of Rhododendron

iiftroduced from the Himalayas.

W^e are happy to be able to assure our friends and subscrib-

ers that the success of the Florist is very encouraiging and that

we will be' m a few days in the receipt of all the plates for this

volume. Our subscription list has almost doubled since xi came

into our hands, and we want but a little more effort on the part

of our friends to place the magazine in a position which will

make its continuation a pleasure to all concerned in it.

29
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RANDOM NOTES ON FRUITS.

By a Maryland Stibscriber,-

Mr. H. C. Hanson, Dear Sir:-"-

Believing as I do, that no one in faithfully recording his experi-

ence and observations, can fail in imparting more or less knowledge

to others, I offer no apology to your readers for intruding iny of)in-

ions, since they are tlie result of personal attention to fruit grow-

ing, and a wish that others of more experience will take tip the

subject m your pages.

Grapes—Now that a certain cure for the prevention and eradi-

cation of mildew^ in graperies has been found, I hope that some one

will step forward \\ ith a specific for the black rot on our arbors.

It is the general opinion, I believe, that much wet during the pre-

sent month favors thfs drscase. This season has been particularly

dry, and so far I have not detected its appearance. Should the rot

be induced by the loots being wet and cold with a hot sun acting

on the leaves, it would seem apparent that a dry soil should be se-

cured, either by selecting an elevated position, or laying down un-

der ground drains. While visiting a friend during the past winter I

found him preparing the lx)rder of a small grapery. The original

soil, which was of a clayey character, had been removed to a good

depth, and fresh soil and compost put in its place. The work was

well done, and no pains spared to render it perfect in every respect,

good drainage being provided to carry off extra wet. Notwithstand-

ing, it occurred to me that the end in view would be equally at-

tained without the trouble and expense of excavation, by merely

laying the fresh soil on the old surface and mixing the whole

thoroughly together, I would rather build a two feei wall to hold

up the soil than dig down an equal depth for the same purpose.

AmoncT the various foreifrn kinds that I have tried I find the

Sweetwater, Zinfifidal and Frankenthrl oive most satisfaction. The

Sweetwater 1 ciu-s infjdorate'y ^voll, 1 ut the fruit to my iuf^ie is in-

sipid, and in^ciiur to a well lipened Isabella. Both Zinfmdal and

Frankenthal are goc^d grapes, l)ear abundantly, and ef vigorous
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growth. Indeed the latter is little inferior to the Black Hamburgh,
from which it is said to have originated. I have also the B. Ham-
burgh out of doors some seasons ; I gather tolerable fruit, but in

general it is rendered useless by mildew. So far the present sea-

son they are perfectly clean. Herbemont's Cluster is a good fruit,

regular and abundant bearer. The Catawba seems very suscepti-

ble of cold and wet while setting its fruit, and in some seasons the

bunches are rather thin. Altogether it seems less robust in its con-

stitution than the Isabella. On this account the northern growers

prefer the latter, while in the south the Catawba is more generally

planted,

Straw)erries.—In preparing the soil for these T am particularly

careful in having it well broken up to a depth of 18 inches, putting

plenty of manure on it, and also digging in a heavy dressing an-

nually in the fall; my object being to produce superior fruit rather

than a large number, I generally thin tliom out after the fruit is

set, taking care to leave fruit of all ages, in order to keep them

ripening in succession; by this means every berry is a specimen. I

have tried various svstems of mana^rement with regard to winter

aad summer covering, and prefer short grass or cut straw for this

purpose. From the high encomiums given to tan bark I was in-

duced to make trials of it, I think it has a bad effect on the soil,

and no particular good effect on the fruit, Hovey's seedling is my
standard bearer, although there are many others of great merit.

Black Prince makes a beautiful variety on the fruit table on ac-

count of its colour, but the flavor is simple and watery. Ross'

Phoenix, Keen's Seedling and British Queen, give very superior

flavored fruit, although not so very prolific. It seems to me that

amateurs will prefer these sorts before those whose only recom-

mendation is a numerous crop. McAvoy's Superior has done very

well, I have not been able to discover its superiority, although it is

far from an inferior fruit. With regard to the result of mixing the

sexes I have nothing difinite to note. As I have already remarked

the soil is made very rich, and although I always have both pistilU

ate and staminate varieties in mv grounds, no care is taken to mix
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the kinds, and both produce to my satisfaction. I prefer a few

large to a quantity of small fruit, and in this respect ^ome of tha

staminate kinds just suit my views.

Pears, Of these I have some sixty varieties all on the Quince.

Many of my earliest planted trees are doing badly ; this I attribute

to want of proper preparation when planting. Being a novice in

the business I had holes about two feet diameter and one deep made

for them, using compost for planting them in. They made more

growth the first year than ever they have done since. Latterly I

have had the ground better prepared, by spreading six inches of

rotted sod, lime rubbish, manure, ashes, &c., on the surface, and

working all up to a depth of eighteen inches. Nothing could be

more satisfactory than the healthy appearance and abundant crop*

the trees planted after this preparation. I find great advantage

from pruning the strong shoots during the summer; it improves the

appearance of the tree by causing it to produce shoots iuad fill up

in lean parts, which equalises the growth and prevents strong grow-

ing branches from gaining headway and absorbing all the nourish-

ment. I also fimcy that summer pruning gives you ?nore fruit at

least on the older branches. The check given by pruning, sets

these lower buds in action, and developcs their latent fruit produr

cing capabilities. The winter pnming I perforai ewly, generally

before all the leaves are fallen, l)ut since 1 have practised summer

pruning, I find that there is not much left fur the winter cutting.

As soon as they are pruned in the fall, T sprinkle al)Out a quart of

guano round each tree and fork it in the soil paying great attention

not to havp any of the roots injured ; I then have a good dressing

of well composted manure spread uutler each trro. In spring when

the weather opens the remains of this manure is also mixed with

the soli. I have found great advantage from mulching trees the

first si^mmqr after planting, when once the\' get established I pre-

fer to have the soil uncovered, so that the surface can l)e occasion-

ally stirred and broken up when beaten down with heavy rains,

with this treatment they grow luxui iantly. There is nuich difler-

encQ in their growth on the (piince, Avhile some are grown three

feet others will not make as many inches. The Seckel does not

succeed well, fruit small, l)ut exquisitely flavored. On the contrary

I measured young shoots on the Dix the other day three feet in

length, although the tree w^as only planted last spring. Beurre

Giffart I gathered yesterdy (July 20th,) full ripe ; it is a beautiful

fruit, and as an early good pear will be largely planted when better

known.

The Easter Beurre I consider the best late, 1 kept some of the

fruit until the end of March, and they w^ere excellent, as juicy as a

fresh gathered peach. Glout Morceau and winter Nelis are also

fine late pears. Louise boune de Jersey grows freely and produces

the greatest quantity of beautiful, fine fruit. Vicar of Winkfield

does not do well here, the fruit cracks even on young trees, and

Hmbs are constantly dying off, sometimes the whole tree. I have

observed it the same on wveral places. Otherwise it is a heavy

bearer, although 1 consider the fruit of secondary quality. Fondante

of Autumn is a free grower and bears well, fruit of fine quality.

Tyson and Bartlett both fine eiffly sorts, the former grows more

luxuriant them the latter on the quince; Bartlett is very large and

first rate. Dutchess d' Angouleme I think a first rate pear in every

respect, tree thrifty and fiist grower, fruit large and produced freely,

Some complain of gritteness in this fruit. I do not find any if

gathered two or thi-ee weeks before eating. All pears, however,

are better for being gathered sometime previous to use, mdeed some

are not fit for anything otherwise. White Doyenne I consider equal

if not superior to the Seckel in eating equalities. Doyenne d' ete

is very early and on this account w^orthrof a place in all collec-

tions, and is"^ a gocxl table fruit if pulled and ripened in the house,

when allowed to fall fixjm the tree it is tasteless. Bloodgood is also

a fine early pear of good flavour; ind^d fine pears are now so

plentiful, that it is dilTicult to say which is best. There are many

excellent sorts of which I have no practical acquaintance. If I

were to plant fifty trees to ripen fruit in Mircession for eight months

in the year confining myself to 12 varieties I would probably make

a selection as the following :—1 Doyenne d' ete, 3 Beurre GifKirt,
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2 Tyson, 3 Bartlett, 4 Seckel, 4 White Doyenne, 4Loinse boune de

Jersey, 6 Grey Doyenne, G Dutchess de Angouleme, 6 Glout Mor-

ceau, 6 Winter Nelis, G Easter Beurre. My sheet is full, if this

finds fayor in your eyes you may probably hear from me again.

Respectfully Yours, A. R. N.

For the Florist and Horticultural Journal.

!Mr. Editor :

—

The question is often asked, where can a choice collection of

Florist's flowers be got, such as do not need the protection of a green-

house with fire through the wiiiter, nor a perpetual watering during

summer ? In the hope that some of our nurserymen will answer

the inquiry, I will, with your permission, give your readers my re-

collection of a Florist's garden, so as to give them some idea of what

really constitutes a Fl6rist, for the name is much misapplied

among us.

William Hatelie, W. S. of DunclifT Cottage, Murra}' field, a mile

west of Edinburgh, Scotland, was (and jnay be yet) an amateur

florist of refuied taste. His garden I think was forty-eight yards

wide and sixty yards long, and was enclosed by a stone wall sixteen

feet high, with a small stable and carriage house on one corner ; the

cellar of which was divided into an apartment fur keeping soil pots

and other garden lumber, and another to hold the cleanings of the

stable. The house was near the southern end ; it was a two story

house of white freestone with an observatory from whicli ^ beaviti-;

ful view could be obtained.

One third of the ground was kept as a back ground, and was used

ps a nursery for the front garden and for growing small fruits and

gmall vegetables, it was divided from the front Ijy a trellis which

was covered with dwarf ])ear trees. The wall of the back portion

was filled with choice fruit-trees and that of the front with flower-

ing shrubs and vines. Next to this was a border eight feet wide

bedded with different kinds of flowers. There was no incongruovis

mixture ; every genus stood by itself, every sj^cies or variety was

saperate—every plant stood singly so as to show its flowers to the

greatest advantage. The gravelled walk was forty inches wide

with box edging on the border side. The centre ground inside of

this and around the house was lawn, studded with choice roses and

dwarf shrubbery. Many ingenious flower beds were cut out on

the grass, and among them were four of the same size and shape

bottoned and sided with flagstones and eighteen inches deep, having

a flag stone walk running through the middle.

These beds were planted with the owner's most favorite genera.

A neat tent was put over each of these beds while the plants were

in flower which greatly prolonged the flowering. The same was

used for all of them : the frame was of light iron easily taken apart

and put together ', the uprights being let into staples run into the

flafy : it had a span roof with a door at each end in the canvass

fastened by buttons. First it was put over the Hyacinttis, next

over the Tulips, then on the carnations and picotees, and last over

dwarf double Ranunculus. The other beds on the lawn were each

planted with a single species, so that no two resembled each other:

and each bloomed at a separate time. The Crocus in all colors

w^ould drive away winter and give us a foretaste of spring ;
these

were succeeded by the Hyacinth with its waxy flowers of all colors,

and their sweet odour, the gaudy Tulips, the fragrant Carnations

and Picotees, beautifully laced and pencilled, and the large headed

Ranunculus surpassed conception. There Avere also Primula auricula

and Polyanthus of brilliant sorts; broad petalled and beautiful

cdored Pansies, double quilled Cdistemma, beautiful double quilled

Betlis, whose variety prolifera was very singular, double Cheiranthus

of matchless fragrance and in colour from pale yellow to dark

crimson, Mathiola all double and from pure white to crimson, ( the

cape stock exquisitely rich), Dianthus Barbatus and Chinensis double

white shaded to velvety marroon, and many other bulbous and

Other plants kept up the beauty of the garden throughout the sea-

'

son. There was always something to admire, nothing common ot

coarse-growing was admitted there, and the fine keeping of the

place made it'always lovely ; every thing was in good taste a^d
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always in order; thoudi it was small yet it was a 12 months journey

to get through it ; if there be a paradise on earth surely it is Dun-

cliffe Cottage.

There were but six sashes on the place, a brick pit with two and

two cold frames of twos ashes each ; young plants of Cheiranthus

Mathiola, Dianthus, Primula, &c., wore wintered in pots and pro-

tected in the cold frames in winter, and a hot-bed was made in the

spring for raising seedlings, which were pricked out into the cold

frames after the other plants were s^t out. Many new varieties

have originated there. I was but a favored visitor, as admittance

was rarely allowed. It was said that Mr. II. paid twelve pounds

for a bulb of the Tulip Louis XVI and would have ridden miles to

see a new Carnation or Auricula; he had too aviareis of songsters,

and also an Owl and an Eagle ; the Owl was named "Cameron of

Lochiel," and the Eagle "George Washington."

Respectfully, Walter Elder.

Philadelphia, July 7, 1853.

NOTES ON GARDENS.

Paschall Morris & Co., West Chester, Pa.

Having an hour to spare in this town, I took a stroll through the grounds

of these gentlemen, and I was agreeahly surprised in a place seemingly so

local, to find so much attention and space given to ornamenting shrubs and trees

—the grounds extended over thirty acres, and the variety was very great,

as well as the stock of each kind. Wliat i^truck mc most pleasurably, and

afforded me most interest was the assortment of evergreens ; and it was a

few new facts which I learned for the first time in connection with some of

them that induced me to prepare these notes for you. In these times when

the demand for evergreens is approaching to a sort of fever, it is well to

know what kinds are decidedly hard v. The Auracaria imbricata has been

given up in many quarters ; several trials having proved unfortunate. Hero

were many which have stood out two winters. In the severe winter of

1851-2 they mostly lost their side shoots. From tlie appearance of these

plants I have no doubt that when the specimens arc gradually hardened,

they will prove quite hard}'

—

Junij^erus cjcdea, bccmcd more at home, it

will be a powerful rival to our J. Virginiatia, J. recurva or pcnduJa, as a

larn-e stock of it showed, was as hardy as tlie rest. There was here also

another species or variety of Junipcrus which I had not met with before,

which Mr. M. informed me he received under the name of J. ericoides. It

is a very distinct looking kind, very much like young Capressus funebrU—
a fine specimen of the latter was growing in a pot, and which I understood

was destined to stand the ordeal of the next winter. There was, in a very

exposetl situation, a fine specimen of Abies rnorinda, perhaps more proper-

ly A. Smlthiana. The difference between this specimen, and the A, excelsa

or Norway Spruce, was very striking. The new family embraced numer-

ous representatives of all nations, English, Irish, and American, besides a

a good stock of that ''dear little thing," la<ly like speaking, the T. adpres-

sa, also proven hardy. The Silver Fir {Picea pectenata) seemed perfectly

**at home," thinking it easy work to throw out eighteen inches of a leader

in one season—when young it frequently loses its leading bud in the

winter, but it gets better of this misfortune as it grows. In a large pot I

observed a fitie specimen of another Vicoii— Webb la na, which I believe has

not proved perfectly hanly—LibocedrtM chihxnsis, and many other of the

newer kinds were also here in the same dubious company. The regularity

and cleanliness of the evergreens and their great variety allured too much

of my attention, and I had but a few moments left to run over the collec-

tion of deciduous trees and shrubs. A fine stock of Pojmliis anfjulatus,

the cotton wood of the Mississippi, struck as "just in time," as I am satis-

fied this tree is destined to become very popular as a shade tree for towns.

Its rapid growth, large leaves and spreading head, its cleanly habits, easi-

ness of removal and propagation, suggest it as the successor of the Allan,

thus, and similar things that have been " tried in the balance and found

wanting." The cottony down which it throws out while perfecting its fruit,

>vlllbe"thou-ht objectionable, but it 13 • valuable property when compared

with the stench of an Allanthns in flower. I m*y remark in passing, that

the Linden, both European and Amerlran, seem much more prosperous m

Westchester than in rhUadelphia, and are in realify, an ornament to the

place. The sugar mapk is also very co,nn,on, and l..s a beautiful appear-

ance; not perhaps so spreading in its gro-.vth as the Silver, but not so ha-

ble to be broken by high winds. I saw several Silver maples completely

- wind broken." The subject of s^. b trees for towns has become one of

the "great questions" of the day, wl.le!. may serve ns my excuse for dnig-

gingilinasafinalcto mv few notes of the highly interesting ground of

P. Morris .^ Co.

:3a

IRREGULAR PAGINATION
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WAY SIDE SKETCHES.

Baywood Nurseries.—Availing myself of a courteous invitation from

the proprietors of these nurseries; I was greatly surprised to find so exten-

sive an establishment in that section. Their grounds are situated about four

miles from Pittsburgh, within view of the Allegheny river, and one mile

north of the village of East Liberty, which lies spread out like a map down

in the Negley valley—seemingly shut out from the busy world by the lofty

river hills.

Fostered by the liberality of the citizehs of Pittsburgh and vicinity, and

knowing the advantage of their position, Messrs. Kennedy k Co. have

spared no pains or expense to bring their business to a high state of per-

fection, and to show the beauties of scientific landscape gardening. Al-

though lately commenced, their extensive improvements and flourishing

stock are an evidence of their practical abilities and enterprize. They have

two very large, span roof greenhouses, heated by steam, and a propagating

house ; also a span roof 40 feet by 20, fitted up on an improved principle,

and heated with hot water on the tank system. This house contains as fine

a young stock as ever it has been my fortune to see, taken I believe from

their European importations of last fall and spring. Their show honse 80

feet by 30 is a splendid structure—planted conservatory fashion : (viz.) the

plants turned out of the pots into a bed prepared for the purpose, and occu-

pying the whole centre of the house; whilst a stage for pot plants 3 feet

wide all round the house is well stocked with flowering plants suited to the

ieason, such as Geraniums, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Achimenes, Gloxinias,

snd some fine specimens of the beautiful Torenia Asiatica, with many

other plants equally fine. Their collection of Roses, Carnations, and Ver-

benas in varieties, were just in perfection, showing every shade in color, from

a pink white up to the deepest purple. Of ornamental trees and shrubs,

they have a full stock, and though the plants are young, they show signs of

a high state of cultivation, and promise a rich stock to propagate from. A
varied stock of Fruit trees, some distance from the ornamental departments,

look well; and although the season has been unusually dry, their mode of

cultivation has prevented the evils I have witnessed elsewhere occasioned by

drought. Weeds they seem to have an aversion to, as none are to be seen

amongst their plantations. After noticing a large collection of new varie-

ties of potatoes, corn, &c. which in appearance promise their owners an am-

ple return for their improved system of cultivation, I retreated to the shade

of a grove of lofty pines, in the rear of the residence of Mr. Negley, one

tht* proprietors, who has lately erected a magnificent building in the Eliza-

bethan style. I found ''Elfin Wild," the name given to this portion of the

ground, the most enchanting and romantic spot I ever beheld; it seemed as

though nature in a frolic had vied with the art of man—the rapid water of

a stream which comes winding down the hill sides, has worn its way for ages

through the solid rock, seeking a humble bed hundreds of feet below.^ On

either^'side the high towering rocks aae clothed with velvety moss, mingled

with Ferns and Rose Bay Laurel which have found a home on some broken

ledge. Indeed I may be allowed to say that Elfin Wild although in mina-

ture has no equal. I could say much more about the beauties of the place,

but I have already trespassed too much upon your limits. T. C.

I

PLANT A TREE.

Plant ! plant I ! plant I ! I Three times have we written down the word,

in order to impress it upon the mind of the reader. God plants over the

fair face of the world. The sprouting acorn, the winged seeds of the pine,

and the maple, and the ash, the bright re<l berries of the dogwood, the

holly and the hawthorn, the blue clusters from the evergreen cedar, and the

pearly fruit of the mistletoe, high up in the old oak-top, all find a spot as a

birth-bed in which to take root an<l flourish.—Some grow in the mellow

mould where shade and moisture protect and invigorate their tenderness-

some, with the pitying spirit of an angel's guardianship, seek their resting

places where man has wrought all his ruin, on the bare bosom of the earth,

and strive to hide her naked deformity by outspreading their evergreen arms

—some cling with their viscid coverings to the rough bark of ancient trees,

as if they wished to add newer and greener chaplets to their decaying

crowns—some seek the crevices of the barren rocks and creeping up rumed

walls bind together, the fisures gnawed by the cankered tooth of time, in

their tender embraces—all obey those laws of vegetable creation, which are

ever active in renewing what waste, and heedless considerateness, and pro-

digal destruction, have so ruthlessly ravaged. Go then, lover of nature, to

the scathed hill-top, once crowned with the brawn of a mighty forest king-

dom,and plant a clustering knot of oaks and cedars. Go to the sun scorched

brook, as it glides noiselessly like molten lead through your field, and pro-

tect its bright waters by the friendly shade of graceful maples and wide

spreading beeches. Go to the roadside and people these monotonous plan-

Ution lines with the walnut, the red fruited mulberry and the maronia—

their shade will gladden the heart of the traveller-their fruit will cause un-

born children to bless

" The hand that planted these old trees."
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Add living monuments, and multiply them upon the earth. It was a

beautiful custom, that, when the bi-tiuthed planted eaeh a tree, btanding

Bide by side, through years that come, their branches interlocked—their

liowers kissed eaeh other, and keeping vigils of love through storm and

throufrh sunshine—they remained living sentinels over that aftection which

never dies. We once new two of earth's better spirits, gentle in their na-

tures, lovely in their angelic semblance, bewitching in their beauty, and

thus they planted their affections side by side in front of the old homestead

those emblem-cedars grew, and when the fair hands which had planted

thera, were twining wreaths with the cherubin around the altars of the

blessed, they still stood flourishing over the decay of the past. But the old

homestead has passed into the hands of strangers, the beautiful lesson

taught by these trees has been forgotten, and to make visible the glaring-

ness of modern improvement, they too, like their sweet emblem spirits, are

numbered amongst the things that once were upon this earth.

And again, when a child is born a birth-day tree should be planted. We

know an elm which marks the natal hour of a matron in a neighboring vil-

lage, and we never pass that early budding tree without thanking the hon-

ored father who taught us a good lesson when he set its roots in the mellow

Boil before his door.

The hot sweltering walls of our cities call for trees—trees to feed upon

iht vapors which spring from over-peopled quarters, and convert them into

healthy-breathing atmosphere. The shade of trees is more genial and

grateful to the pent-up dwellers of cities than it is to most of those who

ramblo in sylvan groves, during the free an unrestrained years of a life in

the country. Let those then, who are forced to dwell in the busy marts of

the world, be blessed by shade—shade in the streets, shade in the capacious

parks and pleasure grounds. God made trees enough, so that every human

being could revel in their shade. The tawney savage seeks his leafy home,

under the Titans of this Western world—the sons of the desert bless Allah

lor the refreshing shade of the graceful palms, and the white man, who

claims to be civilized, alone evinces a thoughtless spirit of tree-destruction.

For him there is no bound or limit, and the whim of a moment is frequently

gratified at the expense of centuries of beautiful forest growth.

Is that new era coming when we are to be planters instead of ravagers ?

Will the few examples of ornamental landscape adornment and improve-

ment, bo copied and become working texts to the millions V Are we to hear

of forests plantations to be reared uj)on our old fields? Are the glaring

eye-straining white houses of the laml, to be soon hidden by graceful forest

trees such as abound within the reach of every cultivator of the soil ? Is

our country to be made picturesque and lovely by the grouping of the ele-

gant specimens which are the pride of our forests, around our homesteads ?

Are we at last to become a nation with common sense? We have often al-

most worshipped the glorious avenues of live oaks—beautiful in their morn-

ing drapery of solemn moss, which add such distinct charms to the lower

sections of our state. We have admired the virgin-flowery magnolia, and

ask why is it not made welcome to every home in the state. The oak tribe

embracing nearly half a hundred varieties, and flie lofty tulip trees, and the

graceful elms, and evergreen holly, and the cedar and the pine, all afford

much characteristic beauty to the true lover of nature. There is still a

lower fringe, of smaller trees and shrubs, upoti the bosom of the earth,

which interspersed with these, add bizarre ornaments to the grouped sub-

jects of the forest. But when we write of these, we have brought to our

mind's eye a picture, pen-painted by Willis, which, striking upon the

chords of the heart through a vision of the satisfactory and beautiful, will

cause all who read it, to love the trees, which a sense of duty to coming

ages has caused them to cluster as enduring friends around them. For the

benefit of such, we extract from his "Letters from Under abridge," a Poet's

planting of a tree.

"As I look out from under the bridge, I see an Oriole sitting upon a dog-

wood tree of my planting. His song drew my eye from the paper. I find

it difficult, now, not to take to myself the whole glory of tree, song and

plumage. By an easy delusion, I fancy he would not have come but for the

beauty of the tree, and that his song says as much, in bird-recitative. I go

back to one rainy day of April, when, hunting for maple saplings, I stopped

under that graceful tree, in a sort of Island jungle, and wondered what

grew so fair that was so unfamiliar, yet with a bark like the plumage of the

pencilled Pheasant. The limbs grew curiously. A lance-like stem, and, at

regular distance, a cluster of radiating branches, like a long cane thrust

through inverted parasols. I set to work with spade and pick, took it home

on my shoulder, and set it out by Glemmary brook, and there it stands to-

day in the full glory of its leaves, having just shed the white blossoms

with which it kept holiday in June. Now the tree would have leaved and

flowered, and the Oriole, in black and gold, might perchance have swung

and sung on the slender branch, which is still tilting with his effort m

that last cadenza. But the fair picture it makes to my eye, and the

delicious music in my ear, seem to me no less of my own making and

awaking. Is it the same tree, flowering unseen in the woods, or transplanted
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into a circle of human love and care, making a part of a woman's home,

and thought of and admired whenever she comes out from her cottage,

"with a blessing on the perfume and verdure? Is it the same bird wasting

his song in the thicket, or singing to me, with my whole mind afloat on his

music, and my eyes fastened to his glittering breast? So it is the same

block of marble, unmoved in the caves of Pcutelicus, or brought forth and

"wrought under the sculptor's chisel, yet the sculptor is allowed to create.

Sing on my bright Oriole ! Spread to the breeze your desiring finger, mi/

flowering tree ! Like the player upon the organ, I take your glory to my-

self; though, like the hallelujah that burns under his fingers, your beauty

and music worship God.

—

South-Agriculturist,

A LIQUID FERTILIZER FOR CHOICE PLANTS.

BY AN AMATEUR.

Dear Sir—I am confident that there are many of your lady readers,

and perhaps many of the other sex, who are puzzled among the many new

manures, and having failed with some, and injured their plants with others,

they end by raising only sickly and meagre plants, when they might have

them presenting a luxuriant and satisfactory appearance—with leaves of

the darkest green and flowers or fruit of double the usual size.

Having made a trial for three years past, with a perfectly safe and sa-

tisfactory liquid fertilizer, which appears to suit all kinds of vegetation,

which is clean and easily applied, and procured without difliculty, in any

town, I confidently recommend it to your readers, especially those who

wish to give especial pains to, and get uncommon results from, certain fa-

vorite plants—either in pots or in the open garden—plants, whose roots are

within such a moderate compass, that they can be reached two or three

times a week, if not oftener, by the watering pot.

This liquid fertilizer is made by disolving half an ounce of sulphate of

ammonia in a gallon of water.

Nothing so good can be cheaper, and the substance may be obtained at al-

most any apothecary's.

Now for the mode of using it. I may say, at the outset, that weak as

the solution appears to be, and is, if plants are watered with it daily, they

will die—just as certainly as a man will who drinks nothing but pure brandy.

The right way to apply it is, to water the plant with this solution every

•Izth time, the other five times with plain water.
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The proportion is so simple, and the mode of using it so easy to under-

stand, that the most ignorant person cannot possibly blunder about it—if he

count' six. If we prepare the solution occasionally, and water our plants in

pots every Saturday, with this ammonia water, and all the rest of the time

with plain water, we shall have a safe rule.

The result will, I am sure, both delight and surprise every person who

will make a trial of it. It has become such an indispensable thing with fne,

that I regularly mix a barrel of it every Friday, and use it on^ Saturday,

upon any plants that I particularly wish to invigorate and stimulate.
^

I

do not know that I have seen a single instance of its disagreeing with

any plant—ammonia being the universal food of vegetation. Of conrse,

the more rapid growing plants—those with foliage that perspire a great

deal—are most strikingly benefitted by it. Of course, also, plants that

are at rest, or not in a growing state should not be fed with it
;

btit any

plant that is about starting, or is actually in a growing state, will not

fail to be wonderfully improved by it. Many plants that have fallen in-

to a sickly state by reason of poor, or worn out soil, will usually, m

the course of a month, take quite another aspect, and begin to develope

rich, dark green foliage. I will enumerate some of the things that I

have had great success with.

Strawberries.—Beds of indiff*erent appearance at tlie opening of the

spring, last season, after being watered four times with this solution, grew

very luxuriantly, and bore a crop of remarkably fine fruit. This year I

have repeated the experiment on half of every bed ; both foliage and blos-

soms are as large again on the watered, as on the unwatered bed; and, by

way of comparison, I have watered some with plain water also, and find,

though rather benefiltted, (for the strawberry loves water,) they have none

of the extra depth of verdure and luxuriance of those watered with am-

monia.

Harly Peas—X least a weak earlier than those not watered, and much

stronger in leaf and pod.

Fuchsias.—k surprising effect is produced on this plant, which, with the

aid of ammonia water, will grow in very small pots, with a depth of verdure,

a luxuriance and a profusion and brilliancy of bloom, that I have never seen

equalled. Old and stunted plants are directly invigorated by it.

Dwarf Pears.—Some sickly trees, that I have given the best attention

for three years previously, without being able to get either good fruit or

healthy foliage, after being watered four times with the solution—of course

with the usual intermediate supply of common water—became perfectly

healthy and luxuriant, and have ever since (two years,) remained so*
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Dahlias.—Which I have never succcecled well with before, have done

beautifully with me since, flowering most abundantly and brilliantly, wheni

watered in this way. In all out of door plants, if mulching is used, only

half the quantity of plain water is needed. For plants in pots, I consider

it invaluable ; and gardeners who wish to raise specimen plants for exhibi-

tion, will find this mode of watering them every sixth time with the solution,

to produce a perfection of growth not to be surpassed in any other way.

—

Ih*

GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY.

Mr. Editor :—An article copied from Hovey's Magazine appear-

ed in the Florist, in Avhicli I stated my belief that the system of

glazing without putty, was not "American" as it had been called.

This drew forth a reply from a correspondent, who signs himself

"Beta, Philadelphia,'' who doubts the veracity of my statements.

I do not at any time consider anonymous contradictory assertions on

any subject worth replyIn 2; to, especially when in a discourteous

strain of language, much less do I consider such a writer worthy of

notice when he advances nothing to support the fact he endeavors

to establish. Now as we have seen nothing to establish the Amer-

ican origin of this method of glazing, save and except the assertion

of Mr. Hovey, who seems very desirous of appropriating to himself

the merit of originating it ; and as no one here, with whom I have

conversed on the subject, knows anything or ever heard anything of

the houses which he says he built in 1833, and glazed in this way, I

think it would verv much serve the cause of truth, and also be a

proper course of proceeding in the enquiry, if you would through

the Florist inform your readers whether any houses have been

glazed in this country on the system that you are yourself acquainted

with about Philadelphia or elsewhere, and also the dates of their

erection. "Beta," who I presume is one of your readers, will also

favor us by considering this request also made to him. I have

made a similar request to !Mr. llovoy, requesting also to know

where the houses he speaks of having built in 1833 can be seen, as

they will be now in the prime of life, and will afford an excellent

illustration of this excellent svsteni.

I do not claim to have anything to do \\ itli the origin of the sys-
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tem, though I have of late years adopted it somewhat extensively

;

but I have always believed it to be of Scottish origin, and not only

so, but to having been brought to this country, and practically ap-

plied to horticultural buildings of any extent, by a Scotchman; who

has I believe been over 20 years in America, and who is at this

day one of the best known, and most successful practical men now

in th3 country, and this I know is saying a good deal. But as we

are all liable to be mistaken in our beliefs, I may possibly be wrong

as well as my friend. To warrant us however in changing our

belief I trust we will have something more substantial than mere

doubts and assertions. I should be the last to deprive America of

the credit of originating anything new in horticulture, and should it

prove to be her due, I will be the first to accord my humble meed of

praise. I shall write you more fully on the subject after your replies.

Respectfully yoiH's, R. B. Leuchars.

Quincy, July IS, 1853.

The onlv instance we know in this neighbourhood of the above

mentioned glazing is the orchid-house at Mr. Cope's, Springbrook,

in this county. Wlrere it originated, we do not know, l)ut we don't

think that the constructors of that house got their ideas from Mr.

Hovey. Probably "Beta" if he be among our readers will let us

hear what he^ knows on the subject. We heard subsequently of

another house, near Waterbury, Ct., if our memory serves, which

was built in the same way. Our impression with regard to Mr.

Cope's house is, that it was an experiment of the carpenter's.

—

Ed.

--

THE CINCINNATI STRAWBERRY THEORY.

My experiments demonstrating the fallacy of the Cincinnati Strawberry

theory have called into existence considerable opponition from its supporters.

My time is too limited to reply to each objector on his own ground. I in-

tended to leave my experiments before the public, to let them stand on their

own merits, and let my opponents have the woman's privilege—the last

word. But they seem never to have done. As they go along with it, they

encumber themselves with all kinds of extraneous ideas until the original

idea they started with is scarcely to be found. In order to settle this ques-

n 101
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tioTi, I have decided to take it np again, explain their theory in all fairness,

the evidence on which they build, and the benefits they claim for it ; when I

\ii\\ show its fallacy both in science and practice, and the futility of the ar-

guments that have been made against my objections.

But it seems, Mr. Editor, I have to qualify myself to argue the point.

They object to my nationality. ''An European, and a gardener too, what

C(m you know?" Gentleman, I plead guilty; but I plead in mitigation of

sentence that I was not aware of the importance until you discovered it

—

still I am willing to give you every chance of a verdict in the line of argu-

ment you have chosen. I am ignorant of the exact spot whereon I was born.

I believe it was somewhere in England. I do not know in what county, but

will try and discover. 1 have in my veins Grelie, Celtic, and Saxon blood,

but do not know which ])repoiiderates. Sometimes I believe I am like Plun-

ket's client who *'could not be a traitor to his country, because he had no

country to sajl." Then as to my knowledge. That is a delicate subject.

One can hardly find brass enough to speak well of himself. Cato Censor-

ions says there are times when a man may do so. With such victorious au-

thority may I not attenr»pt it? Let me say then that it mat/ be possible to be

an European and a gar<lc*iier, and yet have knowledge enough to put adcath

blow to a fallacious theory.

What is that theory? In a large quantity of seedlings five varieties are

produced: Namely, Pif<tillatc8, Uermaphrodkei^ &c., each variety remain-

ing true to its character through any circumstances; that use was first made

of this theory in the west, to produce fruit from Strawberry plants that

otherwise would have been barren, by placing staminate plants in the vicini-

ty of pistillate ones, and that fruit raised from such plants, were finer than

if they had been Hermaphrodites and in greater profusion.

Now, I am in no way disposed to detract from the real merits of our friends

in the west. It has not yet been proved that a pistillate flower will pro-

duce fruit without impregnation with the male property. The only thing I

have seen in print in relation to the subject, is by my learned friend '^W.

D.**of West Chester, who has ably shown by Botanical analysis in the July

No. of the Farm Journal, that such a circumstance is possible.

Until that has been proved—and practice is certainly against it bo far as

the strawberry is concerned. The Cincinnatians have done some service.

It is in the permanency of the sexual characters of their varieties that they

fall into error.

They believe in their permanency chiefly because they have had them un-

der their eyes for years, and after the most careful observation, could trace
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no chancre in them. Now this is very strong evidence. But I have evidence

that can overrule it. They can ask "cannot a man believe his own eyes?

We have watclied them closely—not once, but a thousaml times—not only

individually, but in committees, in societies, in great numbers—not in one

locality, or one state, or one situation, but in many. And if they do ever

vary, should we not luure seen them? and, if others observed it, should not

we have heard of it?" But Botanical science is not satisfied with negative

evidence, she modestly enquires why are those characters so permanent?

and the reply is that permanence of character is universal—one of nature's

immutable laws. That a character given to variety at its birth, remains

with it through all circumstances. That we may as well talk of changing the

sex of the human family, or of any animal, as to expect a plant, pistillate

at its birth, ever to produce flowers with perfect fairness. Now, I believe, I

have given their arguments fairly. It will be seen that they rest first on

negative evidence, which I shall oppose with positive and direct', and second-

ly by a supposed analogy, which I shall show to have no real foundation,

and to which I shall oppose acknowledged principles of Botanical science.

Many have seen beds of strawberries change sexes, and be of different

sexes when only one was originally alone planted. They have had every

care taken of them to prevent mixture ; but their owners are told, that

''strangers must have got in somehow and kicked the rightful owners out of

the bed," "Seedlings may have come up there," anything but a change.

"My strawberries don't change, thert^fore, yours cannot." This logic don't

convince the owner of the mixed bed; and yet how is he to prove the logic

of the other unsound? Yury easily—mark one plant, note its character,

take runners from it alone, use the greatest care, leave no doubt for mis-

take, and then when in a dozen such, you do as I have done, get seven of

one kind and five of another, follow the Cincinnati fashion, and "Give your

opinion to the worlds If they allude to the "sexes of animals, which when

once the same always the same," ask them to undertake the absurdity of

taking a runner from some animal, and make it amther individual animal ;

then To place it in totally different circumstances to the original animal, as

you do the strawberrv, and see whether it will then change or not, before

they say much about^it; and if they see the impossible absurdity of this,

then tell them their "analogy" cannot be applied,

I have alluded bri^ifl^/ in the last paragraph to my direct and positive cvi-

dence of the change, and in matters of fact brevity is always best. I will

refer the reader again to it, and now proceed to show that it is consistent

with Botanical science, and consequently, that any other theory is not.
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AVe 'Vfill begin with the study of a phmt. It is composed of two distinct

systems—the vascular and the ivoody. Those parts of a plant >v])ich have

most reference to the former, have a tendency to pliange by cultivation.

Every part of a plant belongs to one or the other of 'the^e systems ; anid

each part as it is successively developed, is but a liiyher stage of the same

thing. In reference to our subject we have to do with star)}en^. They be-

long to the vascular divisioi), and are but a higher stage of the petql, while

these again, are but highly developed sepals ; and the latter but perfected

bracts or leaves. All, or any one of these, belonging to that system, are lia-

ble to change by culture and circumstance. Take leaves to begin with. If

any gentleman will take the trouble of going into a wood of ivhite Oak he

will find that the leaves are merely lohed^ often nearly entire, and resem-

bling very much the leaves of the British oak on the branches nearest the

base of the tree, whilp those on the top are very deeply sinuatedy often near-

ly laciniate. ^'he most plausible inference at once is, that the absence of

much light to the lower branches, has made the difference. On looking for

a tree that has stood for years in the full light by itself, we find our

pathesis correct, as there all the leaves are uniform. This shows how

the forms of leaves are influenced by light.

Other principles of cultivation have a similar influence^ soil will alter the

smoothness or downiness of leaves, as well as their cqlor and form. By

taking off a part of any plant with these peculiarities, and makinrr pf it a

distinct individual, we give it a greater power to perpetuate itself. The

varigated leaved shoots, that sometimes come on Evonympus japonicus, if

taken off retain their peculiarity through many different circumstances; but

if they are planted in a wet soil and shady situation^ they will very frequently

return to their original green state
;
going a long way to prove that a dry soil

and exposed situation first caused the change, and that when tajcen off, they

would retain that change in any circumstances, not opposed to t)ie original

cause—when that occurred they assumed their old form. I take this ex-

ample because it has probably been observed by many, and as stamens are

subject to the same laws, being in fact the same thing more highly de-

veloped, it will be apparent that they too must also change their form and

character to suit the circumstances that govern them. Let us get amongst

the stamens—take the Catalpa. The old Botanists placed this plant in

their class Didynamia^ 'which requires four stamens

—

their specimens

from Virginia warranted them in so doing. But the English plants will

never produce but ttvo^ so their Botanists placed it in Diandria—so in

this district, where the catalpa is so far removed from its most natural

localities, it very Rarely perfects all of its stamens. On the other hand

take the melon. In England the climate not being perfectly adapted to its

perfection, the plants are entirely monoecious. Here, where they grow in

rich soil, out of doors, are quite at home, they are Pohjgamous, bearing

frequently perfect Hermaphrodite flowers. If we attempt to /orce them

it is quite another affair ; their flowers being then pistillate. In this inr

stance, I have shown how by a perfect conjunction of circumstances, a plant

which in other circumstances, would produce but pistillate flowers, produces

hermaphrodite.

I fear I trespass too long on your valuable space, or I should like

to continue these notes, I will conclude with one more instance of how

stamens may be produced or rendered abortive by cultivation. Every Bot-

anist knows that the Brugmansia or Datura is a Pentandrous or five stam-

ine4 plant. The B. Knightii is a double one, or the flower has two corollas,

with the five stamens and one pistil perfect. But suffer it, after having

been well grown, to become starved an<l stunted, and it will become single

but with ten stamens instead of five—we change the petals into stamens by

cultivation.

Who now believes in the permanancy of stamens in a strawberry flower

or otherwise ? Let him take a pistillate plant, propagate from it, keep them

in pots of poor soil, let them come forward naturally in a cool, shady place,

on a north aspect where no direct sun can ever reach them, and if ten to

one whq try the experiment fairly do not get Hermaphrodite flowers from

these plants, I have done.

Some of the advocates of the theory offer me ten thousand dollars if

I can prove them wrong. If they will please to convince themselves in

the manner I haye detailed, they can forward me a check for the amount^

on any of our city banks, or of New York.

Thomas Meehan.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

(Continued fro7n last No.)

GuEEX House.

Cultivators must begin to turn their attention to next year's stock. A

commencement is generally made with the Pelargonium. In England the

first thing in order is to prepare a hot bed, to obtain bottom heat. Here it

is perfectly unnecessary. A few trials of the thermometer m August or

September, will show the earth at that time to be several degrees warmer

than the atmosphere, which is all that is required of temperature to success-

ful propagation. A bed of sandy soil made up out of doors, with a frame
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over it, in order to regulate tlie moisture, and to enable us to shade, is per-

fection. Moles and ground mice are apt to give trouble—means should bo

taken to prevent their ingress. In cutting back the Pelargonium leave

three or four good eyes to every shoot, if it be desirable to form it into a

fine specimen next season. After they are cut down, set them in full sun,

and give little water till they begin to shoot.

Chry%antliemu7ns are much improved by waterings of guano water about

once a week from this time till they begin to flower.

This is the best time to propagate Cactaceous plants and succulents gen-

erally. Many prefer to graft the former—generally on the Cerei or (though^

seldom seem in America) the Pcrcskla Bleo, In my opinion they form very

unnatural looking objects. The Epipyllum however, does not look so bad

.on the Pereskia. I prefer all these things on their own roots. Cuttings

-or offsets placed on a box of sand, or just beneath the surface, exposed to

the full sun, with very occasional waterings, strike root readily.

Those who did not sow their Clunese Primroses in the spring, should

lose no time now, or their houses will be sadly behind tlieir neighbors in in-

terest the forthcoming winter. All plants got on for winter flowering^

should also continue to have shifts as often as their pots become filled with

roots.

Ancient calendar writers would have much more to say this month about

'^attending to watering," "syringing," "destruction of insects," all of which

subjects 1 expect my readers perfectly understand. It is not our object to

joark out routine duties, so much as to record progressive facts.

Vkgetable Garden,
»

Don't earth up Odery till il has grown stout and sturdy. To aid this,

give copious waterings of soap suds or manure water, whenever opportunity

serves. Plant out IJnJive fifteen inches apart in very rich loam. They also

.are^very grateful for occasional manure waterings. The greatest demand

by the family will be for the curled variety. Give Brocoli and Cabbage

Strong soap suds too, you may "see them grow" after it. I believe you

sowed Ituta Bagas last month, and are now rea<ly for the Flat Top Dutch,

or Bed strap leaved. The cooks prefer this kind. They are frequently

sown after a crop of early potatoes. It is rather opposed to a sound system

of rotation of crop ; but they generally do well this way, and it is therefore

followed. If the fly prove troublesome to you, sec if soup water will prove

troublesome to them.

Still make another sowini: of Corn, Peas, and du'arf Beans. If they

come in before frost they will add much to the cre«lit of the department.

Radishes and Lettuce will be sought after in the fall—look out a rich, cool,

piece of ground for the prospect. T. J.
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THE POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE OF THE STATE OF

PENNSYLVANIA.

It IS gfatifying to be able to record any good work done by our

rulers : especially when they do comparatively so little. At the

session of the State Legislature just passed, the Polytechnic Col-

lege of the State of Pennsylvania was chartered. When we con-

sider the vast importance of the Agricultural, Mining, and Manufac-

turing interests of ouf country, we feel how great the necessity is of

schools for the instruction of our youth in Practical Chemistry, En-

gineering, and Mechanics. The circular of the Board of Trustees

we give below.

This College, incorporated by the Legislature, at its recent session, is

designed to include in its organisssttion, a College of Mines, of Agricul-

ture, of Arts, and of ManufacTTUres ; and to afford those destined for

these important branches of industry, a thorough scientific education. Tho

application of Science to the Arts, is daily rendering them more powerful

sources of National progress, and demanding increased intelligence in those

engaged in their prosecution. The Civil and the Mining Engineer, the Ar-

chitect, the Manufacturer of Chemicals, of Sugar^ and of Glass
;
those en-

engaged, or interested in the productions of the Plough, the Anvil, the

Furnace and the Loom ; all these have, under the stimulus of modern sci-

ence, and of modern competition, assumed a new and nobler position; and

hence their proper education has become an object of deep public moment,

and one closely affecting national prosperity.

These facts, first recognized on the Continent of Europe, led there to the

establishment of schools of Mines, and of Arts, which have not only tended

locally to the perfection of Art, but have become the resort of students from-

all parts of the civilized world. The value and necessity of these Schools,

is attested by the constant demand for their students, and the many respon-

sible positions held by them, in this and in other countries. The congre-

gated Industry of all Nations, exliibited in the grandest temple ever dedi-

cated to the Arts, exemplified the superiority of the educated artist and

workman, and already reckons among its happiest results, the founding m

Great Britain, under the most distinguished patronage, of the ^'Industrial

College of Arts and Manufactures."

Animated by the general spirit of industrial progress, the Trustees of the
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Polytechnic College hold tliat the time has arrived for the establishment in'

this countr}^ of an institution which shall yield to our youth the advantages

heretofore obtainable only in foreign hinds, and which shall respond to the

demands of the great interests of Production and Construction.

Such an institution is csjiecially required in America, where, beyond tr-

ample, demand for labor and capital exceeds supply, and where, consequent-

ly, prodigal expendituie in the developtmcnt of our yet niltold cbtamercial,

agricultural, and mineral resourscs, is most disastrous. In the department

of mining and metallurgy alone, millions of dollars have been squandered^

and years irretrievably lost in vexatious delay, through ignorance of scieii-

tific and economical methods of working.

The State of Pennsylvania has already become the centre of many 6f

the most important brnnelies of industry, and her metropolis, Philadelphia,

—contiguous to the mine*, and the seat of extensive and varied manufac-

tures,—owes it to her literary and scientific reputation, to provide the most-

ample means for education in the arts.

The Trustees have not received, nor have they asked aid from the State.'

They rely upon the prompt, liberal, and cordial co-operation of every friend

of the measure, not only in Pennsylvania, but throughout the country.

They confidently anticipate the opening of the College with a full facul-

ty, and copious means of illustration, and of practice, in the month of Sep-

tember next.

The plan of organization will comprise the following Departments.

1. Mathematics and Civil Engineerino,

2. Mechanical Philosophy, and the Principles of Machines.

3. Metallurgy, and Industrial, Agricultural, and Analytical

Chemistry.

4. Mining Engineering, Mineralogy, and Geology.-

A well supplied analytical laboratory, sections and modeh of mines and

machinery, a geological and mineralogical cabinet, field operations,

and architectural and mechanical drawing, will aflbrd ample facilities

for thorough and practical instruction. Students will be enabled to pur-

sue one or more studies for a year, term, or less period, and after ex-

amination, will be granted Certificates of capacity accordingly. Candidates

for Degrees will be examined on all the branches, but may pursue the

studies a longer or shorter time, according to industry and ability.

Commnnicitions should be addressed to John McIntyre, Esq., Secrcta-
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ry to the Bo ir I of Trustees oF the Polytechnic College of the State of

Penn-^ylvania, Walnut Street, above Sixth, Philadelphia.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The stated meeting of this Society was held oh Tuesday evening, July

lOtii, in the Chinese Saloon, Gen. Patterson, president, in the chair. The

exhibitions of plants was unexpectedly large for midsummer ; each collec-

tion contained some possessing interest, which it might be well to notice.

—

Among those broii'ght by the President's gardener, were a fine large plant

of Plumcrla roaea^ which the General sent home from Mexico, and has now

flowered for the first time. Tabernuemontana coronaria^ in fine flower.

—

CAiimnc't Sihiedliai, and a number of air plants. Among Robert Buist's

were we'?/' plants, and shown on this occasion for the first time

—

Ci/rtanthu$

mafjniJicLis, Lycaste tetragona^ Achimcnes Margaretta^ Fuchsias Orion,Gem

of the sedHon : Alpha and resplendens, atid Gloxinia Victoria llegina,

F. Ti?nni-^'s "irdene^exhiblted tvfo very fine plants

—

Gardenia Stanleyana ^

in full flower, and Plumeria ro»ea. Caleb Cope's had three new species,

exhibited for tlie first time

—

lusticia bieolor, Promnewva stapeloideBy an or-

chid, and llovey's globe amaranthuSy a fine specimen of Clerodcndron

Koempferii, Allamanda nereifoliay ^e. W. W. Keen's contained a new

plant, lioya cainpannlatn, very pretty, and seen for the firstf time

—

Lophot-

perniurn Heiidersniii, Fuchsias, kc. James Dundasf' gardener presented

handsome Fuchsias, Gloxinias, and a most beautiful air plant,' the Cattleya

Mosaia, The fruit table was laden with tempting specimens of peaches,

very large—called Admirable, and a seeedling tree in fruit, growing in a

14 inch pot, also grapes of varieties, Black Hamburg, St. Peter's, White

Frontignac, Tokay, and Purple Damask, from Mr. Cope*s grounds. From

Eden Hall, were Black Hamburg and White Muscat grapes. Very large

and luscious Moorpark A-pricots, by Thomas Robins, Wm. V. Pettit and

Wm. Johns. H. Pratt McKean, large fine gooseberries, called Cook's White

Eacrle, and Farrow's Roarin;? Lion. Isaic B. Bixtor \\\\ seedling Apricots,

Plums, the ll)yal Ilitive and Jefferson: and o kinds of gooseberries. Mr.

Buist, Breda Apricot; Pears, Bloodgood, Windsor, Madeline, English and

French Jargonelle; Currants, Black grape, Black Naples and late black

kinds. Alex. Parker seedling Apricots. II. W. S. Cleveland, St. Michael

Figs, a choice dark variety. Wm. Johns, green Figs and John Perkins,

seven varieties of apples.

32
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Mr. Cope's gardener exhibited a table of fine esculents.

Premiums awarded were by the Committee on Plants and Flowers. Plant9

in Pots—For the best twelve to Thos. Fuirley, foreman to Robert Buist

;

for the second best to Thos. Meehan, gardener to C. Cope ; for the third

best to Wm. Grassie, gardener to W. W. Keen. Plant in Pot—For tho

best specimen, Ganhieria Stanleyana, to John Pollock, gardener to F. Len-

irig. Indigenous Plants—For the best to Alex. Parker. Plants shown for

the first time—A premium of $3 for Hoya campanulata, to Wm. Grassie,

gardener to W. W. Keen ; one of a dollar for Justicia hicolor and Gom^

phrena Ifoveyii, to Thos. Meehan, gardener to C. Cope, and one dollar to

Thos. Fairley, foreman to R. Buist ; for a collection of Achimenes, Glox-

inias, and a Cyi'tanthus. Bouquet design—For the best to Isaac Collins,

gardener to Genenil Patterson. Basket—'For the best to Thos. Meehan
;

for the best of indigenous flowers to the same.

Special premiums—Two dollars to James Bisset, gardener to Jas. Dundas,

for Cattleya Mossia, a fine specimen ; and §3 to Isaac Collins, gardener to

Gen. Patterson, for a large collection of plants, ir>cluding a beautiful speci-

men of Plumeria ro.H'<i, Oiu'hids^ and other grecr» and hot house plants.

By the Fruit Committee

—

Grapes—-For the best black variety, Black

Hamburg, to Thos. Meehau, gardener to C. Cope ; for the second best to

A. J. Smith, gardener at Eden Hall. For the best of a white variety

—

White Frontignac to A. J. Stnith ; for the second best. Golden Chasselas, to

Thos. Meehan. Apricots—For the best to llios. Robins, for Moorpark ; for

the second best ta Wm. V. Pettit, for the same kind. Plwms—For the best,

the Imperial Gage, to Isaac B. Baxter ; for the second best, Mirabelle, to

A. Parker. Figs—For the best to II. W. S. Cleveland, for St. Michaels

;

for the second best to Wm. Johns. Gooseberries—For the best to A. Bur-

nett, gardener to II. Pratt McKean, for Roaring Lion ; for the second best,

the large green, to Isaac B. Baxter. Apples—For the best, the Early Har-

vest, and for the second best, the Bough, to John Perkins ; and special pre-

miums of $8 for very fine Peaches, and $2 for a seedling peach tree in fruit,

in a pot, to Thos. Meehan.

By the Committee on Vegetables

—

Tomatoes—Yor the Best half peck to

James Jones ; for the second best to Wm. Johns. For the best display of

Vegetables, by a private gardener, to Thos. Meehan, gardener to C. Cope.

Adjourned. TnoMAS P. Jamks, Ilec, Sec.
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FLORAL AND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION.

The second annual Floral and Horticultural Exhibition of the Berks

County Agricultural Society, was held in the Academy Hall, North Fourth

Street, on Fritlay and Saturday, the 24th and 25th June. The time was

jexccedingly ill-chosen, being several weeks too late for the most advanta-

geous Floral display, and as many too early for anything like an effective

demonstration in tlio Fruit deputment. The extreme heat of the weather

also operated unfavorably. Yet, with all these drawbacks, the Exhibition

was a very handsome affair—the citizens of Reading, and many of our

country friends, entering into tho c ompctition with all the spirit and anima-

tion that characterized their eflorts at the former exhibitions of the Associ-

ation. The attendance, too, was quite numerous—many of the farmers

leaviufT their work at the busiest season to be present. We learn from the

Secretary that tw^ntg-one, new members were added to the Association, ma-

kinf' the present number of members 800, and that the receipts for admis-

sion amounted to about §110—a sum sutlicient to pay all expenses, and

leave a small balance besides to be added to the general fund. We annex

the reports of the various Committees appointed to examine the articles pre-

sented, and award premiums to tho most «leserving :

AWARD OF PREMIUMS.

PftUiT.—Your Committee would respectfully report premiums as follows,

to wit

:

For Cherries—Black Tartarean, Joseph Wright, 1st premium, $1 00

Bigareau, Solomon Kirby, 2d premium, 50

Special premium to Samuel Bcrtolet, for largest Cherries—^less quan-

tity than a quart.

Best variety, William D. Ilains, 50

There were very fine ppecimens of English Morello, bj Andrew Taylor

und John Deininger, which came too late for competition.

No premiums were awarded for Strawberries and Raspberries. A dish

of Strawberries was exhibited by Mr. Wentzel. Some fine specimens of

Raspberries of the Col. Wilder and Orange varieties, by Charles Kessler,

and a fine plate of red Antwerp, by Jonathan Deininger. Also, Wild Rasp-

berries, by Deborah Wright;—a plate of Service Berries, by Deborah

Wright. Oranges, by Mr. John Kurtz.

Strawberries in Spirits, Hovey's Seedling, Pine Apple, and White, by

Dr. P. G. Bertolet.
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Plate of Apples, by Wm. II. Haines.

Lemons, Mrs. C. Hitter, premium, 60

Currants—Charles Kessler, AVhite, Dutch, and Red, very fine ; also, by

Henry Kessler, and Mr. Knop.

Gooseberries—very fine specimens.

Solomon Sherer, 1st premium, §1 00

Michael Knop, 2d do 60

Mrs. Deborah Wright, best variety, 50

Very large and fine specimens were exhibited by Capt. Griffith, and Col.

Kendall.

The Committee on Vegetables, in pursuance of the duties detailed to

them, beg most respectfully to report, that they have ma^e the following

awards, according to the schedule laid before them, viz:

Jesse Wentzell, Exeter, best Red Beets, $1 00

do do do Salad, 60

do do do Beans, 1 00

do do do Peas, 1 00

Joi, Wright, Maidencreek, best Potatoes, 1 00

do do 2nd best Beets, 60

Henry Gring, Cumru, 2nd best Potatoes, ^
Jacob L. Greiner, 4 best Potatoes, but being less than half a peck re-

quired were not entitled to a premium.

Jesse Wentzel, Exeter, best dozen Tomatoes, 1 00

Jos. Wright, Maidencreek, best Onions, 1 00

Henry Kessler, Reading, best 3 heads of Cabbage, 5()

Jesse Wentzel, Exeter, best display of Vegetables, 2 00

Michael Hauser, 2d best display of Vegetables, 1 00

They also noticed with much pleasure, some fine Potatoes and Beets, ex-

hibited by Dr. Bertolett, of Oley, and Mr. Ilauser, of Reading, but not be-

ing the quantity required, could not compete for premiums.

The Committee appointed to report on "Roses and Green House Plants in

Pots," have the honor to state, that the premium for the best exhibition of

Green Route Plants in PotSy consisting as required, of "at least twelve

dissimilar varieties, comprising not less than eight genera, labelled," is

awarded to Capt. D. A Griffith, he being the only one who complied with the

specified regulations.

In regj^rd to Roses in Pots, no exhibitor furnished the number required

for a premium ; although several beautiful varieties were sent by Mrs. Eliza

Kessler, Mrs. Mary Davis, kc.

The Committee feel bound to make special mention of a larjre and splen-
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did variety of Verbenas, Calceolaria.s, Petunia, Leto«peira, &c., &c., exhib-?

ited by Mrs. Eliza Kessler, and Mr. Michael Hauser. It cannot be expected

that all the plants (of which there were so many fine specimens,) should be

noticed individually; and it is probable, that during the examination in the

crowded Hall, the names of some of tlio numerous contributors have been

omitted unintentionally. We would therefore merely state that Mrs. John

Kutz, Mrs. J. [Arnold, Mrs. H. Nagle, (a beautifal Passion vine, &c.) Mrs.

R. F. Brown, (among other fine plants a rare varie<jated Calceolaria, and a

California Goldiana,) Mrs. Albright, Mrs. F. S. Bickley, Mrs. John Henry,

Mrs. Oakeley, Mrs. Snyder, Mrs. M. Miller, Mrs. lieckhardt, J. Gorgas,

Mrs. Sell, Mrs. Foecht, Mrs. Rhoads, Mrs. Eies, Mrs. McKeever, Mrs. Mc-

Donald, Mrs. Siegel, D* Rhein, Peter Homan, (an Agave Americana, 21

years old,) Mrs. Dickenson, Mrs. Weitzel, Mrs. Mary Davis, Mrs. Kessler,

Mr. Ilauser, and perhaps others, presented for exhibition a very handsoma

and large variety of green-house pot II jwers, among which may be enumer-

ated white, red, and variegated Oleanileis, Pomegranates, Verbenas, Petu-

neae, Creeping Cereus, Aloes, Cactus of very many varieties. Pinks, Calce-

olarias, Hydrangeas, Fuchsiae of many kinds. Also, a number of very rare

plants, unlabeled, together with a general assortment of flowers now in

bloom, all of them of a very superior character, as might be ^supposed from

the names of the contributors.

The Committee regret that the rule requiring the plants to be labeled, was

not more generally observed ; the neglect thereof dii^inishing somewhat the

gratification of the visitors. With the wish that the next floral exhibition

may be held somewhat earlier in the season, and that each one will surpass

in beauty, excellence, and variety, its preceding one, we close our report.

Your Committee on Lulir/enous Plants, regard with lively pleasure the

increasing interest taken in our county in the study of the ''amiable sci-

ence' Botany. They understand that there would have been a stronger

competition for the premiums offered by your society, had not the intense

heat and dryness of the previous week materially marred our flora.

The first premium we consider fully due to Mr. Charles A. Deininger,

whose beautiful and tastefully arranged vase of rare native flowers, elicited

a general expression of admiration. It contained 20 species, representing

18 genera.

Your Committee sincerely regret their inability to award your second pre-

mium to Miss E. B. Griscom, for her vase of "Never Sink" flowers, arranged

with so much neatness and taste. They were deposited too late to come

within the rules of the exhibition.

The Committee to whom was delegated the delicate task to decide the
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merits of the cut flowers submitted for exhibition, approached the subject

with a knowledge of the deep r-esponsibility resting upon them ; the fact of

the great variety of flowers, rendering a decision more difficult on account

of the different merits presented in various aspects, comprising great varie-

ties, rare combinations, and excellent taste. The Committee strove to at-

tain that impartiality so necessary to a proper discharge of their duties, and

submit the following premiums as their award and decision :

Rosei,

Best display of Roses, No. 20, Miss A, Arnold, Premium, $1 00

3econd best, do No. 72, Chas. Kessler, 60

Designs:

Best design of flowers, in Rustic Basket, including Calystegia pu-

bescens, No. 74, Mrs. M. E. R. Keim, Lower Heidelberg, $2 00

Second best design on a Fan, No. ]o2. Miss Griscom, 1 00

Third best design, No. 6, Capt. D. A. Griffith, 75

Flowers in a Basket.

Best display in a Basket, No. 20, Mrs. Deborah "Wright, Maiden-

creek, $1 00

Bottqugfs.

Best Round Bouquet, No. 102, Mrs. H. B. Connard, $1 00

Second best, do No. 62, Mrs. D. M'Knight, 50

Best Flat, do No. 28, Mrs. Brooke, 1 00

Second best do No. 128, Miss Julia Shearer, 50

Pyramid.

Best Pyramid, No. 108, very choice, Christian Shutter, $2 00

The Committee submit the following as being worthy of honorable men-
tion :

Dr. P. G. Bertolett, No. 155, design in leaves, copam^mprfttiv© of A. J.

Downing.

Miss Boyer, No. 138, Pinks,

Henry Kessler, No. 1, Verbenas and choice flowers.

Elmira Stetler, No. 157, Cactus, large and rich.

Miss Mary M. Mayer, No. 01, 14 varieties of Verbenas.

Pupils of the North-West Ward Female Grammar School, No. 149.

Mrs. G. A. Nicolls, Nos. 37 and 38.

Miss Clara Boas, No. 129.

Michael Hauser, No. 53.

Mrs. Levan, No. 148, Rhododendron.
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Henry S. Bickley, No. 164.

Mrs. John Kutz, No. 134.

Mary Davis, No. 98.

Mrs. S. Young, No. 41.

Charles \V. Keim, Basket of Flowery.

Mrs. John Ritter, No. 154.

Lewis Briner, No. 6.

John Moyer, Night Blooming Cereus, (cut.)

Reuben F. Brown, No. 47, Pyramid.

Miss Shearer, No. 129.

The Genesee Valley Horticultural Society held its first meeting for

this season on the 21st of June. The display was a very fine one. Messrs.

A. Frost & Co., Ellwanger & Barry, and J. A Eastman, Esq., and others,-

contributed numerous varieties of Roses. Greenhouse plants and Bouquets

were also very good. We had a report sent u^ by a subscriber in Rochester,

bat we have not room for it.

We saw a plant of .the new variegated climi)er, Cissus discolor, in the

greenhouse of J. F. Knorr, Esq., West Philadelphia. The colors of the

large heart-shaped leaves are more beautiful than those of any foliage we

ever saw, being a reddish purple, deep green and ashy white. In the course

of this year we will give a figure of the plant.

PERPETUAL FRUITING STRAWBERRIES.

Last fall I potted some Strawberry plants for early forcing, these ripened

a light crop during March and April, and were then pknted out ;
they have

continued beari^ng more or less ever since. At the present time there are

fruit in all stages from the opening blossom to the ripe truss. I do not men-

tion this as anything new, it being a common practice with I'garderiers to

gather a second crop from forced plants when treated in this manner. It

occurred tome, however, that this "Crescent seedling" habit might not be

generally known, and whether the climate of New Orleans where this vari-

ety originated might not afford a natural treatment similar to what thesa

were artificially subjected to, and if so, would not any strawberry thus be-

come in some measure a "perpetual."

Baltimore, July 18, 1^58. ^'
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The Flore des Serrcs et dcs Jardins de V Europe. It is of the great-

est importance to the botanist and to cultivators generally that new plants

should be figured, as ^vilhout the plant itself or a figure no idea can be

formed from a description. In Europe there are several works which produce

Representations of the now plnnts which flower there. Curtis's Magazine, and

Paxton's Magazine of Botnny keep us well informed of the varieties of

iew and other Englisii gardens—Turner's Florist presents us with the best

iybrids of several favorite Jionera

—

tlie figures of Vilmorin, Mielliez and

Others in Paris do the same in that quarter. In Ghent M. Louis Van*

Houtte, the celebrated Belgian Horticulturist publishes his Flore des Serres

—a monthly containing eight or nine plates of the rarest plants either of

recent introduction or of hybrids raised in England or the continent. The

execution of these plates is very much superior to those of any other maga-

zine we have seen,' our readers can see specimens in our own plates which

were procured from the same establishment. We are often gratififed at

seeing figured most beautifully some of the beautiful inhabitants of our owii

forest and swamps which in Europe are considered of some worth. In the

last volume we found a plate of Pyxidanthera barbulata, which may bb had

here in the spring, at the corner of Market and Eighth streets, nicely done

up in a rag, for sixpence, yet the sending of that little plant is thus an-

nounced. *'This is a plant which a rare good fortninc has enabled Sir Wm.

Hooker to publish the excellent figure here reproduced. Specimens gathered

in the pine barrens of New Jersey by "M. Evant of Radnor, (Delaware),'*

arrived last May in Kew gardens, as fresh, and as well flowered as if

they had just been gathered. Still another feat of tliat great magician

steam, still another service of that wgenious system of portable glasses

which is" called the Wardian system !" Our friend of Delaware County has

thus performed a service to the botanists of the other side, which ho

did not anticipate when he boxed up the little Blapcnsia in a Wardian

case. The contributors to this work are among the most celebrated

botanists; besides the Editor Dr. Planchon, we have the names of Blume,

Brogniart, De Caisne, De Candolle and others. Mr. G. G. Sheppard of

New York is Agent for' the work in the United States.

Eratum.—The eight pages of signature 30 in this number are wrongly

numbered.
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^' IlHODODENDRON EDGWOllTHII.

ERICAdE.E § RFTODODENDRE.E. DeCANDRIA-MoNOGYNIA.

CIIARACT. GE^ER.—Cali/x Tj partitus, Corolla infundi-buliformis ra-

riuH cainpanuluta aiit rotata, nunc regulari nunc plus minus irregularis

semper 5-loba. Sfarn. 10 (rarius ubortiv. 6-U,) corolloe non adnata, ante et

inter lobos sita, sepius declinata, exserta. Antliene poris 2 tcrminalibus

dehiscentcs. Cfapsitla-() locularis, 5-valvis, aut 10-locul, lU-valvis sopticido-

dehiscens. Semina axi colummari atigulato adnata compresso, scobiformia

Bubukta.—Frutices rarim wxhovQ^.M'vj^semjjervirentia jjetiolata integerrima,

Florca in cot'ynibos terminaliH iHsposiUL Alabastra Jloralia i^iuamom,

Corolkse conspicuce alhm aut Jlavoe DC.

CHARACT. SPECIF.—''Frutex sacpe epiphytus, ramulis petiolis ped-

unculia capsulis fuliisque subtus dense ferrugineo-villoso-tonientosis, Ibliis

Bublonge petiolatis clliptico-ovati^ acutis v. acuminatis subcoriaceis rugoso-

reticulatis basi obtusis supra nitidis marginibus recurvis, pedunculis 2-3 ter-

minalibu3 V. ab innovationibus lateralibus, iloribus speciosis albis, calycis

ampli 5-partiti lobis foliaceis oblonj^o-ovatis inaequalibus lanuginosis ciliatis,

CoroUse tubo breviusculo late cainpanulato, liinbi uiaxiiui lobis rotundntis ve-

nosia crenato-uudulatis, ataminibus 10 exsertis, fihimentis iorerne villosis,

antheris elongatis, ovario dense tumentuso 5-loculari, styb) gracili b.isi lanu-

giuoso, cspsuTa oblongo-cylindracea recta obtusa valvis ligno.nis." llooK. fil.

Rhododendron Edgeworthii, llooK. fil. Rhod. of the Sikk.-IIirnal. ser.

III. t. 21. (Cum icone hie imitata).

For size of flower and beauty of form, this magnificent species

can only be worthily compared to the Rhododendron Dalhousim,

which it resembles also in its epiphytal vegetation. It is, like the

former, a shrub whose slenler branches balance themselves on the

branches of trees (particularly those of J^ines) in the rocky ravines

of the higher valleys of the Sikkim Himalaya, between 7-9000 feet

(English) above the sea. In sudden storms, when avalanches of

rocks carry to the bottom of the ravines both the tree and the

parasitic vegetation which decorates them, the llexible ^lirub often
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escapes destruction and taking root on tlic very ruins, seem to

soften the mLsfortune, by opposing to the brute force of nature the

reproductive power and tlie fecundity of life. It is in such situa-

tions that Dr. Hooker has been able to gather without much trouble

specimens of the plant, naturally little accessible in its most usual

station, on the branches of large trees. Hie fact that it grows*

equally well on rocks will interest horticulturists, by proving be-

forehand the possil)ility of its culture in circumstances little differ-

ent from those in which the terresterial species are placed. Only
it must be supposed that this species, like R. Dalhousm will require

more heat and atmospheric moisture than do the species of the

orangery such as arboreum, campanidatum and others.

J. E. Pranchon,

In the *'Flore des Sevres**

IIISTORY AND CULTIVATION.
When Linnaeus first borrowed the Rose to describe the beauties

of this family, he little dreamt of the honor future discoveries

would pour out on his selectioii. Rhododendron, from the Greek
Rhodos a rose, and dendron a tree, if any way descriptive of the

beauties of the half dozen species known to Linna3us, must be fully

illustrative of the almost numberless vai;ieties that a*e now known
to exist.

One hundred and twenty years ago, oar own R. maximum aIon#
adorned British collections. Twenty years later the R. ponticum,

introduced from Spain, gave a fresh interest to the tribe, and since

that time, new forms appear annually in something like geometrical
proportion. Over three dozen varieties of the latter are already

enumerated; and up to 1838 nearly the same number of distinct

species had been introduced. Since that date the hazardous an^
romantic excursions of Dr. Hooker among the Himalayas, and
other parts of Asia, have brought to light many secret treasures.

Still, unlike some of our modern fruit catalogues, the list never
grows wearisome. We can feast on this floral banquet much longer

yet, without danger of satiety. In the first form of R. maximum,
we had rare and simple beauty, flowering in the summer months.
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Then in the next following form of R. ponticum, we had not per-

haps su^h ^qual grandeur of inflorescence, but greater variety, and

the superior advantage of early spring flowering. Later introduc-

tions, such as R. dauricum, kc. kept up the interest without adding

anything to its previous fixme, till a totally new class made its ap-

pearance from Nepal in 1820, or thereabouts. This class, the R.

arboreum, more like our R, mcudmum in habit, form, and appearance

than any other, but considerably superior to it in the gorgeous

splendor of its flowers, seemed destined to throw it far into the

shade. Fortunately it did not prove sufficiently hardy to come into

competition with it, and hence arose otir hardy and tender classes,

each indispensable in its own sphere.

Although occasional novelties were introduced, nothing of much

interest occurred in the history of the Rhododendron till 1847, when

its admirers were thrown into lustonishment by the announcement

that a yellovj variety had been discovered in Java, whicli possessed

besides the property of blossoming at any season of the year. So

different is the cppearance of this species that Dr. Blume, a cele-

brated botanist and describer ot Japanese plants, made of it a dis-

tinct genus, under the name of Vireija javanica. So far the R. ja-

vanicum stands alone in its beauty. Two forms rf it as yet^ only

exist in cultivation ; one with orange red, the other with yellow

flowers. Closely following thi.s came the Epiphytal kinds discov-

ered bv Mr. Hugh Low in Borneo. A llhodendrou, growing on the

trunks and branches of trees in warm and damp forests, exactly in

the same manner as an air, or orchideous plant, created more excite-

ment in the floricultural world, than the discovery of any other

plant, the Vidona tpgia perhaps alone excepted. This jjreparcd the

way for the future discoveries of Dr. Hooker. AH who have seen

his beautiful engravings of the Rho<lr»dendrons of fhcSikkim Him-

alayas, can bear testimony to their rare and exquisite lxaut\

.

Glancing again at their history, we perceive that it ^^ives us four

classes, each re([uiring separate treatment in their cultivation. One

represented by maximum, another by ponticum, a third by Javaniam,

and iliQ fourth Epipliytnl kinds.
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Th2 fir.st division claims our especial attoiitioii as Americans,

Glass houses lor the protectiuii of tender plants are in the minoritj^

so far; our first object must neces^aiily be the decoration of our

ground.

R, maximum itself is one of the best adapted to open air culture.

It grows wild in many parts of Pennsylvania in rocky, shady,

mountanious situations. It is probably hardy in such situations in

any part of the Union. There are several varieties, and many more

might be raised from seed. The writer once saw them of every

grade of color, from white to deep pink, in the old garden of the

celebrated botanist, Humphrey Marshall, at Bradford in this State.

When they "sport" so easily from seed, much might be done by ar-

tificial aid in hybridization. R. pundatum is also perfectly hardy in

Philadelphia, magnificent specimens having existed for many years

in the old Bartram Gai-den. R. cotawbiense, in the same place,Js

equally hardy, and every year produces a large quantity of its

gorgeous flowers, little interior to R. arboreum. These and their

varieties, with some of tlie Siberian species, which are probably as

hardy, offer a fine field for rural adornment. It is useless to at-

tempt their cuUiire ia exposed sunny situations^ In >vinter time

an outburst of sun on their frozen folia^^e is more detrimental than

perhaps the severest frost. If these conditions l)e complied with,

they are not over fastidious in their choice of ^ils, rejecting entire-

ly only wet ones, or stiff clays. In turf\' peat they do amazingly

well, yet I have seen splendid specimens in dry gravelly soils, both

on gravelly and rocky bottoms.

In the second division we have plants that w ill not stand our se-

vere winters. They are usually reserved for pot culture. Most of

the varieties o^ ponticum have Ijeen raised by hybridization. The

celebrated Dean of Manchester was peculiarly successful in origi-

nating new varieties of them. It is highly probable that by using

R, maximum as a fertilizer, varieties could be obt.'uned that would

prove nearly as lianly as it. The Ijest soil for these is a fibrous,

turfy peat, in well drained pots. If this cannot be had they will
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do well in half decayed turves from an old pasture, mixed with

about a fourth part of well decayed sandy leaf soil. In some cases

it is difficult to procure fibrous or turfy soil, and that obliged to be

used, is of a loose and fine texture. The plants will thrive very

well in such, if kept in small and well drained pots. Whenever

repotting is necessary, the new pots should be but little larger than

the previous ones. In ordinary cases the Rhododendron does not

require repotting often. Unless in cases of very rapid growth, they

will flower profusely, and do wxdl in the same pots for several

years.

Most of the kinds allied to R. arboreum are of vigorous growth,

frequently growing 20 ft. high—a few of them are exceptions. For

soil and general culture, the remarks on the last division will be

applicable. When they get large they may be put into large wooden

tubs, and stowed away during the winter witli the orange trees,

and treated in the same manner ; a principal item in that treat-

ment being to keep them tolerably dry. They are very apt ta be

much injured by the thrip and scale. Occasional fumigations with

tobacco will stop the ravages of tihe former, and slight syringings of

soft soap dissolved in lime water, will keep them clear of th«

other.

I have only had the Javaniam in cultivation two seasons
;
but it

seems to do very well with much the same treatment as I give the

arboreum.

There are now many of the new species imported and flourish*

ing in the different horticultural cities. During the past season sev-

eral very fine ones have been exhibited in flower at our Societies'

meetings. I might particularize R, javanicum from the coUection of

Mr Buist ; R. Gibsonii from Mr. Cope's; and some fine hybrids be-

tween some Rhododendron and Azalea sinensis, I believe from the

collection of Mr. Sherwood.

A PniLADELPUiA Gardener.

'
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MIGNONETTE IN WINTER.
Reseda Odorata, or Mignonette is a native of Africa, and has

been in cultivation rather more than a century; poets have im-
mortalised it as "the fragrant weed," and, although a plant of
humble appearance .there are few flower gardens considered com-
plete without a small patch of mignouette. It js of easy culture

in the border during summer, requiring, however, a deep, well en-

riched soil to enable it to grow luxuriantly in hot dry weather. To
produce it in pots during winter requires a little more care; those

who have the convenience of a greenhouse, will find room for a

dozen pots on the front shelf; where no such convenience exists, the

parlour window may be sui)plied all through the winter, witk the

assistance of a close glazed frame. Damp is perhiips, its greatest

enemy, if kept dry a few degrees of frost will not materially injure

it. Pots or small portable boxes are mo.^t convenient for growing it

in winter, if these latter are made to fit the window intended for

their reception, a fresh box can be introduced when required, and
the plants will thus present a con^^tant healthy appearance. A
friend of mine who alwiiys has it in great profusion, grows it in a
small pit running along the front of his greenhouse; where a lasting

and abundant supply is desired, this is the best method I have ever

seen practised. Usually there is a front shelf of more or less breadth

in all greenhouses, if this was made portable a small pit might be

constructed underneath, thus afiurding a fine site lor flowering

roses, heliotrope, mignonette, &c., in winter, the shelf could be re-

placed when the pit |vas unoccupied. To have it to flower in Jan-

mMTf, seed should be put in from the first to tibe middle of Sep-

tember. Particular care will be required in the preparation of the

soil with regard to drainage, as it will not succeed well unless water

finds a ready access through the soil. A tolerably rich, loamy soil

should be used, and the pots filled firmly to within half an inch of

the top, made smooth and level, the seed sown and slightly covered

with fine soil ; five inch pots are as suital)le as any ; thin out the

young plants gradually as they grow, until they are reduced to four

or five in each pof. Excess of water should now be avoided, and

protection afforded against heavy rains. The roots speedily find
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their way to the bottom of the pots, and even, although the surface

appear dry, they will still have sufficient moisture in the soil ; this

can only be ascertained by close inspection. It will be better to

err on the safe side and keep dry rather than wet. To winter

them in a cold frame it will b% necessary to secure a dry bottom,

by filling up a portion of the frame with cinders, brickbats or sim-

ilar material. The pots should be plunged in coal ashes and ele-

vated to within six or eight inches of the glass, water must now be

Very carefully administered, much of success depending upon the

dryness preserved about the pots. In fine days the lights should

be drawn off. To guard against ffost the sides of the frames should

be banked up with litter, and straw mats should also be in readiness?

to cover the dass in severe weather. A bundle of loose straw or'

hay will form an efficient protector, and be readily shaken on the

lights when requisite. In very severe snowy weather the covering

may remain on for several days, observing to uncover on a dull day

and shade from direct sunlight for a day or two afterwards. The

necessity for keeping everything as dry as possible will thus be

apparent, both in regard to resisting frost and guarding against

damp. All premature flowers should be pinched off, and those

plants that are to be kept for succession should have their points

pinched out. A single plant in a pot may be grown to a large size,

by continually suppressing the flowers. If not too far gone the

plants may be turned out in the borders by the month of May where

they w^ill a^ain start into fresh growth. Delta.

NOTES ON ROSE CULTURE,

BY A LOVLR OF ROSES. (Continued.)

Bengal, or as some call them. Daily Roses contain the t^-pe of all

monthly or Daily Roses, which is known the world over, or as far

as English goes, as the common China or Daily Rose. They have

one fault which is unpardonable in a rose, and that is want of fra-

grance to a beautiful paintingwe never have an incentive to apply that

sensitive organ, but in all flowers that sense expects to be gratified.
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To the lover and amateur I can only quote a few as deserving

notice.

Agrippina, or Cramoisi Superiere—is the firSt and the best of bright

crimson daily roses, profuse, brilliant and beautifully perfect.

CdSj or Cels' multiflora—blush, with dark pink centre, double, pro-

fuse and indispensable.

Gros Charlest Arch-Duke Charles, Isadore and Triumphant are all

nearly alike, changeable, rosy lilac to crimson, of strong growth.

Louis Philippe—crimson, with paler centre, of strong growth and

profusion of bloom ; one half of the red roses sold in Pliladelphia

market as AG:rippina are this variety, it is much better adapted for

forcing than the latter variety.

Lady Warrcnder—when you can find it, is the best white, unless

• some of the recently introduced sorts excel it, in that are highly

favored by discriptious; but you my dear sb, and your readers, asr

well as myself delight in a clear proof.

Madam Breon—large bright pink.

Queen oj Lombard^—u fine rosy red.

King of the Crimsons, or Eugene Beauharnoh—dark crimson, and a

little fragrant.

Viridescens—green flowers ; a curiosity.

These form the leading and fine sorts of the Bengal ^ses, they

are all sufficiently hardy to stand out in winter, in any dry soil south

of Philadelphia.

Perpetual PiOSES, were first brought to our notice about 1831,

by a publication of Ilibbert and Buist, then Florists in Philadelphia,

a perpetual crimson fragrant rose, was then the height of my ambi-

tion; a friend of mine now a druggist in your city, who was always

ahead in those matters, posted three miles out of town and bought

the great prize, but it turned out to be a Sanguinea in place of Lee's

Crimson Perpetual or Rose du Roi, now so well known and so gen-

t erally cultivated ; to me it is the only one of the group that de-

serves notice; the type of this variety is the monthly Damask and I

have not the least doubt that from these has originated the Hybrid

Perpetual Roses.

%
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Cluster Roses—I could never well understand the distinction

between cluster and noisette roses; however, florists make it and we

f^nppose we must follow suit. Noisettes cluster just as much as

those I am about to name. If it is the musky odor so peculiar to

the old white musk cluster rose, that characterises the group, I must

say very few of them possess more than the old stump that traces

6ut these scrawls and the odor is peculiar only to the white roses

of the group. I have never seen a ro/se that I could call a red or pink

m'lsk cluster. HerhemonVs White, is a verv excellent and one of the

best light cluster roses, always in bloom, profuse and of fine growth,

but no muskv odor.

Princess of Nassau—is also a fine white, quite double and has a

musk fragrance.

White Musk Cluster—the type and standard of this peculiar clasi.

Riv?r*^'Musk Cluster—in ptire white and has an abundance of the

musky odor about it to rank anion^yst the best, though in beauty

of its flower it is almost the worst.

MiCROPHYLLA Ros'^s—havc all an agreeable and distinctive foli-

age, with (lowers not to be despised for size or form; thoy are all of

free growth and amongst them k ouf vcir^ l»est white climbing

rose; they do not ajipear to be so mufb proj^agutrd as formerly,

for we rarelv sot* them in our inarkt ts.

Alha Olorata or white micrnpht/ltn—Is a rapid grower, with luxu-

riant dark green foliage and long flexile shoots adaj)ted for columns

• or arbors, and bloom Irom June till Octolx^r, it is scjinetimes called

Maria Linaida, which is a very distinct dwarf variety, with some-

what similar foliage and flower*

Jlrma-An the Burr Rose j-eadily recognised by the bud hax ing

that p?culiar appearance indicated l)y the local name—flower large

Tery double, flit f\)rmeJ, no fragrance, and of a bright rose color

ni%'c3S a lar^'- bus!i, or does well for a linicc or column, blooms

frajuently during the season from wood of the prero<1ing years

growth—tliere arc several oti.er sorts not worthy of note tor either

flower or foliage.

34
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Moss Roses—wliat rose is that? It is the Angehne moss, a fine

flower ; yes—but I do not see any moss on it; such might be the re-r

ply to many of those called moss roses. In truth, 1 have not only

seen the moss rose; the old fashioned moss,; there is a charm about

its mossy bud that ik) other rose has; it is above all others ** the

moss rose,'* there are, however, others very desirable and which can

properly be accompanied with the attractive name, and more recent

years have given us the perpetual red moss and some others not al-

together misnomers; a few of such will suffice for the fancier.

Bliish Moss—a good moss of a fine blush color.

Common Pink Moss—"the moss rose."

Crested Moss—splendid pink flower with a luxuriant green fringe

to its calyx.

Luxemberg or Hc.nrht Moss—bright crimson, and a good moss.

Princess Adelaide ; or Hybrid Moss Rose—color lilac, blooms in pro-

fuse cluster and a rampant grower.

White Moss—very similar to the common pink moss, with a

white flower. #

White Perpetual or Cluster Moss—a curious sport from the white

damask rose; has no intrinsic value unless the name.

White Provins Moss—a fine, white variety, and of better growth

than the white moss, the buds are frequently in clusters.

Geuprd Dranot and Herman Ket^el—are said to be perpetual moss

roses; the latter of these I have not seen a second bloom on it after

a growth of two years ; the former does give a second and occa-

sionally a third bloom, but not worth the notice that is taken of

them.

Prmrie Roses—are natives of this country, and for their great

improvement we are mainly indebted to Mr. Samuel Feast of Bal-

timore, and we still cling to him for a real good perpetual Prairie

Rose, after that he may weep as did Alexander ; and I would sug-

gest that he-send you a plant of his Prarie King, for your sanctum

in Philavlelphia, and report it in the Florist.

Anne Maria—rosy blush, very double.

Baltimore Belle—jmre white, the best white.
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Beauty or Queen of Prarles—as yet the best pink flowering sort.

Linnean Hill Beauty—pale rose.

Mrs, Pierce—bright pink,

Superba—pale waxy blush.

Triumphant—dark rose.

The prairie roses make very rapid growths, and are not equalled

for covering arbors, wall and trellis work ; the}' bloom just after

the full flush of the rose season, filling up a very desirable space ;

they root readily by laying a branch in the ground in August ; you

can in the following spring remove it to become a permanent plant.

Hybrid China Rosks—))l()oin only once, but are of great beauty

of form and color, having amongst them every variety of color, ex-

cept green; as I am not particularly attached to the family, perhaps

some other of your iUnciers will give us the leading characters in

the group.

Hardy Gardm Rous—embrace all those that are kno^vn as pro-

vins, Gallica, moss and sweet briars; .and in this group are the only

perfectly striped and yellow roses. The French promise us a

striped hybrid perpetual, but it may come like the yellow moss. Of

the stripes worthy of note, Ocillet parjait, Oeillet fiummand and

Village miid; nearly all are hayijig white flowers with decided pink

or lilac stripes the whole lenuth of the petals ; of yellow we have

only the Hairisonii^ an American Rose, and the yellow Persion, the

latter decidedly the best of the two; neither of these yellows require

much pruning as the flowers are produced on the short spears of

the wood of the preceeding year, they therefore, require to grow

into large bushes before their beauties are fully displayed.

Propagation—the many forms of multiplying plants are known

only to nurserymen and those who make a living by the business pf

nraltiplication; we however, know enough of the art to increase our

stock for pleasure.

Br Cutting—any person will succeed with the I>engal, Tea,

Bourbon and Noisette Si)rt8 ; during August and September take off

short pieces of the wood that has produced flowers, close to the

wood from whence it grew ; cut its base eveidy and smoothly, re-

d ucing it to three or four eyes in length ; cut ofl the leaves and
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plant it in light sandy soil where it is shaded from tlie midday sun;

give frequent sprinklings of water and they will root Jn a few weeks,

Many of the hybrid perpetuals are nudtiplied in the satne manner.

Layering can be practised on all sorts of roses. In July, August

or September take any of the young shoots thi^t you can gently

bend to the ground and with a sharp knife cut off a few leaves

where they are in contact with the soil, at the base of each of those

leaves there is an eye; enter the knife just behind the bud and cut

towards the point of the slioot about one inch gradually into the

middle of the shoot; you will thereby form a spur about an inch

and a half long with an eye at its base ;
place the part thus oper-

ated upon about three or four inches under the soil, covering it with

light, sandy, rich earth, tie or peg it down, or place a small stone

over it ; the following spring it will have rooted and can be re-

moved to wherever required ; on its removal cut down the shoot to

within a few inches of the ground, protect the remainder with a

small stick and the work is done.

Budding—is more readily accomplished and is a more pleasing

pastime, the requisites are a good knife, good free growing stocks,

with good thread of worsted, matting, or strong cotton twist. The

time of performance from June to October, during cloudy weather;

whenever the bark of the stocks will remove or rise with the knife

showing an abundance of sap under the hark. A Indding knife

with a thin ivory handle, is the best for the purpose. It should be

inserted alx)ut lialf an inch atove the bud, and passing about one

third of the way through the wood of the shoot, come out again

about the same distance below it, the cut being as clean as possible.

The portion of the bark in the centre of which the bud is situated,

is called the shield, and when removed it contains a portion of the

wood, which is to be carefully rc^moved with the point of the knife;

if the wood is dry, and doc»s not separate readily, it is a sign the bud

18 too old, and it should be reject«.Kl. When the wood is too old or

too young, the shield may be taken off only about one quarter of

the way through the shoot, and inserted into the stock without re-

moving the portion of wood it contains; this method, particularly

with verv voung shoots, is verv successful.
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In applying the bud to the stock an incision is to be made length*

ways through the bark, but not so as to injure the wood ; about an

inch in length, and this is to be diagonally crossed at the top by

another incision. The thin ivory handle, or back of tne knife,

should then be used to to raise the bark, and the shield inserted

within, gently pressing it to the bottom of the perpendicular inci*

sion ; when it is properly placed the portion of it above the diagon*

al cross should be cut off, and great care should be taken that it is

in close contact with the w^ood of the stock. When this is done,

bind up with matting, or cotton twist, all except the bud, which

must be left free to the air, but protected from the powerful action

of the sun, or wet, either of wdiich would defeat the whole operation,

and in two or three weeks the bandages must be loosened, though

not entirely taken away. About the end of October the plant

should be cut down to within a foot of where the operation has been

performed, which will greatly tend to strengthen both the tree and

buds that have taken. In the following spring all the stocks

should be deprived of their superfluous wood ; observe, however,

to leave one bud or eye above the inserted l)ud, which will greatly

assist lis growth until it has made a few leaves, and is fit to perform

the functions of vegetable life when the natural shoot must be cut off.

As the new shoot grows, have it carefully- supported.

THE NELUMBIUM SPECIOSUM.
Springbrook is famous for its novelties. From tlie Florida moss

to the **spiritu sancto" of the newspapers, or the modest Sarracenia

to the .victorious Water Lily—few things valuable or rare escape at-

tention. The successful cultivation of the Nelumbium in the open

air is another branch in its garland. An oval tank perhaps fifteen

feet in its longest diameter is covered with noble leaves, some of

them two feet in diameter. The flower buds are now a foot above

the water, and in a month or so must form a splendid object. Few
who have read at all, but are acquainted w ith the glowing descrip-

tions of the beauty of this plant given by East India travellers.

Apart from the beauty of the flowers, the plant supposed to be the
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Egyptian Bean of Pjtliagonis, and the Sacred Lotus so profusely

sculptured on the sacred monuments of E^ypt, would at any time

possess an interest. The scarcely paralleled liberality of Mr. Cope

in throwing open his grounds to the Horticultural public, and the

free inspection of his rare pets, v>i\\ doubtless be taken advantage

of by many of our friends before the close of the seasoTi, to see this

fresh ^'stranoer on our waters."

--

McAVOY'S EXTRA RED STRAWBERRY.
In the Western Horticultural Review, in reply to some observa-

tions of the ^'Prairie Farmer," Mr. Longworth says, "Mr, Meehan

has not got the true Extra Red. I have never seen one perfect

blossom on my plants." I reply, as I n^plied to Mr. Prim^e, that if

Hermaphrodite plants can be obtained from runners of Pistillate

ones, the sexual unchanging theory is overthrown, no matter

whether the plant which we employ is "the true kind" or not. In

the case before us the different kinds of sexes are actually on the

same plants. When Dow^ning produced his strawberry, it was pro-

nounced "not Hovev's." When I did mine, still the same, "it is

not Hovey's," I thought two distinct scapes on one plant must

settle the question, but again comes up Banquo*s Ghost, "it is not

the Extra Red." However, I will prove my kind genuine. About

the first week in August, 1852, we received three plants which came

directly from either Mr. McAvoy's or Mr, Longworth's hands,

through the most reliable source in Philadelphia. These plants

were planted by themselves by myself. StiU, it may 1^ objected,

an unusual accident may have occurred even with these gentlemen.

When the plants flowered, their mixed sexual character was no-

ticed by me in the Farm Journal. In a letter dated June 3rd, Mr-

L. writes what I extract as follows :

•*I raised the Extra Red in my garden, and never noticed any

staminate or Hermaphrodite blossoms on it. My gardener this sea-

son informed me that he did. It seems you observed the same.

There is no reason why pistillates should not have some Herma-

phrodite blossoms.'*

fi• :
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Without waiting to inquire whether the last sentencfe does not

really grant all 1 ever asked for, 1 would respectfully ask Mr. Long-

worth whether the fact of Mr. Pentland's having noticed the same

tendency to vary in the "true kind" as 1 did in mine, does not go a

long way to prove the accuracy of my own? I fear that our es-

teemed Vice President, Dr. Brinckle, and the rest of the committee

who reported so favorably of "our Extra Red," will not consider

themselves "highly complimented" by learning that their enconi-

um has been lavished on a spurious kind. Nor will our Cincinnati

friends be well pleased to learn that a "not true kind" has "crept

into the bed (borrowing a style supremely Cincinnatian) and stole

the praise due to the original."

TuoMAS Meehan.

MORE ABOUT THE STRAWBERRY.

Mr. EDiiaFi:—I have grown the strawberry extensively for over twenty

years ; both the oM sorts and the new varieties ; and I have tried many ex-

periments in pots and in the open ground, and with different kinds of soil

;

I have been minute in my inspections and observation of the fruitful organs

of the different varieties, and have conversed with many scientific botanists

and practical gardeners on the subject, and have always arrived at this con-

clusion, that the predominance or deficiency of pistils or stamens in any va-

riety was as permanent as the variety itself, and nothing but ocular de-

monstration will ever convince m» of the contrary. I could never under

any treatment make a pistillate variety produce a hermaphrodite flower, or

produce a perfect seed that would germinate and make another plant, unless

it had been influenced by some staminate variety. I believe that **with

God all things are possible," but I think it beyond the power of culture or

man's ingenuity to change the sexual organs of any plant. If Mr. Meehan

has made a wonderful discovery or witnessed a singular phenomenon, I think

that his theory can never become general, an<l it will be a difficult task to

force scientific and practical men to believe it, and as he has deviated so

much from the point of discussion in his last communication, people witt

think that he wi.>*Ijes to get rid of the controversy altogether. Oak leaves

and the leaves of euonymus japonica can have no reference whatever to the

fruitful orgatiB of stra^vberry plants. The Catalpa tree is a hermaphrodite

plant, wherever it is grown; '*old botanists" made a mistake with it as they did
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with many other plants, for example, the Alonsoa, Celsia linearis, whrcli !*

in Didynamia, 14th class, was once Ilemimeris coccinea, and placed in Pe-

candria, 2nd class. The Catalpa grows spontaneously around here, it is not

removed so far from its natural locality ; the Brugmansia Knightii 6ould

iiot have two corolhis one one flower, although that corolla might be double,

the Leontodon taraxacum has a very double flower, and yet its whole number

of polypetals are included in one corolla ; and the monopetal of the Datura

or Brugmansia makes one corolla
;
petals can never become stamens, but if

the Brugmansia Knightii has sometimes five stamens and sometimes ten,

then it does not belong either to Pentandria or'Decandria, 5th, or 10th.

class, and therefore should be placed in a class by itself.

Now you see that I am one who has failed to do as Mr. Meehan has done^^

and if ten have been successful let them come out and place Mr. Meehan in the

right ) this is my first and last article on the strawberry controversy.
*

Respectfully, Walter Elder.

Mr. Elder mistaken in a great many points ;—in the first place, in his as-

sertion uf the unch:ingeableness of the staminate or pistillate characters of

strawberry flowers. Facts are against that theory ;—Mr. Meehan has

shown plants which had both kinds of flowers. The Cincinnatians and their sup-

porters are like the French Abbe who had announced a new theory ;
being

told by a friend that the facts were opposition 'to it—he replied 'Hant pis

pour ks faits," *'80 much the worse for the facts." Mr. Meehan has an-

nounced nothing new, he has merely proven what has been asserted before,

and what has been all along believed by some of our very best cultivators.

Again, if there is any truth in science, the pistils, the stamens, the petala

and sepals, the bracts and leaves are all difi*ercnt developments of the sam#

principle ; by hybridization we often change the development of different

parts, the stamens become pistils, or the contrary ; the stamens are changed

into petals making double flowers. Oak leaves and the leaves of Evonf

mus japonica are evidences of changes in shape and colour produced by

certain influences, and if in shape and colour, why not in other characters ?

Leontodon taraxacum is a compound plant, and is really a head of many

flowers; what Mr. Elder takes for petals are merely rays of the involucre.

I have before me a rose which is growing out of the seed vessel of another,

it is not an uncommon thing to see, but it h a good illustri^tion ;
it is merely

a change of development ; in place of perfecting its seeds it has continued

its growth and produced another flower, sometimes a shoot is produced in

the same x^ay, as is often the case in pears and apples. A slight acquaint-

ance with Mgrphology, or the laws of the development of the parts of plants

and flowers would couvince the upholders of the Cincinnati theory of its En-

tire fallaciousness.
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Mr* Ediotr:—
The strawberry question seems to be undergoing a fresh investigation,

and as usual our Cincinnati friends are extremely sensitive on the matter.

I do not intend at present to enter into the subject, but cannot help remark-

ing that they should now consider it high time to give philosophical argu-

ment instead of burlesque, and confine themselves strictly to the question at

issue, without a constant reproduction of the stereotyped tirade about th«

ignorance of Linnaeus (who, by the way I presume was no practical flori-

culturist, but confined his investigations chiefly to plants in their natural

state rather than to those which had undergone the craeliorating process of

cultivation) ; and let us have at least one essay without allusion to that vener-

able female " in the backwoods," and the precocious occult development of

the children "five years of age who can discover the sexual characters of

the strawberry at a distance of twenty feet." I have frequently thought

that the strawberry reports from that region emanated from young pomolo-

gists, but certainly did not expect that acidity was turned into sweetness by

palates so very tender. It may be well, however, to remind our western

neighbours that the mere distinction of the varieties is not the point at is-

sue, but whether under certain treatment they are not liable to change. It

is mere evasion of the question to lead us away among the strawberry grow-

ers in Europe. They seem contented enough with their produce, and if

they are b«hind the age it would be better to show them how to improve,

rather than upbraid them fur their ignorance* Fragaria.

-^^^

UNDERDRAINING.

#Were we aslced to name any single operation that would most imprOTf

American agriculture, we should unhesitatingly answer, thorough under-

draining. •That," says one, *'is a strange idea; my farm, and most of the

farms I am acquainted with, suffer more or less from drought every year,

and 1 should prefer more rather than leas water on my farm, especially on

the grass land." That, my good sir, is precisely what underdraining will

do for you. It will remove all excess of water in the fall, winter, and early

spring, when the plants need but little; and in the summer time, when plants

need br^e quantities of water, and the un<lrained soil is very dry, it will

make the soil quite moist and supply the plants with sufficient water.

**That," you say, "is contradictory ; and however plausible it may be in

theory, 1 gueas it will not work in practice." In that you are wrong. In

this, as in moU true agricultural theories, the theory has been induced from

practice. Kv<»ry farmer who has tried underdraining, knows, whether h©

35
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can understand the cause or not, that his drained land is much drier in »

wet time, and more humid in a dry time, than his undrained land, and that

it will stand a drought very much better; in fact, that drouglits seldom af-

fect his well drained land. Let us examine this a little.

If Tou take a common sponge* and dip one end into a t)asin of water, the

whole sponge will become thoroughly saturated, the water rising very far

above its own level. If you take a narrow glass tube, open at both ends,

and plunge one end into water, you will observe the water rise, contrary t^

the law of gravitation, much higher in the tube than the external surface of

the water. Dr. Hook, when experimenting on this subject, made glass tubes

80 fine that the water rose in them twenty-one inches above the level of the

water in the vessel. The law by which it rises is called capillary attraction,

and is explained thus : the particles of water have a stronger affinity for the

glass than for other particles of water, and consequently leave them and

ascend the glass. The height to which they will ascend is probably in the

inverse ratio of the diameter of the tube.

When a soil, especially a retentive one, is underdrained, the water as it

percolates through it leaves innumerable small pores ; it becomes like a

sponge—a reticulated mass of fine tubes. These tubes, when the surface is

wetter than the subsoil, carry down the water to the drains below ;
and

when the surface is dryer than the Subsoil, as it is !n a drought, these tubes

carry up the water to the roots of plants. Underdraining is not built on

this theory, but the theory is founded on the practical results of underdrain-

ing, and will the more commend itself to practical farmers.

Plants can take their food only in a state of dilute solution. They can-

not live and grow without a constant supply of fresh water. Stagnant wa-

ter is exceedingly deleterious ; no fact is better demonstrated than that agri-

cultural plants cannot thrive, however well manured, so long as their roots

are surrounded with stagnant water. The nece.-^sity for underdraining rests

on these three facts. Not only does underdraining remove all excess of wa-

ter, and supply it when deficient, but it equalizes the temperature of the

soil. In the spring and fall, when a warm soil is so much needed for the

germination and maturation of seeds, the thermometer shows that an under-

drained soil is several degrees warmer than one that is not drained; while

in very hot weather, the case is exactly the reverse of this. It is a well

known fact that vegetation starts much earlier in the spring, and continue*

later in the fall, on a drained than on an undrained soil.

But beside the beneficial mechanical efi'«ct on the soil, underdraining has

great chemical action. The removal of stagnant water and the free admis-

sion of air in its stead, accelerates the disintegration of minerals as well as
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the decomposition of organic matter in the soil, rendering them both, ayail-

able as food for plants. Again, the rain, as it falls and filters through a

well-draine<l, loamy soil, carries to the plants one of the most needed and

expensive of all the constituents of cereal crops. Our readers need not be

told that we mean ammonia. In our article on the Plowing in of Green

Crops, in the June number of 18o2, will be found some of our reasons for

thinking ammonia the most valuable and necessary ingredient in all wheat

soils. The rain water which falls on an acre of land in a year, is estimuted

to contain over 100 lbs. of ammonia, or sufficient for the growth of 17

bushels of wheat. The recent experiments of Way and Thompson have

shown that when ammonia is filtercil through a soil containing a good pro-

portion of clay, the ammonia is retained in the soil, and the water passes

through free from it. Does this throw no light on the cause of the increased

crops following thorough underdraining? The other causes we have mention-

ed are merely concomitants. It is well known that mechanical texture of

soil, moisture, heat, electricity, and sunphine, indispensable as they are, will

not grow crops unless the required constituents of plants are present in the

soil in propar quantity au I quality. Does it throw no light on the benefi-

cial effects of summer-fallow on heavy clays. To our mind it gives a satis-

factory explanation to these questions that is consistent with experience and

well established scientilio principles. It is simply, that the ammonia con-

tained in rain water 16 retained by the soil as the water slowly percolates

through it to the drains beneath. In the case of a summer-fallow, the con-

stant plowing, dragging, &c., divides the particles of the soil, for the first

few inches in depth, so fine that they are capable of retaining all the am-

monia brought to the soil during the year on which it is summer-fallowed.

This ammonia it retains for the succeeding wheat crop. But even in this

case, if iheland needs drainage, (^d wiiajfe Iftod that should be summer-fal-

lowed does not ?j the full benefit is not obtained ; all the rain which falls in

the spring, autumn, and winter, when the soil is fully saturated, passes off in

surface water, the ammonia it contains along with it, together with a consid-

erable quantity of matter taken from the soil in mechanical solution.

The cost of underdraimng is the moi»t potent argument against its adop-

tion. Thirty dollars Is considerable money to invest on an acre of land;

but it must be remembered that it is a permanent investment—when once

well done it will last a century or more. It is not like laying out $7 per

acre in guano or other manure, wliich lasts but for one year, or two at

most. It is a perpetual means of obtaining increased crops. The 100 IbJ.

of ammonia contained in the rain which falls on an acre per annum, cannot

be purchased in guano, its cheapest artificial source, for less than $15.
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Greater part of this is lost on an undrained soil, while on one that 18 well

tinderdrained the whole of it is or m;iy be retained. The expeiise of culti-

vation is less on the drained than the undrained land. You can plow it

earlier in the spring and later in the full ; and after heavj rains, when the

land not drained is so wet that man nor beast cannot go on it, the drained BoiJ

will be in fine condition to work. The whole of the increaHe in crops ob-

tained from draining must be considered clear profit. We believe one-third

increase to be a low estimate; and as this one-third of the entire produce

of the farm is clear profit, it will pay a high interest on the thirty dollars

invested in underdraining. Any farm which from its location is worth $40

to $100 per acre, if it needs draining, cannot fail to pay a handsome inter-

est for money judiciously laid out in underdraining.

The effect of thorough drainage on the climate of a country, ia a sub-

ject too extensive and important to be discussed at this time. That it has

a marked effect on climate cannot be doubted. Prior to the general adop-

tion of underdraining in England, the wheat crop was generally affecte4

with mildew, rust, smut, and various insects, to such an extent that the crop

was quite uncertain ; with the introduction of underdraining these blighting

effects were removed, while ague, which was common before, is wholly un-

known now.

Shade trees and forests, like large bodies of water, are well known to be

great moderators of cold in winter and heat in summer. The disappearance

of such vast forests has seriously affected the climate of this continent

;

hence peaches and other fruits are not those certain crops they were twenty

years ago. The climatic equilibrium has been disturbed, and most be re-

stored. We must cease to cut down so recklessly the noble forests, and at

the same time must plant shade trees. This will have some effect ;
but we

submit, that thorough underdraining will be found the best and most eco-

nomical means of equalizing the climate, removing the insects, &c., \Nhich

make such fearful devastation with the crops, and of improving our national

agriculture.

—

Genesee Farmer.

NEW OR RARE PLANTS FLOWERED FOR THE FIRST

TIME AT SPRINGBROOK THIS SEASON.

NO. VIL

Lycaste IIarrisoni^.—Two varieties of this are known tp cultivators of

Orchidse, one with yellowish red flowers, the other with white. A fine va-

riety bloomed for the first time lately in pur collection with pale hlnc

flowers, each about two inches across, and with the lip deeply veined with

rosy purple lines. It is of easy culture, thriving well in a moist atmp-
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sphere, slightly shaded, with a temperature of from 65 to 80°, in pots of

moss, broken pots, and charcoal.

Stachytarpiieta Mutabilis.—This is a family closely allied botanically

with Verbena, but having more the habit and appearance of a Lantana.

The leaves of this species are often four inches long and three wide, and the

flowers app'ear successively in spikes nearly a foot in length. These are

of a rosy, or vermilion pink, each flower something resembling a "beauty

supreme" Verbena. It is of easy culture, thriving best in a light situation

in a moist stove, or in the open borders in summer time. It was originally

introduced 50 years ago into England, from South America, and is describ-

•ed in page 976 of the Botanical Magazine ; but I believe does not now exr

ist in their collections. Seeds were presented to Mr. Cope by Mr. Ezra

Bowen, from the East India Company's garden at Calcutta. It is highly

ornamental.

CAMPA5fULA Vidalii.—A singular species, with succulent shrubby stems,

and narrow, short, shining leaves. Flowering stems are thrown up from the

ends of the strongest shoots, each bearing numerous white flowers. These

are about two inches long, and are contracted in the middle. It grows well

with me in sandy loam, in a cool greenhouse. Our plant was presented by

Mr. Knorr, who imported the original plant from Belgium.

Pharbitis limbata.—Also from the same gentleman, and figured in a

Iftte "Florist," grows **like a weed," and produces us half a dozen of its

beautiful white edged flowers every morning, in a light part of a moist

house. It is growing in a pot of rich turfy loam.

Indigofera decora.—One of Mr. Fortune's discoveries in China, and

Kine of the best of the recent introductions that I have seen. The flowers

come out in the axils of the leaves of the young growth, in racemes from i

to 6 inches long, of a rosy pink and white color. It will become very pop-

ular. It is easily grown in well drained pots of turfy loam, and grown in a

light and cool greenhouse. It is very liable to attacks of red spider. Our

plant was obtained from Mr. Ilovey.

GoMPHRKNA HovEYi.—Under this name the French catalogues advertise

Hovey's new Globe amaranthus, while the London seedsmen offer it as a

«new orange Globe amaranthus, from Texas." Whatever it is, it is one of

the few plants which occasionally appear, .rapidly to become of standard

value. It is specifically distinct from the common G. globosa—the head of

flowers being ovoid or elliptical, and the peculiarly green leaves margined

with long ciliated hairs. Several who had seed tell me they failed to grow.

I soaked one-half my packet 40 hours in water, and the other just as it

wu. The former came up in a few days ; the others failed.
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Lycopodium coesiuM arboreum.—What the Tree violet is to the old

double blue^ this new variety is to the old one. The stems are near an eighth

of an inch thick, and the fronds are about one foot in length. The shining

changeable blue color that has always rendered the old kind so welcome in

all collections, is even deeper in this. It is the admiration of every one

who sees it here. It thrives well in a soil formed of broken sticks, charcoal,

and leaf mould, with about a fourth part of turfy loam, in a moist and

shady part of the Orchid House. It was obtained through Mr. Buist.

Promexcea stapelioides.—A small orchid belonging to the Maxillaria di-

vision. It is not a showy thing, several dozen pseudo bulbs only occupying

A circle of eighteen inches ; but the flower is very pretty, about an inch

across, imitating as its specific name imports, the color and markings of a

Btapelia. It grows best suspended in a basket of coarse moss. Imported

by Mr. Cope, from Messrs. Loddiges, of London.

Justicia bicolor.—Under this name we recuived from Mr. Buist this

spring, what I consider one of the prettiest introductions of the season.

The plant does not seem a strong grourr, or inclined to be very busby.

Ours is now, after every encouragement to grow, not over a foot in height

;

but it has been completely covered with ilowers for the past 3 months.

Each flower is of a pure white, with a large crimson blotch on the lower di-

vision of the corolla. It is growing m sandy turfy loam, in a rather shady

greenhouse, and will probably require the protection of a warm greenhouse

or stove in the winter.

DiPLADENiA SPLENDENS.—Although i^ot ten years since this was intro-

duced into English collections it has their become a standard plant for ex-

hibitions. It was formerly considered an Echites, and, like that family is

ft climber, or as we must here say, "a vine." The flowers appear in clus-

ters in the axils of the leaves, on the young wood, each being about 2 inches

across, of a delicate pink color. It thrives well in any turfy soil in well-

drained pots in a warm greenhouse. Our plant was obtained through Mr.

Buist.

My friend, William Grassie, had D. crassinotdes at our last meeting in

flower, from the collection of Mr. Keen, West Philadelphia. It is a much
Bmaller species than the above, but very 'desirable.

Thomas Meeiian.
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CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

FRUIT.

Strawhirries,—'Plantations raiy now be put down; see that the soil is

thoroughly prepared, and select young plants from healthy vines that arc in

a good bearing condition* Old worn out plantations afford weak runneis,

and should never be employed if plants from robust beds are by any means

attainable. Another point to be observed, is to plant a due proportion of

Btaminate along with the more productive pistillate varieties. In a previous

allusion to this fruit, the remark was made that, " notwithstanding all that

has been written on the subject, many good cultivators pay no attention to

their sexual character." From the above remarks we have been accused of

endorsing the statements of those who maintain that there is no distinction

in their inflorescence, we merely stated a fact, well known among strawberry

growers; if all were agreed on the subject we might look for a settlement of

the strawberry question. After planting spread a mulching of rotted mn-

nure between the rows. This in the meantime will arrest evaporation and

shelter thera when frost occurs. Tan bark is also good for this purpose

;

we lately saw a statement to the eff*ect that tan bark nsed in this manner

had killed the plants. Doubtless their death was attributable to some other

cause ; we have used it many years with successful results on various kinds

of fruit as a mulcher. A few days ago we visited a gentleman who grows

strawberries rather extensively, and were shown a two acre patch planted

last fall, that had received a heavy coating of bark ; we do not remember of

ever seeing strawberries of the same age so strong and luxuriant, although

the weather has been particularly unfavorable for their growth; we cannot,

therefore, conclude that tan bark applied in moderation is hurtful to plants^

Grapes in hou8i$—will a«w be maturing their wood for next season's

fruiting. Air may now be more freely admitted than at Ifcy other period

of the year. Heavy rains should be excluded, and if it be deemed desire

ble to water the roots, a thorough soaking should be given, and the surface

subsequently stirred up, to prevent evaporation, it being desirable to have

the atmosphere as dry as possible.

Grapes, out doors—the principal attention requisite here will consist in

tying up the branches, and securing the fruit from injury by winds. The

extreme points of leading shouts may be pinched, but no further dimunution

of foliage should take place until the fruit is gathered.

Planting—now is the proper time to make arrangements for fall planting,

both in regard to the preparation of the soil and selecting the trees. A
much better estimate of the habit, health, and general condition of the plant
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can be made when it is in foliage, than when in a deciduous state; we would

here caution your planters not to fall into the error of those, who "measure

men as they do a steeple, by its length," and value young trees according to

the amount of timber they contain. Medium sized trees will transplant

with more certainty, are easier handled, and in nine cases out ten will grow

faster then those of the largest nursery size. It is quite a mistaken econ-

omy to suppose that by planting large trees you hasten the production of

fruit. The older the trees are the stronger are their roots, and these must

necessarily be cut more or less in lifting. The head must then be reduced

to correspond with the reduction of roots. The plant may then receive the

name of a stump and its life or death a matter of uncertainty; on the otheib^.

hand a yoTing tree, say two years from the bud, has made few strong roots,

and will come up with a large portion of fibry roots, and if managed with or-

dinary care, and transplanted at once, will scarcely ever show that it has

been changed, and in six or seven years will be worth double the larger

sized tree. Much disappointment in ornamental planting arises from this

cause. Large trees are preferred for the purpose of giving immediate effect.

In the removal of evergreens more especially we have seen the folly of

planting old trees, we have seen trees ten feet in height and others not four

planted at the same time and in five years the younger trees were tallest

and much more healthy and beautiful. This of course, has reference to gen-

eral pianting. Trees of a very large size mai/ be removed if carefully man-

aged, without feeling the change. There is also, much difference in the

tenacity of growth in different kinds of fruit trees; Peach and Quince will

stand much indifferent treatment and still make a good growth. Pear, Apple

and Plum do not grow so readily after the roots are "cut and dried." But

all trees remove safest when young, you can also train a young tree to your

mind, and start it with a good low head. Tall, bare stems are unsightly,

Inconvenienf, and the trees more liable to casualties.

Budding—the season for this operation is now at hand. We do not advo-

cate the propriety of amateurs raising their own stock. It is something

akin to seed saving, the articles can be purchased cheaper from those that

make it a business, than they can be raised on a small scale. The only ex-

ception that might be made is in peaches.' Seedlings generally come up in

the neighbourhood of bearing trees; using these as stocks, a few duplicates

of superior varieties may be secured to fill up blanks as thoy occur among

the older trees. S. B.

September.

Flower Gaki»en —Ewnfreen^^ where not yet planted, will continue to

claim attention. In addition to what waa said in coiinecti^'ii with tic gub-
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jcct last month, I might observe that in planting those which are somewhat

tender, or the perfect hardiness of which we have any doubt, situattons pro-

tected from the sun in winter, should be preferred as well as a light dry

foil. Where frost kills its thousands, the sutt slays its ten thousands. The

discrepancies we often find in statements of the hardiness of certain ever-

greens, arises from their different situations. I have frequently seen the

Briglish Laurel {Cerasus laurocefasus) killed iti the neighbourhood of Phil-

adelpbidf while in the same vicinity a fine specimen on the north side of the

residence of Pierce Butler, Esq., and completely in the shade, has long

stood without injury. In the severe winter of 1851-2, most of the English

Jsj (ITedera Helij') in Philadelphia, was destroyed on east, west and south-

ern aspects; while on the northern it was aninjured. Towards the end of

the month favorable opportunities may arise for transplanting deciduous

treeSy which should rtot be lost. If the soil can be caught in a moist condi-

tion, the sooner trees can be transplanted after the fall of the leaf the

better. If they cannot be planted till late in the full, they will be liable to

be "drawn out" by the frosts of winter, which will thwart any advantage

that would otherwise itccrue from autumn planting. Tender deciduous tree*

do not suffer so much from ihk sun in our winters as evergreens^ This k^

perliaps, owing to the superior manner in which oUr summers ripen the wood

of these trees. In Mr. Butler's place, before alluded too, there is the fiacst

specimens of the Acania juHhrixiln I have ever seen, growing close io

the house on the sunny side } and yet it is seldom kept orer the winter in

many places around.

Lose no opportunity of observing what does well in your t(?cality for bed-*

ding out, and prepare a stock of it for another year. In thi^ locality, which

• suffered much from drought this season. Plumbago Larpenta?, Pentas

carnea, the Madagascar periwinkles, and the various kinks of Sagetes, ani

Petunias, seemed in their best elements. Amongst Verbenas, I consider

Hovey's America the best white for bedding ; lleroine, blue ; Orb of Cay,

crimson. Lucia rosea of former years, gave us a fine pink "scarlet" geran-

ium for bedding; wt now have a white kind; it makes a beautiful bedding

out plant. "Flower of the Day," with its variegated foliage, also does well,

Asclepias curassavica, does very well ; as also do all the Lantanas.

Greenhouse.—Repairing, and thorough cleansing must not be delayed^

Painters say this is the most advantageous month to paint wood work/

Whcnevear the night temperature falls to 40, any tender plants in pots should

be housed, without waiting for "the first week in October." Things nearly

hardy, as Axalea, Rhodo^lendron, Oranges, &c., do bc»t out "to the last."

36
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Any desirable plant for forcing, that may be growing in the open border,

if potted early in the mouth, will do very well Tor that purpose. Weigela

rosea does excellently this way; as also does Jasminum nuditiorum, Forsythia

viridissiraa, many Spinras, and Persian lilacs, Jloses and other thing*,

intended to be forced early, should have as much air, and be kept as dry a*

possible without injury. Hyacinths and other bulbs should also be potted

as soon in the month as they be obtained; the former are knst planted an

inch deep. The earlier bulbs are potte4 tUa finer they flower—^you may

get Catalogues of any number of kinds or colors at the auction mart$. If

you get ten per cent as represented, when they flower, you will be more fa-

vored than the writer. Mignionette, Rhodanthe M:inglesii, and similar or-t

namental annuals essential for winter blooming in well kept Louses shoukl

be sown at once. Many things for next season's flowering, must not either

be forgotten, Tb« Pansy, Calceolaria and Cineraria, are in tbia class^

Plants of these that have have been kept over thesummer will require a re-

division, and kept in a close frame a few days afterwards till they get re^

established. Propagation of all things will still require constant attention.

It should always be an aim to possess one duplicate plant, as a provision

against accidents. In many cases young plants are preferable to old onesy

BO that the old ones may be destroyed when these are obtained.

Hot House—The Aeschynanthus will soon be in the chief ornament

of this division. Their number has increased so that they have become

quite a feature. If the pots seem full of roots, they may still have another

shift—they prefer very fibrous peat ; or, if that cannot be had, turfy loam,

;nixed with a portion of coarse moss. They will, however, do pretty well

in small pots. Achimenes and Gloxinias, as they go out of flower, should

be kept dryer and cooler. Look well after a good stock of Pentas, Oes-

trum and llabrothamnus ; they will go far towards keeping up the interest

of the department in winter. Justicias, and Acanthaceous plants generally

will probably require another shift if fine specimens are desired. The at-

mosphere, if the house be light, can scarcely be too moist for them.

Plumba<'0 rosea is one of the most valuable stove plants I know for win-

ter flowering ; it requires a strong heat. Clerodendrons as they go out of

flower, should be kept in a very airy situation, and rather dry, preparatory

to being cut down and treated like a Pelargonium for another year. Many

Begonias will be past their best flowering stage ; very little watering serves

them; they are very liable to tiainp ofi" by incaution in this respect. It is

difficult to lay down rules for orchideie, bo much depending on the circum-

stances under which they are grown. Those which have finished their

growths—as many Dendrobiums, Oncidiums, Catasetums, &c., whose iow-

ers appear just Icfurc new growth, should have their supplies of moisture
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gradually lessened. The temperature, also, is better gradually lowered a

few degrees, and they should be allowed more light than usual. The pe-

riod when they are abo\it C(Mnpleting their growth is the most critical, as

any check at this time, spoils the prospects of much blossom for next sea-

son. Those which flower from the young growth, as Catleya, Laelia,

Broughtonia, &c., will rerjuire their moisture and heat rather increased

than otherwise till after their flowering. Vandas Angraecums, Sac-

colabiuins, and other strong rooting aerial kinds, will require con-

stant humidity until it Is evident from the points of their roots, that

they desire to stop growing. I am often asked *'how often Orchids re-

quire to be syringed?" If the situation in which they are growing be fa-

vorable, that is retains in its atmosphere a regular humidity, they will re-

quire very little attenti<»n ; in many cases not requiring the syringe once a

week. Where this aatifH^ ke eff*ected the syringe must be oftener applied,

as a rale I think no better one could be ofi'ered, than to syringe orchids

just so much as will barely keep moss attached to their block and baskets

green and growing. The real terrestrial orchids will require no moisture

at ali after they have completed their growths, until they show signs of

pushing again. Care against checks in temperature an<l humidity, is one of

ihe secrets of successful orchid growing.* Those which are at rest do well

in a temperature of 00 at the lowest. Those which are growing well should

be kept at about 80. . •

Veuktaule Garden—CAery frecpiently gets injured by being earthed

up for blanching too much ; the soil should never be allowed to get in the

hearts. Turnips for the main crop are better sown this month than earlier;

being less liable to become pithy, and keeping to a later period in the spring.

Eadice will be ready for blanching—the best way is to put over each plant

an inverted flower pot with the hole stop'd up, doing a few every week to

keep up a succession. They do pretty well tied up with string like a Cos

Lettuce. Spinage should be sown in a waroiy Ury and rieh soilj when the

ground becomes slightly frozen, if a light covering of straw be thrown over

to protect it from the sun, it will come in very early in spring. RadUhc9

late in the month may be sown in a spot, where, on the approach of frost,

they may be protected by a frame. They can be had this way in fine order

till Christmas. Lettuce for spring and winter us«| may be town is a bed

ready for planting out. The green and Brown llannners with are the

hardiest; where slight [>roteclion can be afi'orded, (he Drumhead, or the

Butter, will be preferable. Early Dutch Oaulijlower and Walcheren Broco-

Uy are staples in all good gardens. The latter is nearly hardy if kept from

bright sun. It is a few weeks later than the Cauliflower in coming into use.
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Tovrank the eiul of the inontli ;i bed t>f small Onions should he planted,

Protected by a little loose airaw they will endure the winter and come in

early in the f^pring, when the old crpp is "just out," and the new one not

"come in. T. J.

-
Botanizing during the hot days of summer is rather severe work ; and wa

have tramped a good many miles under the severest rays of the sun. But

in the last few weeks the wjiather has been often <^f the most delightful

kind and we have taken advantage of several cloudy days, and made some

interestino' additions to our herbarium. The neighbourhood of Gloucester

in New Jersey, is a very celebrated one for plants j we havp been there fre-

quently and never without being repaid—the trip down and up in the steam-

boat is cool and refresh^ig ;
quite different from tqiling through the sand

when once there.--^Among the beautiful plants we have gotten we can men-

tion the Rheria vinjinica, which with its congener Jl. marlana are the only

representatives of the order JUclastomaceiv in the Northern States ; the

Gerardia flava and Gratiola aurea, showy and beautiful species of Scro-

fhulariacece ; Lobelia cardinally; Trichostemma and Mvnarda punctata^

well known among theLabiatoii or Mint Family, Cassia marilandica, and C*

nictitanSy with several species of Desmodium represent the numerous family

of LeguminosiT. JlilnscuSy Oenothera^ Ludwiyia macrocarpa, Sida spina-

•a, several J^oIt/r(on\ims and vi^rious other plants add to the beauty of field,

wood and swamp.

One of our most favourite walks is along the hanks and through the woods

which border the Schuylkill, a river which is without a rival for quiet beauty.

Shut in as it is by lofty trees, spanned by fine Ijridges, and with here and

there a stately mansion standing at the top of a lawn sloping to the river.

Starting from the western side at Fairmount, passing by John Penn's house

of "Solitude," the beautiful Egglesfield and Sweetbrier and the once mag-

nificicnt mansion of Landsdowne, the seat of Richard Penn, now the pro-

perty of Lord Ashburton,—picking up beautiful flowers and graceful ferns,

and "hooking out" of the water the sweet smelling Xymphot^a alha^ we come

to the Columbia bridge, opposite to Belmont, famous as the country seat of

the witty Judge Peters, and as a favourite resort of General Washington.

Here is that avenue of Elms festooned with ivy, which so excited the admi-

ration of the late Mr. Downing.

Peter's Island in the middle of the river adds greatly to the landscape.

Along the tow path blooms the graceful Satjgittariay the Imjmtiens fulva\

the Mentha and other beautiful plants. Looking up from this point, the
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river seems like a quiet lake shut in by the turn at Laurel Hill. The walk

to Manayunk, about four miles further, is varied^and picturesque; a rich

wood above the Fall's bridge well repays exploration. Here we found, last

spring Orchis spectahilis and CoroUorhiza verna.

Crossing at Manayunk, a walk of two miles brings ns to the mouth of the

Wissahickon. On the river side below the creek is a steep wood where are

many beautiful plants ; along the river grows the Tradescantia virginica;

the Commelyna angustifalia, the type of the natural order to which Trades-

cantia belongs is now in bloom and forms masses which in cultivation would

almost rival beds of Plumbago Larpentae—having here filled our "botany

box," we made a strait walk for home, doing the six or seven miles at a

pace which gave us an excellent appetite for dinner. We hope soon to be

up further among the limestone rocks, where Pteris atropurpurea, and

Camptosorus and Aspelenium pumapijidum are now in fruit—if we ge^ any-*

thing worth recording, we may give a notice of U*

THE ORCHID HOUSE AT SPRINGBROOK.

Dear Sir :—The glazing of this house is not exactly the same as deS'.

cribed in "Florist," No. 8, vol. L, and which is there termed the Ameri-

can system. It was originally on the old putty system, but in spite of great

care would leak with every thaw. In the spring of 1852, all the putty

that could be got out was removed, and its place painted over. This being

fround to answer admirably, all the putty was subsequently taken out, and

the glass merely painted in, the loose ones being first tack'd in with tiu

glazing sprigs—with the exception of the glass laing on the old putty, the

house is correctly as you described it. It appears to be entirely without

putty to all but close observers. Though our glazing originated from ne-

cessity and not from imitation, I was subsequently made acquainted with

the fact of houses being frequently glazed on this system in the neighbour-

hood of Boston. I believed the Florist had the merit of first making this

system known, till I afterwards found that it properly belonged to JSovey'$

magazine; one gentleman denies even this, and is "surprised at our igno-

rance." His "surprise" adds nothing material to my information. I would

thank him much more for a reference to the journal in which the system I

styled American, was published previously to Hovey's account.

Thomas Meeuan.
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Mr. Editor :—There is a large tree of Magnolia conspicua now in full

bloom in the garden of Mis. Eliza II. Burd, at the S. W. corner of Chest-

nut and ninth streets ; it was purchased fiom Mr. James D. Fulton, for ten

dollars, two years ago last February, and then transplanted ; it was full of

buds, which all expanded well at its regular time of flowering, (the end of

March and beginning of April,) the following spring it had only half a

bloom, last spring a full bloom, and now a full bloom again. I never heard

of such a thing before. The tree has been left to nature ever since it waa

planted. I sent you two flowers yesterday, which I suppose you got.

There is, also, a large bush of Laurestinus now in bloom in the garden of

Dri Charles D. Meigs, Walnut street; it was planted a year ago last spring, and

a glazed frame or case placed over it during the winter ; it lost eight inches

of its top the winter before last, but pushed out vigourously again the fol-

lowing spring, but did not bloom ; last winter it did not lose a leaf and yet

did not bloom ; about the first of June last, it b«gan to form flower buds,

and now there is a cluster on the point of every shoot over the whole bush
;

many have expanded, (one of which I ?*ent you along with the Magnolia)

and in about a week it will be in full flower, this too, is also singular, as

April is the natural month for Laurestinus to flower in.

If you think these notices worth giving to your readers, you are at liberty

to do so, if not you may light your segar with the paper.

Respectfully, Waltcr Elder.

Phila. Aug. 24, "1853.

We couldn't think of being so disrespectful—we received the flowers, they

were very good blooms. Would it not be advisable to sliade the Laurestinus

while in bloom to prevent the sun burning the flowers ?

Judging from the preparations being made, the annual exhibitions of the

New York and Philadelphia Horticultural Societies, will this year surpass

any former ones. In New York they have chosen a new place for holding

their show, Niblo's garden—-and their committee are doing all in their pow-

er to have a good collection of flowers and fruit. The crowd attracted by

the Crystal Palace will be an inducement lo thmn to endeavour to make as

good a show as possible and we hope that their endeavours will be crowned

w^ith success. The exhibitions of the Pennsylvania Society have always

been successful ones in a greater or less degree. We cannot hope to have

fluch large collections of fruit as were brought last year by the Pomological

Society, still we will have enough. The plant room will as usual present a

brilliant display ; but we may venture to hope that the rare plants may be

znore visible than formerly. The crowding together the collections to pro-

(I:
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duce the best effect puts out of view many rare and valuable plants—on the

other hand setting each collection by itself, would make the small ones look

meagre in comparison;—a table or portion of the room set apart for novel-

ties or for specimen plants would be preferable;—at the triennial exhibition

at Ghent, the collections are placed together and premiums awarded by the

committees, after that they are arranged on the stages, and the public ad-

mitted—another thing which should be imitated in this country—all awards

should be made before the exhibition opens.

The New Rose " Souvenir de la Reine des Beiges," from evidences col-

lected by Mr. Van Houtte, seems to be identical with the Rose "Prince

Albert," Mr. Laffay, says in a letter to him.

I received this rose in November, 185L * From its arrival I

thought I recognised the wood of tliis plant; it resembles very much that of

one of my seedling**, the Prince Alhert. The specimens which I received as

well as the grafts which I took from them, only furnished me with individ-

uals entirely like this last rose, as well in the structure of their branches

as in their leaves; the buds, calices, and flowers varying in colour, according

to the season from a clear red to a shaded and velvety violet. In fine, sir,

I have not grafted a single branch for next year, being persuaded that this

variety is produced by an error.

The New York HoTficultiiral Society are making afrangeme nts

for their Fall Exhibition, which we hope will be worthy of the oc-

casion. We annex the circular of the committee :

The Fall Exmurriox of the New York IIorticilturvil Society will

be held at Niblo's Garden, corner of Broadway and Prince Street, New
York City, on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, September 20th, 21st,

and 22od, 1853, to which the undersigned earnestly solicit your attention.

The Crystal Palace will doubtless attract large numbers of persons, not only

from all parts of the Union, but also from various countries of Europe, and

the undersigned therefore propose to put forth unusual efforts to get up »
Horticultural Exhibition which shall be worthy of the great commercial me-
tropolis. The fact of a large number of Europeans congregating in New
York, will give our next Exhibition something more than a local interest J

for they will expect to see in the first City in the Union, a fair exposition of

what we are doing in the United States for Horticultural Science, and will

judge us accordingly. It is very important, then, that their minds should

be favorably impressed. The undersigned confess to feeling something mor«
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than a local pride in this matter ; something akin to what has been happily

called amor patrive^ and they trust that this feeling will meet with a ready

and hearty response in every section of the country. The undersigned be-

lieve that the material exists for getting up a grand general Exhibition, and

they know that there is abundant material in the country for making a dis-

play of Fruit, which cannot be surpassed, if equalled, in any City of Eu-

rope. It is only the spirit that is wanting ; how sadly wanting here in New

York. This is a subject which eminently concerns the public taste and the

public good, and all should feel some interest in it, no matter where their

home, or >^hat their pursuits in life may be. It is thus that we appeal to

you for your active aid and co -operation. If you have no Fruits, Plant«i

or Flowers to send yourself, perhaps your neighbor has, and a word from

tern mav itiduce him to send. It is conceived that our List of Awards is

very liberal and worthy of attention ; but in order to afford every rersona-

tle inducement to exhibitors, the undersigned will pay freight on all arti-

cles sent from a distance, when rc(juested to do so. Communications should

be addressed to the Chairman of ihe Committee, Bible House, Astor Place,

New York.

PETER B. MEAD,
and otJierSy Committee of ArrangcineiU*

"We copy in this number, an article on Underdraining from the Gene$ee

Farmer^ a paper which we consider as one of the most valuable of our ex-

changes. It is published monthly, at Rochester, N. Y., at the very low

price of 50 cents a year.

The Southern Agriculturist, a monthly journal, devoted to the science

and practice of agriculture, &c., is published at Laurensville, S. C. The

contents are excellent, and the getting up of the paper is very creditable.

We are happy to announce tlic commencenient of an agricultural journal

at Burlington, Iowa* The Iowa Farmer and Horticulturist, Edited by

Messrs. J. W. Grimes and J. F. Tallant, has reached its fourth number.

Answers to Corrbspondents.—^. McD. Your pink flower is Sabbatia

chloroides, the orchid is Platanthera (Ilabenaria) ciliari$.

D. B., Utica— You should have sent entire frouds, we cannot judge from

thepinnse—No. 3, is Asplenium acrostichoides, No. 6 and^ are Asplenia

—

No. 7, Aspidium asplenoidcs—No. 9, Onoclea sensibilis—No. 10, a Botry-

chium, the rest we cannot identity without larger specimen"^. As for books

for general botany we would recommend (Irav''* lioiany <»r the Xorthrrn T .

8* Presl is the bcbt authority in Ferns.

m
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VERBENA PRINCESSE MARIANNE, boucharlit.

Deprived of descriptive notices and of specimens, we do not

know how to place this beautiful variety in one of the four primi-

tive stocks of the group of Verbena Melindres. By iti leaves and

inflorescence it would seem to be derived from the Verbena charm-

dnfolia, Jvf^s. {V.Melindies, Bot. Reg. t. 1184) a species of the

pampas of La Plata, which flowered for the first time in England

in 1828. But M. Decaisne assures us, resting on the authority of M.

Vilmorin,this would never have varied from the brilliant vermilion-

red which distinu^uishes its flowers. There remain the V, pJiIogiJlo-

ra, Chamiss, {V. Tweediana, Bot. Mag. t. 3541,) incisa, Box. Mag.

t. 3628, and teucrioides, Box. Mag. t. 3694, also introduced from the

vast pampas? of the La Plata, and which flowered in Scotland, the

two fiirst in 1836, the last in 1838. It Is especially to V. phlogi-

flora that in the monograph of the Verbenacese, M, Schauer (in D.

C. Prodrom.) refers the greater part of the varieties of all shades be-

tween bright red and bluish. Perhaps it is into this category that

the variety here figured, by its white flowers with large lilac star,

enters. But in this respect, as we have said, the means of forming

an opinion are wanting. Whatever may be its origin, die plant re-

commends itself among all others by the singularity of its flowers.

At first sight many persons would take it for a Phlox, they will see

that to this mystifving resemblance to Phlox Princesse Marianne it

owes its name, and this proper and pictmx»5»rine name in of a nature

to give it sucooss. Alivady, the first prize of the quinquennial and

general exhibition at Lyons, held the 15th of September, 1851, has

proven the rare merit of this acquisition of M. Boucharlat,and with-

out doubt the plant would have already ornamented parterres, if the
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desire of proving well the persistence of such reniarlsalle charac-*

tors, had not delayed its send uiir out: reassured on this last point by

the experience of three consecutive seasons, M. Boucharlat has just

i-.sued it. L. VH.

HELIOTROPE.

Many varieties of the above have been introduced to cultivation

vlthin the last few years, but taking all things into consideration

there is perhaps none more desirable than the old well known It.

Poruvianum, a univer^il favorite on account of its delicious fra-

gr.ince, which, combined with its free growth and profuseness of

bloom, makes it a very desirable plant for furnishing bouquets du-

ring the winter months. By keeping up a succession of healthy

yomig plants, flowers may be obtained at all seasons, wuth the aid

of a warm greenhouse in cold weather. As a plant for the flower

b'j Is during summer, it grows luxuriantly, provided the soil is mod-

erately enriched. It is however, very susceptible of cold, and will

fihiw the elTcrts of a slijirht frost sooner than almost anv other shrub-

by flower garden plant. It is indeed an easily managed plaut, cut-

tings of it will strike root at any season, and grow in any ordinary

garden soil. To secure plants of sufficient strength to flower du-

ring early winter, cuttings should be mserted in June. They will

form roots in two or three weeks at this season, if inserted in a

shaded situation; they should be immediately j>laced in small pots,

and when these are filled with roots, shifted into flowering pots;

eight inch pots will be sufficient in size. They now require to be

grown in a situation fully exposed to the sun, and if the pots are

phmged to their rims, less water will be required and the plants

otherwise benefitted. The roots of plants in pots fully opoj-ed to

the action of the sun and atmosphere are very hahle to sustain in-

jury. A few hours' neglect in watering will counteract the progress

of weeks. Theyounij^ incipient points of roots are so easily de-

stroyed that nothing short of the most vigilant attention can keep

plants in a vigorous'state when the pots are thus exposed. Hence

the necessity of plunging the pots that evaporation from their cuter

surfaces may be prevented. This is more especially necesijary with
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pots of a soft or parous character. Hard burned pots are condemn-

ed by many, tor what reason I do not know. So far as my expe-

rience g )es I decidedly prefer pots glazed on the outside, both on

account of the benefit they confer on the plant, and their freedom

from becomiug green and unsightly when placed in a warm, humid

atmosphere. This latter circumstance alone is worthy of consider-

ation.

VVh^n the plants are removed into the greenhouse, they should

be placed in the warmest position, near the light, in order to flower

them freely. Plants that have been growing in the flower beds

during summer, lifted and potted before frost, will commence

blooming in early spring. As a permanent climbing plant for a

greenhouse or conservatory it is worthy of notice. When once

properly established in such a position it will keep in fiower during

the year, and speedily cover a large surface if allowed sufficient

root accommodation. Delta.

THE SARRACENIA.

My opinion having been asked concerning the identity of the

species of Sarracenia called undulata, by M. Decaisne,* when com-

pared with the S. Drummondii of Croom, I cannot hesitate to pro-

nounce at once that the two supposed species are without doubt the

same. The S. Drummondii grows common enough in the savann.ia

of Alabama and West Florida, and differs in nothing from the spe-

cimen described as undtiata, except in having the upper portton rf

the operculum of the leaves, which is sometimes lengthened out,

more or less rounded. As I have seen the flower of this plant, it

is of a most brilliant red color, the same as that of the Amaryth's

Jormosissima, the true purple of the Romans and of Linne. I pre-

sume that Mr. Groom's figure in the 4th volume of the Annals of

the Lyceum of New York, was taken from a dried and faded sj e-

cimen, which accounts for the dull color of the petals and the pc« u-

liar form of the operculum.

I add some remarks on the other species of this genus.

I have seen ih^ purpurea in the lower country of Georgia. As I

la the Flore des Serres, vol. vii. page -oT.
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am acquainted with it, it bus always been growing iu bogs, a kind of

soil unknown in the .ul)niaiitime regions of our Southern States.

How far north it extends there are no means of ascertaining ;
it

has been seen in tlie southern portions of the Labrador coast. The

other species are all confined to the Southern States. The /ora

is more abundant in the middle parts of North Carolina. In the

neighborhood of FayetteviUe it covers the ground in immense pro-

fusion ; and flowering at the same time and intermLxed with the

splendid Iris tripetala has a most beautiful cftect.

The rw6ra first appc^ars a little farther south, but 'it is by no

means common. The variolaris is confined to a distance of about

30 miles from the sea shore, in South Carolina and Georgia, in moist

pine forests.

As for the Catesban of Elliott, it is quite a distinct species, and

as far as I know it only grows in those parts of the country point-

ed out by the author from whom it received its name. It has late-

ly been thought proper to erase this species from our Flora, but

whatever errors Mr. Elliott may have committed in other in-

stances, in this he was certainly right. It is too much the custom

with njvturalists to pronounce opinions on objects described by

others which they have never seen ; I have myself much to com-

plain of in this respect, and may at some future time take occasion

to notice what I have suflered from the whims of others.

Wi^ all these species of Sarracenia I was once very familiar,

and me\Y forms and peculiarities have not left my memory
;

lor

years they w^ere always before my eyes, and their distinctive char-

acters indelibly impressed upon my mind.

The localltv of the psittacina with which I am acqnamted is the

immense pine forest to the south west of the Altamaha, between

that river and Florida.

A word or two about the cultivation of these highly ornamental

plants : they should be planted in a mixture of black vegetable

earth, such as is procured from the crevices of rocks, and white

sand,' in equal quantities, with a small quantity of powdered char-

coal. Tkey require to be profusely watered. J. I-C.

MANAGEMENT OF CIDER APPLE TREES.

A practical treatise on the rearin;r and cultivation of Cider Apple Trees,

in Normandy, entitled '* Traite pratiquf de VEducation et de la Culture'du

Pommier a Cidre, dans les Departments de VAncienne Normaridie," has

been lately published by the Cercle pratique d' Horticulture et de Botanique

of the department of the Seine-Inferieure. It contains, as we observed some

weeks ago, concise instructions on the subject ; and convinced that the work

has a very useful tendency, we have thought it desirable to furnish our readers

with a series of translations from it.

The subject is by no means unimportant. In proof of this it is only ne-

cessary to adduce the facts, that in the cider counties, in a good season many

farmers clear their rents entirely by the produce of their cider trees ; and

hence new plantations of these are being extensively made. The strictures

in the first part of the treatise in question may prevent errors in the forma-

tion of these plantations ; and it will be seen, when pointed out, that many

errors are as easily avoided as practised. We may add, that many of the

strictures as well as the instructions that follow are applicable not only to

cider apple trees, but likewise to other trees.

PART I. •

Critical remarks on various modes of cultivation which have been adopted^

and we still practised as regards the Cider Apple Tree.

Formation of a Xursery.—When a private nursery is formed for supply-

ing plants fur an orchard, it is frequently established in a very bad situation,

Buch asUe corner of a yard surrounded with Quick-hedges in which there

are large trees ; or even in a narrow space between the back of a building

and a hedge, with the view of getting shelter, or for the sake of economy of

enclosure. To save the small cost of one or two pieces of fence, a great por-

tion of the plants is lost, because some are drawn up by the shade of build-

ingi or of trees, and others cannot thrive on account of the ground being

continually impoverished by the roots of the hedges and of the large trees

whieh usually grow in those hedges.

Choice of the Plants.—A false economy often causes second or third rate

plants to be selected because of their cheapness. This is a mistake ;
for al-

though plants of the second picking are not altogether to be despised, and al-

though occasionally some plants may be found from among them that be-

come as good trees as those from the first ;
yet it cannot be denied, that of

two plants of the same age, grown in the same soil, and having received the

same care, but which arc of different vigor, the tallest and thickest should be

preferred.

if,'
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Preparation of the Plant.—To prevent the apple trees from becoming

tap-rooted, mnnj prune the root;^ to hitlf their length, and thus almost make

cuttings of their plants, the starting of which becomes more difficult, slower,

and less perfect than would be the case if the roots were preserved.

Distance usually hft between the Plants.—It is an error to suppose that

the more plants we put in a given apace, the more trees really deserving the

name of such, we shall have. The apple tree, which should remain from se-

ven to ten years in the nursery, in order to acquire the necessary strength

for being finally planted, requires a great deal of air and light to develop its

fitem and head, and a sufficient extent of ground to allow it to form good roots.

In a nursery where the plants are too close together, as, for example, 2 feet

between the rows and 12 to 15 inches between the plants in the rows, we of-

ten obtain only badly rooted trees with slender drawn-up stems, no thicker

at bottom than at top ; or, as is most frequently the case, some trees more

vigorous than the rest get the ascendancy, ami stop the growth of their

neit^hbors, which they eventually annihilate. In this case, he who has planted

1000 plants is fortunate if he get 500 or 600 trees, we do not aay very good

ones, but merely passable.

Rearing the Plants andforming the Stem,—If a straight stem is not in-

dispensable to the formation of a good bearing apple tree, it is at least ne-

cessary for new 'plantations in straight rows; and in all cases it is more eli-

gible. Now, to obtain straight stems requires yearly attention to pruning,

pinching off, and bending to a right position, &c. These operations should

be skilfully performed ; but such is rarely the case. In nurKcries which are

not totally neglected, the shoots which come on the stem are all taken off,

and that generally at too early a period. As these shoots, or more strictly

speaking their leaves, were intended to increase the size uf Uie stem, the pre-

mature destruction of the shoots, and the consequont privation of leaves,

prevent robust, straight growth, and thence come those trees that have bend-

ing, weakly stems, and which are more especially too slender at the base.

Neglect of matters relating to Grafts.—CMt grafting, although most used,

bas several defects. In-order to perform the operation, the stem must be

cleft from side to side, and this cleft is a chasm which the sap cannot close

up in a single year. By neglecting to keep it constantly covered, the intro-

duction of water is permitted, decay of the wood follows, and this, continual-

ly spreading towards the interior, shortens the life of the tree, and render*

it more liable to be broken or uprooted by high winds, because the rottenness

extends to the large roots, which, from that cause, cannot offer any resist-

ance. Grafts are often broken by the wind, or by large birds. This is an-

other result of negligence in the grafters, who should always protect the

grafts by fastening to the stock, with osier, a rod to which the young shoots

from the graft could be secured as they proceed in growth.
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Formation of the Head of the Tree.—Whether the tree has been grafted

low or high, its stem should be stopped at a convenient height for the growth

of the branches intended to form its head ; but, instead of keeping these

branches at a proper distance from each other, and only retaining a small

number, and allowing them to grow to a good length, the branches are all

preserved and cut very short at the end of every w inter, without calculation^

without forethought, and without the direction of the bud which has been

pruned on having been examined.

The consequence of this improper mode of pruning is, that, after three or

four years the head of the apple tree is a shapeless bush, the numerous and

widely-ramified branches of which would hardly afford a passage for a cat,

although at a later period a man must pass among them. It would be better

to allow the trees to push freely, without employing the pruning knife at all

upon them, than to exhaust them in this manner, by inducing them to make
a number of shoots, most of which must be entirely cut off next year ; for

the inevitable result of this bad pruning, besides exhaustion, is to necessitate

the amputation of strong branches with the saw which should have been cut

off with the pruning knife when first developed ; from these amputations with

the former instrument large wounds result, which only heal slowly and im-

perfectly ; and the decay of the wood arising from wounds not healed will

eventually'^roduce the same effects as the neglected clefts of grafts.

Taking up young Trees from the Nurseries.—We would gladly have said

that tlie apple trees are taken up from the nursery, but as their roots are

very often cut short by tlic spade, or by strokes of the mattock ; or, having

been slightly uncovered, they are drawn violently out, so as to break all the

fibres, ic, that are twisted, we are obliged to say that they are torn up.

Again, the phinrs are often left exposed to the air, which dries the fibres,

if any renjain ; or U) rain, which washes them ; or sometimes, even, to the der

Btructive influence of frost. Yet it does not require much science to know
that roots intended to live and grow in the earth only, must suffer by ex-

posure to the air, to light, and to frost ; and that they should remain exposed

to these influences as short a time as possible.

The preservation of the leaves on the tree, if it has been transplanted at

a time when they are still in a tolerably fresh state, such as the beginning of

November, likewise affects the success of the operation. At the before-men-

tioned period, although the leaves may only remain on the branches for a

single day, the death of the small roots will be the result; because, as the

leaves, from the effects of light, continue to absorb the sap contained in the

tree, which latter can draw up no more nourishment from the soil, they con.

sequently dry up all the young and tender parts, such as the spongioles and

the recent shoots. It is, therefore, of the utmost importance to take off the

leaves, if there arc any, at the time when we transplant.

' IT I
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Preparation of the Trees and Soilfor Planting.—V^c should never hesi-

tate about thorough trenching and making deep holes before planting. The

rapid growth of the trees will amply repay the expense. The preparation of

the soil is commonly performed tolerably well, but as much cannot be said of

that of the roots. Planters are often seen shortening the roots of a tree as

if they could make use of the portions cut off; they call that trimming the

root. Some, more careful, allow the roots to remain at full length ; but there

are many who, instead of spreading them out as the hole is being filled up,

content themselves with throwing in the soil and treading it when the roots

have been sufficiently covered. In conseqeence of this the flexible roots take

a bad direction, by reason of the weight of the earth, and they are frequently

squeezed into bundles, in which the weakest ones become hot, moist and rot-

ten.

Another bad practice should be pointed out. It consists in introducing the

earth among the roots by means of a pointed stake. Many old planters would

think they planted badly if, whilst holding the tree in one hand, they had not a

well-pointed stake in the other; with this they make many thrusts through the

earth that is thrown on the roots, severely bruising the latter and making

many excoriations. A stake is only used in the case of large trees which can-

not be shaken, and the rootsof which are too large to be lifted and directed by

hand. When the stake is used, care should be taken not to injure the roots

between which it is introduced.

When apple trees are finally planted they no longer require what are called

the attentions of rearing; other operations, however, become necessary; but

too frequently neglects and accidents await them.

—

Gard. Chron.

[To be continued.']

--

CULTIVATION OF THE EUROPEAN GRAPE IN AMERICA.

Houston, Texas, Sept. 27, 1852.

I cannot refrain from tendering some information to your paper, and, if

agreeable, my best services with reference to your 8u;T;Testions as to the

grafting of European Vines on robust American stocks in your number of

the 2l8t ult. (see p. 531, 1852.) In this neighborhood an opinion prevails

that the European Grape cannot under any circumstances be successfully

cultivated, but this opinion 1 hope to find erroneous, inasmuch as I believe

it to be founded in entire ignorance of the soil in which it delights, and on

an impression that the climate and soil of this country can work impossibil-

ities, and that pruning, and other means of husbanding the energies of a

plant are here perfectly unnecessary. In this locality a native Grape known

as the Mustang, or wild Grape, grows with extreme luxuriance, both on the

sandy banks of streams and the heavy alluvial soil of the prairies ; and al-
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thdugh ft does not attain in this neighborhood to so large a size as it does

on the Brazos, it is still to be met with from 6 to 9 inches in diameter,

over-topping the highest trees, and bearing an enormous quantity of fruit,

worthless for the table, but good as I have proved for wine. On the Brazos,

six weeks since, the woods were stated to be perfectly blue in appearance

from the immense quantity of fruit which had ripened, even under the shade

of a dense foliage. It is entirely free from mildew, and to prevent its ap-

pearance on European varieties, and to secure a luxuriant growth, I intend

in the coming season to make use of it largely as a stock, for I have proved

that it unites most freely with the scion, so much so that a cutting of thi«4

year's wood attached to a Mustang stock during the last week of May, had

in a period of from 50 to GO days not only taken, but had been followed up

by such a vigorous growth that I counted 37 joints from the point of inser-

tion. The following statement on this same subject by a Mr. Lincicum, ap-

peared a few weeks since in the Galveston Journal:—"We have in our

highly favored country many delicious, healthy, indigenous fruits, particu-

larly in the Grape family, many of which are of fine flavor, and quite large<

bear cultivation well, and might be made with small expense a source of

much wealth and comfort. Our native Grape will flourish well almost with-

oui attention; all that is necessary is sufficient space and protection from cat-

tle. But the foreign varieties, on their own roots, do not thrive well in our

black and limy soil. They become diseased and die out in a few years*

Amongst these are many varieties very delicious an<l suitable for the table#

These varieties are available notwithstanding their want of thrift in the

prairie soil, by a verj cheap and simple process. In my experients the fol-

lowing has resulted very favorably. Take a healthy cutting from the last

year's growth, from the kind of Grape vine you wish to propagate, and by

the common wedge process, engraft it on a thrifty Mustang grape vine*

The wedge graft is so simple that a description of the process may be con-

•idered superfluous. However, any time between the 10th and 20th of Feb-

ruary, prepare your grafts, having two or three buds on each slip, eat the

upper ends even and smooth ,and the lower ends into a true wedge—your

knife should be sharp—then cut off the top of your stock Vine, within 2 or

3 inches of its root, split it down through the centre, low enough to re-

ceive the wedge of your graft, push in your wedge on one side of the stock,

sap to sap, and downwards until the cut of the knife on the graft disappears.

You may insert two grafts in the same stock if it is large enough. Then

wrap a strip of wet domestic carefully around all, with sufficient firmness to

hold the graft in its place , after which raise the earth around it so as ttf

cover the stock, leaving the buds of the graft only above ground. I have,

however, inserted grafts 3 feet above ground and they grew very ^eU, but

38
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they require more protection and are more liiible to be shaken out of place.

The Jibove is the process of engrafting to the Mustang Vines that may bef

found already growing about your premises. I have two grafts which I in"*

Berted into thrifty Mustang stocks on the 15th of lust February ; they have

each run over 200 feet alread}^ and are still growing rapidly. One of

these grafts put forth a cluster 7 inches long, aiui matured 93 large Grapes^

They are a bright red, transparent Grape, very rich atid delicious ; they

>vere brought to this country I think by the Germans. I have another graft

of the Black Sweetwater Grape, which, at the expiration of 17 months from

the time I inserted it into the Mustang Vine, had matured half a bushel of

fine large Grapes, much better flavored as I think than when growing on

their own roots. When it is desired to have them grow where there are no

Mustang roots, as in the regular form of a vineyard, it is easily effected by

Belecting from the woods as many thrifty young Mustang Vines as you like;

having them as large as your finger with good roots, top them oif to about

12 inches, carry them to your lot, insert and wrap your grafts properly, ana

then plant them in such manner as to let your graft buds rise just above the

surface of the ground at the desired point in your vineyard. The hole in

^i ich they are planted should be large and pretty well supplied with ma-

nure, fully rotted. Rotten logs or other decomposed vegetable matter is

best. The Mustang Vine will, however, flourish very well in almost any

kind of soil. It is a strong hardy Vine, and will live to a great age. Grafts

from the good varieties growing on healthy Mustang roots will after the

fourth year if properly dressed and cared for produce from 10 to 15 bushels

of clusters apiece. Twenty such Vines would supply the wants of a large

family. They will bear abundantly the second year, but that injures the

Vinos, and the greater part of the clusters should be clipped off. They

may on the third year, be permitted to mature half their clusters—one to

each fruit-bearing joint. There is no actual necessity for putting up expen-

sive frames for the Vii.es to run upon. Any kind of a stake sufficiently

Strong and durable to support the Vine during the time of its fruiting is

good enough. It is best for the Vines to fall and remain on the ground

through the winter. Then, about the middle of February, or before the sap

begins to ran, prune your Vines, stick up your stakes at the proper places

to receive the branches, and with the ravelling of cotton bagging tie the

branches to the stakes. A yard of bagging will tie up 500 Vines. Now,

all this is so simple, so cheap, and so easily done, that three or four years

hence there will be no plausible excuse for the man who has no Grapes on his

table—when I pay him a visit."—J. 11. S. Stakley.

Gard. Chron.
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CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.
OCTOBER.

FLOWER GARDEN.

Continue to plant deciduous trees at every opportunity. AThether spring

or full planting has the greatest atlvantages is swallowed up in the fact that

"we shall find enough work for the spring." Hardy annuals of many de-

scriptions will not flower next season unless sown now ;
especially Larkspurs,

Ipomopsis, &c., and all bloom the stronger from being sown now. They can

readily be transplanted early in spring to where they are to remain.

Bulbs that are easily affected by frost, as Gladicduses, Tuberoses, and Ti-

gridias, should be taken up early and dried slowly in a secure place. Hya-

cinths, Anemones, and similar plants for spring flowering, should be planted

out as soon as they can be obtained. The latter may be put out an inch or

so below the surface, and be protected during the winter with a slight cover-

in<^ of leaves ; well decayed cowdung is an excellent manure for them. See

that the Dahlias are true to their names before the frost destroys their flow-

ers; after which take them up, dry them slightly for a few days, then stow

them away loosely in any cool place just secure from frost. If. they rot in

winter it will be cither through getting too warm and damp, or too dry and

frosted. Wherever alterations and improvements are to be efl'ected, get as

much as^possible carried out before winter. • Look on the fall as if it were

the real beginning of spring work. Laying of turf may be well proceeded

with ; box edgings, though, are best deferred, as their beauty is very fre-

quently sadly defaced by frost.

Green Housb.

The tenderest plants being housed last month, the remaining will require

immediate attention. After housing, the object should be to rest thei . the

temperature not being 8ufi*ered to fall below SS" ; they will be the better f(»r

all the air that can be afforded them. No more water need be given for *

month than will barely keep them from flagging. Pelargoniums, Cineraria^

and similar things which will keep growing, should be kept as near the air

or glass as possible—the latter, if full of roots, and desired for large, hand-

some specimens, will require potting about the end of the month into coarse

turfy loam, with about a third of half rotted stalde manure. Roses in pots,

for early flowering, may be repotted as they are brought in, if they require

it; coarse soil is essential to their perfection—a close, compact soil will not

grow them well ; they should have the lightest part of the house. Many tiiin

4he buds of their Camellias as they bring them in doors ;
I prefer waiting for

ft time, as the slight change they nece.^sarily experionco by the move often

causes some to fall. As mifenionette grow.s, pinch out tlic top of the shoots

Jit
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occasionallj, it will make them bushy, handsome specimens, and prolong

their flowering period. Tho same may be said of any other ornamental an?

nual cultivated this way. A tVw phinta of Petunias and Verbenas potted

now, and also kept pinched in at every joint, make objects of the prettiest

cUss by the spring. Plants of every kind kept in view for winter flowering

will require continual care in repotting, watering and staking. It is often

desirable to have a few Azaleas and Rhododendrons in flower early ; any

plants selected for this piirpose should have even more care bestowed on them

in getting their wood well ripened by free exposure to sun and air than even

the others. Chinese Primroses for early flowering will also require repot-

ing ; it is very fond of coarse leaf mould with the soil in which it is growing.

Auriculas, the prettiest of spring's blooming plants, are frequently lost in

the winter
;
yet they are very hardy, they require to be kept from damp and

bright sunlight. Chrysanthemums will soon be the chief ornament of our

houses. If encouraged at this time by occasional doses of liquid manure

their flowers will be finer. If seed is desired from them, let them flower in

a cool, light situation, where they can get abundance of air without getting

frosted. Cuttings of all kinds will continue to receive attention, and those

rooted be successively removed to single pots. Before the weather becomes

severe a stock of turfy loam, leaf mould, rotten stable dung and sand should

he housed so as to have it at command \Yhenever potting is required. Dif-

ferent combinations of the above materials will afi*ord composts for nearly all

kinds of plants.

Vegetable Garpen.

Celery as it grows will require earthing up, and Endive successively

blanched; but the main business of the month will be preparations for hous-

ing the root crops for the winter. Beets are generally the first thing at-

tended to, they being the most easily injured by frost ; Carrots, Salsafy and

Parsneps following. The latter are never really good until they have been

well frozen ; and many leave them entirely in the groun<l, taking them upag

wanted for use. I prefer taking them all up and packing them in sand or

hftlf dried loam, in a shed or cellar, which can be kept just above freezing

point ; yet the cooler the better. If sufiored to be in heaps they heat and

soon rot. In the same situation Endive and Cape Brocoli may be preserved

to the end of the year—they are taken up with a small quantity of earth ad.

Bering to them, and placed side-by-side together. Tomatoes, if dug up also^

and saspended, roots upward, in such a situation, will keep good along time .

but this must be done before the least frost has touched them. It is a wis*

plan to sow a little more Early York Cabbage early in the month, as in fine

mild winters the September sowing grows too forward when protected. A
arj slight protection is better for them than any elaborate afl*air, the
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principally injuring them. The same remarks apply to lettuce intended to

be kept over winter for spring use, though the sun is less destructive to them

than to the cabbage.

Forcing vegetables, wherever the least command of heat can be had, is the

most interesting and useful part of gardening. It is not by any means what

it is often considered, an operation by which you pay a dollar for every

mouthful. The Asparagus, Sea Kale, Lettuce, Radish and Cauliflower can

be had for months earlier than in the open ground, wherever a regular tem-

perature of 55° can be obtained, with, of course, the proper amount of air,

moisture, &c. Asparagus can'be had under a greenhouse stage, though of

course the tops will not be so green, nor will it be much else but indifferent

under such circumstances, as it would be in the full light.

Radishes require an abundance of air, and Lettuce light. Cauliflowers, if

kept for some months with all the light and air possible, at a temperature of

50 or 55°, may have it gradually raised to 60 or 65, and even 70°, and thus

©orae into use in February, when there is no vegetable more desirable.

Cucumbers, Tomatoes and Beans require a temperature of at least 65° to

bc^in with. If a temperature of 70 can be maintained in the coldest wea-

ther, a few of these might be sown by the end of the month, which will pro-

duce some very acceptable dishes about New Year's day. Rhubarb, if care-

fully taken up at the fall of the leaf and potte<l, or put into boxes, will also

come forward well if put under the stage in a house of the last temperature.

I. J.

FRUIT.

Pear Trees on Quince.—This method of Pear cultivation is rapidly in-

creasing and gaining in public estimation, although there is still much oppo-

sition to its introduction. No doubt failures will occur, but a few isolated

cases are not to be taken as conclusive proof either for or against any system.

It may serve a good purpose to note some of the reasons we have lately hear<)

advanced against the above, or rather show, the circumstances which led to

its being unprofitable. In one case lately examined the trees were dying

out by degrees, whole limbs suddenly withering and drooping, occasioning

much trouble and anxiety as to their ultimate fate. The unsuitableness of

the stock was the supposed cause of failure, and this conclusion had been ar-

rived at in the face of evident facts to the contrary. The soil was a thin,

gravelly clay, resting on a hard clayey subsoil ; when wet it became so soft

and yielding that trees could with difficulty be kept upright in it when in this

condition. The retentive sub-soil preventing the downward escape of water;

in fact, holding it like a basin, until it was again dried to solidity by surface

evaporation—conditions evident to the most casual observer quite opposed to

favorable growth. The '*evident facts to the contrary" were apparent in tha

h\
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healthy state of those planted in more favorable soil, which accidentally hap-

pened in grading the surface to that exact level insisted upon by many in

their garden improvements.

Carelessness in planting is also productive of future annoyance ; the tree

should be planted so that the stock may be just covered with the soil. If

planted higher, the quince will in some cases get hide hnmid^ and not swell

sufficient for the graft. It also prevents the borer from committing his ra-

vages upon the stock, which would otherwise most likely occur. W© do not

advise deep planting in any case, hut the quince throws out roots so readily

that little fear need be entertained of not hi^ving plenty of fibres near the

flurface. Indee<l, the facility with which it roots is a very forcible point in

favor of the quince over any other stock that can be employed.

But the greatest general cause of failure arises from bad cultivation. In

the first place, there should be no sta^xnnted water in the soil; then it should
• 1

be trenched and loosene<l before plantinpr, and the trees receive an annua^

top dressing of manure in the fall, to he forked in about the trees in spring,

the soil kept constantly loose and friable by breaking up the surface crust

after heavy rains. An application of charcoal dust has been found useful on

Boils of a clayey nature, preserving them from consolidation and increasing

their absorbent capabilities. Attention to these points, in conjunction with

proper pruning and pinching will leave no cause for complaint in this method

of pear cultivation.

Pruning.—This operation, it is gratifying to observe, is becoming more

generally understood than formerly. Much has been and will be 8:iid and

written upon the subject ; the general principle may be summed up in a few

words, A puny, weak growing tree should be encoura^:e<l by every availa-

ble means during its growth ; not % leaf removed, if |Ni*wble, until thcj cease

to perform their functions in the fall ; then prune it closely down, this will

induce a vigorous growth the followinij season. On the other hand, a thrifty,

strong growing tree should he pruned in sunnner, and the growth so reduced

as to admit of little or no removal of wood in w inter. The effects and phy-

siological reasons for these practices having been dwelt upon at some length

in previous calendars, it is deemed unnecessary to make further allusion to

the subject at present.

Strawberries, in pots, will require to be set widely apart, in a situation

fully exposed to the sun, in order to mature their fruit buds. Towards the

en4of the month provision should be made for keeping them dry, either by

placinir them in a glass protected frame, or by piling them on their sides in

ridge form. The latter method is simple and efficient. The pots are laid

on their sides commencing with two rows about thirty inches apart, laying

them bottom inwards; the intermediate space is then filled up with leaves or

tan, a second layer of pots is then placed on top in the same manner, keep-
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ing them a few inches further back than the first, and fill up to their level as

before. This is continued until the pots meet at top. A wide board will af-

ford sufficient coping to throw off heavy rain. In severe frosts mats of loose

straw will serve to protect them from injury.

This is a favorable season for manuring and renewing the soil under oli

and sickly trees. There is no better material for this purpose than well rot-

ted manure forked deeply and plentifully among the roots. Grapes on ar-

bors that appear weak should be similarly treated, and some of the old shoots

laid and covered with soil. These in time will emit roots near the surface^

which will impart additional vigor to the plant. Gooseberry and Currant

bushes should also receive attention, the soil forked over and left rough and

open, the better to expose the larvae of insects, which by this means are destroy-

ed in cold weather. Raspberries should be thinned out, properly secured, ana

manured heavily if you wish superior fruit. Want of proper care in cultiva-

tion, is the frequent cause of resorting to expedients which have to be em-f

ployed as a means of counteracting defective management. S. B.

NEW YORK HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The regular fall show of flowers, fruit and vegetables, under the auspices

of the New York Horticultural Society, opened on the 20th, September, at

Niblo's Garden. The concert room has been devoted to. this exhibition.

—

Side tables, ranged along each side and end of the beautiful saloon, were

decked with the choicest flowers, the most delicious fruit, and the most pon-

derous specimens of vegetables that the gardener's art can manage to raise.

In the centre of the room were some half dozen round tables, bearing hot-

house plants, bouquets, baskets of flowers, &c., regailing at once the senses

of sight and smell, and indicating the refined taste which devotes itself so

successfully to this branch of horticulture. The exhibition, though perhaps

not so large as on former occasions, bears the palm over them by the excel-

lent quality of the articles. It would be at once a difficult and a needless

task to enumerate the beautiful varieties of fruits and flowers- which were ex-

hibited. The dahlias were in endless and many-colored variety, and there

were some beautiful specimens of fuchsias and verbenas. Tfie grapes and

pears are also peculiarly excellent. We would suggest, however, to exhib-

itors, the propriety of a more strict and general compliance with the follow-

ing rule

:

As a large number of persons visit our exhibitions to Team the names of
plants for future use, it is requested that the botanical and common name (of

plants, ka.) be distinctly written on the same label.

An address was delivered by the Rev. Mr. Chapin, on the beauties and ust

4;
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of Horticulture. The judges or committees on fruit, vegetables and flowers'

awarded the following prizes

:

• f^RUIT.

Apples—For the best collection of named Tarieties, silver cup, or f10

—

Mr. ibailey, Plattsburg.

For the second best, silver medal, or $5, Mr. L. C. Lighthisse, Orange,

N. Jersey.
, ttc tt»

For the best six named varieties of table apples, silver medal, or ?5, H y
Thacker, Oneida Community, Madison county. on

Pears—For the best collection of named varieties, silver cup, or $10, C
M. llovey & Co., Boston.

For 2nd best, silver medal, or $5, John Brill, N. J.

For the best six named varieties of table pedra, silver medal, or $5, Alex.

Gordon, gardener to E. Hoyt, Astoria.

Fot the second best, bronze medal, or $3, Mr. Grant, gr. to Mr. Vande-

vcnter, Astoria. ac rr
Plums—For the best three named varieties, silver medal, or ^5, Henry

Thacker, Oneida co. N. Y. ,

Quinces—For the best twelve quinces, bronze medal, or ^60^ Jno. White,

gardener to Gov. Morris.

Grapes—For the best six named varieties foreign grapes, silver cup, or

$15, J. ETaillrdaze, gr. to Robert Kenny, Lodi, N. J.
^

For the second best, silver cup, or §10, J. McMillan, gr. to Fran. Morris,

Throgg's Neck.

For the best three named varieties, silver cup, or $10, J. Daillidaze.

For the second best, silver medal, or $5, Thos. Sprunt, gardener to J. D.

Wolfe, Throgg's Neck.

For the best bunch of black Ilamburgs, silver medal, or $5, J. Daillidaze.

For second best, bronze medal, or §3, J. McMillan.

For the best bunch of white Muscats, silver medal, or $5, Alex. Gordon.

Discretionery premiums have been offered to

For fine collection of pears, Thomas Sprunt.

For six fine specimens of pears, do

For like, Henry Thackor.

For extra fine specimens of second pears, Gerard Hopkins.

For nectarines, Mr. Griffin.

For three fine dishes of peaches, C. V. Spencer, \\ est Farms.

For sweet potatoes, James Angus.
* -o n

For fine collection of pears, Matthias Coleman, Gardener to A. P. Cum-

mings, Williamsburg.
. , . ,. ^ , n- - .-

For extra large specimens of apples, A. 15. Coleman, l^mcinnati.

Melons. For the best two watermelons, bronze medal, or $3, Alexander

Gordon. a^ -»r t • i_ i
•

For the second best, diploma, or $2, Mr Lighthipe.

For the best two muskmelons, bronze medal, or $3, Isaac Bucharan, As-

toria.
1 !_•

For -the second best, diploma, or ^2, Mr. Lighthipe.

The committee on fruit consist of Messrs. Thomas Hogg, Wm. S. Carpen-

ler^ ftad Charles Moore.
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Potatoes—For the best peck for the table, bronze medal, or $3, Mr.
Sprunt.

For the second best, diploma, or ?2, E. Sherman, Seersville, Orange
tounty.

Beets—For the best twelve long blood beets, bronze medal, or $3, Mr.
Thacker.

For the best twelve turnip rooted beets, bronze medal, or $3, Mr. John
Brill.

Carrots—For the best twelve carrots, bronze medal, or $3, Mr. Mathe-
8on, Gowanus, L. I.

For the second best, diploma, or $2, Mr. Brill. .i*i i

Parsnips—For the best twelve parsnips, bronze medal, or 32, James
Angus, gr. to W. W. Fox, West Farms.

For the second best, diploma, or $2, Julius Hartman, gr. to William H.
Paine, Bloomingdale.

Salsify—For the best twelve roots of salsify, diploma, or $2, Mr,
Thacker.

Cabbaoe—For the best three heads of Savoy cabbage, bronze medal, or

$3, Francis Briell, Astoria.

OxiONS.—For the best h;ilf peck of white onions, bronze medal, or $3—
James Angus, for three varieties.

Celery.—For the best twelve stalks of celery, bronze medal, or $8—
Mr. Hartman. . .. .

For the second best, diploma or J2—Mr. An ejus.

Tomatoes.—For the best half peck of red tomatoes, bronze medal, or $S»

—John Brill. ^. ,

For the second best, diploma, or $2—Mr. Angus.
Ego Plants.—-For the best three egg plants, bronze medal, or $3—Mr*

Sprunt.

For the second best, diploma, or $2—Mr. Angus.
Beans.—For the best half peck of Lima beans, in pod, diploma, or $i|

—Francis Briell.

For the best half peck of kidney beans, diploma, or $2—John Brill.

Corn.—^For the best twelve ears of corn for the table, bronze medal, of

$3—^Mr. Sprunt.

For the second best, diploma, or $2—Jam^ Angus.

Turnips—For the best half peck of turnips, bronze medal, or $8, John
O'Connell.

For the second best, diploma, or ?2, John BrilL

Squashes—For the best three sqashes for the table, bronze medal, or

$3, Thomas M irtin, gr. to H. Delaheld, Seventy-ninth street.

For the second best, diploma, or $2, Mr. Sprnnt. '

GsNKRAL Display—For the best general display of vegetables, ul?er

medal, or $3, Mr. Angus, for thirty-two varieties. /
* fhe vegetable committee cousisted of Messrs* John Fick^ Joseph Cudlipp^

and David Clark.
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PLANTS IN POTS.

Hothouse Plants—For the be.n four specimens of hothouse pUnts in

lloom, sUver cup, or $10, Mr. Tht.mas Duncan, gr. to F. J. Wolsey, Aik

toria.
-^r 1 4 1V

For the second best, silver medal, or $5, Mr. Louis Menand, Albany.

For the best single specimen of a hothouse plant in bloom, bronze niedal^

or $3, Isaac Buchanan, Astoria.

For the second best, diploma, or $2, Alexander G(»rdon.

G-KEENHOUSE PLANTS—For the best four specimens of greenhouse pi ants^

in bloom, silver cup, or $10, L. Menand.

For the second best, silver medal, or $5, J. Buchanan.

For the best sinjjle specimen uf a greenhouse plant, in bloom, broDE«r

xuetlal, or $3, L. Menand.

For the second best, diploma, or $2, J. Buchanan.

AcniMENES—For the best three specimens in bloom, bronze medal, or

|3, Martin CoUopy, gardener to J. H. Prentice, Brooklyn Heights.

For the second best, diploma, or $2, A. Gordon. •

CoNlFEK^—For the best collection of coniferae, in pots, silver medal, of

$5, Thomas Hogg k Son, Yurkville.

For the second be^t, brouze medal, or $3, Thomas Richardson, Rockland,

We>t Farms. -,

. Special premium for collection of plants, $8, Adolf Schutz, gr. to Mr.

Munn, Motthaven.

. IH). for Cactus, $2. Thomas Richardson, Rockland.

Do. for Ericas, to L. Menand.

BOUQVETS, BASKETfc;, ETC.—For the best pair of hand bouquets, composed

of flowers promiscuously arranged, bronze medal, or $3, Mr. Buchanan.

For the second best, diploma, or $2, John T. Malw.n, Broadway.

For the best parlor boucjuet, bronze medal, or $3, Mrs. Archibald Hen-

dlerson, Brooklyn.

For the second best, diploma, or $2, John Cranstown, lloboken.

For the best basket of flowers, not to exceed lo by 12 inches, bronze

iiedal, or $3, George Hamlyn, Yellowhook.

For the second bt-st, diploma, or $2, Mr. Gabrielsen.

For the best basket of wild tiowera, bronze medal, or $3, Mr. John Craus-

lowa.

CUT FLOWERS.

, Roses—Discretionary premium for design—Adolf Schulz.

For the best twelve named varieties, bronze medal, or $3, Mutteo DonahK,

Aftoria.

For the second best, diploma, or $3, Chas. More.

Dahlias For the best twelve named self colored dahlias, bronie medal,

or $3, James Weir, Gowanus.

For the test twelve named fancy dahlias, bronze medal, or |3, same.

Verbenas—For the best twelve named varieties, bronze medal, or |8,

Martin CoUopy.
a r w •

For tke second best, diploma, or |2, James W eir.

Phloxks—For the best six, bronze medal, or $2, J. B. Lenoir, Broad-
way.

Discretionary premium for beautiful seedling Petunia, $3, Adolf Schalz.

The dower (!omtuittec consisted of Messrs. J. E, Rauch, ThosJ. Danlap^
and Andrew Fiazer.

--

PEV^SYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
= # ' *

The Stated Meeting of the Society was held September 20th, 1858. '

Dr. W. D. Biinckle, Vice President in the chair.

The Committee of Finance reported, that they had examined the Treas-

urer's semi-annual statement an*! found the same correct.

, . AD INTERIM REPORT
f OF THE FRUIT COMMITTEE FOR SEPTEMBER, 1853.

Philadelphia, September 20th, 1853.

To the President Penna. Hoft. Society :

—

The Fruit Committee respectfully Report, that since the August meeting

of the Society, several interesting collections «'f Fruits from various locali*

ties have been presented for their examination :

From Piichal Morris, of Westchester:—Two specimens of a Pear, from

an old farmer near Westchester. Size above medium, two and thirteen-#ix-

teenths inches long, by 2J broa<l ; obtuse pyriform
;

greenish yellow, t^ifch

some rus!<et markings esp.-cially at the insertion of tl»e stem, and a faint

salmon cheek ; stem 1 inch by one-sixth, inserted sotnowhat obli(juely in a

small superficial cavity, russeted, and slightly plaited ; calyx in a *hallo>f

b*sin, sometimes russeted ; seed rather large, dark. Hat *, flesh of fine tex-

ture, buttery, melting; a little more flavor wuuld be desirable; quality at

l«ast ^*good.'*

From Amo9 L. Witman. North Coventy, Chester County, Pa.— Three

varieties of Seedlinfj Plums.

1. Fruit an inch and a half long, by one and a half broad ; obtuse cftr-

da^*?, suture indistinct; red with a white bloom ; stem five-eighths to three-

fourths of an inch long, by one-twelfth thick, inserted in an open, moder-

ately deep depression ; flesh unadlierent to the stone, of pleasant flavor, and

^^goOiT* quality. This variety appears to be wonderfully pnnluctive ; :i

twig three inches long by one-sixth thick, contained eight Plums—another

two inches long by one-tourth thick, contained seven. *

2. Fruit an inch and a half loujr, by one five-sixteenths: obovate ; pnr-

pie, covered with blue bloom; stem eleven-sixteenth by one-sixteenth ; qual-

ity inferior except for culinary purposes.

3. Only one specimen—large, one three-fourths by one and eleven-six-

teenths inches; roundish obovate; greenish yellow, mottled and dotted with

white; suture broad, extending on one side from the base to the apex; stem

three fourths by one-twelfth inserted in a flight depression ; stone partially

adherent. The specimen being pulled somewhat prematurely, a correct es-

tiiAate of its mtfritt cuuld not be formvk Wu arii, howerer, inclined to
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think favorably of i:, an.l should be happy to see specimens of it next sea-

ton.

From Thomas Hancock. Burlington, N. J.—Three boxes containing ipe-

cimeni of a Plum, and thirty-seven varuties of Fears : «

1. Drap d' Or d'Esperhi^a smaW, round, gol<U-n yellow Plum, yith oc-

Msionallv a few crimsuii dot-*; stone unadhertnt, quality ''very good.

2. CaSoe—specimens tuo much decayed ti> jml^^e of its quality.

3. St. Ghislain—'n\ good condition, ''very (joodr

4. Cumberland—0^ fine size, but in quaUiy ''scarcely good,

6. Muscadine—'V;oo<^."

6. Beurre Gobault—"good.^' ,

7. Billen or Doyenne Uillen—o^ large size and fine appearance, similar

in form to the Hosen Schenck ; three and three-eighths inches long, by

ihree and one-fourth broad; round, obovate; greenish yellow, with spots

and splashes of green russet; stem from three- fourths to 1 inch long, by

one-fifth of an inch thick, rather fleshy at its insertion ;
little or no cavity ;

calyx open, set in a wide, shallow, sometimes russeted basin; seed ovate,

brown, medium ; flesh buttery, flavor pleasant, quality ''very good. In the

London Horticultural Society's Catalogue, and in DoNvmnjj s l?ruit ami

Fruit Trees of America, Dillen is given as a pynonym of Beurre Diel.

We regard it, however, as a distinct variety, ripening earlier than the

latter. «

8. Watliington—^ favorite Pear with us, attractive m appearance, and

of **tery good'' quality.
. . * .. jm i

9. Copta—n, very large, handsome, Pennsylvania variety, of '*good qual-

Uj when eaten at the exact moment of its maturity
.

10. Great Citron of ^o/<ewta—scarcely worth cultivating.

11. Golden Beurre of Bilboa-^Wir, and "very goodr

12. Urhaniste—"Best:' ^ ,

13. Heathcot-'"very good:*
^_

. ,

14. Belle et Bonne—"good.** ^ , v »^

15. Marie Zouts^— specimens not being fine, the quality was only

16. Ononifl^—inferior specimens, quality only good, . i ,

17. Capsheaf—"good,** rxr v ^e

18. A Seedlingfrom the &<-i«/—originated with Mr. \\m. W. K.ng, of

Burlinirton N. 4. Small ; ro.m.lish-obovaio ;
uniform yellow russet

;
»tem

five.e.Kt.tl.8 of .n inch lo..g, by one-eighth th.ck, tte.hy at insertion; uoc.v-

ily ; calyi nearly closed, set in a »up«rficial bamj (juality lufenor to the

SecVet.

19. Beurrt crAnjou—"be$t." „

20. AcUU de St. Leni$-». new Belgian variety .quality good
^

21. i-ondante dMu/omne-high flavored and delicious ;
quality btt.

Thi. variety has recently been extensively imported under the name of Seig-

neur d'Esperin,
^,

22. Bon Cretien Fondante—'* very good.

28. Fulton-"goodr n u ^ -
24. Super i\)«(i(iHfe—specimens small ;

good,

25. Gendesheim—scarcely "good.**

26. VaUe iVancAe—quality indiffertiU.
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27. Napoleon d* ITiver d'Esperln—decayed.

28. Sullivan—scarcely ''gotid^

The following ten kinds weie not in entlnc condition; Althorpe Crassane^

Baffum, Flemish Beauty, Colmar lYeil, Jean de Witte, Beurre Died, Beze

de la MottCy Josephine, Figue de Naples.

From Samuel Otty Two varieties of Fears and fine specimens of

a Plum.
1. Bartlett, large, handsome, *^very good.**

2. Lydje, specime ns remarkably fine, 3^ inches long by 3 broad, posses-

sing the rich, vinous flavor of the Brown Beurre, quality "very good.*'

3. A large Red Flum, IJ inches long by IJ broad ; oblong; light red;

suture extending on one side from the base to the apex ; stem three (jiiartars

of an inch long by one-twentieth thick ; flesh partially adherent to the

stone
;
quality ^'very good."

From Robert Buist—specimens of two pears and one apple.

1. A supposed seedling Fear, bearing some resemblance in form and

flavor to Henry 4th—rather small, two and one-eighth inches long by one

and one-eighth broad ; obovate pyriform; yellowish green with large green

russet spots and blotches, and a brownish red cheek . stem broken—fleshv

at its termination, inserted without depression : calyx closed, set in a shal-

low, furrowed basin ; seed small, black—flesh melting, buttery, of fine tex-

ture—flavor vinous—quality ''very good,*'

2. Doyenne Robin—r&ilier large, two and a half inches by two and three

quarters round, bergamot shaped—greenish, covered with russet dots and

splashes—stem usually very K-ng and thick, from one and a quarter to two

inches long by one-sixth thick, inserted in a deep, narrow cavity—calyx

small, set in a narrow, moderately deep basin—seed large, black—flesh

melting, somewhat granular—flavor pleasant—quality "very good."

8. Fair Maid Apple—the only specimen on the tree; rather large,

roundish-oblate, inclining to conical, beautifully and delicately striped with

carmine, flavor sub-acid-quality inferior.

From Wm. G. Waring, Boaishurg, Centre County—A box of fruit con-

Uining specimens of 15 varieties—6 of pears, 4 of apples, and 8 of plums.

1 The Julienne—^U. Waring says his variety was introduced into Cen-

tro county fiom Germany, as the Summer Boncretien. The specimens were

Yery fine and quality "very good,"

2. Summer Bon Cretien, cultivated at Boaishurg under the names of

Sugar and Honey pear , flavor very saccharine, but of inferior quality.

3. Dearborns Seedling—\erj handsome specimens, and of "very good"

quality.

4 The Sink Apple. Mr. Waring informs us that this native red apple

"oriiHnated on the farm of the lion. Geo. Boal, of Boalsburg. The origi-

Dal tree, which is now dead, stood over a cavern into which a stream emptied

—hence the name. It was famous for its constant and abundant yield of

fruit, which was in great demand for cooking, and continued in use from

July to October." Specimens, when received, were entirely decayed.

6 The Summer Bell Flower—conMcved, in Centre County, a superior

earl'y baking apple, and in season the last of July and Augu8t,-aUo en-

tirely decayed when the box was opened.
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6. The Boyal >SWef—a large ''good" sweet apjile, which is apt to fall

from the tree.

7. The Bush—a native npple on the'farra of Mr. Christian Dale, near

BoaUburg, and found growing in the woods by his father. Mr. Waring

says this variety is "an excellent bearer, and a great favorite in an orchard

of choice sorts." Size two and three-quarters by t.hree inclies; oblate, in-

clining to conical—greenish yellow, with many russet dots near the crown,

and occasionally a faint blush

—

stem seven-eighths of an inch by one-ninth,

inserted in a deep, open, furrowed cavity—calyx very buiall, set in a deep,

narrow, plaited basin, seed biowu, broad, short: iiavpr pleasant—quality.

**y€ry good.'^

8. Barly Yellow Prune—said to have1)een obtained from Bedford coun-

ty, many years ago, and is represented as being *'a free grower, pro<iigiou»

bearer, and not apt to rot." Size one and tive-eighths by one and one-

quarter—oval, pointed at each en<l-8tein five-eighths of an inch long, by

one-twentieth thick— tlesii free from the stone, flavor delicious—quality

^^very good.'*

9. Red Prune—also introduced into Centre county from Bedford. This

variety was sent on a forfner occasion from Lancaster, under the name of

"Bottle Plum." Two inches long, by one and one-eighth broad—pyriform,

with a long slender neck—suture extending on one side from the base to

the apex—pale red; stem one inch long by one-sixteenth thick—handsome

Plum of peculiar form and ''good" quality—but said to ue an indifferent

bearer.

10. Imperial Gage—Mr. Waring remarks of this variety, that "the tree

is very free from loaf blight, and the fruit from rot, hanging long, shrivel-

ling, and becoming very sugary." Specimens fine, (jualiiy ''very good."

11. A very large, late purple Plum, restmhling Dunne s Purple^ and

said to be "a very excellent giower, a full bearei, and not inclined to rot."

very large, two inches long by one and thirteen-sixteenths broad ;
tdjlong

—

purple—stem three-quarters of an inch long by one-tweiffh thick—He»K

free from the stone. Specimens not suOieienily ripe tu te»t their quality.

12. The Galhraith—an early Tiuin, said to have <iriginated with the late

Mr. Galbraith, near BualsiMirg, and k WpreMUted as being a straggling

grower, but the best early plum cultivated in that vicinity. .Vn ineh and a

half long by one and five-sixteenths broad— oval, purple,—stem five-eighths

of an inch by one-fourteenth—tlesh tender, juiey, adherent to the etune ; fla-

vor luscious, quality ''very good" if not "IuM:'

13. Prune Damxon Pium—One and a half inches long, one and three-

•ixteenths wide, one and one-sixteenth thick ; flattened t»\al, blue, stem ont

and a half inches long by one eighteenth thick; ttesh rather dry, entirely free

from the stone; flavor agreeable, quality "good.*"

14. Coe*B Golden Drop—received from England for the Magnum Bonum;

specimens large and fair, but not mature.

15. A variety cultivated in the neighborhood of BoalsHurg as the Peaeh

7V,rm—from which it differs in several particulars. Large, one and ihree^

quarters inches by one and nine-sixteenths; oblong ; salmon colored; stem

three-eighths of an inch by one-f<iurteenth; stone adherent, long-obovnte, one

and one-sixteenth inches long, five-eigl»ths wide, and seven -sixteenihii ibiukj.

of pleasant flavor; quality between "g^'od"" an^l "rrrg gmd."
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From ThomuH M. Harvey, JennerviUe, near WentcheHter, Pa.
The Beurre Oudinot—One of the very th*w French Pears, imported by

Mr. Harvey in 1851, and probably nauu'd in honor of Marshal Oudinot,
Duke of Reggio. Size very large, three ami tiiree-eighths inches long by
two and three-fourths broad; pyrif<irm

;
yellowish green, with a biownish

cheek; stem one inch long by one-fifth thick, curved, inserted somewhat ob-
liquely with little or no depression; calyx of medium size, set in a wide, shal-

low basin; seed of a pale cinnamon color, long, acuminate, flesh of rather
fine texture, jiiiey, flavor pleasant, quality "very good.'"

From laaac B. Baxter, three varieties of Pears and the Jane Peach.
1. The Bartlett—One specimen of immense size, measuring three and {

inches long by the same breadth, and weighing twelve ounces.

2. The KingitesHing—Specimens from a tree double worked on quince,
large and fine, measuring three inches by three and one-eighth, and weighing
eight ounces. When grown on quince the fruit is larger, broader, and more
fair than that grown on pear stock; quality "lest.""

3. The Washington. Bpecimens remarkable for size and beauty; quality

"very good.

4. The Jane Peach (Baxter, No. 1.) Very large and of delicious flavor;

quality ^'very good."'

From Charles Kessler, of Reading, a box of fruit containing a Seedling
Plum, a Peach, an Apple and six varieties of Pears.

1. Seedling Plum—An inch and five-eighths long by one and five-six-^

teenths broa<l, obovaie, light red, suture extending on one side from the base
to the apex; stem three-fourths of an inch long, one-eighteenth thick ; stone
partially adherent, flavor sweet and pleasant, quality "good."*

2. Peach, grown by Mr. Lott. Large, three inches long by three and
one-eighth broad; roundi^h, dark red on a greenish-white ground; suture dis-

tinct, extending more than half round; cavity moderately deep, flesh white,

red around the stone, juicy, unadhereut, delightful flavor; quality "r^ry
good** if not "best."*

3. Apple—small, two inches by two and a half, roundish oblate, inclining

to conical; fair yellow, with occasionally a faint blush on the side exposed tc

the sun; stem three-fourths of an inch long by one-twelfth thick, inserted in

A deep, open cavity, russeted in rays; calyx closed, segments very long, set

in a medium sized basin, which is sometimes slightly plaited; flesh yellowish

white, tender; flavor sprightly, quality -'good."*

4. Jiushmores Boncntien, grown by Mr. Wunder—very large and beao-

liful; quality scarcely "good.""

5. Bartlett—specimens large and handsome.

6. The Washington—spt-cimens quite large and exceedingly beautiful.

t. White Doyenne—specimcus much fairer tind finer than those usually

grown in the country.

8. A Pear resembling the Cashing—two and a half inches long by the

same in breadth; round obovute, fair yellow, stem three-fourths of an inch

by one-seventh, inserted in a very narrow cavity ; calyx open, set in a shal-

low basin; seed rather large, brown, plump, with an angle at the blunt end;
fleah of tine texture, buttery, melting, fine vinous flavor, quality, " vertf

food.**

9. A Pear having some resemblance to the Chinese Stone Pear. Speci-

feeni not ia eating order. . • ..

A-

i
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From SamudJones, The Hanover Pear, from Hanover Furnace, N. J.

These were the finest specimens of tliis variety that we have yet seen; some

of them measuring nearly three inches long by two and five-eighths broad.

In 8i2e it is usually rather small; round obovate, green, with dull green rus-

set markings, and^l brown cheek; stem one inch by one-ninth, inserted in a

shallow cavity usually angular; calyx open, set in a plaited sometimes fur-

rowed, irregular basin; seed large, plump, acuminate, flesh greenish yellow^

exceedinMy melting and juicv; flavor plensiint, quality ''good.''

From'^Dr. J. K. Eahhman. A box containing fine specimens of twelve

varieties of Pears, including the Diller. The four following kinds were not

in eating condition : Catlnka, Thompson, Mexican -axA Doyenne Bouuock:

The variety bought for the Louise Bonne de Jersey is not true, and id prb-

bably Capiaumont. Bardett, tine specimens of ''very good'' quality. Dun-

more, ''good," St. Ghislain, "very good." Fondante de Mali net, ''very

tood" The Duke de Bordeaux is the same as Dumas, Epine Dumas, and

Belle Epine Dumas; quality "good." Hewes scarcely "good" specimens

very small. The Diller—aize below medium; roundish ovate^ with one or

more of the longitudinal depressions or sutures seen in Dearborn's Seedling;

skin cinnamon russet; stem an inch to an inch and a half long by one-seventh

thick inserted bv fleshy rings without depressions; calyx open, set in a shal-

low rather wide 'basin; seed small, dark, with an angle at the blunt extremi-

ty flesh somewhat granular, buttery, possessing a tine perfumed flavor; qual-

ity "very aood." Period uf maturity last of August.

From W. S. Cleavinq^^r, of West Philadelphia. Large and fine specimens

of the Bartlett, from his own garden, and the noble Susquehanna Peach

from Harrisburg, its original locality, l^he Susquehanna is a Pf*ch of the

largest size, abounding in juice of a most delicious flavor. Quality best

From Caleb Cope. Beautiful specimens of the Elruge&ud lerma9h^eC'

tarines, remarkably fine in appearance as well as in quality.

Frok Dr Arrott of this citv. A Seedling Grape—size medium
;
round ;

greenish-white, bunches small, flesh pulpy, odor peculiar, flavor pleasant,

niiftlitv ffood, leaf trilobed.
, , i

^
From Gerhard Schmitz. A Seedling Or^/>e-large, oval, purple, bunches

loose, large; resembles the I.alulla in appearance and flavor, quite equal to

;» In niialitv and pfrhaps a little earlier.

fZi Charle, ./«»«(-, tli.ou-jU Mr. Alan W. Corson. Montgomery County.

Laree and fine looking specimens of the Vundiver Apple, not ripe.

from haac Garr.Uon, tl.rougl. tl.e same Handsome specimens of »

tmM pleasant. huir-breakinglW. grown on the premises of Mrs. Rachel

MauUby, which we regard a, tlie Grot Hou,»eUt, «nd which, by the London

u -t KoV is deemeil unworthy of cultivatiun.

FromSamud Overn, steward of the Girard College, remarkable fine spe-

cimens of the Seckel Fear, gro^^p on the College premises.

From Mrs. J. B. Smith, two varieties of Pears.
, v .

\ The Mvyamensing. The fruit of this variety remains only a shorl

time in Derfectum ; but this .lefect is compensated by its ripening in succes-

^Z for a considerable period. When eaten at the exact moment of its ma-

tur^v the flavor is delicious, and t .e quality ** best.
.- , , ..

1 Poire d' Abundance. This little pear is always beautiful, and a most

sbuadant bearer; quality sometimes '*good,'' occasiuually '*voiy good, verj
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often indifferent. In the *' Fruit and Fruit Trees of America," D'Abond-
ance, D'Amour, and Ah Mon Dieu, are considered one and the same Pear.
In appropriating these njimes to asingle variety, Mr. Downing followed, and
was misled by the catalogue of the London llort. Soc. But so far from be-
ing identical, Poire d'Amour and Poire d'Abondance are two entirely dis-

tinct varieties, diff*ering es.sentially in size, form, color, and period of maturi-
ty. The fruit of the former is very large, while that of tlie latter is small.
The error of considering them identical probably arose altogether from the
fact that the name, Ah Mon Dieu, was an acknowledged synonym of both.

It is stated, however, on the authority of a distinguished French pomolo-
gist, that this appellation was given to each for a very different reason—to
one, in consequence of its beauty and productiveness—to the other, on ac-
count of its enormous size.

Fro?n Wm. Canby, Wilmington, Delaware, a Seedling Grape. Bunch
four and a half inches long by two and three quarters broad, so compact as
frequently to destroy the rotundity of the bfrry. Berry from seven-six-

teenths to nine-sixteenths of an inch in diameter; roundish, inclining to oval;

skin of a violet color, thickly covered with bloom, and semi-diaphanous; seed
small, dark cinnamon; flesh tender, very juicy, not pulpy, flavor sweet and
pleasant; quality *'best" for a grape that will grow in open culture; leaf tri-

lobe<i but not deeply, interruf»tedly serrulate, auriculute.

On motion, llesnlved, that tiiC Pennsylvania lloriicultural Society hereby
offer a premium of one hundred dollars for an effectual and economical rem-
edy, which shall prove satisfactory to the Society, agaiast the ravaged of
the Curculio.

Members elected.—B. A. Mitchell, William B. Goddard, and Robert L*/

Rutter.

T. P. James, liec. Sec,

MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The Twenty-fifth Annual Exhibition of the Massachusetts Ilorticulturat

Society was held in BostpQ| oa the three dajs ^l&t, i^ud, and 23rd of Sep*'

tember.

The daily papers, for which we are indebted to the kindness of Thomai
P. James, E^iti., pronounce the exhibition to have been extremely attraC'

tive.

The plants shown were numerous, the designs i\nd bouquets tasteful. The
greenhouses and gardens of Messrs. llovey & Co., Evers k Bock, James
Nugent, Azell Bowditch, Thomas Page, J. S. Cushing, Wiuship k Co., and

M. P. WiMer were represented.

The Fruit, as U usual in Boston, was very fine and in great quantities-^^

the Hon. Marshall P. Wilder contributing between JUO and 400 varieties of

Pears.

We annex a list of the premiums awarded :

Pears—For the greatest number and best grown, Ilovey k Co., first

premium, J4r0 00

M. P. Wilder, second premium, 20 00

Best twelve varieties— First premium to W. R. Austin, 20 00

Second premium to Josiah Richardson, 15 00

40

?!

ii
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$12 oof

8 00
6 00
5 00
4 00
oO 00

Third premium to Josiah StieT<iu'y,

Fourth premium to Hovey & Ct».,

Best dish—First premium to Josiah Richardson,

Second premium to Chas. M. Brocket,

Third premium to Samuel Downer, Jr.,

Fourth premium to Samuel Walker,

For the he%t rr>//trr?ow— Gratuity of ten dollars to Fsmiuel Walker.

Assorted fruits—For the best basket, first premium to Azell Bow-

c^itch, «1^ 2
Second premium to Samuel Wallcer,

in nn
Best defd'fjn—tirst premium to W. C. Strong, 10 00

Second premium to John Hill, * ^^
Apples—Best 12 varieties of 12 specimens each, to Mrs. Burr, ^^^ ^^-

ciety's Plate, value, «20 00

Second prize to Josiah Lovett, 1^ J^^.

Third prize to A. D. Williams, 1- """

Fourth prize to B. V. French,
.

« !^^

For the best dish of 12 specimens of one variety, first premium *<> Jo-

Biah Stickney, (for Gravenstein,)
. • x

Second prize to M. H. Simpson, (for twenty-ounce pippms,)

Third prize to H. Vandine, (for Porters,)

Fourth prize to George Everett, (for Baldwins,)

For handsome varieties, to John Gordon, gratuity of six dollars^

(Jrapes—For the best 5 varieties, 2 bunches each.

First premium to Mrs. F. Durffee, Fall River,

Second premium to W. C Strong,

Third premium to Break & Son,

, For the best 2 varieties, 2 bunches each.

First premium to Nathan Stetson,

Second premium to B. D. Emerson,

Third premium to Dr. Durfee,
, ,. ^ , c j n

Gratuities—To R. M. Copehmd, 2 dollars ; J. M. Fessenden, 5 dollars

,

M. C. Poore, 2 dollars ; Thos. Waterman, 5 dollars.

Vegetables—For the best display and greatest variety—first P^^"^^^"^"*^^

J. B. Moore,
8 00

Second best to Chas. Stone,
^

Third best to A. D. Williams, ^ Ti

Fourth best to B. V. French, j u.^
For best mammoth squashes, silver medal to Jas.Dunn; second, 8 dollars

to A. W. Stetson.
, « . . i j i

ColUction of Sqiiashes-To A. W. Stetson, the Society s silver
^^if

For fine collection— VWsi premiums to Hyde & Son, ^^ "^

Second premium to Henry Bradley,
^

Third premium to B. Harrington,
, „ ^ , t> 1 r»n

Fgg Plants—Best to B. V. French, 1 dollar; Parker Barnes, 1 OU

Lima Beans—To J. B. Moore,

For fine collection— C. S. Holbrook,

For Tomatoes—To Nahum Stetson,

Fine collection—To Jas. Nugent,
* •* Mrs. Burr,
•* " Stone & Co.,

5 00
4 00
3 00

$12 00
8 00
6 00

6 00
4 00
2 00

2 00
3 Oa
1 00
6 00
6 00

1 00
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Fine collection.—Josiah Stickney, ^t $3 00
A. D. Webber,

'

4 00
For Pumpkins—First premium to Thos. Page, 1 00
For Votat(»es—To 0. A. Hewins, 1 dollar; J. B. Moore, 1 00
Large Pumpkins—To A. VV. Stetson, silver medal; and for two extra

Cuba squabhes, $3 00
For Sqna!<hes— Hyl** <fe Son, $1.
To Charles VV. IStone, tor black Spanish Melons, $4<.

Flowers. Vase Bouquets—For the best pair suitable for the Bradlee V^ases,

to Hovey &5, Co., the Bradlee Plate, value, 4510.

Second best, Winsliip <fe Co., S6.

For the best pair of bouquets for the Society's Vases, to Jaa. Nugent, $l0.
Gratuity, to Evers & Bock, $5.

Parlor Bouquets— Best round, for parlors, to Hovey & Co., first premium, $8 ;

James Nugent, second do,, 86; M. P. Wilder, third do., f)5 j Evers & Boqk,
fourth do., $4.

Cut ^'lowers—For the best display, Thomas Page, $8.

Second best, to VVinship & Co., J|)b.

Third best, to P. Barnes, .^54..

For Plants—^Eor the best display of not less than 20 pots, to J. P. Cushiag,$12.

Second best, to Azell Bowdifch. 4^iO.

Third best, to Thos. Page, $8.
'

Fourth best, to Hovey &t Co., $5.
Cockscombs—For the best 6 pots, J. P. Cashing, first premim ol $3.
Second best, to Evers & Bock, {$$'2.

To James Nugent, a gratuity of $2.
Gratuities. On Bouquets—To Wioship & Co., $2i Thomas Page, $2; B. B.

Mussey, $2; W. K. Carter, $'2.

For Wreaths—To Miss Mary Fisher, $i;F. M. Howard, for Verbena, $2; N.

R. Preston, for Fig-Tree, $1.

For Cut Flowers—Jas. Nugent, $3; Hovey & Co., $2, Messrs. Burr, $3j Mri.

John Heard, for Caladium odorum, $ 1.

To C. Gri0i h, for two cockscombs and bouquet, $1.

To Dennis Murray, for native flowers, $3, and dried specimens of ferns, $5.

For Pot Plants—Gratuities: to Winship& Co., $5; M. P. Wilder, $.i; Jamet

Nugent, $5; Evers ^ Bock, $5.

For Designs. Gratuities—To Miss fiussel (for a floral templej, $3; and (fof t

floral basket), ^2.

To B. B. Muss^^y, for a basket, $2.

To Azell Bowditch, for a floral design,$10.

To Mrs. E. Storey, for a basket, $2.

To M«»s8r8. Burr, for a grass vase and rornucopiae, $5.

To Miss M. A Kendrick, for a floral basket, ^.
To Mrs. Wm. Kendrick, for a floral screen. $3.

To C. S. Holbrook, for a bouquet design, ^2.

Dahlias. For the premier prize, no competition.

For the best specimen blossom to las. Hyde 6i Son, $3.

For the best lipped, to Messrs. Burr, $1.
scarlet, to James Hyde 6l Son, $1.

striped, " $1.
blush, •* 81.

dark tipped, " f 1,

red, to Azell Bowditch, #1.

carlft, to Jas. Nugent,
-I* I.

»t

•«
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For the host maroon tipp^'d, toJss Nn«n'nt,$l.

For the best twentv-l<nii ilissiniil'r bh)oms, to Messrs. Hovcy & Co., Jp**

Second best to larker IJariies, $5.

For the best eighteen dissimilar blooms to Jas. Hyde & Son, $6. ^

Second best to Jas. NugHut, .^-t.

For thp best twelve (lis;in!ilar blooms, to Hovey &, Co., $5.

Second best, to Azell BowJilch, i'S.

PENNSYLVANLV HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The twenty-fifth Annual exhibition of this Society, was held in the Ch'r

nese Museum, on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, the 21st, 22d and 23d

of September.

(fhe display of plants and flowers was as u«nal varied and interesting: no

where are to be seen rarof plants, or more beautiful llo\^ers. The lower

^aloon, which was used for this part of the display, was arranged as usual

with row9 of tables, on which were shown contributions from the various

cellectioDB of our amateurs and nurserymen, the collections of plants and

cut flowers for premiums. For the first premium were shown three collec-

tipqs by amateurs, and two bv nurserymen. Among the plants worthy ot

note were the Cissus discolor, and the Dictyanthus P.ivonii, in the collection

of J. F. Knorr; the Brownea grandiceps in that of F. Lennig
;

the JNe-

penthes Rafflesiana belonging to James Dundas ; the flowers and leaves of

Nelumbium speciosum, and Saccolabium Blumei major and Penstena, from

Mr. Cope, and Cattleya bicolor from Mr. Buist.

The upper saloon was tastefully ornamented with wreaths of Laurel and

Hemlock boughs: a great improvement on former years. The display of

fruits, especially of grapes, wiiich were arranged around a rustic temple at

the west end of the room, was very good. The Vegetables, which occupied

the eaitern half of the room, divided from the fruits by a pavilion decorated

with evergreens and plants, were as usual in great profusion. Ihe number

of Tisitors was almost a third larger than for some years previous
;
and takca

altogether the exhibition was one of the mos^t successful ^^e ever had.

'rte designs were—a large fountain from Mr. Raabe ;
a summerhouse

from Mr. Cook, and a design of cottage and garden from Robert Egee.

Premiums Awarded for Plants and Cut-flowers.

For the best collection of 20 plants in pots, $lo, to Jerome Graflf, gard-

ener to J. F. Knorr. For

l^ierembergia grandiflora,

A. Aubletia, A. grandiflora,

Veronica Andersonii,

Dictyanthus Pavonii,

Geranium Tom Thumb,
Ipomoea sp.,

Schubertia graveolens.

Begonia fuchsioides,

Abelia rupestris,

Beaumontia grandiflora.

AUamanda cathartica,

Cissus discolor,

Clerodendron squamaturo,

Lycopodium coesium arboreum,

Ipomoea ficifolia,

Pharbitis limbata,

Nepenthes distillatoria,

B. manicata,

Tabcrnoemontana longiflora,

For the best collection of 20 plants, to a commercial grower, $15, to

Thomas Farley, foreman to R. Buist. For
Ceropegia elegans,

Angelonia Gardnerii,

Chamoerops Borbonica,

Medinilla magnifica,

M. erythrophylla,

Ageratum coelestinnm,

Pentas carnea,

Epacris Copelandii,

Cyrtanthera magnifica,

Dracoena ferrea.

Veronica Andersonii,

Catharanthus albua,

Fuchsia Mazoppa,
F. Gem of the season,

F. Confidence,

Stigmaphyllon ciliatum,

Plumbago capensis

Clerodendron squamatum,
G. speciosissimum,

Ixora coccinea,

Dahlias—For the best 24 blooms, a silver medal to R. Buist.

For the best American seedling, self colored, to G. Schmitz, 2 00.

For the best parti-colored, 2 00.

Roses—For the best 12 named varieties, by a commercial grower, 3 00,

to John Sherwood.
For the second best, to R. Buist, 2 00.

ToRENiA AsiaticA—Best specimen, to T. Meehan, gardener to Caleb

Cope, 1 00.

Pentas Carnea—To R. Buist's gardener, 1 00.

Gloxinias—Best collection to T. Robertson, gardener to Harry Ingersoll.

Veronica—Best specimen to F. Lcnnig's gardener.

RUSSELIA Juncea—Best specimens to Peter Uaabe.

Manettia Glabra—Do. do, do. do. second best to Gen,

Patterson's gardener.

Hoy A Carnosa—Best specimen to Thos. Meehan.

Verbenas—Best six varieties to R. Buist's gardener ; 2d best to Thos,

Meehan, C. Cope's gardener.

Ferns—Best collection to James Bisset, gardener to James Dundas.

ACHIMKNES—Best collection to Harry Ingersoll's gardener; 2d do to D,

Rodney King's gardener, »

Orchids—Best c«)llection to Thos. Meehan, gardener to C. Cope; 2d bes^

do to T. Farley, to R. Buist.

Special Premiums.

Five dol. to Jas.Dundas' gardener for AUamanda Cathartica ; 5 00 to C.

Cope's gardener, for Nelumbium speciosum; 3 00 to H. Pratt McKean's

gardener, for Agave geminitiora ; 3 00 to James Dundas, for Torenia Asi-

atica.

Design foemed of cut flowers, etc.—Js^ot to exceed six feet tquare at the

base

:

For the best and most appropriate—to Peter Raabe -
- J30 00

For the 2d best do to Joseph Cook - - 20 00

For the 3d best do to Robert Egee -
- 10 00

BoUQUETor Design—Suitable for an ornament to t/ie table:

For the best apd most approved—to J. Kinaier, gr. to John. Dunlap,
Skiver Mfdal
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For the 2d best do to gr. to R. Cornelius

For the 3d best do to Robert Eo^ee

For the best formed of grasses to Miss Webb, Wilmington, Del.

For the 2d best do to N. A. Roe

For the best of indigenous (lowers, to Thos. Meehan gr. to C. Cope

For the 2d best do to Jno. Mcintosh

For the best basket of flowers, to Thos. Meehan, gr. to C. Cope

For the 2d best do to Benj. Gulliss - •

For the 2d best do

$5 00

to Robt. Kilvington

4

5

3

3

2
5
3

2

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Special Premiums.— Verbenas.

Five dollars to Peter Raabe, for a design of growing—two dollars each to D
Rodney King, for a basket of indigenous flowers, and to Isaac Gollins, gr. to Gen.

Patterson, for a neat design—and one dollar each, to Andrew Dryburgh for a

bouquet ; to Peter Raabe, for a basket ; to Thos. Meehan, for a small design ;

to D. Rodney King, for a small d.^sign ; and to Joseph Gross, gr. to H. A. Dreer,

for a bouquet.

Grapes rjVan'i;«).—Forthe best named collection—to T. Hilliard, Silver Medal.
\ r ' " " ' §3 00

2 00
1 00
2 00
1 00
2 00
1 00

For the 2d best do to Isaac B. Baxter

For the best six bunches, Isabella—to E. Smith, gr. to M. Wain

For the 2d best do

For the best do

For the 2d best do

For the best do

For the 2d best do

do to J. Bisset, gr. to Jas. Dundas

Catawba to E. Smith, gr. to M. W aln

do to Dr. Chamberlain

Elsinborough, to Townsend Hilliard

do to Peter Raabe

Ceapes (JVarj'rc).-For the bnst six bunches of another variety, Bland,—to

To^irnsend Hilliard „ - 2 00

For the 2d best do do to W. Savery 1 00

GRAP13 (For«>»).—For the best named collection—to G«o. Roberts Smith
^ Silver Medal.

For the 2d best do tp G. Lazenby, gr. Iq

David S. Brown - • • - "
, „ ' ^

2a
For ihe be^t 3 bunches Hamburg, to G. Lazenby, gr to D. S. Brown 3 60

For the 2d best do do to Robert Cornelius - - 2 00

For the best do Chassnlas to G. Lazenbv, gr. to D. S. Brown 2 00

do to W. W.'stcott, err. to H. Cow|;erthwait 100

Whitp Muscat, to G. Lazenbv, gr to J), is. Brown 3 00

do to Hiram B. Filden • 2 00

Frontignac to H. W. S. Cleveland - 3 00

do to G. Lazenby, gr. to D. S. Brown 2 00

of another variety, to A. J. Smith, gr. to E. Hall 3 00

do to A. J. Smith, gr. to E. Hall 2 00

Your Committee cannot refrain from expressing their gratification at the splen-

did display of foreign grapes, surpassing in that any other heretofore presented.

Your Committee take great pleasure in calling the attention of the society to the

many new varieties of seedlings from foreign grapes, especially those from the

earden of Peter Raabe, who is entitled to great praise for his perseverance in that

department. And also to a delicious grape from Wilmington, which is evidently

m variety of the Burgundy; decidedly the most delicious of the seedling kind

ever exhibited. And yo'ur Committee would direct attention also to some re-

markably fine Hansteretto grapes, from the garden of Dr. W. Wright.

for the 2d best

For the best

For the 2d best

For the best

For the 2d best

For the best

For the 2d best

do
do
do
do

do
do
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And closing, recommend a special premium of two dollars each, to William
Johns, Geo. M. Smith and John Riley, gr. at Insane Asylum.

Peaches—For the best one bushel, of a named variety, to Wm. D. Clark,

Delaware City - - - - , - Silver MedaU
For the 2d best, one bushel, of a named variety, to J. J. Glover, Mt.

Ephraim, N. J. -

For the best, one peck, of a named variety, to S. H. Penn

For the best, one dozen do

For the 2d best do do

Nectarines—For the best, one dozen do

For the 2d best do do

to C. M. Harker, Mt. Holly

to Sol. Gaskill, Mt. Holly

to Hiram B. Tilden, Tacony
to T. Meehan, gr. to C. Cope

$4. 00
3 00
3 00
2 00

2 00
1 00

$3 00
2 00

Plums—For the best, two dozen, of a named variety, (Coe's Golden Drop)

to Samuel Grasius, Huntingdon, Pa.

For the 2d best, two dozen, of a named variety, to Benj. Hunt
Special Premiams of one dollar each for seedling Peaches to Benj. GuUiw; to

Benjamin Buckman, Mt. Holly, for seedling Peaches; and to Mrs. J. B. Smith, for

English Walnuts.

Melons—For the best three specimens, named variety, to Elisba Roberts,

for citron, $2 ; for 2d best do, to Thos. Meehan, for do, ?1.

Watermelons—For best three specimens. Mountain Sweet, to David

Perre, $3 ; for second best, three specimens, Mountain Sweet, to Stacy H.

Scott, $2 ; for best three specimens, of another variety, to T. D. Brown, for

Spanish, $3.

Native Pears—For the best collection, named varieties, to Thomas Han-

cock, silver medal ; for 2d best, Thos. Hancock, $3 ;
for the best one peck

Seckel, to George W. Earl, $3 ; for the 2d best, to Mrs. J. B. Smith, $2

;

for the best, six specimens, of another named variety, to J. B. Baxter, for

Washington, $3 ; for 2d best do do, to A. M. Eastwick, for Petre, $2.

Foreign Pears—For best collection, named varieties, to Mrs. J. B.

Smith, silver medal ; for 2(1 best do, to Thomas Hancock, $3; for best, one

peck, any named variety, to J. B. "Baxter, for Duchess D'Angouleme, $3;

for 2d best, one peck, to J. B. Baxter, for White Doyenne, $2; for best half

peck, to H. W. S. Clevelan<l, f<>r St Michael Archange, $2 ; for 3d best, do,

to J. Vandeventer, for Louise Bonne de Jersey, $1.

The Committee recommend that a Special premium of two dollars be awarded

to each of the following contributors:

R. Buist, for a fine and extensive collection.

Jos. S. Cabot, Salem, Mass. do

Robert Cornelius, do

Mrs. Liggett, foi a dish of remarkable fine

Mrs. Kreider, for do do

H. Wetherill, for do do

Mrs. J. B. Smith, for do do

W. H. Keichlme, for do do-

James Harrison, for do do*

Mrs. J. B. Smith, for do do

J. W. Hartmann, & Co., for do

Regnier."

W^hite Doyenne.

do
do
do

Duchesse d'Angouleme.
do

Bartlett.

Al'so, a premium of one dollar to Elisha Roberts for 2 very fine specimeni of

Citron Melons—being short in number for competition.
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Apples—For (he best collection, J. S. Thomas, Macedon N. J; for

second best do, Charles Kessler, l\eadin^, Pa; for the best bushel, John

Perkins, Moorestown, N. J ; for the second best do, John Perkins, Moores-

town, N. J; for the best peck. John Perkins, Moorestown, N. J; for second

best do, John Perkins, Moorestown, N. J ; for best six specimens, Charles

Kessler, Readin<^, Pa. ; for second best, do John Perkins, Moorestown, N. J.

jTir.S—For the best twelve specimens, Mrs. Knorr, Rising Snn.

Quinces—For the best half peck, Samuel Ilutcheson ; for the second best

do, W. W. Keen.

Special premiums to J. Bisset, for a fine dish of Quinces, also a special

premium to L. Chamberlain, for a fine dish of Figs.

They also recommend a special premium of a silver medal to B. V, French,

Braintree, Mass, and to ' A. H. Erust, of Cincinnati, Ohio ;
also a premium

of three dollars, to D. Miller, Jr., of Carlisle, Pa., for contributions, all ol which

were received by \h^ Society too late to come into competition, and which your

Committee think fullv deservin^^ the awards now asked. They are also pleased

to call the attention of the Society to two dishes of fine Apples, grown by H. B.

Lindleyv Athens, Ohio; finer specimens than any exhibited before them this year,

which also came too late for comjietition.

Potatoes—For the best, one bushel, to Thos. Yeamans • - |«3 00

For the 2d best do to David P. Caley. Delaware Co. 2 00

For the best Sweet do to Wm. ('ook, Bridgeport, N. J. 3 00

For the 2d best do to Jesse Rambo, Gloucester Co,, N. J. 2 00

Srets, Long.—For the hest one dozen, to Jas. Jones, gr. at Girard Col. 2 00

Round—For the best do to Albinus L. Felton - - 2 00

Caerots—For the best do to James Jones - - - 2 00

For the 2d best do to Daniel Riley, Germantown 1 00

Salsify—For the best do to James Jones - - • 2 00

Onions—For the best, three dozen, yellow, to J no. Riley, gr. Insane HospU 2 00

For the best, three dozen, white, to Jas. Jones - - 2 00

The committee would call especial attention to a Basket of fine Mexican Wild

PoUtoes shewn by Jas. .M. Tage, Burlington; also to another of Potatoei railed

from Bermuda tubers by Mrs. M. Knder as- possessing merit.

Cabbage For the finest six heads, J. Riley, gardener for G. W. Carpen-

ter No. 282 ; for the second J. Riley, Insane Hospital, 201 ; for the best of

another sort, Caleb Cope, 153.

Lettuce—For the best six heads, Albanus Felton, 105 ; for the second

Daniel Qiley, 200.

Celery For the best six stalks, Albanus Felton, 105 ; for the second

W. \V. Keen, West Philadelphia, 155.

Egg* Plants—For the best six, Joseph Jones, Girard College, 163 ;
for

the second, J. Campbell, gardener to J C. Bayard, 272.

Tomatoes—For the best peck, J. Riley, Insane Hospital, 261 ; for the

second, Albanus Felton, 185.

Sweet Maize, for table use—For the best three dozen, Albanus Felton,

165- for the second, Daniel Riley, Germantown, 260.
*f t oen

Ma»ROW Squashes—For the best three, Stacy IL Scott, N. J., 269*

second best to T. D. James, Woodbury, N. J., 152.
, ^ . , „.,

Pumpkins—For the best, John T. Trite, 280 ; for the second, Daniel Riley,

Germantown, 266. •

THK FLOEIST
AND HORTICULTURAL JOUPtML.

Tol. II.] riiiladelpliia, November, 1S33. [No. 11.

VISIT TO DR. J. KIRTLAND.
By S. S. IIaldeman.

Dr. Kirtland is a professor in the medical college of Cleveland, and a.%

cue of the best naturalists of the country, was employed some years ago in

the natural history department of the Ohio Geological Survey. His resi-

dence is about six miles from Cleveland on the Lake shores, and during the

sessions of the college, he returns home every evening.

Besides his medical and natural history pursuits, he is a most successful

farmer and horticulturist, and has added some Quo new varieties to the list

of cherries. His grounds arc kept in excellent order, and his experiments

are systematically conducted and under way at all times.

Dr. K. has, I think, the best Madura hedges 1 have seen. lie recom-

mends them strongly, and says they are objected to by those who do not

know how to cultivate them. Tbey require a good soil, well dug or ploughed,

and will succeed in forming an impenetrable hedge if they arc forced to

throw out lateral shoots close to the i'round bv cutting:' down from time to

time to such an extent that must seem fatal to those unaci|uainted with the

Inrrdy nature of the plant.

I was shown several American plartt^, which, strange as it may appear

were imported from France with more facility and certainty than they coiiht

have been procured here.

In modern horticulture, much of the value of a nursery and orchard de-'

pends upon the accuracy with which the plants arc named, and the judicious

cultiTator will prefer making his selections from a limited number of varie-

tieiJ" which he can depend upon being what they are represented to be, to

8ti))plying himself from much fuller catalotrne^ of doubtful authenticity.

As the laws which have brought forth a purticular variety continue to act

upon it, we have no evidence of their pcruiaacncy by continued propagation

41
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of the same kind. It is tlicrefore, necessary for the liorticultuiist to make

experiments both to secure new varieties and to revive old ones ; and in

such experiments it is of the greatest importance that there should be no

doubt about the authenticity of the labelling, arising from carelessness,

misplacement, neglect in taking notes, or want of permanency in the

labels.

The Doctor's mode of labelling involves some trouble, but he considers

himself repaid by the certainty of his results. His mode is to use wooden

labels marked with branding irons, which render the name as permnnent

as the stick, and more permanent thnn those written with acid upon zinc.

The mode of forming the irons is as follows : A set of bold faced print-

ing types is selected, capitals only being used, about half an inch in the

height of thf letter. These are uied as models in an iron foundry ;
from

which iron types arc cast, together with some spaces ; and hollow brand-

ing irons in which to set the types forming a name. These may be fast-

ened by a screw, or by spaces. A vertical handle of thick iron rises out

of each. For the commoner varieties the types may be less in their re-

spective irons, and large quantities of the finished labels may be kept on

hand.

Dr. K. uses bones freely pi aceel upon the ground around the base of such

trees as are starved or bad bearers, and he showed me several which had

been resuscitated by the mateiials aflordt-d by the slow decomposition of the

fertilizer.

Although Dr. Kirtland is advanced in years, ho is itt full activity, and

enjoying a separate reputation in medicine, natural history, and horticulture,

sufficient to make him distinguished in each, without the aid of the other

two.

He is now studying insects, a subject which he commenced at a period

when most people would feel themselves justified in relinquishing old studies.

In the opinion of Dr. Kirtland, the climate of northern Ohio is so well

adapted to the culture of grapis, that the time is not distant when it ^ill

rival Cincinnati in the production of this fruit and the manufacture of wine.

Unfortunately, there is some danger that the cultivation of the vine and the

manufacture of its product, are destined to receive a check from the com-

bined action of a few fanatical residents of towns, who wish to trammel the

the great body of the agricultural population with laws of merely ft local

application.
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For the Florist and Horticultural Journal.

CURRANTS.

With tho cxcoptton of the Strawberry, there is not a small fruit

that holds a nioro important position than the Currant. U is of the

most hardy nature ; subject to no disease, good, Ixjtter or best in all

localities, accorlinjj; to treatment, and even when it is cast aside and

Oiily visited when its fruit is matured for the table or the market.

la niaeteeu eases out of twenty it is entiixjly neglected, receiving

neither pruninjr, manurino; or culture—degenerating, as it is termed

—degenerate—no—never. It will produce rich scarlet, silver or

jet black clusters, five inches long, and three in circumference, almost

equal to bunches of grapos, and a certain crop.

CuIture^Vhmt m a deep, sindy loam, that is very highly ma-

nured, that is, manui-e from the stable or l)arn yard laid on three or

four iuches tbi^rk, .and well incorporated with the soil eighteen inch-

es deep—select plants that have been grown from cuttings, nnd

about two or three years old; cut the wood of the past season down

to tlirce or four eyes, and from the stem or roots cut out every eyie

or shoot leaving the stem clean six inches to a foot aljovo ground-

dig the holes one foot deep and five feet apart ; the soil that is re-

placed amongst the roots must be broken fine with t!ie spade and

gently trampped down;—give a few waterings in dry weather and

you will have a growth of from one to two feet tho first season.

—

During winter, prune back those shoots to within six inches of the

proceeding year's wood, and thin out any branches that are not six

inches from each other—the fniit is pmdnbcd on ppnrs of the old

wood, and when those spurs make a small growth, it should be cut

back to one eye. When the buslies have reached three feet in

height after pruning, thev should then have there young Wtod mi

back every pruning season to one eye, and whenever tbe branches

offer to Ik? nearer to each other than six inches tlipy should be cut

clean out, formino; tbe bush always with a round bead and quite

open in the centre. After their regular yearly pruning, they must

have a periodical manuring ; digging or forking it in amongst the

nK)ts. You may thereafter rest assured of a full crop in wet or

drought;—:io failure;—always a supply for tbr table, the confec-
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tioncr or market, where tliey mcpl a ready sale at a very remuner-

ating price.

Now for the Sorls

;

—"what a catalogue these nurserymen do

make, it puzzles me to choose," is the conclusion amongst so many
high sounding names, all very fiiip, very largp,, vcryhmutiful and other

expressable terms ; hut let us see what they are really w^orth. The
most impqrtaut arc Ecd, viz :

Cherry Currant—the very largest fruit in large clugtqrs ; but to

my tiii^tQ rather tart. Holland Qrape^ cannot be distinguished from

the Red Dutch. Goliah, not so large as its name imparts, very lit-

tle imnrovemont on the Red Dutcli. Fertile de Pallnau, said to be

very productive, but with mo not more so than the old Red Dutch,

when under equal culture : it is, however, a shade darker in color

to a close observer, KnigJd's Sweet—we had hoped that this sort

was really sweet, to make it a vqry palatable desert fniit, but find

it quite acid enough A.r any ])u1ate ; it is a good hearer and makes

long tapeing launches. VidoriUi or the old Rahy Castle currant can

be more readily distinguished by the foliage than the fruit; it has,

however^ the advantage of hanging longer on the bushes than any

of the other kinds \ by tying a mat over the bush they may be

kept till August ; a few bushes should l)C covered with some ma-
terial to shade them, as soon as nearly ripe, which prolongs their

maturity at Ipost one mquth.

White Ciruants ; we have only fruitcMl the White Dutch, IVhite

Grope and White Crystal: th© last is certainly a very poor affair in

size but quite transparant and swooh-r than either of iho others; the

genuine White Dutch is as large and productive as any of them,

and shows that horticulture in this particular has not advanced in

fifty years. Let every one try the coming season to grow a new
and better white currant ; iu three years it will produce fruit; and
report to the I^]<litor of the Florist ;—nothing could be more desira-

ble than an improvement in tliis branch of fruit, which is emphat-
ically the fruit of the niilHon ; every garden can produce them, and
every citizen will pi.reliaso the product, which is ncverfailing. The
best (pmlity eounu;nnls from niue to twelve cents jkt quart ; a
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good bush will produce five quarts, in value equal to a bushel of corn,

and with no more labor.

Black Currants, are known by the names of Black Grape, Black

Naples, Old Black and Early Black. Two kinds only are worth at-

tention, the Black Naples and the Early Black, the former for its

size and lateness, and the latter for its flavour and earliness ; if

I was to have only one sort it would be the Early Black. Their

culture, pruning and management are the same as above described,

with the exception that they do not succeed so well in warm cli-

mates, and even wMth us do best in a half shaded situation. Such
as on the north side of a wall or fence, but not under, or in the vi-

cinity of large trees which impoverish the soil. As a confection in

sickness, sore throat, or bronchitis, there is nothing equal to black

currant jelly ; they make also most excellent pies and puddings,

which every good housewife should know and try. If, Mr. Editor

these few remarks will induce any one to try and grow those ex-

ceedingly desirable fruits, to even approach the perfection they are

capable of attaining, I will not have spent this hour in vain ; or if

any one requires to renew the stock of those they possess, they have
only to take the young shoots that are about a foot long—deprive

them of all the buds on the lower part ; set them six inches deep

in rich soil, partially shaded from the sun—cut the top to within

four inches of the soil, and in three years they will form handsome
plants for removal or permanent planting.

Yours Trulj', R. Buist.

Rosedale, Oct. 1853.

STRAWBERRY QUESTION.

CiNCmNATI, Of T. 4, 1853.

When Mr. Meehan has for twenty years cultivated as great a va-

riety of foreign and native strawberries, as Walter Elder (a late

writer in the Florist) has done, nnd paid specinl attention to their

sexual character, he will know the IFovev's seedlin^^s, Mc-
Avoy's superior, and the extra red bv the leaf, and se(^ no chauf^es

iu their sexual eharaeler. Even Mr. Downinir, knew nothinjr of
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the varieties of the strawberry from the stem and leaf, and his

IIove3% when sent to the lh)rtic'iiltural Society at Boston, was by

all pronounced not to be the Ilovey. It is easy to procure evidence

to satisfy Mr. Meehan. He received three plants of the Extra Red

from Cincinnati, and one was Hermaphrodite, or not a pure pistill-

ate. I direct the varieties I cultivate to be kept in separate beds.

Yet in many of them, from neglect or a chance secdUng I yearly

find many staminates, but have never yet seen one (except stami-

nate necked pine seedling) but could by the stem and leaf, be de-

tected. During forty years, I liave got strawberry plants from the

east, and often found mixture. One of our most reliable gardeners

sold east a variety of our seedlings which he bought here from a

reliable gardener, but found to his regret, there was a great mixture.

Stranger still, Mr Meehan claims I have admitted a change by cul-

tivation, in the sexual character of the plant. He said the Extra

Red, with him, which is pistillate, bore some staminate blossomp.

I stated, that I raised the Extra Red, and that it Wcos a pure pistil-

late. But as we do in raising seedlings, find an occasional Herma-

phrodite, that sometimes bear a few pure pistillate blossoms, I have

no reason to doubt, that a i)lant strongly pistillate might be pro-

duced, bearing a few staminate or Hermaphrodite blossoms. What

bearing has this on the question, of changing the character of a pis-

tillate to a staminate, by cultivation ? All ask of Mr. Meehan, is,

to get either of his friends, Mr. Buist or Dr. Brinckle, of Philadel-

phia, to endorse his doctrine, or get from either of them plants of

the Ilovey, or necked pine, and satisfy them of a change by culti-

vation. The Editor of the Florist is severe on his correspondent,

Mr. Elder. I would inquire what has been the PMitor's experience?

Has it been for more than twenty years, an<l his attention directed

to the question, or as long as Mr. Medians, one or two years, on a

small scale ? I give Mr. Meehan credit, as he c^ame from England,

for admitting the existence of pure staminate and i>istillate plants.

When he has fiir a year operated on plants funiished by either of

his friends that I have named, he will promptly acknowledge his

error. I fear no injury from Mr. Meehan's error in the we^t,

amon^ our strawl>eijy growers. Men who give daily attention to
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their plants, and bring from 20 to 120 bitshcls of a day to market,

cannot be mistid^en. And those who cultivate for family use, will

be governed by their opinions, and their own experience. For all

say, till instructed on the subject, they would not produce a fourth

of a crop, and often not a single fruit. Mr Meehan says, my gar-

dener, Mr. Pentland, found plants with both sexes in my bed of

Extra Red. He did find an interloper there, and a large number

among other kinds—and being recently from England, where the

character of the plant was not known, and being unacquainted with

our seedlings, could not readily distinguish them by the stem and

leaf. He is now satisfied it was a difierent variety, and not an Ex-

tra Red. For information on the subject, I would refer to the vete-

ran strawberry grower of Philadelphia, Col. Carr, who is I presume

still living. I believe that he has for fifty years cultivated the old

pistillate Hudson. I would inquire of him, if he has in fifty years

ever seen a change in the sexual character of that, or any other va-

riety ? Mr. Meehan declares, as he can by a change of heat, change

the sexual character of a few plants, " the distinction between

stiiminate and pistillate plants is worthless." If true, it wouW

not lessed the value of the principle, and I would ask where Mr.

Meehan's common sense had strayed, when he made the assertion.

1 have for many years cultivated a great variety of strawberries, on

the soutli, west, and north boixlers of high stone walls, and never

had a change in the sexes. Yet here was a greater change in the

atmosphere, than Mr. Meehan had in his greenhouse. .

N. LONGWORTH.

In the Ootoljcr number of tlie Farm Journal, Mr. W. R. Prince of Flush-

ing, L. I., contributes a long article on the strawberry question ; to say the*

least, it is, like th« former articles by the same gentleman, in very bacf

taste : the writer indulges in remarks not proper in any discussion; butitia

a well known axiom that those who are in the wrong always make the noise^

There has not been as we have said before, anything in the way of argu-

ment on the side of the'unchanucable Cincinnati theorists, all is assertion,

denial, and, on the part of Mr. Prince abuse of Mr. Meehan.

As a scientific fact, tlic change from apparently pistillate to perfect flow-

ers 13 one of the simplest ;— the otrawbcrry in iu natuial state has perfect

|i

i;
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floWcrs, is furnished Avitli pistils and stamens ; chanco seedlings produce'

tmder a high state of cultivation flowers in which the stamens are abortive;

left to themselves, the^ return to their natural condition of flowers with perfect

ptiTts. The pistillate flowers of " improved varieties" arc degenerations,

the results which Mr. Downing and Median as well as many others have^

observed arc merely nature exerting her forces to mend what a "high state

of cultivation," and so on, has made faulty.

If Mr. Prince's article were not soloug, or if it had any scientific bearing or

imparted any instruction on the subject we should have copied it; but as it ia

we can only say that for his sake we regret that the Farm Journal has so largo

8 circulation and so many readers.

Since writing the above we have received 'the letter of Mr. Longworth,

in which, as will be seen he makes the same admission alluded to by the

Editor of the Farm Journal ; " I saw no reason to doubt, that a plant

strongly pistillate may be produced, bearing a few staminate or herma-

phrodite blossoms." lie adds " what bearing has this on the question of

changing the character of staminate or pistillate by cultivation ?" Just as

much as the fact that the Editor of the Florist's having no experience in

strawberry raising has to do with the fact that the change is possible.

When Mr. Meehan and Mr. Downing produced pistillate plants ( for no

other reason, at least in Meehan's case for declaring them " not Ilovey's,"

than that they had evident stamens,) the cry was *-thc thlnj in impossible^**

^

now Mr. Longworth has acknowledged that it is possible ; I cannot find

that any one has said that a full crop can be produced without staminates'

being planted among the pistillate ; ovon Mr. Meehan announced that the

plants from which he took his runners were so pistillate that he was obliged

to procure a staminate plant to fertilize them. Whether in the advance

of horticultural science, the possibility of retarding or developing any part

of a plant, the stamens or the pistils, the petals or the leaves, may not be

arrived at, who shall say ? But before that is done w# shall have to do

away with all talk of ''impossible things, " and when anything is presented'

for our dissent or approval examine whether it be reasonable or not, with-

out at once stigmatising it as either impossible or nonsensical.
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AZALEAS.

These are tlie most valuable of all greenhouse plants for the

amateur cultivator, being easy of cultivation, and affording a rich

display of flowers during winter and the early spring months, and

that too, without any groat degree of artificial heat. Natives of the

Chinese hills they are not injured by ])eing subjected to a few de-

grees of frost if the wood is ripe and the plants in a state of rest.

Their roots, like those of the Rhododendron, are very small, tender

and fibry, requiiing a regular supply of water; at the same time air

must find ready access to the roots. In potting a plant requiring

these conditions, proper efficient drainage must be secured, the soil

should also be of a porous free kind. A fibry loam, mixed with

clear sand and small charcoal will answer this purpose. The quan-

tities of sand and cliarcoal dust necessary, will depend on the nor

tare of the loam. If.clayey a good portion will be requisite to

counteract the adhesiveness. It is difficult to convey an accurate

idea of the kind of soil to be used, the term loam being so indefinite,

embracing soils of widely different quality. Jk good criterion is to

press a handful of it when in a half dry state, and throw it down,

if it breaks and crumbles up, it will be in a fit state for use, but if

it remains hard and lumpy, more of tkese corrective: materials

should be added. i

Spring is the most convonieut and suitable season for repotting,

just before they commence growth. The only season that they re-

quire particular care is while they are making a growth. During

this they must l» carefully watered and kept iu a moiist, somewhat

shady, and warm atmosphere. This can easily be afforded them in

a greenhouse by placing them all together where they can be fre-*

quently syringed, and slightly sluuknl fVoin intense sun. Watef

must be carefully administered, those that are fresh potted will ml

require so frequent applications as those that have filled the pots

with roots. I would lure caution the amateur again.4 the extensive

use o^sO'Called peat soil. Much of the material that goes under this

name is unfit for the growth of any plant, being for the mofct part

42
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vegetable matter in the last degree of decomposition, inert, and

worse than useless when used alone. I have seen a black unctuous,

sour mass of bog-mold carefully stored as being "just the stuff

for Azaleas." Such "stulf" when composted with barn-yard ma-
nure and other substances may be formed into a valuable applica--

tion for liungry soils, but for the growth of delicate rooted green^

house plants it is injurious rather than beneficial.

During the plants growth, attention should be given to pinching

the points out of strong shoots, and otherwise, prune and tie out to

preser\''e a uniform habit. Towards the end of June, the young

wood will assume a brown colour, when this is observed, the plants

should be taken out of the house and placed in a situation where

the mid-day sun can be kept from them by shading or other means,

this will be a stdutaiy check on the growth and favor ripening of

the wood and formation of ilower buds. About the month of Au-

gust they should be placed iu an exposed position, and the pots

plunged to preserve the roots from sudden changes of wet and dry.

After remnining two months in this position the point of every

shoot will feel round and hard, indicative of a well set head of bloom.

After removal into the house they shouM be ratlier sparingly

watered and kept cool and airy, unless they are wished to flower

early, which m easily attained by placing them m a warmer tem-

perature.

Cuttings of the young wood strike root fely readily in the

spring, especially of the large leaved varieties. The smaller leaved

sorts grow bettr r when grafted on such as Phoenicea, a strong

growing variety, mmily increi^^ by cuttings. Very fine standard

plants may Ix^ produced by grafting on tall stems. I once saw a

plant of variea:nta, Ln-aftcd on a four feet stem as beautifully depend-

ent es a weeping willow. . Delta.
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SOUTHERN PLANTS WORTHY OF CULTIVATION
In passing throii'j^li the gardens in America, one cannot help being struck

with the little attention which has every where been bestowed upon our

native productions. In Europe, they are properly estimated, and their

cultivation sedulously attended to. Many plants that might be made the

ornaments of our flower-beds, but which are now overlooked, would be

highly esteemed on the other side of the Atlantic, if they could be pro-

cured, or if the climate there was suited to their culture. We pay large

sums for foreign flowers, which frequently have little to recommend them,

ftnd suffer others of the greatest beauty to " blush unseea " in our Dati?d

forests.

I have undertaken in this fragment of a communication, to point out a

few shrubs and herbaceous plants, with which we ought to ornament our

gardens, and which can be obtained without much difficulty from South

Carolina and Georgia.

If the same care be bestowed upon them, as has been lavished upon plants

originally not possessed of half their beauty, there is no reason to doubt but

that from amongst ourselves we might produce the most brilliant results, and

in many instanced eclipae all that has been effected in the improving plants

from abroad.

The names of the plants wlilcli T beg leave to recommend are talren from

Elliott's Botany of South Carolina and Georgia. Many of these have,

since the publication of that work, been changed and perhaps iu a few years

will again be altered, but that ia of no importance; they are as well known

by their old names as by their new. •

I shall first enumerate the shrubs which I think worthy of cnltiratloi!, and

afterwards the herbaceous plants, interspersing hero and there a few re-

marks.

Pinckneya puhcnSy a small tree about ten feet high, the foliage dark green,

Mid the flowers, with their large bracts, bright red.

Cyrilla racemo»a^ fragrant white flowers.

GeUemium nitidum, the most beautiful of flowering shrubs, whether we

consider tho permanency of its leaves, the golden color and copiousness of

its flowers, or their most delightful perfume. It may not be able to with-

Btand the severity of the winters here without some protection, but in a

greenhouse would be invaluable. It grows naturally as far north as Norfolk,

in Virginia.

Kulmia hirsuta^ very dwarf species of this pretty genus, seldom rising up-

right more than six or eight inches.

Elliotta racemosaj Andromeda nitid<i, and A, marianiXj all very orna-

mental and the A. nitida, an evergreeu.

V.
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Vaceiniu7n arhorcum, a small tree about eix or eight feet high; when in

flower is entirely eovcieJ bj a profusion of white blo^jsoms ; the fruit ripens

in Oc»,uber#

Styrax grandijlorum and 8, glabnun, highly ornamental, and the last

very fragrant with the odor of the white jasmine, which it very much re-

sembles in the form of its flowers.

Jlalcsia dlpfera, I have seen the TL tetraptera growing in this city, the

flowers of this other Rpecies ore double the size and full us numerous.

Stuartia malacodendron ; most beautiful ; when one considers what has

made of the Camellia, which in its original and natural state makes but %

poor appearance, what may we not expect from an assiduous, continued and

proper cultivation of this splendid flower.

J^Iylocarium ligustrinum, \in evergreen, and highly ornamental when in

flower.

Bejaria mccmosa, possessing all the beauty of nny of the Azaleas, and

at the same time time having fine shaped, glossy, evergreen leaves.

Aiimina grandijlura, a shrub not two feet high, j.roducing large whito

flowers.

Iltra'CEous Plakts.

Qinna flaccida ; TJiaUa deaJhata, grows in the water, they are therefore

perfectly protected from the effects of frost. Salvia azurca; Iris tripeiala,

as fine a species as can bo found in any quarter of the globe. Iloustonia

rotundifolia, a small plant which hardly rises from the earth, one of the first

offerings of the spring, growing on the road sides, and resembling small

patches of snow. Spigclia marilandica ; Phlox glaherrtma, flowers through-

out the whole summer ; FJdox pilosay Phlox suhulata ; Viola jyedata^ with

two and three coloured flowers ; Convolvulus sagitti/olim ; Sahhatia pani-

culata, Sabbatia gentianoides, with rose coloured flowers three inches in

diameter ; Asclcpias pauperula ; Jlydrolea corymhosa ; the four different

fipecies of Pancratium; Lillium Catesbfci; Jlelonias erythrosperma ; Rhex-

ia glabella, the ornament of the forests in the month of June. ^ Silene

fimbriata ; Jussieua glabella, a water plant which frequently covers the sur-

face of the ditches and canals with its golden flowers. Lythrum alatum ;

Sartaccenia variolaris and S. Jlava ; Hypericum glaucum ; Passiflora in-

carnata ; llibiscm grandijloruif, U, speciosus, and IL Bcaber with yellow

flowers. Polygala lutea ; Lupinus villosus ; Clitoria virgin ica; LiatrU

iecunda, L. tUgans, Liatris odoratissima ; Aster gquarrosua ; Chaptalia

integrifolia.

All these arc perennial, and with probably one or two cxccptiong would

bear the greatest intensity of our winters. They can be obtained without

much difficulty and at little expense. J. LC
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MANAGEMENT OF CIDER APPLE TREES.

Tree Guards,—Many proprietors at the present time go to the expense

of posts, two, three or four of which they join together with cross-pieces.

This is unquestionably th« best mode of protecting the trees against cattle

and wind, but it is not everywhere adopted. In many places guards are

employed that injure more than they protect the trees, and which cannot in

any case maintain them against the action of the wind.

With the view of preserving them from the shock of axles, shafts, horses*

collars, &c., the stems of the young Apple trees which are in tilled ground

are completely and closely twisted round with straw ropes to the height of

4J feet. The bad effects of thi.^ guard, which in nowise prevents the trees

from being thrown down when they get a severe shock, are to cause strang-

ulations of the stem, and, above all, to deprive it of the free access of air

and light, which are always of great benefit to the young bark ; and lastly

beneath the straw covering various insects that are hurtful to vegetation

breed in perfect security.

Leaning Trees.—Many Apple trees, especially in the fields, lean to one

side from the effects of the wind ; and in our part of the country they lean

80 much over from the west, that a stranger, if he were lost, could find the

right direction by merely looking at the stems of these trees. The majority

of them have been thus blown aside for want of a post guard, to which they

might have been fixed, or the tree might have been kept upright by meana

of some sods piled ^against the stem on the side opposite to the direction of

the wind.

The neglect of these precautions renders the trees disagreeable to the eye,

obstructs cultivation, and makes them more liable to be overthrown by high

winds.

Suckers,—Trees often throw up suckers which absorb the sap to no profit,

bill, on the contrary, to the injury of the head of the tree. Common sense

would teach us to uncover these suckers to the place where they originate,

and then cut them off close, so that they may not again spring up ; but this

is not the usual way of going to work.

The most careful, pass a spado between the stem of the tree and the suck-

ers ; then striking vigorously, they wound the former, and by breaking and

tearing away the suckers from tho roots, wounds are formed which in heal-

ing absorb a portion of sap which would have gone to promote the growth

of the tree. But still more frequently no attention is paid to the removal

of these suckers, tho care of stopping their growth being left to the cows and

sheep.

In arable land, bruises and tearing of the bark by axles, plough beams,

collars of horses, &c., are of frequent occurrence, because the ground is
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worked as near as possible to the tree, in order to have less to dig. These

wounds and canlcers coTitinuiilly recurrinir, if they do not directly kill the

trees, soon stop their growth, diminish the produce, and shorten their ex-

istence.

Gathering the Fruit.—Tliis is also a frequent cause of injury to tho

trees. Instead of waiting till the Apples are sufficiently ripe to detach

themselves by the branches being shaken, either by a person up in the tree,

or by one on the ground with a hooked stick, they are often gathered too

soon,and as they do not readily part, the branches are struck with poles.

By thus bringing down the fruit, many fruit-s}>urs and leaf-buds which would

possibly become flower-buds, are likewise broken off.

3Iode8 of keepiihj the FmiU—^If the quality of the cider depends on tho

fitness of the instruments and vessels used, on the temperature, or the

manner of crushing and pressing the Apples, as well as on the fermentation

of the juice, it also greatly depends on the mode adopted in preserving tho

fruit, on its state of ripeness, and on the mixture of particular varieties in

certain proportions. If the growers only knew how much rain deteriorates

Apples that are laid in heaps out of doors for want of sufficient buildings to

protect them, they would construct very cheap sheds by means of straw

mats, formed and supported with rods, in order to preserve the fruit from

this drenching, which, being repeated, doubtless takes away part of the juice,

especially when they are ripe or nearly so. If this fact were not acknowl-

edged, I would say to the unbelieving, "put a sound and nearly ripe Apple

in a glass of pure water, and leave it there for seven 'or eight days ; after

that time you will find that tho water is of a reddish tint, and the Apple al-

most without flavour. Now, how can this be explained, if not by the fact,

that a part of the juice of tho Apple has passed through the pores of the

skin, and diffused itself in the water ; whilst the latter has taken the place

of the juice and penetrated into the flesh of the fruit. Apples, therefore,

should be gathered in dry weather and afterwares sheltered from rain. The

custom of mixing together different kinds of Apples is also injurious, for the

following reasons. The different sorts, although gathered at the same time,

do not afterwards acquire, in ecjual periods, the same degree of maturity,

and some keep longer than others after being fully ripe. Tho consequence

is, that whilst waiting for the ripening of the later sorts, the others rot, and

no one, I should suppose, will venture to say that the pulp of rotten Apples

can give a juice fit for making good cider. Occasionally, to avoid this evil,

the Apples are crushed too soon, and those that are not ripe only yield a

colourless juice, which which is very liable to become acid. It is, therefore

advantageous to separate the sorts, because each heap being composed of

equally ripe fruit, we are not exposed to the danger of crushing green or

decayed Apples with those of which the colour and perfume indicate a per-
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feet degree of maturity. Thi^ is not the only advantage derived from keep-
ing each sort separate, for by adopting this plan we can mix any sort in

proper proportions so as to obtain cider of the best quality. Those well

acquainted with cider-making know, by experience, that if a certain sort of
Apple were employed by itself, it would produce a sour, pale cider; and, on
the other hand, that another sort would yield thick, syrupy juice, which
would clarify with difficulty, or would even become dark by the action of
the air ; but by mixing these two sorts of Apples, a cider of very good
quality is obtained. It would be difficult to generalise the principles on
which we should make mixtures of the varieties of Apples with the view of
improving the quality of the cider, because the nature of the soil, the aspect,

and the age of the trees? greatly the quality of the juices of fruits, and also

because it is almost impossible to know the identity of varieties, the names
of which vary according to the locality.

This important part of cider making cannot therefore have any light

thrown on? without repeated experiments made by good practical observers.

We know that intelligent cultivators manage well in this respect, but no one
has yet thought of assisting his brethren by publishing those modes of pro-

ceeding which are the results of his own experience ; and this is much to be
regretted. The action of frost also injures the quality of cider, and late

Apples are nearly always kept, if not out of doors, at least in buildings

readily penetrated by cold. In this case we can easily prevent tho frost

from affecting tho Apple, by covering the heap with a layer of straw from
eight to ten inches in thickness, which is again covered with damp cloths,

such as waggon tilts, &c. This simple and easy protection is neither new
nor unknown, but it is too seldom made use of.

*

We will not continue further our strictures on the neglect and bad treat-

ment of which the Apple trees are too generally victims. Although this

enumeration is far from being complete, we think that we have said enough
to show the advantage there would ^e in taking better care of this tree, which
is in Normandy what the Vine is in the countries more favoured in point of

climate. To manage better than is generally the case is neither attended

with more difficulty nor with greater expense, as we shall endeavor to shoif

in the fcdlowing part of this manual.

(To be continued.)

I

I
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The following from an address by Dr. John 11. Ranch, of Bur-

lington, Iowa, before the Southern Iowa Ilorticultnral Society, is a

worthy tribute to the merit, and a just censure of the neglect of our

own flora.

the cultivation of our indigenous plants, i« a subject to which I wou J

call the attention of this socioty, one «!.ieh you have so far ahnost totally

neglected, a neglect of which I am sorry to Hay you not alone but nearly all

«ho have been similarly engaged in this country are

^"'"y-./^f^tT
are filled «ith plants of a foreign growth, plants that are d.fficult to cult.-

tate and in many instances far less beautiful than those >vh.ch grow upon

our prairies neglected. Why this is so, i really cannot conceive
;
there are

Tany who knot all about foreign plant.s, but take them .nto «- fields and

forests and they are not able to distinguish one plant from another -This

LTshionable iLiculture, a species of cockneyis.a not to be adm.red. Iha

"e are governed too much by fashion is a deplorable truth, and .t ts on of

The prevailing sins of the present day that fashion in these tb.ngs ta often

mistaken for taste.

"Despotic Fashion in fantastic garD,

Oft by her vot'ries, for the magic robe

Of Taste mistaken, with ill guiding step,

Directs our path."

For Americans to cultivate foreign plants which are -' - handsome «

thos^that are indigenous which they neglect, ts certa.nly >"l'-J
»"«'«•

tVnorance of ^en,---— ---;:^^iZ
r:;t; d ClZXr. m-lXra nut^be; of plants were sent her^

that o^^"";*^
^^ y

^„d ,^,e curiosities ; they were received aa

S bl 10 an berjld u' on examination they were found to grow abuud-

IntL our swamps at^d owlands. Many will no doubt be surprised when

; B?v that woZ a rival in A7.^».Jmn. /u..u,«. for the famous Uctoru.

I say that we have a
^^^j^rs of our own Mississippi, and I have

i«n ManY will no doubt also be surprised, wuen I tell them, tHat on our

:: ; eSd and sandy prairie, we have a plant belonging to UieMex.

can Flora Amorvha eane>cens, the flower of which will vie lor beauty with
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df a foreign country may wltli propriety. It is like many Americans visit-

ing other countri(*s without first makiiii^ the tour of their own land. It is

high time that we should throw off, in this respect the thrsildom of fashion,

einaancipate ourselves from this slavery, atid be American in our floriculture

as well as in government. I am an American, 1 love everything that is Amer-
ican, we have the largest lakes, the longest rivers, the widest and most fer-

tile prairies, and if nut the largest the most useful plants. It seems to me
that everything whicli nature has given us, is of a much more practical

character, than the productions of other climes, and this may no doubt have

some influence in causing ours to bo the most practical nation on the Earth
;

that while the Victorii rejla only gives pleasure to the sight and calls forth

our admiration, the Ni-landnutn luteutii helps to nourish and sustain the

life of the wandering Indian, untutore<l in the arts and schools of civilization.

Our lily, moccasin liuwor, butter-ny weed, orchis, dogbane, and many
others will vie for beauty with any that are found in other parts of the

world. I had prepared a list of plants found in this vicinity, which would

adorn any garden, but shall not tax your time and patience by reading it

upon this occasion.

During the pa^t stttmirer in order to call the attention of the members of

the Society to the beauty of our native plants, I selected some of them and

broufiht them to their monthlv meetings, and if I can in this manner sue-

ceed in awakening an interest in them, I shall <lurin^ next season willing-

ly incur the trouble of procuring a number of such plants as may be in

bloom at the time of each regular meeting, and as an evidence of the inter-

est this Society takes in the cultivation of our indigenous plants, would sug-

gest the propriety of offering a premium by it, for the greatest number and

finest cultivated.

A NE\V PITCHER PLANT.

To the Editor of the Flori:st.—I was much gratified with tlie ac-

coinit of the Sarracenlas you have in your last. Tim interesting

tribe has had justice doue it by cidtivators, and I am pleased to see

any notice of them teudlng to draw attention to their peculiarly

pleasing forms. lu a recent nundxM* of the "Smitlisoinan contri-

butions," 1 fuid another new member of the family figured and de-

scribed bv Dr. T(jrrev. It is said to have been first discovered in

northern Culifoniia \iy Mr. Drackciuidgo lu IS 12, j^iowiiig in a
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marsh. Dr. T. establishes it as a distinct genus from Sarrocenia,

dedicating it to Dr. Darhngton of West Chester, Pa., the well

known author of so many valuable botanical works, under the name

of Darlingtonia Californka. " It diilers from Sartaccnia in the calyx

not being calyculate ; in the form of the petals ; in the somewhat

definite and uniserial stamens; hi the dilated turbinate ovar}-

;

and especially in the absence of the large umbrella shaped summit

of the style, which is so conspicuous in the former genus." From

the plate the tlowcr has somewhat the form of a Pyrola, and is al-

together very beautiful. Will not some of our Horticulturists un-

dertake to show us this in cultivation ?

:^EW OR RAVxt PLANTS, FLOWERED FOR THE FIRST

TIME THIS SEASON, AT SPRINGBROOK.

No. VHI.

Pkntapetks PIKENECIA.—This plant has been long ago described by Bo-

tunists, but is not now I believe in cultivation. I raised my plants from

seed intro.lucea as 1 believe by the late Mrs. Knurr, of West Philadelphia.

It has a very erect, uninviting? habit of growth, but the flowers whichjip-

pear kte in the fall arc very pretty, about one in<h across, and of a bright

crimson, lu.ving in the centre 5 fiDger-like processes- probably petaloid

stamens. It is allied botanically with the Mahernias, but in general ap-

pearance would be taken for some Malva. Its straggling habit will per-

haps be against its value as a greenhouse plant, but it is a good addition to

our stock of fall Uowering border flowers.

Peuistkuia elata.—The "Spirltu Sancto" of the newspapers, and

Dove floirer of orchideous collections. A pseudo-bulb presented to Mr.

Cope last spring by Col. Totten of the Tanama railroad, flowered beautiful-

ly this falh Its waxy dove resembling blossoms, with their delicious fra-

grance, and long period of remaining in blossom, combine to render it a

most desirable orchid. It is growing in a pot of broken charcoal and

moss.

Bkunfelsia (Frajicmn) indulata.—Some writers speak of "Freaks of

Nature;" such would suspect her of placing the fl.)wers of Gesneria tubi-

flora on some luxuriant species of olive, to form this plant. The same de-

lightful fragrance too exist in the flower.^. The plant is of a very erect

obstinate habit oi growth, and, so far does not show a tendency to bloom
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freely. Imported by Mr. Cope last 3'oar from Mr. Lee of London. lb

grows well in coarse, tui ty Ibain, in a stove exposed to the full sun, at a

temperature of G'>° in winter ; and kept in a slightly shaded greenhouse in

summer.

MiLTONiA ChowKsiAXA.

—

X small growing orchid resembling in size and

appearance the well known Epiilendrum cochleatum. The flowers come oul

in a three flowered spike about six inches long at the base of the pseudo

bulb as it approaches maturity. Eaeh flower has the ground color white,

changing to yellowish, on which is thickly set large brown bh»tches—and

with the column purple. In my specimens they measure about 1 to IJ

inches across. It irrows well on a block of wood with a little moss attach-

ed to it. Though not one of the handsomest orchids, it can scarcely be

called second rate. It was imported by Mr. Cope from Loddiges of Lon-

don.

SACCOTiABTUM Bmtmki Majo^.—In speaking of one of these plants ex-

hibited at Chiswick, the reporter styles it **a living fountain." An appella-

tion more characteristic could not perhaps be selected. Though our plant

is but young its pendulous raceme of over a hundred flowers measured 14

inches long and 2 broad. It is easily managed. Our plant is growing in

pot of broken charcoal and crocks—an old root is planted in tliis up which

the aerial roots creep. It delights in being frequently lightly syringed, if

it never at any time becomes overdosed. It was imported by Mr. Copu from

Mr. Low, of Clapton.

Calaniue VKUATttlFOUA.—A Well known white flowering terrestrial or-

chid of standard character as an exhibition plant, and generally f»)und in

good collections. It is of easy culture, doing well in a pot of moss, char-

coal, and coarse turfy peat. Imported from Messrs. Lo(hliges.

Thomas Meeiian.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.

NOVEMBER.

Flower Garden.—One of the Inst thought of things, too frcfpiently, is

to apply manure to flower he«U. Hut it is scarcely less e«?sential to a fine

summer display, than it is to the production of fine vegetables; and certain-

ly as necessary as to trees, or the lawn. Still it should be applied with

caution. While a poor soil will oidy grow plants to a diminutive minature

size, which, though clothed with a profusion of small, starved looking blos-

soms, make no show ; a soil over rich will cause too great a luxuriance of

foliage, which is always opposed to an abundance of bloom, fn most case*
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I prefer half-aecayed leaves— wliorc these could not l)C liad 1 Avould use

stable manure. The former spread ever the suif two inches thick, or the

latter one inch—would form a dressing which in ordinary cases should last

tw'O or three years. It is diilicult to -ct llowers to du well in even the most

favorable soil, if it is liable to hold w.iter to stagnation in winter. Where

flower gardens or beds exist under such circumstances, advantage shouhl be

taken of the present season to have it thoroughly undcrdrained. It will be

more beneficial in the end than ihc n.ost judicious manuring; it is indeed in

itself a powerful means of fertilizing the soil. \Vhere circumstances render

the draining of such places inconvetiipnt, ft towporary advantage can be

gained by digging up the soil at this season very roughly, so as to expose

as much as pos^sibTe to the action of the frost. This is at best but putting a

patch on an old garment—an apology for the want of means to do better.

The planting of trees will still continue to engage our attention at every

favorable opportunity. Many prefer at this season to remove trees in the

winter by the -frozJn ball" system. There is nothing gained by this prac-

tice. To those unacquainted with this mode of planting, 1 may as well de-

scribe it. Just before frost is expected, a trench is 4ug around a tree a few

feet from its base, leaving the tree so, that with a rope at the top, it can be

easily drawn over. A hole is then dug for it in the situation desired. When

t^ '^bair' has become frozen through around the tree, it is removed to the

prepared hole ; and, when a thaw comes, the soil is filled in around it. I

haTesaidthereisnothinggaincahyit,and there are many disadvantages.

Jf the tree has been removed a -time or two" before, as most nursery trees

have, it will have an abundance of fibres near the stem, and can be succes-

fully removed without much regard to the "ball of earth" either in fall or

spring. If it has never been removed before, that is a tree growing natu-

rally, it will have no fibres at its base, and so no »*ball of earth" can pre-

serve them, so that a tree which can be moved successfully on this freezing

system, can be as successfully done witln.ut it. The disadvantages of it are

that it exposes the injured roots for a long time to the injurious action of the

frost aiMl the elements, besides the frequency of the operation being impro-

perly done by several atten.pts being made at its completion. I have given

the system a fair trial, and have done with it. The main object should be

to preservclall the roots possible with the tree, keep them moist and preserve

from injury, then go-a-heud and don't wait for frost.

Green liorsE.-I have verv few remarks to offer under this head in ad-

dition to what I ma<le Inst month. Watering, airing, and preserving from

insects, occupying most of a gardeners spare time at this season. Growth
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8 hould not be much encouraged at this season
;
plants will consequently not

r/equirc much air, the main object for its admission being to keep down the

temperature on sunny weather, and to guard against damp. Those plants

which will grow, as Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, IIeliotrope,Chineso Primroses,

and many plants required for winter or spring blooming, should have all the

light possible, and would be benefitted by the application of manure water

once a week. Guano water is as good as any thing; a half pint to about 10

gallons of water. The sweepings of the fowl or poultry house is nearly as

good, in about the same proportions is Correas, Epacrises, Pimelias, and a

host of ornamental plants will now be coming into blossom, cheering their

possessors during many an otlierwise <lreary hour during the wintry season,

apd rewarding a thousand fold by their freshness and beauty the outlay they

may have occasioned, or the trouble they have given to those who have

Ipved and protected them.

HoT^HousE.—The most critical season to these plants is fast approach-

ing. A very common error, especially in houses heated by siuoke Hues, is

to keep the temperature too high. Unless the house be heated by hot

water, a temperature of 5o° will do perfectly well. The absorbent proper-

ty of heated bricks in Hues is so great, that the excessive waterings neces-

sary to replace the moisture they absorb is more injurious to the plants

than a moderately low temperature. In a house heated by hot water, a

temperature of Gti° may be maintained with advantage. The house will be

very gay with llabrothumnus, Oestrums, Begonias, Pentas, Plumbagos,

and so on, and the syringe must be kept in daily requisition. It is highly

advantageous to put a little sulphur, lime water, or soft soap into the syring-

ing water occasionally ; as the red spider, mealy bug, or scale, respectively

may make their appearance ; this, with a vigorous use of one's eyes and

fingers at times will keep them pretty well in check. Urchideac, those of

them which bloom on finishing their growths, will begin to add considerably

to the attractions of the hot house. As any come into flower they should

have less water at each time, but be watered more frequently than they have

been accustomed too ; a very slight "dewing" with the syringe is all that is

required. Heavy waterings and high temperature together destroy more

orchids than many would dream of. Still atmospheric moisture must be re-

tained for them in any case.

VEQETAiiLi: G MU»EN.—As in the Flower Garden, so here the season

calls attention t«» the improvement of the soil. Draining and trenching are

two of the most important operations. In performing the latter the soil

need be only Inoxenrd to the depth of two or three feet, with manure mixed

well throu'^h it. Fine ganlens are frequently rendered barren for years by
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the sterile clayey subsoil bcin;; brought to the surface. Asparagus beds, u3

soon as the stalks are clearcil uii; may have a good portion of the soil on

them raked off into alleys, and its place supplied with three or four inches

of rotten manure. If tlie ground is of a light or sandy nature salt may

be applied before the manure. In wet Soils it is injurious. Where the

root crops are unhoused the remarks in last month's calendar will still be

applicable. It is a nice point to preserve celery well through the winter to

the spring. The main things are to keep it cool, just above freezing point,

and just moist enough to keep it from withering. IMany take it up, and put

it in a cellar, where the above mentioned conditions can be obtained, packed

in sand. My usual plan is to take it up and pack them pretty close to-

gether side by side in some sheltered spot, putting a thick coating of dry

straw on them on the approach of severe frost; keeping it dry by laying old

T T
shutters over all.

Fruit.

Gathering and storing fruit. The preservation of winter fruit is a

matter deserving more attention and care than is generally bestowed upon

it. It is not now as formerly when fruit eaters and growers were content

with a few months supply. Nothing less should satisfy the cultivator than a

dish of fresh, ripe fruit every day in the year. Of course, very much de-

pends upon a judicious selection of trees, that ripen fruit in rotation
;
but

the dependence for a winter supply lies mainly in the mode of keeping the late

sorts through the winter and spring. The thne of gathering re(iu.res par-

ticular attention ; if allowed to remain too long on the tree, the fruit be-

comes deteriorated. It should be picked just as the seeds commence chang-

ing color. The sacrifice of a few fruit in ascertaining this period is of no

importance, compared with the advantages of having them stored m proper

season. Choosing A ine drj day, pick every fruit carefully by hand, and

cuard against bruising them in the slightest degree. The smallest bruise

lays the foundation for putrefaction. The object now is to preserve the

j4cs of the fruit without sul^jecting them to decay. The way to insure

this is to place them in a temperature which will neither drain them of their

luices by evaporation, nor promote decay through damp. Light also should

be excluded. The difficulty of keeping the finer fruits in cellars arises from

cither moisture or heat in these apartments. It ha. been found in the pre-

servation of ice, that houses constructed above ground, soeured from ex-

ternal influences, keep it much longer than the best constructed well. The

same principles occur in the preservation of fruit. An exclusive artificial

temperature must be maintained, as uniform as possible. A minimum tem-

perature of 34^ and n maximun. of to mny be considered the greatest

liuctuation desirable. The principal dilhculty lies in keeping a pmper hy-
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grometrical state in the atmosphere ; should any symptoms of damp or mil-

dew appear, it should be removed by ventilation. Care should be taken in

the admission of external air whenever its temperature is much above that

of the room. When this is the case a deposition of dew will take place and
the evil be increased rather than lessened.

Frequent and careful examination will be necessary to remove all that

shows symptoms of decay, such should bo promptly removed and every-

thing kept as sweet and clean as possible. The kte keeping pears as

Easter Beurre require to be removed into a warmer temperature, say about
65° for a week or ten days before eating. This has a tendency to remove
all grittiness, and heightens the flavor of many varieties. So much depends

upon the keeping and ripening of winter fruit, that many kinds of the higli-

est repute in Europe have been considered here unworthy of notice, simply

from want of proper treatment in this respect.

Planting trees should be proceeded with without delay, the past month
has been peculiarly favorable for trenching and preparing soil. The ad-

vantages of preparing soil when in a dry state are very great, as it crumbles

and mixes better, lays open and permeable to the atmosphere, and retains

more heat. It is very hurtful to clayey soils to work them in a wet state.

The effects may be traced in years afterwards in the hard cemented lumps

which nothing but lengthened exposure to rain and frost can pulverize.

Where trees are to be permanently planted the should be put in the best

eondition, and left as light and friable as possible, since it cannot afterwards

be remedied without injuring the roots. Should the weather continue fa-

vorable planting may be continued until the en<l of the month, after that,

except on very dry soil, and elevated locations, it will perhaps be as well to

defer it until spring. We must again urge the advantages of autumn planting,

Kot only on account of there being more leisure to attend to it at this time,

and the soil in the best possible condition for its performance, but princi-

pally because of the adtlitional certainty that the trees will make a good
growth the following season, consequent upon the increase and establish-

ment of roots during winter, and the diminished risk of losing them should

a dry summer occur.

Grapes—both in and out doors should be winter pruned towards the end
of the month. Whatever mode of pruning is practised should be strictly

carried out. A continued change of systems will be unsatisfactory. Nor
indeed is this the proper season to commence a change, even should one bo
contemplated. The management of the plant during summer must be con-

ducted with reference to the winter pruning, so that the present will only

be the completion of the years labor so far as pruning is concerned. The
borders should be slightly forked over, adding a topdressing of woodashes,
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which supply ingredients largely used by the grape, refuse charcoal is very

effective in preserving a })roper degree of porosity. A covering of six or

eight inches of half rotted manure may then be spread on the surface, which

will enrich the soil, and prevent frost from injuring the roots.

Oranjxe and Lemon trees, should receive verv little water from this until

spring, when the wood is properly ripened, and the soil kept comparatively

dry, a few degrees of frost will do them no harm. If kept in a cellar no

Watcf will be re(|uired, unless, as we have observed in some cases they are

placed near a furnace in order to keep them warm. This kindness, however,

iff entirely misplaced. A close cellar is sufficient, fire heat is more injurious

then beneficial, but where the plants arc unavoidably set near heat, on oc-

casional watering will be required, to supplv the evaporation from the leaved.

S. B.

SAVE YOUR PLUMS—THE CURCULIO CONQUERED! .

Editors :—^T find by experiment that the curculio, that curse of all plum

trees, can easily be con(|uered. The little fellow is not so bold as some

imagine. If he were large enough perhaps his oicn shadow would affrightcn

him. Although so small an insect, he has a keen eye, and can discern an

object. I have heard it observed that plum trees growing near a door or

path, that is frequently passed, would 1^ exompi from the cnrcuUo. We

conclude that this object passing the tree keeps them at bay.
f

For several years past I have let the curculio have his own way ; and he

has taken every plum for his own use and bchuuf. But I came to the con-

clusion last spring, that the little imp« w«w n^or too selfish and greedy—

that I would put in for a share with them; I procured cotton batting—put

3 circles, to 12 inches apart, around each tree; for several mornings I

^^smudged'' the trees with ashes, as recommended; two trees, of the same

variety standing some 3 rods apart, treated as above, each tree will set with

plums; on one of those trees I suspended a piece of white cotton cloth,

about half a yard square, in this way ;—Shave out a rod as long as your

cloth is wide, tack one edge of the clotli to the rod, suspend it from a limb

of the tree, at the centre of the rod, and a little breeze of wind will keep

J^e/<i5/ in motion, and the little rebels will quit the field. On two other

trees I suspended newspapers which h.ul the same effect, but the rain and

wind will soon displace the papers—cloth is best.

The result is, those three trees promise a good yield of sound plums,

whUe all the others are destroyed—not one remains un the trees.

L. Nuiuu;;.

—

In Farincra Cunqjaniun.
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PENNSYLVANIA IIOTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

October 18, 1853.

'fhe stated meeting of the society was held in the Lecture Room of the

Museum this eveninor.

Dr. Wm. D. Brinckle, Vice President, in the chair.

The following Premiums were awarded

:

Design of Cat Flotifcrs, for the best, to Thos. Moehan, gardener to Caleb

Cope ; for the second best, to Joseph Cook. Basket of cat flowers, for the

best and for the second best, to Thomas Meehan.

Pears, for the bestj the Doyenne Oris, and for the second best, the Duch-

esse d'Angouleme, to Mrs. J. B. Smith.

Special Fremiuim.—Two dollars for a fine display of Crapes, to II. B.

Tilden. One dollar for a display of Heine Claude do Bavay Plums, to

Thomas Meehan. The Apples exhibited, although of fine appearance, were

unripe, and not in condition to test.

ttke frixit committee submitted the following :

AD INTERIM FRUIT REPORT.
To the President Penna. llort. Society :

—

The Fruit Committee respectfully Report, That since the September

meeting of the Society, the following Fruits have been submitted to their

examination

:

From Alex. Parkrr, of ^royamensing

—

A Seedling Peachy nearly three

inches in diameter; roundish; dull yellow, with a rediiish cheek, and so dark

about the base as to appear almost black; flesh yellow, very juicy; flavor

delicious; (piality '*verygood."

From A.M. E'lstwirk— The Petre Pear, from the original tree—speci-

mens very fine, two and three-cjuarters inches long, by two and one-half

broad ; stem variable, in one specimen five-eighths of an inch by one-sixth,

in another one and oue-({uarter by one-eighth ; flavor luscious
;
quality

*be8t."

From Isaae B. B>trt.r— The Jane Peach (Baxter's Seedling, No. 1);

large, ten and one-half inches in cireuTuference ; roundish oblate
;

greenish

yellowish white, with a red cheek; free; flavor delicious: quality *^'ery good^*

to *'best."

From Mr. Luid, 242 Filbert Street— 77<e Larisna, a Seedling Pear of

small size; obovate pyriform; greenish yellow, a good deal russeted, with a

mottled red clun-k; flesh rather dry; flavor saccharine and pleasant; quality

scarcely '*good."

From J*eter WilJi>im.<»n. 2iH] South Second Street—Specimens of a

Seedling Fngfish \V>thn(f, ..f extraordinary size and excellence; two and

one-sixteenth inches l'.n.:z, and one and five-eighths wide, jme and one-half

thick; shell remarkable for its thinness ; kernel delicious
;
quality *'best.'*

The tree sprung from an imported uut planted in 18l(>, and is now fifieuilr
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and one-]ialf inches in circumforcnco at the surface of the earth. It horc

in 1852; for the first time. Tin* attention of Nurserymen is direciiMl to

this variety, >vhich couhl probably be dwarfed arid brought into i-pt'tdy

benrinp by being worked on the Ju^ibins prieparturien?.

From Mrs. Uvorf/c Li'i/f/itf, 140 Clnistian Street

—

T/ic lliynkr J*< ar—
size full medium, tA^o and one-half to three inches long, by two ami one-

half to two and three- iinartcrs broad; some speciuicns weighed eight ounces;

obovate ; Tellow, with a number of minute russet dots, and very (»l'tcn a

brilliant carmine cheek; stem cinnamon color, tlirec-ciuarters to seven-eighths

of an inch long, by one-sixth thick, inserted in a rather deep, narrow cavi-

ty; calvx open, with short erect segments, set in a wide, shallow basin; seed

dark, plump, acute, with an angle on ojie side of the blunt end; llesh fine

texture, buttery, melting; flavor exceedingly luscious; quality '"best." Un-

der the name of AVhite Doyenne or Butter Tear, which it is to all intents

and purposes, this variety has repeatedly received a premium at our Annual

Exhibitions. An»l not until recently were we informed by Mrs. Liggitt that

it originated from seed of the Ihitter I'ear planted about twenty-five years

ftgo by her grandmother, Madame Uegnier. On examining the tree, which

is now two fcttt seven inches in circumference at the surface of the earth,

there is no appearance of its having been worked. Many suckers havo

sprung up from the root, presenting a similarity in wood and foliage to the

tree itself. The growth is more erect and the top moro full and rounded

than is usual with the White Doyenne. We would suggest a trial of this

vnrietv in localities where the White Doyenne has long since ceased to

flourish.

Fro7ti llcnry W. Tcrry^ Hartford, Connecticut

—

The Clark l\nr,ii sup-

pose<l Seedling. Size medium, tvo and one-half inches by two and seven-

eighths, roundish; inclining to turbinate, broad at the crown, rounded at the

base; skin smooth, greenish yellow, with numerous small russet dots, and

sometiuies a warm salmon cheek; stem one-inch by one-seventh, inserted in

a very superficial depression; calyx small, closed, set in a w ide, rather deep,

furrowed basin; seed brown, flat, inclining to oval, with a slight angle at

the blunt end; flesh fine texture, buttery, melting; flavor excellent, with a

delicate aroma; quality at least **very good;" perhaps we should not err in

saying **beNt. ' The Clark Pear bears a good deal of resenddance in form,

texture, flavor and seed, to the Autumn Bergamot of C<d. Carr, dt-scribed

in the Tian>actions of the National Congress of Fruit Crt»wers, for 1^4•.^,

page 12,

From Pt'ti'r JLinl^t—F<nir v<trutu'B vf hi» SeeiViin/ (trnpc^. In 1R45,

Mr. Uaabe obtained a collection of Grape Seed from Uennany, which he

planted in a bed in his garden. Many of these seed vegetated , and as

the voung plants were exp(»sed, without the slightest protection, to the in-

clemency of the weather, nnne but the har<lit -t Mii\i\id. Of these the

following four have already fruited, and are unquestionably varieties of

great merit

:

The Brinckle—{Jlaahe^9 Xif. 1)—Butich large, rather con, pact, sometimes

ihouldcred ; berry five-eighths of an inch in <liainei« r ; i< und; bhuk ; flesh

solid, not pidpy ; flavor rich, vinous, und fcucchurinc
;
quality *'befci. ' Iruit-

cd in lbJO for the €ibt time.
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The Emiljf—[Il'm}n''n Wn. 2)—Bnncli large, not very compact, occasion-
ally slitiuidered; berry below medium, from three-eiglitlia to one-half an inch
in diuncter; round; pale red; flesh very juicy, with little or no pulp;
flavor sacehirine and delicious; qii.ility "best," for an out-door grape,
i'ruited in 1^50 for thn lirst time.

Tiie Uitahe—{Haiilt:i'it No. o)—Bunch small, compact, rarely shouldered;
berry below modiinn ; round; dark red, thickly covered with bloom; flesh

Very juicy, witli scarcely any pulp; flavor saccharine, with a good deal of
the Cat.iwl)a aroma; quality '"best." Altliough the Raaho orit{inated in
the same bed with the Brinckle and Emily, its unequivocal Catawba flavor

and n itivo leaf indtu^tj us to believe that it sprung from a chance seed of the
Catawba that had act;id*'ntaliy gained adniission into the bed. 'J'his opinion
id strenglhened by the face that tiie Catawba was in bearing in Mr. Raabe's
garden at the time h(? p]:inte«l the seed he received from Germany. It

fruited in 1<S.")0 for the fust time.

The CLira—(Ritahe's No. 4)—Buncli medium; not compact; berry me-
dium ; rouml

;
green, faintly tinged with salmon when exposed to the sun;

flcbh tender, juicy ; flavor rich, sweet, and delicious
;
quality ^*best.**

Fruited the present season for i\w. first time.

From Jii'nJ. (inJlisH— TJic 0<>r,jas J\'(H'hy two and one-half inches by two
ami three.fpiarh IS ; roundish, with a slight prominence at the apex; dull

greenish white, clouded and blotched with red on the exposed side; cavity

wide, rather deep ; stone free ; flesh whitish, slightly stained at the stone,

juicy; flavor saccharine and exceedingly luscious; quality *'best;" period
of maturity miildk* to end of Sept'r. This fine serrate variety originated

with Benjamin Gulliss, N. E. corner of Pine and Sclmylkill Eighth streets,

from a stone of tlie Morris White , planted in l84o. It fruited in 1860
for the first time.

From jr. B. L'ndle//, Athena, Ohio—Enormous specimens of an apple,

labelled Rhode laland Sweet, but w hich we regard as Lt/mana Pumpkin
Swe4it, Some of them were more than three inches long, and nearly four

wide, and weiglied 17 ounces; seed small, short, plump, oval; flavor sweet
and pleasant ; (juality "good."
From Win. Graham, gardener to the Philadelphia Blockley Almshouse

—

The (J raJiam Grape; an accidental seedling raised by Mr. Graham. It

sprung up in lS4.i, and fruited in iSfjU for the first time. Bunch of me-
dium size, shouldered, not compact ; berry half an inch in diaujeter, round,

purple, thickly covered with a blue bloom; contains littlo or no pulp, and
abounds in a saccharine juice of agreeable flavor; quality *'best." The
leaf indicates its native parentage. It is probably a natural cross between

the Bland and Elsinborough, both of which were in bearing in the garden

where it originated.

From Abraham Wismer, near Norristown, Perkiomcn township, Mont-

gomery County

—

The Perkiomm Shell-hark. This is the largest variety of

Shell-bark we have met with, measuring an inch and three-quartets long,

one and five-eighths wide, and one thick, and with the hull on two and a

half inches long, two and three-eighths wide, and one and seven-eighths

thick ; reversed oblong—cordate; shell thin; kernel of *'best" <piality.

Frum Wm. Cuihy, Wilmington, Delaware—more specimens of the deli-

cious Seedling grape, described at the close of the ad iutcnm Report for
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September, and which we Imve sinco named Deliware Burgundy, "We con-

tinno to entertain the same iUvorabic opiuiun of" its merits ; and regard it a

decided aC(jui>ion.

From J. Fi^k Allen, Salem, Massncliusetts

—

St.GJihhiin Pear—Speci-

mens remarkably line and ot* unusual jippe.iraneo ; two and fivc-eightha

inchea long, and two and live-eighths inches broad ; roundish, yellow with

red cheek ; stem three-fourths of an inch long, one-fourth thick, very fleshy;

flavor line ; C|uulity ^'\cYy good."

From Jlohcrt Buchauan^ Cincinnati, through Hugh Campbell, Esq.

—

very fnio specinu-ns of "six varieties of native Grapes."

Alexander, S>-/iuf/h]-tH Mu^<'(uh'lh\ or Cape Ornpe, Although this va-

riety is of inferior (pialify for tliC tabk% the hite Mr. Resor, of ('incinnati,

made from it a superior wine, so simihir to the Constantia as to be mistaken

fqr it by some of our best wine connoiseurs.

Mammoth Catawba—Bunch large, sliouhlered, not compact; berry large,

S^ven-eighths of an inch in •liauutt-r ; round ; of a deeper ^re<l, and larger

size than the Catawba, but not so high liavored ; quality "very good."

White Catawba—Runch small ; berry large, seven-eightiis of an inch in

diameter; round
;
greenish white ; inferior to the Catawba in flavor and

quality.

Venango—a seedling from the Fox Grape. Bunch of medium size ; ber-

ry three-fourths of an inch in diameter; round: pale re<l, attractive in ap-

pearance; superior in the size of the bunch, and in quality to its parent;

(quality "very good."

Ohioy or Segar-hox—Bunch rather large ; berry below medium ; five-

eighths of an inch in diameter ; roundish inclining to oval ; specimens

i4carcely ripe. From this grape Mr. Longworth makes a wine of fine quality,

closely resembling in flavor the Spanish Manzanilla.

From the Rexu S. C. Brinckle, Wilmington, Delaware

—

Bonne de Zee—
Size full medium, two and a half inches long by two and five-eighths broad;

roundish; cinnamon russet, interspersed with patches and irregular mark-

ings of fair yellow; in which respect, it bears a striking analogy to the ex-

terior coloring of the Uwchlan; stem three-fourths of an inch long, and

two-ninths thick, inserted in a narrow, superficial cavity; calyx medium, set

in a moderately deep, even basin ; flesh fine texture, buttery, melting , flavor

delicious; quality "very good," if not "best." These specimens differed

in form and color from the Bonne de Zee we have more than once received

from Boston, which was yellow and obovate.

(To be continued.)

MARYLAND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

This Society held their annual exhibition at Carrol Hall, on the 27th,

28th, and 20th, of September. The display of flowering planU and vege-

tables was very superior—fruit was deficient in quantity. An assortment

of pears from B. Feast k Sons, comprised several superior specimens.

(i rapes from J. Standemeycr, gardener to Geo. Brown, Esq., grown under

glass, were highly creditable. As usual here the display of native grapes

wafl very extensive. But neither were they so well flavored or colored as

they have been shown heretofore, with the exception of Isabellas from G.

Blown, Esq., these were very superior.
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The following are the awards of the Committee :

Best six bunches Isabella grapes, J. Standemeyer, gardener to Geo.Brown, Esq., 2nd. Capt Pracht.
-^ c

Best six bunches Cawtaba, W. C. Wilson, Esq., 2nd. F. J. Fuss Esq
Jiest SIX bunches Madeira, Mrs. J. Albert, 2nd. W. C. Wilson.

'

Best display native grapes, W. C. Wilson.
Best three bunches Black Hamburg, Capt Pracht, these were grown in

the open air, 2nd J. Standemeyer.
Best disphiy foreign grapes, J. Standemeyer, 3nd. Thos. V. Brundige.

3rd. Robert Gibson. °

Best display of pears, S. Feast k Sons; among others were superior fruit
of Vicar of Winkfield, Winter Nelis, Van Mons, Beurre Gris, Dutchess d'
Angouleme, Bezy de Montigy, Doyenne de Alencon, Passe Colmar, Due de
Bourdeaux, &;c.

'

Best half peck of pears, Charles Klasson, White Doyenne.
Best Doz. Mrs. J. Albert, 2nd Pentland, Bro.
Best doz. Plums, Mrs. J. Albert.
Best Figs, W^ C. Wilson, 2nd. Mrs. II. Easter.
Best Cantelope melons, John Regester, 2nd. W. M. Lushby.
Best Water-melons, John Regester.
Discretionary premiums were awarded to Mrs. B. Whitely, for Peaches

Hon. S. Walker, Roxbury, Mass. for Pears, E. Kurtz for Pomegranates and
Capt. J. Hugg, for Zante currant grapes.

Vegetables were superb, considering the severe drouth of the past season.
In general competition the awards were given for the best bushel of

Potatoes to 0. Kemp, gardener to Miss Tiff^any, 2nd. Whittemore k Bro.
Best new var. potato, C. Campbell, gardener to Dr. Edmondson.
Best dish Lima-beans, C. Campbell, 2nd. Whittemore & Bro.
Best Carrots, D. K. Lushby, 2nd. Whittemore k Bro.
Best Salsify, D. K. Lushby, 2nd. Wm. Lushby.
Best Onions from seed, Wm. Saunders, gardener to Mr. Winans, 2nd,

Whittemore k Bro.

Best Red Cabbage, Hamilton Easter, 2nd. C. CampMl,
Best Lettuce, D. K. Lushby.
Vegetable marrow, H. Easter, 2nd. J. Standemeyer.
Best Turnips, John Regester, 2nd. Whittemore & Bro..
Best Celery, James Galbraith, gardener to J. Ridgely, Esq,
Best Egg-plants, D. K. Lushby, 2nd. J. Galbraith.
Best Tomatoes, D. K. Lushby, 2nd. Wm. Lushby.
Best Corn, C. Campbell, 2nd. Whittemore k Bro.
Best Pumpkins, O. Kemp, 2nd. Whittemore k Bro.
Best Crookneck Squash, Whittemore k Bro., 2nd. John Regester.
Best pickling Cucumbers, S. Feast & Sons, 2nd. C. Campbell.
Best Parsni|)s, W. Saunders, 2nd. D. K. Lushby,
Brocoli, D. K. Lushby.
Kohl Rabi, C. Campbell.
Pepper, Whittemore k Bro.

Amateur Premiums—Best Beet and Cabbage, C. Campbell.
Best display of Vegetables, C. Campbell, 2nd. Hamilton Easter, Esq. "

Gardeners Premiums—Best Beet, D. K. Lushby, 2nd. Whittemore &
JBro.
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Best ('jil)l>n*rp, J". Ro^estcr, -nd. Wm. Lusliby.

Best display of Vegetables, -iid. Whittemore k Bro. 3rd. D. K. Lusnby.

Plants and Flowers

—

li-'st twenty-four greenhouse plants, C. Cainphell,

gardener to Dr. Edmondson, for large speeimcns of Iloya carnosa, Crinura

amabile, Astrapiiea Wallichii, Bonapartca juncea in llower. Gardenia anio-

nne, llhynco^pernum jasjuinoidcs, Stigmapbyllum ciliatum, Cactus percskia,

Coffee, Tea Lod lVp[>er plants, Loijuat and bitter and sweet Orange Trees,

with other valuable large spociuiens. Second, Wm. Saunders, gardener to

T. Winans, Esq., for Epacris inipressa, E. Copeii and E. palludosa, Ericas

Bowei, intermedia, versie<dor, rubra and verticillata, J>egonia8 manicata,

sanguinea, hydrocotykdolia, odorata and fiiehsiodcs, Russelia juncea, Bur-

chellia capensis, Veronicas Speciosa, Andersonii and Lindleyana, Achim-

cnes granditlora, kc. Third, S. Feast k Sons—best twelve new and raro

plants, 1st. John Feast, with Gardenia tubillora, lloyas mollis, imperialig

and picta, Stephanotis Thouarsii, Echites picta, Ceropegia elegans, Plecth-

ranthus picta, Bouganvillea spectabillis, Ilovea Manglesii, Bauera rubiodes,

and Dipladcnia urophylla, '2nd. S. Feast & Sons, who bad Gardenia Stan-

leyana, Rhododendron Dalhouscanum, Alloplectus Speciosa, Combretura

grandiflorum, lloyas imperialis and cinnnniomifolia, Chirita Moonii, Quia-

qualis sinensis, AUamnnda Sehottii, Cyrtoceras raultiilora, Clerodendron

sinuatuni and Achimenes Longillora alba. 'Jrd. Mr. John Feast, for a lot

of Commersonia rugosa, Phyllica imbricata, Adarnia cyanea, Calladium

bicolor, Correa Ilarrisii, Passutlora amabilis, Anthoceres speciosum, Allo-

plectus spceiosus, Conibretuin niacrophyllum, Poso<jueria longillora, Pro»-

tanthera rotundifolia and Clematis indivisa lobata.

Best twelve Roses in pots, l*entland k Bro.

Best seedling rose to the same for a fine Noisette.

Best twenty-four cut blooms roses, Mr. John Tuomay, 2nd. Pentland k

Bro.

Best twenty var. dahlias, W. C. Wilson, •2nd. J. Galbraith.

Best twelve dahlias, (). Kemp, 2nd. S. Feast & Sons.

Best seedling dahlia, J. (Jalbraith.

Best six var. Achimenes, J. Standemcycr, 2nd. S. Feast & Sons.

Best Balsams, Mr. Fuss.

Best Asters, Mr. Kurtz, 2nd. Mr. Sharp.

Best display of Verbenas, W. Saunders.

Best Tuberoses, J. Galbraith.

Best seedling Petunia, \V. Saunders. ^
Best Phloxes, Dr. Edmonson.

Best Cockscombs, Mr. Sharp.

Mr. Levering sent in leaves of Paulownia impcrialis that measured three

feet by two.

For the best hand bouquet to Mr. J. Galloway, 2nd. II. Bossc, 3rd. S.

Feast k Sons.

Best design for decorating the room, Mrs. Rodiewald, 2nd. S. Feast k

Sons, 3rd. Miss A. Feast, 4th. Linnreus Feast.

Best table design of cut flowers, S. Feast k Sons, 2nu. Miss Kurtz, 3rd

S. Feast k Sons, i

Best basket of flowers, S. Feast k Sons, 2nd. Miss Pigman, 3rd Miaa L.

Feast.

Discretionary premiums were awarded for largo and beautiful design not
entered in competition to Pentland k Bro. For baskets of flowers to Miss
Kurtz, and Mrs. Pentland, and bouquets to Miss Edmondson and Pentland
& Bro. Wm. Saundeus, Cor. Sec'y.

Arborial Curiosity.—The interest you take in trees, Mr. Editor, leads

me to present to your cabinet of curiosities a note on a "curious curiosity.'*

You have no doubt often seen trees with one trunk and two heads ; but did

you ever see one with one head and two trunks? You may have heard of

one—the celebrated Welbeck oak, with an opening large enough to drive a

carriage and horses through ; but that was cut artificially for a wager. This

is, for aught any one living can tell, a ^'natural case." On the road leading

from West Chester to Marshallton in this State, is the White Hickory, pro-

bably three feet in diameter, which stands on two bases from three feet of

the ground. Long heads and round heads have been equally puzzled as to

the how and the 7vh?/. • M.

COLLECTANEA FRAGRARIANA.
Our present number contains a long article on this vexed question, almost

Bufiicient of itself to form a treatise. Having promised the author space
for another hearing, we could not well decline publishing it, which we should
have done had we been apprised of its great length.

The importance of the subject to practical farmers will not warrant the

use of so much space, particularly as it has now been narrowed down to a
more abstract point. It seems to be admitted all around, that a bed of pis-

tillate varieties will not produce a full crop without the presence of stami-

nates. This is not the (juostion at issue, but whether, iimler any cireum-
stances^ a pistillate plant will vary its prevailing characteristics, be liable to

become staminate or perfect, and produce fruit. On the one side it is con-

tended this is impos!<ihlej and as unnatural tia for a cow to turn into a bull,

the pistillate or other peculiarity being the jixeil law of its nature—its true

normal condition. By fruit, in this connectitm, we understand to be meant
what is usually called the fiuit of the strawberry, (the receptacle containing

the seel,) and not the seed itself, which is the real fruit. Leaving the fact,

or otherwise, of this in the case of the strawberry, analoiry would seem to

Settle it as neither iinpos.»-ible or improbable. The Madura, ft diiecious

plant, produces the osage orange apple, or receptacle containing imperfect seed,

many miles away from any staminate influence, and as Dime Nature is usu-

ally a consistent old lady, what she does once she may do again.

Neither will it be denied that the strawberry plant, in its normal condi-

tion, has perfect flowers, and there are vert/ man >/ analagous cases, (.f plants

under a chauf/e of circumstances, revertiui: back to, or varvinjx from their

original character. This is no now fact in veiretable Phvsiolo^rv.

But when the very foremost champion of the fixed sexuality of the straw-

berry plant, voluntarily comes forward over his own signature, and gives up

the whole cmcy and of his own accord knocks away every prop of the plat-
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form on winch he and his friends have been contending, there is surely no

use in further discussion in the Farm Journal or any where else.
.

N. Longworth, in a late number of the Western Horticultural Review,

concludes an article as follows : "As Longworth's Prolific (which is herma-

phrodite) produces a chance pistillate blossom, I see no reason for saying

that there may not be a pistillate bearing an occasional hermaphrodite or

Staminatc blossom." This admission covers the whole ground, and is ex-

actly what T. Meehan has boon assaile<l for asserting. One remark further,

in conclusion, which simple justice to him seems to require. It is insinu-

ated, and indeed directly asserted, that he had seen the article by W. D.

before penning his own, and had copied the ideas from it. On the contra-

ry, being accidentally on a visit to West Chester, he informed us that he

had forwarded his article to the Horticulturist, and this was before the issue

of the number of the Farm Journal containing W. D.'s esaay. That their

views should have been identical, is no more strange than that the views of

scientific men should happen to agree on a scientific question when they are

2000 miles apart, and had never met.

—

Farm Journal

Our actual opinion is this : that a pistillate by itself may, and ofteft dws

produce fruit to some extent ; but that to insure what is called a crop it is

absolutely necessary to plant staminates near them.

—

Ud. Horticulturist.

« I have a pistillate strawberry flowering ; there is not, nor has not for

many months, been a staminate m flower on the premises, nor perhaps for

twenty miles, and the fruit is swelling very well. I merely notice this as

showing that fruit will sometimes swell independent of pollen. 1 always

thought so, now I know it."

—

W, S.y Bait., Si^pt, 23.

The Pennsylvania Farm JoruxAL.—This valuable andinterestmg mag-

azine comes out this month under partly new management. Mr. J. M.

Meredith having retired from the Register and Examiner will devote him-

self entirely to the publication of the Farm Journal. 1 he circulation is-

deservedly very large, at^d we hope that it will still continue to increase, it

is published at Westchester, Pa., at 1 dollar per annum.

• »

Maior P. R. Freas, of the Germantown Telegraph, has disposed of aUt

interest in that paper to Mr. John C. Stoever. We believe that the lelc-

craph is more largely circulated in the neighboring.countics than any other

paper. It is an excellent family paper, an.l the ngricultural portion is con-

ducted by Mr. Freas: no furthi.-r recommendation is needed.

llirouMi some unaccountable delay, on the other side, several plates

which were shipped on the 31st. of May last have failed to come to hand.

We are therefore, compelled to issue this number without one ;
the dehcien-

cy will be made up in the December number.

» '—

•

We attain ask the attention of our delinquent subscribers to the bills

which we mailed them some time ago ; in most casea it has proved a mere

wasie of postage stamps.

tn
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ROSE QUEEN VICTORIA.

The Rose which we figure in this number is a scedFing raised in

Vrunce, and named in honour of his Queen by Mr. Paul, the cele-

brated English Horticulturist, who obtained the stock of the plant,

M. Van Iloulte, says of it that " it places itself in the first rank

among Hybrid I'erpetuahi ; nothing e<iuals the softness of the

colour of these large llowers so delicately shiuled with rose ou a

white ground, and even the fact of its being less full than the Rose

de la Reine, turns to its advantage, Iwcause it renders more easy

the symmetrical opening of its flowers." The place of its nativity,

whether near Paris or at Lyons is uncertain.

DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF THE PACANE NUT.

By John Le Co!rrE'.

This opccies of llickorea, which 1 found cultivated in Georgia, is

a native of the State of Texas. The small altitude which it attains,

the lat«r period of it.s foliation, and the very different form of the

nut readily distincuish it from every other hitherto desonled. I

have adopted Mr. Ualinosiiue's name, llickorea. for the gP»"N "'

preference to Mr. Nuttal's Carya, on the gn.un.l.of pnurity. What-

ever may have k'cn th.- errors or a!.ern>ti,ms of Ualino^iue, Nnltal

was not justified In .•hanging a n:nnc pi-oi-nsol by the forn.er, years

before anf publication of his own.

HicKOREA TEXAN.v.-Tree about ten f.et high. Leaves lo inches

long, frequently rallier over than under this n.otisnrement, com-

45
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posed of six or seven pairs of leaflets, scarcely petiolated, Avith iH'

terminal odd one on a rather long petiole; leaflets lanceolate actf-

minate, the lower ones more convex on the npper than the lower

edge, dentate on the upper ed^^e from about one third the distance*

from the base ; the lower edge is always most entire, except a few
small teeth near the point. The terminal leaflet is dentate on both

edges, but not near the base ; nut somewhat ovate, pointed at the

upper extremity, less so at the lower, flattened, somewhat rough, anJ
slightly angled ; 14 inches long, one inch broad.

Differs from II. olivijeformis or common Pacane nut, in being a
much smaller tree, seldom being more than 10 or 12 feet high,

whilst the other frequently readies to SO or 90 feet ; in the smaller

size of the leaves, which rarely exceed 14 inches in length, the

leaflets being 4 or 5 inches long, whilst the H. olivfpformis has the

leaves from 19 to 20 inches long and the leaflets 7 inches ; but

most peculiarly in the slmpe of the nut ; this, in onr species, is

ovate, flattened, although protuberant on the sides and rough ; ia*

the* other very smooth, cylindrical, pointed at each end. The
leaves of the H. oliva^formis are fully formed before this species'

shows the least sign of foliation'.

It

1 II. oMV.tFORMIS. II. TEX ANA.

Fnm ihe procmJino;s Acad, Nat, Sd,
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STRAY THOUGHTS ON GRAPE CULTURE.
When Mr. Cliorlton anuounced liis work—'-The Cold Grapery," we felt

»nuc!i (lispcsed to bring up a rui bono argument on the subject. What good
thougho we, to write another full treatise on a snl)ject so simple, and which
every one who has a grape vine t/iin/cs he understands ? But the past sea-

son has dispelled all doubts of that kind ; the late exhibitions have told

another tale ; the miserable apology for "luscious grapes," which we find

every where through the country, with a few worthy exceptions, have de-

monstrated that Chorlton's treatise, or a treatise of some kind, should be in

the hands of the majority of those who now attempt to grow grapes. The
reason given for the f:j]]ing off in New York is, that the atmospheric con
ditions necessary to perfect culture have been imperfect during the past

season
; but, as some few grape growers there have been as successful as

formerly, the atmosphere can have ha(i little to do with the inferiority of the

others. In Pennsylvania, judging by the specimens from many parts ex-

hibited at its n«ceting, the same inferiority was observable. There was, it

IS true, a larger display, and the bunches on the average were larger than

last year; some Black Ilamburgs reaching the perhaps hitherto unparalelled

weight of five pounds eight ounces each. But in the main essentials of a

well grown grape, color and size of berry, the display was more deficient

than we ever noted any one before. That no atmospheric causes effected

this was apparent from the fact that some few bunches were perfect and

these too, freqncntly from the same locality as the badly colored ones; and
indeed every experienced horticulturist knows, that this has little to do witK

the coloring of grapes, whatever it may have to do with their ripening : and
that in management alone the great secret lies. We have, indeed, heard it

argued, that color is merely fa net/ ; and that grapes badly coloredt tf they

are larger, and better flavored than others of the same kind, are really su-

perior, and should be awarded so. This if subjunctive is too often taken for

the positive. In all our experience—and this has been *'some"—we have

not yet met with that **Iled" or "^Vhite" Hamburg, the flavour of which

equalled the genuine. We have certainly met with them sweet and

eatable, resembling thickened honey, or half frozen Ice cream ; byt havirg

that inexpressible ^'lusciousness" of a real perfect grape—never. We have

often been deceived into pronouncing a badly colored grape fine, when no

opportunity afforded for immediate comparison; but not in a cringle instance

where that could be made—mere size is soon overruled ; for that without

flavor, should only be tested by judges who are hui»gry.

We fear no material o^yection in stating that as a rule, badly colored

grapes, though famous for their obesity, are but the pi oducts of diseased

f
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vines. Many causes may pro,l„ce this disorder, and no one in particular •

over cropping is a fruitful source of evil ; altlmuc.li that term is one which
It would take a whole treatise in itself to explain—a healthy, vigorous vine
with strong luxuriant roots, will sufely bear to perfection double the crop
that a poor scrub with half rotten roots will do. We have seen the most
scanty crop of grapes, ill colored, while, on the other hand, we have seen
crops on an old vine, which had fi,ie vigorous roots, feeding on the water of
a neighboring pond and not sl.-.n-l.ter house drainings, bear crops that
most gardeners in these days woul<l think "tremendous," and yet most
perfectly colored. The greatest aim ia good grape growing should be to
preserve every root, and encournge an abundance of them. The borders
should be drained to prevent injury fr(»m stagnant water; while they should
not be made so dry as to allow the roots to get scorched in summer. It
should be composed of materials favorable to the ramification of the fibres,
such as a coarse turfy loam, having mixed with it a quantity of coarse
silicious matter, or broken bricks, soft stones or even lime rubbish. It
should be enriched with materials l.sting in their tendency, and not having
the property of turning ultimately i„to a - limy, gelatinous mass." It
should not be cropped, or get an annual digging, but every year get afresh
but moderate dressing of manure, Bn4 %^efj precaution tiken to encourage
the fibres to keep as near the surface as possible. A good supply of roots
affords a firm foundation upon whieh to build ones future hopes ; hot this is
but the beginning of the end. Roots are injured by other causes separable
from the border. Severe summer pruning; an insufficiency of light and air
to the wants of the foliage, and, probably, some other causes ; have more
influence on preventing an abundant production of roots than many would
be disposed to admit. But I can do no more in this paper, than thus briefly
allude to them. The reader follow them up for himself, once fairly on the
track.

The result of this care for the l>ealthy luxoriousnesi! of the Tine, will be
fine, well ripened wood in the fall—such wood as can be made at any time
to produce full crops of plump checked, chubby faced looking berries, with the
rich, full colored hue which they should ever bear ; without caring a fig for
the '^atmosphere" outside, unless it brings with it the notorious Oidium
Tuckpri, as they have odiously dubbed the French vine mildew.
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MANAGEMENT OF CIDER APPLE TREES.
Choice of the Situation and Soil for a Nursery,-'\l\,^ situation of m

nursery should be sheltered from high winds, but at the same time it should
not be so near any plantation of large trees as to be in danger of its soil
being invaded by their roots. If the soil at our disposal is argillaceous,
compact, and generally sloping towards the south, that situation is the best
of any; but if the soil is light and dry, a level surface, with a northern ex-
posure, ig to be preferred. In strong land, having a flat surfuce, and a
clayey or impervious subsoil, the trees become infested with lichens or moss-
in sandy or gravelly soils they languish, and in many cases the extremities
of the shoots die oiF every year ; whilst they are subject to chlorosis

( yel-
lowness) in soils that are too calcareous, that is to say, containing much
chalk or carbonate of lime. From what has been stated, it will appear that
the nature of the soil and aspect are not matters of indiff-erence with the re.
gard to the success of a nursery. When the trees from a nursery are in-
tended to be planted in its own neighbourhood, the fittest soil to establish it
on IS that which approaches nearest in its nature to that of the greater part
of the ground in the locality, because the young trees will not find any
change in the elements of their nutrition when they are transplanted, and
this greatly assists their taking root. For a seedling nursery, a soil rather
light than strong is generally preferred ; but for a training nursery, land
which has a greater degree of tenacity, or that contains a greater proportion
of clay than of sand, is the most proper ; if it ia not calcareous the addi-
tion of marl would be beneficial.

Having made choice of the situation, we must proceed to trench the whole
of the ground. This operation should be performed at a dry time of the
jear, such as August, September, or October, in order to avoid spoiling the
ground by working it when wet. The surface should be left rough, that the
ground may be ameliorated by exposure to air and light and that it mayW
come more friable.

Fourteen to sixteen inches is a suflicient depth for the trenching of a seed
nursery, because the plants do not remain long in it ; twenty inches would
be a good mean for a training nursery, for if the trenching were very deep
it would cause the trees to become tap-rooted, and they would not readily
take root when transplanted.

Whatever be the depth adopted in trenching, the difi-erent layers of earth
should be mixed, in order to obtain a soil as nearly homogeneous as possible

;

but if we operate on pasture land the turf should be placed at the bottom of
the trenches. Compost and manure should be employed with discretiou
when they are judged necessary. Auiuial and vegetable manures, reduced

1
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to the state of a finely divided mould, or humus, suit the seedling nurse-,

ries perfectly well, because these moulds, being plentifully spread and well

incorporated with the soil, to the depth at which the seeds should be sown
and put forth their roots, facilitate, and e\'en induce, quick germination

and a more satisfactory development. But a training nursery should not bo

thus treated. Manure, especially hot stable dung, should be only very

sparingly applied, because nothing has a greater tendency to produce cank-

er on young Apple trees than too rich, too highly manured, or too moist

ground.

Although there may be no advantage in raising the Apple trees ourselves

•which we intend to put into the nursery, and although we may often do bet-

ter by purchasing the ipiantity of ])l;ints tliat is recjuired, still we think it

necessary to say a few^ words on tlie manner of sow ing the seeds, because

some persons have plants from vigorous trees, which are in various respecti

remarkable, and from which they hope to obtain good varieties, with the

view of advantageously replacing tho>e that become more and more diseased

and unproductive.

Preparation and Sowing of the Pip».—The pomace of Apples is taken

and rubbed between the hands in a tub of water, so as to separate the pulp

from the pips. After allowing the water to remain a short time to settle,

the contents of the tub or other vessel are poured off, so as to get clear of

the pomace and bad seed. The pips that are at the bottom of the vessel

are the only ones that should be made use of. They should be well dried,

and kept in a dry place till they are sown. The sowing should be made im-

mediately the hard frosts are over, because the seed of the Apple, like that

of the Pear, does not long retain its germinating power.

The ground having been well prepared, divided, and sufKciently manured
with decayed manure, drills are made about one ineh in depth, and from

seven to nine inches apart. ( The plough and barrow are not employed in

these sowings, except when they are made on a very extensive scale, as in

some communes of Rumois.) The seeds are then put in the drills, and are

covered by a rake. If the ground is dry, it is made firmer with the roller

or the back of a spade.

We may also sow broadcast, bnt weeding is performed with greater diffi-

culty ; and the stirring of the soil, which is so beneficial and easy in the

Fows, is nearly impossible in broadcast sowings.

In whichever way the sowing has been made, the ground, if of small ex-

tent, should be covered with decayed manure, or with fine litter, so as to

keep the soil moist, and prevent the surface from drying and cracking. Wo
may sometimes succeed by merely spreading the pomace upon the ground, to

\
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To^ntains

^'''''^^ ""' ^ dressing, and forking it in, together with the pips it

When the young plants are some one or two inches high, the weakest arethmned out if possible, in the evening before rain ; but failing that, theground should be watered, in order to consolidate it about the ?oots.
Ihe culture, during the growing season, consists in weeding and frecment

stirring of the ground, in order to keep it loose.
Wheii the plants are one year old they ari; chosen for the training nur-

sery
;

tor Apple trees selected at that age are preferred to older ones.
Tramplantation and Choice of the Plants. In order to obtain the plants

witn all, or nearly all, their roots, an open trench must be made. The
strongest should not be pulled up by the hand, as is frequently the case,
because a part of the roots would be broken and left in the earth. In gen^
eral the plants should not be taken up until we are readv to plant.
At the same age, the stoutest plant, not the tallest, is the best, that is,

one which has the best roots and that has had the most air and light in the
nursery, because not having been crowded and drawn up by its neighbours
such plants have thicker and stronger stems, their roots are also more nu-
merous and spreading. This shows us that it is hazardous to sow too thick-

^\v^ m ^ '"'^ produced would be slender and upruvided with lateral roots.
IHE Trainino Nursery.— r/m^ of planting, preparation of the roots,

—Distance between the plants,~ln light soils, as well as in those of moder-
ate tenacity, planting should be performed immediately after the leaves have
tallen in November, or the beginning of December; but in argillaceous soils
which require to undergo the ameliorating etfects of frost an<l thaw, it is con-
sidered preferable to plant in February or March, as the excess of wet in
wint«r might prove injurious to the roots.

The preparation or dressing of the roots consists in shortening them a
little and also in taking off the extremity of the tap root, if there is one.

Ihe distance between the plants should be the same every way ; but the
necessity of turning the soil to account, and maintaining an easy access be-
tween the rows, as well for air and light as for the workmen, generally causes
more space to be left between the fows than between the plants in the row
As the rearing of Apple trees, till fit for planting out, usuallv occupies

from eight to nine years, forty inches between the rows and froin twenty to
twenty-four inches between the plants in the rows, appear to be sufficient.
Jiy this arrangement, air and light penetrate much more easily along than
across the rows. In determining the direction of the rows, the nature of*
soil should also ue considered. In light soils, where it is requisite that the
trees shouM protect eaeli (»tht'r fr..in drought and from the heat of the sun,
the direction of the rows should be fr-.m east to west ; whilst in wet cold soils'
the rows should run from north to south, in order that the noon-day sun
may penetrate between them and warm the ground.
Mode of Plantinij.—iUy'mg traced the direction of the rows, we proceed'

to plant either with the spade or dibber. Planting with the dibber is only
suited to plants having tap-roots. The spade is in every respect preferable;
It allows us to lay the roots in their natural position, and to cover them with'
the finest of the earth.

Unless the stem is very tall and slender, it is never shortened the same
year that the transplantation ukes place. In this case, the third of the

I
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stem, or one half at the utmost, is cutoff, in order that it may grow upright;
but at the same time a suiHiient number of buds is left to produce plenty of
leaves, as these encourage the tree to take root by elaborating the sap for
the production of numerous small roots. Gard, Chron,

PERMANENCE OF VARIETIES.
The species of plants, like tho^e of animals, appear to be eternal, so far

as anything mundane can deserve that name. There is not the smallest
reason to suppose that the Olive of our days is different from that of Noah;
the Asa dulcis stamped upon the coins of Oyrene still ilourishes around the
site of that ancient city

; and the Acorns figured among the sculptures of
Nimrod seem to show that the same Oak now grows on the mountains of
Kurdistan as was known there in the days of JSardanapalus. There is not
the slightest evidence to show that any species of plant has become extinct
during the present order of things. All species have continued to propa-
gate themselves by seeds, without losing tlieir specilic peculiarities ; some
appointed law has rendered them and their several natures eternal.

It would seem moreover that, with the exception of annuals and others
of limited existence, the lives of the individual plants born from such seed
would be eternal also, if it were not for the many accidents to which they
are exposed, and which eventually destroy them. Trees and other planta
of a perennial nature are renovated annually ; annually receding from the
point which was originally formed, and which in the nature of things must
perish in time. The condition of their existence is a perpetual renewal of
youth. In the proper sense of the word decrepitude cannot overtake thein.
The Iris creeps along the mud, ever receding from the starting point, renews
itself as it advances, and leaves its original atem to die as its new shoots
gain vigor ; in the course of centuries a single Iris might creep around the
world itself, if it could only find mud in which to root. The Oak annually
forins new living matter over that which was previously formed, the scat of
life incessantly retreating from the seat of ^leath. When such a tree de-
cays no injury is felt, because the centre which perishes is made good at
the circumference, over which new life is perennially distributed. In the
absence of accidents such a tree might have lived from the creation to this
hour; travellers have even believed that they had found in the forests of
Brazil living tre«s that must have been born in the days of Homer. But
here again inevitable accidents interfere, and the trees arc prevented from
being immortal.

Species, then, are eternal ; and so would be the individuals sprung from
their seeds, if it were not for accidental cireumsiances.

But plants are multijdied otherwis^c than by hceds. The Hyacinth and
the Garlic propagate naturally, not only by seeds, but also by the perpetual
separation of their own limLs, known under the name of bulbs, their bulbs
undergoing a similar natural process of dismemberment; and so on for ever.
The Potato plant belongs to the sa!iie class. Another plant bends its

branches to the ground; the branches put f..rth roots, and as soon as these
roots are established the connection between parent uiul offspring is broken,
and a new plant springs into independent existence. Of this wu hud fft-
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miliar examples in the Btrawberry and tiio Willow. Man turns this pro-
perty to account by artificial processes of hiultiplication ; one tree he pro-
pagates by layers, another by cuttings pLnited in the ground. Going a
etep further he inserts a cutting of one individual upon the stem of some
other individual of the same sjiecics, under the name of a bud or a scion,
and thus obtains a vegetable twin.

It is not contended, for there is nothing to show, that these artificial pro-
ductions are more short-lived than eit]jer'(>areut, provided the constitution
of the two individuals is in perfect accoKlinee. There is not the smallest
evidence—it has not been even conjectured— tliat if a seedling Apple tree
is cut into two parts, and these parts are reunited by grafting, the duration
of th« tree will be shorter than it would have been in the absence of the
operation.

It is nevertheless believed by many that the races of some cultivated
plants have but a brief duration, provided they are multiplied otherwise
than by seeds. No one indeed pretends that the Garlic of Ascalon has
only a short life, although it has been thus propagated from the time when
it bore the name of Shummin, and fed the laborers at the Pyramids ; nor
<l« we know that the bulb-bearing Lily had been supposed to have less in-

kerent vigor than if it were multiplied by seeds instead of bulbs. It is

<dnly among certain kinds of plants that exceptions to the great natural law
«f vegetation are supposed to exist. It is thuught that although the wild
Potato possesses indefinite vitality, yet that the varieties of it which are
lirought into cultivation pass their lives circumscribed within very narrow
limits; and the same doctrine has been held concerning fruit trees. The
^reat advocate of this view, the late Mr. Andrew Knight, rested his case
upon the disappearance of certain kinds of Apples and Pears, once to bo
found in the orchards of llerefordbhire, but now no longer to be met with.

This he ascribed to cultivated varieties being naturally bhort-lived, and to

an impossibility of arresting their gradual decay by any process of dismem-
berment ; and following out this theory he strongly urged the necessity of
renewing vitality by continually raiding fresh varieties fiom seed. It is

difficult to comprehend what train of reasoning led to this speculation. We
know that wihl plants may be propagated by liismemberment for an inde^
nite period ; we know that when such wild plants s[>ring up from seed the

dismembering process still goes on and still without exhibiting symptoms of
exhausted vitality ; and yet if a plant grows in a garden, and is brought
under the direct control of man, the power is thougiit to be lost, or so much
impaired that indefinite multiplication no longer becomes possible. Oafv
this be true 'i Most aijsuredly the cases addufjet^in support of the doctritw

are susceptible of another expluuation, pt^ri'ecUy couiiiiitvut with the gen«Fal^

laws of vegetation.

That renewal by seed will not restore what is called exhausteil vitality,

was sufficiently proved by the experiments with Potatoes after the blignt

made its appearance. We were assured by au ingenious writer in one of

the daily papers tiuit the constitutional power id' lUe Potato was on the de-

cline ; in other words, that the lives of individuals was uppruaching their

end ; that the blight arose in conse<pu'neo, and that a certain remedy would

be the renewal of the existing races by sowing seeds, llundredf joined

•IG
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eagerly in what proved to be the v.iin pursuit. A wortlsj armorer at So-
lingen even published an elaborate pamphh't in support of tlie idea. Kein
rnehr hungermoth—no morofaitiine—\va« hi* au<hici(»us motto—a prediction
wofully falsified by the result, for the seedling Potatoes were, if possible,
more diseased than their parents.

So many persons, however, disrogn ruing wh:>t we presume to think the
preponderating weight of evidence to the contrary, still continue to look
upon the question as one open to further discustiion, that a learned German
Scientific Society has determined to make it the subject of farther and more
elaborate examination.

A committee appointed under the DemidofT foundation in- Berlin, hasjustf
announced that a priz:e (»f ;J0/. (2UU tlialcrs) is oflered for the best essay
upon the duration of life in plants propagated otherwise than by seed. The
question to which competitors must address themselves may be thus freely
translated :

—
'' Is the life of aa indiviilual plant, in its wi-dest sense, that is

to say, of a plant itself raised from i^eed njid then propagated otherwise
than by seed (by cuttings, layers, buds, grafts, kv.), unlimired in duration,'
and destructible only by jvceidental or external unfavorable circumstances,
before the extinction of the species itself j^ or is the life of such an indivi-
.lual limited, and to a certain definite extent shorter than the duration of
ihe species?"

Competitors are expected to give, in afldition to any unpublished cases,
the fullest possible collection and examination of published facts relating to
the degeneracy or total extinction of seedUng«, preservcti and propagated
Otherwise than by seed, and more particularly of seeilling fruits cultivated
in Europe, viz.. Apples, Tears, Quinces, Me.llars, I'lums, Cherries, Apricots,
Peaches, Aimon.ls, Figs, Mulberries, the different kinds of Orange, Olives;
Walnuts, Fdbcrts, (Jriipes, Go<'Sebeiries, Curranti*, liaspberries, and Straw-
berries; and the suurees from which the facts are taken must be stated.
Attention must also be paid to the circumstances under which the degener-
ation of the plants rej>nrted on occurred ; the climate and si»il in which ibcy
grew, the treaim(MitHii<l care they received, so far ikj these can affect the
answer to be given to the question, and any evidenuc rektiug wthcm whick
can be found.

* It is announce<l that the essays for the prize may be written in English,
French, German, Itulinn, or Latin, and must be delivered before the 1st of
March, 18.34, to Dr. Nei:s von E.sKMiECK, the President of the Academy
of Naturalists at lireslau. Each essay must have a motto prefixed, and in
an accompanving envelope the name Jf the writer must be given. The re-
sult of the award is to be ^atle known in the Jfonplaiidia newspaper of the
17th June, 18,j4, ajid the 8uc<;essful esi,ay will be printed in the Transac-
tions of the Academy Katune Curiosorum. Full particulars will be found
in the AVyemcin^ Garitnz»'itnn»i for the oOth July, of the present year.

Since it is obvious thut no special experiments can now be instituted for
the purpose of testing this theory, the attention of the essayists will neces-
sarily be confined to a diligent accumulation of evidence, and to the con-
clusions which it render* necessary. We ^dare say the proposal will find
respondents among nu^n of leisure who have access to large libraries, and
we venture to hope that they will be able to settle so vexed a subject. We
trust they will take care not to confound the duration of natural seedlings
with that of vegetable mulco, which is a wholly diflerent question.— tr. Chron,
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Nkw Brighton, Staten Island, 1

November 14, 1853. /
Mr. IIan.^on—
Dear Sir:—I do not wish to enter the arena of public warfare now being

80 fiercely waged on the vexed strawberry question, but when I see so much
assertion, without the least shadow of a scientific proof, being so strongly
advocated by the firm of Longworth, Prince k Co., I cannot refrain from
recording an example which has come under my own observation. W^hat a
"mare's nest" have they discovered and what has it brought forth but
"moonshine?" It is a pity that these gentlemen with all their experience
a^d practice, should not have observed a little closer the action of nature's
Uws, and been more susceptible of conviction, instead of abiding so closely
by the argument, *'It is so, because it is." Had they made the same use of
their brains as the immortal Linmcus did, they would have known before
this, that a pistillate strawberry might be made under favorable influences
to produce stamens, but

—

*^A man convince*! against his will,

Is of the same opinion still."

au'l it appears to be the case with thcm^.

However faulty and prejudiced tlie English character may be generally,
there has been no cause for accusation in this matter ; an<l it a<lds nothing
to the credit of men who move in so respectable a position, to be retorting

upon nationality when discussing matters relating to science. Their own
vindictiveness proves their want of argument, and if their foundation was
safe they would not be writing their own burlesque.

It is to vegetable physiolo^ry and experiment that we must go for proof,

and Mr. Meehan has done nothing more, neither did he in the beginning
record anything but a simple explanation of the results of his own experi-

ence and conviction, founded upon the above basis, and my own observa-

tions bring me to the same conclusion. In proof of these statements, allow

me to record tlie progress in blossoming of a bed of strawberries for the

last three years at this place. The variety was obtained from a reliable

source for Ilovey's Seedling, but for the present purpose it matters not

what the kind is, I only wish to show that sexual fixedness is not so certain

as our friends would have us believe, but under certain influences is likely

to alter. During the season of 1850, this bed of strawberries diil not suf-

fer from drought, nor much by scorching from the sun, and the season after,

Tiz. 1861, the blossoms were nearly all hermaphrodite, during the same
summer they were much injured by drought, the growth wjis more stunted,

and the season after (1852) they were all pistillate without exception^ this

same summer the growth was somewhat less injure<l by dry weather, and

the last season (1853) there was at commencement of blooming, a more than

equal share of hermaphrodite blossoms, as blossoming advanced the pistil-

late became more numerous until at last nearly all were so, during tnis time

the weather became very scorching ami they were purposely left unwatertd.

I had ocular demonstration of these various changes, which were watched

with much interest.

Now let us turn to a physiological view of this same sidyect. The first

movement of vegetable action in spring is, merely a development of thos#

i»
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parts which vore formra ilio f.ill previous, the various parts thus formed
swell out aii.l expand by tho vitM action of the plant, and the aid of heat,
light, and moisture, and according as steady and healthy concentration ac-
cumulated until all these parts were periected previous to expansion, so
will be the perfcctness in formation of each individual part, and vice versa.
If we take the generality of flowrrs, those which are perfect contain both
male and female organs in a healthy state, and the Straivherry cowes under
this dhnsiori. We know that there are many exceptions to this rule, but
in some of these there are often hermaphrodite flowers produced. As
growth progresses these develuned parts begin to act for themselves, true
growth is formed, and fresh st...,.s laid up for future expansion. This after
growth all tends towards a central point, as is proved by each individual
leaf or flower bud. In the flower, which is nothing more than a bundle of
leaves more highly concentrated, it is more conspicuous, we find the calyx
encircling the corolla, which in its turn surrounds the stamens, the stamens
enclose the germ, which contains the embryo seed, and which afterwards by
the same action as the wh<de plant is endowed with, becomes a perfect bud
only in a more highly organized state than those which form leaves; I mean
here the true 8ee<l, not the receptacle which is nothing but the collected
juices retained, instead of ;rs in the case of leaves are returned to the struc-
ture of the plant, thus adding to its bulk. A healthy and well stored
growth produces all these ].art3 is proper order and perfect ; but if the
climate be too hot and dry for any indivitliial family, this perfect action is

interfered with and the consecjuenee must be, u deterioration of some or all
of the parts, which will yhow itself in smaller calyx, petals, stamens, and
pistils, if n(»t entirely subdue, or render abortive some of them. This is
clearly shown in the Strawberry, and particularly in the changeable exam-
ple above given, for in the pistillate flowers there are smaller petals, and
although the stamens arc present, they are only rudimentary. This cen-
tralizing principle is less likely to affect the pistils than any other part of
the flower, as it is the extreme point towards which maturation tends, but it

in possible to carry the thing so far as to render even the pistils defective,
«nd persevering in raising seedlings from pistillate sorts alone, would be
very likely to bring this about. Our burning and fervid sun is properly
speaking too hot, and the climate too dry for the strawberry, notwithstand'-
iiig the great crops that are often obtained. The fruit is comparatiyely
small to that of Britain, where there is more moisture and less heat daring
the growing season; these same circumstances account for the varieties
raised there being almost without exception hermaphrodite. The crops
thore are greater if weight and bulk arc taken into account, and not so
acid as with us. A strawberry is considered of great size here if fire or
six inches in circumference, while a parallel there would be from seven to
eight, and they are occasionally produced nine inches ; and they require no
sugar to. correct the sourness. Indeed (with the exception of a few of the
best flavored varieties) such as are mostly grown here would Only be con-
8idere<l fit for boiling as a preserve.

I do not wish to detract from the excellence of American Strawberricf,
as the difference in quality is the result of climate; neither would I con-
tend that the British sortg prove better here than natives, if so good ; bnt I
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do sa^ that gentlemen of ability ought to discuss a scientific subject without
attempting to ridicule honest investii^ation.

Respectfully yours,

Wm. Ciiorlton.

James Gowen, Esq., the practical and scientific ftirmer of Mt.
Airy in this county, lately made an address before the Mercer
County Agricultural Society. He speaks from his own observation
on the value of different kinds of stock—and is properly severe on
l^umbugs. We copy his remarks on exhibitions.

Agricultural Exhibitions have ever been with me a favorite expedient,

whereby a laudable emulation and rivalry might be promoted among the til-

lers of the soil ; and to serve as a rallying point, where, in the presence of
each other, they might learn to have more confidence in themselves, and by
emulating the progress of others, snatch a spark of that spirit and enter-

prise, so luminous now-a-days, in the track of the busy throng, that are

pushing along and going a-head with rail road speed. It grieved me to per-

ceive that the farmers, as a class, seemed regardless of the position, how-r

ever low or obscure, assigned to them ; appearing ever content to labor pn-

requited and unhonored ; complaining not, nor attempting to reverse the

decree that fashion, folly and pretention had recorded to their prejudice.

Such should not, I thought, be the condition of the farmer ; his calling or

profession is in itself so intrinsic and independant, that it seems strange

(unless there is something in the soil with which he deals that deadens, or in

the air he breathes, that bewilders his faculties), that he should not have the

sense and spirit to stand more erect, and battle manfully for that lofty posi-

tion, which is his rightful heritage?

To the husbandman, under Providence, is committed the bounties of the

field and seasons, and upon his management depends, not only the wealth of

the nation, but the daily sustenance of every man whether rich or poor, high

or low. Plenty and scarcity, fulness and famine, in a great measure depend

upon the foresight, skill and energy of the farmer ; he holds the veritable

cornucopia, and so long as it is found in condition of teeming fullness, pour-

ing out the invigorating comforts of sustenance, so long does the human fa-

mily wax strong, rejoicing in the enjoyment of health and vigor ! Let it

give but a partial supply, or none, feebleness and languor, famine and pest-

ilence, brood over all and enshroud every living creature ! Is there a man
80 obtuse or insensible, whether mechanic or manufacturer, merchant or pro-

fessional man, as not to perceive how indispcnsible are the functions of the

fanner ? Why should he not be held as ordinarily intelligent, with percep-
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tions capable of penetrating the hidden operations of nature, so far as they

ije within his sphere of action
;

profiting by all that is deducible from, or

observable in her teachings? And is it not a reproach to us, farmers, if

we do not establish our claim to this high consideration, and prove that we
are not the dull, unenlightened drudges we are supposed to be—^good but so

far as material strength may serve, to toil, with other working animals of the

field I
a

Agricultural exhibitions are precursors of improvement—they are emi-

nently calculated to arrest the attention of the apathetic—to break in upon

the dull monotony that pervades the locality where the fair is held. They

are as interesting as they are instructive, and never fail, if properly con-

ducted, of impressing a salutary and abiding influence upon the minds of all

who have participated in their interesting display and innocent recreation.

Within their enclosures are to be found the best specimens of farm stock,

the choicest varieties of seeds, samples of the best crops, improved imple-

ments of husbandry, specimens of household manufacture, butter, cheese and

poultry ; all arranged fur the inspection of the curious, and challenging

competition. Who can look upon such a scene and not be struck with a

deep sense of its utility, and what httMtf however enlightened, but may
add something to his stock of knowledge, or have his doubts removed as to

the excellence of some breed of farm stock, or the capability of some imple-

ment, which he had never used, for the work it was designed to execute ?

And who can be insensible to the advantages of such an opportunity for an

interchange of opimon upon the theory and practice of culture and hus-

bandry ; upon soils, and the adaptation of crops and manures to each va-

riety respectively ? These, with the friendly greetings, the revival of old

acquaintanceship, and the formation of new friendships, give to the scene a

holiday freshness—a dash of rural felicity, that compensates for many a

long and solitary da|f of toil upon the farm.

FARMERS AND RAILROADS.

No wonder that Farmers dislike granting the right of way to Rail Roads.

Mail Trains, Express Trains, Lightning Trains, fly through his grounds,

smoking, steaming and screaming, as if in derision of him. Perhaps, an flc-

commodation train comes along once a day, but it does not stop at his

gate ; no ! no I He must go to the station three miles off or more, and be

there rain or shine to the minute, and ten to one at the very hour, when in-

stead of leaving home he ought to be returning to it ; no great accomoda-

tion to him truly. If there be a station or water tank on his farm is he
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better off? Not if he has an orchard. For Passengers and Brakemen,
and Stokers, and Baggage-master, and Engineer and Conductor all agree
on two points, 1st. That the Farmer's fruit is public property—2d. That
they are tKe public ! So they help themselves. If, because the switch
tender was sleepy, or a cow was on the track, or the Engineer didn't see the
Signal, or the track had spread, or a rail was misplaced, or a screw was loose,
the train gets off the track, at midnight or in midwinter, the "nearest farm
house" is entered as if it were an inn, and the farmer, "mine host." And
if any of the patrons of his house or his orchard should forget to shut the
gate or put up the bars, and thereby an unfortunate and confiding cow or
two should stray on the track, and become a prey to that benevolent
machine, shaped and armed like the lower jaw of an alligator, and very pro-
perly called a "cow catcher,"—who cares whose choice Devon, or Ayrshire*
or Durham is impaled ? " The fellow ought to keep his fences up, and not
endanger our lives and property," say the public The engine snorts, and
the groans and struggles of the creature's last agony are drowned in the noise
of the passing train. ^

The right of way to steam, smoke and noise. When the Farmer grants
this he grants also the right of colonization to his worst foes the weeds. In
the broad band right through his possessions these enemies entrench them-
selves. Here a little fastness of the Iron-weed. There a camp of Canada
Thistles. Yonder a citadel of May weeds. Further on a stockade of wild
carrots, and discontented colonists they are too. Regarding neither picket,
"Virginia," post and rail, or any other fence, and the thorniest hedge as
little. Perfect " filibusters" who "go it strong" for " extending the area of
weed-dom." All they need, as Decatur said of his countrymen is an oppor-
tunity, and this comes along with every train. Mid the involucres of the
Vernonia and the Carduus, on the receptacle of the Chrysanthemum and
among the umbels of the Daucus do these adventurers lie in ambush. The
whistle of the locomotive is the signal for the rising of these clans, nor were
Roderich's more prompt to the call of their chieftain. The Engineer is

more successful in "getting up a breeze" then either Lopez or Kossuth and
away go the flying legions sume to the forest and orchard, others to the
lawn and garden. All who survive are sure to settle, "make a location"
and ere long dispute with true squatter audacity, the Farmer's pre-emption
right.

From Dr. Kennedy % aJdrus before the Jlontgomcry County Ayriculr
tural Society.— Oct, lbo3.
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Cincinnati, Nuv. 18, 1853,, ,

Editor uf the Florist.

Wc differ in our views more tlian you suppose. You speak of xMr. Down-
iug's having a change of a pistilhite to a staininate phxnt. This change was
in his bed of Ilovey. To prove ifc he sent the plant to Boston, and Mr.
Ilovej and all the Horticultural Society pronounced it not the llovey. I
say a new pistillate seedling may be raised, bearing a few hermaphrodite
blossoms, but 1 shall not believe in a change in the sexes by cultivation till

I see it. If it can bo made, Mr. Meehan will be entitled to the credit of
discovering it. I do not say it is impossible. If true it has no bearing on
the necessity of attention to ^e sexes in common culture. For twenty
years, I kept beds of staminates and pistillates one-hundred yards apart, ta
make new beds from,—and never had a change.

In your present number you say *'no one has said that a full crop can be
produced without staminates being planted among the pistillates. I my
that one thousand acres of llovey 's seedlings or any other pistillate will,

if separated from all others never bear a shif/le perfect berry. You say
that the strawberry in its natural state is perfect in both organs. I ^y,
that in their wild state, the same difference in their sexual character exiflts.

Such I know to be their character in New Jersey, and in our Western
States. I say, that Linnreus knew nothing of the sexual character of the
strawberry. One of his disciples made the discovery and informed him.
Linnaeus told him to keep quiet as his plants failing to produce fruit watf
from frost, not a defect in the sexual organs. Mr. Keen was the next per-

son to discover it. He raised a seedling that bor^ no fruit. On close ex-

amination he could see no male organs that were perfect. He placed his

old seedling in the bed, and he had an abundant crop. He made the dis-

covery known to the London Horticultural Society ; it seems he was choked
off, as the disciple of Linnaeus was, for no notice was taken of it.

The Botanists of Europe for their present knowledge, are indebted to «»'

illiterate German Gardener, once a resident of your city, and who here

made a fortune by her knowledge. But for a chance remark of one of her

sons the secret might have still been in her family. The persons name watf

Arbequit, for many years a strawberry grower at the Keck ; and her neigh-

bors informed me, that from the same space of ground, she grew five times

the quantity of fruit that they did ; that when she thinned out her beds she

threw her plants on the road. They gathered them up and planted them
but never could from them raise a single berry.

I am myself anxious that Mr. Meehan should sustain his jmsition. He has

the genuine McAvoy's superior; it bears no reseinbaTicc to any other kind ; let

tim effect the change lu the satis faction uf l>r. Urinckle and Mr. Buist, in
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this variety and even Mr. Prince will heeomo a convert, ramhunxious* as
you deem him. But if Mr. Meelia., sliuuhl, which I do not believe, throw
Prince on his back, I fear you will have a greater diirieulty to encounter,
and have nothing but the doctrines of Science and Linnjcus to sustain you
against the judgment of the illiterate German woman, and the evidence
given in our thousands acres of the Strawberry in our wild prairies when
you say *' the Strawberry in it natural state has perfect flowers, is furnished
with pistils and stamens; chaiieo seedlings, produce, under a hii/h state of
cultivation, flowers in which the stantens iAe abortive. Lrft to themselves
they return to their natural condition of Jluwers ivith i^crfect ]^aits"

^-
.

For facts are ehiels that wtnna dln^r

And downa be disputed,"

even by science. Yours Truly,

N. LONG WORTH.
Our correspondent Mr. Longworth, has italicised his quotation from our

remarks in the last number. We are willing to re-iterate them, even in

c-apitals, if lie wishes, and will let them stand until disproved. We contend
that if a pistillate plant, whieh is a monstrosity, be left to itself, it will en-

<leavor to perform the object of its existence, which is keproduction, and
will developc the abortive stamens and thus become a perfect flower, which

Mr, Longworth to the contrary notwithstanding, is its natural state.

%

• We are a little in doubt about the spelling of this word; but we think it should be ram-
kttmetdout.

I *i I

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.
FllUITS.

Strawherrles—Should now receive a final dressing up for the season, by
cleaning between the rows and forking in a layer of manure. A covering
of short manure or tan bark will be necessary to preserve the more delicate

and superior varieties. Where tree leaves are plentiful they answer this

purpose admirably, throwing a sprinkling of soil over them to prevent dis-

placement by wind. Tin bark has ma?iy a<lvoc:ites in strawb^.'ry culture.

As a specific manure we would not trust much to its eflicaey in any case, but
as a raulcher in summer, and to protect tender roots in winter, its eflicien-

cy cannot be doubted. Plants in pots intended for an early crop should
now be placed under cover. A glazed frame or the floor of a cold grapery
would be the best situation for them, but any spare cover will do, so that

they can be secured from wet and severe fro-^t; op()ortutiitierf sln»uld be em-
braced in removing all dead and decaying foliage, surface stirring and top

dressing, preparatory to starting them into growth.

47
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Jlaspbernes—rocinhe goo«l culture to produce abundantly, prune out hII
the old wood and thin out the ])riMnt vesir't* shoots to ft.iir or live of the
strongest canes, securing r.ll neaily to Stakes. An application of wo(m1
ashes, and yard manure to the roots will he a means of improving the qual-
itj of the crops. It is a fruit well worthy all the care that superior culti-
vation can bestow on it. A somewhat shelterfd situation, and deep, rich
soil, but not wet, is most suitable to them.

Gooseberries— In pruning these, keep the center of the hushes well
thinned out ; they fi uit best on young wood, a proper t^upply of which
should be retained, but do not shorten them unless vigorous growth is de-
sired. Black currants should he treated in a similar manner, thinning out
the younger woo<l, and preserve a wide spread bush in the fom of a cup, ly
keeping the centre clear of spray. A deep, rich, and moist soil is favor-
able for their healthy growth. A few cuttings of the young wood soould be
stuck in some c«)ol corner, to keep up a succession of young plants.

Fii/8—will rc()nire protection; bend them down, securing them with stout
pegs, and cover them with leaves, evergreen boughs, &c.,-*-they will stand
considerable frost, but in severe winters the young wood will be injured anit
H crop destroyed. The winter of lvS->l-52 killed many large plants that had
stood unprotected for years. A dry, rather poor soil favors this crop.

Grapes in houses should now be pruned and painted over with a mixture
of tobacco water and sulphur, mixtd: with clay to the consistency thin*
j>aint. This will eradicate all insects and their eggs that Diay find a lodge-
ment in the h>ose bark. Untie them from the rafters and lay'them down ii>

h horizontal position along the insitle front of the house. They can be pro-
tected, if necessary, by a covering of straw, or leaves. The borders will
also be benefitted by a layer of coarse manure, spread it on its surface

—

-

k'eepthe houj*e open and well ventilated, as lung as weather will permit. In
makin;.: new borders the most particular care must be taken in securing
effecti^ e drainage. Nothing is so opposed to successful grape culture as wet
Boil. The chemical constitution of the soil may be regarded as only of
secondary importance—we have seen good grapes grown in what was con-
sidered very poor soil, but it was well drained. Trench the soil two feet
deep, incorporating four or five inches of good manure. Broken bones and
charcoal dust are valuable correctives of strong soils, and may be used freely
in such cases Make a good substantial border, not by burying carcases of
animals, but by draining and trenching a good free soil, the organic require-
ments can be added from time to time, us may be found necessary and con-
venierit.

Fruits—uro plentiful 1n their season, but how to have them early and
keep them late ^llould be a <juestion with amateurs. The latter subject was
alluded to in last months calender. Many kinds of fruits may be had three
or four weeks in advance of their usual season of ripening by growing them
in pots and boxes, without entailing much trouble or expense. Peaches,
Nectaiines, Cherries and Figs are easily forwarded in this manner. Com-
mence now with young plants, in suitable sized pots that will just admit the
roots, plunge them in the open air, and cover with rough litter or leaves,
to keep frost from cracking the pots. Early in spring they may be taken
into a cool green house, or cold grapery, due attention must be given in
syringing the tops, taking care not to overwater the roots until they com-
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mence to grow. Ihey can be shifted into larger vessels as they seem to re-
quire it, but good crops can be ha<l in comparatively small pots by supply-
ing them with hquKi stimulants while growing and ripening a crop. The
roots being thus pbice<l under complete control, there is little dan^rer of ex*
cessive wood growth, consequently they will be very productive. °

Figs succeed well in this way, a poor soil suits them best, but as they re-
quire a good supply of water during growth, particular attention must be
given to the drainage, that no stagnation of water take place in the soil,
ihe ripening of young wood can be hastened towards the end of summer
by a gradual withdrawal of water and exposure to the sua. S. B.

DECEMBER.

Flower Gardkn and Pleasure Grounds.—This month is usually con-
•nlered as the most leisure one of the year to the gardener. But it is far
from that. "Hours of Idleness" have no sij^nification in his vocabulary.
At this season, though perhaps called upon for less manual labor, his mind
and reflective powers have to be tasked more than at any other. In the de-
partment under consideration, there is always food for reflection. Few
Flower Gardens, especially in our country, are laid out in the first instancem the most perfect or tasteful manner. Every successive season will ex-
pose new beauties that were in the beginning overlooked. Many things
muit remain as they are, but much can be remedied, and often by a very
small amount of labor or expense. In the alteration of the forms and
shapes of flower beds, for example, great results can be easily accomplished.
We have seen the mjst tasteless, and disagreeable objects of the kiuil, re-
Uined year after year, for no perceptible reason than that it was supposed
to bo **iininutably" perfect on its first conception. Apart from the pleas-
ure which a nearer approach to the pure principles of taste gives in such
cases, the very change itself will be agreeable. Novelty often pleases, so
long as the cliange is not from a beautiful to one decidedly less so ; and
this species of novelty should receive as much attention in connection with
our grounds, as with the introduction of beautiful exotics to our greenhouses.
The past season will have disclosed many imperfect features ; and the pre-
sent could not be better employed, than in preparing these so as to be easi-
ly and speedily acted on when the proper season arrives. In the formation
of regular sets of flower beds, or parterres, much difi'erence of opinion ex-
ists as to the use of gravel or grass for the walks. If the beds are to con-
tain flowers of many individual species, forming what is generally under-
stood by the term ^'botanical flower garden," gravel walks with box etlgings
should be always employed, as they afford the best facilities fjr examining
each plant separately ; but where the flowers are to be grown in masses,
and the effect is sought for in a distant view ; the most pleasing results will

flow from the bed appearing to ho set in the grass, the green walks materially
relieving the gaiety of the masses of blossom. In the proper forms or
figures r>r flower beds, the same difference of opinion is foun«l. Some be-
ing advocates of lines and angles, working them out into all kinds of shapes,
triangular and hexangular ; others being equally hard upon curved lines

and circles. It is seldom in<lecd that any effort built entirely on one or the
other of these principles pleases, and the situation or circumstances should

I
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determine the proportion wliicli tlie one bhonld bear to the otlier. If tho
beds have to be tunned in a reetani^idar or reguhvr piece of ground, they
will always have the best eftVct if those on the outside hare linear outlines,
tiie inner ones being made up of curves and portions of circles. If the
ground be nut formal, there k littlu danger of failure in an extensive em-
ployment of curved lines.

Greenhousje.—In our earliest recollections of a greenhouse at midwin-
ter, the Acacia is inseparably connected. What have they done to be now
80 frequently neglected? A ^'greenhouse once we knew" in which over
ninety species "waved their yellovr hair," some one of them every month in

the year, though for the most part in winter, and I have never yet seen a
sight to equal it. They are of the easiest possible culture, will endure an
extraordinary atnount of neglect, being in fact the very donkies of the ve-
getable kingdom. 1 trust again to see these valuable plants in high esteem.
In our vicinity we have but A. jinhntcenst. A, ihuutris, A. loujiifoJiay A.
affinis, A. dculhata, A. armata, A. vn'ticiUata, A.pulchcUa, A. Kvrmemna
(a stove species) and one or two others. There are many other fine old
things which we are sorry to see displaced by worthless novelties. I would
go a *'good long way" for a sight of a well grown old Katarii Dfj/rf(folia, or
Pirnelia dcrussatn, and brave the rharge of '"old-fogyism" in stating my
preference for them than for a host of P. ftj^rfafu/is, Jlevihrftoviis, IV?-
nchnJfcltiiK, and so on. Soft wooded plants sue very apt to be infested with
nphia Hi this season—repeated do.-^vs of tobaci-o ymoke will soon do for

them. Some plants. Heliotrope:^ \'*>v instance, often sutfer in the operation.

This is frequently caused by tlie absorption of moisture from the leaves,

than from absolute injury from the smoke, and it is for the most part pre-
vented by putting a small <|nantity of damp hay or moss over the burning
tobacco, through whic h the smt>ke has to force its way.

lIoriioi'SK.— It has become a grave stu«ly with many experienced horti-

culturists whether something cannot be deviseil to obviate the necessity of
nliutiers for these structures. Were it a questi<m of expense between the
additional cost of fire without them, and th<'ir use, the former would have
the advantage. It is a laborious task to put these on and off almost daily,

besides iheir '"wear and tear," breakage ^>{' glass, and other incidental in-

con\enien<'es. The best that can be said in their favor is that the heat th€»y

keep in is belter for the health of the plants than that supplied by an addi-

tional amouTit of fire. I think a **cony»romi8e" might be introduced in the

shape of tfhfi^M nhuttrrs. Now that the frame work can be made so cheaply
by ujaehinery, I think they might be matle for the snme price sis those now
in use. When once put ^ they need not be again removed till spring

There would probably be a shade less in the amount of light adnntted by
this mode, than by a single course of glass, but yet, I think, more on the

wlhde tlian is pernntted by the present system. I trie<l the experiment roy-

neif last winter on a very snmll scale, by a double glass in some side lights,

expecting to find inconvenience from condensed moisture, itc, but finding

none 1 think the idea worth more extensive trial. Gardeners will thank
the man who will introduce a substitute for shutters having equal effect.

For gefieral directions fur Hothouse management the details given last

moiitii will SI ill be applicable ; as also those referring to the Vegetable
Garden. T. J.
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[continued FKOM last NUMlJEll.]

From J. B. Jhixfcr—X Pear labelled SieiiUe, not true to name; very
large, four and one-quarter inches long, three and onedialf broad, and
weighmg fourteen ounces; long, obovate, inclining to pyriform

;
greenish

yellow
; stem one and a quarter inches long by three-sixteenths thick, and

half aninch thick near its junction with the fruit, where it is very fieshy,
inserted obliquely on a nearly ilut surface considerably inclined; calyx
small, set in a deep, rather narrow, furrowed basin ; seed pale cinnamon,
(the lightness of the color being probably owing to partial decay) two-fifths
of an inch long, one-fifth wide, an<l one-eighth thick, long, accuminate, with
an angle on one side of the blunt end; flesh slightly granular,' buttery,
melting; flavor rich and delicious; quality "very good." This is pro-
bably the Beurre Souhi&homi by Mr. Robert Buist at our Annual Exhibi-
tion in 1S4S, and which could not be recognized by our own Pomologists or
by those of Boston as any known variety. The tree that produced these
specimens, and several more with the same label were purchased by Mr.
Buist from Thomas Landreth, who had imported them with a large collection
of other kinds from France, through the late John B. Smith. But on ex-
amining the invoice, no such name as Beurre Soule was to be found in it.

The variety, however, being considered valuable, scions of it were wide-
ly disseminated; and some were sent to Mr. Baxter. When the remaining
trees, under this name, in Mr. Buist's possession, fruite<l, they proved to be
the Duchesse D'Angouleme. JCven the identity of tlie first tree with
tho Duchess may possibly be established by further investigation, although
the specimens of the Beurre Soule exhibited in lb48 appeared to all of us
a separate and distinct variety.

, I ram Wesfrrn New iWA", through J. B. Baxter

—

The Canandaigua
\

two and a half inches long by two and a half broad ; roundish—turbinate in-

clining to pyriform. largest in the middle; skin smooth, thin, greenish yel-
low

; stem broken ofl", inserted without depression ; set in an irregular fur-

rowed basin ; flesh fine texture, buttery, melting and exceedingly juicy ;

flavor pleasant with a delicate aroma; quality ''very good."—These speci-
mens diflere<l materially in size and form from those that were exhibited at

Second Session of the Congress of Fruit Growers, at Castle Garden,
ew York, in 18IU.

From lioftert Unint—Bon Creticn de Vernols : rather large, two and
seven-eighths inches long by two and five-eighths broad; obovate; greenish
yellow, with small greenish russet patcheH, and many cinnamon russet dots
near the^ crown ; stem three-fourths of an inch long, and one-sixth thick,

fleshy at its junction with the branch inserted in a small depression; calyx
closed, Set in a regular, rather deep basirr; flesh somewhat granular, juice

abun«iant ; flesh pleasant, sprightly, with some astringency ; Leroy places

it among the kitchen peirs, but we consider it for the table at least '*good."

From C/ias. JC sutler, of Heading.—The Bitter, a native apple of Exeter
Township, B<'rks County; two and a half inches long by two and seven

eighths broad ; roim lish oblong ; re«l in stripes (d' various hues, with many
large white dots; stem slinit, and moderately stout, inserted in a deep nar-

row cavity ; calvx medium, closed, set in a deep, rather wide basin ; seed

e.
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very short, plump, light cinnamon ; flesh tender ; flavor fine
;
quality "very

^00(1."

From William Knahh, Oley Township, Berks County, through Charles
Kessler.—Fine specimens of the Yost and Yacht or Jagd apples, described
in our ad interim Report for December, 1852 ; both "very good" in quality,
and worthy of being widely disseminated.

From C. B. Lines, of New Haven.— White 8 Seedling, a native pear of
Connecticut. Size medium, round-obovate

; greenish yellow, sometimea
russetted ; stem rather long and slender, inserted somewhat obliquely into

a small fleshy excrescence ; calyx open, segments short, set in a rather shal-

low basin; flesh of fine texture, buttery, juicy; pleasant flavor; quality
*'very good."

From Hon. B, V. i^r«?;ic/i, of Braintree.— The Beurre Clairgeau. Size
very large ; four inches long and three broad

;
pyriform, larger on one side

;

nearly covered with russet patches and dots, even on its brown cheek
;

Stem an inch long, rather stout, fleshy at both terminations, inserted obliquely
with little or no depression ; calyx open, segments short, basin narrow, very
superficial, slightly furrowed. Not sufficiently mature for testing.

From Mr, Eckert^ of Reading.—A large pear, three and three-eighth

laches long by three and three-eighths broad ; rountlish turbinate, bright
jellow, with numerous small russet dots and a marbled carmine cheek ;

Btem seven-eighths of an inch long and one-sixth thick, inserted in a slight

depression ; calyx me<lium, segments reflexed, set in a moderately deep
basin ; seed large, dark brown, pyriform, plump, terminating suddenly in a
long neck ; flesh somewhat coarse, buttery, melting ; flavor fine, with a
delightful aroma ; quality "best ;" eaten October IGth. Tree young, vig-

orous, very productive ; leaf large, broad, dark green ; branches tortuous
;

fihootfl stout, dark brown. This we take to be Beurre Diet; and, if we are
correct in our conjecture, it is, though not the largest, by far the fairest,

most beautiful and delicious specimen of that variety we have ever seen

;

indeed we have rarely met with the Beurre Deil more than simply "good"
in quality.

From Joshua Pieroe^ of Washington, D. C.—Three varieties of pears,

and one of persimmons.

St. Michel Archange^ true to name, of fine size, and, at least, "very
good" in quality.

>-4ii Verte Longue Panache or CuhVe Suisse, prized only for its curious

longitudinal green and yellow stripes.

A Kitchen Pear, without a name ; very large, three and three-quarter

inches long by three and one (juarter broad ; said to be fine for culinary

purposes, and remarkable for its productiveness.

Persimmons, (Diospyrvs virgiiiiana.) of extraordinary size, measuring
lin inch and a half long, one and three^juarters broad, and five and a quart-

er inches in circumference, and weighing an ounce and a half; form round-

ish-oblate. Being pulled prematurely, they were not in eating condition,

ftnd had probably not acquired their appropriate color. We should be hap-

py again to receive specimens of this variety, to test its quality, when it

has been subjected to the ameliorating influences of frost. Six or seven
years years ago, the Bon Jardinier informed us that two Horticulturists in

France had been experimenting with the American Persimmon, with a vkw
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to Its improvement, and had arrived at encouraging results. One of them
succeeded in rnising a Seedling which ^^large round fruit double the size

S.1 '
""'li X

'^''''•'- '^'' ^''^'^'' 'f ^^^'^'^* ^''^'''^^* ^^'«^ of « Mirahdle

nln^'l u L, ''^^'''r
originated a variety, which, in honor of a friend, henamed Plaquemimer Pierquin,- pro.lucing ^^fruit as large as a hensm.oval acuminate, of a golden yellow color, and an aqreeahle ilavorr

fi either of these new kindd, so far as our information extend., has yet been^imported into this country.
^

oJk°
report of the Comfriittee for awarding premiums for the objects at the

-OWi, Autumnal Exhibition^ were submitted and aj*6ented to.

--

PENNSYLVAlnA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Odohtr lb, 1853.

The Stated Meeting was held, as usual, this evcnina.
General Patterson, President, in the chair.
The following premiums were awarded.
Chrysanthemtims-For the best six large, named varieties, to Thomas

Fairley, foreman to Robert Buist , for the second best, to James Bisset,
gardener to James Dundas ; for the best six pompones, to Thomas Fairley
for the second lyest, to H. A. Dreer ; for the best specimen of a large variety
to Thomas Meehan gardener to Caleb Cope; for the best specimen pom!pone variety, to Thomas Fairley. Special premiums of two dollars each,
to J. i?

.
Knorr ^gardener, Adam Uber, James Bisset and Alexander Parker •

for displays of Chrysanthemums. '

Plants shown for the first time-a pfremmmof three dollars to James-
Jiisset,, for Medinilla speciosa, and two dollars to Thomas Meehan, for Ca-
lanthe veratnfoha. '

Bouquet Design—For the best, to Thomas Meehan. Basket of cut flowers—l?or the best, to James Bisset; for the second best, to Thomas Meehan.
^ars—For the best ten specimens, the Duchesse d' Angouleme, to Isaac

U. Baxter; for the second best, the Passe Colmar, to the same.
The Committee cannot suff-er the present occasion to pass without ex-

pressing their highest appreciation of both of the above varieties, and recret
that the cultivation of fruirs so super-excelleni is not more general.

Special preminm of three dollars to Wm. Johns, for a fine display of
Orapes, some six or seven varieties, all of which were in prime order.

Celery—for the best six stalks, to James Jones, from Girard College
garden

;
for the second best, to the same. Broccoli—For the best five

heads, to Thomas Meehan. Brussels Sprouts-For the best six stalks, to
Daniel McDermot, gardener to Mr. Sayers. For the best display by an
amateur, to Thomas Meehan.

r J J
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AD INTERIM FRUIT REPORT, FOR NOVEMBER.
rillLADKLPlllA, Nov. 14, 1853.

To the President Penna. ll<>rt. Society:

—

Since the October mectiii^ of the Society, the following' ftuits have becu

forwarileil to the Fruit Coinnjittee for examination :

From P. If, CuHiiadii^ -0 Logan S«iiiare, ti. rough Robert Kilvington, two

varieties of Grapes.
3*. The CiiHini'it^—An accidental see, Iling ^vilIte Grape, -vviUi native leaf,

»n<l (lark purplisli wood, that isprung up iii Mr. ('as>a<iy'8 ^ard in 1847, and*

fruited in X'^'^'l \'^'*': tlie first time. Duaoli, of uu-dium size, tolerably com-

pact, and somt'tiaii's >liouldcr«'d. Disiv, bchnv medium, iive-ci^dilhs of an

inch in (liameter ; form r(>und ; color, greenish white with occasionally a

faint salmon tint, and thickly covered with white bk)om ; liesh, juicy with

but little jjulp ; llavor, pleasant ; (pialiiy **very good."

2. The Kilrini/ton.—This mjiy prove a known native variety. It waS

purchased by Mr. Cassady, 7 years ago, before it had fruited, for the Isa-

bella, and removed from Schuylkill Fourth and Chestnut Streets, to its

present locality jn Logan Scjuare. Bunch, medium, compact. Berry, bc-

loW medium, five-eighths of an inch in diameter; form, round; color, red, a

shade deeper than the Catawba, with much bloom; seed, unusually large;

flesh, contains some pulp, which is not tough, but half tender, and melting ;•

flavor, vinous and saccharine without any Catawba aroma; quality *'best."

From Robert Iredell, Norristown, through Mr. Jones.—A specimen of

Duchesse d'Angoulerae of enormous size, nearly five inches long by four and

a quarter broad, and weighing twenty-five and a quarter ounces—exceeding

in size any pear we have ever seen grown in this country. Notwithstanding

its magnitude, we have never eaten a better flavored Duchesse—a variety by

the way, which, when fullv ripened, wo regard in quality at least **very

gb5d."
"

. ^

From Mr, Fckerf, Reading—Additional specimens of the pear mentioned

in the last "Ad Interim Report" as being probably the JJeurre Uiel. These

^ere even larger than those previously received, and possessed a still more

brilliant cheek, and equally fine flavor.

From St. Lojiis Counti/. Missouri, through J. T. Thotnas, Esq.— Two

Apples for their 7iamei<. One we recognise<l as the Vandieer ; the other

is probaWy an ap|de of Western origin, with which we are unacquainted.

From Thomas Thornib/, FalUlon, Beaver county, Pennsylvania—A large

collection of Apples, exhibited at the State Fair at Pittsburgh, and sent to

us by Mt. Thornily, at the rtMpicst of some of our frien«ls who saw them on

that occasion. But before they came into our p<>S5es>i-»n, which was not

until the 14th of October, they innl been exhibited at the Jiurlington Coun-

ty Agricultural Fair at M»mnt Holly, and at the Fair of the Pliihulelphia

Society for promoting Agricuhure. Some of us noticed them at both of

these Exhibitions, and were nut a little surprised at the size and beauty oi the

specimens, and the great nutuber of varieties embraced in the collection. I n-

fortunately when we received tlicni, tiif handsomest hp< liltKn^ had all disap-

peared ; and the extensive collection had «lwin<lletl down to lourteen sound

apples, and nine in a state of dtcay. We were therefore much disappointed

in bein" prevented from giving to so choice a eolleeuun ihc UiaiUle txaniiua-
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tion it so richly merited. Concernini: it, however, we may remark generally,
that it indicated either a peculiar pornoh»gical adaptation in the soil and cli-

mate of Beaver county, or extraordinary skill in fruit culture, on the part of
Mr. Thornily—probably both. n

From P. R. Frean, J^i*']-, of the Germantown Telegraph—Large and beau-
tiful specimensof two varieties of Pears.

1. Vicar of Winkjlehl, or le Cure. The size, productiveness, and uniform
bearing tendency of this variety fully entitle it to be ranked in quality "very
good.

2. Dojfennn d'lTivcr.—This name is given as a synonyme of the Easter
Beurre by the Londcm Horticultural Society, and of the Easter Bergamot
by Andre Leroy, of Angers. The Easter Beurre is a Winter Pear, of the

"best" quality, when properly ripened, It must be confessed, however, that
our knowledge of the pear ripening process, of the Winter varieties, is ex-

ceedingly defective ; and on this account, it often happens that they fall far

short of their intrinsic excellence, at their appropriate season of maturity.

From Col. Charles R. Belt, of the JJistriet of Columhia—Specimens of
Belt's Jlifhrid Witliiut. The history and appearance of this uni(jue anrl

interesting hybrid present unequivocal evidence that it is a natural cross

between the Butternut (Juglans einerea,) and the English Walnut ( Juglans
regia,) the latter being the maternal parent. It originated about twenty
years ago at Chevy Chase, the residence of Col. Belt, near Washington,
District of Columbia, from an English Walnut planteil by his brother, Capt.

Wm. I. Belt, late of the United States Navy. Capt. Belt procured the nut

from an English Walnut tree m the garden of Mrs. Bowie, of Prince

George's County, Maryland. Within a few hundred yards of Mrs. Bowie's
residence, grew a number of Butternut trees, some of the pollen from the

blossoms of which had no doubt been wafted by the wind, or conveyed by in-

sects to the English Walnut tree in the garden and occasioned hybridism.

After the nut had sprouted, Col. Belt took it up and replanted it in the lo-

cality it at present occupies. The tree is a vigorous grower, and is repre-

sented as being exceedingly ornamental. 1802 it fruitetl for the first time;

and in September of the same year, specimens of the nuts, with the wood
and foliage, were exhil>ited by Mr. Joshua Pierce, of Washington, at the

meeting of the American Pomological Society, in Philadelphia. The nut,

in its general appearance, differs very materially from any others of the

Juglans family :—size, large, one and three-fourths inches long, one and
seven-twelfths wide, and one thick, exchisive of the remarkable earena, ele-

vate<l a fourth of an inch above the surface and extending entirely around

Its longitudinal circumference ; form, ovate, pointed at its apex; exterior

surface, fleeply and boldly, but interruptedly ami irregularly sulcated, with-

out having the ermtinuous longitudinal farrows usually noticed in the But-

ternut ; color, light brow ni«<h yellow ; keiiiel fine. Mr. Tierce has succeed-

ed in two instances in irraftin;: this variety on the En^'lish Wulnut. What
has been the success of others, in propagating it, to whom scions were sent,

we are not informed. It is extremely diflicult to gralt the Walnut in any

of the ordinary ways. Uwing to the excitability of its buds, they are apt

48
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to psli, nnd exhauBt the organizfible matter of flic scion, before its nnirn
with thcsto'jk can take place. This usual cause of fMihire is obviated by
working, as recormnended by the late President Kni^dit, with the base of
the annual shoots, the buds of which are small and but little developed.
Another successful mode, noticed in D'Albret's recent work on grafting, is
to cleft-graft in the side of the young shoots, and is said to answer well
whether performed in the solid or herbaceous state. In regard to the stock
lor iJelts Jlybrid, we would suggest the Butternut for standards, and the
Juglans praeparturicns for dwarfs.

From J. B. Garher, of Columhla, Pcirmylv^ia—Kine vanWies of Ap-
phs, setit to him from Gearr/ia, These ?^re the first apples we have re-
ceived that vfere grown m that state. Much attention, we understand, is
being paid at this time, by the Pomoh.gists of Georgin, to the raising of late
kinils of this fruit. Tliose that ripen with us in winter, become, when trans-
ferred so far South, autumn varieties. This fact has induce.! them to turn
their attention to the Southern Seedlings. And we learn, tlhat they have
already succeeckd m originating a number of kinds, which promise to be
far better keepers, than those whi.h they had previously obfained from the
riorth. VN e are so much pleased with the appearance of those sent to us by
Mr. Garber, that we hope Mr. Kiehard Peters, of Atlanta, or some of our
other Georgia friends will famish us, at the proper season, with other spe-
cimens for examination. Although these we have received are not in a con-
dition for testing, we deem them sufficiently interesting to merit a full ex-
tenor pomolog.cal description, especially as most of them are entirely new
to us. And it It should prove from our descriptions that we have not re-
ceived the true varieties, we trust specimens tUt arc gemine will be for-
Warded to our Society,

1. Limher Tivig, or James Itiver.—Thhv^rwij has been ciHtivated t6 a
considerable extent in Virginia, and some of the Western States. Size—
full m.dium, three inches long by three and three-sixteenths broad ; form,
roundish oblong

;
color, striped and marbled with pale red on a yellowish

ground, yellow around the crown, a good deal russcted about the base; stfem
three-fourths of an inch long by one-twelfth thick, inserted in a deep acu-
minate, russeled cavity; calyx small, closed, set in a wide, shalbw basin.-

2. *S'w/?<;yuroMr.—Size large, three and one-eighth inches long, three artd
fiye-sLxteenlbs broad; form roundish oblate ; color a mottled greyish red,
with dark crimson stripes, and containing large grev dots; stem hve-eighths
of an inch long and one-tifih thick, inserted in a deep, narrow, partially
ru^ete«l cavity; calyx small, closed, set in a deep, wide, plaited basin.

3. ^err^.—fcize, rather large, two and five-eighths inches by three and
five-sixteenths; form, roundish-oblate; color, striped and mottled with crim-
son on a greenish-yellow ground, with a number of green russet spots ; stem,
one-half an inch long, one-tenth thick, inserted in a tolerably deep cavity

;
calyx, rather large, set in a wide, shallow basin.

4. Mountain Sprout.-^Siic, medium, two and three-fourths inches by
two and seven-eighths; form, oblong-truncate; color, red, with stripes of
deeper hue, white dots numerous ; stem, three eighths of an inch lung one-
eighth thick, inserted in a narrow cavity

; calyx medium, partially open, set
in a Wide, deep, sligfuiy furrowed basin.
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o, Oamacs Swe^f.—S\z(}, below medium, two and one-half inches lonff,by two an. three-fourths broad ; form, roundish conical ; color, whitish
green, clouded with green-russet on the more exposed parts, and a faint
brown blush; stem, (perhaps broken), one-fourth of an inch long, and one-
eleventh thick inserted lu a narrow cavity ; cal^x, large, closed, set in a
wide, shallow basin.

6. Nick-j'K'.k.—'^hQ, large, two and threc-fourth3 inches lonT, by three
and seven-eighths broad

; form, oblato ; color, striped and mottfed with red
on a greenish ground, grey dots abundant; stem, five-eighths of an inch
long and one-eigl.th thick, inserted in a wide, not very deep, russeted cavity;
mlyx, large, partially open, set ia a wide, superficial basin ; core, under
medium

;
seed, small, light brown, ovate ; flesh, tender, juicy ; flavor, fine,

with an exceedingly delicious though delicate aroma
; quality ''best.*' This

irariety we regard with especial favor ; and we feel assured it will become
popular wherever known. It is said to be a native of North Carolina, and
to have been found growing among the Cherokee Indians.

7. Callasaga. Size, above medium, two and three-fourths inches long,
by three and one-fourth broad ; form, roundish, slightly tapering to the
crown; color, dull brown, faintly striped, on a greenish yellow russet
ground

; stem, three-eighths of an inch long, and one eighth thick, inserted
lu an irregular, rather deep cavity; calyx, large, open, set in a deep, wide,
obscurely furrowed basin.

8. (Jraiiherry. Size, medium, two and five-eighths inches long, by three
broad

; form, roundish conical ; color, brightly striped with carmine on the
unexposed side, and of a deeper red on the part subjected to the full s.dar
influence, many grey russet dots, large and sometimes stellate towards the
base, smaller and more numerous near the crown ; stem, three-eighths of an
inch long, and one-ninth thick, inserte<l in a narrow, acuminat'e, russeted
cavity, calyx, small, closed, get in a wide, shallow basin, with four or five
small fleshy elevations, at the bottom near the calyx.

9. Dapper. Size, rather small, two and one-eighth inches long by two
and three-fourths broad ; form, roundish truncate ; color, whitish yellow,
with several crimson specks, and faintly clouded and marbled with yellow-
ish green, with an obscure pale orange cheek ; stem, three-eighths of an
inch long, and one-twelfth thick, inserted in a medium, acuminate cavity

;

calyx, small, closed, set in a moderately wide, very deep basin.

From Chas, Kessler, Esq., Reading.—A collection of fruit, embracing
specimens of a Pear from Lower Heidelberg, Berks County Pa., and nine-
teen varieties of Apples, eleven of which were grown in Berks County, and
eight near Dixon, Illinois

:

1. The Heidelberg Pear—which was supposed to be a foreign variety,

we did not recognize till it was cut, when it at once became known to us as
the Feastcr. Under the name of Bleeckers Meadow it is noticed in most
of the horticultural works, but its merits have not been properly appre-
ciated. And although admitted to be a native of Pennsylvania, there is no
published record of its history, nor any information given in any work in

regard to the particular locality of its origin. The Philadelphia Market
has long been abundantly supplied with it, under the names of Sjncc and
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^^piee Butter. Not, however, imti! roccntlj, !iave we heen aMeto trace its

history ; for wliich we are ehielly imlelited to Mr. Mahlun Moon, of Mor-
riaville, Bucks County. This variety originnted, about seventy years ago,
with Aaron Feaster, of Northampton Township, Bucks County. Having
sprung up on a piece of ground used as a meadow, Mr. Feaster called it the
meadow Pear ; subse<[uently it was named tlie Feaster. The original tree

is still standing, and continues, at the age of three-score years and ten, to

bear most abundantly. Some seasuns, it has yielded five barrels of fruit,

which was sold for forty dollars. Although rather coarse in texture, and
somewhat gritty at the core, yet when properly house ripened, it is rich,

melting, delicious, and in quality, ''very good," Judging from the form
and flavor, its parents are probably the Seckel and the Bergamot. Oc-
tober is its period of maturity.

2. The Jfepler—grown by ^fr. ITepler, of Reading, A native winter
Apple describecl in the ad interim Report for April last. The present spe-

cimens differ from those sent us last spring, in being larger, two an«l three-

fourths inches, by three and one-fourth ; in possessing a short stem, three

eighths long, by one eight thick, and in having a marbled red cheek with
usually one or more white marks, as if the red coloring matter had been en-
tirely rubbed off. Specimens not suiliciently mature for testing.

3. The FornwalJer, FaUenmahlerj or Fn//.twatpr.—We have been in-

formed by some of the old inhabitants «)f Reading, that this variety origi-

nated with a Mr. Fornwald, of that place ; heme the name Fornwalder.
In our notice of it in the March ad interim Report, we considered it of

*'good" quality. The specimens received by us this season, being remarka-
bly fine, measuring more than a foot in circumference, have given us a still

more favorable opinion of it. Indeed the uniformly large size, unblemished
appearance an<l fair <juality of the Fornwalder render it worthy gf being
more widely cultivated. ^

4. The llamho. Philadelphia was plentifully supplied, some ypars ago,

with this apple, from the neighboring state of New Jersey. Now it has al-

most entirely disappeared from our market. The specimens, however, sent

by Mr. Kessler, clearly indicate th»t it still flourishes in the vicinity of
Reading.

5. The Keim—grown on the premises of Mrt. Ketsler. This native

apple, of Berks County, we noticed in our February and March "ad inte-

rim" Reports. The present specimens are larger and fairer than those pre-

viously received, but have not yet reached their period.

6. The Krouner—a native apple, noticed in our December and Feb-
uary Reports.

7. Unknoivn—grown near Dixon, Illinois. Size, very large, three and
one-quarter inches long by four broad, form, roundish, obscurely conical,

somewhat compressed at the sides ; color yellowish green, with a faint blush;

»tem, short, stout, half an inch long, by one-sixth thick, inserted in a wide,

obtuse cavity ; cah/r, open, set in a deep, rather narrow basin, slightly

plaited. Not mature.

8. Unknown—grown near Dixon, Illinois. Size, very large, throe inch-

es long, by three and seven-eighths broad ; form, oblate ; color, brownish
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red, mottled with greyish russet, and interspersed with numerous large
grey dots with a russet point in the centre of each, yellowish green about
the crown

; stem, short, stout, fleshy, five-eighths of an inch long, and three
quarters thick, inserted in a wide, shallow, russetted cavity, with a pro-
minence on one side ; calyx, large, closed, set in a wide, rather shallow basin,
not mature.

^
9. Unknown—grown near Dixon, Dlinois. Size, large, two and seven

sixteenths inches long, by three and three-sixteenths broad ; form, roundish
oblate, somewhat angular; color, beautifully striped with carmine on a yel-
lowish white ground ; stem, short, three-eighths of an inch long and one-
tenth thick, set in a deep, moderately open cavity ; calyx^ closed, set in a
narrow, superficial basin. Not mature.

10. Unknown—grown near Dixon, Illinois. Size, large, three inches
long, by three and one-half broad ; form, oblong truncate; color, brown, on
greenish yellow ground, with a number of grey dots ; stem, half-inch long
and one-eighth thick, inserted in a rather deep cavity ; calyx, medium, set
in a deep, wide, furrowed basin. Not mature.

^
IJ. Unknoivn—grown near Dixon, Illinois. Size, large, two and seven

eighths inches long, by three and three-eighths broad ; form, roundish con-
ical

; color, striped and mottled with red, on a greenish yellow ground, stem,
short and slender, one-half inch long and one-eleventh thick, inserted in a
deep, narrow cavity ; calyx, small, partially reflexed, set in a narrow,
moderately deep, plaited basin. If the quality of this and the four preceed-
ing apples corresponds with the size and fine appearance of their exterior,

they should be widely disseminated. Perhaps our corresponding member.
Dr. Kennicott, or some of the Pomologists of Chicago, whence the trees
were obtained, can inform us what the varieties are.

12. Labeled Limber Twig—a small, pleasant, greenish yellow apple from
Illinois, not true to name.

13, and 14, also from Illinois, are small and not prepossessing in ap-
pearance.

15. Vandieer—grown by Mrs. Kessler, of Reading. Specimens very
fine. This variety is chiefly prized for its culinary properties. In regard
to the orthography of its name, we would remark, that in Delaware, where
it originated, there is no family with the cognomen Vandervere, but there

are many of the inhabitants of Swedish descent, in that State, who write their

name Vandiver.

10, 17, 18, 10 and 20—were grown by David L. Wenrich, of Reading.
Most of these are sweet apples, of pleasant flavor. But their small aize,

unaccompanied by an attractive exterior, impairs their value.

Objects Shown,

Plants.—By Thomas Fairley, foreman to R. Buist :—Six Pompone Chyrsan-

ihemums—Cybele, perfection, La Nain|Bebe, Madam Chauvierii, Lartay, Veleda,

and six large kinds—Emilie Theresa, Queen, Julia Longdate, Henri Hulme, Mrs.

Cope, and Salter's Annie ; specimen pompone—Cybele ; specimen plant^Hoya

Cunninghamii ; and 36 varieties Chrysanthemums.
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By H. A. Dreer: —Pompone Chrysanthemums—La Fiance, Ninon de I'Enclos,

R(^ 4e Liliput, Bazaar, Mignonette, La Gitana, and Triomphe de Bordeaux.

By Thomas Meehan, gardener to C. Cope :—For the first time—Calanthe vera-

trifolia : Chrysanthemums, pompone specimens—La Nain Bebe, Cloth of Gold,
perfection, Elegant, Mignonetle, l^acramento ; large kind, specimen—Grandis.
By William Haas, gardener to J. F. Knorr:—Chrysanthemums, shown for the

^rst time—Aramis, Ariadne, Atropos, Avocat tardif, Beauty Toulousain, Belot

Defougere, Berryer, Caroline Gignoiix, Chedeville,Comte de Chambord, Croustig-

pac, Dame Blanche, Fontenay, Etoile de Matin, General Carrelet, Grand Sultan,

Grazielle, Hendcrsonii, Jason, Jonquille, Junon, Justine, Tessier, Lais, La Rousse,

JiR Vestale, Mad. Chauvierii, Mad. Henie, Mad. Jules d'Evry, Mad. Rousselon,

Mad. Schmidt, M. J. Phiscopal, Perle d'Automne, Rosini, Trianon, Sou. de
Roquancourt—Astrolobe, Christophe Colomb, La Phar, Lingot d'Or, Mad. de
Thury, Montaigne, Poudre d'Or, Rantounett, Sapho, Triomphe du Nord—Cedo
^ulli, Constance, Corcardeau, Columbine, Etiacelle, Jacques, Mad. Hec Jacquin
—52 varietieg, and about 20 older varieties.

By James Bisset, gardener to James Dundns :—A new plant—Medinilla spe»

ciosa, and six large choice kinds, and a table of fine varieties.

By Alexander Parker:—A Jarge display.

Bouquets and Designs.—By Thomas Meehan :—A Design and Basket.

By James Bisset ;—A handsome Basket.

Fruits.—By l^aac B. Baxter :—Pears—Duchesse d'Angouleme, Passe Colmar,

D^Aremberg, St. Germain, and Napoleon.

By Robert Buist :—Pears—Due de Bordeaux, and Monsieur le cure.

By William Johns :—Grapes

—

six kinds.

By C. V. Hagner:—Catawba Grapes.

By N. A. Roe :—Bon Chretien Pears.

Vegetables.—By Thomas Meehan, gardener to C. Cope :—Broccoli, Celery

Brussels Sprouts, &c., &c..

By James Jones, gardener at the Girard College :—ReJ an^ White Celery.

}iy Daniel McDermot, gardener to Mr. Sayers :—Brussels Sprouts.

Some of the Handsome Plants of China.—<* A% yon lave come

back !
*• " Are you ?" «* IIow did the plants get home ?" " Were they

much admired in England ?'* were the questions which were rapidly put to

me by the old nurseryman and his sons ; at the same time they brought a

chair, and asked me to sit down under the awning of the cottage. I told
^

them that most of them had arrived safely in England, and that they had

been greatly admired. This garden contains many of the beautiful plants

introduced by the Horticultural Society of London, from 1843 to 1846.

Amongst some pots at the entrance there were fine plants, of the now Welf
known Weigela, the pretty Indigofera decora, For»ythia viridumna anci
a fine white variety of Wutaria Sinensis. Round the sides of the ditch were'
many magnificient specimens of Edyeivorthia chrysantha, and Gierdenia
Jlorida Fortuniana, growing in the open ground. Some of the Gardenias
were 4 feet high and 15 feet in circumference. When covered with its lurge'

camellia-looking blossoms, it is extremely handsome, and at all times forms'
a pretty evergreen bush. In a bed in the middle of* the garden the white
variety of Flatycodon grandiflorus was in full bloom, and near it a bed of'

Lielytra tpectabilis. Both these looked very handsome, particularly the
latter

; its large purse like blooms, of a clear red colour tipped with white,-

and hanging down gracefully from a curved spike, and its mountain-like

leaves, render it a most interesting plant, and one which will become a fa-

vorite in English gardens. Several kinds of roses were growing in pots,-

and amongst them the new yellow, or salmon coloured, introduced by the

Horticultural Society. This rose deserves more notice at home than it has

yet had
; doubtless it will be more thought of when it is better known and

properly treated. It should be planted out at the foot of wall with a sotitli-

ern or western aspect, and allowed to scramble over it. It grows rapidly

;

the flowers are of a strong colour, and are produced in great profusion. Fine

plants of Viburnum plicatum and V. macrocephalum, were also noticed,

both in pots and also in the open ground. I also observed some youilg

plants of the interesting palm tree ( Chamerops exctlsa f\ which I have al-

ready noticed in the earlier pages of this work. It is perfectly hardy about

Shanghae, and thrives there, unprotected, throughout the severest winter.

There other palms, yet this was the only one that seemed hardy. Here

were also some beautiful peach trees, with double flowers. Two of these

have already been described by Dr. Lindley, and named the double white,

and double crrmson peaches. But, fine as they undoubtedly are, there is a

third, far more beautiful and striking than either of them. This produces

large double whithe flowers, whic are striped with red or crimson lines like

a carnation. A tree of this variety, in full bloom, is one of the most beau-

tiful objects that can be imagined. These double peaches seem to l)e par-

ticularly well adapted for forcing, as they form their flower buds fully in

autumn, and are ready to burst into bloom with the first warm days in

spring. A little artificial heat, therefore, will bring them into full flower

about the new year, or any time from thiit period up to March. As spring

flowers, they are highly prrzed by the Chinese. Itinerant gardeners carry

them about the streets for sale in the northern Chinese towns. The flower

buds were then just beginning to expand ; the buyer puts them into pots,

i

I
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gives them a little water, and places them in his window or fiittiiiji room. In

a day or two the buds burst, and the little tree is one mass of )>loom. In

this state all the three varieties are very beautiful ; but I think the carna-

tion striped one is the handsomest of them all. In the centre of the South

Garden there is the family tomb-^a lar^jc mound of earth, covered witli

many pretty flowers. Here the old man's forefathers, for many •:<'uerations,

lie buried, and here he will sleep anumg the ilowers beloved in his lifetime.

This garden contains a good assortmiMit of shrubs nnd trees which have been

longler known than those I have enuinernted. There are some beds of

KeeV^^s Spirit a (S. Rccvcsiana), a beautiful shrub; the Chinese Juniper,

Hibiscus ayriacus^ Wistaria sincnafs^ Jjat/erstreemias, plums, and the favor-

ite La-mae ( Chimonatithus), with which Chinese ladies decorate their hair.

1 h«d now made the circuit of the gardon, and came to the little wooden bridge,

by which I entered, to the gardener's house.

Whicn I reached Chusan, in latitude 80° north, I found a remarkable

change in the appearance of the vegetation. Tropical forms had entirely

<li8appeared, or were rarely met with. Although the summers were as warm
or even warmer than they were in the South, yet the winters were nearly as

cold as those we have in England. At this place, and all over the provin-

ces of Che-kiang and Kiang-nan, the Glycine seemed to be at home. It

grew wild on every hill-side, scrambling about in the hedges by the foot-

paths, and hanging over and dipping its leaves and flowers into the canals

and mountain streams. But by far the most beautiful eff*ect is produced

when it attaches itself to the stems and branches of other trees. This is not

unfrequent in nature, and is often copied by the Chinese, and introduced in-

to their gardens. One can scarcely amagine anything more gorgeous or beau-

tiful than a large plant of this kind, in full bloom. Its main and larger

branches are entwined round every branch of the tree, and from them hun-

dreds of small ones hang down until they nearly touch tlie ground. The

whole of the branches are covered with llower bud!^, which a day or two of

warm weather brings rapidly forward into bloom. To form an idea of the

effect produced by these thousands of long lilac racemes, one must imagine

a floral cascade, or a weeping-willow covered with the Ilowers of the Glycine.

There are some large specimens of this kind on the Island of Chusan ; one

in particular was most striking, 2«ot content with monopolizing one tree, it

had scrambled over a whole clump, and formed a pretty harbour underneath.

When I saw it last it was in full flower, and had a most charming appearance.

The Chinese are fond of growing the Glycine on trellis-work, and forming

long covered walks in the garden, or arbours and porticos in front of their

dours. There is a remarkable specimen in the garden of a mandarin, at

Ning-po. Growing in company with it is the fine new variety introduced

lately by the Horticultural Society of London, and tlescribcd in the Juurnal

of the Society. In foliage and general habit the two kinds are nearly alike,

but the new one bears lon*j racemes of ^ imrc white flowers. The kind old

gentleman to whom the garden belonged allowed me to make layers ot this

plant on the top of his house , and during the summer months, when 1 was

travelling in otherfdistricts, uttended^lo them and watrnd tlum with hiso>sa

bands.—Fortune' a Journal to the Tea CvunfrirM .>f China,
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THE NILES PEAR.

We are indebted to Wra. V. Pettit, Esq., of West Chestnut Street, in this

city, for a specimen of the Pear which we figure in this number. It is a

foreign Pear imported by the Hon. Mr. Niles of Connecticut—the name is

lost, and it is now called the Niles—it is thought by some to be the Easter

Beurre. A full description will be given in the next ad interim report of

Penn. Hort. Society.

:

Even Strawberries of the most distinct sorts, planted out and treated in

the usual way for a few years, so degouerate and change that they cannot

be identified by the best judges. N. M. T, iu Gardener's Chronicle p. 565.

Euphorbia Jacquiniflora.—If we take a restrospect of the plants that

bave been introduged into the stoves of Great Britain within some few years,

not one has preference to the Euphorbia Jacquiniflora (or fulgens) : tbe

length of time the flowers continue expanded, the elegant growth of the

plant, if properly managed, and its very long spikes of rich orange-scarlet

flowers, give it a decided pre-eminence among stove plants. This lovely

plant is a native of Mexico, and was introduced into Germany a few years

ago, through Baron Kerwinski, and from thence to Britain by Mr. Runch.

Cultivation,—Mix equal quantities of loam, peat, and rotten cow-dung

with a little sand. If cow-dung cannot be got, any very rotten manure will

do. Cuttingi will strike very freely in sand. After they are struck, pot

them off into sixty pots, and shift them regularly as the pots become full of

roots. It is very necessary to stop the terminal shoots frequently, other-

wise the plant will grow very tall and slender, and, as gardeners term it, be

long-legged. When the pot is full of roots the plant will flower, even if it

be small ; but it must be observed, that if cultivators desire to have large

plants, they must shift them frequently until they wish them to display their

beauteous flowers. It is a charming plant for winter and early spring bloom

;

in fact, by proper treatment, a succession can be had all the year, and no-

thing more lovely than spikes a foot or more long of its showy brilliant

blossom, each flower nearly the size of a sixpence. It does well in a hot-bed

frame of moderate temperature, as well as in the stove. It may be kept

during winter in the greenhouse, but must, during the season of rest, be kept

nearly dry, and give water when you want again to promote its growth.

—

J'lor. Cabinet,

49
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Leaves from my Chinese Note Bouk.—The wealthy amonst the Chi-
nese generally select very heautiful spots on the hill sides for their tombs.
Near Tse-kee, a walled town of considerable size, some fifteen miles to the
northward of Ningpo, there are some pretty spots of this description. These
tombs, apparently, are very ancient, for the trees which had been planted
when they were first formed are now fully grown, and the tombs themselves
in many instances, are overgrown with weeds and going fast to decay.
Happening one day in June last to be wandering on one of these hill sides,

a tree in the distance caught my eye, which appeared very curious and
and striking. It was one of those Junipers (J. sphtcrica) which grow to a
considerable size in the north of China, and which the Chinese are fond of
planting round their graves. But although a Juniper at the top and bottom,
an evergreen tree with large glossy leaves ( Photinia serrulata), formed the
centre. On reaching the spot where it grew, the appearance presented was,
if possible, more curious and interesting. The Photinia came out from the
trunk of the Juniper about fifteen feet from the ground, and appeared as if

it had been grafted upon it; indeed, some Chinese in a neighboring village,

to whom the tree was well known, did not hesitate to express their belief that

such had been the case, but I need scarcely say this was out of the question.

Upon a close examination of the point of apparent union, I found that aK
though the part between stock and graft, if I may use %hp expression, was
completely filled up, yet there was no union such as we see in grafted trees.

There could then be only one way of accounting for the appearance which
these two trees presented, and which is pretty well shown in a drawing which
I send, taken by a Chinese artist. The Photinia was no doubt rooted in the

ground, and had twelve feet of its stem cased in the trunk of the Juniper.

Tfie «pparent union of the trees was so complete, that nothing could be seen

of this arrangement ; but upon tapping the lower part of the trunk it sound-

ed hollow, and was no doubt decayed in the centre, although healthy enougH
outside.

tJpon showing the sketch alluded to above to a learned Chinese at Ning-

po, he, like the villagers, fully believed the Photinia had been grafted upon
the Juniper; and further, he informed me it was a common thing in the

country to graft the Yang-mae ( Myrica sp., a fine Chinese fruit tree) upon
Pinus sinensis, and that l)y so doing the fruit of the Yang-mae became much
larger and finer in flavour. Having been engaged in procuring some Yang-
mae trees, which the (Jovernment of India is anxious to introduce to the

Himalaya, I was somewhat better informed upon the subject than the harued
Chinaman. I told him the fine variety of Yang-mae was grafted upon the

wihl kind, which the Chinese call the San or hill variety (Myrica sapida)

;

and further, I showed him f^ome plan*^ ..Inch I had just purchased, but all

was of no use, he was "convinced against his will," and still firmly'believes
the Yang-mae is usually grafted on the Pine. R. Y.—Qard. Chron,

^

Ageratums and IlELroTROPES FOR WiNTER Blooming.—The suita-
bility of these plants for greenhouse decoration during the flowerless and
dreary months of winter, does not appear to be so generally known as it

should be. To grow them for this purpose, the cuttings should be rooted
the same time as Chrysanthemums, viz, the middle of July, and potted into
three inch pots

;
and, about three weeks later, shifted into the pots in which

they are intended to bloom. Loam of ordinary quality, with a little rotten
dung and coarse sand, will be found quite good enough to grow them in.

About a fQrtnight after their final shift, plunge the pots in a warm border,
where they can remain till the middle of October. By this time they will
have become fine bushy plants, well furnished with flowering shoots, and
should be taken up, the pots washed, and the plants tied into shape, and re-
moved to the conservatory or greenhouse, where they wUl continue in
flower the whole of the winter. As the pots will be full of roots when in
their winter [quarters, they must have a plentiful supply of water ; for if

neglected in this respect they lose their leaves, and though they still retain
their flowers, yet when denuded of their foliage they become unsightly.—
Qs^rd. Chron.

WESTERN AGRICULTURAL EXCHANGES.
Ivery one regretted the suspension of the most interesting of monthlies

the Western Jlortimlftmil Iteview. AVe hope soon to see it announced
that the health of Dr. Warder, its worthy editor, is sufficiently restored to
resume his labors.

The Qhio Cultivator, published at Columbus, 0. on the first and fifteenth
of every month at §1 per annum, is full of useful practical matter.

The Olio Farmcr^n weekly, edited by Mr. Thomas Brown, always comes
to us with something interesting and instructive especially in matters relating
to stock.

TIh^ Farmpr's^ Compamon, edited by a corps of enthusiastic gentlemen
of Detroit, Michigan, is published at the remarkably low price of 50 cts. a
year. We recommend it to all engagc<l in agriculture, stock raising, &c.

Tht' Iowa Farmer. This is a new monthly, published at Burlington,
Iowa, edited by Messrs. Grimes and Tallant. It bids fair to become one of
the best papers in that section.
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7!he Western Plowhoy is the title of a paper published at Fort Wayne,

Ind., %1 a year.

Th€ Prairie Farmer^ published at Chicago, Illinois, at $1 per annum,

is one of the very best of our exchanges. As a useful farmer's paper we put

it in the very first rank. The horticultural department is under the charge

of Dr. J. A. Kennicott, whose name is a sufficient guarantee for the accu-

racy of that part of the work. ^^

Since writing the a!>ove notices we see that ui^der the new name of the

Horticultural Review and Botanical magazine, Dr. Warder's paper will re-

appear on the first of January 1854. We are glad to know that so talented

a fellow labourer has sufficiently recovered his health. The Doctor will be

listed by Jas. W. Ward, Esq. The price of the Review is $3 per annum.

The Farmer and Artizan, published at Portland, Me., is a monthly de-

voted to the interests of the farmer and mechanic—besides articles on agri-

culture, it contains notices and descriptions of inventions—price $1 per an-

num. «

Our friends who remit their subscriptions for the coming volume, are re-

quested to register their letters;—the address is II. C. Hanson—Office

Florist, Philadelphia.

A correspondent in Indiana, writes us, under date of December 4, that

Pansies are in bloom with him in the open air. They are little affected by

cold ; in a garden in this neighboihood, there was not a week in which they

did not bloom during last winter. What may appear surprising, a large plant

of AbtUilon striatum, which had been bedded out, survived the winter in

the open ground. It was, of course, much cut down.

I




